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ABSTRACT 
This paper contends that without the Tory dimension no factual 
account of the Civil , dar in 1774 and the beginning of the Revolution 
in the Colony of Massachusetts nay is possible, and that there is no 
better way of demonstrating actuality in this, as in other historic 
problems, than by direct examination of events through the lives of 
those who shaped them. 
This paper is the first historic study of the last and most 
crucial crisis of Colonial Government in Massachusetts - that is, 
from the setting up of the Committees of Correspondence in 1772-3 
(the Whig extension from Boston of single-party rule by caucus to 
supplant the Constitution-Charter of 1691 and political pluralism in 
Toim Meetings) to the strategic and military victory in the Siege of 
Boston of rebellion, created and manipulated by a dedicated Radical 
minority, r: nd the enforced withdrawal of the Loyalists, the Loyal 
I"Iilitia(including Brig. Timothy RuC. , les'corps of Loyal Asrociators) 
with the Regular forcer, to Halifar., I. arch 17,1776-as it happened, 
and from the experience of one of the most active and prominent of 
the largely Tory soldier-Representative-magistrates that since the 
Mayflower Compact served as the leaders of Massachusetts: Col. islisha 
Jones (1710-1776), the "famous" Tory squire of 'deston, on Charles River 
in Middlesex County and less than a day's walk from Boston. 
None more than Col. Jones stood for one of the two main Tory 
political groups in Massachusetts in the 1770's, the "Reformers, " 
so often at cross-purposes with the Iiutchinson Seewall-0 liver faction 
that supported the status quo and the undivided sovereignty of 
Parliament, a. nd 3, rho when the Civil War began at thb time of the Powder 
Alarm,: Iept. 1,1774, left their homes for Boston, and the fighting of the 
Whig political mobs with their weapons of assault and violence to 
property to men like Col. Jones, Brig. Ruggles, and"Col. ThQmas Gilberts 
and the Regulars, and who became the early "refugees"in England. 1. 
Col. Jones was a leader of the "Reformist" Torics that supported. 
the Constitution-Charter of 1691, and government by law and precedent 
in the manner of Blackstone(a best-stller in the Colonies) 9r'110 who 
worked for the greatest measure of "home rule" and needed reforms(such 
as adequate pay for judges)initiated whenever possible by the General 
Court. Their "Charter" was the Middlesex Magistrates' Address to Gov. 
Hutchinson of Iday, 1774(signed by Col. Jones and possibly drafted by him) 
which looked toward an association with Britain based upon mutual 
economic and political interest: concepts so forward-looking as not to 
he fully accepted until the 20th century, and so dangerous in their own 
time as to merit oblivion by the Whigs and vetoes for such measures as 
the "Prevention of Bribery and Corruption" bill by Hutchinson. It was 
the "Reformers"that carried the burden of resisting the Whig assault 
upon the rule of law and maintenance of public order. 
One of fewer than a dozen Tories elected to the House in 1773 and 
1774, Col. Jones opposed all the unconstitutional Whig measures, including 
Committees of Correspondence, irapeachment of Chief Justice Oliver,,, nd the 
Continental Cont^ress. 0ne of the last magistrates to hold Court, he rained (IIov. 1774)one of the first military Tory Corps of the 'r1ar. Driven to 
Boston(Dec. 1774)by the mobs, he served under Gage and Howe as lJorca,, ge Commiss ioner, and three of his sons with Ru. C les'Associ2tor:,. Col. Jones 
died in Boston just before the L`vacuation, but the ideas he fought for 
were taken to Nova Scotia and Upper Canada by five of his Tory : ons, who 
w th th it descendants took a distinC*, tý. ished part in public life, and whore trey became part of the foundation of a new aspire and the independent nation of Canada. 
3 
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INTROUJCTION 
JONIS OF W. TON 
"Some spring the white man came, built him a house, and 
made a clearing here, letting in the sun, dried up a farm, 
piled up the old grey stones in fences, cut down the pines 
around his dwelling, planted orchard seeds brought from the 
old country, and persuaded the civil appletree to blossom 
next to the wild pine and juniper, shedding its perfume in 
the wilderness. Their old stocks still remain. He culled the 
graceful elm from out the woods and from the river-side, and 
so refined and smoothed his village plot. He rudely brill *ed 
the stream, and drove his team afield into the river meadows, 
cut the wild grass, and laid. bare the homes of beaver, otter, 
muss at, and with the whetting of his scythe scared off the 
deer -nd bear. He set up a mill, and fields of I glish train 
sprang in the virgin soil. And with his grain he scattered the 
seeds of the dandelion and the wild trefoil over the meadows, 
mingling his glish flowers with the wild native ones. The 
bristling burdock, the sweet-scented catnip, and the humble 
yarrow planted themselves along his woodland road, they too 
seeking "freedom to worship God" in their way. And thus he 
plants a town... " 
Henry David Thoreau, A Week on the Concord 
and Merrimac Rivers (184 1 
Elisha Jones, one of the noted soldier-legislator-magistrates 
who since the Mayflower Compact served as leaders of the Bay, was 
born November 20,1710 at his father's man^ion house on Beacon Hill 
in tho Farmer's Precinct of iJatcrtown(ilcýton). The fourth generation 
of his family in Massachusetts,, he was youngest of the five children 
of Captain Josiah and Abigail Barnes Jones. 
2 
It was a prosperous family 
of farmers, merchants, and landowners which in the 18th century as earlier 
1 Thoreau (1817-1862) was a great-grandson of Elisha Jones, grandson of 
his only daughter Nlary and her husband, the Rev. Asa Dunbar of the 
Harvard Class of 1767. See Family Chart. Clifford Shipton, iihley's 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. XVI, pp. 457-463. The Week, parts of which were 
first printed in The Dial between 1840 and 1844, apart from its 
transcendentalism, is a work of social and political as well as local 
and natural history, drawing upon many oral as well as printe sour es Cont. 
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looked for its wealth not to Boston and merchant aristocracy, 
but as ever larger investors, and for elder sons, as the custom was, 
settler-proprietors, to the development of new colonial towns 
in the new lands - westward on the frontier in the Connecticut 
and Housatonic River Valleys, and to the east, in Maine, at 
Falmouth (Portland) on Casco Bay, at Frenchman's Bay, and at 
Machias. 
1 
In colonial Massachusetts there was no higher mark of respect 
and standing in a community than election to the office of Deacon, 
the term of which was normally for life. When the church at 
Watertown Farms, gathered finally under the Rev. William Williams 
who had been ordained on November 2,1709, was organized, on 
January 4,1710 - in the same year as Elisha Jones was born - 
his grandfather Josiah Jones Sr. was chosen first Deacon, serving 
with colleague John Parkhurst until his death on October 9,1714. 
At that time the office was offered to his son, Elisha Jones' 
father Josiah the Younger (Feb. 13,1715) but - most unusually - he 
refused to accept it. It may have been because of the burden of 
other senior town offices and an apparent broadening interest in 
Provincial affairs: Josiah the Younger was to be Weston Representative 
in the General Court in 1716,1721,1725, and 1726, and when the 
Farmers Precinct petitioned the General Court for incorporation 
as a town in 1712 Lt. Josiah Jones, with Capt. Francis Fulham and 
Mr Daniel Estabroke were the 
2 
committee which"carried"the petition 
to the government in Boston. 
(Cont. ) Local hi tory is a subject in which Thoreau mainta'ned a life-long interest, and there are, for ex. ý: mple, a number of references 
to it in his Journal. It is much to be regretted, however, that his own 
interviews with people still living, or their children, who had seen the 
Revolution, and would talk about it, were seemingly destroyed -so 
virulent was the feeling against Tories at that time. On ieb. 23,1ü56 
Thoreau copied references to his Jones ancestors in Dr. Henry Bond's 
Gcnealor-ies... of the Early Settlers of Watertoti: *n... (1st. ed. 1855)into 
his Journal. See Bradford Torrey and Francis Allen`. Phe Journal of Henr 
D. Thoreau (Dover edn., 1962)Vo1. II, p. 977. 
1 It was the elder sons who moved to "new" lands owned by investing 
families like the Joneses of Weston, and the youngest who settled by 
elderly parents and inherited as their "portion" the "old home. " Thus 
it was that Flisha Jones remained in W4eston, and inherited the family 
propert there. See Bond Watertown (2 edn. 1860)pp. 310-322. ) 2 Ibl ., 312. Records of the Firat Parish of Weston; Town of Weston Records. 
9 
Josiah Jones Sr., born at Roxbury in 1643, had a long 
career of service in the higher town offices. First elected 
Selectman of Watertown in 1685, he was chosen for five more 
terms, in 1686,1687,1690,1702, and 1709. He was made Freeman 
on April 18,1690. Josiah Sr. also reached the elective rank of 
captain in the Militia. About 1690 the three parts of 
Watertown 
were designated for purposes of military organization as 
the 
precincts of Captain. Bond's Company 
(Watertown), Captain Garfield's 
Company (Waltham), and Lieutenant Josiah Jones' Company 
(Watertown 
Farms). 
1 
Josiah Jones Sr. was the son of Lewis Jones, the first of 
the family to come to I. iassachusetts Bay, who with his wife Ann 
had settled by 1639 in Roxbury, where they joined the church and 
their names were recorded by the Pastor, the Rev. John Eliot. In 
August, 1645, Lewis Jones was among the 64 donors of the noted 
Free School in Roxbury, who agreed to pay for its support the sum 
of 4 shillings annually. The house and 1, Lnds of Lewis Jones were 
in that part of Roxbury called "the Nookes, " adjoining the 
town 
line of Dorchester, and not far from Roxbury Brook. According to 
Town Records they were bounded by the property of John Gore, John 
2 
Dane (Dana), Philip Torrey, and John Gorton. By 1650, however, 
Lewis Jones had removed to Watertown, where opportunities 
for 
increasing acreages of freehold land were greater. On April 
23,1679, 
Lewis Jones, described as of o; atertown, planter, sold to 
Justinian 
Holden; of Cambridge, about three acres adjoining Holden's farm 
"and the great Fresh Pond surrounding the same. "Ann. Jones 
died in 
itatertown, aged 78, on I-iay 1,1680, and Lewis Jones about 
four years 
later, April 11,1684. His son Josiah Jones Sr. was executor and the 
will, dated Jan-7,1678 and proved June 17,1684, made provision 
1 See Watertown Town Records, and Dr. Henry Bond, Watertown... (1860) 
PP-312,81491059- 
2 See Records of the First Church at Roxbury; the Roxbury Totrn Book, 
Roxbury Town Records; Registry of Deeds, Suffolk County. lor early 
Roxhury, see Francis Dr^ke, The Town of Roxbury (Roxbury, 1873)..: ost 
authorities identify Lewis Jones as passenger on the £nitie, George 
Downes, Laster, Which sailed from London for St. Christopher Oct. 13,1635, 
but tý}e impr bability remains that he would have been about 13 years 
younggr(b. 1615)than his wife Ann, daughter of Deacon Simon Stone 0fcont., 
/o 
for his invalid younger son Shubael, of whom Deacon Simon and 
John Stone of Watertown were appointed gnzardinns. 
l 
On February 20,1666 Elisha Jones' Grandfather, Josiah Sr., 
bought a 124-acre farm on the south side of Sudbury Road 
(the Boston 
Post Road) about two miles toward Boston from the Town of Sudbury, 
from John Stone of Wlatertown, and after his second harvest, on 
October 2,1667, Josiah Sr. married Lydia, daughter of one of the 
largest proprietors in Watertown, Nathaniel Treadway, and his wife 
Sufferana, dau7hter of Edward Howe. Josiah Sr. through good 
management prospered in business, and this property was the nucleus 
of land holdings which, divided among his children and grandchildren 
were the largest in Weston on the eve of the Revolution. 
Elisha Jones' Father, Josiah the Younger, in 1691 married 
Abigail Barnes of A; arlborough, and settled on his Father's land 
(exceptionally as the eldest son) and it was the house built by 
Josiah the Younger that Llisha Jones inherited on his Father's 
death on Dec. 21,1734. On January 24th of that year, and aged 23, 
Llisha Jones married Nary, daughter of Deacon Nathaniel Allen of 
Weston. Nathaniel Allen, chosen a Deacon of the Weston church in 
1745, came of another "founding family, " one of importance in the 
locality when Watertown Farms was made a Precinct of Watertown in 
1693, and a Town in. 1713. There had been four Aliens (Joseph, Joceph Jr. 
Abel, and L'benezer)and two Joneses, Josiah Sr. and Josiah the Younger, 
among the eighteen men who organized the First Parish Church in 1710 
with the Pastor, the Rev. Williams. Nathaniel Allen had settled on 
some of the property belonging to the estate of his Father, Walter, 
in the northern part of Weston bordering on Lincoln; the "Deacon 
Nathaniel Allen House, " as it was known, on the Concord Road, 
unfortunately, burned in the 1890's. 
(Cont. ) , Iatertown. See John Camden Hotten, Original Lists of mir-, rrnts 
(Lond. on, 1874)p. 135. Both Dr. Henry Bond,, the Watertown historir.. n, and 
Iiary E. R. Jones, chronicler of the Nova Scotia descendants of Eli ha 
J nes were in doubt about the identity of Lewis Jones. For a good diccusýsion of the false identities taken by prominentim. -aigrants in 
orderto get away from igland, see Charles Edward Banks, The Planters 
of the Commonwealth (1930)pp. 32-40. 
1I liddlesex County Probate Records, Book VI, F01.174; for the sale of 
Lewis Jones'House & other property in Watertown: Middlesex County Land 
Records, Book 9, p. 168. 
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In the twenty years following his marriage on January 24,1734 
to Mary Allen, a lady remarkable enough in her own right for 
stamina and good management, bearing 1 daughter and 14 sons between 
the birth of Nathan (Sept. 29,1734) and Charles (Jan. 22,1760) and 
seeing all but three of them safely to adulthood, Elisha Jones 
took his place as the most prominent of the inhabitants of Weston - 
a fact publicly acknowledged by that unchallengeable barometer of 
standing in Colonial Massachusetts towns, the seating plan of the 
Meeting; House: through the long hours of theIs nday services Elicha. 
Jones and his family occupied the second pew east from the pulpit, 
in precedence exceeded only by the first gentleman of every town, 
the Minister, since 1751 the Rev. Samuel Woodward. 
1 
ylisha Jones, the"Tory Squire of Weston, " as he was known 
, 
ýby 
mid-century - and by 1759 Colonel of the Third Middlesex Regiment 
and on Sept. 14,1756 commissioned a Justice of the Peace - had in 
the family one near rival, a man whose prosperity and career in 
public life closely followed his"own, his younger cousin John, 
bornin Weston October 30,1716 (d. Feb. 2,1801) the "Tory Squire" of 
the neighbouring town of Dedham,, with a large estate bordered on 
three sides by Charles River. No portrait of Elisha Jones is known 
to survive (according to family tradition family portraits were 
destroyed by tdhig mobs, together with most of Col. Jones' papers, 
in the violence of 1773-1774). But more enduring, perhaps, is the 
classic character of "Sheriff Jones" for whom "Col. Elisha" and his 
cousin (Lt. )"Col. John" sat as models to Harriet Beecher Stowe in 
the writing of her novelized study of Massachusetts life set for 
the convenience of patriotism just after the Revolutionary War, 
Oldtownm Folks, published in 1869. 
1 Col. Jones was himself one of the Committee to seat the Meeting 
House, appointed by Town hleeting. See M. P. Peirce, ed., Tot-m of Weston 
Records, (1893) pp. 55,57. See chart of Col. Jones' family. 
2 For Col. John Jones, see Amos Perry, "Col. John Jones of Dedham and 
his Paternal Ancestors in Americo,, "New hh, -. fiist. Gen. Re7., Apri1,1890, 
pp. 158-167; and Amos Perry, ed., Book of Minutes of Co1. John Jones of' 
Dedha. m... (Boston, 1894). Dirs. Stowe's husband Calvin had taught school 
in Weston as a young man, and it was he who supplied the Jones "legends, "used in Oldtown Folks. 
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It is in descriptions such as this, banned by prejudice 
from the writings of Whig historians,, that reality in the troubled 
years of the early 1770's in Massachusetts still finds a voice: 
"Social position was a thing in those days marked by lines 
whose precision and distinctness had not been blurred by the 
rough handling of democracy ... Lben our little town had its 
court circle, its House of Lords and House of Commons, with 
all the etiquette and solemn observances thereto appertaining. 
At the head stood the minister and his wife, whore rank was 
expressed by the pew next the pulpit... People who wore ruffles 
round their hands, and rode in their own coaches, and never 
performed any manual labor, might be said to constitute in 
Oldtown our House of Lords, - and they might all have been 
counted on two or three of my find ers. It was, in faet, confined 
to the personages already enumerated. There were the minister, 
Captain Browne, and Sheriff Jones.... 
"In the same pew with Miss DSehitable (Rosciter, who in right 
of being the only surviving member of the family of 
the former 
minister, was looked upon with reverence in Oldtown)sat Squire 
Jones, once, in the days of colonial rule, rejoicing in the 
dignity of Sheriff of the County. During the years of the 
Revolutionary war, he had mysteriously vanished from view, as 
many good Tories did; but now that the new social status was 
well established, he suddenly reappeared in the neighbourhood, 
and took his place as an orderly citizen, unchallenged and 
unquestioned. It was enough that the Upper House received him. 
The minister gave him his hand, and Lady Lothrop (the minister's 
wife) courtesied to him, and called on his wife, and that, 
of course settled the manner in which the parish were to behave; 
and, like an obedient flock, they all jumped the fence after 
their shepherd. Squire Jones, besides, was a well-formed, well- 
dressed man, who lived in a handsome style, and came to meeting 
in his own carriage; and these are social virtues not to be 
disregarded in any well-regulated community. " 1 
1 Henry F. May, ed., Oldtown Folks Harriet Beecher Stowe, (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1966) pp. 93-95. 
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Col. Jonos was the first man to be allowed by the town 
of Weston to have his own stable on the common for the accomodation 
of horse and carriage during his attendance at the Meeting House. 
On December 3,1759 Town Meeting resolved 
"4. Voted By Said town that Col. Jones haue Libuerty 
to buld Him a Stable on the Westerly Side of the Meeting 
hous and IF Abrm. Bigelow to build him one on the Easterly 
Side of the meeting Hous "1 
It was significant that Col. Jones' stable was allotted on the 
sheltered west of the Meeting House, away from the "weather" east 
side. Abraham Bigelow, the less fortunate, was a Whig and Col. Jones' 
great rival in town politics, then, in 1759, serving his second term 
as Representative - but the following riay, 1760, to be again defeated 
for re-election by Col. Jones for his seventh term in the General 
Court .2 
In 1754, twenty years after their marriage, Col. slisha Jones 
and his wife Mary Allen built a large and elegant mansion house 
on family property to the south of the Sudbury (Post) Road, at 
Beacon Hill, a site commanding wide views over the Middlesex 
countryside. The position was not only finely situated: Beacon Hill 
was one of the strategic links in the defenses of'the Bay Colony, 
a "Blue" or signal, hill on which tar barrels were fired to summon 
the Militia in time of danger. `4ith Col. Jones in that crowded year 
3 
of 1754, the last of the uneasy and incident-ridden "peace" before 
the frontier again was to be ravaged by French and Indian attacks 
from Canada, occupied with duty as second in command of Col. Joseph 
Frye's Regiment, and holding the offices of Town Representative to 
the General Court, Selectman, Town Clerk and Town Treasurer, he 
had need of the best housewright he could find for the building. 
1 M. F. Peirce, ed., Towm of Weston Records (1893), p. 82. 
2 Ibid., pp. 80,85-86. 
3 From Beacon Hill on a clear day one can see Beacon Hill in Boston, 
the "master" beacon,, for danger coming from the sea. During the 
Revolution the beacon in Weston was kept manned and guarded; for the 
preparations when it was believed that a force of British and Loyalist troops from Rhode Island would come to Boston to rescue Gen. Burgoyne's 
"Convention Army" defeated at Saratoga-which reached Weston Nov. 6,1778, 
see the Order of Gen. William Heath, commanding at Boston, Sept. 5,1778, 
Heath k33. 
vhlass. gist. soc. and Town of Weston Records, pp. 265,271,303-4" 
If 
Col. Jones' choice was Jeduthan Baldwin, then a young man of 
22, who had been born at Woburn but had lived until the spring of 
1754 at neighbouring Sudbury before buying land and settling finally 
at Brookfield. Baldwin, who was to reach the rank of Colonel of 
Engineers in Washington's army, is best known as one of the men 
in charge of erecting the redoubts and other defenses on Bunker 
. The large, and Prospect Hills at Charlestown on June 16-17,17751 
gambrel-roofed house built for Col. Jones in 1754, with its great 
centre hall, wainscotted, and wide, curving staircase, - with carved 
pedestals and balustrades, and general feel of eighteenth-century 
elegance, is, by the blessing of fate and the craftsmanship of 
Jeduthan Baldwin, still standing in Weston, though not on its 
2 
original site. Hugh-studded, its white-oak frame was described 
in 1883 when the house was moved as "sound as a nut. " The two 
chimneys were of'mammoth proportions, six feet square with bricks 
laid in, clay, and resting on a stone foundation twelve feet square 
and of the depth of the cellar. 
3 
The house, as Col. Jones' account book shows, was begun in 
the fall of 1754, and finished a year later. Col. Jones also, it 
appears, employed Baldwin's son part of the time to help with the 
harvest on his farm: 
" contra 
1754 November 18 By yr boy's work at harvest 
25 By your Work at Hewing & Framing 
My House Till it was raised 17.2.9 
16.16.9 
By Borrding, Shingling, & making 
Window Frames & Sashes 14.13.4 
1 He was a cousin of Loammi Baldwin, also of Woburn, who audited 
classes in Iathematics at Harvard with Benjamin Thompson, who was to 
be a life-long friend, though Loarami was a Whig. for Jeduthan Baldwin, 
see his "Diary" edited by Thomas Williams Baldwin, The Revolution: Z 
Journal of Col. Jeduthan Baldwin 1775-1778 (Bangor, 1906)which includes 
a fragment of Jed' s "Diary" for 17 55 t the month of December. 
2 I"ioved twice in the 19th century, it now stands on another hill-top, 
but to the north of Sudbury Road(the Post Road), on Church Street, 
in the curve of a horse-shoe drive and surrounded by several acres of 
woods and gardens. 
3 ýWalthamm Free Press, August 10,1883.2/2,, 3. 
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"1755 Augt 5 By yr Workmanship in Finishing Ye 
Outside of the House & laying of 
Floors etc & etc £ 37.6.8 
by yr acct of Day works Small Jobbs 
&c To this time in full 1.7.2 
1 
Septr 24 By your work at Finishing 10.1.4 " 
By the beginning of Dccember, 1755, Jeduthan Baldwin was 
commanding a company at Fort I'lilliam Henry, repairing the defense 
works, watching out the tedium of winter snows and freezing rain 
and threatened attacks by French and Indians. And where, according 
to surgeon Dr. Benjamin Gott, Baldwin "dealt out from his private 
stores, Rum, brandy, sugar, coffee, tea, wine, ete., to the sick 
in the Hospital, the Commissary being destitute. " 
2 
Such was the 
parsimony of the rich merchants of Boston and the seaboard towns, 
away from danger on the frontier and protected by the Royal Navy 
by sea, most of them"'vihigs; ' that is, members of the "Country Party, " 
well-represented and with great influence in the General Court, 
-1757 although under the governorship of William Shirley/not usually 
in command of a majority. 
Elisha Jones had formally entered provincial politics in 
1752, at the early age for an old-settled Middlesex County town 
of 42, when Weston first sent him to the House of Representatives. 
Ile was a ready-made Massachusetts Bay "Tory, " or, as the leaders 
of the opposition "Country Party" James Otis and Sam Adams would 
have it, the "Court Party" or "Prerogative Party"-made up of town 
gentlemen and country squires with "an Itch for riding the Beasts 
of the People. "3 A humanitarian, "Old Light" in religion and 
subscriber to Dr. Charles Chauncy's Seasonable Thoughts, written 
in reply to that most troublesome of relations, the Rev. Jonathan 
1 Account Book, K3. of Co1. Elisha Jones, now at the Golden Ball 
Tavern Wcston. 
2 4uoted in Thomas iiilliarns Baldwin, ed., The Revolutionary Journal 
of Col. Jeduthan Baldwin 1775-1773 (1906), xviii. 
3 Sam Adams in The Independent Advertiser, blay 8,1749, a short-lived Tory journal printed in Boston. 
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Edwards' Thoujhts on the Revival (1743)and other "Great Awakening" 
works, Elisha Jones was a believer in the virtue of foreivenecs, 
even in the case of erring blinisterc who were ordained to Give 
example to their people. As he wrote on August 26,1750 to his 
nephew Dr. Thomas Williams the physician at Deerfield of the moral 
transgression of one of the many Nilliamses in the Ministry, 
"I am greatly troubled that any of his Conduct Should 
so deserve publick Censure - Satan's kingdom is thereby 
Strengthened. and Thrifty ministers condemned and despised. 
The Standing Ministry (i. e. University educated and regularly 
ordained to town parishes) is very much at This day aimed at 
throughout ye Land and a levelling Spirit prevailing, but 
to say no more... " 2 
Elisha Jones shared the philosophical interest of the 
better-educated Massachusetts Tory in precedent andthe lessons 
of the past: for a number of years he practiced as a solicitor, 
writing deeds and wills, representing clients before the lower 
courts and acting for them in taking the advice of leading members 
of the bar, including his friends Jeremiah Gridley of Boston and 
John Worthington of Springfield, with whom he sent one of hin eldest 
sons, Daniel (b. July 25,1740, in 1771 appointed by Gov. John Wentworth 
of New Hampshire as first Chief Justice of the Cheshire County Court) 
to study law after taking his degree from Harvard in l759. Blisha 
Jones own knowledge of the law was recognized with his appointment 
in 1756 as a Justice of the Peace (and later of the Quorum) of 
I. iddlesex County. 
4 
1 For Dr. Chauncy, who found the harsh doctrines of Ldwards' Calvinism 
so repellent, see the sketch by Clifford Shipton, who describes him 
not unkindly as "Dull, liberal, and a profound scholar, "Sibley's 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. VI, pp. 433-435" 
The saga of Jones-Williams opposition to the Edwardsian teachings 
at Northampton and in the pulpit at Stockbridge and elsewhere is a 
long one, and there is no historic work to balance that of Edwards' 
grandson President Timothy Dwight of Yale. See the Edwards M3S at 
the Andover--Newton Theological Seminary. 
2 Elisha Jones to Dr. Thomas Williams at Deerfield, Aug. 26,1750. I. S., 
Williams IISS., Am. Antiq. Soc., worcester. 
3 Elisha Jones to Thomas Williams, Weston, I, iarch 3,1762. Williams ILSS. Ibid 
Elisha Jones' surviving account book (at the Golden Ball Tave n, We^ton (Contj 
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It was no accident that Col. Jones, with most of the 
bar, as well as the bench, magistrates and judges, in Massachusetts 
Bay were Tories and so many of them afterward Loyalists, bred as 
they were to the essential precedent of English law and the 
soundness of change if demonstrably for the betterment of society 
and when carried within the framework of legislation bounded by 
the"constitution" and based upon the hallowed Charter of 1691. 
As his voting record in the General Court from 1752 until 1774, 
and in town and other public office shows, klisha Jones in his 
"Bay Colony Toryism" was not only a conservator but a supporter 
(Cont. ) has many entries relating to 1lisha Jones' law 
practice: 
James Parker 
1754 To appearing for you at Concord Court 0.1.4 
Contra. 
1757 Sept-30 by making two ploughs at my house 6.8 
0 ...... 0 ... 0 
Phineas Brintna 
1753 Nov-17- To 
1760 Septr. 30 To 
1762 Feb. 2 To 
yr 
Contra. pd. cash 
Ll 
writing a power of attor 0.1.6 
writing your will 0.6.0 
taking affidavit in 
case with Sherman 0.5.0 
4 For Elisha Jones appointment as Justice of the Peace for 
Middlesex County in 1756, his reappointment with the other 
Massachusetts Bay Magistrates on the accession of the new sovereign, 
George III, dated Nov. 20,1761, and his commission as Justice of the 
Middlesex Quorum, Feb. 24,1763, see William Whitmore, The Massachusetts 
Civil List for the Colonial and Provincial Periods 1630-1774... 
1ß70)p. 138. 
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of political and economic reform. Others like him among 
the Tories were Brig. Timothy Ruggles of Hardwick, second in 
command of the Massachusetts Militia after the French and Indian 
War, one of the most outstanding of the lawyer-soldiers in 
Colonial Massachusetts, open to new ideas, resourceful, and an 
innovator of genius, Elisha Jones with Timothy Ruggles and other 
Tories supported the plan put to the General Court by Governor 
Shirley, that the Governors of the lliglish colonies in America - 
except for Nova Scotia and Georgia - had considered a plan for 
forming a union for common defense, including an expedition 
against Crown Point, proposing a new act to "encourage and 
facilitate the Removal and Prevention of French i ncroachmente 
on his Majesty's North American Territories" in the votes of 
December, 1754.1 
During the nine years of the French and Indian War in 
the American Colonies, from 1754 until 1763, when the Treaty of 
Paris was finally signed on February 10th, Elisha Jones served 
as Weston Representative in the House for all but two terms, 
in 1755 and 1759. It was the Tories in the Genoral Court who 
were the "patriots" in this long, bitter, and bloody struggle for 
colonial survival against the French and their allies, the Tories 
who bore the brunt of getting; legislation through the House for 
the support of fortifieations, troops, and supplies. And for many, 
militia officers like Llisha Jones, there were the added burdens 
- not to say hazards of life and lihb - of military campaigning 
between, and even during, the Court Sessions. 
1 This was the famous "Albany Plan of Union" drawn up by the 
Albany Congress of June-July, 1754, drafted by the representatives 
of I"iassachusetts (Thomas Hutchinson) and Pennsylvania (Benjamin 
Frasilclin). For the voting in the House of Representatives, bee the 
Journal of the Honourable House of Representatives Dec. 14,27,1754 
1754 pp. 152,1 2. Lawrence henry Gipson divided authorship of the 
Plan between Hutchinson and Franklin with use of a combination of their drafts. See the final version of his research in ":. assachusetts Bay and American Colonial Union, 1754, " Am. Antiq. Soc. Proceedý, 
Vol-71 (1961)pp. 63-92. 
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Flisha Jones finished out the winter - 1754-1755 - 
session of the General Court, where he served on committees 
for war preparations and "for the relief of sick and wounded 
soldiers" but he did not stand for re-election to the House of 
Representatives, or for any Town office in Weston in the annual 
elections of P-larch and Kay. The spring of 1755 found him once more 
on active military service, with the expedition of Robert Moncton, 
Lt. Gov. of Annapolis Royal, against the French forts at the head 
on the Bay of Fundy, on the Isthmus of Chignecto, which after 
a "grand review" on Boston Common sailed for Annapolis on May 22nd. 
It was the only campaign of that year of tragedy for the American 
colonies to find success: Fort Beausejour was captured at Chignecto, 
and re-named Fort Cumberland, and the French were driven from 
1 
fortifications at the mouth of the St. John River. 
In this war, as in what was already becoming known as the 
"Old French War, " ended by the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle only in 
1748, the family of Elisha Jones were to take an active part, 
from inclination, not being of the kind to leave defense of the 
colony to others, and from situation with their lands strung out 
in the Housatonic and Connecticut River valleys, where, so lone, 
as the French ruled in Canada, lay the exposed frontier settlements 
in the paths of the fighting: Deerfield, Last Hoocac, Stockbridge, 
and Great Barring-ton. Of those who were lost in the French and 
Indian War, none was more keenly felt than the death of Elisha 
Jones' nephew, Col. Ephriam Williams of Hatfield at the ambush 
of the Idas^achusetis Militia near Lake George by a force of French 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives, (1754-1755) 
pp. 61,255,266; Huster Rolls. Nos. 54-56, I. Iassachusetts Archives. 
2 In a sermon of Oct. 12,1755, the Rev. Jonathan Ashley expressed the 
old New -gland idea that such disaster was a sign of God's displeasure 
"God does not always go out with the armies of his people-he may be so 
provoked with their sins that he will not go out with them ... Every General ought to be a David, every soldier a saint, every citizen a 
penitent. " Jonathan Ashley Papers, Pocumtuck Valley Memorial Assn., 
Deerfield. Ashley had m. Dorothy, a daughter of the Rev. William 
Williams of Hatfield. 
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and Indians under Baron Dieskau, on Septernber 8,1755, when 
his younger brother Josiah was also severely wounded. Another 
brother', the surgeon of the Regiment, Dr. Thomas Williams of 
Deerfield, wrote to his wife Esther on September 11th: 
"Last Monday, the 8th instant, was the most awful day 
that my. eyes ever beheld, & may I not say that ever was 
seen in New Lng1and, considering the transactions of it... 
about 1000 whites under the command of my dear brother 
l: phria. m who led the van, & Lt. Col. 'iIhiting who brouiht up 
the rear & about 150 Mohawks under the command of King 
Fiendrick, their principal speaker, were attacked by the 
French army consisting of 1200 re ulars, & about 500 
Canadians and savages, about 3 miles from our encampment... 
The attack began about half an hour after ten in the 
morning, & continued till about four in the afternoon 
before the enemy began their retreat. The enemy were about 
an hour &a half driving our people before thera, before 
they reached the camp, where to give them due credit they 
fought like brave fellows on both sides for near four 
hours, disputing every inch of ground, in the whole of which 
time there seemed to be nothing but thunder & lightning & 
perpetual pillars of smoke... My necessary food & :, leep are 
almost strangers to me since the fatal day; fatal indeed to 
my dear brother Ephriam, who was killed at the beginning 
of the action, by a ball through his head. Great numbers of 
brave men, & some of the flower of our array died with him 
on the spot... Twenty odd wounded in our regiment, amongst 
whom some, I fear will prove mortal, & poor brother Josiah 
makes one of the number, having a ball lodged in his intestines, 
which entered towards the upper part of his thigh & paced 
through his groin... " 1 
The followir Novoiaher, 1775, at Stockbridge, their sister 
Abigail, wife of Gen. Joseph Dwight, wrote to a friend in New 
York: 
" There was perhaps not a gentleman in the whole army 
who could have been less easily apared... Upon ye whole 
it looks as if our Councils were Darkened, wisdom in a 
remarkable manner hid from those yt Should be wise... 
I long to be with ou, Eating Lobsters Crabs & Oisters & 
Drink lemons: But(I) must Content myself with Small Bear 
& Country fires & yet is to good for me Since I am Suffered 
to live when so many of my Dearest Friends are gone to ye 
Dead. " 2 
1 Israel Williams Papers, Xass. Hist. Soc. 
2 Williams MSS., Pocumtuck Valley Memorial Association Library, 
Deerfield. 
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ilisha Jones was not one of Col. Ephriam Williams' executors - 
these were Col. Israel Williams of Hatfield, and Col. John 
Worthington, of Springfield - who so well carried out his wishes 
to use the residuary estate "for the benefit of those unborn, " 
and "towards the support, and maintenance of a free school (in a 
township west of Fort I4assachusetts, commonly called the west 
township)for ever, provided the said township fall within the 
jurisdiction of the Province of Massachusetts Bay, and provided 
also that the Governour & General Court give the said township 
the name of Williamstown... " But Elisha Jones'descendants who 
remained in the Housatonic Valley after the Revolution took an 
active interest in the eventual founding and management of the 
College, and. for generations have sent their sons there to be 
educated. Col. Jones' son Israel(born at Wehton Sept. 21,1738) 
who settled at East Hoosac (Adams) after the French and Indian War, 
a noted lawyer, member of the General Court and of the United States' 
Commission to adjust the New England boundary with Canada in 1798, 
was a trustee of the Free School, founded in 1785, and of Williams 
College when it was chartered by the General Court in 1793.1 
In the spring of 1756 Elisha Jones again took up public 
office in Weston: he was chosen Selectman and Town Treasurer and 
again elected (1-lay) Representative in the General Court. There he 
served once more, among others, on Committees to examine petitions 
for relief of sick and wounded soldiers, to enquire into the 
deficiency of men "for the present Crown Point expedition, "(Oct. 9th) 
and, appointed on Oct. 18,1756, the committee "to consider the 
Establishment made for the Protection of the Eastern and Western 
frontiers, and whether it is necessary to lengthen the time of said 
1 The dedication of the first College building, a handsome brick 
structure, in 1791 was very much a family aff air: Col. lisha Jones' 
niece, Abigail Williams Sergeant Dwight died Peb. 15,1791. For Israel 
Jones, co-author of A History of the Count of Berkrhire, I-. ar, nachu^etts 
". "By Gentlemen in the Count , Cl=mcn and L,:, ýnen (Pittsfield, l82)) 
ed. by the Hev. Dauid Dudley r'ield, sco this work, pp. iv, 42'. 2-427,, nd his 
obituary reprinted from the Berkshire American, PP. 4i! 1-2. F or sphriam 
Nilliams: Rev. Dr.; hcnczer FitchPres. of , Iilliam s)" üstorical Sketch of the Life and Character of Colonel phriam Williams, and of Williams Collcge, i+'ounded in 1793... "] 
. 
H. S. Collections.,, Ist Ser., V. 8(1802)pp. 47-53 
See also Colonel E hriam "ýilliams A llocu:; ýentar Life, by the former Williams Coll e Lib a ian, Wyllie E. right Pittsfie1d, 1970). 
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Establishment; also whether the Whole or Part of the I-. archin ; 
Scouts on the Eastern Frontiers, may not be advantageously 
employed in penetrating into the enemy's Country, and Report. "1 
The day after this appointment, however, according to the 
Provincial Huster Rolls, 3. lisha Jones, as Lt. Col. in Joseph Frye's 
Regiment, again went on active military service. This time it was 
2 
with a detachment of "Einute Kien" - reserves - "Designed for the 
relief and assistance of the Provincial forces under (the) Command 
(of) Maj. Gen. (John) Winslow. " Winslow, with the l"iassachueetts troops, 
was entrenched at Fort William Henry, and Nontcalm at the northern 
end of Lake George, at Ticonderoga. The Larl of Loudon, who had 
been sent from i gland to supercede Governor Shirley in command 
against the French, was behind the Provincial lines at it. r'dwa rd . 
Col.: lisha Jones remained on active duty on the western frontier 
in Massachusetts until November l6th, 1756 - that is, until the 
greatest threat of attack by the French during the favoured time 
of "Indian Summer" was pact. Nor was the situation in the frontier 
towns alone the Housatonic and upper Connecticut Rivers at all as 
described by the historian Francis Parkuran in T: ontc, -. 1m 'iolfe 
(1884), whose works, if with some success do justice to the truth of 
the role of the French and Canadians in the great Imperial conflict, 
are nevertheless deeply flawed by the 1Jhig prejudices of his time 
(it is enough to ray that Parkman's Iiontcalm and Adolfe did nothing; 
to upset his second cousin Henry Adams when he read it in December, 
1$84) which as far as possible omit reference to the contributions 
and sufferings, and to the manuscripts and other records, of families 
-notably the Joneses, Williamses, and Dwights - that in the 1770's 
were to remain loyal to the government and the Crown. To read 
Parkuran is to picture the c<-, -mpaign of 
Waterloo without Wellington. 
3 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives, Oct. 18,1756. 
(1756) p. 207. 
2 "I. inute Lien"- reserves prepared for quick call-up in time of great danger- were used by that name during the"French wars"and were not, 
as is so often stated, an invention of the "Patriots"in the Revolution, 
although they did "adapt" the old practice for their political purpose. 
For Col. Jones'service Oct. 19,1756-Nov. 16,1756, see Muster Roll No. 
57, Massachusetts Archives. 
3 Henry Adams to Francis Parkuran, Dec. 21,1884. One of the best critique 
of Parkman -but still without the important dimension of the later Loyalists - is the "Historical Foreword, " in Montcalm and Wolfe by 
Ssmond Wrightv1964, v-xviii. 
2 4. 
Referring to the situation at Lake George in 1756, Parkuran 
wrote: 
"I', ontcalm faced them at Ticonderoga,, with five thousand 
three hundred regulars and Canadians,, in a position where 
they could defy three times their number. 'The sons of Belial 
are too streng for men' jocosely wrote (Gen. John) Jinslow; 
and he set himself to intrenching his camp; then had the forest 
cut down for the space of a mile from the lake to the mountains, 
so that the trees, lying in what he calls a. 'proriiscuous manner' 
formed an almost impenetrable abattis. An escaped prisoner told 
him that the French were coming to visit him with fourteen 
thousand men; but Montcalm thought no more of stirring than 
Loudon himself; and each stood watching the other with the 
lake between them, till the season closed. " 1 
In fact, the Massachusetts frontier towns had been stripped 
of fighting men for Winslow's army, and while many of the women and 
children had been sent down the Houcatonic and over from Doorfield 
to the comparative safety of Stockbridge, only the small block house 
at Blest Hoosac (Williamstown) and its handful of defenders stood 
between the (in the 1770's so largely Tory) valley settlements 
and the French raiding parties, many of them of considerable size 
and whose activities at this time would fill a volume. The everyday 
terror and horrors of this "irregular war" between the mal(i. sh settlers 
and the French and Indians away from the large armies is best seen 
not in the "Letter and Order Books" of Gen. John Winslow (Parkman's 
chief source) which say as little as possible about the lack of 
effective protection being given to the settlements, naturally cnou(; h, 
and which were the basis for complaints at West Hoosac, and other 
, laces, sent to the General Court in 1756 and 1757, but in the letters 
and diaries of people who faced these harsh realities at Stockbridge 
and other of the frontier settlements. They are chronicled at length 
in the letters of Col. Llisha Jones'niece Abigail to her husband 
Gen. Joseph Dwight with the army at Albany and at Fort Ldward,, idling 
away the campaign, as he wrote scathingly to Maj. Joseph Hawley, "a 
Confederate Standing Army kept in Camp to guard 4 or 5000 of the 
ac¬-nlar Troops in the King's Regular Vortifications! " 
2 And in the 
1 r'rincis P,, rkma. n, I1ontcalm and -ýIolfc (1964edn. )p. 298. 
2 For the letters of ', biCail to Gen. Joseph Dwight, see the Theodore 
Sedgwick 113S., l'Sass. Hist. Soc.; Gen. Joseph Dwight to Maj. Hawley, Oct. 8, 
1756, Hawley b1SS., New York Public Library. 
2c 
"Diary" of Esther Burr, wife of President Aaron Burr Sr. of 
New Jersey College and daughter of the Rev. Jonathan and Sarah 
Pierrepont. Edwards, who came to visit her parents at the Stockbridge 
Manse in August, 1756. Esther Burr journeyed up the Hudson River in 
a sailing boat to Livingston Manor, where she had tea with the 
Living tons, and thence by wagon overland the forty miles or so 
to Stockbridge - where she brought alarming news; 
"... just as we got to my Fathers it left of raining.. le name 
in and surprised em almost out of their witts... I need not 
tell you how glad they were to see us but the meloncholy news 
that I brou^ht fill the house with gloom I moan the newt of 
the 0cwegos being taken which was not confermed here till I 
brought the dreadful tiding; s... went to bed but could not sleep 
for fear of the omy. " 
Her fears did not lessen through September. On the tenth she wrote: 
"This place is in a very defenseless condition - not a soldier in it, 
the fighting Indians (the Stockbridge Indianc, loyal to the lln liý; h) 
all except a very few gone into the Army, many of the white people 
also, rnd this is a place that the enemy can easily cet at, and if 
they do we cant defend our: >elvec... " On ücptcmber llUh 
"17 Soldiers came to Town to our a: sist,, nce, the number is 
two small by much to defend three .? ortc(one of these the 
fortified "C; arricon house" where Abigail Dwight and her family 
were livinr, built by her Father, Col. Lphriam William©, tied where 
the l: dvm. rdces - despite the differences between the two families- 
had taken refuge) 
On September 13th: 
"Proposed to my Father to set out for home next week, but 
he is not v. iliin ; to hear one word about it, co I reust tarry 
the proposed time(until the second week in October)and if the 
Indians get me, they get me, that is all I can say, but tis 
my duty to make myself as easy as I can. " 
1 
1 "Diary" MSS of Esther Burr at Stockbridge, August-October, 1756. 
Copy in the R. H. W. Dwight MSS, the Dwight House, Richmond, near 
Stockbridge, by courtesy of Mrs. Raymond L. Buell. 
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For the settlers in western Massachusetts the agony of 
the French and Indian War had yet three years to run before 
Wolfe's victory in Quebec in 1759, and another still before 
Amherst's capture of Montreal in 1760, when the bells would be 
rung in the churches for the joy of a century of deliverance and 
the greatest days of'thanksgiving ever known in the Bay Colony 
from the time of the Pilgrims' landing. In 1756 and for the remainder 
of the war Col. Jones' greatest concern as a soldier and as a 
member of the General Court was for the defense and welfare of 
the frontier towns in Massachusetts, and when the fighting stopped 
for the relief of those who had suffered in the army and as 
civilians. In April, 1757, among others, he was appointed to a 
House Committee to "view the situation and Strength" of the 
"Block-House in West Hoosuck" (Williamstown) "and hear their 
complaints... that such further » couragement may be given... for 
their Security, as shall be judged meet. "1 Col. Israel Williams 
of Hatfield, put in charge by Governor Shirley of the defense of 
the Hampshire towns, had been allowed little in the way of arms 
and men to carry out the harrowing task. 
2 
Not many days after the fall of Fort William Henry and the 
massacre of the Massachusetts militiamen by the French forces under 
Montcalm, Col. Jones wrote to Col. Billy Williams in command at 
Pontusuck (Pittsfield): 
Boston August 25 1757 
Sir 
The Court have voted 24 men to he added to those already 
posted at Pontusuck. Viz 12 at Williams & 12 at Gutridges 
garrisons. and I have been this moment to the Governour for 
his directions for enlisting the men* he inclines to leave 
those matters to you. and has ordered Gutridgeto wait on you, 
for your orders. and if you think a Comission officer is 
necessary. The Governor says he woud have you appoint one 
and he will Commission him but there is no Establishment for 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives (1757)April 12, 
1757. p. 428. 
2 For the difficulties of Col. Israel Williams as commander of the 
western defenses the only factual summary of value is the briefsketch 
by Clifford Shipton, Siblev's Harvard Graduates, Vol. VIII, pp. 306-313. 
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an Officer. but its generally Judged There will be no 
difficulty in his gittingr his pay. but he must run that 
risque &c 
We have advice from Halifax that Ld. Loudoun with part 
of the forces are going to N. York so that all our great 
projects are come to Nothing and Vanished. I hope hell Take 
Care and defend the Weston Frontiers. Which is all we are 
to Expect from him this Year. &c &c. 
I am With the greatest respect 
your most Humbl Servt 
Elisha Jones 1 
Before the fighting ended, however, Col. Jones of Weston, 
the Williamses, and other allied families already with large 
holdings in the upper Connecticut and Housatonic Valleys were 
looking ahead to the expansion of their financial and proprietary 
interests. Col. Billy Williams wrote to Col. Elisha Jones at the 
beginning of'1758s 
Deerfield, Feby 27,1758 
"Kind friend, 
I wrote you about 3 Weeks since by Nr. Childs, and should 
have been glad of an answer to two things I therein mentioned, 
vi. st whether you have aind a Division of the Commonage of 
pontoocuck (Pittsfield), and whether my lion rather (the Rev. 
William Willi=s of Weston) designs I shall have the interest 
that was Br Solomops at sd place. If you omitted making 
applycation for a Division at Charlston Supr Court, I conclude 
that Boston Supr Court is over. I have occasion of a little 
Business being; done at Boston and I think of no person ti: ctt is 
so likely to Accomplish it as you. The principal one selling the 
inclosed Bill. And I guess Lieut Benjn 'd+hite will be likely to 
assist you, if you want any. If Sir Wm Pepperrell is at Boston tis 
some what likely he will buy them, for he wrote me sometime since 
that Colo Williams (Israel) charged him 4 pounds Sterling more 
than I credited him in my acct that I exhibited at New York. if so 
tis due to him from the Colo or me and I am willing to have it 
Deducted out of the Bill if he will purchase it. I have drawn 
nothing on my Arrears and. Any one may see that from 24th Deer 1754 
the day I had my Commission to 27th March 1757 the day ye Regt 
(Pepperrell's 51st, on the Establishment) was broke at 2/6 a Lay it amounts to everything I propose in my letter to Mr. Powler my 
(London) Agent. I have paid for my Commission Spontoon & et nothing 
1 Llisha Jones to Col. Billy Williams, Boston, Aug. 25,1757. Williams 
MSS., Mass. Hist. Soc-. 
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is behind but one suit of Cloaths; of about 9 pounds 
except the usual Stoppages. Ujhen you have sold the Bill I 
should be glad if you would buy me 40 lb. dutch Clover seed 
and if to be had 40 lbs Clear Spear Grass. and 20 lb of whty 
honey Suckle and 100 of good Kerby Fish Hooks of Debtors. 
i 
shall send for it by some of our Drovers. 
I intend to go in about 20 or 25 days to pontoosuck with 
my Family - or I would have come down to Boston, and Saved 
you this Trouble. Wishing you an Agreeable Session 
(at Court) 
I am with compliments to Mrs. Jones & Family Sir 
Your greatly obliged Friend 
and Most Humble Servant 
W. Williams 1 
By 1761 two of Col. Jones' sons, Elisha the Younger, who 
married Mehitable, daughter of Deacon Abijah and Elizabeth Spring 
Upham of Weston on Oct. 22,1761, and Daniel the first lawyer in the 
district, had settled at Pontoosuck(Pittsfield), to be followed 
not long afterward by two more, Israel, another lawyer, in 1766, 
and Elias, a farmer. In June, 1762 at Boston, Col. Elisha Jones 
and his sons were putchasers of two of the ten townships 
(six miles 
square) put up for auction by the General Court and located in the 
north-western corner of the Day Colony: No. 1, Hast Hoocac (. 1 d, --rns), 
sold to Nathan Jones, the Colonel's eldest son, for £3,200; and 
No. 2, later the towns of Peru and Hinsdale, to ? licha Jones, for 
£1,460, with Oliver Partridgý of Hatfield (1712-1792) adrAtted 
to his bond as co-proprietor. Nathan Jones, however, unlike bis 
1''rench iuisIBay 
pioneering brothers, did not settle in western Idassachusetts, but ati 
in the district of Idaine, where in 1762 he went with Gov. I? 'rancis 
Bernard to survey i. Iount Desert Island, and the following, year, in 
partnership with the Boston merchants Robert Gould and Francis Shaw, 
was granted 30,000 acres of land east of Union River. 3 
1 Col. Billy Williams to Llisha Jones, Deerfielc', Feb. 27,1753.1°lilliaam 
Williams 1"I3S., Berk-chire Athenaeum Library, Pittsfield. 
2 For the sale of Tolrnship^ June, 1762: Acta and : ýc^olve^... of the 
Province of the L, nsachunetts LZ9V01. fV1l, pp. 242-3. Jo^ir,. h Gilbert 
Hol1and, Ili: tory of ., 'entern '1. a sachusetts, tho Counties of Hr'r, 1pde 1Impshirc, i'rn. nklin and ticrkrhire Sprin £ield, l j5 Walces the point 
missed by later historians, that these tracts went for more thcnticy 
were worth at the time, "for such was the loose manner practi ed b ýcontý 
A9 
Within a decade after the end of the French and Indian War 
the great out-spreading of the large family of Col. Llirha and Lary 
Allen Jones had begun. On October 22,1772 their only daughter, rary, 
known as "Polly, " was married to -the Rev. Asa Dunbar, of the Harvard 
class of 1767, and Assistant Pastor of the historic First Church 
at Salem. It was to be a connection of as great importance to the 
family as the marriage of Col. Jones' older sister Abigail to Col. 
Ephriam Williams Sr. on May 21,1719.1 
But if the financial position of Col. Jones had prospered 
greatly during this period of economic expansion in the Bay Colony 
(despite a trading slump in Boston following the end of the l. ar) 
and was marked as well by his advancement in the Militia hierarchy 
of field command and on the Massachusetts Bench, his very successes 
bred resentment and envy and desperate measures by political opponents 
among the Whigs who, in the provincial election of 1764 resorted 
to fraud to prevent his return to the House of Representatives and 
false-charges of corruption to keep him from holding Town office. 
1 Danbar's "Diary" for the years 1773-1776, and his Letter Book for 
1772-1773 are at the American Antiquarian Society, 'rorcester. The bent 
sketch is by Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XVI, 
pp. 457-463. 
Cont. the General Court, in making grants, that the best 1r, nd2, in 
nearly all these town:: hips, were pre-empted by private clairn; Lnt::. In 
consequence of thi. s, and, in some cases owing to other cauaes, several of 
the purchasers petitioned the General Court for a remission of part 
of the purchase money. See Lee Nathaniel Idewcomer, The iJmbattled 
A Eacsachusetts Countryside in the American Revolution 1953 PP '19 
who stresses the speculative aspects of these transactions, but does 
not take into account that as in the case of the Joneses the ov'ners 
were not "absentees" for the most art, settlemen and the over cing 
of investment being undertaken by 
bons 
of owners, 
t$emselves 
usually 
proprietors impart at least. 
ti 
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CUL. JOI1L SUPPORT A POLITICALLY ITITY 1!, Di JT JUDICIARY 
IN r ýýs:. Oil i1 Trs BAY, i):, c: 's. BLr{, 1772-1. lI, licli, 1773 
"Gentn 
It appears to be the minc1^ of Many ptopl(- in 
This Town. That the : 1a1ary, hcretoforc riven to the 
Juc1gec, of the Superior Court, i^ much too : mall - 
and are deniroun That the Renreoentative may be 
Instructed, in That matter -- 
W1herefore, if you Think it Advisable, To call a Town 
meeting for That purpoene - We clenirc that, the notification 
for it may be. To know Whether it in the mind of the 
others should be, an annual Salary, Stated, & Settled upon 
the Judi-es, of the superior Court. . 1hich may he equal 
to the Honourable. and important Services, of Those Gent' 
So as to render them Independent, and to direct the 
Representative (Abraham Bigelow) accordingly. 
Weston Decr 30.1772 Lli ha Jones 
To the Selectmen 1 
It was the critical conutitutional question of judicial 
independence, debated in the colony of Macsachusetts Bay through 
the winter of 1772-1773, that marked both the return of Col. Llisha 
Jones to provincial politics after his defeat in the House election 
of Aiay, 1764, and, through the creation of the Comr: 'ittees of 
Correspondence by Sam Adams and the Ranieals, the revival of the +7hit* 
Party after three years of comparative political calm following the 
collapse of the Whig non-importation agreements and the acquittal 
of the soldiers in the "Boston Massacre" trials. This period 
? 
of renewed political conflict in Mas^achuseEts Bay, moreover, which 
began in September, 1772 when word reached Boston of the London 
Government's proposals for a Civil List, as in Royal Coloniec, for the 
payment of judges, as well as the Governor and other officials by a 
1 This petition, sigred first by Col. Jones, is now in the Wetton 
Town Archives. 
2 For the Whig political revival in the Pall of 1772 see: John C. 
Miller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propagand(1936)pp. 227-2ý3; the best 
account of the Boston Committee of Correspondence, appointed Nov. 2,1772, 
is by Richard. D. Brown, Revolutionary Politics in T"iass: churett^ The 
Boston Committee of Correspondence and the Towns 1172-1774 
7970)48-57- 
3 See hdes'and Gill's Boston Gazette, Sept. 28,1772.2 1.2. 
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Crown stipend - was to develop into the most acute and far- 
reauhinCý constitutional crisis in the century a half of the 
Colony's history. Nor, it is imperative to stete, was this political 
conflict to be ended - as had been that of the Stamp Act - by any 
triumph of persuasion with a political argument or a political 
philosophy dressed for popularity sake as a reversal of Imperial 
policy. Sam Adams and the Massachusetts Radicals would put an 
effective end to debate by contriving the first great show of 
Whig force against the Government: after the "Powder Alarm" of 
September 1,1774 a massive demon^tration by rebel militia that 
marched on the capital at Boston under arms more than thirty thoura. nd 
1 
strong. 
In the controversies of the winter of 1772-1773, as from 
the beginning of his career in provincial politics with his first 
election, to the House as Representative from Wetton in 1752, Col. 
Elisha Jones was accounted a "friend to Government, " and as belonging 
to the "Court, " later best known as the "Tory" Party after its 
counterpart in Blond. But even in Massachusetts where individualism 
was cultivated, and during the Governorship of Sir Francis Bernard 
(1760-1769) with whom (Bernard was two years younger) he was on 
friendly if not intimate terms and with his eons Nathan and Israel 
asso d ated in opening new lands to settlement in Berkshire County 
and Maine, Col.. Tones was noted for his independent views and devotion 
to principle irrespective of personal popularity, forenhadowing to a 
degree his great-grandson Henry David Thoreau. A seeker after 
practical solutions in the best New England tradition and receptive 
to new ideas, but with a d©ep, lawyorly respect for the values of 
tradition and continuity in society, 1!. 'lisha Jones belonged to that 
small but distinguished group of Massachusetts Tories - which included 
Col. John Worthington of Springfield (with whom he sent his son Daniel 
to read law after Harvard), his friend Jeremiah Gridley, the great 
barrister (d. 1767)ß Col. Israel Williams of Hatfield, and Brig. 
Timothy Ruggles of'Hardwick - who were in favour of political and 
ý, 
!, 
governmental reform. 
1 For the "Powder Alarm" of September, 177,4, see below. 
3z 
It was inevitable that the growim- need for changes 
in the system of Charter Government in Massachusetts Bay would 
have brought controversy with Britain concerned as it was to keep 
control of this historically most troublesome of the burgeoning 
1 
and thrusting American colonies. And. this, most probably, without 
the relentless manufacture and exploitation of differencefi between 
Britain and the Colonies by the Radicals and Sam Adams with his 
curiously utopian dreams for setting up a state modeled upon the 
Greek city republics and governed by a Puritan ethic which even in 
the earliest days of the Bay Colony had not been put into practice. 
It was Col. Jones and the forward-looking Tory reformer^ - including 
Brig. Timothy Ruggles of Hardwick, who had been one of the Diacrachusetts 
delegates to the Stamp Act Congress of 1765, whose views concerning 
eventual self-rule if not independence for the rapidly developing 
colonies were not far removed from those of the Agent of the Souse of 
Representatives in London, the Bostonian Dr. Benjamin Franklin -3 
who in the series of colonial crises that followed the Stamp Act 
of 1764 and with ever greater peril from the controversy regarding 
the independence and payment of the judiciary in 1772-1773, found 
themselves standing for a reformed Charter Government but exposed 
to the constitutional cross-fire that came on the one hand from 
London and the Royal Governor, and on the other from Sam Adams' den 
of Revolution at the old Green Dragon Inn in Union Street. 
l The attempts of Britain to tighten governmental control over the 
American colonies are summarized in Leonard. Woods Labaree, Royal 
Government in America: A Study of the British Colonial tm ßef :c 
8 New Haven, 193d ; Richard D. Brown in RevolutionLry k'olitiosryin 
Massachusetts The Boston Committee of Correr; ondence and the Towns, 
1772-177ýHUP, 1970 argues that it was "The new British measurer not 
indigenous forces, (that) stimulated the polarization of Massachusetts 
politics along substantially ideological lines, "p. 17; But the cause was 
probably a combination of factors in the Colonies as well as British 
action. Kenneth Lockridge states that basic shifts in social and politica 
life were taking place in New Aigland: "Land, Population, and the 
Evolution of New & gland Society, 1630-1790. "Past & Present, no. 39, 
April, 1968, pp. 62-80. 
2 See John C. Miller, Sam Adams: Fioneer in Propaganda (1936)pp. 85-6,195-6. ' 
Another Whig idea was to set up a state on the model of the United 
Provinces of the Netherlands, and open the ports to free trade. 
3 Elected Chairman, xuggles refused to sign the report which did not 
acknowledge the supremacy of Parliament. The best account of Ruggles is 
by Clifford Shipton, ä il6yt HgXygXd Graduateeý, IXpp. 199-223.1ranklin 
calculated that the Colonies doubled in population once each generation. 
A. ß. Smyth, ed., W inRQ (1907)VI93"4. 
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The r seachusetts Tories - with Col. Jones and. many 
other of the "Reformers" among them - were not to state their 
case as a group until the presentation of written Ad. drefmes to 
Governor Thomas Hutchinson before his departure for 
. 
England at 
the end of May, 1774.1 Meanwhile, if their policy war a reasoned 
and peaceful accomodation of differences with Britain, at the same 
time in the General Court and. in the Town IIeetin{*s (Col . Jones war; not 
reelected to the House until May, 1773) the "Reformern" rupported 
the Bay Colony Government of the Second Charter of 1691 n it had 
developed under the "^alutary neglect" of the Whig; Administration 
of Robert Walpole a und 
the Duke of Newcastle after 1730, opposing 
moves by the London Government, in the hands of Tories after 1760, 
to establish at the Bay the more authoritarian system of New York 
anal other Royal Colonies. 
2 
From the administration of Governor Francis Bernard (1760-1769), 
however, the 1. T , ssachusetts 
Tory Reformers were di^. tinruir, hcd by 
their recognition of the need for strengthening the powers of the 
Lxecutive as well as the prerogatives and independence of the 
Judiciary to enable them to maintain the rule of law. It was the 
latter which these Tories reg;. irded as of paramount importance, 
seeing them so deeply and progressively eroded in their effectiveness 
by the assumption of executive and financial powers on the part of 
the popularly-elected and largely Whir*-controlled House of 
Representa`tivec, and by the proliferation of Whig political 
1 For the Addresses to Hutchinson, of which Col. Jones signed. that of 
the Middlesex County Magistraten dated May 30,1774, -largely ignored 
by historians and by Hutchinson's biographer , incltzdin the most recent, 
Bernard Bailyn, The Ordeal Of Thomas Hutchinson(HIJP, 1974), -see below. 
2 For years before the Fall of 1772 when judicial salaries became a 
major political issue in Massachusetts, for example, even such Tories 
as Col. Israel Williams of Hatfield, a Harvard classmate and life-long 
friend of Hutchinson's, as well as the opposition Whigs, were opposed to 
the introduction of a Civil List. See Israel Williams to Hutchinson, 
May 3,1769. Hutchinson Letter Books, t. iassachusetts Archives, XXV, p. 308. 
For British attempts to introduce a Civil List in Massachusetts in 
1771 by Crown payment of the Governor's salary, which aroused much 
suspicion and opposition by many Tories as well as Whirs, see the 
correspondence of Agent Benjamin Franklin in London and Whig leaders, 
esp. to Thomas Cushing, Feb. 5,1771, and Franklin to Rev. Samuel Cooper 
of Boston, esp. Cooper to FranklinJuly 10,1771. William B. Willcox, ed, 
The Papers of Benue in Nr in, Vol. 18, 
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organizations - the : ions of Liberty, the Boston and other Whig 
Toi°m Caucuses,. nd the most secret of Sam Adams' political tools, 
the Loyal ]the - designed to thwart and pervert the functioning 
of Government. After 1772 the Whi s were seen. to take their 
subversion of governmental institutions yet another long step 
further by creating the network of quasi-governmental but Khig 
controlled Committees of Correspondence that were set to work 
in as many towns as possible with 
of Town Meetings, whose executive 
and enforced with the sanction of 
use of the boycott,, intimidation, 
By 1772 these extra-legal 
or without the official approval 
and other functions they usurped 
the political mob through the 
and violence. 
Whig activities had drown 
demonstrably beyond the control of the existing agencie^ of law 
enforcement in Massachusetts Bay - not only in the `! 'owns where, 
outside Bo^ton and Salem, law and order were in the hands usually of 
only a magistrate and a constable or two, but above them in the 
Counties and the Province itself whr're Whig policies worked to 
undermine the ability of the Courts to render untrammeled judgement 
and to promote unreliability in the G$vernor's ultimate weapon of 
law enforcement, the Colonial militia. It is not surprising that 
Col. Elisha Jones and other leaders of the reformist group among 
the Massachusetts Tories were men notable for their long experience - 
and relative success - in making to work the machinery of colonial 
government in, town and provincial offices: here with Col. Jones were 
the men who upheld the "law and rights of kiglishmen"a, s embodied in 
the Charter Government. - all but a few of the Bay Magistrates and 
the member" of Bar and Benoh, with the Town and I"ield Officers of 
the Royal Militia. 
1 Many Loyalists believed that there was a Colonial-British Whig 
conspiracy to "bring down"the Tory Administration by fomenting strife 
in the colonies - at the least there was close cooperation between them, 
Thos. Hutchincon was convinced that there was such a conspiracy. See 
Bailyn, Thomas Hutchinson, who dates this as early as 1768. ])-p. 124-127- 
2 For a lawyer's view of the state of the law in 1770, ree Hiller B.: ', ohel, 
Tie Boston 1,1assaere, (1970)p. 303. But no one has described the conflict 
better than the Rev. Jacob Bailey of Kennebeck, the "Prontier Missionary": 
",, Committee men are dreadful things, More haughty far than Llzrope' 
kings; The latter mostly rule by laws, The first are governed by a 
Cause. " Col. Jones'sons knew Bailey well; like them he settled in 
Nova Scotia after the war. See ähipton, Siblev's Harttand Graduates, 
XIII, pp. 522-545" 
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In the F-reat political debate in 1772-1773 on the reform 
of the Massachusetts judiciary and the London proposals for 
establi: -hing a Civil List, Col. Elisha Jones ^nd the Torten, with 
such leading Whigs as INIaj. Gen. William Brattle of Cambridge who, 
fearing the growth of anarchy in the province, finally broke with 
1 
the radicals, supported the view of Thomas Hutchinson that the 
salaries of the judges should be paid by the Crown to make the 
judicial branch of the government independent of control by the 
Whig majority in the house of Representatives. The need for reform 
was blatant. The Massachusetts nay judiciary was notorious for 
its low pay and the necessity for plurality in office-holding 
even by 18th century colonial standards. Chief Justice Peter 
Oliver likened judicial salaries fairly, as he said, to "the Flares 
of Sin, for no man could get a Living by them. " `'i'o keep the 
prestige and thus the influence of the judiciary low and subordinate 
thus to the popularly-elected House, as well as to discourage any 
influx of placemen from i gland, it had. been the policy of the 
General Court to pay the smallest salaries possible, and only on 
an annual basis. 
At Weston Col. ßlisha Jones circulated a petition dated 
Dec. 30,1772 amon ; the Tot"m electors for their . nig*natures, addressed 
as was the customary procedure to the Weston Selectmen, which proposed 
calling a special Tom Meeting to consider giving instructions to 
the Representative to the house - then the Whig Abrahom Bigelow, 
elected at the Annual Meeting of May, 1772 
3 
to support the raising 
of judge's salaries described by the Colonel as "much too small. " 
1 Brottle was "chatty" with John Adams as late as the end of 
Novemher, 1772, and hir "principles" were also approved by : 3a, m Adams 
at this time. For Brattle as an important , dhie-turned-Tory, see the 
sketch by Clifford Shipton in Sibley's Harvard Gradu. ates, Vol. ViI, pp. 
17-19- 
2 Douglass Adair and John Schutz, Peter Oliver's Origin and Progress 
of the American Relieldion (1961) .p. 
3 I. 9. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records(1893)election of May 18, 
1772. P-184. 
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A second proposition was "To know Whether it is the mind of the 
others (tht. t there)^hould be, an annual Salary, 3t, a. ted & üottled 
upon the Judges, of the Superior Court, Which may be ncruo, l to the 
Honourable, : end important Servicen, of T'ho^e Cent1 So a^ to render 
them Independ^, nt... " 
1 
At a Cnmbridi*e Toc, m I, eetin, held earlier in December to 
consider the question of judicin"1 ^A, lr'"ricsýne.. nwhile, Gen. Brattle, 
commandant of the IIr ^sachusetts Bray Militia , end colonel of the 
neiThbourinrg First I, iddlesex Regiment, a doctor by profession, 
but unlike Col. Jones neither a magistrate nor rL member of the bar, 
had put forward similar views. Brattle arfv. ed that the Massachusetts 
judiciary should be independent both of the Governor and the 
popularly-controlled House of Representatives, and that since judges 
in Massachusetts, like those in i *lo"nd, held office "during good 
behaviour, "their independence, essential to an impartial administration 
of justice, could best be achieved, <as in i±igland, by payment of 
judicial salaries by a fixed annual stipend from the Civil List. 
Brattle then joined in the press debate against the Whits with a series 
of letters, the first of which appeared in Richard Draper's Tory 
Massachusetts Gazette or Boston i"fee4 News Letter on Dec. 3let. 
The Brattle letters were, as the historian Clifford Shipton has 
fairly described them, "if somewhat pompous and superficial as to 
points of constitutional law... courteous and sensible, and his 
arguments soundly based on the fact that the courts of the province 
had been for a century terrorized by wine smugp; lers, timber thieves, 
2 
and their allies, the popular politicians. " 
1 Col. Jones' petition of Dec. 3C, 177- sined by 23 of the lIeston ?, " ý 
electors, still survives in the Town Archives. 
2 Brattle's notes of the Meeting of Dec. 14,1772 and others at 
Cambridge for this period, are in "Letters and Document-, Relating 
to Harvard College and Cambridge" Boston Public Lihrary, IJo. 78; 
Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Gradv. ates, Vol. VII, pp. 17-18. 
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It is probable that Weston did hold a special Town Meeting 
in response to the petition of Col. Llisha Jones dated Dec. 30th 
to consider instructions to the Whig Town Representative, Abraham 
Bigelow, regarding the payment of judges, and before the General 
Court was summoned by Governor Thomas Hutchinson to convene at 
Boston on January 6,1773. Although no record of such a meeting 
remains in the Town archives between October 5,1772 and the annual 
Meeting to choose Town officials on March 1,1773, under the Charter 
Government town meetings could be called either by request of a 
magistrate - that is, by Col. Jones on his own authority - or in 
the usual way by a majority vote of the Town Selectmen, and three 
at least of the Weston Board elected for a year's term on March 2,1772 
were "safe" Tories: Col. Jones' cousin, Capt. Isaac Jones, born in 
Weston in 1728, son of his Uncle James Jones, since 1768 owner of 
the prosperous Golden Ball Tavern on the Post Road in Weston and 
a company commander in Col. Elisha Jones' Third Middlesex Regiment; 
' 
John Mirik, and Jonathan Stratton. 
2 
Ther' is no reason to doubt that in Weston, a well-to-do 
township of farmers and artisan freeholders, and with a long 
reputation for political conservatism, the good sense of the plan 
to pay judges an adequate salary and to free them from the undue 
influences of l3ocal politics, was not as well seen as elsewhere in 
the Bay Colony. Before the General Court met at Boston on Jan. 691773, 
there were signs that popular opinion was moving to support the 
judicial reforms long adltoc. ated by Tory jurists and other leaders, 
reasonable salaries and judicial independence. On Dec. 9th Sam Adams 
warned James Warren that the "real iäsue"was the threat of the Tory 
Ministry to colonial rights, and that any move by the House of 
Representatives to raise the salaries of judges would cloud the 
1 This was Isaac Jones'first term as a Selectman. For his military 
rank, see Massachusetts Archives, Vol . 99, p. 444. Por Isaac Jones and th"-- 
Tory selectmen in 1772-1773, see below. 
2 For the election of Weston Town officers,; -larch 2,1772, see R,. F. Peirce, 
Totem of Weston I2ecords(1893)pp. 178-9. 
3 For abuses including enforced political bias in judicial addressee to 
ýr end Jurics, see John D. Cushint*, "The Judiciary and Public Opinion in 
Revolutionary Lassachusetts, "in George Billiac, ed., Law and AuthLority 
in Colonial America (1965)pp. 168-186. 
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constitutional issue and have the added had effects of rewarding 
Hutchinson's placemen and enhancing their prestige. John Adams, 
in his usu, ), l caustic manner when crossed, admitted that the arguments 
put forward by Gen. Brattle and other Tories in Town Meetings and 
the press were making headway: "These vain and frothy harangues and 
scribblings would have had no effect upon me, "he wrote, "if I had 
not seen that his ignorant doctrines were taking root in the minds 
of the people, many of whom were, in appearance, if not in reality, 
taking it for granted that Judges held their places during good 
behaviour... " John Adams served his ambition as well as his political 
views by writing a critique of Tory arguments on the Massachusetts 
Judiciary which ran for four weeks in the radical Boston Gazette, 
January 4th, llth, l8th, an. d 25th, 1773 - which have been described as 
marking Adams' emergence into the "political limelight. "1 
By January, 1773, however, Sam Adams had already used the 
constitutional issues raised by the question of judicial salaries to 
the greatest advantage: as the means, at lash, of bringing, about the 
appointment on November 2,1772 by Boston Town Meeting of a standing 
Committee of Correspondence - designed to be a model for action by 
the Meetings of the country towns, and above all to link them political]-3 
to the Boston Committee and through its interlocking members to 
2 
the secret inner groups of the Whig leader hip in the Bay Colony. 
1 Charles Francis Adams, The Works of John Adams, (185l)Vol. II, pp. 315-6. 
John Adams fancied his ability as a legal scholar: nee his "Dissertation 
on the Canon and Feudal Law, " Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 445-464, part of which 
had been printed in the Boston GazetteAut*ust, 1765.1')hiptonin his sketc} 
of William Brattle, calls Adams' arti& ns of Jnn., 1773 "rirnart Anti ill" 
tempered" in an attempt"to split legal hairs the existence of which 
is doubtful. "Sibley's Harvard Graduates, VII, p. 19. 
2 Sam Adams'tactics of Oct., 1772 the same followed in 1768 to bring 
about the "Convention of Town&"at Boston to protest afainnt the 
stationing of troops there)hy which he used Iiutchinson's refusal to 
summon a special session of the General Court to consider the issue of 
Crown salaries for judges to persuade Boston Toi-., n Meeting to appoint 
a Committee of Correspondence(already twice rejected)with no dissent- 
are carefully -if Whigrishly-described by Richard D. Brown, Revolutionary 
Politics in Massachusetts The Boston Committee of Correspondence and 
the To"ms, 1772-1774.1970), pp"36-57. -- -- 
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The iiotion crllinf; for the creation of the Bonton 
Corn nit-teo of Correnpondencc lens as follows: 
"Th, ýt a Committee of Corre^pondence be appointed to con. ^int 
of twenty--one Per^ono - to ot. zte the lti 'ht^ of the Colonist., 
and of thin Province in pr-xticular, an Men, as ChrictiýLnn, and 
as Subjecto; to com-, un. icate and publish the name to the, several 
Towns in this Province and. to the Jlorld as the nenne of this 
Town, with the Infrinr7ement^ and Violations thereof that have 
been, or from time to time may be made - Also reaue^tin; of 
each Toim a free comrunication of their : entimento on this, 
Nubject. " 1 
By mid-December, 177?, tlie Co-nmittce's report to the Town, knoim 
an the "Bo^ton Pamphlet, "2according to Cmnd. iduc in the Boston 
Gaz ette, ( , ý. m Adams) 
"has been forwarded to four fifths of the 
Gentlemen Selectmen in the Country, the Representatives of the 
several Toten^, the Members of his Majesty's Council -nd others 
of Note. "3Despite a great propa, 7an. dr-, effort in. the prec^, y 
however, by January 6th when the General Court met, only a h.: ndful 
of the 260 Towns and Di^trict^ in Mac^achurettn had replied to 
the Boston Committee of Correspondence, or called Totm Iýieetingc 
as sugtre^teci by the "Boston Pamphlet"to in^truct their Repre^entativee 
in the matter of Judge"'^a1arie^, or to appoint their own Committees 
of Correopondence. 
4 
1 Boston Town Records, 1770-1777. Borton Record Comminrioncrn, Report, 
(1887) pp, 92-93. 
2 Its full title is: The Votes and Procee(lint*s of the ? reeholders 
and other Inhabitants of the Town. of Bo^ton, ln Town Iieetin assembled, 
Accordin¬ý to Law Published by order of the town, 1t was printnrl by 
Aden and Gill the publiihers of the radical Bor; ton Gazette) in 
cu. een Street, and also by the brothers, Thomas and John Fleet (who 
published the Boston L<reni Pont) in Cornhili. 1772. pp. IV, 43,8vo. 
Boston Public Library. 
The "Boston Pamphlet" has three parts: "State of Ri hto of the 
Colonists" (thou ht to have been written by Sam Adams); "List of the 
Infringements and Violations of Rights" (which includes Judicial 
stipends from the Crown as a "violation"; thought to have been written 
by Dr. Joseph Warren of Boston); and the "Letter of Correspondence" 
(thought to have been written by Dr. Benjamin Church, also of Boston - 
who later was a spy for Governor Gage. Sec the Loyalist I,: S3 of his 
widow Sarah and only son, James Church, also a sv. rgeon, in Pß0.1.0.13: 73. 
3 Boston Gazette, Dec. 14,1772.2/3. 
4 notable among the towns which "acted"during this period were the 
coastal towns of 2Niarblehead, Newhuryport, and Plymouth-For reaction to 
the Boston Pamphlet, "see Richard D. Brown, Revolutionary Pol itics in 
M ss s t, s,... (1970), pp. 67,82-85. 
h. Q 
The "Boston Pamphlet" was seen by supporters of the 
Charter Government - and moderate Whigs - as a dangerous step 
toward sedition if, apart from the idea of Committees of 
Correspondence, it was in fact little more than a reiteration of 
already- well-worn Whig "grievances" and theories of natural rights. 
Prominent Whig leaders for the most part, would have nothing; to do 
with the Committee of Correspondence, and men such as Thomas Cushing, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, the merchant William 
Phillips, and even John Hancock at Boston refused to serve on it. 
Governor Thomas Hutchinson at first dismissed the Committee of 
Correspondence as a "foolish scheme, " but by December 8th when he 
wrote to Richard Jackson in England 
(something of a governmental 
theoretician, a friend of former Gov. Prancis Bernard and dropped by 
James Otis and the Whigs in the House as Agent for Massachusetts in 
1766) Hutchinson saw the Committee as a threat, aaying that the 
"doctrine of Independence upon the Parliament and the mischiefs of 
it every day increase. " 
2 
It was in the towns outside Boston, that traditional crucial 
battleground between Tory and Whig in the Bay Colony, that Col.: lirha 
Jones and the other "friends of Government" fought the seditious ideas 
of the"Boston Pamphlet" and marshalled their political forces to 
prevent Town Meetings from appointing Committees of Correspondence. 
In Col. Jones' town of Weston the tactics used by the Tories were 
those that. for generations had been most effective for majority 
parties in town politics in Massachusetts: the Tory majority on 
the Board of Selectmen - Capt. Inaac Jones, John Mirik, and. Jonathan 
Stratton, -and the Magistrate, Col. Llisha Jones, exercised their 
prerogative not to accede to any petition by supporters of Sam Adams' 
1 
See John C. 1: il l cr Sam Adarnn :F ion eer in Fro 
Richard D. Bro, "r's later detn. ilod rtudy of the Bonton Cornmit-teo of 
Correspondence (1970)attempts to minimi7, e the refusal of prominent 
to serve on it, but here as eloet-rhore Brown, t, ý: e^ n 'llJhifý , ich view, " 
accept in Adrm^'excu. ^. es and deliberate min-rvtý. tements for political 
pu. rpo^es as fact-Revolutionary Politico in I a^sachu^etts... (1970}, 7p60-1. 
2 Thomas IIutchinson to Richard Jackcon, Dec. c6,1772. Iiutchin. ^on Letter 
Books, I-, anra. chusetts Archives, XXVII, p. 428. 
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radicals for calling a Town Meeting with an agenda (required to 
be approved prior to all meetings) for consideration of a reply 
to the Boston Committee of Correspondence or appointment by the 
town of a Weston Committee of Correr, pondence. 
1 
A particular resentment of this Tory "victory" is recorded 
in the manuscript "Di, r,. ry" of one of Col. Jones' bitterest politic, -, 
enemies, the ardent radical Samuel Phillips Savage. Savage's 
Whig connections could hardly have been bettered: a former Boston 
Selectman who had moved to the "country town" of Weston in the 
mid-1760'x, Savage was a great friend of Sam Adams, the Rev. Samuel 
Cooper of the fashionable Brattle Street Church (brother of William 
Cooper, merchant, then serving- what was to be a 49 year term as 
Boston's Town Clerk)and other leading radicals, himself a Son of 
Liberty at the time of the Stamp Act troubles, and father-in-law 
of Sam Adams' cousin Henry Bass, a member with Sam Adams of that 
most secret inner Whig caucus, The Loyal Nine. 
2 
Before March lst, 
1773, savage wrote: 
"Let it be remembered that the Selectmen of Merton (1772-1773) 
are (John. )llirik (Capt. Isaac) Jones (Jonathan) Stratton (Josiah) 
Smith : end (Joseph) Whitney. Twice refused. a (Town) rneetin{T 
tho the last petition was rirned by 41 Persons near ,- of the 
votes of said meeting in common affairs. Eirik Jones and 
Stratton strongly opposed the Mcetin ;. Whitney did all he 
could to get a Meeting & Smith owned he was against it, but 
voted for it after he knew there was a majority rtainst it, 
just to save appearances. He is a man of little sentiment - 
less courage - and is seeking the favour of the people on one 
side hoping to be ye representative - and humble expectant on 
the chain for ye commission of the Peace on the other. This 
makes him unsteady & half between two opinions. " 3 
1 Another expedient used by town politicians to oppose certain 
measures Was to exclude them from the agenda of Town I-icetin Warrants: 
putting a measure to the risk of a vote was rer'arded as a last resort 
only short of defeat. Later in the conflict both Whirsn and Tories went 
"outside"the law and "censored" Town Records of mcetinrn &, c., removinp 
or defacing documents. The Whif's, of courne, had charge of Tocm Records 
everywhere after the War was over and removed documents which remained 
"unf: avourahle"to their cause, nnd. Weston was no except ion Probably no 
reasonably accurate assessment of political opinion in the towns for 
the Revolutionary period can now be made using* only town records and 
those of Whig revolutionary bodies includint- the Committees of 
Correspond ence. ätudies based upon cuantification of "responding Towns" 
Richard Brown's Revolutionary Politice... The Boston Committee of 
Correspondence and the Towns 9,1372(1y70 , notably Chapter 5, 
Cost. 
It. a 
In this pascage in his, "Diary" Samuel Phillips 'Savrre 
greatly exn: ^ ; crated Vic percentafi; e of tovm. electors who signed. 
the Whir petition referred to for a Town IIeetine: tli. e Town franchise 
was lax, -er than that of the Province, and. in the next Provincial 
election, held in Weston on May 10,1773, more than 130 voter, were 
cast. But the key to political power in Wehton - an in other 
Massachusetts towns even to this day - was control of the Board of 
Selectmen, and the three Tories on it, Captain Isaac Jones, John 
Mirik, and Jonathan Stratton, elected by the Town in 1772, were 
marked by the Whigs for defeat. 
1 
The Warrant for the Annual "Meeting of the Freeholders and 
other Inhabitants of the toten of Heston Duly Q. Quallified and 
Lawfully warned" on March 1,1773 "at ten oClock in the fore Noon 
1 Cont. "The 2, 'merý; ence of Local Opinion., "(a revised version of 
Brown's article "Nassachusetts Towns Reply to the Boston Committee 
of Correnpondence, 1773" 14illiam and III uarterl 
)np. %'-39) 
y, 3rd : XV 
(1968 drawsinvalid. conclusions from biased dn. tf. The highly 
important functioning of the negative vote, the ne ; ative reply, and 
non-reprenontn. tion and participation in politics of P, in. rsachu^ettc 
towns on the eve of the armed rebellion roust he examined in IJamier- 
fashion u:; in, the -reutest diversity of sources and e ample before 
any "c, u, -ntitative" conclusions can aspire to acceptance nn fact . 
Sec a, 1 no Robert ' emrky, I;. erch? nt^, Ii'armers and River Gods: An i_cs on 
irhtec nth-Century American Politic.. Boston, l971 pp. 30-25?. 
2 Samuel Phillips Savage's surviving - ind, like those literary remains 
of Sam Ade, ms, highly censored - papers are now for the most part at 
the Massachusetts Historical Society. There is no adequate bior7aphy 
of Savage, Who did not attend Harvard, but see : 3hipton's sketch of his 
non Dr. Sa.. muel ä, ava, ge, class of 1766, wh. o studied medicine with tho Tory 
spy Dr. Ben jamin Church. Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. X. VI, pp. 42e-i1? 7. 
S. P. Savag*e had acted as a link between the ý, Jhig len, dership, the Sons 
of Liberty, and the Boston mob during the 21tamp Act Crisis(see above, 
"Introd. u. ction" )and below for his role as L odern, tor of the large public 
meetings of Dec-14th and Dec. 16th, 1773 in Boston to "protest" against 
the landing of the tea shipped by the Last India Company. 
3 Samuel Phillips Sav &; e, "Diary, " DIS S., Mass. 1Iist. üoc. 
1 For the Provincial election of May 10,1773, see below. 
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at the Publick Meeting house" on the green, however, gave no hint 
of the growing political stru, 71e between Tory and Whig in the 
town. The eight item^ on the agenda dealt with the vital, if largely 
ordinary, huoine^s of a Massachusetts Bay town at that time. and the 
Whig proposals of the Boston Committee of Correspondence were not 
brought forward for consideration. These were: 
"l. To Chu^e Selectmen and other town officers for the year 
ßnsewing that are by law Required 
2. To Hear the town Treasurers accounts for the year Pact 
and act thereon 
3. To know the minde of the town Wheather there Swine Shall 
go at Large the year &. nsewiner 
4. To know the minde of the town wheather they will Repair 
their highways by a Rate the year Ennewing and if So Grant 
money therefor 
5. To Hear and Act upon a list prepaired for the Jury Box 
6. To hear the Petition of Thaddeus Spring and others to 
know the minds of the town wheather they will take the 
School house in the Northwesterly part of the town and 
t!!. t in the Southeasterly part of the town into the towns 
hands and pay the Subscribers for building Said houses or 
act any other clatter or thing with Regard to Said houses. 
7. To know the minde of the town if they will accept of an 
alteration of a town way as marked out by the Selectmen 
through the land of James Stimnon and Discontinue the old 
way in the Room of the New one Provided it is not any 
Charge to the town 
8. To know the minds of the town if they will give Liberty 
, 
(to) Jonathan Stratton Samll Baldwin & Isaac Jones to 
Build on the towns land Northwesterly of the meeting house 
Each of them a Shay House 1 
It is to be expected that Co1. Jonett, as the leading Tory 
and "first gentleman" of Weston was among those attend. ing. As in 
1772, Josiah Smith, keeper of the Smith Tavern opposite the Meeting 
House (still standing), a moderate Whit-, was chosen Moderator, but 
1 M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Recordn (1893)pp. 187-188. 
the Whirs showed their dominance of the meeting by re-electing 
none of the Tory Selectmen from the preceedinp year (Capt. Isaac 
Jones, John Plirik, and Jonathan Stratton) and putting three 
good Whign in their places, Thomas Ru^sell, Thomas Rnnd, and 
Benjamin Peirce, together with the two Whigs re-elected, Jon; iah 
Smith and Jor, eph Ihitney. Two more leading Whig^, Samuel Baldwin, 
Town Clerk, and Braddyll Smith, the Town Treasurer, were al^o 
re-elected - but the Whifs did not carry all before them. 
For the first time since the elections at the Annual Town 
Meeting of 1768 Co1.111lisha Jones was chosen for a town office, 
this time as one of the OversTers of the Poor, with Town Clerk 
Samuel Baldwin, and John Allen. There can be little doubt that 
this election to town. office was a reflection of Col. Jones' 
renewed political popularity, and that as leader of the lJeton 
Torics, who "declared his sentiments openly; " his stand on the 
question of Judge's salaries, opposition to Town Meetings called 
by Radicals, Committeec of Correrpondence, and Sam Adamc' doctrines 
of sedition preached by the hfhie press and the "Boston Pamphlet, " 
Col. Jones' views were approved by the majority in the town of 
Weston. On January 13,1774, some nine months later and after the 
Boston Tea Party, a Town Meeting at Weston elected Col. Jones 
Moderator and rejected a move to appoint a Town Committee of 
Correspondence "try a very large majority. "3 How much Col. Jones 
agreed with the outspoken Tory Magistrate Edward Bacon of Barnstable 
(who also was to be elected to the House of Representatives in the 
forthcoming May election of. 1773) in judging; the worth of the Boston 
Committee of Correspondenc. by its members, we do not know. But Bacon 
1S mnxel Baldwin, a prosperous innkeeper, was a radical Whi *; his first 
wife (d. July 7,1757)had been Elizabeth, sister of Capt. I^a c Jones of 
the Golden Ball T, avern, and a cousin of Col. Misha Jones. Bradwin'c 
third wife (m. 1762) was llehecca, dau. of the Rev. John Cotton of Newton 
who outlived her hustend (d. July 22,1778, a(red 61) "Dr. }Ienry Bond, 
GeneýaloGiec of the ... ý'axly aet tlers of , re, tertown, P, as ýachusetts, 
Including walthari and ', ýston... 1 60Tpp. 11,312,316-7. Co1. Jones1 son 
i,, 'lia. s b. Aum. l9,1742 in ideston)a farmer at lea^t I-ioo:; ac(Adams)had m. 
Dec. 22,1768 Baldwin's daughter ßlizabeth, his cousin. 
2 For Col. Jones and the Committees of Correspondence, see the 
testimony of his son Josiah before the Loyalist Commissioners, ät. John,, 
Oct. 2191786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10. 
3 bI. F. Peirce, ed., Town o Wettor} Records (1893)p. 198. 
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minced no words in denouncing William Molincux and Thomas Young 
as "men of no Principles and Infamous Characters, " ; und am Adams 
as "worth but little if his Debt was paid and that it was for his 
interest to contend with them in this way in order to get a Living, " 
to name but a few. Bacon w. arned that only aa, handful of"rabble" in 
Boston had approved the Comnittec, and urged the town of Barnstable 
not to correspond with "the Vilest of men. " Ba, con, fu. rthermore, was 
among mazy Tories who preferred,,. - he caid, hi^ ruler to be three 
1 
thousand miles away rather than in Boston. 
In the matter of the Judge's salaries, as well, Col. Jones 
appears to have voiced the majority view in ', deston that they should 
be paid an adequate salary and be independent of political control. 
Governor Thomas Hutchinson's notorious speech on the legal 
supremacy of Parliament made to the General Court on January 6th, 
while providing the Whigs with further Constitutional art--uments 
(the question. of paying the Governor's salary from a Civil Lint 
had been r aii3ed the year before) did not in such "Tory" towns as 
Weston have an apparent adverse effect upon the electoraate : in hay, 
1773, Col. Jones was sufficiently confident of his chance:, in the 2 
poll to stand again for election to the House of Representatives. 
1 Certainly Molinoux and Youn, m were"freethinkers"wiio kept little 
restraint upon their - to most Ur'. r i ngl, nndern of ilhratever party 
reprehensible- . theistic viewr-. You. ng, a doctor, h. ad arrived in Dorton 
from how York only a few yearn e^, rlier; I olincu. }:: uas the"hlacic sheep" 
son of the prominent ilu. blin(Irel: tnd)sur, r, con Si. r Thomas L1olineux,: Ln 
unsuccessful hard-ware merchant in Boston with a virulent hatred for 
} ; land. I: olineu. x removed himself from the political scene by cutting; 
hir thront on 0et. 2. ', 1774: the Bon-bon. whiff; iaerchant John Rowe conceals 
hic suicide in his Diar but was candid enough to write: "he has been 
famous among the Sons of Liberty. I-Iny things are attributed to him & 
tin believers he was first leader of Dirty l, Ia. ttorc. "Oct. 24,1774. Anne 
Rowe Cunningham, ed., Letters and Diary of John Rowe(1903)p. 286. James 
Otis to 'W1m. I. olineuxhiarch 11,1773, Committee of Correspondence Papers, 
Bancroft II. », I'letr York Public Library; Co l. Soc. Las . c. Pub]. ic"a. tion^. 
(l894) 
XXV 312. 
2 In March, 1773, the General Court passed a resolve a-7, ainst Judges 
accepting salaries from a Civil List, and raised them no there would be 
no "valid"reason for accepting Crown stipends. IIutchinron countered by 
refusing to accede to measures to pay the judges in advance, and for 
his own salary(the General Court offered him a "convenient and elegant 
house"if he would accept). Lord Dartmouth, who disapproved of Hutchinson's 
"Supremacy of Parliament"Speech of Jen. 6th and the Stirring of 
Constitutional controversy, was willing to withdraw Crown salaries for 
judges if they were adequately paid by the General Court. Dariimouth MSS. 
Iüst. I, ISS. Conim. 914th Report 9Appendix, p 10, II, pp. 152-3. 
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COL. JüiL-'%i AJD `i'üs F OVIiICI. ]L 
_ýL_ýC`1'IGil OP LAY, i7'( 3 
"At r,, : ": eetin of the Vreeholrlerr -. n(3 of er Iiihrýhit:. nt 
of thn : o': m of ücnton : w. ^11. ificr3 nccorr'in, -^ to the toy-, 11 
Chr,, rtcr to vote in the Choice of a IZnprenent, t. -tive . I-i. n; -; 
o. ^^emblec? at the Public,: meetin^ Lou.. --c in town o. 1 
Iionc'ny ß'1e tenth Day o' i ay ýD 1773 at one oClocI in the 
after noon The i"I(ý, jor Part of the islectorn then Prenont 
_Dir' in the Presence of ! ýie äoloctmen -. n(; ; )(, put(,, 
linha Jones ; -rTr to ve for end I cprcnent thorn in a 
Great mc' General Court or ae ncrihl, y appointed to 
Convened held and Keent for hin I"; . 
ject, yýn : >crvi. ce .I the 
Court IIoune in Bonton upon ý'Icdnenday the `Twenty Cixth 
Day of Ilay Currant" ýJe. ^ton Town Record 1 
Col.. 'linha Jones' decision to 2t,, --nd for election to the 
General Court as a Tory "friend of , 7overnmcnt" in T-Iay, l773, 
after an abr ence from the House of nine yearn, hep an the climax: of 
a dintin ii hed career in Provincial politic- that reached back to 
his first election to the General Court in I-Iay, 1752 at the ace of 
41, in succession to Deacon Abijah Upham. ` After nerving three terms, 
Col. Jones had `one on active military service on the l arýr, achucettc 
frontier with Col. lphriam tlilliamn of Stockbrid; -e in 1755, when his 
place as Representative was taken by the owner of Stoney Brook Tülls, 
Abraham 3iCelow, and since that time only these two men ha c3 been 
chosen as Weston Representative. The one Tory and the other lihirr, 
however, they became the ritterent enemies and political rivals. At 
the time of the May election in 1764 when Col. Jones was defeated 
for reelection by Bigelow, he had nerved as Representative for 
ton of the proceeding twelve yearrs. 
3 
1 M. P. Peirce, ed., Toti-m of Weston Records (1893)p. 194. 
2 Col. Jones' son Elinha the Yountrer, had. married. Deacon Upham's 
daut*hter Yehitabel (b. April 29,1741) of Weston on Oct. 27,1761. 
Deacon Abij<ah was a son of Thomas Upham of Reading and a descendant 
of John Upham who settled in Weymouth with the Rev. Joseph Hull and 
was elected to the General Court from 1636-1639-John Upham removed to 
Malden about 1649 where he also served as Deacon and. Seiectman; he d. 
Feb. 26,1681/2, aced 84. Deacon Abijah Upham m. Llizabeth, dau. of Thomas 
Spring of '; teston, descended from the noted Springs of Lsavenham(3uffolk) . See Dr. Henry Bond, Genealc, Ries of tile ... Larly Settlers of ilAertown... 
Including Waltham and Weston (186ýp. [i43,611-61i. 
3 Ibid., p. 1067. 
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T' ne in weý-ton reflected the l, -, r, er e election of 
Provincial F7tru, gtgle of Tory ag innt Uhi; und the RuenU on of 
which should holt' power in the Bay Colony. 1, ut as often happened 
in. iIan a, cli. u. sett Prove nci;. l r : roll ,, n tom elections` local 
personalities und the politics that revolved ; rou. ncl them were 
predominant . In this caoe, hoývrever, the persons. 1 and political 
enmity betvrer, n Col. Joncs and the other cr, ndid to for itnnrenentativc, 
Abraiia: a Bigelowr, ?! a, s e:, _trcme even try the criteria of the rou. r°h- 
tumble politics of eighteenth-century colonir. 1 
Fink], 11y, in 1765, Bi , elow, to gain election, had resorted to 
serious and damag-in7 charger ri ~. ýin t Col. Jones stated in public, 
alleging mir-conduct in public office - to which in cleCen e of his 
personal honour and intc rity the Colonel replied by nuinr; Iii 'elotwr 
for slander und defamation. Although himself r,, practicing lawyer 
Col. Jonec cannot have thou, -ht the better of Jon. r, th, ý, n ýewa1l, aftcr 
176? ;?, fellow ma istrate on the I-iddlenox County Bench 
(Col. Jonc^ 
was first commissioned in the peace iept. 149l756) an Lir^clow's 
, attorney for putting before the Licldlesex Court of CoiY,. on Plans 
such unfounded charges that he had injured the Province "by putting 
his sons into the Province's prey and keeping -them at horde in their 
oirm business, and that he was as , mreat a Cherýt and Lyc, r r,. c giver 
l. iverd, 
and was not fit to be trusted by the Toim. (of' tic--ton) in any office 
or place. And that he would, if chose Rcprescn tia. tive cheat the 
Province. ' I-lore than this, "You left your fat Oxon out of the Rate 
for the Year Past when they were in your pasture at the time of 
tar;. ipg the invoice of others and you left out your sonn Polls and 
three or four of your ITorsjr,, your 
I1cg-roe^ sind you i-iar, an Assessor 
the same time under oath. " Speal: in for 
Co1. Jones was his old friend 
the treat barrister Jeremiah Gridle, y, who for many , yearn 
hid. reprenentc 
1 Col. Jones was chosen to the office of 
(tax) Assessor by Town ; ieetint 
of March 5,1764, and he served the normal year'" term, until the next 
Annual Town Meeting of March 4,1765. IIis successor Was i; racld, yll . smith, 
also re-elected Town Treasurer and Toim Clerk, a r; tclical 'ilhig protege c 
Bitgelow's and also a political enemy of Col. Jones'. lt is -, i nific tint 
that the Town financial accounts for 1764-5, vwhich would have proved tl 
falsity of Bipelow's charges against Col. Jones are missing from the 
Weston Town Archives; first noted by 1d. 10. Peirce in 1893, irho stated that 
pages 58 and 59 containing the accounts were missing from the Town Boc Town of Weston Records 
... 
(1ß93)P. 116. 
ýs 
Col. Joner7 hin nephew Dr. `l'lior n ;l il ]. ir,. nin of )ncrficl; ý, :. nil oi. 'ýcr 
1 
rann1, crn of Lho fr iil, y. Gr. ir11^ r lin. c1 ýr, v. crl th , -t; hecUI,; e of 
in not only tmo,: tl; r hurt in 
hi.. ^ r°ooýl iln, r: ýe, Credit 1 itcpu. t: '. tion, fn. llen into ^r ; ýt : _: cr ný?: ýl 
r"nc' I, rmoPiny .i .h reverr1 f . 
it'iful ubJectr: oý_' t', e , ni, Ie lord' the 
Kinr .,. nr' ennecir. lly ;: ith the GonLlemen ý:; ýý'reehotý'ý rr of i, ýýc ý. id 
Ton of (uun. ]. ified' by L,, . rr 
to vote for of -i* 
r3, id '2o, -n. " , 
Col. Joncc lost ]sir in the lo,,: or cnu. ri:, hu. t ,: on ; ww 
ýp >e; l to tl; e ? ii, -1: Cou. r-1 in 1771, vin'ic,,. ti. n }iir c}r;,. r;. ctor and 
Pv. hlic con, 'uctý ýd rn ^. tr; tirc' or . 
6O c3ý. r, ý . fin., rriti 
1! r;. l co. t:, ;. "c' 
at tu. ch vin(licttiorlyhoi"rever, could not }t: ýve o1vi; tt, ec3 
the perr onH ' .nv. 
inh inflicted by the orde; 11, nor rmaTh r-oo; ' the lo: - 
to , nrnbition of the nine y(, arn' exclusion from the Genoral C )urt. 
Pol i-ticnl , -, nd pnr:, onn. l riv:; lricnn of thin, lind acre not cn. rily 
extinf^u. i_^he<3, as none -better appreciated than the trenchant John 
Adam. ^, u? ionc lbu. ninesn it was to argue such "cause " when the;,; were 
taken to law. A protege of both harrintero in the cane of Jones v. 
Birclow, Jeremiah Gridley and Jonathan Ocw; '. 11. - for hin brill i; i. nce 
and promise at the Bar if not for hin radical politics - Adams Ln hin 
Dicer as puhlinhed made two references in 'Lpril -. n(I to 
Jones v. Bigelow, comparin ^ it to a similar cane he wan then Ci; °litiru- 
in the Barn^ta1le County Court e.. ^ attorney for . kl; ephen ihye, who h. ud 
succeeded Rowland Cotton as Iteprecentative to the General Court 
for Sandwich in 1761. Adams wrote on April 4th: 
"Suitn -cnora1]y Sprin ; from Prnnion. Jonnn vn. ßirelo! -r, 
Cotton ui IIye arose from Amhition. Joner, a, nd I3i(*elow were 
Competitors for : elections in the Town of Weiton, Cotton and "4yn 
were Rivals n. t Sandwich. Such Rivals have no Priencln)iip for e-nch 
other. Prom such Rivalries oritrinate Content ionn,,, u. arrelln and 
Actions of of tmation are the usual b'ru. it^ of r, uch 
Competitionn. Ifhat Affection can there be between two Rival 
Candidates for the Confidence of a Town... " 4 
1 For Gridley as Vie family barrinter, soe Col. Lli. sha Jones to Dr.. 
Thomas Williams at Deerfield, I;; rch 8,1762. tillirm^ iLr, ^.; 
2 Jones v. 3iielow, Ttiddleý7ex County Court of Com;., on i-iens. i'or the 
High Court Appeal, to the Superior Court of Ju3i. c, ý, tu. re, iio. ]. ýj"j%"j. 
Grir? ley's manuccripts, accordin{* to his bioprrr.. pher Clifrord Ohipton, 
had been (Iiscovered, but when he wrote could not be locatCd. i. hlcy, s 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. VII, PP. 518-530. Gridley died ,;; ept. 12,17(, "j. L. 1i. 13utterfield, ed., DIarY MA Auto 
1g61)pp. 313-334. 
bioQTanhy of JolAdamo, Vol. I ( 
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On Tin., y 16th John Adam wrote further: 
"At i: oi., l.?. nd^ in Flymouth. Retu. rnec] thin (lay from 3; 2, nta. ble. 
The Cý-,. re of Cotton rnd. Uye at ý; andv ich jr rer, ýr;. rk bl_n. Cotton 
h; -. ^ been driving hic Interent. Thin drivinr of rul Interest, 
: -eli"iom rucceedr. Jonec of ': +crton, by drivi. nf- hir- drove it all 
sway. --. mere two Per. ^on^ in a Torn. Cot into ru. clh r:. 1. n. rroll, 
both rau. cn. t be very unhappy - Reproacliinr each other to their 
f. aces, relatinr fnn. c-r concerning each other., to their it i: lilourr . 
Thece Rel, rtionn are denied, repe tcý?, micreprc.; ente l, r. ü 'it: ional 
arid fictitious Circumrtancon put to them, 1'r. ^nion^ in('l, ýmerl. 
I, alice, Hatred, nvy, Pride f car, I at-c, Despair, all t: ti nn their 
Tu. rnr . 
"I0ather and son, Uncle and Nephew, Weir-hhour in(? }}ei -}iiiour, 
Priend r'. nö Prienrl are all net for ether by t} e Isar^ ., y Clicnte 
have been the ýluffcrero in both there 1{epr. enentr. tive Cr. u: cr.. 
The Court ti ar fi:.. ed in the ; Irtinrh'iich Cane. Cotton. in not only 
a Tory but a1 elrn. tion of Norne of the Ju. dre', Curl irit° r. rt: icul, rl;;. 
Cu^hinr- married a Cotton, ý; irter of Jno. Cotton, Vie itoiiirter of' 
Deeds at iýlymouth. Cu. nhinr- was very bitter, he not 'or i. Iy 
arr 3. infý to the Jur r the lu. cf7tion whether the 'do-r,!. --, wore actionr: bl e 
or n. ot... " 1 
For Col. Jone^., the final success of hir; cnrc in the Iiirh 
Court in 1771 had removed the cloud of' politic,, l. Jy-inrlpirc 1 :, u^picion 
that ha cimirched his rood name, and opened V, (- vi, -y for --ii 
man to return to elective office. ` But for a ni, n of Col. Jones t 
principlodJ. ambition vindication would havo been noLl]in( : hurt of 
re-election by b oten Town. hectin, ^ , tics, i cpreocn t; t, ivc In the Gener, l 
Court, where he had. already -crved ton tormn. 
Col. Jonea, ho ever, did'. not , strand for cl oction 
in the 1-1, -$ election of 1772 , but . supported another Tory, his cousin 
Isa c Jonen, ovmer of the Golden Ball Tavern, who two ;, ontlie earlier 
at the March ? _nd 
Annual Town i, ioetiine, had been elected to hin first 
term as 3electmnn of iJeston, ýtit*ainnt his old ', Jhir* enemy Abraham 
J3ireloW. If one accepts the possibly biased account of the ', -Ioston 
Radical Samuel Phillips Savrtre, who in all probability aided Bit°elo, 7 
in canvassing for lhie votes among- the Provincial i; lector. s, Jigclo ., 
1 L. H. Butterfield, cd., Diary %n(? Autobi. oýT^. Pliy of Join 1 d'a'ub, 
Vol. I (1961) p. 335. 
2 iMii ha Joncc r, urin(* this p-rind continucd, llolrcvnr, i. o rc rvr;,, 
aJ i(1 11onox County LIa i^tr, ýtc ; .ni 
Junticc of t. l; o C , u. rt Of- Coon 
onr3 a Colonel Commnnr]ant of the Third Rer^imeiit of' I". i' '1ý: es: Cou. v-1; y 
I"Iilitia: a, which were 
Royal appointments made b:, r the Governor. ']'h '11f; "rn, 
me nwhile, n oared its confidence in him by appointing, him to ncvcr;, "1 Com-1litteec, nota. hly for compensation of the ; tamp Act itiot victim,,;, ýic1c 
at Town I"leeting, Nov. 3,1766, and as "first gentleman"of the town, to seat 
the I, leetin, r7 Ifou^ , I1ov. 2ýi, 1771.1'eirce, ed_. ýic ton 'Pot"rn Itecor(1s, pp. 1, `, _ý , 177. 
co 
wan rctu. raec to the iiouce by r, lrý. r, -e nn. jority in the elecý: i. on 
of i: ILý' 13th. "i c .ý or e 
ton Bi,, -nl. oPi, sý he ýTrote, "had ýý Ic Jenen 
37 rýsý no more andd I hope never. will. " 
1 
: ýt the neew-I; i i-ovincial r loction, c u.! to Pe heia in I, r'y, 1 iI _' 
Col. 'li;; hn. Jeneer-. himneif I)at u. ýp ný; -the `_'or; ý c; ý. nrliýlrýtý'. i'; ýi. r. r, ý. ý in 
-the týr:, l, -e o: fbis petition to the : 3clcctrnen of 'ýnc. 30,1 ("j. "' Crcvocýtiýinfý 
ndcrru?, tc payment rnýi inclepenclcnce for Iii, ^h Court Ju_c'; ýc: , hin wel]- 
known and continu. in,, 7 onponition. to the o,: mointncnt ley ti 1. o rn:; of 
Cor r: itteen of Corr. ennonclenee c. ^ pro: noterc of ^edition, ý-»d a nerr 
attack made upon him in tl; e ', ihi, ^ pror, ^ on April 2(, 1773, or, l:, ' -. 
few d. n. yn before the F'rncehtc for the election were c; i: -, tri. n. tecl to 
the tounn. 
i; otn. hly since the time of the ät: l. mn et the 'ýdhit n] c(l by 
James Oti;; and Sam Adana (n, fter 1770 lind m: ti e incrcr. r-in, - unc of 
the prom^ to attack Tory c, andid. c. ten and influence the voter of 
Provincial clectorc. Col. Jonem, dcfc, c. tccd for Reprenentr. tive by 
Abr ahem binelow in the elections of 1764 anc] 17Gýý, hrýc? not been 
included on the notorioum "I lack Lint" of Iiou. ne t. c rn1 ern , ir"r-aýn up 
bf r)am Ac? r. rl. , Ind Otto for the critical Provincial election o. i 17G, ß 
and publiched_ in. the ýiliir° Bonton C et te. ('ihe re^u. 1 t, r,,: ". -ý , °rerý. t 
Ihir victory in rrhich, to uce Governor IIu. tchinnnn'n word n, no fewer 
thr,. n 19 of the"Bl^ck Li^ted" Tor. ten ;, cre , ýrlv. n; ~ out & lour and 
itmornnt hen elected in their r: tcad ") ` Nor with Abr: Lhr,. m I3i; °elorr 
still the Reprenent, ative in the co-called "Papist" election of 1766, 
when äß_m Al mn'prop, - r7andn, ecv. rýteci Torter; with P, -pint^ (for their 
refusal to support the -anti-government policies of the ]3onton ihipn)3 
1 Samuel Phillips Sava c, "Din. ry, " 1Iey, 1772. Savn^ýe ; T;, . 911as:,. Iiint.:; oc. 
2 äee the Black List of Toriee,, Boston Gazette, I-larch 31,1766.1/2; 
and John C. I: 1ller, Sam Acl mc: Pion. eer in Propn, °ande(1936)f pp. 104-5, 
3P apintc euere devils incarnate to the people of Colonial i"ia acllu ; ettc, 
whose blood-enemies on their frontiers were the marauding ßom_Ln Cati o jc 
French in Canada and their Indian-convert allies. The celebration of 
"Pope's Day" by the "common folk" on Nov. 5th in Boston , -). nd other tolrn^ 
was more the exemplification of a current threat than tlie"folk-memory 
of Guy Fawkes' Gunpowder Plot of the Lnrlish Catholics in 1605. 
S1 
was ! coon branded by the : i}ii, rrn as one of -the "I'opic. h Townn'º whore 
Repre. nentn. t ivec acre "Govryrnor' n -tool^'º rwid 1; Iin wor. nhipnerr of 
1 
'ºp-rravcn ; ý, nc1 marker? . 
for defeat in the hi prero 
ý: i}ii; r In the pr. ovinci, L1 election or I'ý; i.; 1,1.77( however, the 
pre^s too], note. of the Tor,; Ce]on'l Jon'r. r c; nýIiýl; ýcy for 
Repre ; ent. Ltive --it '. Ieoton by puh. l_i.:, }tin in ;. nd Ci. il'r ", o-neon 
G-irette of April 26th an , At-loh upon pinn con: 'ucl; r.. : a, 
together with four other Tory Junticen of -the I; iý]ýalnncx County Court 
of General ýle^cionr: I, i;. Col. Charler, I'reccott (r, econ(: in comn; tinrl of 
Col. Jonco' Third I, li(? dic: ney Ro; -imcfit)and John Cur: iinýýn of Concord, 
Joneph Haven of Framintý'ha. m, and Thnclcleun I: n.; -on, Clerk of the Peace. 
For the 1lhi{ýr, the great crime of Col. Jonen and the other `T'ory 
m. -t; intrn. tec wan that Turin, - the political cried, -, followi. rir- the 
so-called "i3onton Nassacre" of 1, i; arch ',, 1770, they had risked the 
venrpermnce of l-1hi. mohn in I. iddlecex County to ndmini: nter juotice 
and the law impartially to one of the moot notorious viol, -itorn of 
the 'hig Ilonimportation Airecment in 1`iarn cJiunettn -I enry I3, irner 
the Yinrlhorour'h Merch. unt, and r, ince 1766 a Dliddinney Ea, -jntr . te. 
1 Arion r the "Popish Tot. rn^" linte^<? were I4arblehen<d, I; ýlem, Cnmbrid, ne, 
Hardwick (home of 13ri,, r. Timothy Rut^, n'ler,, in Jorcc^ter County) and 
the Connecticut Vrd1e, y towns of Hatfield (home oi' Col. 11n, rncl 
and Cprinf^ficld(J)ome of Col. John 'Hortliinf-ton).; ien John C. I., iller, 
Lin Adams: Fioneer in Prounýruzý3, i, (1ý3ý )f>h"1? ; -i2 ). 
2 Henry Barnes became a Tory refu ee, and died in hin 
Loyalir. t papers in PIIO. A. 0.13: 43. There are c; l;. c tclien of him inp.. Alfred 
Jonee, The Lo; y . 
tintn of IIaUc;: chur ettn... (193ýý), pp. lý-; '2; Jnmen 11. ýtark, 
The Loyalists of lln)^achunett^> 19o7 Ipp. 39')-40. '. 'Phe fiillent accounts 
of I3n, rner'cdifficultien an an importer are in his wife'n letters printed 
in ; Jinn Tiffnny, ecl., The Lottorn of J, un Llurrny, Loyniint (lionton, 1901). 
On March 13,177() she wrote thrnt the town of 1Lnrl. borou. c h had put up a 
notice warning the inhabitants arainnt importing; r'oodn; in a, further 
letter to I! -'lizabeth 2, mith in June, 1770, Christ i; an Barnes wrote: "The 
rre. atect lore we have an yet met with wan by -. mob in Borton, who, r, few 
ni hte nj-o, attnckeci a war; on-load of coodc which helonpnd to un. They 
n. bu -; Pd the (Iriver, Lac? cut a b. tifý of pepp(, r, lettinr, it r). l]. into the 
etreet; then r*ntliered it up in their hn. ndkerchiefn and hattn,; md carried 
it off. Thn rent of the load they ordered back into the publick store, 
of which the ', Jell Disposed Commit, y keepn the kny. iIr. Barner h. an applied 
to the Left. Covernor(Thoe. Iiutchinron)ior alvice, n. nd he a. dvired him to 
put in a petition to the General Court. Ile then repaired to I r. (. i; timen ) 
I: 'Iur. ray and berred his annintn. nce in the dr, awinm of it up. Iln complied 
with his rnquent, nnd it in to he lade before the Ilou^e ne. ý. t week... " 
pp"174-177. 
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The case ; hat Barnet tool: to tl, c Iý: iddle^ex. Sennion^,, }; o. rever, wan 
not concerned with dami, (; ec for the de^truction of hin property 
or its confinc<ation by mobs ; it I1arlborourlh or el^eirhere, but an 
appeal ar^ainnt the refunal ol the I'larlborourh :; clectmen to , r, ýnt 
him a licen^c to cell iic zor, thun cleprivinr him of a iucrrrt; ive 
trade. Barnes' lawyer 
1 
conl; onrled that the licence had been withheld 
not for unfitnenc or other ] e, it imate caune, bu-t on the ýýoundn that 
the Selectmen disapproved of Ii; arner' reli, rion and hiý" pol iticc: 
"Betau^e, "the attorney ar, io(l, "he war. -i Churchman (i. e. nn An;, licr: n) 
and an Importer. "By a d? eci. nion of 5-4, Col. Jone2, votin,; with the 
majority, BarnesI rirht to n. licence wan upheld, and with it the 
rule of law. 
It was a brave deci. nion, for -the I"iarlborourrh (}ii,, r^ were intere^ted 
in nothing but the ruin of Henry 13arne: and hol itic d opponents like 
him, and in the use of violence the mobs called out by the I"Iidd] rcex 
County Whigs were little behind those of Boston ulhicli, witliout any 
opposition from the town authoritie^-who were clominrAed by 
or from Cov. Ilutchinnon performed euch ddeedn an the assault upon tiie 
merchant Pntrickllcl. lanterc, dra, 7; 7cd from hin house in broad d ayli; tht 
on June 19,1770, tarred and feathered and hauled throu, -h the streets 
of the capitol and across Bonton Meclc to Roxlmry ýncýre he finally 
2 
M 'Ina managed to escape. 
Early in. June the Whigs threatened henry il ernes 
with death in an unsigned. note: 
"Henry Barnes I understand you. are about crirryin, r your Oll D;,. mn'd 
Booby Hutt (a coach on ru. nn(-. r^)to the General Cour-t , in( from 
thence Home to ý: nfpl,, nd to get recamhenno for ý1_l. t, l. e damage you 
1 Eder, and Gill in their account publinhed in the i3onton Ganette, 
April 26,1773,4/1p referred to Barnes' lawyer only an "I"ir. Attorncy. " 
Ile may have been John Aduin, who, during the eclipse of the Whig Party 
in 1770 "gave up"Boston politics and ouphort for hin cousin äam, who 
had taken ovorthe leadership from Jamer 0tin, and "retired"to hin firm 
at Braintree and the practice of law. John'n Diary has no entries for 
the latter half of 1770, however and none of hin published works or 
legal papers make any mention oý this cune. 13eyonrI doubt if during this 
"blank period"Adams conr, irlered joining the Torion-an well an taking 
their canec, u^ually well-paid into the bargain, all pon^ible record 
of it wan later destroyed. 
The Dlarlborough ; selectmen were repre^ented by nephew 
of Judge Admund Trowbridge. 3(, c : "'hipton, ed., ; iblcy'n IHarv, lrd Graduate-., 
Clan- of 1762, Vol. YVibýlilliam Ellery to Richard Henry Dana, I<ar. 10,1319. 
Dana bi'. i, IAans. Ifi^t. joc. 
2 See the LeManter papera, PRO . A. 0.13: 51; A. O. 13: 91. 
S3 
have nuntr-. ined ^. ince You hove teen nni inF ru, iou. n laportor 
or ; a, cor, u on ,: nnny to t1he Country - `i'hcrcl'ore i , you only 
want recomnnncc for tin lr. r, i;, r c orou have door tue (; ounnl; ry 
in Im, lportln; '' rondo contrary to 1; in A; ^roei; onL (-)L' ; )od: J 
of on 11 in Lon Linst I. will rpmnqwrcn pm MUM 
"oin'' t1; Ore. or ;. 71; ýrwhern ni: iC 
for I ý'. ili rin}rrl'1L11 ci io doLc11 
You to terriln oven if I (I") l. t at th- C'- ponno O, ' i,, , or (wn 
: ir)ul. 
Or CcJ't of a , ýOrC or O ý; hcr Illl_171: ý11_iý']1 v 11] i; lilll 
. 
Ion P only for Vie road of I1 
a ., )on o 
L1lj:; iM, '1; 11r`WorO if }roll "-i 
IL.; )nu ; 11.1) rnll_r GLore 
3'r1 QLU nolhina nut, liar It u)Oi'L ; UF ww"m Li1. '. the 
p] r 'cc i i; in no ; Corr 
But if not I will t-'i. rr' your iýoll. nýe rind ;; torn ronH; r'rntrýýy rýL: 
your : toll or ^; '. 1^'i. }1ý ;' iP l wil-I 'Uod , /, mir 
, or'y ru), ' I will Tar i. i;, -u if notliin;. nine no l. _ut 
1) (,, -. t]r you oha. l1.1r; . ve 
it r, cri;; +. inl-Ys and na you. :: il l }crav(-. no 
more notice and if you, do it h. y the ')Ot: lr June 1'/70 Good 
and wel ýnnýý if not you. I: 1rLy ýielrcni1 u. 0Oil Iýly ,n '006 
a my word n. nrl no I will never write no more ;, Ai(! r; o 1 :; tile 
riy^clf Inspector Gcner. nl ."1 
Henry J3r, rner find to rn, r; lrind, in ; loverb r, 177O, l)ut he 
returned to Iia^^achu. ^ctt: the fol. lowini erben the ihii. 
boycott of imports had lapned_ and timen were r. Mre : yet ieý!. Ar'-Lin, 
however, the I"Iarlborov., --h aelnctmcn defied the Li ldl. cr e: Court 
by refu-, inr* Henry D, -. rnen a licenne to nel. l_ l. i-vor. ' Part of the 
1Jhi1 indictment of Col. Jonen :. ii -bile Tory I., n intr;, cý. Drin-Led 
in the IIlo, -ton Cmette on April 
fier. 
,y'. 
+Itit^ ýe1ectrn n. of hiarlhnrrni_dh 
to the Clerk of the Peace Tlt, vii cn: urn 1-: a, -on con Wn m in,, - the verdict 
of the iüiýý: lenex County Court o :, enni-onn, an; ' ;!, ich ii 1 u, tra ten this 
1 There In a copy of this letter in henry Darner. ' Loy; Lli: nt 
PRO. A. 0.13: 43. 
2 Boston Gazette, April 106,1773.4/l,?. 
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arbitrary character of the viotr^ of Ihi. - lcnýýcrn in 17.1 cllýnex 
Cou. nt, y ,, t that time toi-., n. rd thn n, riminirtration of 
! r;: r. T:: "non, 
If 1t in not L- T you r'I'oH (1 11; 1. VC, V'c 
of the .; nlectmon to direct you who to licencý, rý1>, y do ; "ou. troll-H 
yourself . nd pecnture Idle hey 
unproved of to be Inn}io]. r; c, rn and itýt;. ii 'rc ; nt -if' it i: - low 
t? . "t you n ov. lcl }an, ve the ; -nnrob,,. tion of the ; 1el ci; rýr, n to direct 
you. who to licence, uhy Mio , you 
Fly ri! -Th-L in tlio f; ýce o; ' 1r,. w"r, not 
only to licence those who }l ). vo not tike n, nproi)n-Lion of the he] ýr. trnnn, 
but likewise tho^c lfie . Selectman write n. e»innt, n. ncl r, re ; At he 
trouble and cost of h, uvin; T down nvid'eneen . 'n"; provin. the 
n. llec3ýe 1 nrn. inct them, hick tan the cane the 1-- st year. i3ut an 
hlichn, told the Kiew of Israel, purely worn it not tlý:;. t I rer-ra. rd 
the preference of Je}lorýhýýplýat King of Juc]r-I, I would not look 
toward thee: äo worn it not that I would not nli, 'ht our privileges, 
nrrc3 defy the l, -. w, I would not n, pprobate one per. -non thin year; 
but on the contrn. ry, ac I would mo. kc ace of our privile en rilile 
we have them, we approve of Col.. hbrahrýrn l"1iliiinr: -, ^, I1r. C; f; orirtn Iiow*, 
and ITr. Abner Crnn^on., to he lnnholrlern; but d'inup; rove of hr. 3r. rnen 
to be a retn, iler, becauce we think it is a darn fr to iiiie Town; 
but üf c. Jones Erie . 
J. aven, i"(ý. ýýrencot, lli^cl. Cumf In r",, ýt. nd i'i. ^(ý. iýl.. ^, On, 
know- no much better who in fit for a retailer in ; i; +rlborourn, 
than the Gelectmen and En((. Livernlore, marl. 13uckmin: 'ter, 
, Ihiting and i:: c. Iiunt, that I expect 11r. I3; a_rnen will. be 1 icenced 
again thin year; and I don't know but that ton more, if they 
m,,,. ke application for it. And now, clir, clon't you believe there is a 
d:. y a. comin,, when we must all appear before the . Juni fi-ncnt cent of Christ to give an account of all the decdn clone in t.; le body, 
whether they are rood or evil: An. cl if at thir". gr;,. nri it 
should be d manded of y( c, why you who were put in authority to 
execute the laws, a. n. d vested wit11 a power to })unish the breakorn 
of them, and to pay no little regard -to the 1:, w an to it 
yournelf: l nay if nuch a demand should be made to , you, uhat answer you will rive in. ju:: tificra. tion of your self Cod and your own 
conscience known: I know of none. Dut it seem- you murrt ntrl. ncf speech- 
less with horror, and be ready to join with the r-rerLt men, anci the 
rich men, nnd the chief c, aptn. inn, who shall crol. l to the rocks arid 
mountains to fall on them, and screen them from the face of dim that 
citteth on the throne and from the wrath on the Lnrnb. flncl that you 
may repent of your past trnnngrennion, and do better for the future, 
that thin may not be your unhappy cn, ce, is the ^ince. re die-ire of 
your well-wisher, Heriekiah I'iaynn. rd 
One of the Selectmen for I, iarl. boro'thin 
, year. Anci thir-> to be communicated to the other four junticcr of the fraternity in 
p. rticular, and to the whole Bench in CCeneratl, if you please. "" j 
1 This letter was printed by I'i; iynard'n own wish in the lhif., Boston 
Gazette, April 26,1773. p. 4. 
, chn. llcn-' to The authority oa' ihn I. i. ?> 
Court ! 1lt) not -'O ll. Yl; L11. ^, tiICI`r rý. In ,., 
lrij i1. il i: i7 y in .; T CI1ý 
Jý, ^t-iccr, fours;? him -. i 1, ', - o(' 
conter, ipt, ,,. n,! he u, rte finnr3.17Ju. t it ue not l; olicy to 1)r. tc 
political proenu. re on. Hin Coast.; nh cl t'cr, 
enforcement, From the level of -Lice -town con tab] nn (chor en rlirectl. y 
by the political majority in. 'P(); gin i.: c(-. tinrn)i, o the jw! ici.. l. hi. cr: ý_rclt;; 
of cro'. rn-: appointed r. hcri: rf ý, jýir'rnee and other off'i. cin. in. 3'nt before 
the Provinci. 1l election of 177 ;, the rn. r; icn. 1l Bo. -ton Cr. _n f, t' on 
April 26th publ inhed ad ]tailed account of' tl, e -tiro in which 
Col. Jonce hcvI cn. t an P. Justice, 13n.. -ner v. the ;; elcctrncn of Pia. r]. horow°h 
Ond Rex v. L; n. yna rd, toi ether with the letter to h: ir. on the 
Clerk of the Peace for ýrhich Maynard h, n, »? been convicted of Contempt, 
rind a further ctr, ternent cent to the Gazette by ISn, yn, irý1 for publication, 
which conr? enned the hi drllenex Court and male a direct n. nnc"' 1 to the 
public over the herv1r. of Vie Jurticen to chow their rlin;. l nrovr 1. of 
it'^ verdict. ")o Tran it ever heard, " wrote 1; oýynra. rd, 
"that a 3clectman un.. ^ ever mimrnonr(? -to , i. ppcri, r it, Cou. rt 
to nn-wer for contempt of ruthori. ty, f or tel. 1 in f- five, 
junticc^ that they New better who min fit for a MAW er 
in l; rtirlhorounh, than the ,; clýýctrnýn rýru' four ,, orthy Ju. nti. ccn 
l i. c? eE-;. I r, ny, rinn thorn over nu. cll thing hn: rd of ^in "e 
our forcfathers cr,. mr, ou. t of' J 1ý; i. rc r, 1 1 my 
fellow subjects to conrnnicler of it, tnJ e a(lvice, :,. nrl nper,. k 
their mind. c, uhother the Jurticen our^lit not to pay me my 
coat 
1 I"I; Lynard'.:, lawyer was Josiah .; uincy, 
Jr., ho, r-. if~nificrLntt]. y enough in 
July, 1771 moved his ln. w office to a room under :. don';,. nd Gili'n 
printing shop in 1). ucen Gtreet. The fiery ýZuincy, ca11ed "I'li1}. ec" by hin 
brother ü<. m, the Tory Solicitor General of I r, ic) unott. ^, rli ? not repeat 
hin, nuccer^ an rlefenne counr", el for Capt. Prent: on and the noldiern in 
the rir, ed "Bonton Massacre" trialc.: ýec Joe ali '. lui_nc, y, I. er; oir of the 
Life of Jo^i_n. h ýyuincý, Jr. (Bo^tnn, ltý7ý)pp. ')T-ß'. 7. n April, 177',, tho ý'e^k 
after Lexinf-t: on,!? uincy died in : ni(, I t of' C. leucen"ter liarhour returnin; r 
from n. : -ecret minnion to 'ni 1nnd for the : innuni Quincy hec,. nie 
a Loyalist iWugee. 3ee PRO. A. 0.13: 75. 
2 The best discussion in by Hiller 13. ", ob(l, "L, -uw under Frennure: 13o; -Lnn 
1769-1771, "in George Billian, ed., Law and Au. thorii, in Colonial America 
(1965)pp. 187-20,5.,, obel, in hin ru. per. b study The ziorton i ^^ acre (1'j"(() 
does not mention thin litigation before the Iliddlene): Court of Ge^r. ionr- 
which indicates a higher level of lrtw-enforcement than ^upponed even in 
political cases *han outride Boston during the Years before 1774. 
3 Boston Gazette, April 26,1773.4/2 
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The Provincial c] cctor^ in ! lcr, ton did their 
rnind^ in April laid May of 1773 in the period of cr. nvr.:. r. 
in; ° - 
but not -^ the 11hi ;c nr_pected. , moo little r7 i. r3. ifle 
i}iiýý rtii; tcr, iýýt^ 
to (discredit Col. Jonon 
(-i. ^ in the elnctionn of i76 -(>)^u. cceed 
by the reninninr of Liay, that the : Innton Tories came to nu. ^pect 
the now solidly 'hir Board or five Selectmen of plrýnnin, ^ not 
to 
put their cnnd. idate, Abrra, ham Bir'olowr, to the to^t of r: vote, 
but to 
block the election of the Tory Col. Jonen by the old device of reu. -in, - 
to call the toi-m election mcetint--thug lenvin, i- the town Yjth no 
Representative in the General Court for the forthcnmin, - year l`(7', -1774 
despite the law, and . subjecttherefor 
to .,. distraint upon town fund:. 
for the fine imposed in rush canoe of "dereliction" ley thr' General 
Court. I3onton held its town election rnentini' on hay 'nth w- rhen, accor(IinF7 
to the Dian of merchr)uit John Rowe, "the Cour Old Itepre--entativer, 
were chosen, John IIancoch, Thomae Cunnliini, ]r. mu. el Adams rui ; 
Phillips. " 
1 
By hay 7th, with firne runnin, - short before the ached Elul 
openin; of the General Court ^ittin ; on hay 1011h, fifteen prominent 
Weston Tories hen, ded by Col. Jonen' cousin Ca. pt. Innnra, ac Jones of the 
Golden Bill Tavern (Tory candidate in 177') petition'd the iceton 
Selectmen an follows: 
"To the selectmen of 'Aceton 
Gentn Cle are told that you have had a Precept in your ; Iýindn 
more than a Weck directinr You to Worthuil: lh A7ncerm1 ir' the 
Inhabitrý, ntc of 3aicl Town to . 'I-ct home Perron to ; Iervo for 
Reprenent them in the rren. t ri. ncl i-enerrJ court in t1,, (-! r Present 
hc^cion, rn] no tliroui; h the ! tcm, iinin her': ýion^. of the Year; 
We now let you know that we are unoi^, y ;,. nr' ., ith 
you in that you. ; 1o Delay Uoin. r; your i)u. ty in. yivin the Town an 
opportunity to fl. ect a I, lemher if they I'1. o; 'r e and that you not 
only 'ý poke your -, elver to a Penalty in. Ln. w. ä311t to the r? inpl canure 
of the (,; uhncriborn; who are ready to hhhe17 You. 1ter. hect in Office; 
while you (1o your dut, y: anr? you have no iýerýrýon I. o scpnct it any 
Lon,; er. 1' ; ý. rýC . 7nrýen 1day 7,1773 Jonn. ^ äa. ndernon Jolin '1 r 
Ana , lmith * Jona-1.1w., ) 
Yhinehr. c Upham * Ja ---------- 
1 Anne Rol. -, - Cu. nninrýh,. mýed., Let'. crr and lli; ir, y of Jolu, itOtre 
* Thl , Yor, ', r Petition in ^1, ii1 in fCnton ýhoun IýT`chiver-" iý}1(' n: ', Illon 
mar.: -^d with an center. 
ir, k were inter inked over to OPli l; ornte them when 
the people in. rnLention had chrnn; ^ecl poll iti_on-i :i le: 
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. 111 it r,: L:,. u. rn1] ' ;; r. r, ll Chi] :? JOh1) :; rý. Jcn 
. Ii 17ilri j3om1. Jorn; lth: ". I; u. Ll 
Jo; un 
ir". Tory i; irron. t t"i; In nr n1.; -}"r,; nn,, -the 01. ectm«1) f'in; a 1Y 
celled ilre Tr n f'I1ection I: eet. in, r- on won('--,. y ;. f'ternocni, :., '"'t li)t}t. 
The votin,,. .n very clo-iol, onord 
inr' to th nl)iaryn or 
1-hiil-in: , rho T, i. ný'nr,. 
iýtec'; l. a hrenent, rý. riýl tue 1?, lintý 
wore . 0n the j"ir^-t there wan voter Cecil for Co1.. Jonen. 
three 1'or tliirO 
On the 'conf ,: ' owevCr, 
Col. Jonee wan t"} e victor with Q voter 
(one 
r. lore thni }i. ', if the total voter cý^t). Li, ^cloýr l C'I, there wan 1 
for the third men who, havin, - lockt hin , rtl porters, }ýrrr,,,. r, ; . 
iý] y found 
consolation. in. votinf"^ for himself .1 
The hur, inern of clioonin, m Reprer. entrLtiven heim- over, "MCcl: ion" 
(or 'Lection") wan; one of the "jollification" ý'rryc of thin Bey Colony 
year - With "Commen. cernent" ^. f Iharvn. rr?, tic ; uifn,.: i. l 1)rry, " 
nnrl "Theiý]:, ". °ivinm"- and it wen cv. " t; ori , ry 
for , cc fn. 1. c: n iýl; ter 
t"o7, ntort, ". in their nu1,, ortorrý with ""Loction " C;. lrc, I, rýr, f, ion I3cor,  
^n'' other nre inclu. cliný, of cou. rr. e, f; he rr. l, i . zi 
i: rný. ^ rnr, r puschen. 
Col 
"-ý11 
llil 
«Tonen ß'uC' 
hin wife. i! , ry lTon. l(' . l". v( 
the mann ion on Beacon II il] :f or 1: 11e fe iIY : VI 
butler, Cicero, ;,., id the other norv; r. nt: u in their 1)n!:: 1 1. i. ver. i. cc, blue 
and bold from their ;: ri^tcr'n arme, with brann huttorir r hininr . 
There would have been epecir. l merr;, lm: Llcin ~, t; oo, at 
tavern. e, the mends; -pl^cen of the colonial political. cluhn in the 
"towne" an ?; ell an in I3o:, ton, at the Colonel's courin Jonorr' 
"Golden Ball" on the Pont Road (the "Great Country"ro. ), rl to the i"rect ) 
'built in 1763-1770 ý_ncl with its fur e hall. -room and other r'. nenitiee 
already able an a country rcndoevoun for puppern ,. nd. clei^"hinp 
parties for welt-to-rio 13ontoni; -. nn and Re 1l, -. r Army ofý'iccrn r--t,. tioner3 
1 i-'or the election mentinr of hey 10,1773, "x'^ r'""'ý, 1'eirce, ed., `o?: n 
of ". Tanten Records (1893)rý"19i ;; ý; tmuei P, anvn. ýc,, 'ý1i, ", )u. ne, 1773"i: 5 
at I am . IIi^t . 
ýýoc. 
or ii r. n, r. chunettn ": Iolir? n: Yr. rýZlr} Pentivr,. l. n, ""nec Alice horr". e 
Curtomo nn(l i 1jhlonn in 016 Now Jnrlanr? ; ion. ^", 
II. Y., 1693. In 13o^ton there war ali-o "Artillery . election" when the 
Ancient and Honourable Artillery Company had its annual parade ans} 
review on the Common, and elected its off. 'icerr,. 
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^. t t , in capital rmrri. ^on., and the tavern of . John a Hort 
way to tno wo^: t, after Irn. ac Joao; one or Col Jonr: i 
chief nu. pportorc in the Tdn, y Provincial election or I. M. 
Apart from hinn victory at the pol1^, the -i. nteren-tr o? Col. Joncr; 
and the family ýw ere nerved at tliic ti-r-10 by the in; ý. l ýr ti; Ie mnt 
1_on -^irn; erin. ý ? inpu. te lrith Now York of the over the .: entr rn 
hou. n(l-. ry of the Bay Co]ony. A l., rin,; achu^ettn del or7:!. tion hertdlccl by 
the Governor, Thomas Iiiitchinn"on, anrl, three prominent "illi °r,: Jo^. ehh 
Hawley of Northampton, an out,,. t, -ndin.; lawyer but incre; c in; -ly 
subject to bouts of inoanity rind con. ^picuou^ n. n the doctrinaire 
3 
. Ihir in the widenpreacling clan of Joner, -ldillin. mn-:; todýl;:. rr7 cou. ninn, 
John Iicncock the Boston merchant, and the idn. jor-Cencral Comm. n. ndant 
of the Nansachunettc Liilitia, Dr. William ]rattle of Cambridre, 
met with a rlelcUation of "Yorkers" led by Governor Ilill. i: ý. rn Tryon 
at Hertford on My 11,1773, and in the netotirtions that 1'o11o1"red 
the men from the i3ay Colony were ^ucce^r, iul in l:. eepinr for 
TIassachunetts the di^puted lands that were the neater part of 
Berkshire County - traversed by the Housatonic an wan the rldjoinin(; 
Iia. mpnhire County by the Connecticut rivers - and a1co the 
Idasnachusettc' chime to lanclo on the Great Lakes .4 
1 Gee Col. Daniel ä. Lamr. on, Ilictor1y of the Town of "ýle^ton, i"in: -. ^n, cliucett^ 
1630-1890 (1913), p. 189, who drew upon, the now "i)i; ry" kept 
from 1756 to 1787 by Rehecca, d. n, u ; fiter of the Rev. John Cotton of Newton 
and wife of the rival 
Whi(- 'Heston innkeeper GaTuuel B. ldw, ri. n. l1 Briti:? h 
prisoner of iWar after Burgoyne"- defeat at äaratoi'a who passed through 
Weston on the way to Boston in 1777 wrote of the Golden Ball: "we 
found (it) the most convenient inn of any of the road, it in equal to 
most in I' rland, thr roomn commodious provin inn tood, norvnntd 
attentive... Lt. Thoman Anliury, Travelc Through the Interior Parts of 
America (William Lane. London, l7c39 Vol. 
2 The Golden Ball Tavern is still standing (now preserved an an historic 
building by a Trust)but the Flagg Tavern was destroyed bfr fire in 190?. 
In AIay, 1773 John Flafrcrls name appears prominently rimonr, those who sig=ned 
two Tory petitions to the Selectmen of May 7th and June 8t? h, 1773 on 
kI 
behr,. lf of Col. Llisha JonecýWeston Town Archives. Flar- later changed 
hic allegiance to the Whigs, n. nd his tavern with Whit, patronage became 
the loading one in Weston during the latter part of the conflict. 0n 
Oct-23,1739 Samuel P. Savage recorded in his "Di; u'y": This evening George 
ldanhin ton, President of the United. States, arrived in 1lcnton and 
lodged at Captain Flagg'-. " 
3 The fullest study of I1awley, who gradu. eterl at Ya, 1_e in 174?, i^ still 
E. Francis Brown, Joseph Hawley Colonial Radical 
,uw Yorlc, 1931. 
4 See Thomas 1Iutchinnon, The iIict,. 
ýorof 
... r'i csachunettc ed. by Lawrence Kayo, Vol. III (1936) pp. 280-1; James K. IIDSIi , The Life of LOUT. 
Not only was Col. Joneo himrielf one of the ], ar! 'er; t 
]. 
proprietor^ of Lind in the Iiou^aton. ic Vail' y, hut hi- family 
had tar ely ^ettlecd there from the l"j2O'^ an founders of tue 
Valley torrný - and. unlike many remained to defend them with 
their 'sJil1iamn-3tor+dard-DwiFlit cou^inf and nlliontliroul-ih the 
horrors of the frontier warn for two penerationn and more. 
The words of Col. Icrael `+lilli:. mn of Hatfield written in l7`>6 
explain much of the ambivalent an(l. even ncutr, r lint attitude of 
many in this mont loyal of the treat Tory I"; annacliurott:, hay clans 
durinr tie later years of political crici. n from 1773 until 1776= 
"Tlie Heathen (the French md Inr]i nn in Cann (]; j, ) h, -w(_, 
been pourinf out our bloorl like `. d, n, ter,, n. nd , -7ivi. n; our 
de-'. cl bodies to he mcr. t for the Pourlr' of heri. ven r>>nr1 
the Bernre of the Land --- and who har' , )i'tierl un -- 
Thin Loyal Govern. ment, hýwe lonf, been ohnoxiou^ for 
Some reanon or other --- r nc1 1 ex. pecl, that -there will. 
he one preienne or other for }; elpinw oi, lierc rn. -ihcnr 
thrtn un... " , 
Cont. Tomas liutchincon (13octon,, 1896)pl). 265-I'67riven a , 7oo(I ^ummary 
of the hounrlar; l r? inpute. Later hirtoriann have 1_. r. rpely ir, -nored this 
nettlement, of the (cx e, ýtest importance to the deve I l, ment of r:: ectcrn 
1: an tcllur ettn. 
(hee Lee Newcomer, The ýibaiilecl ; 'r. rmern A 
Cou. ntrynj in the American Revolution deer 5'or';, 
1)',; ) and Itr)l. -rt J. 
Taylor, lle^te_rn iii^Nr chu.:, ettn in the i evolution (i rovir! ence, l'; ý ý. 
There can be little doubt that ilutchinr". on'r. u;. rt in Vi(, rin; -ot i; aion- 
Uran hin molt lantin chievemoont an Governor: hir: lntcr, t hi. n; ralrllcr, 
Bernard Bnilyn, The Ordeal of 'fliom, Lnllutchinnon (, Jc wi rl: ,1 ''j 
)ýn; ker 
no mention of tliin ehi.: no<le. 
1 I"or iai^lir Jonen' er: t<ate. n in Berk:: }lire Couni: y, n e F'robrar Record^, 
Oct., 1761, ' Borkn, hirc County Cour. tlloun, e, ýtoci: hriýý, re; nnrl t; }rc detrý. i. led 
dccncription. n rtlno in P1 O. A. 0.13: 17 A. U. l;: d) :, ncl 11.1). 1 : 'jý . Co1.. T,; ien'oIdcr hrotlrnr Joni: '. 1i 
t17O7. 
-]7r, )jý: iro rn. lrt, a; ýnr. ýý; ru. oC 
Dr', t, ßon . t. ir nj ,. min 
13rocrnc and lun. na (;;, "rfin]. ii, L17r1 
; 'n .. t rah ýi. nc? r! arýý }i a(1 
founded the town of 3tockBrir3; 7e with hin only 
2ndl. trifc of Col. ipliriam i1i. l]. i^.. ra^, irhoc. e r,. oil : 't the 
Bloody Ilorninr : scout at Lake Ceor, re in. 17', )'-) leeL't hin nrm n ; uid fortune 
to ; Iilliamc Collc, e. t3Y 1773 4 of Col. Joncr' 11. r. onr ir; cl nettled in 
the iIoun; Ltonic Valley:: ilinh the Younrer(1'j31-]. 7ýýiýý: }ro I,. nlri. tr1. i, cl 
of De, -,. con. Sbi jnh Uph: ann of ; und 
f; Lrmer at Pitt. field; and three ;: on. It ; loonn. clc. 
(, i 1 rr:; ý, Isr:;. cl 
(1733-1329)=rho m. Alit}tea, dau. of the 1{ev.:; a. r, ýuel. Todd, lr,. tiryer, nurve, -ýor, fou. n;? cr-tru. rt^. c of '. dil. li, nn Colles'c and co-autlior wit}1 the itcv. 7; ý, vi(i 
Dudley i. 'ield of 'I. )tockbridre and other "Gentlemen in the County" o 
the pioneer in County hintory,: 1 Jli.. tor" of the Count; r of ;; rah; c. ii_rr 
Fittnfield, lvl 9;; lian (174; '-]I3? 3 who m. i l. iý. r, J ryV) 
and Liamuel hrlldlrin of Ile^ton, fn. rrner and Del, ut; r '; lleriff of i3erknhi e, 
and ýphrian(1750-1&1^ 
)who had Be un to farm on land , -ivrýn trim by hin 
f., t'ner. iee ^111o the many referencer, to the family in ..,. (, ctl 1'. Jonnn Jo: iah'r> (ý f.. Grnnc3c11u htcr)ytock. U r- t oncl 1' cr, en : '7)PP"1354. j4d -A., 7 Inrn. el willinrrc I-'-')0. Vol.?, 1--;; L7n. IIIi: t 7o-c. 
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"ýlinh Jones r7%^ returned by the Lolectmen of Ue ton. - 
but hin election wan disputed L he clinmi^ ned' ý, a n( , i-: 
precept rrý ntcd - at a 2nrl L oetin; * of the Town Colo 
Jones wan <a;; a. in chosen & ^itn in the IIouno. sl. i^hn. 
Jones, the Representative for 67 out of 133 pernonn 
in Weston 1,, -2 sworn and took hin neat in -{. he Ifou. ce . ý,. 
few bourn after which the Remonstrance &"_ petition to 
the Throne to dinmins for ever from thin Govt. `i'}io^. 
Iiutchinnon &, A Oliver the Gov & Lt Gov r. e. a d rund 
the cruention was put whether the same be sent... 
ý. )mmuel Phillip. ^. G Lve c, "Diary, "Jwie, l'j'j 31 
UUJhen the General Court gras convened at Boston on Mrly 26th, 
Sam Adam^ and the Radicals mounted new and more vicious attacks 
upon the Administration and its supporter- with the continued 
object of undermining; the authority of Royal Government by 
driving Gov. }Iutchinson and Lt. Governor Andrew Oliver from office - 
and the presumptuous Tory from Weston, Col. Elinha Jones, from hin 
rightful neat in the House. 
The ; -1higs moved quickly against Col. Jones with trumped up 
charges of electoral fraud. At the morning session of the second day 
of the session, May 27th, the Clerk of the House, Cam Adauns, read out 
a petition signed by one John Warren and others - but drafted by 
Samuel Phillips Savage - charr-in, that Col. Jones' election was "not 
according to the Law of this Province, " and offering "if called upon 
to prove by the Oaths of 2 reputable persons that One man put in two 
votes... " It was then ordered, according to the House procedure in 
such cases, that the petitioners, together with witnesses on both rides, 
should attend for a hearing that afternoon.. 
2 
1 Samuel Phillips Savage , "Diary, "June, 1773JL3S. Mass. Ilist. Soc. 
2 The draft petition to the Houne, dated tday, 1773, in Savrti e's wr. itinf;, 
but with no names undersi ned, is in the S. P. 'javage 
For the Hou^e proceedingc, sce Journal 2L the Honorable House of 
Representatives... 1773, p. 10. 
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The ýIhi havin? failed to cecv. re enough voter, to elect 
their candidate Abraham Bigclow in Town I. fcetinr were thus able 
to have the validity of Col. Jones' election decided by the large 
majority of the opposition Whig Party in the IIou. rc. The Ilou. e 
Journal doe.: not record the names of the witner ses, but ; utoni- those 
f iving testimony against Col . Jones was probably the first sponsor 
of the petition against him, John Warren, , -Ln(l. another of them 
Bratidyll Smith. Both men, radical Whigs, had been prepared to 
perjure themselves in giving evidence against Col. Jones before. 
Warren and Smith served with 
Col. Jone^ as Weston Arcoc2orr in 176/j, 
and it had been their false evidence of Col. Jones' corruption in 
that office which had caused the Colonel's case for slander against 
Abraham Bigelow to fail in the Lower Court. The account of the hearing; 
at the afternoon session of May 27,1773 as entered by Clerk Sam 
Adams in the always carefully censored Journal was brief: 
"The several Witnesses on both Sides being fully heard, 
the Question was put, Whether Llisha Jones , Etsq., is le; ^, ally 
chosen by the Town of Weston, to serve as a iiember of this 
house? And pas'd in the Negative. " 
The Uhig majority in the House for this session w- r indeed 
overwhelming. How many members were bold enou, ^; h to vote fo. r Col. Jones 
under the remembering eyes of Sam Adams : -md the d hi (1eni , ens in 
the Iiou^e gallery will probably never he kzo,. n. The day after Co].. 
Jones was dismissed from the IIouse, I-lay 23th, liowever, when the vote 
was taken'to appoint a House Committee to corre^pond with the 
Virginia House of Burgesses and other Colonial A: --semhliec on 
cuuootionn of Colonial rights, only 4 Tory lie ronontativen are knovrn 
to have opposed this seditious proposal. These men were Col. Jones' 
1 I. I. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Wool on Recordo, (l893)pp. llo, 116. 
2 Journal of the Honorable house of ße presentatiyen... l" 3. p. 10. 
3 One of the 15 members of this Committee of Correspondence was the 
Representative from Taunton, Daniel Leonard., who after the Boston Ten 
Party(Decembcr, 1773)became a Tory and author of the"Iia^;; och, sottenr. i^" 
Letters which defended Tory cioctrines. $ee helow. The others were: Tiion. 
Cushing, äam Adams, John Han cock, i-fm. PhilIips, Capt. Wm. IIeatli, Joreph Irýwley, 
James 'i+arren, Richard Derby Jr., ilhridt-e Gerry, Jernthmeel Bowers, 
Jedediah Pont er, Capt. Thos. Gardner, Capt. Jonathan Creenleaf,, and James 
Prescott. 
I 
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old friend. und lYu. cino ar oci o Col. John tlurrry of ituýl.. ricý, 
Cant. Jeromirý. h Learned., lrho renrenented. Oxford aml Ch, ý. rl. ton, rJ o 
in Jorcecter Coin. ty, Ahijrh White of Har. rhf'inlrl (Plymouth),. -md 
Col. Thoný,. n Gilbert, of i, 'reetoirn (L'ri^t: oi)., }hrtover the ri,,. jority 
rr rain^t Col. Jonar , howevor, the totrn of tec ton uar en t; i. tlecl to a. 
Repreoenta tivc in the General Court, and. a motion i'; an c; Rrric'(I 
"That a Precept (be) inche(d) to the Toi"rn. of ; Ir^ton, for the 
Return of ý, t, iemher, if they roe Cau^e. "1 
The : fli± prea^ in the foiio; -rin, ^; weck m; ýýle rcý. ý? nrn , c(pi., Aintcd 
with the rejection of Col. Jone^ by the üou. ^e. His old political 
enemies B njamin Lcles -nd. John Gill wrote in the Bonton C, n. 7ette: 
on May 3lrt: 
"On Thursday lc, ^t, upon Complaint to the Iionourable 
Iiou. ^e of Repre^entative^, from home of the 
Inhabitant, of the Tom of Weston, of Corruption in 
the ý'lection of the Reprerentative^ for that Place; 
the ! Iou^e took the matter under Cow-, iclcrat ion,, and 
after exrn ininý* a number of Witnenres relative thereto, 
the Member war dismissed the Iiour, e, and i new Precept 
ordered to be issued for another Choice. " 
By ITray 31st the Precept for notification of nn election of 
a Representative by Weston Toirm 1, Icetin; * was in the hrLndr of the ý1hi- 
Selectmen: Thomar Ru^rell, Thoma^ Rrind, Joneph lIhitney, i3enjrmin Peirce, 
and Josiah '"rrith. faut ro little confident were thoy in muctorim a 
majority for electing; a Uhi ; in the place of Col. Jone^ i; rat they 
refused to set a date for o Tot: m , slccti. on I, eetinp. There blatant 
delaying tactics which threatened to deprive Wo-ton of it.,, right 
of representation in the General Court for the entire spring sem, ion, 
row fait nlipping rnwriyg werd met by tho Wanton Torion with n. 
petition of their own to the House signed by fifteen lending men 
of the town and dated June 8th: 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Repre; entatives... 1773. pp. 11-12. 
2 Boston Gazette, May 31,1773.1/1; reprinted by Isaiah Thomas in his 
Massachu^cttc M, June 3,1773.2/2. 
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TO THE HONORABLE, IIOU.; L OP RLTI IK; 3ENTATIV';., 3 SITTIITG AT BOSTON 
June Gth, 1773 
"Humbly shewc the Subs cribers, Inhabitants of 'cston; T}-i, at 
Honrle house after Declaring the late choice of a Ropresentative 
in /eston to be ilieirahle, ordered a Precept to issue to the 
Selectmen of said Town Directing them forthwith to , lccenble 
the Inhabitants thereof, in order to elect come perc-on to 
Represent them, in the Present Session of the General Court, 
as well as the Remaining Sessions of the year, and the said 
Selectmen were possessed of said Precept on the last din; y of 
I. fay, last, but have taken no other notice thereof than to propose 
a meeting of their owm, some time about the middle of this month 
of June: Then to determine whether they will give the Town an 
opportunity to choose a member or not; which conduct of the 
Selectmen gives great uneasiness to the Inhabitants of Weston, 
as we are thereby deprived of the Priviled£ýe of a Representative 
in the General Court, which other Towns enjoy, and we esteem a 
priviledge which we desire to share in. Therefore we humbly pray 
that the Hon e House would take our circumstances into their 
wise consideration and relieve us from such arbitrary proceedings, 
by directing the said Selectmen to appoint a meeting for the 
purpose aforesaid.. And also appoint some suitable, impartial 
gentleman to preside at said Meeting as in duty Bound will 
ever pray. 
(Sd) Jonathan Bullard Jacob Mirrick 
Isaac Jones Joseph IIarrinf; ton Jr. 
Llisha Harrington Phineas Upham 
John Flagg Samuel Train 
Jonathan Stratton Asa Smith 
William Lawrance John Nirick 
Jonas Sanderson Samuel Child 
Daniel Livermore 1 
As Clerk,, Sam Adams did not make any record in he Journal 
of consideration by the House of the "Jonathan Bullard"Tory petition 
dated June 8th. Whig delayinu; tactics are further in evic'ence, 
moreover, by the lapse of thirteen days more before the Weston 
Tories were able to force the Whig Selectmen to hold a second 
election Town Meeting,, on the afternoon of June ? lst. Once again 
1 1, Jecton Town Archives. Col. Daniel S. Lamson, in Iii: tory of the Town 
of Wcston... (1913) a work remarkably fair-minded for the time, wron ly 
quotes thin- petition by the Town Tories as a prote^t by the "Liberty 
P%; en of the Torn" against Col. lisha Jones. p. 71. 
2 Jonathan Bullard, who since 1757 had kept a tavern in the south part 
of Weston 
(on Wellesley Street). For many years prominent in the life of 
the town he had held no office since 1758, and may in part have been 
chosen as an. "elder statesman" as well as a Tory. IIe made his will that 
year, 1773. M. F. Peirce ed., 
(Weston) Bit o, lleaths &_ Iý; ria es and Church 
Records (Boston, 1901jp. 535" 
the people of Weston elected Elisha Jones as their Reprerentative 
to the General Court - by a vote (according; to Samuel P. savrý. FTe) of 
67 to 66 for Abraham Direlow. 
1 
It was not until two days later, on the mornin ; of June 23,1773, 
that Col. k. 'li7-ha Jones returned to the Province House in Pornton, 
and ar, -. in faced Gam Adams and his other enemies amon the i! hips - 
but this time in triumph. As the first order of busine^^ :: per. ker 
Thomas Cushing; directed Dr. John Taylor, the Representative of 
Lunenbir, - and Fitchburý in Worcester County, a senior member of the 
Houne, to "attend. him to the Gentlemen appointed to adminir. ter the 
Oaths"of allegiance to the Crown required of all members. "Who 
returned that he had. taken the Oaths, " as S<am Adams' House Journal 
was constrained to relate, "and then Mr. Jones took his Seat in the 
House. "2 
It was a victory for law and ju. stice, anrl one that must have 
encouraged both the handful of Tories in the house - among them such 
stalwarts as his old friend Col. John Murray of Rutland and Col. 
Thomas Gilbert of Freetown - and Tories elsewhere to stand up to Whii, - 
in. timid. ation and mob violence and to fight their way in the bear-garden 
of Provincial politics in the early 1770's. It was entirely in 
1 1,1. I, '. Peirce, ed., Town of Merton Records ... 
(1893)pp. l)i-19',,; ý; amuel P. 
Baumme, "Diary, " June, 1773, I4o, ^^. I Iict. Soc.; J3itelow nover grain held 
public office in Weston. At the next Annual Town ileetiný, i. I; rch 7,1774, 
Bieclow, torether with Col. Elirha Jones and Brn. ddyl]. At1i were appointed 
a Committee "to Joyn with Such as : iatertown e: d,,. ltham... to Petition 
the great & Generall Court for come Relief and ;,, ^^i^tancc in Repairing 
& maintaining the Great Bridge over Charles River in 'ýl; tcrtown... " 
Bir^elow, three years , young or 
than Gol. Jones, (lied in 177 j, and in death 
the Whigs of Wecton saw to it that his gravestone in the 1, 'r). rmers' 
Burying Place was a testament to their hypocricy. It reads: "For many 
years represented the Town of tIoston in the General Court of this 
province which public Botrustment he dischari'ed with fidelity and honor. " 
2 Journal of the Honorable IIou. ^c of Repreocnt ativcr... 1773, Junc 3,1'773. 
P"75" 
mhbourin,, cre no 1e:. ^ bitterly 
contected. T'he difficultieo of John Hu. nt, diýti11or, l: i lclloý, c . !, a intr. , etc 
though a. , lhi- lampooned as 
"I: ir^. Acc{uatica"in the ratiricr. l trcct (1'(543 
rIon to of IIoneters, worc described by ähipton in ýibloy' i[; I. rvard. 
Graduatc (cl . ~^ of 1734)Vol. L , p. 417: "At the a nual. town meeting- of 
1756,, a con^ider, able faction tried to have the article cc, lliar, for the 
election of a Representative passed over , but, thr. ouC,, h the management of 
the 11: electmen, ilunt was reelected by a small majority. IIic opponents then 
CONT. 
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character that the lIhi, pre~^, li; vi. n~ nncc Ili- 
name by rceucationr of "corn pti. on, " t11i: n time in i: lic f 1O)'; h 
election of 1773, prinýterl nothin rý. hoýrt Col. Jor, ý;, ' rr^7 -c-( Lon 
to the : ion. r. o. 
i 
13u. t, "ncrn Col. Jonca rotu. rno(', onl, y in of ti: ý 
i. in^, ^, 10Y1. Tit G^, r Ain i7! ß hic; conferi^r, -O; (' 
in 
lieý; ton hach, succeeded in ]: nrrpin! ° from tin i ours : I. T o: 1i. -:, i. c 1.1, l 
dint-orou. ^ , rmc? _ not,,. 
hl, y in('epen(l_ent Tory was only too ovic'Mnt in 
the (1ebP. te Which followed later that norninr on the report of 
"The Committee -appointed to prepare an humble ,,. ncl c'u. tif'n. l i'etition 
to the Kin,, -, prn. yin for the Removal of his L 
iiutchincon,, 
-ýnq., 
Governor, n. nd the honorable llncirew 01iß*crý : erl., 
Licuten, --nt-Governor, from the Places they mi. -t, -, An , in. the Government 
It w, the clime: in the Ilou. ^e of :. m AdZmn 
' of this Province... " 
Z 
carefully frn. med - and by this time, the enrl of Ju. ne, 1773, alreac? y 
notorious - campairn. to cliccreclit Iiutchin^on , tn(, Oliver by ucin, ^7 
Cont.: tries) to have him un. seatecl by the I[once, but they could mu. ntcr 
only the inaclecTuate char, -; e that hic method of farminr- the ,;: nex e , ci. ^c 
sras illep al. At the next annual toi ti meeting they believed that they 
had elected. another Representative in hin plr ce, anc3 convinced the iIoune 
that he should not he seat ed. Ilowever, accorc'in, to their chr. rrcn, the 
Selectmen two months later c<^alled nanother teen meetin: - v ithout ler°ý. l 
rrarnin, -, couznten more votes thrul there were voters hrenent, -, nci re-ortec3 
Squire Hunt elccted. This time the oppo:; ition : rent to tlhe iiour, e 1-1ith 
evidence that he had been buyin., 7 voten. Thc Selectmen contented them- 
nelves with reporting to the General Court that for yenrr the town had 
been almost equally divided into bitter political fra. cti. onn. In December 
the Iloune'declared neither candidate properly elected, and no ended the 
Squire's political career. " 
1 The Tory press- carried briof noticnr.. Ihiilln'ra. nc3 Iiickn't: n, nnaohunettn 
Gazette and Boston Pont Boyvon June 28th, noted: "The Choice of 
Representative for the Town of Weston having been contented, at the 
late General i lection, was set aside, and another Precept rein; issued, 
Elisha Jones EÜq. wan again elected, a. nd Tuesday last -took his seat 
in the House. " 2/1. 
2 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives ... 1773. June 23,1773' 
p. 75. 
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1. 
lctterc writton by them to private corrcfýr, ond entc in 
come ye, ý, r: ý hefore, i-}rich were : n. i; olen by of I3cn jr;. ruin ! `ra. n}: ] in 
in i: nr7l; a. nr1 rnr3 rent by him to iioune :: lýcr} er '['}roman Cuniii. n, 7, In 
evidence that they were cnrar ed in a cone} ir;:, cy to dde:; troy colonia 
rir-. htc. The Lcti; errý, which ]r: ý1 rcrýclrrr1 13or.. ton at tlir` end of March, 
17731hr, d l nn Banded around to John Adaim and other prominent 
ýhile t}re Whir leadernliip ^; :r -Lo it thrd wild rumour- wore nprenrl 
of their nu. p})ornr] revelrftionn of treachery by Ilutc>>ino. on Andrew 
Oliver rlc^i, ýned to stir popular indi, -nation. on Juno ; nC, d'urin, r 
Col. lir; hn Jonec' errforceri r 4ý: ence from the : iov. ,e by i: }rc , ihi 
conspiracy to e). clurle him from the dehnte, hum Adorn;, had the Lettern 
read in cloned necr, ion, rýnd on Juno 10th the , ioune adopted a Committeo 
report acnertinC, - th, ýi: "the Tendency anal Dot, i, c-n of : 'air? Lettern wan 
to : ]ubvert t}re Constitution of thin Governrnent, nnd} to introduce 
Arbitrary Power into the Province. " The sea d1: 1y, June 171.11 -four 
days before time second kbit-ter]. y contontcr' elect ion Jonton when 
Col. Jone^ returned to the IIou^e - the 'ýl}li, ý^c n to 
OubliOh the Lettern in In i. , ah Tlromn. ^' radical I., L ^. clru ct' n, 
with Lccorip, nyinf7 "official" ', Jlri; r cor, imentary: whon the . nciitico. l"crini. ^" 
harf been n; -i1e to rice sufficiently ham Aý'ý:. mo irrrrl (rot round : 'rtýnlain'n 
bran on publication on the cl, eciouo l; rou. nrl - an John i: rýrrcoch wren 
prepared to maintain on i; h(, f]. oý)r of tlrn Noms;; - that coolen of the 
Lettern hrwi ber'n received from smother source in which were 
already circnl, tin, - in Booo. ton. 
Eiren ju. ot after lii^ return on. Juno ?? r. c1 time 71-, -ft petition to 
the Crown for the removal from office of (: overnoroo iIu. tchin'-on and 
/jnr]row Oliver v,;, n c; onnidorndl. by the Ilou. rie,, Col. Jonnn took rin. 
important part in. the cdebato" iIrtita. crr rrunr, to - 
}hc,!. r1 w}1en, rifter i: lie 
1 There wore lottern nlno from other prominent Colonial Tories, 
inclu(Iinp Charlen Prvcton, Nath. %nicl Rorer^, Georfre Home, r,. nd Thomas 
Iioff; Lt. It war, 'rru lin'n Plan to, a: s he maintn. ineýl, J, rorýot: e reconciliatia, 
by making 1[utchinron rLnd Oliver ncaperoatn for the creation of An, Mlo- 
colonial differencen. iee the dincunnion of the 
Lottere. affair in Bernard 
Bailyn,, The Ordeal of Thomas Ilutcliinnon, 
(1974),, n.: '21-? j9. 
2 The ', rhir°^ aal: io pubii^lied th- letters an a Iýn. mp}Llet, the firnt by Ldes 
and Gill in I3onton, 1773, entitled: Co pM of Lottern üent to Great Britain 
1Z Iiin t, ": cellenc Thoman IIutchinnon, the IIon. lindro Oliver, -und äcverrll 
Ut]tcr Per^on. , horn nnc'. Lriucated Arnon u^ 
in "llhich ... thýJudiciouc Beider 
1dil Umcover the 1, 'ito source of te Gonf n null 131oodched in ", hich 
This Province Lnpecially has Been Involv_ed, and 'ýdhioh Threatened Total 
. Destruction to the Liberties of All er' ca. 
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report of t'te CoIx-Attee on fhe Petition h, -td been read out by 
the Clerk, Sari,, nd er-. cli pr rnf-raph cliccur ed, one of the 
Tory rnernhers, David Inr; ernoll Jr., of Great 113, r. rrinr-ton -, n. 0 , ýheffield 
(13erkýhire)r on-in-lý. ir of. Col. I^r:: el of 1I ftf ol(: and a 
brother-in-law of äa. rc, Ii ! ornarc1 Jones, wife of Col. sli-. lia Jones' 
cousin Ju. »'r-e Stephen Jonec of 1"irtchiae (raine) and Deerfield, 
moved "to refer the urthcr Conniderrttion thereof till the next 
3c^; oion: In Orcer that the l, iember: - may have Opportunity to concu. lt 
their Conrtituentc... " 
This was the claesic maneuver by a minority to prevent 
adoption of a measure they were unable to vote down, and as such 
would have been known well enough to Col. Llisha Jones who, at the 
age of 63 years, was already a veteran of ten term- in the House. 
Rising to speak, however, Col. Jones chose not to support In; ersoll's 
motion, which in any case had little chance of acceptance with 
the Tories no largely in the minority, but to attack directly the 
substance of the Hihi ; Petition to the Crown and. to refute the 
twisted Whig interpretations of the Letters. By no doing Col. Jones 
not only confronted Sam Adams and. the Radical members of the House 
whose shabby political maneuvorin. ps he had so lately thwarted, 
but also the public gallery, inctalled after S.. m Adams became Clerk 
in 1766 so that the Tory Representatives could be intimidated "by 
the people, " and crowded as always during important debate-- by 
hand-picked members of the Whig mobs of Boston, "I. ohawks and 
Hawcubites, " as Chief Justice Peter Oliver described them, there 
"to echo the oppositional Vociferations, to the Rabble Without 
Doors. " 
1 David Inr; ersoll, Yale, 1761, was a cousin of J"ired Incor^oll(see 
Lawrence Henry Gip^on, Americran Loyalist : Jared In ersoll, 2edn. 1971, p. 333) 
David was marked for vengeance by the dhi nand -tile I3erkrhire I: ob 
hunted him and Col. Inrael Williams through the woods and assaulted him 
on several occasions in July and Aujust, 1774.: bee Charles J. Taylor, 
History of Great Barrin, ^, ton (1882) pp. 240-4; iee his Ilcmorial to Lord 
Darti, nou-th of Feh. 7,1'(75, describin. gr Whig mob attack on his home Av.,;.?, 
1774, and other Loyalist Papers, PR0. A. 0.13: 47,! A. G. 13: 74. 
2 Journal of the Honorable House of Represent atives... 1773. June 23. p. 75. 
3 Adair, ea. Pet6r Oliver's Origin & Prog; rors of the AmericUn Rebellion 
(1961)p. 110. 
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Others were in the frallery as t'thig ob^erver^, c3eputcc], a^ 
. iam Adams put it, to see "who and who are together, " and to ranke 
written reports of the debate', of which no "official" record wa^ 
kept. It is through a report made to Phillips G va e at 
l! erton by two of these gallery-henchmen of Sam Adams, .. 'bene er 
Ilancock, the ne'er-do-well youn. ; er brother of John, 
I 
-Md Joseph 
Henderson, Boston merchant and one of the proprietors of Loni; ,! harf, ' 
that part, at least, of Col. Jones' contribution -to the debate of 
June 23,1773 survives, alhei-t at third hand and as viewed by his 
bitter political enemies. Savage wrote at lene, ^t: h of the episode 
in his "Diary" as follows: 
"A member from Gt. Barrin{ton proposed as ye affair was 
so important a recess of Court be desired that ye minds 
of the people might be taken there on 
This he did evidently with a view to nerve the Gov 
ent 
but Jones, mistaking the de^irn, rose and said - As I am 
informed by I1rs. Jos Henderson & Eben Hancock who at the 
time were in the gallery - that he had no occasion to 
consult with his constituants for he, was perfectly 
acmiaintcd with their minds & determined -to let the House 
know WL it was, & then informed the Court that hin 
Constituent-, were thoroughly acquainted with the letters 
wrote by Gov'' II(utchin son) & O(liver) and they were 
thoroufihly persuaded. the contents of them keins- true, 
and no c: cception could be made to them in any respect 
what ever. 
He more over said that in respect to what was mentioned 
in the resolve of the House about bloodnhed, they were fall 
of opinion in. the time of it, that Army ý, Navy were highly 
necessary in. order to keep people in proper ordder, & that 
had it not been for (the) Regiments, their opinion was the 
Town of Boston would. have been in open rebellion --- 
1 !, 'or Tbcne;; er iiancock,. n-ee ähipton, ecl., )itýle, y' linrv, lyd Grý, ilu.; rtcn, 
, ý_IV, np. 6^0-621. -99)en Hancock later mined notoriety in refu;, i. n r to Ise 
sworn after hn. inr cho^en forern. n. n of ^ , 
iury, nnd 1iavin; hi rera. ^ono -by 
home ]iitýhl, y irre, -ular pro ceclu. re-inserted in the Court Record: "hec, ruuie 
of deý., oti^m ''eotroyin, ' freerlom^... ju. dýce are n. pnointed ley the Kin"... 
Peter Oliver, h outer Ilutchinr, on., and William Brown, by taking o-+. thc o^ 
Cou. nneilorn , are plccThcd to uphold unrirýhtCOUS tile 
n sex. Jou. rnal,. ept. 7,1774, '/1, %" 
Jo^eph li ,n 'ercon in mentioned several 
timer in the Diary of Boston 
I'lhit* merchant John ßowc: I nc Rowe Cu. nninrham, cd., Letter^ and I)icx of 
John Rowe (1903), pp. 158,186,? _18. 
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"--and was it not their opinion (? ) it wan fully hin --- 
on ., hich Colo (Jerathmnl) 33ower^, thc 1'iember from Jwarisey 
1 
ro^e L maid he war fully of that entlcman'nn mind -,. bout 
hin Con. rtitu. aun. tn by the choice they had lately made. " 2 
The 1, ou. ^e proceeded to vote, app, r, rently by lc. rC; e majorities, 
ar-ainct Inr-ercoll'^ motion for po: tnon. ement . nd in favour of sending 
the Petition de^cribinM IIutchinr"on and. Oliver as the "chiefe 
Inotrumentr"for brin,, für a fleet and army to ? Sanoachucetto Day, 
end to blame than for. "all that Corruption of bloraa. lo in thin 
Province, (--ncl all that Confusion of i'iocry and Blooclnhid" that 
reÜulted, to iIouoc Agent Benjamin Franklin. in London. A^ printed 
later under the direction of ä: ßm Adams in the, Iiouoe Journal these 
vote-- were 73 to 13 and 80 to 11 - but an late as July 15th 
(the 
Ilouoe --scion had ended on June ? )th) Richard Draper's Tory 
I, a^oachucettz Gazette and Bonton. Weekly IJeiro Letter warned it-- 
rea, d. ers of the difficulties of obtaining accurate information. 
King's Printer and a journalist of loner experiencc, Drnper said that 
hi^ material wan "collected from ., 
ieportc out of Dooro, wc have not 
received any authentic Accounts of the F articular^ of these 
Proce^din, 7^. " Accorc? inC to Dr^. p,! r, 
"', Ih(-. n the Resolve for petitioning Hin 1.1, ' jolty to remove 
Hin ccllency the Governor Sc pn^^ec) the Iionour;,. hle IIoune of 
Reprenentativec, the Houne did not vote by Ycan rtnci il, -Tog 
but polled, when it appeared there were 85 for -t: he I? cnolve, 
and 28 ý. rwinnt it;, 7. nd we hear that the Ne-: t Nay 3 of the 2:;, 
r: nJ ^ome nay 7, went over to the 85, 'rhich m de the number 
92 for,,,. nd 21 am ainnt the Ronolven.; 1hon the Petition panned, 
it wan voted by Yean and Nayn, the na men have been publinhed 
in r-. ome of the Pispere. -tlhore were 82 Yen, n and 1? flnyn. n 4 
1 Bower-, war, n. ohipot. 'ner and merclhr, nt, who represented : Iu, a. noert and 
; ýh<_LVrnet in Bric1, ol Coh. nty; one of the racrnbern , rho chore to bo"ºahncn-t" 
tlýc vote on Juno 16th on. -l; hc Ronolver, anainrt 11'.,. tchi. nnon who 
l:. ter in erte-! in the Ilou: c Journal a "(! eclc. rc.!, iion in favor of talc 
1-: 1101c of ; ). id dosolven. "And sec the statement:. of other ao : ii oro ho, 
,. zn</cr . fhi -rcý r, u. re, ch ýnýcü their voten. Jov. r, ýn. l, hp. 61-? . 
2 ;; vTuel Fhilli. pn Sývý., ^r., "Dins r, ºº Junc, l ',. i'., ... i 
3 The Fr ,, ti -ion ?. 'an referred to , cofilr, iitton o 
the Privy Con. ncil, ýancl on 
Jan. "99,1774(^. 1ter norm of the ý; orton Ten. Pnrtf hind arrivcc. ('. ), 'r; uiklin wan 
r'. enov. nced by Nolicitor-General 'W+edderburn. in the fanov. ^. epir, ode in the 
coc: cpit for his part in the Letters e. fr. dr, and dicmicnned an Doputy Pont 
(zarter for the American Colonic-, .. icc the nurnmary of theme proce(_'dinl';. ^ in Bernard ijailyn, Thc Ordeal of Thomas IIutchin:, on(1974)I)P. 1)56-7. 
4 1iassachuzetts Gaz, __ ette, 
Juiy 15,1773-3/1- 
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Col 
. 
Jono^I 71ý. G? ^ 1^ ýI0117. Ycnt 011 ý1 o Y)r;? ( p'l 7^ 11`ý 
of Repro--n týrt. ivcn t]i:. t votn(i to -apport li Crov-ornor r nc 
L1^U. ý; cn lnt Gov-nor: 
Coo: c (iil. ion) G .Ir. Jeror imh Lcr,. rncý'(U i nr`d (-ý Charltor, 
_. 
1Lr" John Pichnri2ir- Jr 
"(h . 
lon) Ci: '., )(? 
X11; ýLheý: 11 
10. J, -. rlo, r li'Cohb 
Wool: 'ich) 
ll. ll<<mid I gcr: ^oll 
7 
. 
T110r, 1'V^. G ILc1`"L i""' " 
(Itroo o? 'n) 12.. '. r. 1ý wirf hohleýt17_ý_ý_1,1X: i^i o -m) 1 
Col. Joncc' l, f', te rrrivr l- in the liou.. -c, rý,. oell ;. ^ hin Tory 
n politicr, rcctrictc 1iic r ppoin. tmon. t to cornrnit-t^. nc. "or tlIi 
ceccion "rhicI1 cnc7e(l on June 29,1773 ý. nr]_ ? r,: ^ )ror. o,, -ued by Governor 
Ilutchinr; on to m((--t ar-. ). in c. t 3o:: ton for the cu.. rtor, r., -ry lwsin. 
ter ; >e: -r. ion 
on J;: n .; '6,1774, the JDDu. rn'ýl rccordc only thin-t, on Junc Col . Jones 
to, ^; ethor tfith Jo1hn1 iIr. ncock(Bo^toný,. 'hcnenor ; Jn. wyer(. icll: , York Co.: '.,, 
ine) 
Dnnicl Loon: rr'(`l'; m. nton) ýunr? iini; hviel Gorham(Chr rlcr. -town) . sere 
chorön ', cocu,. ittce to "cen(l u. -p" -. o the Cou. n. cil the bill for 
r,. p_)orti. or_in[- rnr the Frovincirl Try-; -nn for the curront 
yc"'r 
Por IIutchin^on,, -: t larýr- 'thc en Jin, ^; of tl: n ncn^ion -n(l 
the 
u^v. ý. l politic, -1 c-rui_ct thron 'h the her--i; of I; ]! " i r"'. ch'I'l, " Qu. mr: cr 
in the trn. n-uility of hi^ Milton hill e^tn. ie cr. ric more thnn. n ever a 
a welcome relief The rurcaen^ of office for hin and hic fm ily, ^2nd 
doubte -. bout hie future v. cefu. lneen in the lirrht o moves to 
discredit him, hn. d led. the Governor to apply to London for a leave 
of abocncc heforc the Houce ro: ee. The r train i:: evident in IIutchin. ^on l:, 
letter of. July 20th to hic Harvard claeernate and political ally 
Col. Ieracl . tilliame at ILatficld: 
1 : Irtthýlniel I": ill^'ýnd John IIicko'Tory I. a. ^. cliu_^et_t^ G;. L^. ette end 
Boston Fort i .; ý, lement. i: on(3ay, June ? s, 1773,2'2; t1}e c, ýrne list 
in c? ec, 'rnc] Gill'r , Ji1i, m I3o^ton Gazette, June 23,1773,4/1. 
2 Journal of jo Honorable Ilouoe of Ro >pronentativcc... 1773. Junc ? 4, 
June 29,1773. pP. 7d, 99" 
3 Peter Orlando Ilutchinson, (hio 
, rrcat-t; 'ra. n(-3. con)The Di<r ;, nd Letterc 
of His &: cellenc1 Thomas IIutchinnon, Vol. I (13333106. 
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Jam(r ^"=ýowr? oin in Vn^. Council nnrl (Ur rn) ýldr . ln 
in the Lou. ro, '" 
h- irrote, 
have certainly- rho,.. m therm^elven very adroit, Pu. t it i.: ill be 
n repro; -ch to the body of the people to the latent portority, 
th-. t they have ýv_Ifererl thernee1ve^ to be mnclc -, u. eh cýunnr:, 
c^peci;,. lly after n, pit. blic 'ccI. r, ration in the Moore that all 
that rr: ý. r> in. tenrled wan to r, -in(, -. -onnrr 1. cl-mou. r t?: c 
Governor r nd Lieu. tennnt-Governor, . nd 
then I: hn; r nhoul(' be cure 
of their removal . The deception cannot la. r ý: long or than it did 
in the time of the witchcraft. 'Pru. th Lt r: orrt will finally 
prevail . LP for the Resolve^, they are every one f., 1l 1e; mont of 
t? h: eri are vill a, inou^. I would have cdeclaredl -Chem to he rn in the 
rnont open manncr, if it had been in chý. rr. cter,;. nc1 liouldin the 
same manner have vinddicatc(]. every part of the letter:,.... I pit-tied 
the poser mcmberc, more than one half of them hein, T forced to vote 
in vertu ma, r; intri, either directly a, -a. innt their jud ; cment, or 
without understanding what they voted.. I have no -reat doubt that 
sooner or later th. ic proceeding will reflect more infamy on all 
concerned, thrtn any public transaction since the country was 
settled; for it was founded on such bacene^r, as no civilized 
people have ever count enonced, ond has been conducted through 
every part of its progress with falsehood and deception, which, 
althou ;h for a short time they have their intended effect, yet 
as : oon as they are discovered. , prove ignominious to the authors 
of them. " 1 
'4hi1o IIutchinnon wr writinr;, in his dry, ne1f-con^cious manner, 
the Sabbath of July 20,1773 parsed quietly enou; h elsewhere in 
Itassachu. netts Bay. At Deerfield Col . Jones' rel.: n,. t ions ntten(]ed the 
preaching of the Tory Parson, the 1tev. Jonrd; han Ar. 1iley, but , Xi(-, r sun. - 
down, when enjoyment was a r. Lin allowed, ao the F';;, rr on': youni ron Llihu, 
studying medicine with Dr. Thomrts Williams (Col. Jones' nephew in the 
house still standing just down the Street from the 1.1anse recorded 
in his "Diary, " accounts of the "carryings-on" of Sam Adams and the 
Radicals at the General Courik, brought rack by the Deerfield 
Representative, Samuel Field, were a lively evening's entertainment 
to be shared later still at Catlins Tory Tavern.: 
1 Thomas Hutchinson to Col. Israel Williems, July 20,1773. Williams M ., 
Mans. Hint. $oc., Vol. II, p. 171. 
2 Dr. Thoman was the younger brother of Co1. L'phriam, Jr., the founder of 
Williams College. The Rev. Jon-. than Ashley was in the Yale clans of 1730. 
See the lrr ;e collection of Williams and Ashley MSS. at the Pocumtuck 
Valley Memorial Association Archiven and Lihrary, Deerfield. 
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"I 
, ent below 
& cot with Colo. Dyirht & Sam]_ Picld? 
yieldi cr tertained uc with ye conduct of ye Aroennbly 
rientioned a toset which Sam A(Iamn nave vizt ; -i; iy ye 
fair iý'ieldo of America he watered with ye Blood and 
m. nured. by ye Ashes of ita Bali{^ýnant :: nemicc and 
. not}per 
John Il, -ncock pave Vizt Nay ye . 'ýicmiec of 
Anerica have a free import with ye Benefit of a Draw 
Back. But before I went (? own I read ye Governoro 
Lieu. t Governorc, Paxtonn and Ror-er: n (ie. Itome'c) Letters 
which the' IIou^e made rush i Iloi:; e about . the I-iajr and 
Ny^elf after i&'ielri . ýa^ ; -one we net out to , ro down to 
Catlinn overtook ý+illin. mc upon ye hill & he went clown 
with uc found? Barn rd there... " 1 
At '. Je^ton, the latter -part of July, there were vinito from 
the Jonecen only r}ter, I: ary, and her hu. nband, the Rev.: ^n. Dunbar, 
annociate Pastor of the Pirnt Church n, t S, alem, who, on July 2lnt 
attended Harvard; Commencement. The Jone^ connections witl) the College 
were particularly clone at thin time. The Colonel's non Gtephon 
(h. IIý'y 5,175i1), the second of hic sons to attend (Judlg(' Daniel Jones 
of the Cheshire County Court who had settled at Hinndale, I; ctr Hrunp hire, 
had r-rnAu. ate, i in 1759) wan just be, ^innin ; hin junior year, uu; hile hic 
young-ect ^on, Charle. ^, 
(b. Jan.? 2,1760) and hin eldest ron., Col.. athan 
Jones of Frenchman's Bay eldest con, Ii hum, (b.. 4u, ^. G, 17 j7ý were tieing 
prepared together by the Rev. Ana Dunhrir for the IIr3. rvTtrd Clans of 1773. 
On July %C"Ah ihznb, -ar, t-rho^e stay at , dos-ton be * an the r? n:, týný ore, 
recorded in hic "Diý. ry": "Went a fi^hin, 7 to ;:, ud'bury. " Good fishing;, 
not ably for pickerel, perch, and bream wan to bn there in the 
slow-movinf- Iv. cr: etarruid, bent described by Col. Jonen' Great-Grnndnon, 
Henry David Thoreau in hin : reek on the Concord r ýýd I. 1-err. imac Rivers 
in 1849: 
"Concord River in remarkable for the g entlene^^ of its 
current, which is scarcely perceptahle... Compared with 
the other tributaries of the Iierrimack, it ýa. npear^ to 
1 "Di; ý. ry" of : lihu nhley of Deerficlc3, July ? 091773. A:; hley 
p:,, porn, . V. I:. li. Archivcr, lDecrficld. 3-muel Piol(l probably an 
excellent teller of talec: the Deerfield. hictori,,, n Gcorre , Thcld. on 
dcncribccl hin an "a writer of nome , ), bility... n. fl; cr hin f? ca-It a 
collection of (hin)pro. -lc nd vorne wan pv. hlinhodl by ; todd, olpl n 
Dic_: innon un or the title of 'ie_lci'n ilorkn; he d.. in Con ept. 17, l i 
A ii:; tory of Deorfield(lnt ec7n. of Vol . II, 1696, nc3 ec'n. l)'ý; 'ý"(; enee. lotciec" 
2 The IDS "Diairr"of the Rcv. Ana Dunbar, or that part of it now known, 
begins in July, l j73. American. Antiquarian ýociety,, torcenter. 
1 
II, -WO li^nn proporly or i; r; r Ob, ' It1VCr, 
l2 the mo: ýt p. irt, it crcci, ý Hiroo.; "]1 
lironil mon, c ot'^'; 1,1 Orf('(1. , 'Ifh flO'. 
t i; Cret] o. '. fn' , ']loro 
I he 
C7, n crrjr 1(; f OU. n in .. 1'J. 11(i', l1CCýCOVCrln., " 'ý. 1ie ; '7OU. 1' 
moo'r'-1 oi"A row of (]; 1n. rf 
t]io on One or 110L11 ,; 
7 iýC^ ß', +]111C aI; -r(,; Iter 
in 
,. r"1r-tCý ru 
tll ]il(, ) 
ot; "hrer flu. vintile t_r. c, cc, overrun the 
rr. 'ich o brr, in. i-to ~c;. ^oný pu. rple, moc , ýliite, aniý 
othor _, rrpe^ . jti11 Cr t] or frone Who otre:,. r, l, on 
of firn lnaý(1' are c, ccn the , r7raLy ,, n(] r. r]ritc rl 7cllinr; c of 
the inJiahitrint::... " 
The rummer of 1'(73 wars to ': )e the 1,1. rt of }peaceful tines 
in the rural to-mc of Colonial 1 ,; r;; sachunett r. 
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Tiitý "`ii'ALLPOX WA. (" 
"The pretenc; ed ground of this di^order is the India Douse Tea; 
but every species of rude & inde<.: ent language of the Govr & 
others, whom they are pleased. to look upon in an unfriendly light, 
attended with threatenin*s of violence extending to life i-ý'self, 
were openly avow'd in their Town, -; p. The Govr attempted to call a 
Council, but under pretense of some necessary Avocation they 
neglected to attend. So he could have no advice of Council how to 
proceed in regard. to the unquiet state of the people. One in the 
T(own) M(eeting) publicly affirm'd in his Harangue that they had no 
Govr, no Courts of Justice, nor any Constitution at all. That therefore 
people had a right to do as they pleased. That it was a pity they had 
not sunk the Commissrs at their first arrival, & (ho)intimated that 
it was not yet too late to do themselves ju Lice on them, on the 
G(overno)r, & all others who wished to enslave them... 
"Wednesday last the people were warned. to meet at (the) Liberty 
Tree to h. ear the resignation of the Consignees of -the Tea & the sd 
Consignees were summon'd & commanded to attend, but did not, it seems, 
think proper to obey. 1000s, it is tho't, met at the Tree, but not 
finding the Gentlemen there wm they sought for, march'd to K(ing) 
Street & surrounded Mr. Clark's Warehouse. A riot was betun & an 
attempt to force themselves into the Chamber of the Warehouse & 
seize the Gentlemen they wanted who were all in the Chamber, but, 
being opposed by some spirited Gentlemen, were defeated. One of the 
Judges of the Inferior Court being present commanded the peace & 
order'd them to disperse. Him, it is said, they ans, aulted, wounded, 
& if he had not dodged a partic(ular) blow aim'd at him with a large 
stick of wood, (he) must infallibly have been killed. 
"Such are the Effects of popular Govermt, Sedition, Anarchy, & 
Violence, & all this flame kindled & kept alive by about 12 doz. men 
of bad principles & morals... " 
The Rev. Henry Caner at Boston to Governor John 
Wentworth of New Hampshire, November 8,1773 1 
On the very day that the Rev. Henry Caner, since 1747 Rector 
of King's Chapel, was writing to Governor Wentworth of the state 
of political violence in Boston, Tnomas and John Fleet's "neutral" 
Boston ton Evenin Post reported what may have been an attack by Whig 
House 
arsonists upon property of Col. Jo. ies in Weston: "We hear that a Dwelling, ' 
1 The Rev. Henry Caner at Boston to Gov. John Wentworth of Now 
Hampshire, Nov. 8,1773. Caner-Letterbook, MSS., University of Bristol 
Library. 
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1 
belonging to Co1. Jonec of Weston, wan consumed laut week by fire. " 
Col. Jones ov. med seven farms in Weston and the , oiChbouring town of 
Natick at that time, but the house referred to was not the family 
mansion on Beacon Hill. 
2 
No hint of Provincial politics appears in the records of 
the Weston Town Meeting of September 20th, howevor, which was 
concerned largely with the routine business of a Massachusetts 
Colonial town, taking up such matters as the salary and allotment 
of firewood for Parson Samuel Woodward, the support and management 
of the Weston town schools, tax rates, and the re-making of town 
"ways". The Town Meeting rejected a proposal to "Joyn with Watertown 
and Waltham to make the Great Bridge in Watertown any wider" - 
probably on the grounds of expense - but passed the "Town Creditors 
accounts, " which included the disbursements of Col. Elinha Jones 
and the other two Overseers of the Poor: 
"To Elisha Jones Esgr one of the overseers 
Z3D qr 
of the Poor for what he Provided for the 3861 
Poor as per his account on file 
To mr John Allen one of the overseers of 
the Poor for what he Provided for the 50 10 2 
Poor as per his account on file 
To Capt Samll Baldwin one of the overseers 3 
of the Poor for what he Provided for the 35 10 2" 
Poor as per his account on file 
1 Boston ]veniM Post, monday, November 8,, 1773.2/3. 
2 For Col. Jones' property in and near Weston see Middlesex County 
Registry of Deeds: Book 83, p. 282; Book 84, PP"286,574,479; Book 85, 
pp. 300,400; and Book 88, p. 344. And see Appendix. 
3 M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records (1893)PP-195-197. The 
"Accounts" themselves have not ^urvived. It was customary for town 
merchants while serving as Overseers to supply the poor from their 
own stocks. Csl. Jones' ledger now at the Golden Ball Tavern at Weston 
does not show an account for his service as Overseer for the period 
1772-1773. 
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with the General Court in recess until January, 1774, 
and the fihig le,?. clers in Boston waiting upon events in Ln 71, -)nd - 
the outcome of the petition for the removal from office of 
Governor Thomas Hutchinson and Lt Gov. Thomas Oliver, tac4. ion which 
had been successful in 1769 in the case of Governor Irancis Bernard 
after a similar Whig campaign of character villification, letter- 
publication, and finally a petition to the government in iigland 
for his removal - there was little political activity in Massachusetts 
Bay until after the news of the Tea Act (May) and the impending 1 
shipments of dutied tea reached Boston at the beginning of October. 
Through the long and deceptively quiet summer of 1773 
there is a shadowy record of the comings and goings of Col. Elisha 
Jones' family at Weston and Salem in the much ahbrevia-, ed. "Diary" 
of his son-in-law the Rev. Ana Dunbar, which beginc, abruptly, in 
July. On August 6th Col. Jones was at the Dunbar Manse near the 
"Great Meeting House" in Salem, and the next day, as Dunbar recorded, 
"Mrs. Dunbar went to Weston with her Father. "2Mary Jones Dunbar, or 
"Polly" as she preferred to be known in the family, was expecting 
her first child in November. One reason for the visit may have been 
an outbreak of the dread killer, smallpox, at the nearby town of 
Marblehevd, less than five miles from Salem, which had reached 
epidemic proportions by the beginning of August and so far overcame 
the feats of Marblehead Town Meeting regarding the spread of the 
disease that it had been persuaded to approve the building by 
private subscription of an inoculation hospital in the harbour 
on Cat Island. 
3 
1 For the views of Boston Whigs, see Thomas Cushing, Speaker of the 
House, to Agent Benjamin Franklin in London, Dec. 10,1773. William 
Willcox, ed., The Papers of Benjamin Franklin, Vol. 20 (1976); Massachusetts 
Committee of Correspondence Journal, Mans. Hist. Soc. Proceedings, 2nd 
Ser., Vol. IV (1887-1889), pp. 82-90. For the Tea Controversy, see below, 
"The Weston Tea Party. " 
2 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " MSS., Am. Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
3 On August 16th Salem Town Meeting voted to build a hospital in the 
Great Pastures, and to cooperate with Marblehead in administering the 
Hospital on Cat Island. George Francis Dow, ed., The Holyoke Diaries 
1709-1856 (1911)p. 81; Gerard H. Clarfield "Salem's Great Inoculation 
Controversy, 1773-1774, r'. I. H. C., Vol. 106 
? 
1970)pp. 277_. 81. 
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Polly remained with her parents at Weston for the next 
month, until the beginning of September. From time to time as his 
duties permitted the Rev. Asa Dunbar joined them: on August 16th 
he records a journey to Weston, preaching at Little Cambridge on 
August 22nd, and another stay at Weston on August 24th, whci he 
noted in his "Diary": "Mr. and Mrs. Woodward to dine at Col. Jones. " 
The Rev. Samuel and Abigail(Williams) Woodward were old family 
friends as well as relations. Woodward had succeeded the Rev. 
William Williams as Minister at Weston in 1751, and had married 
a daughter of his cousin the Rev. W. -ham Williams, the Waltham 
Minister. 
2 
Apart from preparing boys for College, Woodward is 
thought as well to have given instruction in divinity to the 
town schoolmasters of Weston - including As, -t Dunbar in 1771-1772 - 
who regularly boarded with him. Parson Woodward would have made 
the dinner of August 24th an enjoyable if not a merry gathering - 
not least of those present - according to a description of him 
made by his son-in-law and successor, the Rev. Samuel Kendal, in 
a sermon delivered at Weston on January 12,1813: 
"He was a serious, sensihle, practical preacher, rarely 
entering upon controversial points, but always striving 
to mend the heart and life. Extremes he carefully avoided, 
while he preached Christ.. -. and adopted the evangelical 
style in his discourses. He was cheerful and facetious 
without lessening his dignity as a minister, or a 
Christian. He had uncommon social talents. No man could 
more happily blend the cheerful with the grave in 
conversation, and yet preserve their exact hounds.. IIis 
company was sought and admired by all classes, old and 
young, the serious and gay; and he discovered a disposition 
to please and improve all; and with a peculiar air of 
pleasnntry, he oould give perfect ease and satisfaction 3 
to the most mixed oiroles.... He delighted to see all happy. " 
1 The Rov. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " August, 1773. r'I3Fý., Am. Antiq. Soc. 
2 The Rev. Warham Williams, Harvard, 1719, was the youngest son of 
the Rev. John ("The Redeemed Captive")and Eunice (Mather) W'. lliams 
of Deerfield. See Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. 
VI, pp. 361-364. 
3 Samuel Kendal, A Sermon, Delivered at Weston, J<an. uaryl2 -1813 (Camhridge, 1813) pp. 43-44. For the Rev. $amuel Woodward, of the 
Harvard class of 1748, see Shipton, Sihley's Harvard Graduates, 
Vol. XII, pp. 349-352. 
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The intru-, ion of poldticc -a perennial topic of the 
timen - amonr; the gathering at Col. Jones' on August 2ith would 
have divided the company and called forthin particular, Parson 
Woodward's talents as a harmonizer and avoiiler of extremes. The 
parson him^elf, like many of the Massachusetts Congregational 
ministers, was a Whig of some conviction: on the Lexington Alarm 
of April 19,1775 he prayed before the Town's rebel militia 
company before marching in the ranks with his son Samuel 
(Harvard 
class of 1776) to fight the British Regulars at Concord - although 
he never afterward would talk of his experiences on that day. 
Abigail Woodward appears to have shared her husband's political 
views, by no means a certainty even in Colonial Massachusetts, 
but Whigs were notably rare among those who were born into the 
1 
Williams clan. The Rev. Asa Dunbar, a moderate with strong beliefs 
that "Every good man an. true allows his fellow-creatures the right 
of private judgment... " stood aside from the forthright Toryism of 
his wife, as events were to show, held with that characteristic, 
passionate conviction of principle even in the face of a hostile 
majority, which has marked no many of that Jones family of Watertown 
and Weston since the 17th century. For the Colonel, an "Old Light" 
subscribe± to the humanitarian Seasonable Thoughts of the Rev. 
Charles Chauncy(1743)with most of his Williams relations and such 
1 After Woodward's death his widow was to marry(Dec. 6,1795)one of 
the most notorious of the younger Whig cronies of Sam Adams in Boston, 
the tailor Thomas Marshall, at the time of the Boston Massacre a 
Lt. Col. of the Boston Militia. One of the "New Men" who made a fortune 
during; the war, he used the profits of rebellion to buy in at auction 
(Sept. 4,1782) and for the pittance of £1,000 in inflated contjnontal 
currency, ColK isha Jones mansion house and "home estate" of 75 acres 
which had been "confiscated" by the General Court in the Act of 
April 30,1779. Middlesex County Registry of Deeds. A man of violence and 
a bully, Marshall was well suited to his role as a leader of the Boston 
mob; it was Marshall who in the famous incident of Oct. 28,1769, assaulted 
the Tory publisher John Mein from behind with a shovel. See John E. Alden, 
"John Mein: Scourge of Patriots, "Col. Soc. of Mass. Publications Vo1.34 
(1942) pp"571-592. 
2 Asa Dunbar, "An'Oration: Delivered at.. Lancaster"(Worcester, 1781)p. ll. 
3 Woodward's widow, as Abigail Marshall, lived on in the Jones House on 
Beacon Hill until her death, June 4,1805. Mary Jones, left a widow herself 
by Dunbar's death (June 22,1787)at Keene, N. H., in 1795 married Capt. 
Jonas Minot of Concord, a farmer, and she lived at Concord until her 
death in 1830. No record has been found in the writings of her grandson 
Henry Thoreau, or elsewhere, that Mary ever visited the family home after 
it was taken over by Thomas Marshall. 
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friends as Jeremiah Gridley and other rationalist Tory ; nen of 
the law, the way forward for the Bay Colony was political reform 
and not an accomodation with Sam Adams and tho Whig activists, 
who for some years had governed Boston thron -' their control of 
Town Meeting by mob violence - and through the new mechanism of 
the Committees of Correspondence were then bidding to extend their 
dominion to the whole of the Colony. 
Despite the threat of smallpox, which defeated the precaution 
of quarantine and the Pest House, spreading from Marblehead to Salem 
by the end of October, Mary Jones Dunbar returned to 3alem on 
September 4th. In the weeks that followed the Salem Manse was 
plagued by illness and the threat of it: for much of October the 
Rev. Asa Dunbar records in his "Diary" azt acks of the chronic 
intestinal illness, which he 
to trouble him with increas 
"October 4 
5 
10 
17 
30 
describes as "ye cholic,, " that was 
Lag frequency for the rest of his life. 
Very Poorly 
Very Poorly. Ministers Meeting 
No Preaching at out Meeting 
Mr. Steward supplied my place 
Endeavouring to grow better all this week's 
On October 28th the decision was made to send the two boys that 
Asa Dunbar was preparing for Harvard to Col. Elisha and his wife 
Mary Allen Jones at Weston, their parents and grandparents respectively. 
"October 28th Nahum and Charles went to Weston to tarry" 
2 
Asa Dunbar's health appears to have improved little in November 
when Mary's first confinement approached, an anxious troubled 
time for Col. Elisha Jones and the family. 
1 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " October, 1773. MS., Am. Antiq. Soc. 
2 Ibid. 
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On November 24,1773, however, Mary gave birth safely to a 
girl, }per first child, who was called Mary. Asa Dunbar wrote the 
news to Col. Jones the same day, the only one of Dunba. r's letters- 
to his Father-in-Law known to survive: 
Salem 
November 24,1773 
Dear Sir: 
I have the happiness of informing you that Mrs. Dunbar 
is comfortably in bed with a daughter. She was delivered 
about three o'clock this morning after a moderate illness 
of thirty six hours. Her circumstances seem very acreeable 
and the child is a pei'ect and a promising child. We have 
already named her1after both her grand Mamas and her 
immediate mother and we will endeavour that she shall 
not disgrace the name they have borne with so much honor. 
As to myself I am at present so far recovered and so 
comfortable that I hope soon to be released from my long 
confinement. Miss Louisa is very well. We are all very 2 
impatient, and yet almost afraid, to hear from poor Nahum 
for whom we are much concerned, ho, ving had no intelligence 
from him since we received your kind letter. Please be so 
good as to write at the first opportunity. 
The person by whose favor I expect this to be conveyed 
to Cambridge being in waiting, I can add nothing further 
but a sincere declaration that I am 
irWith 
all duty and affection 
Your very humble servant 
Asa Dunbar 3 
1 Mary was called "Polly" in the family like her mother. The two 
Grandmothers were Mary Allen Jones, and Mary Hayward Dunbar, daughter 
of Deacon Thomas Hayward of Bridgewater. See for the Dunbar family 
at Bridgewater: Nahum Mitchell, History of the Early Settlement of 
Bridgewater in Plymouth County Massachusetts. (Boaton, Kidder & Wright) 
1840. p. 148. Polly died, aged 21, at East Hoosuck (Adams), Massachusetts 
on June 12,1794, as recorded after Dunbar's death in his Commonplace 
Book, MSS. 'Am Antiq. 
Soc. 
2 Whatever Nahum's misfortune at this time-an accident or perhaps 
an. illness - it was only temporary. For his return to the Manse at 
Salem with Charles and his Aunt Mary Jones Dunbar on Feb. 7,1774, 
see below. 
3 Asa Dunbar to Col. Elisha Jones at Weston, Nov. 24,1773. The only known 
text survived copied into Asa Dunbar's Commonplace Book, now at the 
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester. 
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Within a month, and probably as coon an he wan able to 
make the journey, however, Mary and her baby were escorted. to 
her parents' home at Weston by Ara Dunbar, who recorded a visit 
there himself later on December 21st and 22nd. Mary war, to remain 
at Weston until February 7th, after Asa had been released from 
the new Salem Hospital, built on land set aside in the "Great Pasturg" 
where he underwent innoculation for smallpox by Dr. James Latham. 
It was through the Rev. Asa Dunbar that the family became 
involved in the so-called "Smallpox War, " of 1773-1774, which 
split and defeated the Whigs of the North Shore, Essex County 
towns of Salem and Marblehead - the most important in the Colony 
after Boston - at the very time that the Whigs in Boston were 
busy exploiting their greatest propaganda stroke, the dumping of 
340 chests of tea from three vessels into Boston Harbour by a 
band of "Mohawks" and their followers on the night of December 16, 
1773. It was Asa Dunbar's good friend Timothy Pickering (1745-1829) 
who with his father, Deacon Timothy the elder, had been instrumental 
in securing his appointment as assistant Pastor of the First Church 
in 1772 and in 1773 one of the Salem Selectmen and an Overseer of 
the new Salem Hospitalfwho hired Dr. James Latham, an Englishman then 
running an innoculation hospital at Livingston Manor, in upper New 
York, to treat 15--classes of smallpox patients at the new Salem 
Hospital. Latham claimed to use the English "Suttonian system" 
of innoculation by which certain unnamed drugs assured patients 
lighter infection, less pain, discomfort, and quicker recovery than 
1 The Rev. Asa IXmbar, "Diary, " November--February, l773-4. M3S., 
Am. Antiq. Soc. 
2 The documents relating to Dunbar's "call" to the birst Church at 
Salem are copied into his MSS. Commonplace Book, now at the Am. Antiq. 
Soc., Worcester. There are a number of references to Pickering in 
Dunbar's MSS "Diary" and in the Pickering papers, now at the Mass. Hist. 
Society, Asa Dunbar is frequently mentioned during this period. 
The other Overseers of the Salem Hospital were: two more Salem 
Selectmen, John Gardner(Pickering's brother-in-law)and Stephen 
Higginson, merchant William Pickman, and Salem's leading apothecary 
John Prince. 
3 The contract was dated Nov. 12,1773"Pickering MSS., XXXIII, p. 29. 
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the u. ý-, u, al treatment in the Colonies which included heavy dosing 
with Calomel (mercurioun chloride) and antimony purges that, it 
was believed, prevented inoculated, patients from developing the 
dreaded and so often fatal serious cases of smallpox. Latha. m's 
fir^t class of 132 at the Salem Hospital in necember, 1773 was 
apparently successful, and in January, 1774, the Rev. Ana Dunbar 
enrolled in the second, as his characteristically abbreviated 
"Diary" records: 
"J anuary, 177 4 
2 Preached at home (Salem) 
3 Began to take physic preparatory to ämall Pox 
7 Went to ye Hospital & war, inoculated for ye small Pox 
9 Preached at ye Hospital upon-Temperance 
15 Symptome at their hight. Wrote a Sermon 
16 Preached at ye Hospital upon Chearfulnen 
23 Broke out at ye fullest 
30 Very much unstrung with taking physic 
31 Left ye Hospital this morning "2 
For a de^cription of the terrible sicknem:,, agony, a. nd dictresc 
endured by Dunbar and the other patients during their treatment 
in Dr. Latham's disastrous second class one mutt turn to Dunhar's 
anonymous denunciation of Latham as a "mountebank" and a fraud 
in a half-page article on the front page of the Essex Gazette on 
March 15,1774. "I will not pretend to say how far the public ought 
to resent this imposition, " he wrote. "There is no law for hanging 
mountebankn, that I know of, in this land of liberty .... But there are 
some individuals, who are not fond of being deceived by the dirty 
artifices of avaricious pretenders, and who, as the greatest act of 
kindness, would willingly open the eyes of those too credulous 
brothers. " 3 
1 Henry R. Viet-, in A Brief History of Medicine in Massachusetts 
(Boston, 1930), p. 77, notes that Calomel was not part of the therapy of 
inoculation when it was first introduced to Boston by Dr. Labdiel 
Boylston, who had "walked the London hospitals, " in 172l, but was added 
later, as the treatment became more elaborato, a practice thought to have 
been begun by a Connecticut physician, Dr. Benjamin Gale, about 1750- 
2 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, "January, 1774. Mää., Am. Antiq. Soc. 
3 The copy of the Essex Gazette of March 15,1774 in the Timothy 
Pickering MSS., Vol . XXXI II, p. 59(I4ass. Hist. Soc. 
)has an inscription 
which identifies the author as Asa Dunbar. Dunbar signed the article 
"A Friend of the Public. "In a letter of March 14th Timothy Pickering 
thanked Dunbar("my best friend")for his support-see below. Octavius 
Pickering, Life of Timot Pickerinj (1867)Vol. I, pp. 42,46. 
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Dr. Latharn's great crime was that despite his assurances 
he had administered Calomel as part of the treatment in the'. 
manner of Colonial practitionerc. As Asa Dunbar related, the patients, 
apart from the disease in more or less mild forms, had suffered 
the dreadful symptoms of mercury poisoning, among them swellings, 
partin1 paralysis of the limbs, looeening of teeth, sore and swollen 
mouths, protruding tongues, and uncontrollable salivation - 
together with Latham's added therapy of exposure out-of-doors and 
open windows for long periods in the severe temperatures of a 
Massachusetts January. It wales an experience from which Dunbar's 
health, never robust - according to his "Diary"- did. not entirely 
recover, and it probably contributed to his early death at the 
age of 42 in June, 1787.1 
Dunbar's article for the Essex Gazette was apparently written 
to support Timothy Pickering's campaign - begun in the Gazette 
on February 15,1774 with the first of five articles signed "A Lover 
of Truth" - to oust Latham and to replace him at Salem Hospital 
with Dr. Hall Jackson who had been successful in inoculating patients 
at the Cat Island Essex Hospital until it was closed, not long before, 
by the people of Marblehead, convinced that it was the source of the 
continued presence of smallpox in that town. At Salem as at Marblehead, 
the "Smallpox War! '. cut sharply across party lines 
2 
while, of course, 
following the inevitable courses of private feuds. Dunbar, however 
anonymously, gave support to his friend Timothy Pickering, since 1770 
an "apostate Tory, " who earlier had championed Latham against his 
inveterate political and theological enemy Dr. Nathaniel Whitaker 
1 The cause of' death was recorded as "an apoplectic fit. " 
Despite its known bad effects American doctors were still using 
Calomel as a physic at the time of the Civil War, and the Surgeon- 
General, Wm. Hammond, was forced to prohibit its use in the Union Medical 
Corps in May, 1863. Not in time, however, to prevent the large doses being 
given (in January, 1863) to Louisa May Alcott, who fell ill while 
serving as an Army nurse in Washington, and was invalided home to 
Concord. She, like Asa Danbar, never recovered her health; the painful 
symptoms of mercuric poisoning-and of Louisa May's admiration and 
unrequited love for Dunbar's grandson, Henry Thoreau - are well describec 
in her newest biography by Martha Saxton, Louisa May (1978)See pp. 245-8, 
270-282. Thoreau was the inspiration for her only book of fantasy 
and romance, Moods, published in 1864- 
2 See George A. Billias, "Pox and Politics in Marblehead, 1773-1774"1956, 
E. I. H. C. V. 92, pp. 43-58; Gerald Clarfield, "Salem's Great Inoculation 
Controversy, 1773-17749"E"I. H. C., 1970, V. 106, pp. 277-296. 
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the radical Whig Pastor of the Salem Third Church, a militant 
"New Light, " a friend of the evangelist George Whitefield and 
desciple of the Rev. Jonathan Edwards. 
1 
Pickering finally gained 
the victory in this controversy which for months dwarfed all other 
issues in Salem, when, after a number of patients in Latham's third 
(February, 1774) class developed natural oases of smallpox (an 
unanswerable demonstration of incompetence in any inoculator) he 
succeeded in obtaining Latham's dismissal. 
By "changing sides" as a conservative Whig, Pickering, moreover, 
was able to keep his personal popularity, the same Salem Town 
Meeting that voted to close down the Salem Hospital (to the end 
Pickering supported its retenýicn) electing him to the politically 
crucial office of Town Clerk. In Salem as in Marblehead fear of the 
smallpox outweighed local antipathy for Tory supporters of Thomas 
Hutchinson's Government, however unpopular. The Marbleheaders, so 
many of them the crews of fishing vessels, always more turbulent 
and mob-minded, had experimented first with an inoculation hospital, 
and when it seemed to prolong the disease in the town, not only 
closed it and burned down the buildings, but when the men who set 
the fire on Cat Island were found and taken to Salem Gaol, came 
in force over the Bay to their rescue as Asa Dunbar at Salem 
recorded in his "Diary" on February 25,1774: 
"Marblehead Mob released ye two Prisoners" 
3 
1 As a Calvinist supporter of "the radical cousin" Dr. Jonathan 
Edwards and oolleotor in Englund of funds for Dartmouth College 
(Col. Jones with Col. Israel Williams and others had tried -without 
success - to found the "Old Light" Queens College in Hncnpshire 
County) Dr. Whitaker was a ready--made Whig agitator and noted as euch 
even among Sam Adams' "Black Regiment". See Gilbert L. Streeter, "Salem 
Before the Revolution " r. I. H. C., Vol. 32,1896, pp. 93-97. 
2 See the sketch of Timothy Pickering in Clifford Shipton, Sibley's 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. AV, PP-449-450- 
3 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary " Peb. 25, l774"MSS., Am. Antoq. Soc. 
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Dunbar left no account in his "Diary" of the violence of 
the Whig mots in Salem and Marblehead during; the "Smallpox War, " 
whether directed against Whigs or Tories, some of which, living in 
the midst of it, Dunbar undoubtedly witnessed. Almost a month after 
the release of the incendiaries from Salem Gaol by the Marblehead 
mob, Dun": ar recorded the death of one of Salem's leading citizens: 
"March 18 Judge Ropes died last Night" 1 
Judge Nathaniel Ropes (1727-1774) was a member of the Council, 
Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas, and a Judge of the 
Superior Court, but the Whig mob of Salem had no mercy upon dying 
Tories however respectable: the night before the Judge's death 
they attacked his home on Main (now Essex) Street, not far from 
Dunbar's First Church, and broke his windows -a doubly serious 
matter in the chill and frost of a March night. 
2 
In Salem as at Marblehead, however, the greater violence of 
the Whig; mobs was directed against the -largely Whiff; - political 
leaders and town officers who were the supporters of the inoculation 
hospitals. At Marblehead, where the worst of the mobbings appear to 
have occurred, the original sponsors of the Cat Island Hospital 
included besides the Whigs Jonathan Glover (1726-1804) a shipmaster 
and merchant, and Jeremiah Lee (1721-1775) one of the leading 
merchants and shipowners of Essex County, two of Marblehead's 
most prominent Tories, Robert ("King")Hooper, so-called because of 
his great wealth and hospitality, a shipowner and merchant, and 
Benjamin Marston (1730-1792)3a partner in business with his brothers- 
in Law Jeremiah Lee and "King" Hooper. In Marblehead as in Salem, 
however, Whig-controlled Town Meetings saw to it that Whigs were 
1 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " March 18,1774. MSS. Am. Antiq. Soc. 
2 The death of Judge Ropes is also recorded in the "Diary" of Mrs. 
Mary (Vial)Iiolyoke of Salem, March 18,1774. See the note by George 
Francis Dow, who annotated The Holyoke Diaries 1709-1856 (1911), p. 82, 
for the mobbing of Judge Ropes the night before his death. 
3 Marston later became a Tory refugee. See his Loyalist MSS. in 
PRO. A. 0.12: 10, ff. 166-167, and A. 0.13: 51; the sketch by Clifford Shipton 
in Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Clas: of 1749, Vol. X1I; and the Rev. John 
L. Watson's article, "The Marston Family of Salem, Riass. " N. L. H. G. R., 
Voi. XXVII, 1873, pp. 390-393. 
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appointed. to t;, e boards of ho^pital over^eorn. T}ie owner-proprietors 
of the Marblehead Cat Island ilonpi al when it began operatiens 
were all leading Whi s from the town: Jonathan Glover and his 
younger brother John (1732-1797) the future commander of the 
sea-going Marblehead Militia Regiment that manned the first 
vessel commissioned in "Mr. Washington's Navy" Glover's own 
1 
on lease, the Iiannah, in August, 1775; another prominent Salem 
merchant, Azor Orne, Marblehead's Representative in the General 
Court for the session of 1773-1774, together2 with Sam Adams' young 
radical protege . lbridge Gerry (1744-1814), Secretary of the 
Marblehead Committee of Correspondence and already a power of 
some note in the Whig Provincial Party as a member of the Provincial 
Committee of Correspondence who with Sam Adams and James Warren of 
Plymouth had been the principal drafters of the Circular Letter 
(dated Oct. 21,1773) to the other American Colonies appealing; for 
unity in the defense of Colonial rights. 
3 
In Docember, 1773, after a new outbreak of smallpox cases in 
the town of Marblehead, popular fears and hostility to inoculation 
as a spreader of contagion, nuritured by ignorance and not a little 
politics, bred a panic that swept "King" Hooper the arch-Tory back 
into control of Town Meeting which imposed sn, : ; stringent restrictions 
upon the operation of the Cat Island Hospital as to make it all 
but impossible for it to carry on its work. Nor was popular protest, 
encouraged by Sam Adams and the other Whig leaders in Massachusetts 
since the time of the Stamp Act riots to flout the law, long in 
venting its passions by violenoe. In January, 1774 the Whig mobs of 
1 See George Athan Billias, John Glover and his Marblehead Mariners 
(1960)pp. 72--83. Billias is the best modern historian of Marblehead. 
2 On Jan. 1,1774, the Rev. Asa Dunbar wrote in his "Diary": "Capt. 
Jonathan Orne died, an agreeable and important friend. " MZS., Am. Antiq. Soc. 
3 The most recent biography of Gerry is by George At1jan Billias, Llbridg 
Gerry: Founding Father and Republican Statesman (New York, 1976); see also 
the sketch by ýord7_ ipt may s vard Graduates, XV, p. 240. 
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Marblehead and E^cex County began a rampage of mobbingc, tarrings 
and feathering:, and other assaults, accompanied by the destruction 
of property, which was to continue virtually unchecked for the 
better part of three months. There was a general breakdown of 
public order and civic authority not to be seen again in the 
Province until the great Whig mass uprising that followed the 
Powder Alarm nine months later on September 1,1774. By September 
the Whig leaders were in control of the mobs - but in Essex County 
from January to April, 1774 it was the Whig Selectmen and other 
officials, and the hospital overseers, who were the mobs' chief 
victims. 
At Marblehead the violence began on January llth with the 
mobbing of inoculated patients who returned early from the Cat 
Island Hospital, the burning of the Hospital boat, and, later in the 
day an attack in force by a mob with blackened faces upon the home 
of one of the Hospital proprietors. While stoning his windows the 
mob chanted its intention to hang the proprietor if the smallpox 
patients who had returned before time were not arre^ted. 
1Several 
more days of'violence followed, after which the Hospital proprietors 
declared that 
"it was no longer safe for anyone to express dissatisfaction 
at theirrproceed. ings; or take any steps to prevent them. "2 
On, January 15th the Proprietors were forced to announce the closing 
of the Hospital. All was quiet the next day, but on the evening of 
the 17th black-faced mobbers reappeared in all parts of Marblehead 
demanding that the Hospital be burned. This throat was not carried 
out immediately, however, the mob diverting itself instead with the 
punishment of four men caught stealing contaminated clothing put out 
to air at the Hospital, tarring and feathering them, and dragging 
1 Essex Gazette January 18917749 1 March 29 1 ,y, 774, , 774. 
2 Essex Gazette, March 29,1774. 
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them throuch the streets. But the ordeal of the cloa-Lhing 
thieves was not over. That same day Salem's oily newspaper, 
Samuel Hall's Whig Essex Gazette-. which had supported the founding 
of the Hospital and was attempting to play down the growing violence 
of the Whig mobs in Essex County (where since its first issue of 
August 2,1768 the paper had built up a considerable circulation) 
1 
by laundering its coverage (as was the custom of Whig anýli-government 
editors to avoid libel suits and to protect the reputation of the 
Whig party) 
2 
and by giving more of its space for local news to 
letters concerned with the medical arp, uments for and against 
inoculation such as that half-page letter of the Rev. Asa Dunbar 
denouncing Dr. Latham's treatment at the Salem Hospital printed on 
page one in the issue of March 15th when the anarchy was at its 
height, carried this short and pointed advertisement: 
" WANTED -- A quantity of damaged feathers -- 
also an old one-horse cart. "3 
Within hours these items had been supplied, and a spectacle 
went forward which the Essex Gazette in its next issue described 
as "the most extraordinary Exhibition of the Kind ever seen in 
North-America. " While a large procession assembled at Marblehead, 
it was thought of 
,a 
thousand people, many of them in their blue 
militia uniforms, the "four objects of Resentment" were again tarred 
and feathered, placed in the cart, and to the music of regimental 
fife and drum the company marched over to Salem. There, and reinforced 
by Salemites who set up a large white flag also in the cart, they 
paraded the streets of Salem Town for some time before the Marbleheadert 
made their way back and finally released their prisoners. 
4 
1 For Samuel Hall and the Essex Gazette, see Arthur M. ächlesinger, 
Prelude to Independence The Newspaper War on Britain 1764-1776. 
1958 pp-93-94- 
2 Lawyers fees were low and litigation(ae for Norfolkers in Old ', ngland) 
a popular intellectual pastime. Clifford Shipton wrote of Col. Jones' 
friend and lawyer Jeremiah Gridley that, "Although recognized as the 
most learned lawyer of his day, Gridley usually received only twenty 
shillings for arguing a case. His retaining fee as counsel for King's 
Chapel was a guinea ... "Sih ley's Harvard Graduatos, Vol. VII, p. 521. 
3 Essex Gazette, January 18,1774. 
4 Essex Gazette, January 25,1774. There is no mention of any design on 
the flag. Tt might have belonged to the Salem Militia. Or to Hospital 
proprietor John Glover, the shipowner, whose "signal" was a white(cont. 
) 
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On February 25th the Whig mob burned the Hospital on 
Cat Island, and after rescuing two of' the incendiaries : ", hom 
the civic authorities had managed to find and lodge in Salem 
Gaol - as the Rev. Asa Dunbar recorded in his "Diary"- then 
turned the full force of its violence upon the Hospital proprietors. 
These men - Azor Orne, John and Jonathan Glover, and Elbridge Gerry - 
were left by the Whig-induced paralysis of law and public order 
in Essex County to defend themselves like any Tory, who, since the 
Stamp Act Riots from the Governor down to the poorest Yankee 
peddler-of tea, Ehglish books, or other goods prohibited by. the Whigs 
to be imported, had had the ill-luck of attracting the enmity of 
an influential Whig with the consequence of a punitive visit by 
a Whig mob, the mere "liquorish boys" as Sam Adams described them. 
As the Whig leaders of Marblehead and Essex County barred shutters, 
loaded guns, and prepared to defend themselves, watohing through the 
tedium of lengthening nights for the torches of oncoming mobs - 
darkness and faces smeared with grease and lamp-black were used to 
gain anonymity - how many thought of Sam Adams' classic justification 
of violence as a political weapon, the notorious Appeal to the World 
9& Vindication of the Town of Boston of' 1769, where Adams wrote: 
"It has been usual for the Commissioners to affect an 
Apprehension of Danger to themselves and their Families, 
to serve the"Purposes they had in view. There is indeed no 
accounting for thr' real Fears of Women and Children: The 
Ladies however can sometimes vie with their Husbands in 
Intrigue, and are thoroughly vers'd in the Art even of 
political Appearance.... It may be here observed as in 
general true, that no Man has Reason to fear the popular 
Fury, but he who is conscious to himself of having done 
that which has expos'd him to their just Resentment... " 1 
Cont. flag with a blue diamond. For Glover as a shipowner, see 
Philip C. F. Smith and Russell W. Knight, In Troubled Waters: The 
E s've Schooner Hannah (Salem, Peabody Museum, 1970 . 
1 This pamphlet was the reply of the Boston Whigs to the reports 
sent to Parliament by Francis Bernard the Governor and oth! rs of 
mob activities and the regimen of politically inspired public 
disorders in. B. et®n. 
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Elbridge Gerry certainly shared Sam Adams' views regarding the 
justifiable uses of mob violence. "We must, " he said, "find some 
way to overawe our, ad'versaries. " 
1 
Gerry and the other Hospital overseers - in fact the now 
besieged Selectmen of Marblehead, the two Town Representatives to 
the General Court, senior militia officers of the Marblehead 
Regiment, Justices of"the Peace and members of the newly-formed 
Marblehead Committee of' Correspondence, self--declared guardian 
of'Colonial rights and liberties - survived the Whig mobbinge of 
the late winter and spring of 1774, although much of their 
property was destroyed by the Whig mobs and lost to them by 
the theft which almost; invariably accompanied these forays, liquor 
in particular, the fuel that made Sam Adams' "liquorish boys" to 
run. 
It was fully in accord with Whig policy that the circumstances 
of, these mobbings against Whig authority -a mishappening not to 
occur, again in Massachusetts on such a scale until the "Rebellion" 
led' by Daniel Shays in Berkshire County in 1786 - were afterward 
so largely suppressed. But happily for the cause of historic truth, 
stirring and dramatic stories with ancestors for heroes particularly 
among the old Colonial families of the Bay, are not the sort to 
be put down by political prejudices or political f'ashions, however 
long lasting - or the ideological blinkerings of modern historical 
writeTs. Thus George Billias, the honest biographer of Hospital 
oversee? John Glover, in his accounts of the Smallpox War in 
Marblehead (which no doubt come nearer to Clifford Shipton's 
concept of"What actually happened" than any before him) makes 
good use of' the family narrative of the defense of Jonathan Glover's 
house in)March, 1774, by his military brother John. Warned of an 
intended visit by the Whig mob, John in good: time hauled two 
l,,. aded cannon into his brother's front hall, pointing them down 
1 James T. Austin, The Life of Elbridr. Gerry (1828)Vol. I, p. 22. See 
also the biography by George Athan Billias, 1131brid Gerry: Fo un ding 
Father and Republican Statesman (McGraw Hill, 1976 . When Gerry was 
elected to the General Court in, 1772 he lectured Sam Adams on. the 
duty of rebellion. Gerry was one of the "angry young men"of his time. 
2 See Clifford Shipton, New England Lie in the, 18tý1' ceutur s 
Re resentative Biographies from Sibley s Tarard Grad Cambridge, Aater 
1963 Introduction. 
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the front walk. When the mob arrived, near midnight, and 
advanced upon the house, the front door was thrown open, 
and there in the hall, a blaze of light so that all might 
see, stood John Glover with a lighted torch near the touch 
holes. He ordered the mob to halt - and halt they did. 
1 
To end the violence, which came to a head inthe threat 
of a pitched , battle between a Deputy Sheriff's Posse from Salem 
and the Marblehead Whig mob, the Hospital proprietors were finally 
compelled to drop all charges against the incendiaries of Cat Island 
and others involved in mob damage. 
2 But if, for the time being, 
an uneasy semblance of public order was thus restored in the 
vicinity of Salem and Marblehead, the "Smallpox War" had opened 
politically damaging rifts in the Whig party not only in the 
strategic county of Eseex, but among the Representatives in the 
General Court and the inner circles of the Whig Provincial 
leadership. 
It is probable that Col. Elisha Jones, who was the Representative 
for Weston in the winter session of the General Court that 
convened in Boston on January 26th, 1774, was in the Chamber when 
the Whig leaders of Essex County were driven by the collapse of 
law and order there to make a formal and public appeal to the 
General Court for. armed protection against their own Whig mobs 
openly aided and abetted by mutinous, uniformed militiamen. On 
Saturday, February 12th, the House heard Clerk Sam Adams read out 
the petition of Jeremiah Lee et al (including Eibridge Gerry and 
Azor Orne, the Marblehead Repree entatives, and those from Salem, 
Richard Derby and Timothy Pickering's brother John) "setting forth 
that great Disorders and tumults have arisen in said Town (of 
Marblehead*), and praying relief from this Court. " 
3 
1 George Billias based this account on the Crocker Memorial of 
the Glover family, p. 22. Reneral John Glover And His Marblehead 
Mariners (1960)p. 46. For the fullest accounts by an eye witness, 
see the references to the "Smallpox War" in the Journal of the 
Marblehead merchant Ashley Bowen: Philip C. F. Smith, ed., The Journals 
of Ashle Bowen (1728-1813) of Marblehead, Col. Soc. Mass. Publications,, 
Vol. XLIV (1973) for 1773 and 1774. 
2 In April, 1777 John and Jonathan Glover filed suit for damages of 
£l, ooo against Abijah Bowden as "The Leader of a Number of Desperate 
Persons who set fire to that Valuable Building. "see Benjamin Hiohborn 
of Boston the Glovers attorney, to Abijah Bowden, Dec. 27,1777. Marblehead Historical Society Collections, No. 3545. 
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Sam Adams described his predicament in a letter to 
Elbridre Gerry dated March 25,1774, after the end of the 
Session. "When your petition was read in the House, "he wrote, 
"I was fearful that our enemies would make an ill 
improvement of it. I thought I could discover in 
the countenance of some a kind of triumph in 
finding that the friends of liberty themselves, 
were obliged to have recourse even to military 
aid, to protect them from the fury of an 
ungoverned mob... " 1 
Besides Col. Blisha Jones, Sam Adams' "enemies" in the 
House for the session of Jasnuary-March, 1774, taking as a yardstick 
the politically significant vote of the day before - February 11th - 
these were but eight members, the handful who voted against the 
Whig resolve demanding the removal of Chief Justice Peter Oliver 
for his acceptance of a Crown stipend rather than the annual 
salary customarily appropriated to High Court Judges by the General 
Court. 
2 
Besides Mark Hopkins of Egremont and Alford, the young 
lawyer who had married Electa, daughter of Col. Jones' niece Abigail 
Williams and the Rev. John Sergeant, the Indian missionary founder 
of Stockbridge, these were largely the Tory stalwarts of many 
years experience in the House: the Colonel's old friend John 
Worthington of Springfield (Wore. ), Josiah Edson of Bridgewater 
(Plymouth), Thomas Gilbert of Freetown (Bristol), William Tyng of 
Falmouth and Cape Elizabeth (Cumberland, Me. ), Abijah White of 
Marshfield (Plymouth), Capt. Jeremiah Learned, Oxford and Charlton 
(Worc. )The ninth member was a newcomer to the Tory ranks in the 
House, Daniel Leonard, a lawyer, of Taunton (Bristol), perhaps the 
most prominent of the Whigs who were the converts of Whig mobbings 
and; violence, the Boston Tea Party and the Smallpox War. 
Cont. 3. Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives ... 1773-1774 
February 12,1774. p. 151. 
1 Sam Adams to Eibridge Gerry, March 25,1774. James T. Austin, The Life 
of Elbridge Gerr 
(1828) Vol. I, p. 37" 
2 This list of Tories is as recorded by Sam Adams as Clerk of the 
House and printed in the Journal... 1773-1774, February 11,1774. p. 148. 
See also the Salem Essex Gazette, February 22,1774.5/3. 
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The debate which followed the reading of the Petition 
of Jeremiah Lee and the other leading men of Essex County asking 
for the protection of the Provincial Government against the Whig 
mobs rampaging at will through that part of' Massachusetts raised 
the most fundamental Constitutional questions which then divided 
the Tories, or "Friends of Government, " who with Col. Jones believed 
in the rule of'law as the only bastion against anarchy, and evolutionary 
constitutional reform by consent through legal means, and Whig 
Radicals like Sam Adams, who regarded"organized" mob vi. Ience and 
the "selective" destruction of property belonging to political 
opponents as legitimate weapons by which a minority might enforce 
political change. No official account of House debates in Colonial 
Massachusetts was ever kept, the House Journal recording only decisions 
taken, but by Sam Adams' on description of the proceedings in his 
letter to Elbridge Gerry on March 25th, Col. Jones and the Tories 
had made the most of their opportunity to brand the Whig Radicals 
an revolutionaries. "They"(the Tories), he wrote, 
seemed to me to be disposed to confound the 
distinction, between a lawless attack upon property 
in a case where if there had been right there was 
remedy, and the people's rising in the necessary 
defence of their liberüies, and deliberately, and I 
may add rationally destroying property, after trying 
every method to preserve it, and when the men in 
power had rendered the destruction of that property 
the only means of securing the property of all. " 1 
Whatever the merit's of' any. argwnentt, debates in the House 
, were decided by political majorities, and 
Sam Adams, with the 
management of the work of the Assembly under the tight rein of 
his powers as Clerk, had to call upon at this session a massive Whig 
majority. Despite probable abstentions and even defections of some 
conservative Whigs whose natural sympathies would have supported 
the appeal of the Essex Whigs for Provincial aid in suppressing 
Sam Adams to Elbridge Gerry, March 25,1774. James T. Austin, The 
Life of Elbridge Gerry (1828) Vol. I, p. 37" 
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the mob violence of Whig mobs, Sam Adams was able to shelve the 
issue by using the time-honoured expedient of appointing a House 
Committee to investigate the matter. Two Whigs of unquestioned 
loyalty to the Sam Adams Junta of Boston Radicals were chosen: 
Maj. Jedediah Foster of'Brookfield (Worcester) and Robert Treat 
Paine of Taunton (Bristol) who, "with such as the Hon. Board (of 
Selectmen) shall join (were to) be a Committee to repair to the 
Town of Marblehead, enquire into the causes of uneasiness there, 
and report. " 
1 
The House Committee Report, dated February l8th, avoided largely 
the thorny and politically divisive (for the Whigs) Cons-6itutional 
law-and-order aspects of the Smallpox War. It attributed the 
troubles to popular fears concerning the carrying out of safety 
regulations designed to stop the spread of contagion by Hospital 
Overseers'; the (Whig) Selectmen's refusal to implement safety 
recommerndations voted by the (Tory-controlled) Deoember, 1773 Town 
Meeting; "A loss of confidence of the poorer sorts of which the 
majority of the Town is composed" in the Hospital "at a time when 
the poorer sorts were all at home and out of business" (most of 
the'Marbleheadere were the orews of fishing vessels) and who were 
"not being able to bear the expense of, Inoculation" were exposed 
by those who could pay for it and left "to Suffer the Small Pox 
inithe natural way, at the great Hazard of their lives. "And last of 
all, that it was the less well off who suffered most from the loss 
of trade which any visitatiom of smallpox enttail'ýd. 
2 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives ... 1? 73-1774. 
Feb. 12,1774. P. l51. The Whig apologist Frank Davol in his joint 
biography of Paine and Daniel Leonard (who had begun to vote with 
the Tories in the House in January, 1774) Two Mon of Taunton(1912) 
makes no reference to Paine's serving on, this Committee, which was to 
bring him into conflict with Eibridge Gerry and the other Whig 
leaders of Essex County. 
2 The Committee Report to the House dated Feb. 18,1774, is in 
Massachusetts Archives (Boston) Vol. 87, pp. 384-385. 
Dirk Hoerder in Crowd Action in Revolutionary Massachusetts 1"6 - 1780 (1977) in a brief discussion of the Smallpox War pp. 54-4,250-1) 
maintains that "What looked like a small-scale Civil war caused by 
prejudices against inoculation and fear of smallpox was in fact a 
violent outbreak of sociopolitical and class conflict. "But these 
Marxian terms ate too limiting. Pauline Maier's thesis that mobs in 
fact promoted public order. cannot be demonstrated by the Smallpox War 
see her study From Resistance to Revolution. (1973)and other works that 
avoid any discussion of it. 
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The corrosive effect upon public authority and the 
functioning of town and county government of unhampered mob 
violenoe during the Smallpox War -a foretaste of the Whig- 
promoted anarchy that was to descend upon Massachusetts Bay 
after the Powder Alarm of September 1,1774 - was recognized 
only too clearly by the Whig leaders of Essex County, who lived 
with weeks and months of public disorders and lawbreakings the 
worst excesses of which, as Selectmen and town officers they 
found themselves powerless to prevent or contain. 
1 
No effective 
help had been forthcoming from Governor Thomas Hutchinson, 
preoccupied, it must be said, with the "larger" Imperial questions 
raised by the Boston Tea Party, the continuing personal attacks 
made upon him by the Whigs, and his ever-present concern for his 
own reputation as a colonial administrator. It was Hutchinson's 
policy - at the inevitable cost of further deterioration progressively 
in governmental authority-to avoid the use of military force, whether 
by his admittedly small force of regular troops, or the Massachusetts 
Bay Militia, designed in peace-time to support the Magistrates (so 
many of them traditionally militia field officers), when called upon, 
in keeping public order. In his History of the Colony and Province 
of Massachusetts-Bay (Vol. III ending with his departure for England 
onjJune lst, 1774, completed in England Oot. 22,1778 and first published 
in 1828 after his death) Htitohinson, significantly enough, made no 
reference to the months of civic strife known an the Smallpox War or 
his failure to carry out his duties in, Essex County as Chief 
Magistrate of the Bay as well as supreme commander of the Militia. 
Instead, Hutchinson covered his own failure to act with historical 
perjury, making it appear - quite falsely and to the aid and comfort 
of Whig historians ever since - that among the local authorities in 
Massachusetts, whether Whig or Tory, after the Boston Tea Party 
"There was not a justice of' peace, sheriff, constable, or 
peace officer in the province, who would venture to take any 
cognizance of any breach of law, against the general bent 
of the people. " 2 
1 Marblehead Committee of Correspondence to the Boston Committee of 
Correspondence, March 22,1774. Bancroft MSS., New York Public Library. 
2 L. S. Mayo, ed., The Hist rv of the Colony and Province of Massachusetts- 
Vol. III (2nd. edn. 1936, Cambriccge, Mass. )p. 314. ý """ Bay 
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And as for the Militia, Hutchinson continued with the following: 
"The military authority, which, by charter, was given to 
the governor, had been assumed by this body of the people, 
who appointed juards and off'icers, which appeared sometimes 
with fire-arms, though generally without them. And when he 
required the colonel of the regiment of militia in the 
town, (Boston)to use the powers with which by law he was 
intrusted, he excused himself, by urging the hazard to 
which he should be exposed, and the ineffioaoy of any attempt. " 
In protest- against the course of events, the members of the 
Whig Marblehead Committee of Correspondence - Eibridge Gerry, 
Azor Orne, and John and Jonathan Glover - resigned in a body, 
for reasons which they set forth in a letter to the Boston Committee 
of Correspondence on March 22nd: 
"We should probably have continued in ye same Pursuit 
until Time has determined ye event of our Struggles; 
had not ye late prevalent disorders have put an &d 
in this place to all order & Distinction & rendered 
publick Officers of every degree obnoxious to ye Conrtroul 
of a savage Mobility. " 2 
Nor would the Marblehead Committee agree to serve again "without 
material Alteration in the Conduct of the Inhabitants. " 
3 
March 22nd, as the Rev. Asa Dunbar recorded in his "Diary, " 
was significant as the day on which Judge Nathaniel Ropes, much 
respected throughout Essex County, was buried at Salem, whose 
death had been caused, it was believed, by the attack of a Whig mob 
on his house four days before. 
4 
Sam Adamsas Secretary of the Boston Committee of Correspondence, 
in a letter sent to Elbridge Gerry, Seoretary of the resigned 
Marlborough Committee of Correspondenoe, on March 25th, 1774, described 
the nugatory House proceedings with respect to the petition of 
Jeremiah Lee and other prominent men of Essex County for aid in 
1 L. S. Mayo, ed., The Histlor ... of Massachusetts-Bay (1936) Vo1. III, p. 314. 
2 Marblehead Committee of Correspondence to the Boston Committee of 
Correspondence, March 22,1774. Bancroft MSS., New York Public Library. 
3 Loc. Cit . 
4 Rev. Asa"Dunbar, "Diary , "March 2291774-MSS-, AmAntiq. Soc. See also 
G. F. Dow, ed., The Holyoke Diaries 1709-1856 (1911)p. 82. 
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restoring order (Gerry and his colleague as Town Representative, 
Azor Orne, had evidently not been present). But first of all 
Sam Adams gave Gerry and the other former Committeemen a pointed 
lecture on the better management of their Whig mobs: 
"The tumult of the people is very properly compared 
to the raging of the sea. When the passiono of a 
multitude become headstrong, they generally will have 
their course: a direct opposition only tends to increase 
them; and as to reasoning, one may as well expect that 
the foaming billows will harken to a lecture of morality 
and be quiet. The skilful pilot will carefully keep the 
helm, and so steer the ship while the storm continued, 
as to prevent, if possible, her receiving injury... " 1 
1 Sam Adams to Elbridge Gerry, March 25,1774. James T. Austin, 
The Life of Elbrid-ge Gerry (1828) Vol. I, p. 37. 
As it happened, the hard lesson of the Smallpox War was well 
learned by the Marblehead and Salem Whigs: they saw to it that the 
hard core of troublemakers, largely fishing crews and sailors, when 
not employed at their seasonal calling on the Grand Banks and other 
fishing grounds, were kept occupied with the mobbing of Tories, and 
looting their property. Preferably these operations were carried 
out at some distance away, along the coast. There marauders, nothing 
but common pirates and who found it easy enough to slip past the 
infrequent patrols of Naval vessels north of Boston, by the end of 
the summer of 1774 were ranging the Maine coast in force: Col. Elisha 
Jones' eldest sor4. Nathan, of Jones' Cove, on Frenchman's' Bay, wrote 
to Gen. Gage in Boston on Oct. 27,1774, that "on the 25th and 26th 
Instant upwards of three hundred men with a Sloop and Several Fishing 
Sohooners (from Salem, Newbury, Poritsmouth, and other coast towns)oame 
and took possession of my Sloop, threw part of (the)leading overboard 
and stripped her of her sails and rigging, then sent a Committee of 
Eleven men to me with a paper... The content of the paper was that I 
should promise not to ship any more lumber for 1iir, Majesty's use... " 
Col. Nathan Jones to Gen. Gage, Oat. 27f1774. Gage NS;., Clements Library, 
University of Michigan. 
By the end of 1774 the disaffected Whig leaders of Marblehead, 
spurred on by circumstances, including the Boston Port Bill and other 
punitive Parliamentary legislation, had returned to the Whig Party 
fold. These included Jonathan Glover who signed - and later recanted- 
the"Address of the Inhabitants of' Marblehead to Gov. Hutchinson, " 
dated May 25,1774. The text, with signers, is printed in James H. Stark, 
The Loyalists of'Massachusetts (1907), pp. 127-128. 
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BOYCOTTING TIIE COMMIT'PL. i, S OF CORHLn1'ONDENCI 
AND THE VIOLENCE D ', 'D BY BO ; TON' 3 T1; A PARTY 
NOVF1'iBJ , 1773 - 
JAIVUARY, 1774 
"342 chests of tea shied by the ;. India Co and 
concirned to Richard Clarke && Tory Benj Paneuil, 
Gov. Hutchincon Tory Tho & Eli! -hi Hutchinson was 
by a number of person-- unknown, di^t-uired like 
Indians taken out of 3 nhipn viz Hall Bruce & 
Coffin and thrown into the sea --- all done in 
110 minutes... " 
Samuel Philips Savage of Weston, Moderator 
of the "Body of the People" meetin; r, in 
Boston, December 14,16,1773.1 
During; the fall and winter month^ of 1773-1774 while 
the Whig mobs of Essex County were running wild in the Cnn. llpox 
War, elsewhere in the Bay Colony the Whig Committees of Correspondence- 
in towns which had chosen them - and Ithig a, mitators, including 
radical-minded ministers in the pulpits and other firebrands wherever 
they could get a hearing, were stoking the fires of anarchy : und 
mob violence in the name of "righteous" resistance to the Toirnn}lencd 
duty on tea, to the Whigs the symbol of "unconstitutional" 
usurpation by Parliament of a right to tax the Colonies wit}loi t 
their consent. News of the provisions of the Tea Act of Nny, 1773 and 
of the shipments of dutied tea to Mansachusetts reached the Whip, 
leaders in Boston by the beginning of October, and was soon 
followed by Sam Adams' carefully directed campair-n of vio7. ent protest. 
1 Se, muel Phillip^ Savage, "Diary, " December, 1773. 
2 The firnt new-aper account of the Tc'n Act appeare, ) in -' lie 'H Orton Gazette (Oct . l1th and condemnation of it in Ina Lall il, om, ar7ý r., -i. ýtra 1- 
Man_achurettý y, Oct. l4th. The fullest account of the Te,, troubles 
jr Benjamin Labaree's The Ironton Tea Par (196d). hut nee the ! I';:, of 
Massachusetts historian I'ranci^ ::. Dra e nt the TJ. i:. 1i. Cýocietv(do ton) 
the basis for his still invaluable otudl, y Toa helves (I3onto)n, I-W14), 
and the recent ntudy by Dirk loerder, Crowd Action in ItevoLu"tionary 
I ar. sachu^ett! X65-1 
8O. (1977)p; ). 8')-143, %'47-; ''/0. 
/00 
Ju^t an during the Whir boycott; of F. ht*. linh poodr in 1768, 
the firnt targetn of the Whit; mohn were irnportern, to be followed 
in due cournc by retailers and the hapleý-, tea-ýýýýlictel connurnern. 
On October ? 3rd Sam Adn. mr' ". secret" North id Caucun renol. ved to 
oppo^e the landing of dutied Wert India Company tea by every men. nr",, 
and to act in concert with other intcrer, ted t*roup4. On the night of 
November lst the Sono of Liberty nerved notice upon the connigneer 
in Bonton that they were required to meet with them under the 
1 
Liberty Tree on November 3rd publicly to rer, ign their contractr 
and give undertaking that they would chip any tea arriving at 
Bonton back to enrl. n. nd. Bonton merchant John Rowe, a conservative 
Whir, described the public intimidation of the connitmeen which 
followed: 
" Nov 2 This morning... When I pot abroad I found an 
advertin>ement rtu. ck up at almont every Corner as Followe 
'To the P emon of thin, S. the noit"hborinr 
Towne Genlee, you are desired to meet at Liberty 
Tree thin day at Twolvo of Clock at noon, then & 
there to haar the Per-,, onr, to whom the Tea in 
nhipped by the 1ant India Company, make a publick 
Henignation of their Office an Connipneen upon 
Oath & also nwear that they will re-ship any Tea 
that may be Connipned to them by said Company 
by the firnt Vennell nailing for London. ' Boston 
Nov-3'd 1773 -- O. C. Secretary. 112 
The tea connigneen, however, quite underntandably, did not obey. 
In his account of the oventn of November 3rd John Rowe with his 
characteristic reticence in mattere dan, *erounly inviting of 
retribution, maker no mention of mob violence: 
Towne Contitrn, you are desired to meet at Liberty 
Tree thin, day at Twolvo of Clock at noon, then & 
there to haar the Per-,, onn to whom the Tea i^ 
nhipped by the Last India Company, make a publick 
Resignation of their Office an Connigneen upon 
Oath & also nwear that they will re-Chip any Tea 
that may be Consigned to them by said Company 
by the firnt Vennell nailing for London. ' Boston 
Nov-3'd 1773 -- O. C. Secretary. "2 
"Nov 3. Thin day the Inhabitants of the Town gare alarmed 
Occasioned by the advertisement of yenterday --The Gentlemen 
to whom ihn Tea wan Guppono(l to be Coneijned did not obey 
the Summons & mnke their Appearance nt Liberty Tree, upon 
I "C'rocerc} ins m of' ihn North }snd C; Lucur, ",, rintod in el brid; e h. Conn 
'I`he Life of Col P;,, uI Itov(,. re 1 )Vo L . 11 , 1). 
Od I. ; i1 no Join Cary, 
J 1h Warren 
ý1ý6.1 
. p. 13U. 
! inne Itowe Cunninf-h crn, eci., Let. tern ; and Ui ,x of' John ; tows (])U 3) 
iJov., ", 1773" p"; ýý . 
"U. C.,; ncrei; r,. r, y": Ono of t}» cis'nrztur,, n of the Loyal 
Ninc, aptly deocribe(l by Dirk Iloerder (Crowd Action in Revolution-t 
Irlrt^c'nc_}ýune_ttr 1 (ý' -1' ij0(ly17ý p. )ýj) nn "a kind of' clearinnf- houre between 
top Innderrhip and crowd. " "O. C. " ntood for Oliver Cromwell. 
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which the Sonn of Luber ,yn. r, I)ointeri a Committee to Mo 
& wait on them to know -. heir Determin, -it: ion, u; >: in which 
the Committee with rt iar, -e Concourno oi' }'eopie wont from 
Liünrty 'T'ree to the :. tore of e, r Rich" Clar:.. :; oa; o at tu e 
ýkjttnr: i of Kinn itrcet where they found ; <<r : iich1 Clark, 
I: ir Boni" h'rineuil the Goýrerno Lr, two '; on^, i;, I Jon tIinoiow 
of -, r: 7hi'ield who are the Gentlemen There Y(: %-", are nuppoced 
to be Corinij-7nod to. 'Piere were several of their Frienüs 
there with thern, Colo. IIatch of Porche:; ter, Judge Lee of 
Cambrid e, Mr Nat Cary, MI' Tho" Laa ; hton, & many others-- 
1r Iüol i. neux as Chairman of thin Comý", ittne Read to them a 
Paper & produced another which they Rer1uirori them to sirn 
&c -- Mr Richd Clark & the other Gentlemor -ve them for 
answer -they would not Comply with their or words 
to thrLt purpose -- this, w. Ln an Unexpected Answer !, o them 
has riven them much Displeasure The Principal. People that 
accompanied Nr Mollineux were as Follows -- A, r ;;,. irnl Adruns, 
11r Wm Donnie, Er john Pittn, Colo. lle, ath of Roxbury, Jr. Church, 
Dr. Warren, Dr Young, Capt Jno Hatchet, Capt i[opKins, Hat 
B. rtrker, Gabriel Johnno-L, i: zekl Cheover & about five hundreü 
more as near an I could guens -The same pieces wan posted 
up thin day as yontorday with this addition --Skew me the 
Man that dare take thin down ... " 1 
Unlike merchant John Rowe the Anglican Rev. Henry Caner of 
King'r> Chapel had no roanon, the protection of hip bucine^c and 
property, to net down less than the truth of these mob happenini-S 
led by Sam Ajruno and the radical lee. dere. In a letter to Gov. John 
Wentworth of New Hampshire on November 8t}; he wrote: 
"flednen(Jayý last the people were warned to meet at (the) 
Liberty Tree to hear the resignation of the Consi. gncos of the 
Tea & the sd Consignees were summon'd & commanded to attend, 
but did not, it seems, think proper to obey. 1000n, it is tholt, 
met at the Tree, but not finding the Gentlemen ', here wm they 
sought for, march'd to K(ing) Street & surrounded I1r. Clark's 
Warehouse. A riot was begun & an attempt to force themselves 
into the Chamber of the Warehouse & reize the Gentlemen they 
wanted who were all in the Chamber, but, being opposed by some 
spirited Gentlemen, were defeated. One of the Judges of the 2 
Inferior Court being present (i. e. Judge Joseph Lee of Cambri(ige) 
commended the Peace & order'd them to disperse. Iiim, it is said, 
they ascaulted, wounded, & if he had not dodged a partic(ulax) 
1 Anne Rowe Cunningham, ed., Letters and Diary of John Rowe(1903) 
pp. 252-3. 
2 See the sketch of Judge Joseph Lee by Clifford Shipton, Sihle 'e 
Harvard Grc, duaten, Vol. VI11, p. 594. Shipton used only the account of 
John Rowe, however, cnd not the important letterbook of Rev. üenry Caner 
in the Univernity of Brintol Library in F gland. 
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blow rý. irn'ri at nirn with.. . nrf*e rAick of ., ioo(,, 
(ho) 
rnw'1; inf ; L; 1 i1)Ly 1 rLVC boon kill d 
ýý'17. Cr ; ]; rC po, )111.; LT` (toVC1r1;, 4i " 
., CI1'I, lo 
Atlr_rr, iiy, ` Viol en-inn, at I Irin ', tC r' k 7".; 
; alive 0J about , riot. men c f' bred principi o: c rnor- lr... `r 1 
A ; ucrencion of planned tea, -protest Willg~ mo001rii. - wer-re 
to come in Bonton through the laic 1-'all of 1773, beforo the 
2 
expected arrival of the Tea nhip: in mid-December. i4itli the Minute 
Book of t2o Boston Committee of Corronpondence is a note (latod 
October 26,1773 and titled "Agreement not to be Uecord(., ý, " with 
a list of 13 who undertook "to . support and vindicate each other" 
if they or others., were rnade responsible "for any noble Effort they 
have made to nerve their Country by defeating the operation of any 
Act of the British Parliament expressly de:, ir; ned to e:: torte a 
Revenue from the Colonies agst their Consent. " This lint was headed 
by Crem Adam:., and included the leading Boston radicalc, nmon them 
Town Clerk William Cooper, John Pittr>, Drn. Joseph l'larren, Thomas 
Young and Benjamin Church, John Bradford. (an influential merchant and 
member of the inner-Whig Long Room Club)ºvilliam Molineux, and Rober-t 
Pierpont, the äuffolk County Coroner. 
3 
1 The Rev. Henry Caner at Boston to Gov. John Wentworth of New 
Hampehire, Nov. 8,1773. Caner Letterbook, M::., University of Bristol. 
"Men bad principles and morals": a reference to the unsavoury 
reputations of many of the Whig leaders in Bonton. Cam Adams had only 
been saved by political influence from prison for embezzling thousands 
of pounds of public money while n rving as Tax Collector for BBosto. -n. 
The huge sum of £8,000 was missing from hic accounts by 1765, when he 
"declined"re-election. Cee Clifford Shipton, 3ibley's Harvard Gra(-1a. rýes,, 
Vol.. X, pp"423-424. "Discreet editing" to which Cam Adams'papern - and 
those of other Whig leaders - wer- subjected has removed much vital 
evidence of their less reputable activities: no one has yet entabli:; hed 
what happened to the large sums "loot" by Sam Advns. Certainly it was 
not spent upon high living by him or his family perennially seen to be 
"down-at-heel". The funds may wel. i have been used by am to "finr_nce" 
the Boston mob and for Whig polit-cal bribery during ^lections &c. 
Foremost among the political agitators were Thomas Yong; the surgeon, 
a first-generation Irishman from Ulster County, New York, an avowed 
atheist, and Irish-born William Molineux, a ne'er-do-well of good family 
noted for his violence and described even by merchant John Rowe as 
"first leader of Dirty Matters. " (. 'unningham, ed., Din. r ... 
(1903)1-). 286. 
2 Ann Iiulton, sister of Henry Hulton, Comminsioner of Customs at Boston 
1767-1776, deecribed the mob attack upon the home of merchant Ric rý, on 
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I; o evidence har icen found that like hi., collpaj7ko on 
the I: ic] i.. < cex County lS. nch, Juc'ý*e: Jor, eph Lee of Ca Arie e, Co: i.. 
ý: lir't1o Jono : took any part in the undoulteci atteriptr o: ' the 
largely Tory mazf-; ictratec in the vicinity of Lo: -, ton to curl, - if 
they had not the power to nuppre^, P. - Sun Ada nr", ' tea prote: -t mot:., 
operating within the Mar, nachunettr3 capital. But as with a number 
of Tory mngintruten in town^ come miles removed from the centre 
of the Whig-for. -ented tea agitation in Boston, and in places whore 
(font. ) Clark on November 18th: 
"The Ships Laden wth Tea from the i ast Ind-I. L iiou^e are hourly 
expected the People will not : -i.. ffer it to be landed at Boston, 
they demand the ConniCnen to promise to non(! it b, -fck-1-'1r Mark 
resolutely refuses to comply, wi. ll submit to no other tormn, than. 
to put it into warehouse till 1 hey can hear from i: it i ýrrd. They 
threaten to tear hirn to pieces i: " its L: anciri. he ni, yn he will be 
tore to pieces before he will exert the Trust reno«1 in him by 
the Conr, ignern. Hic on who in just arrived from i1. n("; land... & all 
the family were got together, the first night rejoicing at his 
Arrival when the mob nurrouadd the House, attack"' it wtr` 
hones 
& clubs did great damage to the House, & furniture, when young 
(Clark) spoke to 'em, told 'em if they did not denint (he nho"a'd) 
certainly fire a Gun at them, weh he did, & wounr""d a man, it's 
supposed for they retreated carrying off a man, but they threatened 
to destroy every person in the House if anyone of their associates 
was killd &a great number of Stones each so large an to have 
killd any per-non they had hit, were thrown about the Table where 
the family were at Supper, but Providence directed 'em so that 
they (lid not fall on any person. All the avenues to the House 
at the same time were guarded. by armed Men to prevent 1"r Clark 
escaping. This was beyond anything of the kind since we came 
here. " (That is, since 1767) Ann Hulton to her friend in Liverpool 
bars. Lightbody, Bostoný, Nov. 25,1773. Letters of a Loyalist Lay 
(19'7) pp. 64-65. 
3. The men whose maser appeared on the "Agroement not to be Recorded" 
were drawn largely from the Bostcn Committee of Correspondence; tlies e 
were: Sam Adams, James Otis, Joseph Warren, Benjamin Church, Willirun 
Dennie, William Greenleaf, Joseph Greenleaf, Thomas Yount, ,; illiam 
Powell, Nathaniel Appleton, Olivez Wendell John Sweetýser, joc, iah Quincy, 
John ', ' 'adford, Itichard Boynton, William Mackray, Nathaniel Barber, Caleb 
Davis, Aloxander Hill, William Molineux, end Robert Pierpont. 3oston Town 
Records, 1770-1777, Boston Record Commissionern, lteport, XVIIl(I3o^ton, 
1887 p. 93. 'he "Agreement not to be Recorded" is in the minute Book 
of the Boston Committee of CorreEpondence, Oct. 26,1773, Committee of 
Correnpondence MSS., New York Public Library. 
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the local militia. (the right arm of the bay Colony magrates) 
was notably loyal to Government, Colonel Jones, with a firm hand 
on hic own Third hiddie^ex Itegiment, was to a large degree nuccesni'ul 
in keeping t' - peace in his town of vicston until the "tea riot" 
at the Golden. Ball Tavern there on the Post -Road on March 21,1774. 
Col. Jones' surviving ace-ants book (with, it must be said, 
few entries for the 1770's) gives no indication that such retailing 
in Weston as was still carried on in 1773 and 1774 as part of his 
wide-spreading business interests included dealings in tea. It may 
have been that by this time Col. Jones had relinquished much of this 
local trade - in favour notably of the large profits to be made in 
the supply of Maine lumber and firewood to fuel-hungry Boston - to 
his younger cousin Capt. Isaac Jones (1728-1313)" Whatever Col. li: ha's 
interest, in 1760 Isaac had opened a store with a license to : seil 
liquor, wlich had pro; pered,, and in 1763-1770 he built the lsrge tavern 
called (to this day) the Golden Ball on the Pont Road. 
2 
As part of his regular trade Isaac Jones was a tea retailer - 
and he continued this business through the fall and winter of 1773-4 
despite the growing clamour of Spun Adams' Whig campaign of intimidation 
and violence which condemned all importers of tea, retailers, and. 
consumers - the latter to be punished initially by social ostracism - 
as enemies of the liberties of their country. However, by the winter 
of 1773-4 - if not before - Isaac Jones, like so many other retailers 
in Massachusetts, was getting his supplies in the form of tea 
smuggled into the American colonies. In Isaac's case from stocks of 
the Dutch East India Company in Holland, broui; ht thence up the Hudson 
River to Albany, and then overland. 
3 
1 See below. 
2 Col. Elisha Jones' Accounts Book is now at the Golden Ball Tavern 
at Weston, a family museum operated by the Golden Ball Trust. 
Isaac Jones was the son of Col. Jones' Uncle James, of Weston. See 
Dr. Henry Bond, Genealogies of the Families and Descendants of the 
Early Settlers of Watertown, Nassachusetts, including Waltham and Weston; 
To wich is appended The Early History of the Town(Boston, l860)pp. 312-13. 
3 Statement by Isaac Jones dated Aarch l8,1774 and. published on 
March 21,1774 in the Boston Evening Post. See below. 
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Traffic in rmui r1ed tea (a, jid other foreign good: ) wa: -. 
1on, c-Q! tabl. irhed in 1a nnrchucett^, and profitably under^olr; the 
dutied British product imported -. arg; ely by Boston merchants; it had 
been to eliminate this competition that the East India C 'npany had. 
oecurera Government approval for he scheme to sell its dutied tea 
at in even cheaper rate in the Colonies. As the Tory historian 
Peter Oliver put it: 
"The English Ministry imagined, that it would prevent the 
smuggling of Tea from the Dutch, to send a sufficient 
Supply, that the Price might be so Lowered as to discourage 
the illicit Trade; & the Condition of Sales was to be at 
publick Auction, to the highest Bidder. If the Scheme had 
succeeded, the Consumption, in the Massachusetts only, 
would have been a saving; to that Province of X000 Sterlg. 
p. Year. This Scheme wes founded upon a lenient Principle 
of the British Government, in Order to avoid any Force in 
restraining so pernicious a Trade. 
"The Objection made to itr by the Colonists, was, yt. the 
Duty was to be paid in the Colonies, instead of being paid 
in England... 
"Notwithstanding the British Parliament's good & kind 
Intention to the Colonies in the above Scheme: yet they 
never considered that the smuggling Business was so 
universal, & that the Smugglers Interest had engrossed so 
great a Power; for it was absolutely necessary, if they 
meaned to land the Tea, to have sent ten Soldiers, to every 
Chest of it, in Order to have guarded it; whereas the Mob 
had drove off the military three Years before... " 1 
Col. Elisha Jones and the Tory supporters of the Constitution 
in Massachusetts Bay were generally opposed. to any c, largement of 
Parliamentary powers of taxation (payment of duties on tea in the 
Colonies fell into this category, thus the prevalence among Tories 
as well as Whigs of arguments which condoned smuggling and 
circumvention as well as the use of mob violence to achieve political 
and legal change (regarded by>Whigs such as Sam Adams as "lawful means" 
justified by the integrity of their objectives). Through the fall 
and winter of 1773-1774 Col. Jones and those Tories who had not 
1 D. Adair and J. Schutz, eds., Peter Oliver's Origin & Progress of 
the American Rebellion (1961) p. 101. 
2A notab erce tion was Bri Tim thv Ruggles of Hardwick who 
regarded al? smuglerr with propound cýntempt, Who, he believed, were 
the cai1se of most of the political trouble in Piassachusetts. See Shipton, 
Sibley 's Harvard Graduates, IX, p. 214. 
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withdrawn from politics out of fear of Whip; reprisals as during 
the stamp Act agitation of 1765,1 worked to defeat the mounting 
Whig campaign for a boycott of dutied tea by continued and concert. -cl 
opposition to the proliferation and influence of that most ef',: ctive 
of Whip contrivances for fomenting popular discontent and sedition, 
the Committee of Correspondence. The Tory manifesto of the 
'Worcester Protest" in June, 1774, would link the success of the 
Whig opposition to dutied tea - built upon mob violence - with 
the Committees of Correspondence: 
"We therefore, whore names are hereunto nubscribed, do each 
of us declare and proterrt, it in our firm opinion, that the 
comrnittees of correspondence in the : -, ever<al tolti*n: of this 
province, being creatures of modern invention and constituted 
as they be, are a legal prievcnce, having no legal foundation, 
controved by a junto to serve particular de^i; rn. c and , -urpo: es 
of their own, and that they, as they have beon,, nnd are now 
managed in ti-i, 2 town, are a nuisax, ce: And we fen. r, it is in 
great measure owing to the baneful influence of such 
committees, that the teas of immense value, lately belonging 
to the East India company, were, not long since, scandalously 
destroyed in Boston, and that many other enormous acts of 
violence rand oppression have been perpotrated, whereby the lives 
of many honest, worthy persona, have been endangered and their 
property destroyed. " 2 
When to broaden the appearance of support elsewhere for Bostonts 
opposition to the'landing of dutied tea its Committee of Correspondence 
on November 22nd held a meeting in Faneuil Hall of representatives 
of the Committees of Correspondence from five nearby towns -Roxbury, 
Cambridge, Dorchester, Brookline, and Charlestown - which sent a 
1 Col. Jones' senior colleague on the Middlesex Bench, Judge E'dmund 
Trowbridge of Cambridge(apt. a Justice of the high Court in 1767 )wrote 
to Province Agent William Bollan in London, Sept. 7, Oct. 23,1765: 
"No man is Safe Unless he Joynn the Cry against the Stamp Act, I 
have for near a Month pant Expected my house would be demolished as 
the Lieutenant Governor's (Thos. Hutchinson)was & if I Could be Sure 
They would only destroy my house I should be much Easier Than now I 
am, I hope the Government at hone will repeal the act before mad 
People are The Only Ones That are left Alive amongst us... "Soe the 
sketch of Trowbridge in Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, VIII, p. 514, 
2 From a "true copy" in the Loyalist MSS. of the a. uthor, James Putnam, 
with the names of the 52 sienern. PRO. A. 0.13: 73. Tho text was obliterated 
by the Whigs from the Worcester Town Records; prmnted in the Boston 
Gazette, July 4,1774, and in William Lincoln, History of Worcester, (1837) 
PP. 87--d8. For the Tory "Town Protests" see below. 
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circular ] etter to the town- of Massachusetts condemning the 
Tea Act, Col. Jones : und the Weston Tories were successfui in 
preventing the holding of any Tovm Meetin to consider it, 
or the appointment of a Weston Committee of Correspondence. 
l 
Nor did Weston, on. Ly a short journey up Charles River, send 
official town delegates to the series of Whig-organized popular 
mass protest meetings against the landing of the dutied tea 
wherein people from other towns were invited to join gatherings 
first at Faneuil Hall and later at the Old South Meeting House 
with the so-called "body of the people" of Boston during November 
and early December, 1773. Lurid handbill notices stuck up by 
"Liberty Men" in Boston and nearby towns appealed for attendance 
with such as, on November 29th: "Friends: Brethren: Countrymen:.... 
the hour of Destruction or manly Opposition to the Machinations 
of Tyranny stares you in the face. " The people assembled to the 
ringing of the many Boston church bells, as for Town Meetings. 
As Governor Hutchinson wrote to Lord Dartmouth on December 2nd, 
"Altho' this Meeting or Assembly (of Nov. 29th) consisted principally 
of -the lower Rani:.:; of the People, and. even Journeymen Tradesmen 
were brought to increase the Number and the Rabble were not 
excluded, yet there were divers Gentlemen of Good Fortune among 
2 
them. " 
1 See Weston Town Records. The best summary of the activities of 
the Boston Committee of Correspondence in opposing the landing of the 
tea is in Richard D. Brown, Revolutionary Politics ... The Bonton Committee of Correspondence and the Towns, l 2 -. l' (197( ))PP-155-163. 
See also Benjamin Labar-ee, The Boston Tea Part 1964) pp. 109-118. 
The action taken by Brooläield Worc. )shows the popular temper in 
a "Whig" inland town. Capt. Jeduthan Baldwin, who had boon housewright 
for the building of Col. Jones 'mansion in , 'feston; in 1754-1755, and later 
won a measure of fame as builder of the redoubt on Bunker Hill, an 
ardent Whig, was one of a Committee chosen by Brookfield T , wn Meeting 
on. Dec. 7,1773, to draft a reply to the Boston Committee of Correspondenc, 
"We think it our indispensable duty, in the most public manner to 
let the world know our utter abhorrence of the last and most 
detestable schemo, in the introduction of Tea from Great Britain to be 
peddled out amongst usury which means we were to be made to swallow a 
poison more fatal in its effects to the national and political Rights 
and Privileges of the People of this country, than ratsbane would be 
to the natural body. 
"Therefore, Resolved, that we will not by any way or means knowingly encourage or promote the sale or consumption ofny Tea 
ont . 
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The Tea cri^in had reacher it^ critical r, tage with 
the arrival in the harbour at Borton of the first of the 
tea rhipc, n hallt:, Dartinou-th, orl aunday, November luth. 
Watc1ien wore ^et by the Whig-controlled Norton rnilit. aL at Griffin's 
Wharf to prevent the tea from booing landed. A ^ucce: lion of mans- 
meet ingq, meanwhile, on November 29th and 30th, -tr, -,, ued raid resolved 
measures to have the tea sent back to 1gla. nd. There were but few 
Tory voices raieed in protest, The most notable being that of the 
young painter John Singleton Copley (who was related by marriage to 
the Clarke fwnily who were amont; the tea agents). 
l 
Governor Hutchin^on's handling of the affair reflected all 
too clearly his largely self-inflicted impotence, and isolation 
from those elements even among the Tories, the very men of substance 
and used to the responsibilities of public office, who might 
ordinarily have been counted upon in a crisis of governmental 
authority. The Tea Agents still in Boston - Benjamin Paneuil, Thomas 
Hutchinson, Junior, and Jonathan and Richard Clarke - appealed in 
vain to Hutchinson for protecticn (as had the printer John Mein 
in the non-importation riots of 1769) and then fled to Castle William 
for their lives. Hutchinson made the empty gesture of trying to 
enlist the intervention of his Whig-con-trolled Coune: ]., and of 
exhorting the local Justices of the Peace to carry out their duties 
to suppress riots (something Hutchinson; himself had refused to do 
in the mobbings of'1769). One of Hutchinson's last acts before 
retreating to his country home at Milton Hill was to send Sheriff 
Stephen Greenleaf to Old South Caurch with a message denouncing 
the assembly of "The Body" as illegal and an order for it to disperse. 
The Whit, meeting merely hissed the Sheriff loudly to his exit, and 
resolved to continue its deliberations. 
Cont. whatever, subject to a duty payable in America, but all persons 
whoever they may be, who shall be concerned ina transaction so 
dangerous, shall be held by us in the utmost contempt, and be deemed 
enemies to the well being of this country. " Thomas Balciwin, ed., The 
Revolutionary Journal of Col. Jeduthan Baldwin 1775-1778(1906), xxii-xxiv. 
a Hutchinson to Dartmouth, Dec. 2,1773. Hutchinson Letterbooks, 
Massachusetts Archives, Vol. 27, p_, -). 577-8. 
1 Copley left Boston, for : England in June, 1774. See Letters & Papers of 
John Singleton Cople and Henry Pelham (1914)pp. 220-223. 
2 Boston Selectman John Scollay to Artur Lee in London,: Dec. 23,1773. 
Mass. Hist. Soc. Collections, 4 Ser., Vol. IV(1858)pp. 383-4. 
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By December 15th all three of the expected tea ships 
had reached Bonton and were moored by Griffin's wharf with 
the Dartmouth, the Eleanor on December 2nd, and finally the 
Beaver, which had brought smallpox as well as tea for cargo; 
a fourth vessel, the Clarke's brig William, under Captain Loring, 
it was learned at Boston on December 15th, had been cast away 
on the back of Cape Cod. Still no agreement had been reached 
for the disposition of the tea: as Peter Oliver later wrote, "the 
Mob insisted that the Teas should be sent to England. The Consignees 
would not take such a Risque upon theirrelves, for had the Teas been 
lost, they must have been the Losers... " 
Before the twenty-day period allowed by law for the payment 
of the tea duty was due to elapse for the first cargo - in the 
Dartmouth - on December 17th, the Whigs held two more "Body of the 
People" mass protest meetings, on December 14th and December 16th, 2 
again not at Faneuil Hall but at the larger Old South Meeting House. 
The blatant use of the Meeting Houses in Boston and elsewhere in 
Massachusetts for the promotion of sedition by the Whig leaders - 
two at least of whom, Dr. Thomas Young and William Molineux, were 
proselytizing atheists - whatever their customary use to accomodate 
the secular Town Meetings, was not lost upon traditionalists - who 
tended to be Tory, It was a precedent of the sort that bred 
retaliatory irreverence in its turn when British troops were in 
desperate need of shelter during the siege of Boston and took over 
a num' ?- of the then empty Meeting Houses, and was reflected later 
still in the writings of Peter Oliver and other Tories. It was 
with the moral outrage of an Old Colony Puritan that Oliver thus 
1 D. Adair and J. Schutz, eds. Peter Oliver's Orif; in & Progron of 
the American Rebellion (1961), p., 102. Besides those who had fled from 
Boston to Castle William in the harbour the consignees were Richard 
Clarke of Salem (Essex), Joshua Winslow of Marshfield (Plymouth), and 
the Governor's son 1lisha who went to stay with Lt. Gov. Andrew Oliver 
at his home in Middleborough (Plymouth). 
2 See the Diary of Whig merchant John Rowe. Anne Rowe Cu. nninghi , ed., 
Letters and Diar of John Rowe (1903)pp. 257-8, and William Tudor, ed., 
Deacon (John) Tudor's Diary ... A Record of 
More or Lens Important Events 
in Boston, from 1732 to 1793, E an Eye Wit ness (Boston , 18y6 , p. 44. 
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der cribed_ the "Body T? eetin ^" of ocemlier, l773: 
"that the Acti: tho,, r were about to perpetrate mir nt be 
c<u; ctified in a peculiar E. anner, Adari:,, 1[ancock c the 
Leac. er^ of ti e , 'action, arsemblecd the Rabble in the 
lýrfTe. ^t Dis^ccntin{, Ideetinf House in the Town, where they 
ha, ^, frequently assembled to pronoance their Annual Orations 
upon their Massacre, & -to perpetrate their most atrocious 
Acts of Treason& Rebellion -- thus, literally, 'turning 
the House of God. into a Den of Thieves'. " 1 
For the "Body Meetings" of December 14th and 16th, again to 
give semblance of Provincial support, the Whigs chose a man from 
outside Boston for the all-important post of Moderator - Co1. Liisha 
Jones' bitterest political enemy after Sam Adams, Samuel Phillips 
Savape, merch, Lnt and former Boston Selectman, who had removed to 
Weston after the Stamp Act riots. A bigoted Whig and old crony of 
Sam Adams, Sava e was privy to the innermost of Whig secrets, 4. nd 
connected to the North kid Caucus and Loyal Nine throuf; h his son- 
in-law, Henry Bass. Nor is it surprising that the belief has 
persisted in the town of Weston to this day that the Boston Tea 
Party was planned in the study of Savage's house, still standing 
near the Lincoln Tom Line on the Old Lancaster Road. 
2 
With the consignees safe behind the great runs of Castle 
William - put there. in earlier wars to keep out the French - and 
less inclined than before to make concessions, the "Body Meeting" 
seized upon Captain James Hall and Francis Rotch, owner of the 
Dartmouth, anxious to clear his vessel and. be free of the troublesome 
carg*o. When a last-minute appeal by Rotch to Gov. Hutchinson at 
Milton 
had been rejected., and Rotch had returned to the Meeting the cavernous 
hell of Old. South lit by a few candles only sparsely, at a quarter to 
six on that dark and rainy evening of December 16th Sam Adams broke 
up the assembly with the most significant statement of his long 
political career: "This meeting, " he said, "can do nothing more to 
save the Country. " 
1 D. Adair an. ý J. Schutz, eds. Peter Oliver's Origin & Progress of the 
American Rebel. lion(1961), p. 102. The Whigs commemorated the "Boston 
Nascacre" of ! -arch 5,1770 with an annual oration. 
2 The late 1 ma P. Ripley, who had access to do uments which cýý.. ý. no 
longer be found, and now perished oral material, was in no doubt 
N 
out 
about this etory. See er s etch of Savage's "The Patriotic house, "in 
Weston, A Puritan Towný1961) p. 261. 
3 ý; xoted in John C. Mill er, Sorn Adams - .. 
(1936)p. 294. 
It tr. ýe , ti prearranr ed -i mal that for the yloader-. hip 
violence r- no-t law would be the arbiter in the Colonial 
quarrel with Britain. To a, cacophony of war whoops from the 
Old South r-alleriee and from outside the hall, shoutcz of "To 
Griffin's '4harf, " and "Boston Harbour a tea pot tonight, " the 
Meeting Iiou.. e quickly emptied, while carefully organized squads 
of "Liberty Boys" with faces blackened and some in "n'ohawk" dis uses 
made their way to the quayside. They went quickly and effectively 
about their appointed work of dumping the cargoes of East India 
Company tea into Boston harbour. "All done in 110 minute:, " as 
Samuel Phillips Savage, Moderator of the Old South "Body Meeting" 
that day wrote, with evident satisfaction, in his "Diary. "1John 
Adams, like his cousin Sam and so many Whig leaders whr had not 
seen active service in the French Wars, was"charmed" by the 
success of disciplined violence: 
"The (lie is cast. The people have pas sod the river 
and cut away the hridge.... This is the grandest 
event which has ever yet happened since the 
controverey with Britain opened. The sublimity 
of it charms me! ... All things were conducted 
with Preat order, decency, and perfect eubmission 
to government... " 2 
This in a letter of December 17th to James Warren at Plymouth. 
John Adams was no less euphoric in the much-quoted entry that day 
in his Diary: 
"This is the most magnificent Movement of all... 
There is a Dignity, a Majesty, a Sublimity in this 
last Effort of the Patriots that I greatly admire.... 
This Destruction of the Tea is no bold, so darinr*, ao 
firm, intrepid, &, inflexible, and it must have so 
important Consequences and so lasting, that I cannot 
but consider it as an Epocha in History... " 3 
1 Samuel Phillips Savage, "Diary, " December, 1773JSS 
. º-a. s^. Hist. Soc. 
2 John Adams to James Warren, Deo. 17,1773. Charles Francis Adams, ed., 
The Works of John Adams ... Vo1. IX, pp. 333-334. 
3 L. H. Butterfield, ed., Dt an: i Autobiography of John Adams, Vol. II, 
-- ýý pp"85-86. (196l) 
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How ri ny people from Col. Jones' town of Lvcston made their 
way to Borten for the "Body Neetinfrpý" at Old -out; i on December 14th 
and 16th, prob bly will never be known. But one man her, been 
identified as ninon{-, -the "Liberty Boys" that spilled the tea from 
the ships: he was Samuel Hobbs, aged 23, then working as a 
1 journeyman in the tannery of Simeon Pratt at Roxbury. 
Whig vioicnce in the enforcement of a tea bo , ott quickly 
spread from Boston, as merchant John Rowe noted in his Diary on 
December 31st: 
"The People of Charle. >tewn collected what Tea they 
could fing, in The Town & burnt it in the View of a 
thousand 3pectatorn. There was found in the House 
of one Withinr-ton of Dorchester about half a Chest 
of Tea -- the People gathered together ( took the 
Tea, Brought it into the Common of Boten & Burnt 
it this night about eleven of Clock Thi^ is supposed 
to be part of the Tea tAat was taken out of the Ships 
& floated over to Dorchester. " 2 
But despite the tactics of assault and destruction used 
by the Whig mobs, and the vigorous propaganda campaign mounted 
in the Whig newspaper pres., the tea boycott war- far from being 
so well - or willingly - observed by merchants, retailers, and the 
consuming public as is generally portrayed. Nor was this tea boycott 
without strong and-overt opposition by the law-abiding elements of 
society who were only too well aware that their own rights of 
person and property were being infringed by the boycott. 
As the windrows of salted tea leaves, carried by the tides, 
widened out in Boston Harbout, there followed a fury of justification 
by Sam Adams and the Whig radical: on the one hand., end on the other 
by Governor Thomas Hutchinson and the ranking members of the Colonial 
1 Col. Daniel S. Lamnon, IIintory of the Town of Weston Mac; -achuÜetts 
1630-1890(1913) p. 71. Ebenezer Hobbs had set up a tannery on a brook 
tributary to Stony Brook in Weston about 1750.10or the Hobbs family, 
see Dr. Henry Bond, Genealo ies .. of the Early Settlers of Watertown... Waltham and Weston... pp. 299-301. 
2 Anne Rowe Cunningham, ed., Lette. s and Diar of John Rowe (1903) 
December 31,1773, p. 259" 
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Ar1minictr. ttion at B3o:. ton, military and civilian. "am Adamn rnd 
the Boston Whirr., in "n perfect Jubilee" at their defiance of 
government authority, maintained. that the tea - private property - 
had been cdestroyed. only as a last resort to prevent payment of 
unconstitutional duty when it was landed, and shifted the 
responsibility to the consignees for "their aversion to all 
conciliatory measures"(that is, for not agreeing to the fixed demand 
of the protesters that the tea be sent back forthwith to England). 
"I think we have put our Enemies in the wrong, " wrote Sam Adams, 
whose practice it was whenever possible to appear to do so, " and 
they must in the Judgement of rational Men be answerable for the 
Destruction of the Tea, which their own Obstinacy rendered 
necessary. " 
1 
For Col. Elisha Jones and the Tory majority of law-abiding 
people in Massachusetts Bay, however, inured as they were by years 
of experience, in the generation that saw the Stamp Act Riots, to 
the destructiveness o. nd threat to public order of the Whig mobs, 
it was they inaction of Governor Hutchinson and the civil and military 
authorities, the paralysis of Government and subsequent attempts to 
justify it, that posed the greatest threat for the future stability 
of'the Colony. Hutchinson, as in all times of crisis, sheltered first 
behind the Council,, 11hig-dominated in 1773 and in any case reluctant 
as were too many substantial men of property in both parties to draw 
the wrath of the Whig mobs. Finally mustering a quorum on December 21st, 
the Council met at the home of the ranking officer of the Massachusetts 
Militia, Maj. Gen. William Brattle, at Cambridge. It rejected 
Hutchinson's proposal for a proclamation offering a reward for 
information leading to the conviction of persons responsible for the 
destruction of the tea, agreeing instead to the routine but in the 
1 Thomas Cushing for the Boston Committee of Correspondence to Arthur 
Lee in London, Dec. 21,1773. Mass. Hist. Soc. Collections, 4 Ser., Vol. IV, 
(1858), pp"377-378; John Scollay to Arthur Lee, Dec. 21,1773. Ibid., p. 385. Sam Adams to James Warren at Plymouth, Dec. 28,1773. Warren-Adams Letters, 
(1917)Vo1. I, pp. 19-20. Boston Whigs in "Jubilee, "see Essex Gazette, 
Dec. 28,1773.1/2. 
,4 
circumstances 
1 
knowingly futile expedient of an investigation 
of the affair by Attorney General Jonathan. Sewall and the presentation 
of findings for action by a Grand Jury. 
During the Tea Duty Crisis Hutchinson as Governor had done 
little more to"help"the situation than to prevent the possible 
escape to sea of the Dartmouth and the other Tea Ships at Griffin's 
Wharf: Admiral John Montagu, commandant of the Naval squadron and 
the Marines stationed at Boston was asked to blockade all ships 
channels not within range of the guns at Castle William, and 
Col. Alexander Leslie, commanding the garrison of regular troops 
at the Castle, to charge the cannon in the fortress and set up an 
artillery battery on the far side of the channel. 
3 
After the Tea Party, Hutchinson, a master of negativist 
illogic, argued at length the "helplessness" of his position in 
reports to London, to Governor William Tryon of New York, to his 
old friend and Harvard classmate Col. Israel Williams at Hatfield - 
and to posterity in his History of the Colony and Province of 
Massachusetts-Bair (Vol. III, London, 1828)- to any, in short, who would 
listen, pleading the case of a rigid interpretation of duty in 
upholding the revenue acts and of not giving in to the demands of 
1 See Mass. Council Records, Mass. Archives, Vol. 16, pp. 748-9; 
Hutchinson's report of the Council proceedings, and a copy of the 
minutec, enclosed in Hutchinson to Dartmouth, PRO. C. 0.5/763, 
December 24,1773. 
2 From the time of the Boston Massacre trials,, and before, and notably 
with Grand Juries, the Boston Whigs kept a tight control of jurors. 
Hutchinson himself wrote that William Molineux boasted that they 
"would always be sure of 11 jurymen. in. 12"Mass. Arch. Vol. 27, p. 280. 
"Resort to the law" was a device favoured by Hutchinson himself to 
avoid taking action: it was, for exagiple, his advice to the crusading 
journalist John Mein, the tory who had been beaten and abused by the 
mob for printing the truth about non-importation evaders, incl. John 
Hancock, n: +nd who had applied to Hutchinson for protection, which was 
refused. The Mein case is well summarized in Hiller Zobel, The Boston 
Massacre, (1970)PP. 156-163. 
3 Hutchinr'on to DaLxtmouth, Dec. 15,1773. PRO. C. 0.5/763; Montagu to 
Customs Commissioners, Dec. 16,1773. PRO. T. 1/505. 
US 
an illegal assemhly, that i:, the "Body of the People" meetings 
, it Old 0outh. 
1 
"There was no part of the Authority except the 
Governor himself, " Hutchinson maintained, "which was not either 
favorers of the scheme(opposition to landinw the tea) or afraid 
to appear against it. " Fearing as he said "a greater convulsion 
than there was any danger of in 1.770 " at the time of the so-called 
"Boston Massacre, " Hutchinson made no call upon the regiments of 
loyal militia outside Boston (of which Col. Llisha Jones'Third 
Middlesex was a close-by and notable representative) or the regular 
forces also at his disposal of Ad. Montagu and Lt. Col. Leslie for 
their intervention to protect property and to keep public order 
in Boston. 
2 
There can be no doubt that both Ad. Nontagu and Lt. Col. Lesl. ie 
had offered Hu. tchinron their cooperation beyond the requested 
preventative measures against the escape to sea of the Tea Ships. 
Ad. Montagu reported to the Admiralty that "neither the Governor, 
(Boston) Magistrates, Owners, or the Revenue Officers of this place 
ever called for my assistance, " adding "I could easily have prevented 
the Execution of this Plan but must have endangered the Lives of 
many innocent People by firin upon the Town. " Col. Leslie had advised 
the direct and simple solution of sending in his troops to take 
possession of the tea (then under the"guard"of John Hancock's Cadets, 
one of the smartest contingents of the Massachusetts Bay Militia as 
being the official Governor's Guards) until order could have been 
restored in Boston. 
3 
1 Hutchinson to Francis Bernard, Jan. 1,1774. Hutchinson Letterbooks, 
XXXVII, p. 609. Nass. Arch.; Hutchinson to Dartmouth, Dec. 14,1773"Ibid., 
p. 588; Hutchinson to Dartmouth, Jan. 4,6,1774, . nd to Gov. Wm. Tryon, Jan. 15,1774. Egerton MSS 266l, pp. 6,7. Brit. Mus. 
2 Lawrence Mayo ed., The History... of Massachusetts Bay by Thos. 
Hutchinson (1936) Vol. III, pp. 313-4. 
3 Hutchinson maintained, however, that"it would not have been possible 
... for so small a body of troops to have kept po^nesrion of the town..: 
Ibid. See Montagu to Stevens, Dec. 17,1773 AD 1/484/497-8; Leslie to 
Haldimand, Dec. 21,1773, New York Hist. Soc. Collections (1881)p. 532; 
Leslie to Barrington, Dec. 6,17,1773. House of Lords DI-SbV. 266, pp. 206-7. For Col. Elisha Jones' posting of a military watch each night in 
the town of Weston to prevent mobbings from his Third Middlesex 
Regiment, see below, "Weston', Tea Party. " 
Il6 
Iiutchinnon himFielf had retreated out of Bonton for the 
duration of the Tea Crisis, beyond. reach of the Whig mob^, first 
to hin country home at Miltdn Hill, and thence to join the Tea 
conrirnees in the fortress at Castle William, most of whom were 
1 
his relations. Hutchinson by his abdication of responsibility 
for the protection of the local inhabitants during the Tea Crisis, 
left the Boston Tories and the law-abiding among the Whigs there, 
at last, to the free 
find and. u^e the new 
restored in Bolton b, 
177 4) and. the arrival 
his garrison army of 
governance of Sam Adams' mobs - never slow to 
2 
limits of their power. Nor was order to be 
afore Hutchinson's departure for England 
(June 1, 
of the new Governor, General Thomas Gage, and 
2 
regular troops in the spring. 
1 Hutchin. son's latent biographer, Bernard Bailyn., devotes only five 
pages to the Tea Crisis, the most important of Hutchinson's term 
as Governor, and these prefaced by the specious remarks that "The 
origin of the tea crisis, which was clearly building up in 
Nov-, 1773,, 
was in no way dutchinson's devising. It developed from conjunctions 
of forces far above him, in spheres he did. not know. But the 
tea 
trade itself he knew as well as any man in America... " Bailyp., however, 
does acknowledge Hutchinson's large personal and financial interest 
in the operation of the East India Company's tea monopoly in the 
American colonies. Hutchinson "knew enough too of the political 
sensitivity of that (tea) trade to have hidden in deepest secrecy 
his personal involvement in the actual merchandising of tea; while 
he handed over much of that business to his sons, he continued to be 
personally involved in the fortunes of the trade. Most of his liquid 
capital-nearly E4000 - was invested in East India Company stock, and 
in addition his crown salary of F1500 sterling per annum was drawn 
from the income of the tea duty in America. In addition to all of 
this, two of his sons, and relatives of theirs, the Clerkes, had 
become -though not, he swore, st his solicitation - principal 
consignees of the East India Company's now monopoly of American sales. " 
The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson (1974), pp. 259-263. 
For JohnHancock and the stationing of the Corps of Cadets on the 
Tea Ships, see the report by Col. Alexander Leslie dated Dec. 6th, 1773, 
(Gage MSS, Cl(-ments Library, University of Michigan) quoted by Clifford 
Shipton in his sketch of Hutchinson, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 
VIII, p. 204. As Commander-in-chief of the Massachusetts Militia, 
Hutchinson had it in his prerogative to countermand these orders, 
but there is no evidence that he did so. 
2 For the manipulation of the Boston mob by "Joyce Jr, "an agent of 
the Whig mob steering committee the secret "Loyal Nine, "after the Tea 
Party, and the outbreak of a new wave of violence in Boston before the 
General Court was due to meet on Jan. 26,1774, see belowv "Weston Is Tea 
Party. " 
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Out^ide Bonton, public order depended after the Tea Party 
to an even greater extent upon the thin line of royally-appointed 
mat-istra, to^, many of them with Gol. Elinha Jones of Weston the 
traditional : -oldier-magistrates (Colonels had the power to call-out 
their militia regiments) who, with the subordinate and elected town 
constables, had since the earliest days ofnthe Bay Colony been 
its first defense. Most of the magistrates outside Bonton, contrary 
to the reports of Governor Thomas Hutchinson and other royal 
appointees connected with the Administration, little bettered by 
Whig propaganda, appear to have remained loyal to Government - as 
did Col. Elisha Jones of Weston - during the winter of 1773-1774 
-end for some considerable time to come. It is significant that 
there are only a handful of survivals among their books of "Acts 
and Judgements" in which all cases - including those of mob violence 
and other breaches of the peace - were required to be recorded, 
these being, like that of Col. Elisha Jones, early and particular 
targets of destruction by contemporary Whig historical "revisionists. " 
Col. Elisha Jones' cousin, Lt. Col. John Jones of Dedham, a Suffolk 
County magistrate, whose book is one of the few not to have been 
"lost, "was still prosecuting sabbath breakers in July and August, 
1774.1 Despite the Whig furore and much to the chagrin of Sam Adams, 
one magistrate, John Greenough of Wellfleet, even aided one of the 
Tea consignees, Jonathan Clarke, to salvage the tea cargo (58 chests) 
from the brig William, wrecked on the back of Cape Cod, and to 
1 
These entries read: 
Dom. Rex vs Eph. Bacon 
Suffolk, ss. Memo That on ye 25th day of July 1774 - Ephriam Bacon 
of Dedham yeoman in £10 and Oliver Kendrick of Dedham yeoman in 510. 
Recognized That ye said'Ephriam should appear before ye Court of 
Genl Sessions of ye Peace to be held at Boston on ye 26th Inst, at 
10a m- to answer for his unlawfully absenting himself from the 
publick Worship of God on Lord's Days three months, as Expressed 
in a bill of Indictment filed in said Court. 
Suffolk, ss. Augt 891774 -Ephriam Bacon in ye Same Sum and with ye Same Surety recognized & held to answer at ye Genl Sessions of e Peace ye ist Tuesday in October next. " 
y 
Amos Perry, ed., Book of Minutes of Col. John Jones of Dedham, Mass. 
(Boston, 1894), pp. 39-40. Amos Perry wan Col. John's grandson ; see also 
his article, "Col. John Jones of'Dedham and his Paternal Ancestors in 
America, " N. E. H. G. R., April, 1890. pp. 158-167. 
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tr ns-ship it (all rout -two chests) in a Salem fishing :ý sooner 
safely to Ca. -,, le William, where by order of Governor Hutchinson 
the tea war, l nded early in Jnni, ary. "It is said that the Indian: 
this way, if t} e'r had suspected the Marchpee (Riachpee) tribe would 
have been ;o sick at the knees, " wrote Sam Adams, "would have 
marched on Snow Shoes... to hove done the Business for them. " 
1 
While there was no gainsaying the trend of growing violence 
and. numbers of Whig-engendered mobbings outside Boston 
(and Essex 
County where, throu ;h the winter of 1773-4 the "Smallpox War" was 
at its height) only a minority, about one-third, of the 260 
Massachusetts towns and districts, estimated at "more than eighty, " 
replied to the December Circular Letter of the Boston Committee 
of Correspondence with resolves of Towns Meetings and other 
endorsements of resistance to the Tea Act. Of these, moreover, 
two only, Watertown (Middlesex) on January 3rd, and Montai; 'ue (a small 
settlement near Connecticut River in Hampshire) on January 20th, 
approved the destruction of the tea at Boston on December 16th. 
2 
kven fewer towns - an estimated 25, - resolved without reservation to 
join in the Boston Radicals' call for a tea boycott (two of these, 
Hull (Suffolk) and Grafton, (Worcester), extended the prohibition 
to all dutied goods). 
3 
Sam Adams to Junes Warren at Plymouth, Jan. 10,1774. Warren-Adams lins, 
r ass. Ilis-t. Soc., Vol. I, p. 20; Jonathý. n Clarke at Provincetown to Richard 
Clarke at Cartle William, Dec. 31,1773. Misc. MSS., bound, Mass. Hist. Soc. 
Reported in Boston Gazette, Dec. 20, Jan. 17,1774. 
2 For a quantitative analysis of the reactions of those "Whig" towns 
outside Bonton with already-appointed Committees of Correspondence to 
the Boston Tea Partysand based for the most part on their replies to 
the Boston Committee of Correspondence Circular Letter of Dec., 1773, 
see: Richard D. Brown, Revolutionary Politics in Massachusetts The Boston 
Committee of Correspondence and the Towns, 1772-1774, pp. 163,167-168. 
For Watertown, see BCC, 1iinute Book, VI, pp. 530-533; and Monta*ue, BCC, 
Letters and Proceedings Received. Ceo. Banorbft NSS, New York Public 
Library(copies at Mass. Hist. Soc. ) 
3 For towns joining the tea boycott, see Richard. D. Brown, Revolutiono.. rv Politics ... 
(1970)pp. 168-171. 
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No evidence has been found that Col. ßlisha Jones' Weston 
Town P,: eetinr, took any direct action in the form of votes, recolves, 
or instructions to him as its Representativ(; to the General Court, 
due to reconvene in Boston on January 26th, 1774, which condemned 
the Boston Tea Party - as did a number of other Massachusetts Bay 
towns. This would not, however, have been consistent with Weston'. -r, 
conservative and Tory policy on Provincial issues since it re-elected 
Col. Jones to the General Court in May, 1773 (and which was to 
continue through the summer of 1774) as well as the town's past 
record of support for the rights of private property at such times 
as the Boston Stamp Act Riots, when it voted at Town Meeting of 
May 12,1766 to condemn "the out Rapes Committed there on the 27th 
of August 1765" and approved instructions drafted by Col. Ilisha 
Jones to Weston Representative Abraham Bigelow "to make full 
Compensation to the Late Sufferers in the Town of Boston by the Roiters 
on the 27 of August 1765 to be Pd out of the Publick treashurey: 
and that you aliso Do youer i ndever that the Same be Replased In 
the treashurey again if Posibel from the Perpetrators thereof or 
1 from any town or town that have a betted the Same... " 
How many Massachusetts towns did act officially to disapprove 
the Boston Tea Party and to urge upon government the punishment 
of those responsible and compensation for property destroyed 
; probably will never be known so thorough has been the censorship 
of public and private records by the Whigs. 
2 
1 M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records, (1893) p. 127. There is no 
material unpublished on, this subject in the Weston Town Archives. 
These instructions were copied into the Weston Town Records by the 
semi-literate Town Clerk, the Whig Braddyll Smith. 
2 It must be said that such accusations have also been made against 
Tory officials. The generally-fair-minded George Sheldon, in his classic 
and still reliable Hintor of Deerfield Vol. II, (1896)wrote of Col. 
Jones' nephew, "Dr. (Thomas Williams, the Tory town clerk, made only such 
record of the doings of the town as he saw fit. Meetings of a political 
character, carried in the interest of the Whigs, his dignity forbade 
his noticing at all. But as the strength of the Whigs increased, new 
leaders came to the fore, and after being directed "to make a true 
faithful record of the votes passed"in vain, he was the next year 
superseded by David Dickinson, a Whig. " p. 681. 
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One of the first Tory protests against Whir; opposition 
to the Tea Act had taken place before the Boston Tea Party, at 
Plymouth in the Old Colony. The Tory leader, Edward Winslow, 
unable to prevent a Town Meeting early in December from passing 
resolves endorsing the Boston Committee of Correspondence Circular 
Letter opposing the tea duty and upholding the right of the "Body 
of the People" meetings to assemble in Boston (which had been 
declared illegal by the Governor in a Proclamation read out at 
Old South I, y Sheriff Greenleaf'), drew up a "Protest" which was 
signed by 41 Plymouth Tories and printed in Draper's Tory 
Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Weekly News-Letter, Dec. 23,1773: 
"With the first of said resolves we will not concern ourselves 
further than to observe that we cannot see the necessity of 
this town's adopting similar measures with the citizens of 
Philadelphia. The 2nd. contains a censure upon a number of 
gentlemen (who are appointed consignees by the East-india 
company) which we cannot think either decent or just. Nor 
can we suppose that they have forfeited that protection to 
which good. citizens are entitled, or exposed themselves to 
the indignation of good men.... We say That we think it an 
affront to the common sense of mankind and to the dignity 
of the laws, to assert. that such a meeting as was held in 
the town of Boston on the first of... December, was either 
lawful or regular. " 1 
A significant reflection of' Tory merchant thinking in 
Massachusetts at this time, the "Plymouth Protest" was followed 
by a succession of others. Partisan feeling ran high enough in 
the wake of the Bostons Tea Party at the Littleton (Middlesex) 
Town Mee-in on Jan. 8,1774, to overturn a Whig majority and 
2 
carry a vote to abolish the Littleton Committee of Correspondence. 
1 Edward Winslow (1745-1815)was Great Great Grandson of Edward of 
the Ma lower, and best known. to Col. Jones' sons who served with him 
as Muster Master General of the Provincial forces during the War of 
the Revolution, and as a Judge in New Brunswick. 
For the"Plymouth Protest"see Massachusetts Gazette, Dec. 23,1773, 
2/2; and the Rev. W. O. Raymond, ed. Winslow Papers 1901)p. 363. James 
Warren, an ardent Whig, who attended the PlymouT h Town Meeting wrote to 
John Adams: "Little Ned Winslow(oneof my cousins)with a few other 
insignificant Tories appeared at the meeting and played their Game 
by holdinglkp the Terrors of the Governor's Proclamation which rather 
served us than themselves . From these Gentry in this Town we have 
little to fear. "James Warren to John Adams, Jan. 3,1774. Warren-Adams 
Letters, I, pp"23-4. 
2 Massachusetts Gazette and Bos o Wgekly News-Letter, Jan. 13,1774.3/1. 
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Toward the end of January, l774, crime tuo more important 
Tory "Protests, " and from towns which would become connpicuouc 
centres of loyalty to Government in the months to follow. The 
firnt was at Freetown (Bristol)where on January 25th the Town 
J%ieeting was led by one of the }pest known of the soldier-ma istrates, 
Col. Thoman Gilbert (1714-1796), viit? a dintinjuished record of 
service in the French Wars; the second at NNiarshfield (Plymouth) 
already known as a Tory stronghold, on January 3lst, when IJathanial 
Ray Thomas, a resourceful Tory leader and a Justice of the Peace 
since 1762, was elected Moderator. Thomas asked leave of the hieetiný-; 
"to speak his mind, " not an uncommon procedure, and persuaded the 
people to pass a resolve which denounced the Bonton Tea Party 
as an unjustifiable act of violence. 
2 
At Weston the challenge to Government by the local Whits in 
January, 1774 apparently wan not made primarily on the in. nuen 
raised by the Tea controversy. The surviving Town Recor3r, show 
but one question approved for dincun-ion on the warrant for the 
Town Meeting; of January 13th. the nettin; * up of a Wceaton Committee 
of Correnpon(lence, a Whig petition sponsored by the radical Town 
Tr. eanurer, T3rad(lyll Smith. But if a Whig proposition had been admitted 
for discus>^ion, the townsmen elected Col. Lli^ha Jonen a. n Nodern. tor - 
customarily an endorsement of a man's views on political que^tionn 
an well an an indication of standing and popularity with the town's 
elector^. It is to be regretted that no account han been found of 
the "full debate" mentioned in Vie Town Records: 
"At a meeting of the Freeholder:, and other Inhabitru; ts 
of the Town of 'Menton Duly 4ua1lified and. Legally warned 
in Publick Town Meeting; annembled at the Publick meeting; 
house in Said town on Thurndra. y the 13 Day of January AD 1774 
at one oClock in the afternoon then and there 
1 To Hear the Petition of Capt Br, n. cdrIyll `3rnit]i and other. - 
viz To Churre a Comnittre to take into Connidlerrltion the 
Circumntn. ncen> of our Publick affairn , -,. nd to Corrorpond with 
1 '''or an account of the i, reetoi-m me-tinfr, ^nr the IS,, ansiLchu^ett^ Gazette 
and Boston Tlee1 Newt; Le-f: tcrj'eb. iO, 1.77/ . 1ý1, 
' . iý'or Gilbert,, ^ ee 
Lorenzo Sabine, Loytilict^ in the Americ-in Revo. Lution., (Bo-ton, 1364)Vo1. I 
A . Alfred 
Jone^, The Loy; Llir-t of I; ýr _LCh_u^ett, ^ ly3U , IýFý. 1ýJ _lýj5. 2 PIass. Ga7ette and Bocton Meekly New^ Lett^r,: ý'eb. 
-, 
1; thin Moetin( 
was alco "noticed"in the Whip; preýýs, ^cne ri, tisfý chu_etts S2 , h'eb. 
24,1774, 
and the Bootozz Gazette, 1'eb. 7,1774,1/1. t''or Thipton, 
Sibley's Harvard Gracduates, XI1I, pn. 136-142. 
IR 
the 1;, '. IGILßOU1{ING Tormc and to conr, ider whit it Best to 
be (lone that our Injured Right: and Priviledfrerr may be 
Restored and. Secured and act thereon or any other matter 
or thing the town Gehall think Proper Relative there into 
Thr; Inhabitant- of said town bciný; generally arfrnnlalcd 
on 13: aid Day Proceeded and made Choice of COLL° JUNE>*to 
be IIodderator of Said meeting; 
1 The warrant for Calling the Mcetin,, 7 and the Petition 
heinf^ Read and after a full Debate thereon it wan Nioved 
and Seconded and accorcIinr*ly Put to vote to Know the minde 
of the town when, ther they will take So much Notice of the 
Said. warning and Petition as to Parn any voter Reletive 
thereto and it Passed. in the Nep; etive by a very great 
majority. " 1 
In capital"^. 
Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records (1893)p. 198. 
Another of the Tory "Protervtc" at t}ii^ time wan m; Ae at Pittsfield 
(Berkshire) where Col. Jonee' son Capt. i1i^ha Joncc the younger, 
one of the lar ; est landowners (witli hic father) was leader of the 
Tories. See J. E. A. smith, The IIi tort' of Pittsfielr3 (2 Voln, Bocton, 
1869,1876) Vol. 1, pp. 164-1 6. 
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A TORY R RLSi NTATIVL AT GOV ONOR IJJ TOIIIN 30Wä 
LAST GN14SRAL COURT, JANUARY - MARCH ý 177/1 
"The troubles and difficulties the town(Bonton) is thrown 
into by the Tea affair has lessen'd the value of real estates 
excec dingrly, and has prevented the sale of old Ro, yall'r, house. 
Mr isli^ha Hutchinson offer'd me seven hundred pounds nter]. inp 
for it just an these troubles bef*a. n, but his bcinr ob] irr'cl to 
abandon the town and, I believe, the country for ever put an 
ens? to our treaty, and since I have not had any offer m- de 
for it. When the spring opens I shall advertise it again, and 
use my beet endeavours to turn it into money in soon as possible. 
You can form no idea of the miserable scituation the town in in, 
no body dare npeak their sentiments for fear of being; tarr'd and 
f either' d, or perhaps worse treated. " 
Richard Lechmere, Bocton merchant, to his London 
Agents Lane, Son & Fraser, Feb. 14,1774.1 
Little more than a fortnight after Col. Jonen and the local 
Toriee had defeated an attempt to net up a Committee of Correspondence 
in Weston, as Town Representative he journeyed to Boston for the 
winter session of the General Court, which convened on January 26,1774 
c? urin, tr a spell of the coldest weather known there for thirty years. 
The ink froze as John Rowe made entry in his Diary in the large house 
on the north side of Pond Lane(Dedford Street), known to a later 
generation of Bostonians as the home of the genial blind historian 
2 
William Hickling Prescott. . 6Ven the sea froze, as John Rowe recorded, 
"all the way from the South End down to Castle William, also 
almost the whole harbour. " 
3Whatever 
the difficulties of travel for 
those attending the General Court, however, the severe weather in 
Massachusetts of January, 1774, was providential for Col. Jones and 
1 Richard Lechmere to Lane, äon, and Fran er, Bo^ton, Fe1 ruary 14,1774. 
Idn s. IIi"t. So c. Pro ceedings, (1902)Vol . XVI, p. 285. It was advertired in the 
Boston enin -Post, Ti, irch 14,1774: "A handsome convenient Brick Dwelling 
'riouee, ncituate in II-mover Street, Boston, late the e^tate of Jacob Royall, 
k gq; deceased, containtn4 three room^ n-pon ai loor, three upright ` torien, the ý. ell. _ýr pnx d n. n 3 ciel'd, a large Yard & Garden nn excellent 6iell of ; t: Lter,.; table & Chai e Jouce, with every Convenience suitable for n Centleman. Any i erson inclining to purchase may apply to iticn .r3 Lochmere. 2 Ilis best kno'rn work is The Reign of Ferdinand and Innaneila(183'1) . 3 Anne Rowe C; ulnin*hnm, ed., L&t er_ and DiaxY of John Rowe(1903) 
entry for Jan. 23,177/. pp. 260-1. 
I2t- 
tyre small minority who were Tories: had it occurred the 
following winter, or the next after that (which were to be 
the warmest in memory) it had brought them disaster with the 
peninsuia on which Boston stood joined to the mainland by ice 
1 
thick enough to bear men and wag ons. As it was, by raid-January, 
1774, there was "fine sleighing, " and Deacon John Tudor (of Boston) 
wrote: 
"Jaa. nuy 15 Last nicht Snow'd "o, that by 9 O'clock 
this morning, it was 14 Inches on a level, 
which with what was on the ground before 
made it about 20 Inches 
18th It had snow'd every day at times for a seek past 
31 Still cold, fine sleding for 200 miles to the 
Westwa±d as Traveler:, tell us and -)now in 
general 3 feet deep... " 2 
It may have been that Col. Jones was driven to Boston for the 
House cession by his butler-coachman, Cicero, one of his black 
"servants; in the sleigh, which, piled high with rugs would have 
been a comfortable way of making; the journey for that time. 
The General Coutt met at Province House, however, under 
the threatening shadow of some of the worst street violence that 
the mob-ridden town of Boston had. known. These "dirty matters, " 
as John Rowe called them, as before were under the avowed direction 
of the mythical "Joyce Jun'r, " one of the folk-figures from the 
annual "Pope's Day" riots who was a symbol of popular revolt 
against Government. 
3 
In mid-Jýnuary, 1774, after rumours reached 
town that the Tea Consignees were preparing to return from Castle 
William, "Joyce Jun'r" posted handbills warning that they would be 
tarred and feathered by the mob if they did so. 
a On the night of 
1 : gee below. 
2 1-1illiam Tudor, cd., Deacon Tudor's Din. i:. y.. (1896)J; uiuary, l'174, p. 45. 
3 He was supposed to represent Fornot Joyce who captured Ch; xles I. 
and ws portrayed ruin an ass/we 1ri. ng out-size jack-boots. and 
grotesque mask. I1ic "office"was to call out the men and boys. in mob 
style-using a certain whistle-and to ride along in. the m-idr'le of there 
in the Pope's Day proce^^ions. The best discussion in by } ther Forbes, 
Paul Hevere... (l942)pp. 96-7,471-2. 
4 `gee Benjamin Labaree, The Boston Tea Par , 
(1964), p. 15l. 
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Jnu, j. ry 26th ,a 
John Rowe put it, "A Great Concourse of People 
were in cent of the Infamous Richardson thin nir; ht -- they could 
not find him, very lucky for him. " 
1 
1"11ore sinister was the mob1 inp and torturing of the customs 
official John Malcolm, on January 25th, the day before the General 
Court m^t. Malcolm was taken from his house near North Square and 
so viciously mistreated that even Whig John Rowe was moved to 
declare that "sober people thought it was an actof outraf; eous> 
violence. " Ann Iiulton., sioter of Henry Hulton, Commissioner of 
Customs at Boston (1767-1776) described the affair in a letter 
dated. January 31,1774: 
"But the most shocking cruelty was exercised a few Nights 
ago, upon a poor Old clan a Tidesman one Malcolm he is reckond 
crew^y, a quarrel was pickd wth him, he was afterward taken, 
& Tarrd, & featherd. Theren no law that known a punishment 
for the -neatest Crimes beyond. what this is, of cruel torture. 
And this instance exceeds any other before it he was stript 
Stark naked, one of the severest cold nights this Win-l. er, his 
body coverd all over with Tar, then with feathers, his arm 
dislocated in tearing off his cloaths, he was drrwcl in a Cart 
with thousands attending, some beating him wth clubs . Knocking 
him out of the Cart, then in again. They gave him several severe 
whippings, at different parts of the Town. This Spectacle of 
horror & sportive cruelty was exhibited for about five hours. 
"The unhappy wretch they say behaved with the greatest 
intrepidity, & fortitude all the while, before he was taken, 
defended himself a long time against lumbers & afterwds when 
under torture they demanded of him to curse his Masters The K: 
Govr &c which they coud not make hire do, but he still cried, 
Curse all Traitors. They brot him to the Gallows & put a rope 
about his neck sayg they wood hang him he said he wishd they 
woud, but that they could not for God was above the Devil. The 
Doctors say that it is impossible this poor creature can live. 
They say his flesh comes off his back in Stakes. 
"It is the second time he has been Tarrd & featherd & this is 
lookd upon more to intimidate the Jud ; es cc utliers than a spite to 
the unhappy Victim tho' they owe him a g; rud *e for sore things 
particuly he was with Govr Tryon in the Battle with the Re('; ulators 
I the Governor has declared that he was of great rervise to him in 
that affair, by his undaunted Spirit encountering; the greatest 
2 
1 Ann Rove Cunninr; ham, ed. , Letters and Diarl of 
John Rowe (1903 )i; 
. 261. 
2 Letters of' a LOyali`t Lady (1927 PPP 
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Ann Ifulton'^ final ob^ervat! on on the mobbing of John 
L: alcolm wao a prophecy for Col. Jones and unknown numbers of 
other i-assachusetts Bay Torier. She wrote: 
"Tbe^e few inotnnces 
abject State of Governmt 
of the tim(, ^. Thern'o no 
to oup. )refn the outrn, pern 
many Ohject^ pointed at, 
out for Vengeance, their 
nong*^t many ^erve to chew the 
Pz the licentiou^nefn &1 -irh ri, ^m 
I,, ajentrate that dare or will act 
No per^on it secure there ). rf- 
at this time & when once mark'd 
ruin is certain. " 1 
An one of the Tory minority in the session of the General 
Court which began on Janur ry 26th, 1774, <a minority which on 
recorded votes was not to exceed nine Reprerentativnr, Coi. z1i. nha. 
Jones wan not chosen - an before - to memberohip on any of the 
"poli-tical" comrnitteen, such an the "Committee to Consider the 
ate of the Province, " the "Committee for the better repulatin 
the Militia of this Province, " or to report what action should be 
taken grain^t judge. who decided to accept Crown ntipenr n. We fin(I 
1 Ibid., p. 71.1-[any ýlhirr^ of "the better port" deplorer3 the 
excer, ce^ of the mob in itn treatment of Malcolm, and "Joyce Jun'r" 
^ýw fit to deny re^poncihility in handbill^ n-tuc1c up around Ioston 
on January 30th: 
ßrethern nnc3 Fellow Citizen. 
This i^ to Certify, That the modern Punic-hment Lately 
Inflicted on the ignoble John Malcolm was not cone 
by our Order. : 1c reserve that 1,1ethod for Brinppin Villains 
Of greater Consequence to a Senne of Guilt and Infamy. 
Joyce Jun'r. 
Chairman of the Committee of Tarring and 
Feathering. 
r, 'P If .,,. ny Person be ^o hardy as to tear this down, they may 
expect my severe^t Resentment J. jun'r 
UU7 
Col. Jones safely occupied by the Clerk of the House, Sam Adanin, 
with appointment to committees dealing with legal problcm. n and 
petitions for land g, -rants - subjects in which he was eminently 
knowle, 'geahle through long; experience is a solicitor -md maxi trate, 
an a member of the General Court, and himself as a large proprietor 
of lards in. the new townships of western Massachusetts and Maine. 
On January 27th, when the House got down to business on the second 
day of the Sesnion, Col. Jones, with Col. Daniel Leonard. of Taunton 
(Bristol) and Mr. Henry Gardner of Stow(Middlenex) were chosen. a 
committee to consider a petition of Anabel Wheeler, a Deputy Sheriff 
of Middlesex, "praying that he might be allowed to alter his return 
on an : execution against Jonathan 
1 
ý' Maynard... " Co1. Jones., ' other 
Committee as sirynments included: on February 4th, with Nr. Nathaniel 
Dailey of 4eymouth(3uffolk) and Mr. Nathaniel Allen of Gloucester 
(Iis; nex) consideration of a petition of Henry Spring of Sandisfield 
(Berkshire) "praying for a grant of land"; on February l6th, with 
Col. Benjamin Lincoln of Iiinghnm and Cohasset (Suffolk) and Mr. 
Benjamin Hall of r'ledford(Middiesex)to consider a petition of 
Benjamin i dwardc, v-: ^q., of 4oburn, "praying that he may be admitted to 
file a complaint to the Superior Court, to be held next in 
Boston, on a judgment mentionedd... ", also on February 16th, with 
Capt. Joreph Twitchel of Sherburne (Middlesex) and Mr. Ioaac Merrill 
of Almv; bury(L^ sex) the petition of Cesar Ferril "praying, for an 
Affirmation of a Judgment obtain'd by him... "; 
4 
and on v'ebruary 17th 
with Col. Benjamin Lincoln and Nr. Nathaniel Allen the petition Of 
Joseph Jocselyn, ßsq., of Hanover (Plymouth) "Praying for a i; rn. nt of 
"5 1 Lind. 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Ftepresentativen (1773-1774), p. 105 
t Il! i(+.. p. 126. 
3 IbirJ., p. i6.1. 
4 iUid., p. 166. 
j lnid., p. )6`3. 
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The most important contribution made by Col. Jones 
to the wor? - of this rension, however, was in the sphere of 
political reform. Here Col. Jones, noted among the "Tory Reformern" 
and others of his party in the House who aptly enough called 
themselves "Friends of Government'. joined. with the eihig* majority 
of Town iteprenentatives in framing and panning through its third 
rending on i ebruary 23,1774, "A Bill to Prevent bribery and 
Corruption in the Election of Representatives.. " It was a subject 
which must particularly have engaged the Colonel's interest: f<al se 
charges brought by the Whips of his own alleged corruption in the 
Town Office of Assessor had' kept him from reelection to the House 
for nine years, until his name could be finally cleared by the 
Courts. It may have been that Col. Jones wan one of the principal 
rupporters, if not drafters, of the "Bribery and Corruption" Bill: 
certainly his name appears first on. the list of a committee chosen 
by the House of Representatives to "send up" the Bill for concurrence 
1 
of the Council on February 23rd. 
Thin Committee was notably bi-partisnn beyond the very small 
number of Torirr in the House, accountinp for one-third at least 
of the nine members. Besides Col. Elisha Jones the "Friendr; of 
Government" included Col. Ldward Bacon of Barnstable (Barnstable) 
and Col. Thomas Gilbert of Freetown (Bristol). The others were 
Col. Jerathmeel Power,; of Swen7ey (Bristol) (a later Tory convert) ; 
r,: r. Petcr Curtis of Lane^borou h(Berk^hire); L: r. John Hancock of Boston 
(, 3uffolk); IIr. 3tephen Nye of Sandwich (Barnstable); Cipt. W+ili. iim 
ßtickney of Billerica(I. tiddlenex); and Dr. George Wheaton of Norton 
id AI; an^field (Bristol). 
3 
I Journal of Vic' Honorable IIoune of Rcprerentative. > 
(1773-1774) 
2 ßovrern was a treat fri. enrl o. l' Daniel Leonard of Taanton, who went 
over to the Toric-, after the Bonton Tea Farty. 10or a nketch of Dotter^, 
roe !,;. A] frech Jon(ýr.., The Loya)i: 'tr,, of Iiici[u^(, ttr. (1. )30 i -/ 
)1 
1 . 46t7. 
?. Journal of the Honorable Hou^e of lire^entativen (1773-1774) 
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The largely Whip Council pafnedd the "Bribery and 
Corruption Hill" on February 24th well before the end of the 
rýef, ^ion, rut it was among, the reformist legislation enacted 
by the General Court between January and March, 1774, which 
(lid not receive the nignature of Governor Thomas Hutchin^on. 
On February 25th Hutchinson informed the Houce that he had 
received discretionary leave to go to 1ýrir land, urging that it 
dive "all the despatch possible to business... " (liutchin^on was 
1 
to prorogue the House on March 8th. ) 
In the 1770's Col. Nl ir3ha Jones and. other forward-looking 
Tories (including the two supporters with him of the "Bribery paid 
Corruption"Bill, Col. Thomas Gilbert of 
Preetowm 
and Co1. Edward Bacon 
of Barnctable) both in the Town Meetings and the General Court 
supported measures which would improve the working of Government 
under the existing Constitution and the introduction of needed 
reforms - most importantly - whenever these could be brought into 
being by Colonial enactment rather than by Parliamentary edict 
imposed from without. These Tory views, bect seen in practice 
through what can now be recovered. of their legislative and other 
political activities before 1775, were the foundation concepts of 
"His Majesty's Yankees" which with their ideas of Town Meetings 
and. representative self-government in legislative assemblies the 
Tories were to take with them to Upper Canada and Nova Scotia 
after the Revolution. It was the experience of Col. Jones and the 
other forward-looking Tories in the General Court Session of Jan- 
March, 1774, which was the last to shape the fitst great manifesto 
of the Massachusetts Bay Tories formulated a few weeks later: that 
series of Loyal Addresses presented to Governor Hutchinson in May, 
1774 before his departure for England, of which the "Address of the 
Middlesex County Magistrates" - signed if not in part at least 
2 
drafted by Col. Elisha Jones - was to be the most important. 
1 Journal 21 Honorable House of Representatives (1773-1774)9 
pp. 156,202. 
2. See below: "Col. Jones and the Middlesex Magistrates Address 
ffutchincon: Tory Proposals for Accomodation with England and Reform 
in Massachusetts Bay, May - June, 1774"" 
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It was Governor Hutchinson, with his narrowly legalist 
and rigid concoptn of Colonial Government (as in the case of 
the payment of judges' salaries carried to extremes never 
ordained by London) and his circumspect distrust of commitment, 
1 
to change or anything else, who barred the way to Col. Jones and 
the Tory reformers. As much, and more invidiounly, as Hutchinson 
did to Sam Adams and the Whig radicals who, unlike the Tories, 
were bent not upon making the Constitution to function, but 
rather upon creating its impotence and. final destruction. 
It was Governor Hutchinson who gave little help or encouragecpent 
to the appeal of Jeremiah Lee and the Whig leaders of Essex County 
(read out to the House of Representatives on February 12th)who 
were beset by mobs in the"Smallpox War" and. in pr Fat need of 
support in their efforts to restore public order. But of equal 
or greater importance to the future of Col. Jones and Tories like 
him who were to stay in the Colonies and carry on the struggle 
to maintain the Charter-Constitution, Hutchinson in his last 
General Court continued his policy of opposition to attempts by 
Colonial legislators, Tory or Whig, to improve the working of 
Government by the introduction of substantive reforms. 
3 
1 
Hutchinson's latest biographer Bernard Bailyn makes much of 
Hutchinson's qualities of caution, circumspection,, ind lack of 
willingness to make commitments which so marked his public career. 
The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson(1974)see pp. 15-32. Bailyn's view, 
here, i^ probably more accurate than that of Clifford Shipton, who, 
in a rare excess of historic balance, is far too dismissive of 
Hutchinnon's shortcomings. Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. VIII, 149-217. 
2 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives (1773-1774), 
p. 151, and see above, "The Smallpox War. " 
3 Hutchincon, however, did approve certain procedural measures - as 
in earlier sessions of the General Court: for example, a bill for 
changing the time for holding the Superior Court in Col. Jones' 
County of I'iiddlesex. Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives, 
pp. 223,241. (1773-1774) 
13, 
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The record of bills to which he refused his signature 
shows with what narrowness and rigidity Hutchinson interpreted 
standing instructions to refer proposed innovatory legislation 
or that touching upon the Constitution to London, the established 
procedure being that such measures as were thus approved could 
be reintroduced later for adoption by the General Court. At the 
Se^sion of January-March, 1774, Hutchinson's failure to accept 
the Bill against bribery and corruption in the election of 
Representatives cast him yet again in the seeming role of Devil's 
Advocate - to the benefit of the Whig propaganda press,, which 
took care to print the current list of "bills refused" against 
hirn. And to the disadvantage of Col. EE isha Jones and the other 
"reformist" Tories in the House who were its supporters. In the 
summer of 1774, with Hutchinson safely gone to England, PRAiICÜS 
(Sam Adams) was to use Hutchinson's rejection of the Bribery and 
Corruption Bill as grounds for charging Colo Jones with being the 
"Nanager" of a "New Scheme of Corruption": 
"Money, " wrote PRAEDICUS, "was now concluded upon as the 
sole Means to be depended upon to answer the tends of 
Administration? And does not this account for the pious 
Hutchinson's Rejection of the Bill against Bribery and 
Corruption? Col. Jones, it is remembered, was as much 
concerned lest this Bill should produce Perjuries and 
other bad Consequences, as certain Gentlemen are that the 3 
Non-Consumption Agreement will have those dreadful Effects. " 
1 Not trained as a lawyer (no bar in Massachusetts to his appointment 
as first a judge and later Chief Justice) Hutchinson had a 
pettifogger's feeling for detail: Once he sent a bill back to the 
, louse with the complaint that its opening lacked a customary "etc. " - 
-the usual abbreviation for the King's dominions, including the North 
American Colonies -while acknowledging that "by the Body of the 
People" hir action "would be considered to proceed from mere humour. " 
The Acts and Re^olyes ... of the Province of the MassachuÜetts Bam, 
Vo1. V, pp. 346-7. 
2 Ma^sachusetts Spy, March 17,1774.1/1- 
3 FRAEDICUS In the Boston Gazette, July 25,1774.3/1. See below, 
"Col. Jones : ytposes Sam Adams' Conspiracy for a Continental Congress. " 
The Bribery and Corruption Bill was reintroduced in the house at 
the next session, on June 13,1774. Jon l of the Honorable House of 
Representatives (1774), p. 30. 
13Z 
11 
There is no record in the House Journal, Qr elsewhere, 
that Col. Jones was a member of the committees chosen to bring 
forward the other bills rejected bfr Hutchinron during the session 
of January - March, 1774: a Bill obliging Sheriffs of the Several 
Counties to give Bond for the faithful discharge of their respective 
Offices, and a Bill to prevent the further importation of Negroes 
into Massachusetts Bay. Nor were the votes on these Bills recorded. 
It may have been that Col. Jones and the Tories supported the 
Sheriff's Bill, if reform were needed, joining again with the 
Whig'. 
They may also have acted with the Whigs in support of the 
anti slave trade Bill. Rutchinson had ndC approved earlier 
legislation of this kind, in 1771, as he had explained to Lord 
Hillrborourh, doubting the professed belief of the sponsors that 
: slavery; so great a restraint of Liberty, " was illegal "in a merely 
moral s. spect. " Slaves in Massachusetts, he pointed out, had all 
the ri. -hts of a servant (they were in fact almost everywhere referred 
to as "servants") "who had bound himself for a term of years 
exccýedinr the ordinary term of human life" - and might even have the 
right to own property. 
l(Hutchinnon 
was in error here as the Weston 
tax records show th2at slaves did own property in the town, and were 
taxed accordingly). Doubtless there were many among the General 
Court, reiardless of their politics, who shared Hutchinson's views - 
although in 1774 as in 1771 a majority voted for abolition of the 
slave trade. 3laves in Massachusetts were used as house servants by 
those rich enough to afford them: Col. Jones is known to have had at 
least two at that time, Cicero, the butler-coachman, and a woman, 
the cook, whose name has been forgotten. Col. Jones is not known to 
have had an interest in the slave trade (known as "the Guinea trade") 
which., for all of Hutchinson's denials of its moral aspects, was 
acknowledged as a "dark subject. " In 1774 at least one town, Medfield 
1 ? Iutchinson to Hillsborough, Iday 1,1771. PRO. C. 0.5: 760. 
2 In ]iutchine, on's view the right of a slave to own property had not 
been tested in the Courts. In Weston several had been deeded property: 
viz. Nurrýýy Fhilemon, slave of Benjamin Harring*ton, in 1756, who appears 
in the tax records. The so-called "suits for liberty"-actions for 
trespass brought against masters for damages arising from restraint of 
freedom-had been successful, and in growing numbers, since the 1760's. 
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in western Suffolk, instructed its Representative to vote against 
the slave traffic as against the principles of human liberty, in 
Janu, -ry, 1773. There is no question that Sam Adams and the radical 
Whirrs used. the anti-moral aspects of slavery - as they did other 
issues - as a tool to fight the Administration. Sam Adams and 
the Whig- Representative from Salem,, John Pickering Jr. are thought 
to have drafted the "revolutionary" Circular Letter sent by a 
committee of four slaves to the members of the House of Representatives 
and the Committees of Correspondence in the towns which called for 
abolition of the slave trade. In the high fashion of Whig 
propagandists it compared the un-free status of the colonists of 
Massachusetts Bay with that of their e:. aves, and called for legislation 
to promote a scheme for emancipation and subsidized repatriation 
1 
to Africa. 
Twenty "public and private" measures, most of them, as was 
usual, dealing with routine legislation, were enacted by the General 
Court (and sinned by Hutchinson) during the session of January - 
March, 1774, carried through with little effective Tory challenge 
by the overwhelming Whir majority. The treat political battle, 
however, the last between the departing Governor and. Sam Adams' 
Khigs, was fought on the question of judicial sala. ries, carried on 
from the previous year, and directed against Chief Justice Peter 
Oliver who alone of the High Court Judges had stood up to Whip 
blackmail and refused to give up his right to a Crown stipend? 
1 For Medfield instructions of Jan. 13,1773:. 8oston Committee of Correrpondence, Letters and Proceedings Received, 13S., Bancroft 
Collection, New York Public Library. This Circular, printed as a 
broadricle (copy at Mass. Hist. Soc. ) was dated April 20,1773, and 
heuern: "Cir, The efforts made by the legislative of this Province in 
their l.,. st sesr-ionn to free themselves from slrvery, pave us, who 
are in that deplorable s ate, a high degree of satisfaction... " 
2 The 1i^t of bills enacted by the General Court and signed by 
liutchin. ^on was printed in the Journal of the Honorable House of 
ýteprecentatives (1'773-1774), pp. 241-243. See Peter Oliver's own 
account, ":;. n. lary for the Judges, " in. D. Adair & John Schutz, eds., 
Peter Oliver's Orl. gin & Progress of the American Rebellion_ (1961) 
pp. 107-111. 
"Iý 1 
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The first important test came in the House on February 11th 
with a 1.1hip resolution calling for Oliver's removal from office 
by Governor Hutchinson. Oliver had 
"contrary to the Usage and Custom of the Justices of 
tie said Superior Court... contrary to the plain .: pence 
and Neanini of the said Charter and against the known. 
Constitution of this Province... received the said Salary 
and Reward out of the Revenue unjustly and unconstitutionally 
levied and extorted from the Inhabitants of the American 
Colonies... (and) by his Conduct... (had. ) perversely and 
corruptly done that which hath an obvious and direct Tendency 
to the Perversion of Law and Justice in the said Superior 
Court. " 1 
Of the dehnte little is known, but Oli -er's defense was undertaken 
by only nine men, using the measure of those prepared to risk the 
danger - real enough - of Whig mobs by recording their names in a 
public vote - which was lost to a massive Whig majority of 87. 
It may well have indicated his degree of participation that 
Col0Jones' name was placed first by Sam Adams, Clerk of the House, 
in the list of Tory "Nays" printed in the Journal and in the Whiff 
press. Last was Mark Hopkins, the lawyer from Egremont and Alford 
(Berkshire), married to Col. Jones' Great Niece Slecta, daughter of 
the Rev. John Sergeant, pioneer missionary at Stockbridge, and 
Abigail, daughter of Col. Ephriam Williams, Sr. and Col. Jones' only 
sister, Abigail. The Tory nine were as follows: 
Col. Elisha Jones, Weston, (Middlesex) 
Hon. John Worthington, Sprinpfield (Worcester) 
Abijah White hsq., Marshfield (Plymouth) 
Jon iah Edson, Bridgewater (Plymouth) 
Daniel Leonard, Taunton (Bristol) 
Col. Thoman Gilbert, Freetown (Bristol) 
Capt. Jeremiah Learned, Oxford & Charlton (Worcester) 
Col. William Tyng, Falmouth & Cape Elizabeth (Cumberland) 
Lark Hopkins, Egremont & Alford (Berkr-, hire) 2 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives (1773-1774) 
pp. 146-147.2 
Ibid., p. 148. See the Boston Gazetteg eb. 14,1774.2/293. 
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After passing the resolve for the removal of Chief Justice 
Peter Oliver on February 11th, the House of Representatives, 
without any constitutional authority, "ordered" the Superior Court 
to adjourn until the Chief Justice was removed -- but Governor 
Hutchin^on declared that there were no grounds for such action. 
Peter Oliver in his Origin and Progress of the American Rebellion 
later described the violent debate in the Houre which followed: 
"The Term of the Supreme Court was now approaching -The 
Thander Cloud gathered black enough to crock Charcoal - 
instea(1 of red, the Lightning flashed its white Streaks. 
There was a Galle at a Corner of the Assembly Room where (James) Otis, (Sam) Adoms, (Joseph) Hawley, & the rest of 
the Cabal used to crowd their Mohiwks & Hawcubites, to echo 
the oppositional Vociferations, to the Rabble without doors. 
AdI, ý. ms now addressed his Gallery Men, to attack the Chief 
Justice when he came to Court; & they perfectly understood 
his Meoning. laben one of the Assembly Men, a Colo Gardiner, 
who was afterward killed at the Battle of Bunker's Hill, 
declared in the General Assembly, that he himself would drag 
the chief Justice from the Bench if he should sit upon it. "2 
Col. Elinha Jones may have been one of "The Chief Justice's Friends" 
who "wrote to hi_m, that if he should go to Court his Life would be 
in Dnnf er ... " 
3 
When a visit by a deputation of most of the Whigs in the House 
failed to persuade Governor Hutchinson to remove Oliver, the Whigs 
bean proceedings to impeach him for "High Crimes and Misdemeanors. " 
These Articles were put to the House on February 24,1774 - and they 
parsed with the very large Whig majority vote of 92 to B. Again 
Col. Elinha Jones headed the Journal list of "Nays, " but the names 
of three men who voted to support the Chief Justice on February 11th 
were missing: Col. John Worthington, Mark Hopkins, and the new Whip, 
"convert, " Daniel Leonard. New to the Tory ranks was Samuel March, 
of Scarborough (Cumberland). 4 
1A reference to the then Capt. Thomas Gardner of Cwnbr'dpe, a radical Whip and one of the leaders of the Cambridge moh. 
2 U. Ada. ir & John Schutz, eds., Peter Oliver's Ori*in & Progres^ of 
the American Rebellion (1961) p. 11.0. 
3 Loc. Cit. 
4 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives (1773-1774), 
pp. l9d-200.. 3ee also the Bo_ ston Gazette, March 7,1774-1/2. 
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T}le"Articles of Impeachment" - which occupy two pages of 
tüe House Journrll - are a long-winded chronicle of Chief Justice 
Oliver'c aile{*ed crimes, to which was attached the characteristic 
+hip sermon on political philo^ophy: - 
"Peter Oliver... hath ungratefully, falnely and maliciously 
laboured to lay Imputation and Gcandal upon this his 
Majesty's Government, insolently and. contemptuounly 
in:, inuatin, r^, that by the Parsimony, Injustice and. Ingratitude 
of the said Government, in withholding from him an adiquate 
and due Reward for his Services an a Justice of the said 
Superior Court, he hath been greatly impoverished, and that 
therefore he was obliged to take his Majesty's Grant from 
a Principle of Justice due to his Family and others. Whereas 
in Fact, the Rewards granted to hire by this Government, were 
always fully equal to the Merit of his Service as a Justice 
of the said Court; as it is well known that the said Peter 
Oliver, E: sq; before his Advancement to a Seat in the Superior 
Court, had been usually employed in the Business of Trade, 
Husbandry and Manufactures, to which he had applied his Mind; 
and that he was appointed to said Office without previous 
Education and regular Study in the Law... " 1 
The Oliver impeachment proceedings wore closely modelled 
upon the procedures used by the inlish Parliament -and not 
only because no Crown official had ever been impeached by the 
General Court and modes of precedent were lacking; the scheme 
for impeachment was part of Sun Adams' plan to extend the authority 
and powers of the Nhig-controlled General Court beyond the limits 
of the Charter-Constitution of Massachusetts Bay until, like the 
Parliament at Westminster, ti} it ruled all branches of the 
Colonial government at Boston.. 
2 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representative-, (1773-1774) ýý.. 
_ pp. 198-199. Printed in the Boston Gazette March 7,1774, p. l. 
2 See John C. Miller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propaganda (1936)pp. 297-9: 
and Bernard Bailyn, The Ordeal of Thomas IIutchinnon(1974) pp. 265-269. 
James 1Iosmer, a r? esciple of W. E. H. Lecky, wrote 1896) of the 
"impeachment" of Chief Justice Oliver: "ln truth, the Whigs were getting 
beyond the Constitution. Thc natural ri ht(sic. )of a great people to do 
as it plea. ned was fast becoming the popular ground . "The Life of Thomas 
Hutchinson(1896)pp-310-311. 
Hutchinson noted in his History that: "The only attempt of this kind, 
which I have ever heard of in any of the colonies, was by the hou^e of 
representatives in Dudley's administration (in 1706); which they noon oe:; i tad from, and, by an act of the lepislature, inflicted pains and 
(cont. ) 
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The Acts of Impeachment were sent up to the Whig--dominated 
Council, but Hutchinson, as Governor, refused to preside over 
any proceedings to consider them on the constitutional ground 
that under the Charter the Council and Governor had no jurisdiction, 
end because the Articles furthermore implied that the Crown salary 
of('ered to the PIassachusetts judge^ by the London Government was 
a bribe. To get around Hutchinson's objections the Whip, leaders, 
on, March 1st., again brought the matter of Oliver's impeachment 
before tho House - but cast in the form of a criminal indictment. 
As Hutchinson later put it: 
"to avoid the governor's exceptions to his acting with the 
council an a court of judicature? instituted a new process, 
and, after exhibiting articles in the same words, they 
altered the conclusion only, and, inntead. of praying the 
governor and council, as in the former, 'that such proceedings, 
Axaminationn, trialn, and judgmnnts, may be had thereon as are 
agreeable to law and justice, " they pray, that, "if he be found 
f-u. ilty, he may, by the governor and council, be forthwith removed 
from hin office. -and some other person, more worthy, be appointed 
in hic stead. ' Both these, like two counts in a writ, lay 
before the council at the same time, that, if one should fail, 
the other might serve the purpose. " 1 
It is significant that the number of Representatives present 
at the House debate on March 1st and prepared to cant their voter 
was subetnintially fewer than it had been on February 24th: 
HUU", E VOTES ON THE (4JESTION OF II PiIACIIMENT 
Tory Whig 
February 11,1774 9 96 
February 24 8 92 
March 1^t 7 71 
(Cont. )penaltiec; hut even this was jud eci in ingland to he irregular, 
the crimeP mentione( in the act not beint corn. izable by the general 
a^F embly, ^ucii proceedings being proper only in the courts of law; ond 
tlherefore, t}he act was disallowed. "L. S. Mayo, ed., The FIictory of the 
Colo and Province of i'iassachusette BaY (1936) Vol. III, p. 320. 
1 Ihid., p. 321. For the proceedings in the House on March lst, see 
Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives (1773-1774), 
pp"? 11-217. 
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No list by name of those voting was printed in the House Journal 
or in the press. It can only be supposed, from his character and 
political record, that Col. Jones. cast one of the seven Tory votes 
in favour of "Government" but against impeachment. 
The handfull of Tories remaining im the House and who, 
Col. Jones among them, continued to fight the policies of Sam Adams 
and the Whiff radicals despite the overwhelming odds and the 
omnipresent dangers of the Whig mobs - were already marked men. 
But as the Whig radicals increased the pressure moderate Whigs 
and the timorous of both parties sought the traditional refuge 
of Representatives when there were politically embarrassing 
and even dangerous decisions to be made: an early departure for 
home. 
It was against this background of Whig driving to anarchy 
that Hutchinson wrote his notable despatch to Lord Dartmouth of 
February 17,1774, in which he restated his belief that the future 
of Mt achunettý. Bay lay in British intervention. People who were 
opposed to lawlo, n-ness and the spreading of it, he wrote, were 
ton terrified to speak out (ignoring, as he customarily did, the 
contribution to stability being made by such Tories as Col. Jones 
in the House of Representatives and in the towns) and Hutchinson 
warned that unless a strong military force were sent to restore 
order soon the American colonies would be lost. 
1 
Hutchinson, in 
effect, abdicated what remained of his authority an Governor 
a week later, on February 25th, when he officially informed the 
House of his forthcoming departure for Lhgla. nd. 
2 
The way was thus 
open for Sam Adams' final maneuvers to secure the impeachment of 
Chief Justice Oliver: the criminal indictment voted by the House 
on March lst, followed by the charade in the Whig-dominated Council 
: hereby, in Hutchincon's absence, the "presumption" was made that 
the Governor wan presiding as the members deliberated and found in 
favour of impeachment. 
1 Iiutclhineon's letter to Dartmouth of Feb. 17,1774, is in the Brit. Mus. 
E? erton K3.2661, pp. 10-12. It says nothing of the stand made by Col. 
Jones and. the Torios in the Houne - whom, it appears, Hut chins on himself 
had done nothing to support or encourage. 
2 Journal of the Honorable Houne of Renre`entat vven(1773-4)ßp. 202. 
3 Ibid., pp. 211-217. For the "fiction"used by Sam Adams in the Council, 
see John C.? iller, Ad ama... 
(1936)pp"298-299. 
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Meanwhile, as the Journal of the House shows, for the 
last days of the General Court session Col. Elisha Jones and 
the other Tories were among those responsible embers of the 
Ceneral Court who, rlespite the Whig-engendered tumult, got on 
with their work - the Province business - for which they were 
elected. Un March 3rd his committee 
(with Col. Benjamin Lincoln 
of Ilinrham end Cohasset (Suffolk) and Nathaniel Allen of Gloucester 
(: rsex)reported favourably to the House on the petition of Joseph 
Jo^selyn of Hanover (Plymouth), recommending a grant of land to 
1 
hirn, 400 acres, east of the Saco River in Maine. 
Appropriately enou; h, however, one of the last decisions 
taken by the House in the troubled sesAion of January - Inarch, 1774, 
(finally prorogued by Hutchinson on I-larch 9th) and on March 5th, 
the same day that John Hancock delivered. the fire-eating "Boston 
Massacre" oration, was the vote to accept an invitation to the 
funeral of Lt. Gov. Andrew Oliver, the only brother of Chief Justice 
Peter-Oliver, who died on March 3rd. The Whig leaders, in their 
humanity, refused a request made by Governor Hutchinson that a 
safe-conduct from mobbing be given to the Chief Justice for the 
time of the funeral - which because of the threats to his life he 
was persuaded not to attend. 
2 
Inste, rd, the night before, on March 7th, the Whigs set up a 
large illuminated transparency in Boston showing Peter Oliver 
"in the horrors" (hell). The Whig merchant John Rowe (or a later 
expurgator) withheld the circumstances in his Diary entry for 
Durch 7th: "This night an Exhibition was Put on Mrs. Clappam's Balcony 
which r rew the attention of most of the Inhabitants. "3 Well it did, 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Represente, tives(1773-1774) 
Pp. 166,? 23. 
2 Ibir?., pp. 229,243. For IIutchinson's intercession, seo Clifford 
rvard C}iipton' c riketch of Chief Justice Peter Oliver, Sibley' ^ la 
Grp, du. ate^, Vo1. VIII, p. 751. 
Fr 
3 rI r. ^ . Clapham kept a Whig tavern in King Street where the Whijs net 
up inti-r"overnment "Jxhibition^"on the nichts after the "Boston 
Liar-acre" orations. Anne Rowe Cunningham, ed., Lett err, and Diary of John 
Rorie (1903)pp. 2%'5,240,264. 
/ý o 
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for Whir purposes. This spectacle, "postponed" from "Mas^acre 
Nirlit, " was to serve as a cover and diversion for the Second 
Boston Tea Party, when another band of Whigs dumped a cargo 
of tea - this time brought by Capt. Gorh n in the brig T'or-tune, 
into Boston harbour. 
1 
It is not known whether Col. Elisha Jones attended the 
"state" funeral of Lt. Gov. Andrew Oliver on March 8th. According 
to John Rowe, who described it in come detail, "... the Gentlemen 
of the Councill did not attend this Funerall & very few of the 
House of Representatives... " The probability is that the latter 
were the Tories. John Rowe remarked upon "Such a Concourse or 
rather Multitude of Spectators I never'saw at any Funeral here 
(in Boston) before. "2 After John Hancock's Company of Cadets, the 
Governor's Guard, fired the salute, their purpose was made apparent. 
The brother of the dead man explained with an anguish little 
blunted by intervening years: 
"The Vengeance of the Faction was carried to, & beyond. 
the Grave. Upon his Interrment a large Mob attended, 
& hu7zaed at the intombing the Body; & at night there 
way an Exhibition, at a publick Window, of a Coffin 
& reveral Insignia of Infamy -- & at this I1. xhihition 
some Members of the general Assembly attended.. Could 
Infernals fo worse? "3 
1 Anne Rowe Cunninrham, ed., Letters and Diary of John Rowe (1903) 
p. 264.0ee the Boston Gazette, March 'j, March 14,1774,1 2. And see 
below, "Weston' Tea Party: Col. ilisha Jones sets a Military Nicht 
Watch... " 
2 Anne Rowe Cunnintham, ed., Letters and Diary of John Rowe(1903) 
p. 265- 
3 D. Adair 6: John Schutz, eds., Peter Oliver's Origin & Progress of 
the American Rebellion (1961), p. 112. 
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WESTON'S TEA PARTY: COL. ELISHA JONES SETS A 
MILITARY NIGHT WATCH IN THE TOWN TO PRIXhXT 
MORE VIOLENCE BY WHIG MOBS, MARCH, 1774 
"We learn from Hadley, that the famous P. L. 
of that Town, was apprehended as a common 
Traitor of his Country, for bringing some of 
the detestable Tea into that Town; after 
confessing the Crime, (he) was hanged the 
usual Time, then-cut down by the common 
Hangman... " 
Salem Gazette, August 5,1774 
On the morning of March 7th, two days after John Hancock's 
inflammatory "Massacre" commemoration at Dr. Sewall's Meeting 
House, "an absolute masterpiece of oratory without any regard for 
the facts" 
land 
while the Whig-fomented tumult in Boston was 
building toward its next peak of violence, the staging of the 
second Boston Tea-Party with the dumping into the harbour of cargo 
1 Salem Gazette & Newbury & Marblehead Advertiser, August 5,1774, 
3/1. A fairly outspoken new Tory paper-first printed at Salem on 
June 24,1774 by the former printer of the short-lived Boston Tory 
journal, The Censor, (1771-1772) Ezekiel Russell. 
2 As Harvard historian Clifford Shipton rightly put it: "The men who 
fell in the Boston Massacre were, ofcourse, the victims of the Whig 
politicians who had whipped them into a fighting mood in order to 
provoke a clash which could be exploited for political purposes... 
The Church(Dr. Benjamin)-Hancock oration ... was an attempt to round up 
more goats to die for the cause: 
"Let every parent tell the shameful story to his listening children 
till tears of pity glisten in their eyes, and boiling passion shakes 
their tender frames; and whilst the anniversary of that ill-fated night 
is kept a jubilee in the grim court of pandeemoniurn, let all America 
join in one common prayer to Heaven, that the inhuman, unprovok'd 
murders of the Fifth of March 1770, planned by 
(Lord)Iiillsborough, 
and a knot of treacherous knaves in Boston, and executed by the cruel 
hand of Preston and his sanguinary coadjutors, may ever stand in 
history without a parallel. But what, my countrymen, with-held te 
Cont. ) 
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1 
from CrLpt. Gorhvn'c brig Fortune, Co1. I1inha Jones' town of 
Je, -, ton, f ely up Charles River by a dozen miles from Cam''ridi e, 
hehl itn ,. nnual spring rileetinfr foil the election of Town officer^, 
the prn--ins of Town accounts, and the conduct of other Town 
bunin e^n. 
It is nirnificant that this Town Meeting was held in the 
morning, at the 11nunually early hour of ten o'clock. Most of 
'lemon's Toý'm McetinCs took place at the more convenient, not to 
ray amicahle, time of one p. m.: after the disposal of private affairs 
and the mid-day meal, with opportunity especially for those "coming 
in" from outlying parts through the deep snows of this revere 
I1archl of 1774 to have met and talked with fellow townspeople, 
refre^hinr; themselves over "flip" or rum punch, with tea for the 
daring ,. t the Tory Golden Ball, kept by Col. Llisha's cousin, Capt. 
In-!. ac Jones, or for "Committeemen" and their supporters "Liberty 
Li; uor" only at one of the Whig taverns - Smith's or Baldwin's - 
along the Post Road convenient to the Meeting House on the Common. 
The early morning session would have given Col. Jones time to attend 
part, at least, of the afternoon meeting of the General Court if, 
as was probable, as Town Representative and facing the test of 
re-election in May, he considered it important not to be absent 
from Town Iýceting, where it was customary for questions to be asked 
about the proceedings of the Province business in Boston. 
2 
(Cont. ) ready arm of vengeance from executing instant justice on 
the vile a^na^sins? Perhaps you fear'd promiscuous carnage might 
en^ue, and that the innocent might share the fate of those who had 
performed the infernal deed. But were not all guilty? Were you not 
ton tender of the lives of those who came to fix a yoke on your necks? " 
From John HaLncock, An Oration, Delivered March 5,1774 (Boston, 1774. ) 
pp. 9-10. : sec Clifford Shipton, sketch of John Hancock, . Ahley's_ 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. VIII, p. 427. 
I ,1 con- irnment of 28. 
'; chests of tea to Thomas Walley and partners. 
Thr' portune was brought up to Hubbard's Wharf(near Griffin's Wharf, 
the :. cone of the First Tea Party in Decemrer, 1773) 
:' ; 'or the ': lepton Town Meeting of March 7,1774., see N. P. Peirce, ed., 
'Pawn of We^ton iiecords... (1893)pp. l9)-204. 
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Ylhn ": LrIy hour of Tot-in Dinr, tinr", too, woul. i h: 've woI i ^u itrrl 
i. ý r : le i. nn ', 11rii*r, who, after all, had elr"cted the, entire lio: krd of' 
:;, -I -ntnonl (1, ho r"et tlrr time for Toi: n blertiný c) : for i, inc 'i:. ri: 
j, tzt' uýrnn of 1. hor"c -Ilont- therr t)iat were bound for i, o:: t. on rnr; '. ýr. vo. ir 
in -t r' dnr, n. nd 1iohlwk lirgni-riný; r. It in riot k; iow,; ), ow rn: c'iY 
4--ton rinn took hart, but oral tr, -Oit i. on in the tw: rr the 
: --ercmrl '1'ßn l'aLrt, y ;, r well an 1; }r" first persisted "1 atriot ic;, ll y" 
un-f. il- the. twentieth century. 1'1 a. nn for t},. e aff"; oir, l ike 
innor r ecrrtn of' hin core friond Adi:,;; rr , end t?; r oorton 
Whir 1 nrndprr. li i. p, were doubt l ran known to :;; irnuo1 Phil i ip n ý;; Lv: we. 
:,, 1 nourh no record in now to be found in hin "lli. Lr, y" : L-id cat}; ter 
ors. Iie:, vily censored rya were those of Adams. John A, iimn, 
however, wan certainly ni. ronf* thore Whit-n who lind inforr,, iAiori 
-t '- L Mohawks were to (lump the Fortune's c., r(-o of ten into the ne o 
on 1) r' nicht of' March 7th. 
f: Ycept for item 1 (. ýeloctmen) : ulcl item ') (jurorr), the a1 enri; t, 
rei, out . accordinf, to usual practice in thr Ne tint- iiarr: a. nt, war not 
('ir"rtly concerned with the conflicts, of Provincial pol iticr - an 
in'i icat ion t. }at clerlrite the Whir hysteria and moll violence ,lr. reci, el 
tov. ard "remedy" of such ir. nuer : ir the importing of (l it ioi i, e; i 
n'n. clrcr it i; ý payment of ralarillr of judr-en, the rxint inr t: irart,, r- 
Corintitutinn anr"werecl well rnourl th' iovernmrnt; tl need. - of thane 
tov: ncrpropi ' it war set over to mils. The nine itAmr on inc Arrn+t 
v: r! re: 
"1 To Chur e : gel r`ctmen and other town off icf-rr for tl; o- yo, -rLr 
l: n"ewinr* that are by Law tteifuirf-d 
2 To liar t1in town Tre1^urern ac<-ý ant for the "ycnr 
rant ,.. 
n(-. t i. hvreon 
T.. Know the minde whether there ; wine ;; ir: il l I-o at I,: trrr, 
1 o-' ycr r i; rº^etrinr 
To kno, -. ' 1; 1, - minne of the town wentho-r tl ry Wil l 
ti u it 1,1j-h ways by a Witt- the year ,,. w-, f-wlnj7 and LV r: o 
Cr:, nt n oney therefor 
: 'hm « of '); clcetmnnn1r"ctpc} in D"rrrclr, l'('( 
.; o 11 1;, 
l >r i .. h :; , iit. 
l , 'I'hr m: r^. ]tur , el 1 Pli I2: Lnr1, Jofle rli : uwl: i in 
I'ý ire r,. 1.. (ß .} circe, e 3., '1'otýn of Jontotr 
1+u 1, !; ýri'ilýlperl., Uirtrý and 1j) Auto r: >} of John A: i: wnr (1'ß(, } )Vo I. II 
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5 To Hear and act upon a lint Preprtired for the Jury i3ox 
6 To know the minde of the town if they will Joyn with 
iiatertovm and Waltham in Petitioninj; -the Great and General 
Court for Some Relenoe no to the >upport of t}io Great 
isridi*e over Charles River in Watertown and Chuse a 
Committee to Joyn with Such as Watertown and Waltham 
Shall appoint for that Purpose or act any other matter 
or thing Relating thereto 
7 To Hear the over Seers accounts and act thereon 
8 To Know the minde of the town if they aLou; *: i the account 
of I^rael 'rlhitemore Late iurvayor for Illowint- Hoc cr and 
Repairing Drills and for Pouder and act thereon 
9 To Hoar the Petition of Doc Josiah Starr and others 
stnl , tine to the School hounes and act thereon "1 
If n. nythinr, '. "leston Town Mnetinp on I'arch 7,1774 ripne. rt 
h, r the vo-tin; for äelectmen to have been more con^ervative than 
in 177;. It returned three dhi, 7 Celoctmen: Jor i, 1h . 2mith, Thomar R:; nfl, 
an, i Ben jrinin Peirce; elected another , *Ihifr, Deacon Thomnn Upham; 
n, nr' one Tory, John riirick, who had ^upported the petition to Vie 
General Court on behalf of the election of Col. Jone^, dated 
June 8,1773. Col. Jone: ~ himself was not cho^en to any Town Office, 
excu. >ed from this oft(, n onerous . id. time-con^umin, -; du. t, y, no doubt, 
1,. y Iii- nerving the Tom as Representative. But he did accept 
a. n )ointme, lt by Neetinp with two of his leadiný* Whig enemies in the 
Torn. - Abr, rh. r. m I3ig*elow and Bra Idyll Smith - to hn a committee for 
: -n. fefluardin. c thn Town's interests in the perennial problem of the 
u. pl: cep of the Great Bridge over Charles River at l" atertoti, n, item 6: 
"Voted to Chuee a Committee of three per^onn vis Collo 
Joner m"' Abraham Bigelow & Capt Pradddyll Smith to be rt 
Comnittee to Joyn with Such as Watertown (9- Waltham Shall Chun-"e 
to P^tition the -great & Genero. ll Court for Some Relief n. ncl 
ni^a" nce in Repairing & maintaining the Great Brid3ý7o over 
Ch , rl ^ River in Watertow"m Renpectinr the three towns 
Ch arge or Respecting Weston & Waltham only. " 
Town of Kieston Recorrl^ ... 
(1893)p., 200. 
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; Ir ton Town Meeting iMoreci the Whir campai(n, ber'un durinfr 
th'ý ^ummer of 1773, to persuade people not to nerve an juror^ 
, and to 
boycott ^esnion^ of the superior Court until the Ju^ticer 
nrreed not to accept Crown rtipendr, 
(by January, 1774 all but 
i: hr Chief Ju^tice Peter Oliver had done no) or to recif*n their 
offices. At the Meeting of March 7,1774 an item 5 it 
"Voted to accept of the List of Jurior^ an Read 
of & 23 first be in the first Box" 1 
There c. j. n h^ no doubt that Co1. Jones, as Town Magistrate and 
JuHHtice of the l, tiddle^ex County Court, gave hic fullent support 
to thin moa. nure. Approval of an annual list of Town jurors wan 
onr of thn most important law-enforcement duties of the Mannachu.. ett^ 
Town Mnetini*^. 
I M. F. PAirce, ed., The Town of Weston Recor(ls... (1893)}p. 204. 
In te^ton the approval of jury lists was usually the fifth item 
on the 'Vjarrntit for the annual March meeting. 
Under the dote of March 23,1774 Samuel Phillips 3avarre it Weston 
m. 0e the following note in his "Diary" about the Whig campaign 
ý . 
inst Chief Justice Peter Oliver, referring to the House of 
Representatives - as did his mentor Sam Adams - as the Masnachuseti: s 
Bay House of Commons: 
"The Commons house of this province impeached Peter 
Oliver Esq officer of ye Supr Court for receiving a 
-, ýllary from the King and not from this people. " 
"Diary, " r. i3., Mass . Hi. st. Soc. 
C, ýmpair ;n against jury service: For the refu^nl of Will iam 
T,, olinertux at the August, 1773 session of the Superior Court at 
Bositon, see the Boston renin Post, Jan. 24,1774,2/1. 
At , lorce^ter the "Whir, : society" formed Dec-? 7,1773 by lcadin(; 
rrn.,; ica. lr -, ^ nt caucus for controlling Town Meeting, drew up a 
"ttomonni. rcnce" which was presented to the Superior Court sitting at 
. 4orce^ter on April 19,1774, and endorsed by "the majority" of jurors 
-1 ). Note references to the 
House of Representatives an the"iiou: ne 
of Com--, onr" of this Province: 
"To the honorable, his majesty's justices of the Superior Court 
of Judicature now sitting at 6"lorcester, in and for said county. 
"l'! e, the ^uhscribers, being returned by our respective towns to 
serve as jurors of inquest for this court, beg* leave humbly to inform 
your honots, that it is agreeable to the sonne of those we represent, 
that we should not empannel, or be sworn into thin important office, 
provided Peter Oliver, sq. sits as chief justice of this court; 
(cont. ) 
1 
,' 
(C, )nt. 
) 
grid we would further add, that our own nentimento coincide 
perfectly with those of our constituents respecting this 
m^. tter; so, to whatever inconvenience we expone oureelven, 
we are firmly resolved not to empinnel, unle^^ we ý. re 
irrt a. rrurer' that the above gentlemý. n will not act as a 
ju. dre in thin court, for the following reason^: 
I. 13ecause the honorable House of Commons of thin Province, 
at their last version, amonc7 other thinpn, renolver3, that 
Peter Oliver, Esq. h, rth, hy his conduct, rendered liim: nelf totally 
di-qualified any longer to hold and act in the off ice of n 
justice of this court, and ought, forthwith, to be removed 
th^refrorn 
^. Flecau^e the House of Commons; in their said nerr ion, 
('id impeach t1, e said Peter Oliver, Enq. of hir*h crimes and 
micc1emonnors; the particularc of which impeachment, we 
an, prehend, are known to your honors, which will excuse u. ^ 
from reciting them at lar(e; to which impeachment the said 
Peter Ol. iver, i'leq. hath not been yet broutht to answer; and 
therefore, we apprehend, that the veniri bearing tent, Petor 
Oliver,:: ^q. in illegal. 
But, if we should be mistaken. nevertheleps, we remonstrate 
and protest, ag*ainit the said Peter Oliver, I q. acting as 
judge on any of the bills we may find at this ee^nion, unlen^ 
he in constitutionally acquitted of said impeachment: because, 
we apprehend it would be highly injurious, to subject a fellow 
countrýpwin to trial at a bar, where one of the judges in not 
only disqualified as aforesaid, but, by his own confe^cion, 
stands convicted, in the minds of the people, of a crime more 
heinou^, in all probability, than any that might come before 
him. Thcse, with other reasons, that might be offered, we 
hope your honors will esteem sufficient to justify us for 
presenting the foregoing remonstrance. 
Jcrýhua -3igclow John Fuller William Ilon^h, aw 
Thorn's Robinson John Tyler Nathaniel Carriel 
Phinchan Heywood Daniel Clapp Posen Livermore 
N,,. thn i balker Silas Bayley Timothy Bigelow 
I phri, am Doolittle John Therman William Campbe] 1 
This "Jorcester Remonstrance" was printed in William Lincoln, 
? Iicto of lorcester (worcester, 1837 )pp. 79-80. 
Chief Justice Oliver did not po to Worce^ter, and the, Court 
cenn^ion pr. ocne'ded without him. A similar Grand Jury protest was 
ma. r? e in April, 1774, when the Superior Court rat at Ch, -i. rle^town, in 
Co, Jones' county of Piidd. lesex. Oliver questioned the legality of 
the Court proceedings without the full number of judpe^, and supported 
the fining of jurors for contempt who refused to nerve. as the law 
provided. No action, 
however, was taken against these jurors by those 
judpes, inclu. din1; Edmund Trowhridge, who had refused to accept the 
Crown ^tipends.: )ee Shipton, Sihley's Harvard Grad uate3, Vill, pp. 751_ 54. 
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Two days after the Weston Town Neetin ;, Governor 
Hutchinson prorogued the General Court, on March 9th. It 
war rn uncerenoni, al and acrimonious end, and not altogether 
factually described by Hutchinson later in his History. .. of 
T. jri^ achu_ t+, n B_r1. "IHaving given his ascent to such bills an 
trere 7 re :. red for it, 
1 
omitting the usual formality of sending 
for thin house to the council chamber, and of cloning the cencion 
with a ei)eech, he sent the 
(Province) secretary (Thomas Plucker) 
with a message to the two houses, signifying* to them, thrit he had 
p, v7sed over without notice the g-roundless, unkind, an. 
d illiberal 
charges and in^inuations from each house against hirn^elf, rather 
than that any part of the publick huninens of the province should 
b^ left unfinished; but as some of their votes and resolves, 
wl ich they had suffered to be made publick, struck c3itectly at 
t', c honour and authority of the king, and of the parliament, he 
war obliged to -top them from proceeding any further" 
With the Tories so few, however, the House wan firmly in the 
control of C1^rk 3am Adams: 
"The house, being informed that this mesnar*e was reading in 
Coincil, : huttheir doors, and refused admi. nniori to the 
secretary, until they had perfected what was necessary to the 
necurity of their pay as members of the house, and hn. d passed 
a recolve, declaring that they had done all that, 'in the 
capacity of representatives of the people in this court, 'crui 
he done, for the removal of Peter Oliver, esq., the chief justice, 
from his neat in the superior court; and that it must be 
presumed the governor's refusing to take any measures therein, 
io, b(ýcause he also receives his support from the crown. They 
also r-. tve directions to their committee of correspondence, to 
write and transmit letters to the other colonies,. a_nd to Dr. 
I'rýntlin, relý. tiný* to the chief justice's receivinr a ralnry 
from the croi"m, an. d to the enormous power- of the courts of 
and other m atters... and then suffered themselves 
to 1, c prorogzed: and a few das after, by procl. amation, they 
were d'"in^olved; their committee of correspondence which 
cons i "nteci of those members which governed all the measures of 
the house surviving, and continuing... to prosecute measures 
for promoting the same purposes. " 2 
1 11e h, . c? withhelcl consent 
from several bills which had reached hint 
some time he ore. includin the "Bribery & Corruption"i3i17.: see . hove, 
"A Tory Iteprerente. tive at Governor Iiutchin. son's Last General Court. " 
2 ed., The History ... of Riascachunett:: -Bay by Thom, -ac 
11'tchincon, Vol. III(1936)pp. 325-326. 
/4.8 ,:, Y 
To the end of his History.. of MaUcachunetts-Bý - an to 
no l_rt e an e: tent in his despatches to London - Hutchinson had 
nothinr~ toi nay of Col. Jones and the Tories who, denpite the 
, -rc". te^t of vicissitudec, remained 
loyal to Government to the 
en,? of hin mism-, uiar ed. administration. Greatly outnumbered in 
the IIoune they repeatedly risked their lives and property in 
defiance of the Whig mobs to vote in opposition to the illegal 
and unconr-titutional measures of Sam Adams and the Radicals. 
These Torinn, by their suppor-t, however unsuccessful, of legislation- 
inoludini t'tc "Bribery and Corruption" Bill which they would 
n, g*ain favour in the next session of the General Court in June, 1774 - 
denigned to reform and strengthen the working of Charter Government 
in 1'. ti^, ýiachu7ettc Bay with a minimal recourse to London, finally 
in Iiutc?, innon's last General Court emerged as a political force 
independent of"control"by the Royal Governor. How far the views 
of Col. Jones and these Tory reformers differed from those of 
Ilutchinnon , -iould be formulated in the following weeks in the 
"Ad, iresnec" presented before his departure from the Colony on 
June ist - and notably the"Address" of Col. Jones and the Hiddlosex 
County flagistrates, who supported the idea of an association 
between the Colonies and Great Britain based upon mutual, and economic, 
self-interest. It was a concept a century and a half ahead of its 
time, and too f, -.. r beyond Hutchinsonts limited vision to be 
entertained. Ponsibly, however, it was an unacknowledged spur to 
Ilutchin! on's massive attempt at self-justification which drove 
him in his retirement in ig1end, and which so deeply flaws the 
third volume of his History. 
1 or the Albdress of the Iiiddlesex Magistrates, see below, "Col. Jones 
and the Middlesex Magistrates Address Hutchinson... " 
`, 1he idea of such an association with Britain and the colonies linked 
for'maliy only by the sovereign was not new in Massachusetts in 1'i74: 
liutchinron himself had discussed it with at least one correspondent in 
17(6 - and rejected it as a scheme for chaos. "The confusion, "he wrote, 
"would be infinite from the present inclination to anarchy and the 
utter insufficiency of internal authority. And a prince 3,000 miles 
distant without aid from his other subjects could do but little 
towards composing it. "Hutchinson to an unknown recipient, leb. 26, i766. 
Iiasc. Arch. XXVI, p. 197. 
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yý 
i+'or Col. Jone^, the ending, of Hutchinnon'^ last General 
Court in ]3ontnn wan the prelude to an invanion of hir town of 
'Joý--, ten by the violence of a well-orinnized Whip mob. And an 
ro oý'tcn h.. pponed in the Bay Colony during thin period, it 
an -the daton of ': lhig tactics for violence to chow it^elf 
rlr:; ': ac n arionymou~ threat which traded upon the "tea hysteria" 
ilozm up by tI)e Whig press since news of the Tea Act had reached 
Ponton in the fall of 1773. Thin threat, signed by "}unticu^, " 
one of : ýnrn Adn. r; ýý' many pseudonyms, appeared in the moat radical 
of Boston's Whig papers, Isaiah Thomas' Man. nachunett:; on 
I. arch 17th - bu. t was dated, Whig-fashion for added nitnifico nce, 
Larch 7th: the day of the Second Bosion Tea Party at Hubbard'^ 
; Warf : 
For the IiASSACIIUSETTS SPY. 
Ir . `i'homas, 
By givin ; the following a place in your most useful p: a- 
per, you will oblige a subscriber and constant 
reader. 
It is currently reported oi, lonp, us in the coun- 
try, that 1'r. I---c J---n of Weston, 
who has lately had a considerable quantity of 
Tea for sale, now makes his brags, that many 
of his roo(l customers,, ( to whom he disposed 
off said Tea) belonged to the towns between 
Weston and Boston. And, (as he says) pur- 
cha^ed of him freely, notwithntanding the sacred 
resolutions they had entered into, not to use, 
much P-sr buy any Tea! or be concerned with 
any person that did, either directly or indirectly. 
Now if this be true, what can be the advontag*e 
of our town. -meetings and resolver? If it is 
not true, does not the insolence of this arrogant 
boaster deserve the severest chastisement? Or 
indeed. which are the more wotthy to be des- 
p1r; er' by their injured countrymen? The above 
I refer to the public for an impartial answer, 
b--'ore I proceed to point out any particular 
town or person. RUSTICUS2 March 7,1774 
1 Thomas, Who had ret up as a publisher three years br, fore, w; tr, 
only 25 in 1774. The "äff" was well d. encribed by Bonton historian 
inthnr I'ýrber a^ "robid, yellow, and very successful. " Paul. 
Revere (1942)p. 13. 
2 1---a. iah Thomas, Massachusetts ýpZ, March 179,1774-1/2 
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threat was directed against 
cou. in I. ^-. ý, c, non of hic uncle James Jones of Weoton, 
I 
a captain 
in hic 'i'lrirr' I iýiý? lecex Regiment of Militia and proprietor of the 
lc-. din, - Tory -t1. vern in 'r"Ieston, the. Golden Ball, (n-till 
on the 11=o: n. 
t Ron, rl to '. 'Iorcester. Through the ,., inter of l'7, , nrl 
rpring of 1774 the tdhig Tea Boycott bit deeper, erpecin. il, y at 
Bonton ''hick d. epenr'ed. for ito supply largely upon dutied tear 
from ('J entern I+Iancachu.:, ettn had a long-e. ^. tn. blinhed - if 
ii i icit - trade in omu ; (*led Dutch tea brought in through Ilnýr York 
Oxid' Connecticut). Under threat of the Boston ', Jhi; 7 mohc, the Bonton 
c. ^. r? e. tlern, to n"afcfv. nrd their intere^t^ and to quiet rum ourn. 
th.. t they themnelvec had staged the Firnt Ponton Tea I'nr-ty on 
December. 16th to protect their monopoly, met on December l'3th and 
2lnt, and a, -reed to nunpend the sale of all tea, cmur*gle(1 i)1ztci1 
an well ar, ýlu. ty-prý; yin ] gli. ^. h, by January 20,7.7174. )uppliec of 
ten - entimnted by the Boston tea dealers' committee in early 
January an only nix chests - in Barton and neighbouring towns 
"r'i. cnppeýre but what could be had. was sold quietly un(! er-the- 
covnter to rood curtomere, if at the carne time ten, wan dccntroyed 
in "ten burnings" publicly by Whig mobs when they could lay hnndn 
2 
on it. 
As had been the case during earlier Whir boycotts of ten. 
am other British imports, however, enterprising; Tory merchants 
were well prepared to steal the trade of the moL policed rival^ 
in Boston and elsewhere. Isaac Jones, e, well-established merch,, unt 
n well as a tavern proprietor, in March, 1774 was cdoinf a thriving 
hui inens as a middle-man and retailer -not to ray "maker" for those 
who asked for a brew in his tap-room at the Golden hall - in ^mut', -led 
Dutch tea brought overland. from Albany at the head of rea-r-oinr 
n avira1. ion on the Hudson River, supplyinr other dealers , nx d customers 
in tlme town! between Weston an. ri Boston. 
3 
1 J:, ý; ýen Jone^, a succercflzi farmer and inventor in "wild} l; ý. n(? s" in 
wer"4ern iar^achucettr, d. in I`d'eston, ared 91,1j wii'e, the 
fnrmer s, arah i, ioore of : iudbury, d. at Weston ä ept. 28,177,, n. ped 90. 
llr. Henry bond, vl,. tertown... (1660)1)p. 312-313. 
2 Of the tea ddealerr, 79 agreed to a complete bo, ycott,:. ncl 9 only to 
that on ciutiecl tea. The "Minutes of the 14(ctinr- of t} Bonion Tea 
De; lcrs at iioston, Dec. 21,1773 are at Boston Public Library; t1: e "List of 
the Principal Dealers in tea lately applied to... "i^ in ", 'anuncripts 
Lart*e, "tiaS5 . ilist . 
Soc. 
3 Isaac Jones r accounts for the "tea trade"of 1773-4 are not now to he (Cont. ) 
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:vn..;, lour; the Whirs, (excc}; i in , of course, the . 
ihi; 7 
non-trn,, inr° Bonton ten. c? ealnrc) there wan a nubntantirtl. body of 
n, dniOn, i" not a mn; jorit, y, that supported the trade of Inane Jones 
r. ' o!. l rn in r. mu; , ýlec3. Dutch ten., nnd. n, number of tiiene, inoroover, 
w": i: o, i o., evrr -Lnonymounly, were prepared to publish their views 
in Ih- ;, renn. A 'M LJG ! IhiG in the 'neutr. n. l" Bo. -ton L: venin, Yon t 
on Jaj, u . ry lD, 
l7'jq, d ecln, red that tea would continue to he cirnin}, 
"k }r tlte nren: t: er , ), rt of thr' Heople, nomc of which are no very fond 
c, '' it; 1iPwt they had r: ', ther part with any enjoyment in 
iioý coný'errýný<l t. ne mohbieh ten, -knzrninis an idiotic, r-ý. nr3, pointin- 
(:, ",, f, th; Ct hitch tea Wan rin altern; Ltive, rlrruecl that an the object of 
1; } e boyco i -in to force a repeal of t}ie Tol"mnhend I: hi. ty, it wan 
f'r, l ly i, n r^rze i'or rL total ban that the u^e of rmurrrl eci ten wan 
ounichin, ' er lrrr in colonier outside Ila, nachunettn. "Are not trione 
ni-ý, i'ri, 'n('r; Brethren: "'he ankc; d. "I:; not a Union with t}iei:,, 
f`C)nt: 'canI ; iit}b iii:; othor pn. r, crn , at t- lie Gol cl en 
Bat} '1'rLvorn. lt wan 
nt })o I Li: i. c to '. c. eo! ) recor(1n of anti-Whir; trarlint in the 1770'^, or 
th S: ri-Lir-hi forcer, later during the War of' the itevolution. But 
n. r Ir";!: I. c , Jon(Is- t letter to the Iia, cnachunetts _ >ý, c3; ý. ted at 'fe^ton, A, ri. 1 
1 .1 r" E;... rt oft eir n. ttempt to enforce a tea boycott after the 
io-t, )n Ter-. i'art, y, tlie 61hii r renewed their prell) campai, ; ti. ainnt týý:; 
: rin} in; , c: nn icrnnin it an bad for health and unprtriotic. -h+hi ln. d en 
in particu, dra. r, i'(, lt the deprivation, an t]iie piece , lhown. o'rom the 
1_ nch, Lr. i1: CLýsetttee, I cbruary 17,1774 (3M: 
A L; Aclinu to her Tea-'f'ahle 
I'. ýretre! I the, `Pea hoard with itn t^nuc}y -uipare, 
W' Cu. hf and : Sruý. cer^, Cre m Bucket, ', uintr 'i'on,,; n, 
rief- ! >rotfly Ten Cher,. t alro, 1aLtel. y ctor'd 
! ü}t i! 0I1,0>n, ýrý, ,,. nd bent L)ouhle ; 'inn. 
ui Im:;, v ;t , joycun Iloment have I rat by ye, 
iic, -ri. ii - Lese CLrL'r, t, attto, t}le Old P: rtiiclr talk i; canda1ý 
!. Iv, ;, }pru. cc Coxcomb 1a. u; h at - m; %y he - lioi; iijnc°. 
rcth, ril1 I clirnh out the once lov'c3 liquor, 
iiio c, 'h nc, t< riot ^i., tihlc, 
I'r: ) t, r,. u°Iil, (and I believe it true) 
I-t r' i l. 7 1';, nten rlavin; h Ch; c. i. n^" upon my Country 
(; odder-n I i-, ould choose 
'I') r,, i; -n tri,, u"u!, ar,. nt in A vi 1 it 1CA. " 
. lur; i, on M-ninii Pont, Jri. n. 10,1774,2/; ';, plc? Ibid., 
lsý 
ý, 
li' i. n tl. ir "iSattle of the Tea iierchantc" coffee began 
i, r) 1V' f'rl. ý, i: ionr ale among the 
1 (vastly preferable to the 
, ": ,. rre i; hi eh had always been the fate of the poor) tea 
i nwv e %; to ly LV'c; ume the patriotic drink of Tory drinks in home 
,,, n -Ur(. vern - and for the more or less secret revels of the 
`i'Dry -itud-ntr at Harvard. College where Col. Jonn. ^' non ' tephen 
, "n. ,, rrir Hier of 
the clan: of '75v The tea wan often laced, of 
(-)ur, ýr,, , von ,t fn. nlrionn. ble Tory ladies' tea tables 
(an indeed 
it; n1, i Ll in t; rn. clit ionn, ll. y among Loyal ist dencendantr) with 
lo1.7 
m;, rri ar-e on November 2', 1775, of Col. Jonen GreýLt-niece 
} 01ly, l iir°111; er of Dr. Thomas and 1. ^i, Ytýr (ýdillie. mo) 4'1illianin of 
}iarr('i l1, to Dr. i; l. ihu An; hlcy, son of the Deerficid ilini^ter, 
1. ' c ;? ev. Jonn. i han and Dorothy (Williams) Ashley, ten, 
(probably 
h t, ch n? r rnu.; , ^l ] up the 
Connecticut River)we. n used i; o toast the 
l ri ^. i: l ihu recorded the event, otherwise austere bec: ý. une of the 
moni i(ý7 b-fore of Dr. Thomne 'dill i;,. mc, and the (ý; tn^ern 
loon -, hrn: ,l to the necurit, y of all Tory families: there bras not t'-e 
>>: 1»: J L}i r- rl: yn of ," wedding merrym; lkin, ^; and the gathering of 
f,, mily 
from , 1,, r n, i tfioi t, Gren. t Barrington, and ; tockhri(Ire: 
"1 went to my 1>; Lr3a's ü: fixt my^elf for ye J, k. Lrriare, return'cl 
here n; *r, i. n ;,. l)out Seven had my 13rother^ `- äinter^ & Lt Catlin 
L nre to Drink Tea which beint ; over the Knot wan tie(" by ye 
Rev, ', Jona Ann}lley, the Como tarried till Ten then went away 
1 nat up ti]1 i, 'leven & then to Bed. " 2 
''h(, rn were rlecret ten, parties as well amonC tiroce of the 
f", rnil, y who were l-ter -to be Whirs. For all her "Whii'r~inh" politics 
: n' frierr'. hit n with such a F'reciclent i,, nra `ltiler, of Yale 
(a onn-time 
r, litor) (%o1. Jonor'niece Abi'ail Williarno, the ^troný--rninded willow 
of' tie' ltrv. Jotu-i ýJor ; eant of ätockbr. idge ; uml later of Col. Joce}, h 
of Great B rrint-ton, never gave up tl! r custom, 
1 ;; e' iion1on C;. , elae, Dec.? n, 1-773; 3F'eb. 1ý, 177/ý. Icýnc Jonernever, known 
t, > mi ý: --Thun ný;: i, ý, rýortunit, y, lr. tcr uervm curtomerr, , -. t the 
r)i(1ýýri 13. "-. 1I "iPnn. or Coffee":; gee the PIar. rat_iv_e (F3onton, 1779) of 
r . 1)ý ),,,. rii icro(1 c)th Hegt. 
) and Capt. Brown ( 52nd Hr rt . 
ýr: ho vi^ited 
i, ýn Col d, -ii 13-fl 1. on a r. e-cret mirrion for Cý, mcý, i'ýcb", 177`_ . 
Ur. iTl i. )m Ar'itle, Y, "Diary, " Ti:;: 3., Yoctimtizclc Valley Memorial Ann . 
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or , afterward. One rccre-t ten party at ")tockL)r. iclre 
in t'ie 177(. )'^ n. -t; i; endod by Abi , -, ), il - and rnor; tli, ed, no doubt, by 
] ;. ; nr ; l-w ,. rivLa id ý, rennrationn - war later cIencribrri by her 
!n , cnnrI:. ni, John 1io; )kinn Deniron, the biographer of Ahirrra, i1'^ 
i'renident Murk IIopkinn of Wil. ] i . m^ 
Col ]n rý. 
In 'r1i] I iam. r ; wd thtrl, y :: tockbrirl(e, "(. l 37) ])eniren wrote: 
n;, r, _n; r ýl iýi. inr*uirhnr] rinn w, -! r(- intnreni; edi in -;, ham (:; -Locla, ridne) 
indli. n. n 1,1i,. ý. i. on -- n. mom- tlinrr Vic iýcw'd :;; r. munl Kir, <], -,. n1 "Ln(i 
1; ': r) r-,, )ni, one of irhom 1. r ter I, ecarnc 1'renid]ent of iinrvrýr(l. 
Kirl- I n, 1 Iivirln(3 hin I; imp h-'1; rnr'n Vw Onclnýliý. nfl n)d 
i. f ; i, orkhriýiýre. Al] , -rcpt mcn lrr,. ve one ýrerLkneý-r.. ýliý; lr 
1Jr. K iri:. l.. Ln(i it wan tea. He deeply repented the fact that 
p;. t1"iort rm had deprived New ý. ni land people of tlýoir tea. 
The pe( pie of' -, tockbridi*e were intensely -loyal anti no one 
t''ere would venture to purchase or use it. Thu^ when Alov,, a. il 
recf, ivnd an invitation from the Revd Dr. Kirkland to join 
Dr. ir-f, P Ln a farewell cup of teen. , ý.. ^> 1; ý wan 
1elving for 
Onci-rl; a, expected -to ic nerved witll nage ten, thce 
:, ubnt itute. ', 4hat was her nuprine and deli it to find a huge 
urn of tl, e genuine article awaiting her. Little Dr. dent 
m; `ni. fented his ;u tonirnhrient and pleasure, for he was also 
a dwotne. The little circle awaited with delightful 
:. nti. ci. p;: ti. on the pouring of the forbidden beverage behind 
doors tirrýitly closed. The firnt cup wan just handed to 
Ai-igatl when there was a loud knock at the door. i, r. Kirk, land 
RPve " frantic leap to nave the sacred cup and hit the urn, 
overturning tie scalriinf liquid in his lap. His tight small 
el of er n; 'forc}ed no protection and hin look of rUi zi5h 
nipoold have awakened sympathy, but between his exprennion 
of p, zin and terror and the look of horror and regret on 
Dr. '<<io ni; 'r; solemn face an he waw the expected treat lost 
forever, Abigail was no moved with laugh ter that it was only 
by viol. en-t chokin that the eecaped din{°race. The knocking; 
proved of no importance, but Jr. Kirkland lost his tea and 
had to postpone his departure for several days for his burns 
to ht'n. l. " 3 
1, Tlie^ ý? ev. Dr. John Thornton Kirklan . llarvr. rdi A. I3., 178) 
2 Dr. :; i }>liori ', J ni , 
Yrtie, A. 13-1755, who had nucceerlcd t11e ii ev. 
wI. -. }1. Lfl an } :! rtor oC , ltockbridre, and had ma. rriod 
^i ter : 117abntli -liT1. iým~, ý]. ^"n Col Jonc^, ' niece. 
3 , ohn ! )oni^on, "Abif-ail Willin. mr and . early itockhrid ," (1' ý'j )'" , 'ý,, . l10.;; ce al ro hin lark IIopkinn A L3i2,, 
(1)35) 1 , VI: ( 
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For the tea question, as with other political is^ues, 
Sam Ad. -uns and his desciples among the radical Whig relied 
upon force exercised through mob violence as the deciding factor 
when argument could not produce a favourable or compliant majority. 
And so it was in Whig dealings with the uncompromising tea 
merchant Isaac Jones. In the next issue of the "neutral" Boston 
Evening Post, published on monday, March 21st, Isaac Jones in a 
letter dated March 18th replied. to RU: iTICUä'- allegations made 
against him in the I., assachur etts of the day before: 
"i". e^ rs. Fleets, I accidentally cast my Eye on a Piece siL; ned 
RU' ; TICU3 in the Spy No 163 wherein he says that it is currently 
reported in the Country, that I have lately had a consir'erahle 
C uantity of Tea for Sale; and that I made my Drags of selling it 
to my good Customers, &c. - True it is, I bought Tea in Alh;, ny 
some time last winter, as did a number of others belonging to 
this Province, and I have not had any Tea, nor cold any but what 
came from thence, and I had no Occasion to brag of selling it to 
any person; nor did I suppose that either the Buyer or 'Seller 
deserved Chastisement; as the New York Tea was then, and still is 
openly sold and consumed in that Province, and the Westerly Part 
of this as at any Time whatever; now I take this Opportunity to 
acknowledge all past Favors from my good Customers, and all other 
Friends, and to acquaint them my Tea is all sold and that I don't 
expect to have any more to oblige them with. " 1 
To know that Isaac Jones' reply was not to the Whigs' 
liking he had only hours to wait. That night, on roonday, March 'lot - 
monday evenings being the customary meeting - and mobbing - nighty 
of the Sons of Liberty, they ataged a demonstration at his Golden 
Ball Tavern in Wecton. Mills' and Hicks' Tory I-ia:; aachuoetts Gazette 
and Boston Post Boy reported: 
"We hear from Weston in the County of I.. iddlesex, 
That on Monday Lvening the 21st of Instant, a Num- 
ber of People appeared before the House of Capt. Isaac 
Jones, Innholder, in that Town, gave a loud Indian 
WHOOP, and Immediately went off without speaking to 
any Person in the House... " 2 
1 Borton Evening Post, Elarch 21,1774.1/2. 
2 I1aesachusetts Gazette and Boston Post RM, April 4,1774.1/2. 
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The following monday night, March 28th, there took 
place the Weston Tea Party, when the Whigs, suitably dis raised, 
as they had been at Boston, attacked the Golden Ball Tavern. 
The most detailed account now known was that printed byMMiills'& Hicks' 
Tory i. assachusetts Gazette and Boston Post Bomar: 
"'He hear from Weston ... That on I1onde. y Night 
last between nine and ten o'clock, a Number of Persons, 
supposed near one hundred again appeared there, and 
Capt. Jones having that I: ornin done a Journey to 
Uxbridge, they fell to breaking the ; lindows of the 
House stove in all in the lower rooms, and then the 
CI: aa_mber, tirs Jones war then in Bed with a young; 
Inf int, havin, - lain in about three '. leeks, the '. Iindows 
of her room did not escape but she lay exposed to the 
Inclemency of the ýle, ather, it being rainy, two Hours: 
--:; czar 30 of the People entered dinrruised with Paints, 
Paper Visages, &c - and ransacked the whole House 
from Cellar to Carret, without breaking; down any 
Part excepting two Pannels of a Partition: Being asked 
what they were in Search of, they said, Jones, and 
would have him; but being told he was gone a Journey, 
they made free with the Bottles of Liquor in the Cellar, 
as also the Liquors that were in the Bar-Room breaking 
or carrying off the Bowls, flugs, &c. also about 100 
Lemons, and half a cask of Raisins. " 1 
The correspondent of the Massachusetts Gazette went on to point 
out that there were local people - probably some of them from 
Weston - in the mob, and. that they were recognized: 
"ýevera. l of them were known by the People in the House 
and called to by Name, when they went off. --ever al 
other Circumstances upon this Discovery, our Informant 2 
supposes will be given when a Particular Account is taken. " 
The wording of the only other account of the Weston Tea Party, 
which was printed in the "neutral" Boston LWening Post on the sane 
1 Marsachusetts Gazette and Boston Post Boy, Apri1 4,1774,1/2. 
I-Irs. Jones: Isaac's second wife, the former Diary Willis of Medford. 
The "Infrnt" was Anna Jon©s, born on March 12th. 
2 Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Post Boy, April 4,1774.1/2. 
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day, monday, April 4,1774, more strongly suggests that when the 
mobbers were recognized they feared reprisal, if not prosecution, 
and left: "several of them, 'tis said, were known, and being 
called by name, they all soon after went off. " 
1 
After a "particular account" was taken, if any who were 
known to have taken part in the mobbing of the Golden Ball Tavern 
were later brought before the local magistrate, Col. Elisha Jones, 
no record can now be found: his magistrates' book of "Acts and 
Judgements" was taken from his library and destroyed with most of 
his other official and private papers by a Whig mob in the first 
months of 1775 - and the copy required to be kept in the Middlesex 
County Archives of his magistrate's record was also destroyed by 
the Whigs, who were very thorough indeed in abstracting records of 
any kind that might incriminate them, serving as evidence for 
public prosecutions or for private suits by Tories for libel or 
damages. The fact that so few magistrate's books - perhaps a dozen - 
have survived from the colonial period in Massachusetts arfues 
strongly that these officials were far more effective in carrying 
out their duties upholding the law and public order, recording 
incidents of breaches of the peace and destruction of property euch 
as at the Golden Ball Tavern at Weston on March 28,1774, and bringing 
the "mobbers" to "book, " than the Whigs (in the eighteenth century 
2 
and later) conr. idered it safe to their cauie to be known. 
1 Boston E rening, Pont, April 4,1774.2/3. The Ltrenin Post version 
is shorter and word-for-word in what it uses from what appears to be 
the same source as the Tory I-: asnachusetts Gazette: the L ej, -Jin , Port, 
trying; as it said to be "neutral" left out the G, vsette's description 
of the violence - window breaking even for the room of a woman in 
child-bed, and the smashing of the panels up-stairs. 
2 One of the few maggistrate' ci books now known is that of another of 
Col. Elinha Janen' cousins, Col. John Jones of Dedham, borderinj on 
Weston. It is a quarto volume, containing record of the trial, verrlict, 
and expenses of the 380 cases he heard as a marictrate: excerpts were 
printed in The Norfolk County Gazette, Hyde Park, Peb. 2,9,16,1873. 
Col. John's papers were not confiscated by the iihiý-s after he reciý-, ned 
his co: n: r. ission; after several years he was again chosen am : ristrate, 
and used the same book as under the Crown - perhaps a unique case. See 
the sketch by his erandson, Amos Perry, "Col. John Jones of Dedham and his 
Paternal Ancestors in America, "New E g. Hist. Gen. Reg.,; pri1,1890, pp. 158- 
167; and Amos Perry, ed., Book of Minutes of Coj. Lpbn Jones.. JBoston, 
1894)42pp. 
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Whatever action against the Whig mobberc of the Golden 
Ball Tavern Col. Jones was able to take as a magistrate, as Colonel 
of the Third Middlesex Regiment he raised the Militia to keep 
the peace. As the Boston &vening Pont put it: 
"A Military Watch was thought necercary, and 
accordinr71y the Colonel ordered one from the 
Iilitia in that Town to be kept every Night. " 
It was at night that the Whigs did their mobbing: it took no man 
from his work, and disguise, was easier. 
while the Tory press carried the story of the ''-+hig mobbing 
and violence at the Golden Ball, little attention was paid to it 
generally by the Whig presr, whose policy it was to "play-down" 
or ignore the unpalatable aspects of the operations of its mobs. 
But the brief notice of the Weston affair in Ede s' and Gill's 
Whig Boston Gazette, also on April 4th, was threatening: 
"The insolence of a certain Publican at Westowm, 
has drawn on him tue Indignation of the People 
in that and the nci*hhouring Towns, a Number of 
whom lately assembled to Compliment his Person, 
but he having fled, we are informed they broke 
his Windows and shewed other tokens of their 
resentment. " 2 
However much protection Col. Jones' military nicht watch 
afforded the town of Weston durinj* the spring and summer of 1774, 
Icaac Jones' busine-ses of merchant and innkeeper depended upon 
public good-will - and past Whir, caapai*ns of intimidation, as 
at the time of the Non-Importation boycott^(1768-1770), had when 
enforced been very damaging to trade. It was therefore logical 
enough that Isaac Jones thought it prudent to make what peace he 
could with the Whigs. He sent the following disclaimer on April 6th 
to the radical 
_Massachusetts 'whence 
IJiTICUS had mounted his 
attack: 
1 Bonton svenin, ^: Port, Apri1 4,1774.2/3. See also the Tory 
IN1a sachusetts Gazette and Boston Post Boy, April 4,1774,1/2. 
2 Boston Gazette, April 4,1774,3/1. See also the Essex Gazette, 
May 5,1774. 
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For the Psi A ;iSACHU 'E; ETT :iLPY 
To the 1'UiLiC 
It neem r by the renontment nhewn by a 
number of pe0Ple that annernhled at lily 
hound on the '6th of Larch, ti hen I wren pone 
a journey in the country, that I have clone none- 
thin(; that caused their rercntnent, and I know 
not what it should be except my i? rinirine none 
tea from Albany, sometime last winter whicli I 
then ruPPoned. would not have offended any 
body, as it paid no duty in America; but since 
I find it has, I would inform the' public that I 
am sorry that I have offended there, and am 
determined not to offend in like man-nn. r for 
the future; for it in well known that I have 
been an much net against the rlutied tan, an any 
peroon whatever. I :; AACJU 14 :; ä 
, 'le-ton, April 6,1774 1 
For ", omo time thereafter the lvlhifr^ appear to }1',, vo kept 
their mohhinr^^ o, wty from Wehton. But it war, riot 1onf* before 
Inn: i. c Joner. vrn, ^ renv. pplied. at thm. Golrlen Brüll, TWd nrr in I-,, -tick 
in t}if, tPn. tr<acle. p 
1 The I1: ßtlmLcliurýett^ April 791774- '12 . 
2 For further clanhen between Irn. ac Jonen and the 1diddlerex 
County WJ}1ir'r, nee below. 
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COL. JON1,43 AND TH[ MIDDLESEX B'AGISTRATES ADDRESS HIJTCHINSON: 
TORY PJ Ok O ALü FOR ACCOI11OD! TION '611TH JNGLAi D AND IUXPORIý. 
IN MA33AC1IUSETT3 BAY, l, iAY AND JlJ ýNL, 1774 
"'rLay 18th. -... we have many -monf, un, who are for compromising 
rnattern, ra.. nd put forward a subscription to pay for the Tea. 
George 1,: rving har, cleelar'd -thin ciny, that if it should be 
promoted, he in ready to put down two thoun-a. nd poundn sterling 
towards it, and will take it upon himself to wait on Governor 
Gage r. ncl brow what hin clemn. rndr upon u. n are - which circum^tance 
Jno. Amory mentioned at ye town meeting thin day, which was in 
general re jectnd3, though he urged the matter much. 
"June l, 'th...... uch in the cured zeal that now prevails: 
animonitien run hierher than ever, each party charring the other 
as bringing ruin upon their country; that unless morse expediency 
in adopted to pet the Port cpen by payintf for the tea 
(which 
seems to be the only one) arr afraid we nhall experience the 
worst of evils, a civil war, which God avert; -- " 
John, Andrews (Boston)to William Barrell 
at Philadelphia, Nay, June, 1774 1 
In the annual Provincial elections of Iay, 1774, Weston 
at a Town tIeetin ; on the afternoon of the :, iYteenth, not only 
reelected a Tory, Col.; linha Jones, as Representative, but cent him 
back to the General Court, due to meet at Bo. -, ton on I-; ay 25th, 
unfettered by inntructionn. 
2By 
comparison with the year before when 
in an attempt to keep a Tory from taking hic neat the Weston Whigs 
reported to fal^e char; -en of electoral fraud and dinpiited hin election 
even before the House, Col. Jones' reelection in 1774 wan a quiet 
one - although there can be little doubt that it, too, wan sharply 
contented by the local Whin here, as elnewhere, never Short of men 
hungry for Provincial office. Poynibly in 1774 Col. Jones' vote 
(unrecorded in the Town Records) was too large this time for the 
Whil-c to challen, e. Whether he was returned by an increased majority, 
however, Col. Jones' achievement gras remarkable indeed at a time 
when no more than a dozen towns in all Macnachunettn Bay Colony 
were choocin' Torien, fewer even than in the last Provincial election 
of ? 1ay, 1773.3 
1 John Andrews to William Barrell, May 18, June 12,1774. f1ans. Hist. Soc. 
Proceeclinn , Vol. VIII, 1865, p. 329. 
2 b:.?. Peirce, ed., T, 4, i RL Weston 3e o s... (1893)pp. 204-? _05. 3 See below for the list of Torics and their towns at the critical 
vnt#% of Junob 17_1774. 
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Co1.. Junen' election in 1'(74, n. t a time of heii-h , ener3 
political conf] ict and civil (Iinobndience, munnt rt. i. udl an a 
renewed enrlornement by the Town o l" ', 'l, 'nton not only of tin, man, 
but of hin beliefe and hin policinn r, n well -{, n hin record in 
public office. An a ma., 'intrzte Col. Jonen had been outnt; Lnd? inrrly 
nuccernful in keeping; the rule of law and peace in the town: in 
the only known inotnnce of violnnce, the attack upon Capt. I. nnac 
Jonen' Golden Ball Tavern by a . 
ihir* mob drenned. 13o, ton-fanhion an 
"tlohr wkn" two months hefore, he had tr6-on action a(;. linnt pn. rticipnntn 
who had been identified, and ordered a flilitn. ry WAcli from the 
town Militia, Company to be kept in the ntreetn each ni }it. 
I In 
the previous Goner; -. l. Court Col . Jonun'recordj 
(an in Vie pant) had 
been that of a traditional Nannachunett:; 13, -, y Tory; a nu}porter of 
Charter Government, but to a notable ddepree independent in thought 
and an innovator while at the ^,,. me time n. reformist rather than a 
revolutionary. Thu. ' Col. Jonen had opposed tie nAhablly and narrowly 
political mrnneuuverinr'; n of majority in their impeachment 
of Chief Juntice Peter Oliver, and the resolve- petitioning the 
Crown for the recall of the Governor(flutchincon) and Lieutenant 
Governor(Andrew Oliver). On the other hand Col. Jonen and t'ie other 
"traditional" 'I'orienn in the }}ou:. e - incluciinf; much nt: 1. lwa. rtn an 
Col. 'Phomn. s Gilbert of Preetown (Bri: ntul County) and. Col. t?; dward Bacon 
of Barnstable-supported the reform bill (which because of it:, 
political innovation:. (lid not ['et Gov. 1futchinnon'n n.. ncent) "to 
prevent Bribery and Corruption in the election of Membern to Gerve 
in the General Ancembly, " which wan to bereintroduced in the 1774 
recision of the Genera) Cour-C which bep-an on May 25th. 
1 ? -; an^, tchu^ettn Gazette and I3o^ton port f32, April 4,1774; see above. 
2 
Per Ifutchu)rontr refu^. 11 to viril the I3ribory and Corruption Bill, 
nee the riecpnt: eh (inter Borton, frtrc} . 
1',, 17'14 in Thomas' rnr? icnl 
N; a^. achunn1,1:: And ner, rftI)Ve. 
RI 
It i notable that Weston Town t-Ieetinf- returned Col. Jone^ 
to the House without inrtructions on Sam Adams' great issue of 
the 1774 Provincial 1ý, lection campaign, the much-rumoured Boston 
Fort Act. Adams' polies had been to prevent any payment - by Tories 
or Whirs - of compensation for the de^truction of property during; 
the Boston Tea Party of December, 1773 by packing Boston Town 
Meeting and other measures, as one of hin biographers-, has put it, 
anticipating "with a martyr's joy the coming punishment of the 
1 
town which forever would put an end to hopes of reconciliation. " 
For some time brsfore the full text of the Act (which had received 
the Royal Assent on March 31st) arrived at Boston on May 10th - 
six days before the election at i4eston - notably in a long; article 
in Eder, and Gill's Dolton Gazette of April 25th, the Whigs "warned" 
that the port was to be closed and Boston subjected to other 
draconian punishments: 
2the 
text itself did not fall short of 
Whiff; expectationc, providing that from June 1st -the Boston port 
would be prohibited to shipping and commerce except for coasters - 
required to stop first at Marblehead for inspection- bringing vital 
supplies of foodstuffs, fuel, and fodder to the town until satisfactory 
compensation were made for the tea and other damage, and the seat 
of Provincial Government and the Commissioners of Customs removed 
from Boston, to `", a1om. 
3 
1 
Clifford Shipton, r. ketch of Sam Adams in SiBle, y+^ Harvard 
Graduates, Vol. X, p. 443.3ee a1^o John C. Miller, Sam Adams 1960) 
pp"298-2q9. 
2 "Extract of a Letter from London, dated 19 February, 1774" Boston 
Gazette, April 25,1774.1%2. 
3 14 Geo. 3, c. 19. 
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The Whirs lost no time in printing the Port Act as a 
broadside, luridly surrounded by mourning bands and topped 
with a crowned skull and cross bones under a Liberty Cap, 
and distributing it to the towns by Paul Revere and other 
despatch riders, together with the resolves of Boston Town 
I+ioeting of May 13th calling for a boycott of all trade with 
Britain and the West Indies, and a letter from the Boston 
Committee of Correspondence urging the country towns to support 
Boston in the forthcoming General Court and to give such instructions 
to their Representatives. 
1 
Most towns, however, whatever the dominant 
party in Town Meeting;, took no stand upon the matter officially, 
as did Weston by returning its Itepresentative, Col. iýlisha Jones, 
uninstructed. 
2 
Dependent for its trade - and prosperity - largely 
upon road rather than water traffic, Weston shared the lack of 
concern of many - even radical - inland towns, who from long 
habit regarded the political troubles and mob violence in Boston 
with a large measure of self-interested detachment. Moreover, 
in connection with the Port Bill they were not slow to see the 
profits in the haulage business hound. to arise from the use of 
Salem and other rival ports as alternatives when Boston was closed 
to vessels entering after June lot. Nor was it from incratitude 
that later newly-thriving teamsters were to dub their lumbering 
ox-waggons "Lord North's Coasters. " 3 
1 
For the distribution; of the broadside and instructions, see 
Forbes, Paul Revere.. -(1942) pp"215-217"It was important to 
Sam 
Adams' plan also to gain support for the trade boycott from the 
other colonie^, and Revere was sent as far south as Philaadelphia. 
See Boston Committee of Correspondence B'Iinutes, May 12,13,1774. 
I. I; S. New York Public Library; and Boston Town Records, May 13,1774. 
The idea of a trade boycott was later developed by Dr. Joseph Warren 
in the Whig manifesto the "Solemn League and Covenant. "(See below) 
John Cary, Joh Warren (1961)pp. 136-137. The name was taken from the 
cottish movement to "reform"the Anglican Church in the 1640'x. 
Kinvin Wroth in Province in Rebellion(1975) ignores the Tory aspect 
in the return by Town. Meetings of Representatives without instructions 
in the Provincial election of 1774; so also Richard D. Brown, Reyolution- 
a Politics in 11assachusetts... (1970)which does, however, refer to a 
letter of the BCC to the town of Rutland at the time of the Provincial 
election of 1773 maintaining that a Representative who disregarded 
Town Meeting instructions to serve the Governor should"be refused the 
cufrage of his constituents at their next Election-"p. 129. 
3 John Andrews to William Barrell, June 12,1774. MHS Proceedings, 
ol. VIII, 1865, p. 330. 
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For Col. Jones himself, among other enterprises he 
had for many years carried on business as a merchant in Weston, 
and there is no evidence that he had given it up at the time of 
the Boston Port Act, although his accounts for this period are 
largely missing. Probably, as in earlier years, the bulk of his 
trade was in the capacity of wholesaler or middleman between the 
Boston importers and the retailers in towns in western Massachusetts, 
and like the Boston merchants and importers in May and June, 1774, 
Col. Jones would have made his own arrangements to circumvent the 
Port Act for the period of the embargo. 
' His cousin, the leading 
Boston merchant Capt. Ichabod Jones (baptized in Weston May 26,1717) 
and married to Apphia Coffin Jones of the prominent shipping family 
of Newburyport, a Tory in 1774 for all that he had been one of the 
15 Sons of Liberty to commission a silver punch-bowl from Paul Revere 
in 1768 to commemorate the refusal of the 92 members of the House 
to "recind" Sam Adams' famous "Circular Letter" to the other American 
colonies informing them of te measures adopted by Massachusetts to 
oppose the Townshend Duties - like John Rowe the Whig merchant 
and others, merely removed much of his business to Salem while 
keeping his re: 3idence in Boston. 
3 
1 The only ledger book of Co1. Fli. sha Jones known to survive, and 
now kept at the Golden Ball Tavern at Weston, har few entries in it 
after 1770- 
2 See Dr. Henry Bond, Watertown(1860)p. 312, and references to him in 
Clifford Shipton'n sketch of his son, John Coffin Jones, of the Harvard 
Class of 1768. Sibley's Harvard Graduate^, Vol. XVII, pp. 49-54. Dr. $hipton's 
research, so thorough and scrupulously honest, does not appear to have 
used the John Coffin Jones M Snow at the Harvard Business School, 
which contain many of his father's papers as well. For Capt. Ichabod 
Jones and the punch-bowl - where his name is engraved with the other 
donors around the rim - see Forbes, Paul Revere, 
(1942)p. 134. 
3 For John Rowe and. the Port Act: Anne Rowe Cunninr*ham, ed., Lettero 
and Diary of John 1owae, (1903) July 15,1774, pp. 27e"-279. 
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Capt. Ichabod's son John Coffin Jones, conspicuous in the 
family during the Revolution as a pragmatist, 
lhad 
set up as a 
merchant in partnership with Thomas Lee in Boston after leaving 
Harvard, and appears to have moved his importing and shipping 
interests in the latter half of 1774 down to Marblehead, where 
delivery of such heavy items as nails brought from gland was 
to be taken. The Boston store, whose premises were described as 
"near the Swing Bridge"however, was not only kept open after the 
Port Act went into effect on June 1,1774, but its advertisements 
in the Boston papers show that stocks and the variety of imported 
"English goods" increased. This advertisement ran in Draper's Tory 
Massachusetts Gazette Oct. 13,20, and 27th, at what was near the end 
of the year's importing season: 
2 
L and JONES 
At their Store near the Swing Bridge have for sale Season 
A General Assortment of Piece Goods, Suitable for the present/ 
A beautiful Variety of Brocades, figur'd and striptd 
Lutestrings, Taff aties & Gorgoroons, black Armozeens 
and Padufoys, flower'd Sattins of all Colours for Ladies 
Cloaths, a few best Ermine Muffs and Tippets. - 
Gold and Silver Laces, Silver Watches, Looking 
Glasses, Paper-Hangings, Corks, a few Cases of blue 
and White China Cups & Saucers. Liverpool & Glass Ware 
West India RUN by the Hogshead 
Cornish's New England Fish-Hooks 
(p Also Nails of all Sorts to be delivered at Marblehead 
1 In December, 1772, John Coffin Jones had sailed for London to 
"talk business" with suppliers. On Feb. 17,1774, however, he was 
back in, Boston when he married Mary Lee at Trinity Churoh(Anglican). 
It was not until the following year, in June, l7T5, that John Coffin 
-after Bunker Hill-left Boston"On June 22,29, and July 6,1775, he 
advertised in Hall's New England Chronicle or the Essex Gazette (at 
Cambridge): "Lee & Jones. Advertise all who may have concerns with them, 
that John Coffin Jones resides at Newbury-Port, to whom they are 
desired to apply. "Throwimg in his lot with the rebels, John Coffin 
between Sept. 18 and Nov. 20th, 1776 owned three commissioned privateers: 
the Brigantines Civil UsaZe and Bilboa Packet, and schooner Warren. 
A fourth vessel, the schooner-Lee, was commissioned Nov. 27th. 
2 "The proudest names im the province appear"in the papers"offering 
or sale everything from fish lines to broadcloth': S. E. Morison, Marme 11istory 
of_biassachusetts(192l)p. 25. 
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It was, of course, as in most civic disaster: ', the 
labourin, 7 people of Boston, and the poor of the town, who chiefly 
suffered under the restrictions of the Port Act, being put out of 
work at the docks and the maritime trades by the diversion of 
sea-going shipping; to Salem and other ports. The situation of the 
unemployed in Boston after the beginning of Ju. ne, 1774, offered a 
genuine grievance to be quickly exploited by Sam Ad^m^' radicals 
with their campaign for poor relief that traded upon the humanitarianism 
of New England to further Whit; political ends. 
I 
Not the least shrewd assessment of the Fort Act was made 
by the "Downcast" shipmaster and merchant of Liverpool (Nova Scotia) 
Simeon Perkins, who wrote in his Diary for June 12,1774: 
"This Act is due to destruction of Pact India Tea last 
Fall. The Act appears to have been made in a hurry if 
not in some heat, and I fear will be productive of 
disagreeable consequence:;. " 2 
For Col. Llinha Jones and the DIan^e, chunettn Bay Tories - an. d, it must 
be said, for the law-abiding amon, - the Whirs - Boston's remedy lay, 
as the Port Bill ntn. ted, in payment for the damage done by the 
Boston mob: both in the House of Representatives in the ne^nion of 
May-June, 1774, and. throughout the summer of growing anarchy that 
followed, Col. Joneo was in the forefront of those prominent men who 
strove for reconciliation with Britain and by constitutional means 
to restore stable and effective government to the Province. 
1 Ue^ton Torn Records do not show that any "official" contribution 
was made by this town to Boston relief. The firnt donation, on July 7th, 
was made by the town of Windhwn, Connecticut, 258 nh(-ep. I,: ore than 80 
towns contributed material aid. `Iee Richard D. Brown, Revolutionn. ry 
Polition in trap achunetto The Bonton Committee of. Correnpondonce and 
the Tol, m ll 2-1 ' . 
T1970)pp. 198_200; for the use of the Committee of 
Donut ions for pol it ic. o, nee John Cary, JoE, ehh Warren (1961)ppp. 137-140. 
2 Harold A. Inni^, ed., The Diary of Simeon Perkins 1766-1780. (1948)78. 
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On May 17th, the day after hi^ re-election to the 
House of Representatives by the town of 'Trenton, Col. Jones, 
as one of the Magistrates of the Bay Colony, would have been in 
attendance at the official reception in Boston of Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson's successor, General Thomas Gag*e, who had arrived at 
1 
Castle William in IIF3 Live] from !,. hr-land on slay 13th. These 
welcoming ceremonies were traditional, rmd as colourful as any 
Massachusetts could mount. The Boston Militia were drawn up under 
arms along King Street, together with other detachments of Provincial 
troops: a company of grenad. iers, Capt. Adino Paddock's Ancient and 
2 
Honourable Artillery Company, Col. David Phipps' Guards Company, 
and the Corps of Cadets that were the Governor's ceremonial guard, 
commanded by Hutchinson's appointment since April, 1772, by Col. John 
Hancock. According to the account in Draper's Tory Massachusetts 
Gazette: - 
"At 11 o'clock his Excellency left the Castle (William) 
under discharge of the Cannon of that Fortress, and 
proceeded on Board his Majesty's Ship Crtptain, having 
previously given Notice of his Intention to Land on the 
Loni; Wharf. At 12 His Majesty's Council, the Secretary 
of the Province (Thomas ? lucker), the Magistrates, High 
Sheriff, Marshall of the Court of Vice Admiralty, the 
Selectmen(of Boston) and many other Gentlemen, preceeded 
by the Cadet Company, received him there upon his landing, 
and under the Discharge of the Cannon of the Admiral's 
Ship and the Batteries in the Town. Upon his passing up 
King Street his Etcellency received the standing Salutes 
from the officers of the respective Corps. 
"His Majesty's Commissions appointing hirn Captain General 
and Governor in Chief of this Province &c were then published 
in the Council Chamber, and after the usual oaths were 
administered., his Excellency was pleased to issue a 
Proclamation requiring all Officers whose Commissions 
would otherwise cease and determine, to continue in the 
exercise of their respective Commissions till further 
orders. Three vollfies were then fired, and three cheers 
given by a vast concourse of People collected on this 
occasion. 
1 Gare to Lord Dartmouth, BoSton, Nay 19,1774. YRO. C. 0.5: 97. 
2 Both Adino Paddock and Davie? }'hippc, Ifif; h Cheriff of Micddlecex 
County, were to become active Loyali: tc, Paddock taking an active 
part in the defenne of Bo^ton d. ««rin the rebel ^eiý*e. t, aee the : 'ketch of 
Paddock in Oliver Rohert. ^, lfintorz of the Ancient and Honourable 
Artillery Comp my of i., a erlcliu^et tr, Vol lIlv9 pp. 1: 1 '-ll4, end his 
Loy. ali^t Papers in k'RO. A. 0.13: 49. 
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"After his Iccellency had received the Compliments of 
his i%ajesty's Council, of the Gentlemen in Commission of 
the Peace, the Episcopal and Diccentini Clergy, Military 
Officers, and. a great number of other Gentlemen, he proceeded 
(escorted by the Company of Cadets) to Faneuil Hall, wherel 
an elegent Dinner war provided for his Welcome Reception. " 
No doubt for Col. Jones, an for other leading Tories, 
the prospect of a firm administration under Gen. Gage was cause 
for hope. Gape was no stranger to Boston or to Massachusetts, and 
his personal knowledge of the American colonies went back twenty 
years. As Lieutenant-Colonel of the 44th Regiment Gape had sailed 
with it to America in 1754, and he commanded the advanced column at 
the disastrous ambush of Braddock'-, forces by the French and Indians 
on July 9,1755 during the advance on ? t. Aiquesne. Later, Gape had 
seen service in company with the Massachusetts Bay Militia on the 
frontier of New Ybrk and Massachusetts, including the campaigns at 
Oswego (1756) and Ticonderoga (1758) where he commanded the Light 
Infantry in Abercromby's mismanaged expedition against Montcalm 
and the precipitate retreat of the Britirh forces to Lake George. 
It is not known when Gage first met Fli^h-a Jones of Weston, a 
Lt. Col. in Joseph Frye's Massachusetts Regiment in 1756, on campaign 
im the French and Indian War, or later when Gage, as Commanders-in-Chief 
of H. M. Forces in North America (in succession to Amherst) from 
1763 until 1772, made one of his inspection trips to Boston. In 1768, 
when Gage arrived at Major Byard's at Roxbury from New York on 
October l5th, and the "regiments were under arms & made a Good 
Appearance, " Elisha Jones was Colonel-Commandant of the Third 
Middlesex Regiment. 
2 
1 Ma^. >achu^etts Gazette, May 19,1774.3/1.3ee al., o the account in 
Cunnin'ham, ed., The Letter-c and of John Rowe (1903)entry for 
M. y 17,1774. xpp. 270-271. _ ý. 
2 Gape'n de^pn, tche^ from the time of hir takini* command. in America 
are printed in Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Correa ndence of General 
Thomas Gare with the Secretaries of St-nte, 17(3-1775 (1931-33 1 Vols. 
In 1768 Gage arrived in Boston a fortnir-ht after the regular troops 
quartered there had berun to land, and he remained until Nov. 24, the day 
after Boston merchant John Howe was installed an Grand Master of NNiaeons 
of Ilorth America, when Col. Jonen may well have been among the "134 
Brethren present. "Cunningha. m, ed., Letters and Diar of John Rowe, p. 180. 
/"s 
Richard Lechmere, the merchant and dictil]. er, probably 
cypre^. sed tie view^ of many Massachusetts, Tories when he welcomed 
the arrival of Gen. Gape in a letter to his London agents Lane, 'on, 
and Fraser on May 30,1774: 
"I very much approve of your declining; to openany 
now accounts in this country, and I fear it will be a 
great while before you will be able to close those already 
open... One day more puts a stop to all imports,, and a few 
more(which are really days of grace) puts an end to all 
exports, and the employment of every mechnnick, a total 
ctarnation of every kind of business ensues, and nine 
tentiis of the inhabitants render'd wretchedly miserable, 
and to add to out misery I do not see the least disposition 
amonj our vile Sonc(ie. of Liberty) to take any steps to 
relieve our dictren^es; hut it i:. with pleasure that I can 
say the Friends of Governmt have now dared to chow themselves 
by addressing; Govr Hutchinson in a suitable manner upon 
his leaving the Province, as you will see by the paper: -, 
and we promise ourselves under the protection of General 
Gage we rh, -ill ho able to speak our minds freely, and open 
tire eyes of a. deluded people, wwtho have hitherto been deceiv'd 
by a sett of designing villains and bankrupts who have 
supported themselves at the expense of almost ruining Town 
and Province... " 1 
Col. lýli^h:,. Jones was amont- the prominent men of I acnachuoetts 
Bay invited, a^ the custom was, to nirm Addrer, er, or te. ^timoniü , 
to the departing Governor Thomas Hutchinnon. There were Addre^ses 
from profon ional groups euch as "The 15inister^ of the Episcopal 
Churche^ in Boston and. the Neichhouring Towns" "The Barristers -und 
Attorneys of Massachusett^ Bay, " and "The Merchants rnd Trader^ of 
the Town of Boston, and others.. o" of which Col. Jones' Bonton merchant 2 
cou^in, Capt. Ichabod Jones was a signer. And Adrdre^ses from towns 
with which Hutchinson was particularly associated, signed by the 
"Gelectmen and Principal Inhabitants, " Marblehead, and Milton, where 
1 Richard Lfchmere to Lane, Son, anr3 Fra^er, MZay 30,1774. P 0 at Marin. 
Fü^t. 'Ioc., and printed in their Proceedinfr^, 1902, Vol.:; VI, p.? _8G. 
2 The tcxt^ of these three Addre^^eo, but with incomplete lictc of 
rirnrr^ m, d 1-rhich are unknown, were printed by ätark, The Lo lli;; ts of 
Mar^ichut'ette, (1)10)pp. 123-130. A1l these Addressee were dated !. "ay 30th. 
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Hutchip-son's estate, Milton Hill, wan one of the most beautiful 
country gentleman's neats(ranking with that of Brig. Timothy Rugr"les 
at Hardwick) in all the Massachusetts Bay Colony at that time. 
1 
Col. Elinha Jones was among the 31 Middlesex County Magistrates 
who signed one of the longest and most detailed of the Addresses 
to Hutchinson, dated May 30,1774. It is not known who wrote this 
Address (probably one or more of the signers), but as a statement 
of responsible Tory opinion in Massachusetts Bay on the eve of the 
closing, of the port of Boston and the beginning of the operation 
of the so-called "Coercive Acts, " it has no equal: - 
May 30,1774 
"To his Ebccellency Governor Hutchinnon: 
Sir: The Magistrates of the County of Middlesex, impressed 
with a deep sense of the miseries and calamities in which the 
town of Boston and this Country will, especially, be involved, 
by the operation of the late Act of the British Parliament, 
prohibiting Imports and Ecports to and from the Port of Boston, 
beg leave to address your 1 ccellency on the most interesting 
occasion, and to beseech the exertion of those powers and talents 
for its relief, of which we have so long and so often experienced 
the great and beneficial effects: and we assure you, Sir, that 
notwithstanding the popular delusion, which prevails in some parts 
of this Province, your ixcellency's administration of the Government 
has ever appeared to us so replete with evidence of your sincere 
and uniform desire to promote its best interests, as leaves us no 
room to doubt your willingness to employ your great abilities, to 
extricate the Province from those calamities in which, notwithstandin{ 
your utmost endeavours to prevent them, it is now unhappily plunged. 
We can assure you, Sir, that the Magistrates of this County have 
long beheld, with an indignant eye, those riotous and tumultuous 
proceedings which have, in so great a measure, destroyed public 
peace and otder, rendered the safety of persons and property 
1 The Address of the people of Milton(M S now in Hutchinson )B59Mnbs. 
Hist. Soc. ) one of those suppressed by the Whigs, was printed by Shipton 
in his sketch of Thos. Hutchinson, Sibley's Harvard Craduatec, VIII, 206: 
"We have been Eye Witneeses, Sir, of your amiable private & useful 
publick Life: We have with Concern beheld you, in the faithful & 
prudent Discharge of your Duty, exposed to Calumnies, Trials & 
Sufferings, as unjust as Severe; & seen you bearing them with all 
becoming Meekness & fortitude. 
"As to ourselves and Neighbours in particular; altho many of us, in 
future Perplexities will often feel the Want of your Skillful 
gratuitous advice, always ready for those who asked it, 6(e cannot 
but rejoice for your Sake, Sir, at your being so seasonably releived. " 
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precarious, and drawn the resentment of Parliament on this 
Province; and that none of His Majesty's subjects more ardently 
wish for the restoration and establishment of order and good 
Government, th an we of this loyal County. We hope and trust that 
the future conduct of this whole Province will be such, as that, 
aided by your good offices at the Court of Great Britain, we 
may be restored to his Majesty's favour, and giietly and 
peaceably enjoy all the rights and privileges to which English 
Colonists are Constitutionally entitled, And we humbly hope 
that the policy of Great Britain will ever be such, as shall 
induce them to view every desirable benefit, which they can 
rationally expect to receive from their Colonies, as founded 
ins the principles of commerce, and not of taxation. 
"With the most unfeigned sincerity we wish your Excellency 
a safe and easy voyage; that you may find that favour in the 
eyes of the King which your long and faithful services afford 
you the best grounds to expect from a wise and virtuous Sovereign; 
and, above all, that after many more years happily spent in doing 
good, you may finally receive the approbation of the King of 
Kings. 
"We have the honour to be, with utmost gratitude, and sincerest 1 
respect, your lccellency's most obedient and very humble servants... " 
This Address of Col. Jones and the other Middlesex County 
Magistrates was no servile recitation of Tory hopes and expectations 
of the Governor's influence in Whitehall,, but it went to the heart 
of Colonial differences with the United Kingdom Government and 
proffered on its own account the classic arguments for an equitable 
solution held by Col0Elisha Jones and the other Tories like him who 
were prepared to risk their property and their lives in fighting for 
the preservation of constitutional government in Massachusetts Bay. 
For all that it was produced by the Middlesex Bench of' Magistrates 
here was no lawyerly examination of doctrines of Parliamentary 
1 This Address was printed by Peter Force in American Archives, 
Series IV9 Vol. I, pp. 364-365. Force states only that it was "Signed 
by 31 of the Ididdlesex IIaýistrate^, " and gives no narnes. A^ in the 
case of Col. Jonos, however, many of these are to be found with their 
"retractions" made later under the fact or threat of Whig mob 
violence. 1, 'or Col. Jones as a signer of the Middlesex Magistrates' 
Address, see the Boston Gazette, September 12,1774.3/2. 
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supremacy, the discussion of which was to lead"Massachuse1. r: nis" 
(Daniel Leonard the Taunton lawyer) in the series of "Letters" 
published in the Boston Post Bohr beginning at the end of the 
year on December 12th and running until April 3,1775, to labour 
the politically disastrous axgument of which-man-is-master, that 
quicksand for colonial ambitions, so readily to be exploited in 1 
the Whig replies of "Novanglus"(John Adams) in the Boston Gazette. 
While the Middlesex Magistrates asked for the restoration of 
colonial rights under the Constitution (in return for the reestablishmen- 
of order), at the same time they viewed of equal - if not greater- 
importance the great "pragmatic" argument of the Revolution - that 
"the policy of Great Britain, "for the mutual benefit of themselves 
as well as the colonies should be"founded in the principles of 
commerce, and not of taxation. " It was to be the Tory philosophic 
disaster, moreover, that the wisdom of an enlightened policy of mutual 
economic' (and political) self-interest (the genesis of the later 
Commonwealth) set forth in the Loyalist Addresses of the Liddlesex 
Magistrates and others to Hutchinson as early as May of 1774, was 
neither pursued by later Tory writers to any appreciable degree, 
nor heeded by narrow-visioned Tory politicians in England. 
2 
1 For the" Mass achusettone, i&'-"Novanglus" contest, see below. And 
the "Introduction" by John Adams to the Boston edition of Novang1us 
and Massachutietten^is, 1819. In 1821 Daniel Leonard published an 
edition of Idassachusettensis in London with an introduction 
acknowledr; ing his authorship. 
2 The cause of the Revolution in New Logland has not been put better 
than by Ad. Sam Morison in his Maritime History of Massachusett^, 1921: 
"Boston became the headquartern of the Amoriortn Revolution largely 
because the policy of George III threatened her maritime interents. 
'Massachusetts Bay is the most prejudicial plantation in this Kingdom, ' 
wrote Sir Josiah Child. (Brief Observations Concerning Trade and Interest 
1668,3rd. edn. 1690)Instead of trading only with the mother country, and 
producing some staple which she could rnonopolize, Mannachusetts t"rould 
spite the Acts of Trade and Navipntion, would 'trye all ports, 'would 
trade with England's rivals, and drive 1iglinh ships from colonial 
commerce. Of course she had to do this in order to live and prosper; and 
every penny won from free trade(as she called it)or smugpling(as the 
Jn lish called it)was spent in 1nelan d. Until 1760 Englishmen saw the 
point and let well enough alone; but the ministers of George Illbelieved 
it their duty to enforce the statutes, and make Massachusetts a colony 
in fact as in name... "p. 27. 
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In his reply to the Address of the Middlesex Magistrates, 
as to those of other groups in Massachusetts which Addren^ed him 
on his departure, Hutchinson pledged his best effort in England 
to promote the cause of reconciliation with the Colonies -a 
promise which, in f ictl, he was to do his utmost to carry out: - 
1 
"I thank you, Gentlemen, for this honour done me by your 
Address. You may depend on my improving every favourable 
circumstance in order to obtain for the people of this 
Province, a restoration to his Majesty's favour and 
securing to them the enjoyment of all those rights ano 
privileges which English Colonists are Constitutionally 
entitled to; and. I join with you in humbly hoping that the 
expectation of benefit from the Colonies to the Kingdom 
will be founded on the principles of commerce, and not 
of taxation. 
"This public Declaration from the Magistrates of so large 
a County, of their abhorrence of those riotous and 
tumultuous proceedings which have drawn the resentment of 
Parliament upon the Province, and of their ardent wishes 
for the restoration and establishment of order and good 
Government, will,, I conceive, have a tendency to promote the 
success of my endeavours. " 2 
For Co1. Elisha Jones and the other signers of Addresses 
to Gov. Hutchinson, dated before his departure for 1ngland on June lst., 
and numbering all together probably several hundred of the leading 
inhabitants of the Province, Whig propaganda immediately branded 
the act of subscribing as an endorsement of the policies of the man 
they took repeated pleasure in villifying as the "arch-traitor" to 
Colonial liberties. LTore than this, the Whigs accused the Addressers 
of being thus self--confessed enemies of sooiety, a crime which could 
be expiated only by public confession and a written statement printed 
for all to see in the newspapers. Lists of Addressers appeared in 
the Whig press from time to time and were circulated as well in the 
1 See the sketch of Hutchinson by Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard 
Graduates Vol. VIII, pp. 205_211, on the whole a sympathetic view. 
Bernard Bailyn in The Ordeal of Thomas Ilutchin^on (1974)dismisres 
the blassachuSetts Addressers of Hutchinson in one pari *rnph, however, 
making little reference to their content beyond adulation; the reader 
is directed only to the incomplete list of Addresses end igners 
printed in James H. Stark, The Loyalists of Mri. ^2achusetts... (1910) 
pp. 123-130, which among others omits the Middlesex Magistrates' 
Address. See p. 273 and n-74- 
2 Hutchinson's reply was printed by Peter Forces erican Archives, 
Ser. 1V, Vol. l, p. 365" ýýý 
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form of hand. bills, advertising Tory Addressers and inviting 
local mobs to "deal" with them. The Whig newspapers are a record 
of how, one by one, through the summer and fall of 1774 the Whig 
mobs wrung "confessions" and "recantations" from those who signed 
the Addresses to Hutchinson (and later Gen. Thomas Gage) by the 
threat or use of violence against them, their families, a. nd their 
property. Nor was Col. Elisha Jones to escape this Whig vengeance 
upon political views: tnzt a Whig mob did not succeed in beating a 
retraction of the Hutchinson Address from him until after the 
great Powder Alarm of September 1,1774.1 
While on, the one hand, meanwhile, the Whigs "published" the 
Addressers, Sam Adams and other Whip leaders were dismayed by 
the prominent and the rich who subscribed their names. To avoid 
giving the appearance - too well demonstrated by the Addresses - 
that the Whigs in Massachusetts were only after all a blustering 
minority faction not patronized by its inhabitants of substance, 
Sam Adams in his correspondence outside the Colony misrepresented. 
the numbers of the Addtressers, and lied about their social standing 
and wealth. Of the Boston Merchants'Address, he wrote, "I believe 
I could point out half a Score Gentlemen in Town able to purchase 
the whole of them. " And he dismissed the lawyers who signed as 
obscure pettifogý-ers or young clerks who only recently had purchased 
their books. 
2 
1 One Whig broadside listed the occupations, places of business, 
and home towns of one group of Hutchinson's Addrensers, "that every 
friend to his country may know who is assisting to carry the 
execrable Purposes of the British Administration into Execution. " 
W. C. Ford, Broadsides, Ballad's, &c Printed in Massachusetts, 16 -1800. 
No. 1699. Mass. Hist. Soc. Collectionn, LXXV, 1922. See also Nos-1700 & 1701. 
For another Whig broadside Tory blacklist, see Mass. Hist. Soc. 
Proceedings, 1st Ser., Vol. XI, p. 392. 
For the mobbing of Col. Elisha Jones in Sept., 1774, see below. 
2 The Writings of Samuel Adams, (1908) Vol. II1, po. 171-172. See also 
John. C. Miller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propag nda, (1936)pp. 300-301. 
Clifford Shipton does not exaggerate in describing Adams'fl. ights from 
truth in connection with the Boston Port Act and the departure of 
Hutchinson on the very day when it came into effect. Notinf that Adams 
called it "the Murder Act, " deni, ned to protect troops from the 
consequences of murdering citisens, Shipton continues: "In his 
denunciations of the Crown and the Loyalists he took into consideration 
neither the truth nor the literal meaning of the words which he used; 
his exaggerations were so wild that ridicule was the only possible 
method of answer, and that, of course, was dangerous. "Siblev's Hax-vard 
Grads, X, p"444. 
17y- 
I a. i ,h 
Thomas' radical ". dhi ;M achu:; etts 2y . rid 
Eciei' 
and Gill' Bo^ton Gazette, prompted. no doubt by Sam Adams, 
lost no time in dirparaging the Addres^erc. According to the 
Boston Gazette 
"The numbers of Governor Hutchin^on'^ Addrensers, 
consisting of merchants, nhopkeepers, pedlars, 
pettifoggers &c. amounted to 140; atndl it is raid, 
great pains were taken. throughout Bonton, and many 
other towns, to procure that number, which must 
certainly appear very contemptible when 'tip, 
considered, that there are full four-hundred thousand 
inhahit, "tn> in that Province. " 1 
On June 2nd the Massachusetts Spy carried this despatch 
relating to Hutchip^on's fellow townsmen at Milton: 
"We hear that an Address hath been industriously 
circulate-l a. monp the honest Yeomen of Hilton.: 
tut they are co thoroughly acquainted with Mr. 
IIutchinnon, that the matter goes on slowly indeed. 
For after many days trial, only three could. be 
deluded to sign it, viz. the worfl)ipful Justices 
Murray and Mill er, and Capt Davenport. " 2 
For Colonel li1icha Jones and the other Massachusetts Bay 
Loyalists who signed the Addresses to Iiutchin^on, being traduced 
by the Whig press wan only the first of the evils that were the 
Governor's colonial legacy, whatever his intentions. 
3 
1 
Boston Gazette, June 3,1774.3/1. 
2 Massachu >etts . `S r, June 2,1774 3/3. 
3 After the Powder Alarm in September, 1774, Col. Jones was forced 
by a Whig mob to disavow his Address to Governor Hutchinson. See 
below. 
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COL. JONES i XPO3AS SAM ADAMS' CON PII{ACY 
FOR A CONTINENTAL CONGIL 3S 
"If the Dissolution will he productive of rood 
or not remains to be known , but from all I cou'd 
learn or nee, I cannot get a worse Council or a 
worse Annembly who with I13 coptionn, for there in 
in both : some sensible and well affected Gentlemen, 
appeared little more than Echos to the Contrivers 
of all the Mischief in the Town of Boston... " 
Gage to Dartmouth, June 26,1774 1 
On May 25,, 1774, Co1. Elizha Jones for the town of 
Weston was rmong the Representatives who, in accord with 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony Charter, were convened as the 
General Court at Boston. The first day, by long establi^hed 
practice, was given over to ceremonial and administrative 
functions. First came the oaths of office, and then the election 
of the two principal officers of the House, the Clerk, again 
2 
Sam Adams, and the Speaker, Thomas Gushing. After the Speaker 
was formally presented to Governor Gage in the Council Chamber, 
for his approval, the Governor, the Council, and the House of 
Representatives "went in procession to the Old Brick Meeting 
House" for the annual election Sermon by the Rev. Gad Hitchcock 
1 
Gage to Lord Dartmouth, Borrton, June 26,1774"PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 Sam Adams, was elected Clerk of the House(by two votes) in 1766, 
and was reelected annually for the next decade. See Killer, Sam Adams... 
(1936) p. 105. Thomas Cushing, a moderate Whig, had also been elected 
Speaker in May, 1766, after Gov. Bernard had. negatived the radical 
James Otis. See Shipton's sketch of Cushing, Sibley's Harvard 
Graduates, Vo1. XI, p. 379. For the official account of the proeeedin-s 
on May 25th, Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives..., 
(1774), PP. 4,5. For a discussion of House Procedu. res: Robert Z; crosky, Merchants, Farmers, and River Gods. (1971)pp. 10-? _7. 
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on the text from"Proverbs"(Chapter XXIX, v. 2)"When the righteous 
are in authority, the people rejoice; but when the wicked beareth 
rule, the people mourn. " Hitchcock, chosen as speaker by the Whig 
majority the previous session, delivered yet another Lockei. -In 
discourse on the theory of government, with references to the natural 
right of the people to revolt agtinst unjust rule, and threats 
to the liberties of the Province. After the service salutes were 
fired by the town batteries and the Governor and General Court, 
escorted by the Cadet Company, went in procession to Faneuil Hall 
where there was "an elegant entertainment" and "many loyal toasts 
were drank. " After this, the members of the House balloted for the 
election of Councillors, a contest in which, as for several years 
past, Col. Jones and the handfull of Tories would have been heavily 
2 
outvoted. 
The second meeting, on May 26th, opened with the usual Governor's 
Address. In it Gage negatived thirteen Councillors chosen by the 
Whig majority the day before (following the precedent of Hutchinson 
and earlier Governors for excluding "awkward" men from the Council) 
and announced the removal of the General Court to Salem on June 1st 
im accord with the Boston Port Act. To stir as little Whig controversy 
as possible the FbcecItive proposals for the session were carefully 
chosen to be routine. That day, however, saw the first major clash 
between Col. Elisha Jones and the Government supporters and the 
Whig majority, once again under the leadership of Sam Adams, and 
abetted by, the venerable Speaker Cushing. Adamsas part of his 
canipaigm to marshall support, for Boston outside Massachusetts Bay 
1 The Rev. Gad Hitchcock stood high in Whig ctreles, and at his 
instruction his only child, Ur. Gad Hitchcock, dectroyed his manuscripts. 
For the Rev. Gad Hitchcock, see Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XI. Dr. 
Hitchcock, also a Whig, was in the same class as John Coffin Jones, 1768. 
Ibid., Vol. XVII, pp. 45-46. 
2 For a description of these ceremonies, the last to take place under 
a Royal Government in Massachusetts, see Draper's Massachusetts 
Gazette, May 26,1774.2/1,2. 
3 Gage to Lord Dartmouth, Boston, May 19,1774, and May 30,1774. 
PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
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secured the passage of a motion directing the House Committee of 
Correspondence to write to the Committees of the Assemblies in 
"all the British Colonies on this Continent" enclosing a copy 
of the Boston Port Act and the punitive regulations which it 
imposed, and to draw the Assemblies'attention to the Act as 
"designed to suppress the Spirit of Liberty in America. " The 
vote, with but 8 nays out of a membership present of 123, showed 
the overwhelming superiority of the Whigs. 
2 
With this notable exception the proceedings of the House 
at the beginning of'the session were deceptively a-political. 
No radical "Committee to Consider the State of the Province" - which 
in the past session had conducted the attack on HUtchinson's 
administration under Sam Adams' direction - was appointed, and the 
House got down to the ordinary business of the legislative session 
of May-June 1774 with such despatch if not dedication that Gage 
suspected a conspiracy to avoid complying with the Boston Port Act. 
He wrote to Dartmouth on May 30th: "The Assembly has shown no Disposition 
to begin upon it, but were hurrying the Business of Supplies through 
their House to throw it off themselves, and to avoid meeting at 
Salem, by Adjourning themselves when. the Supplies had. passed their 
House. " Whatever the truth of Sam Adams' tactics at this time (he 
was already laying secret plans for Massachusetts Bay Colony to 
participate in a Whig Continental Congress), later events in the 
session sugrest that Col. Jones was one at least of those in the 
small Tory faction of about a dozen members from whom Gage was 
"receiving Intelligence of their Designs. " Upon which, Gage continued, 
he "Adjourned them (the General Court) on a sudden, " on saturday, 
May 28th, "to the 7th of June, and then to meet at Salem. "3 
1 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives ... 9(1774)P. 9. 
2 The names were not given in the Journal. 
3 Gage to Lord Dartmouth, Boston, May 30,1774. PRO. C. 0.5=92. 
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If, thus far, the Whiff--controlled House had taken no action 
"to comply" with the Port Act, he assured Dartmouth that "No Design. 
has appeared of Opposing; the J ecution of the Act, Nor do I nee 
any Possibility of doing it with Effect: " As for those who ^upported 
the Government, he added, "many are Impatient for the arrival of 
the Troop^. And I am told that People will then speak and act 
openly, which they now dare not do. " 
1 
For the General Court session which opened on June 7th 
Col. Jones probably stayed with his daughter Mary and son-in-law 
the Rev. Asa Dunbar in the Manse of the First Church, although 
besides his preaching duties for the m9nth Dunbar's "Diary" mentions 
only that "General Gage came to Town. " As the new seat of the 
government of Massachusetts Bay Colony Salem received Governor Gage 
with date ceremony and not a little pomp and celebration, in which 
activities Elisha Jones as Colonel of Militia and a Tory member of 
the House would have played his part. 
Gage arrived at Salem on thursday, June 2nd, accompanied by 
numerous gentlemen from Boston in their carriages. According to the 
Salem Essex Gazette, Many Gentlemen of Salem and Marblehead met him 
on the road, and with the civil and. military officers made a grand 
procession. Iie war, escorted to Col. William Browne's house on Essex 
Street, 
3 
where he received the compliments of many Gentlemen on 
his succession to the Government, and Cterwa. rd retired to the 
great mansion in the nearby town of Danvers rented from the merchant- 
magnate Robert ("King")Hooper of Marblehead, where he took up his 
residence. Two days later was the"King's Birthday, " which was 
1 Gage to Lord Dartnouth, Boeton, May 30,1774. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " June, 1774. Am. Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
3 Described as the finest house in Salem, "with seventeen large and 
handsome rooms and a garden and rtables. "One of the leading Loyalists 
of Massachusetts Bay and a principal owner of the Muscon. ^, -us Patent in 
Maine, he was appointed to the Council by Gage. Later, 1781-1788, he was 
Governor of Bermuda. See his Loyalist DISS., PRO. A. 0.12: 10, ff. 217-219, 
221-243; A. 0.13: 43, A. 0.13: 50. Browne was a member of the Harvard class 
of 1755-See Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XIII. 
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"properly celebrated" on June 4th, and on Monday, June 6th, 
the gentlemen of Salem gave a "brilliant ball" at the Assembly Hall 
on Cambridge Street for 110 gentlemen and their ladiee, attended by 
Gage and his aides. As one historian of Salem put it, "Things began 
to be gay in the town for the Tory element, "rut Salem being as much 
a town of political faction as any other in Massachusetts Bay, one 
finds no references to Col. Jomes or Salem's Col. Benjamin Pickman 
among the leading Tories dining with mch moderates as Dr. Augustus 
1 
Holyoke. 
The General Court convened on June 7th in the Salem Town 
House which stood in the centre of town near the junction of 
Main(Essex) and School(Washington) Streets, beside the Town Pump 
and in the morning shadow of the steeple of'the "Great Meeting House" 
2 
of the First Church, then presided over by the venerable Rev. Thomas 
Barnard and Col. Jones' son-in-law, than Rev. Asp. Dunbar. It was 
fitting that even in the 1770's Salem was an awesome place, so close 
as it was to the buildings of the Massachusetts pioneers a century 
and a half before, and later so to feed the imagination of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne. For more than half a century the freeholders of Salem had 
held their Town meetinfs in the large hall on the ground floor of 
the Town House, around the walls of which still hung, shrivelled and 
dusty, the scalps that were the town's trophies of the Parly Indian 
wars, paid for by the blood of the settlers and bounties from the 
town treasury. It was on the floor above, however, that the House of 
Representatives met during the session of June 1774, in the Essex 
County Court chamber where the bench of jud. j-s in the full colonial 
dignity of wig and robe sat along the north wall beneath the great 
carving' of the Royal arms. 
3 
1 James Duncan Phillips, Salem in the Eighteenth Century (1937)p. 323. 
For the ball and other festivities, see The Essex Gazette, June 7,1774; 
and George Dow, ed., The Holyoke Diaries 1709-1856 (Salem, 1911)pp. 83,88. 
Col. Benjamin Pickman had been in the same Harvard clams as Col. Jones' 
son, Judge D<aiel Jones (1759)then Chief Justice of the Cheshire County 
(New Hants. )Court. Pickman, a staunch Tory, went to England in 1775. 
PRO. A. O. 12: 105. f. 80. 
2 Gilbert L. Streeter, "Salem Before the Revolution, "E. I. H. C., Vol. 32, 
1896, pp. 77-78" 
3 Address by A. C. Goodell Jr., to the Essex Institute, Oct. 5,1874. 
E. I. H. C., Vol . 13 1877. pp. 
26-27 The scalps were finally buried in Oct., 
1785, when the old, Town House building was sold and moved. 
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The opening two days (June 7-9th) of the House session 
at Salem was largely occupied by consideration of Whip rerolutions 
condemning as "unconstitutional" the removal of the General 
Court to Salem - in part the revival of traditional contentions 
when the Court had met outside Boston - and with the formal reply 
to Gage's "Governor's Speech" which marked. the opening of all 
sessions. No official record was ever kept of General Court 
debates, but most probably Col. Jones, as a supporter of the 
Government, was heard as an opposition soeaker. Sam Adams, who 
managed the work of the House as Clerk, raw to it in this session, 
as in the past, that Col. Jones and the dozen or so Tory members 
were carefully occupied with assignments to "non-political" 
committees removed from the Whig controversies with the government 
in London. Thus, when on June 9th the House resolved itself into 
a committee of the whole "to consider the State of the Province, " 
(a procedure followed in the earlier sessions of 1773 and 1774) 
with particular reference to the Boston Port Act, Col. Jones 
again was not, as a known and outspoken Tory, selected as one of' 
the Committee of Nine to consider the matter further and to make 
report - which, under the direction of Sam Adams it was finally to 
1 
do on June 17th. 
While ostensibly Sam Adams' Committee of Nine was considering 
ways and means of paying for the tea spilt by the "Aiohawks"into 
Boston Harbour and other compliance with the Parliamentary conditions 
for lifting the punitive regulations imposed upon the town by the 
Port Act, the greater number of Representatives, Whig and Tory, 
dealt with the ordinary and routine work of a Massachusetts Bay 
legislative session. Col. Jones' committee assignments, like those 
1 
Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives... (1774), 
pp. 17-24. But Co1. Jones and other Tories with similar views 
"independent" of the Royal Administration were appointed on June 10th 
to the committee to consider payment of the expenses of the former 
agent of the House of Representatives in London, Dennys DeBerdt. See 
below. 
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of other Representatives and in accord with the custom of 
the House, to a large extent were matched to his professional 
and personal interests. In this as in his earlier terms as 
Representative for Weston much of Col. Jones' committee work 
was concerned with problems relating to the settlement and 
development of the New Towne in the western counties of the 
Bay Colony, Hampshire and Berkshire, where he was one of the 
largest land proprietors and so many of his family had settled, 
including his only sister Abigail (who had married Col. Ephriam 
Williams, Sr. ), his brother Josiah (who in 1769 had married Sarah 
Stoddard Whittlesey), and four of his sons: Elisha the Younger, 
Israel, Elias, and Ephriam. 
1 
At the afternoon session of June 10th Col. Jones was 
named to a three-man committee (with Mr. Thomas Denny of Leicester 
and Capt. Jonathan Greenleaf of Newburyport) to consider a petition 
of his old friend and business associate Col. Oliver Partridge of 
Hatfield and others for a bridge to be built over the Chicopee 
River (a large tributary of the Connecticut) and to notify the 
town of Springfield. On June 16th Col. Jones (with Col. Edward Bacon 
of Barnstable and Dr. Samuel Holten of Danvers) examined the 
petition of the inhabitants of West Springfield "praying that they 
may enjoy certain Meadow Lands in common with the town of Springfield, 
as before they were set off and made a town. " 
3 
Probably because, Col. Jones was among the largest landed 
proprietors, and one of his sons, Israel Jones, and Israel's father- 
in-law, the Rev. Elisha Todd, were the principal petitioners for 
the incorporation of the Berkshire County district of East Hoosuck 
1 See the Loyalist papers of Elisha Jones the Younger(P. R. O., A. O. 
13: 50; A. 0.12: 10, ff. 373-380,410-411; and Ephriam Jones(P. R. O., A. O. 
13: 47 and A. 0.13: 75; For the Elisha Jones' estate in Berkshire County, 
see "Probate Records9l' Oct., 1781, Berkshire County Courthouse, Stockbridge. 
See also Rev. David Dudley Field, ed., A History of the County of 
Berkshire... Gentlemen in the County, Clergymen and La en 
tittsfield, 
1829 one of whom was Israel Jones of East Hoosuc. For Col. Jones as one 
of the three Proprietors of East Hoosuc after 1762(with his son Nathan 
Jones of Frenchman's Bay and Col. John Murray of Rutland), pp. 422-423. 
2 Journal of the Honorable House of Representatives ... (1774)P. 27" 3 Zbid., p. 40. 
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(later Adams) as a New Town, the Colonel was not named to this 
Committee. But family interents, however, were well represented 
by his nephew Thomas S"tilliams of Stockbridge, Col. Dwight, and 
David Ingersoll of neir. hbouring Great Barrimgton, and when on 
June 15th this Committee reported favourably to the House on 
the East Hoocuck petition for the granting of township status, 
the House appointed Col. Elisha Jones a committee of one "to bring 
in a proper Resolve agreeable to said Report. " 
Col. Jones was among the members of the House which, while 
generally considered Tories and supporters of the Royal Administration, 
were independent to a degree, favouring notably measures which 
would tend to strengthen the authority of the Government in the 
Colony rather'than its dependence upon the London. establishment; 
hence Col. Jones'support of measures which would have raised the 
salaries of judges in Massachusetts Bay to make them independent of 
all political control, and the bill against bribery and corruption 
im the last session, to which Hutchinson refused his assent. 
2Thus 
it 
was, no doubt, that Col. Jones and two other leading Tories, Col. John 
Murray of Rutland (like Col. Partridge an associate in the proprietor- 
ships of western towns) and Col. Edward Bacon of Barnstable were 
appointed with Col. Benjamin Lincoln of Hingham end Nathaniel Gorham 
of Charlestown to consider the petition of Dennys DeBerdt, executor 
of the former London Agent of the House of Representatives, for 
claims against the Province for expenses incurred. The Committee 
returned a favourable report, and. the House passed a resolve endorsing 
DeBerdt's claims for compensation, but Gage refused to sign it as he 
also did Bills for payment of his salary as Governor and for the 
1 See the "P-lemoir" of Israel Jones(who d. Sept. 11,1829, aged 91) a 
Trustee of Williams College and later a member of the U. S. Commission 
to adjust the boundary with Canada in 1798, by the Rev. John W. Yeomans 
of Adams in Rev. David Field, ed., A History of the Count- of Berkshire 
(1829)pp. 441-442. Journal of the Honorable 
Hou 
e of Representatives... 
(1774 
-221,37- , 
PP 
2 The Bribery and Corruption Bill"was again given a third reading, on 
June 16,1774. Ibid., p. 43. For Col. Jones' stand on this Bill in the 
previous House session of Jan. -March, 1774, see above. 
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salaxies of the serving agents in London of the House (Dr. Benjamin 
Franklin) and of the Council (William Bollan). 
l 
The reformi. ^t policie^ of Col. Jonor and other like-minded 
"Tories by conviction, " set forth in the Address of the Lijd iesc x 
ISap; i^trate to Hutchinson of May 3Oth, were again supported and 
put forward by them with but a handfull of members in the House 
session of I7Iay-June, 1774. As with most forward-looking concepts 
based in moderation and common nenne in times of extremism, it 
was doubtless inevitable that these Tory ideas and solutions 
should have continued to make little headway, pitted. as they were 
against two regressive factions whose strength was the command of 
mob or military force and not of argument: a London Government 
bent upon Colonial subordination on the one hand, and the Sam Adams 
Whigs on the other, looking backward to a monolithic and Puritan 
state in, Massachusetts Bay which even in the repressive and bigoted 
heyday of the Commonwealth never existed - , lnd yet further back 
still to Republican models of the ancient Greek cities ruled, as 
educated Massachusetts men knew, by the caveat of small and self- 
perpetuating oligarchies with most of the population enslaved. 
At the critical meeting of the House on June 17,1774 - one of 
the great turning points in the history of North America and of 
Great Britain - it was Col. Jones and the dozen Torie7- who defended 
government by principle and the basic virtue and. reformability 
of the English legal system and the Massachusetts Bay Charter. 
For Col. Jones and the Committee to consider the Petition of Dennys 
DeBerdt, appointed June 10th and which reported June 16th recommending 
that the ram of ä315/15/8 be paid to the Executors for the balance due 
from the Massachusetts Bay Treasury, see Journal ofthe Honorable House 
of Representatives... (1774)pp. 26,41. To this, however, Gaee, liko 
Hutchinson in the previous session, also refused his ansent, on 
inntructions against allowing the Colony to pay the salaries of Crown 
officials which the London Government regarded as its prerogative. Gage 
wrote to Dartmouth on June 26th: "... several private Bills and a Tax 
Bill were passed, and they sent me up a Bill for my Salary as 
Governor, and also for the Salaries of the Assembly's Agent Doct. 
Frankl. jn, and the Council's Agent Er. (William)Bollan, with a Bal]. ance of 
an. Account due a former Agent, the late Mr. DeBerdt; to all which I 
refused my Consent. Some Articles in 14r. Deßerdt's Account appeared to 
me extraordinary, I therefore transcribed them and. cent them to your 
Lordship. " At Salem, June 26,1774. P. 11.0., C. O. 5: 92" 
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At the morning; session of June 17th the second item 
of business was the report of the nine-man "Committee to Consider 
the state of the Province, " but two of the most prominent of its 
members were absent: the radical Whip Robert Treat Paine and 
Daniel Leonard, both lawyers representing the town of Taunton, in 
Bristol County, and who, at Paine's suggestion, had gone to Taunton 
that day on business. Leonard, an outspoken radical before the Tea 
Party, had been tricked to get him out of the way when the Committee 
Report was brought before the House as earlier he had been excluded 
from the secret afternoon meetings in a garret which plotted 
resistance to the London government and drew plans for the 
participation of' Massachusetts Bay delegates in a Whig Continental 
Congreas, all while the official morning sessions of the Committee 
were carefully devoted by Sam Adams to measures of conciliation. 
As Paine himself put it, "It would he hard to describe the Smooth 
and placid Observations made by Mr. S. Adams... all tending to induce 
Mr. Leonard... to think that matters would terminate in Obedience 
to the Boston Port Bill. " 
1 
By Sam Adams' direction the House went into secret session 
to consider the report of the Committee on the state of the 
Province - and to make certain of no interruption Adams had the 
door to the chamber locked. According to the Rev. William Gordon, 
one of the least partial contemporary writers, "the door-keeper 
was ordered to let no one whatsoever in, and no one was to go out; 
however, when the business opened, a ministerial member pleaded a 
call of nature, which is always regarded and was allowed to go out. 
He then ran to give information of what was doing, and a messenger 
was despatched to General Gage... " 2 The "Ministerial Member" who 
1 For Paine's letter of Jun, e, 1774, see the Robert Treat Paine MSS., 
in Mass. Hist. Soc., Vol. III, p. 44. See the "Whig" account in Ralph 
Davol's Two Men of Taunton (1912) based upon the R. T. Paine and since 
missing MSS of 
Daniel Leonard. pp. 233-235. Davol says that the Tory 
escaped from the chamber through a window, a less likely explanation. 
See also the balanced account of Daniel Leonard in Shipton, Sibley's 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. XIV, pp. 642-643. 
2 dillia. m Gordon, The History of the Rise, Pro ess, and I'stablinhment 
of the Independence of the United States (1788 Vol. I, pp. 365-366. 
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left the chamber was by all accounts Col. Elisha Jones of 
1 
Weston. 
It Was Col. Jones whom the Whigs held responsible for 
bringing about the dissolution of the House by Gage's order 
later that day - although not until after the Hou^e, de^pite Tory 
opposition, had passed the five resolves drawn by Cam Adams' Committee: 
for participation in the proposed Continental Con ress by Massachusetts 
delegates, for aid to Boston by the other towns in the Province 
while the port was closed, a boycott of tea and all other English 
goods by the people of Nassachusetts, and a day of fasting and 
prayer to be declared by the towns if Gage refused to issue such a 
2 
proclamation. An account of the mobbing of Col. Jones by the Whigs 
after the Powder Alarm the following September and printed in the 
Salem paper, the Essex Gazette (September 13,1774), includes this 
incident (with the signing of the Address to Hutchinson of May 30th) 
among the "charges" made against him: under duress Col. Jones denied 
that he had been the culprit: - 
"They then accused him of giving Information to General 
Gage that the late House of Representatives was about to 
chute Delegates for the Congress, and so occasioned their 
Dissolution. He replied that the first Notice he received 
of the Business then before the House, was from the (Province) 
Secretary (Thomas Flucker), who told him that the House was 
about Mischief and he wanted to come at them (to read Gage's 
proclamation of dissolution), but the doors were shut. " 3 
1 Essex Gazette, Sept. 13,1774.1/2. See the paper read Oct. 5,1874 
before the Essex Institute, "Centennial Anniversary of the Provincial. 
Ieginlature, " by A. C. aoodell Jr., L. I. 1I. 0., Vol. 13,1077"p. 15. 
2 Five delegates were chosen to tepresent Massachusetts at the 
Continental Congress to meet at Philadelphia oti 3ept. lct.: House 
Speaker Thomas Cushing, James Bowdoin, John and Sam Adams, and Robert 
Treat Paine of Taunton. Journal of the... House of Representatives... 
(1774)pp. 44-46. 
3 Essex Gazette, Sept. 13,1774.1/2. 
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Whether Col Jones managed to elude Sam Adams and 
leave the Chamber before the voting began on one or more of 
the five resolves in not known. It is sipnificant, however, 
that, unlike most votes recorded in the House Journal by Clerk 
Sam Adame, those taken on June 17th give no numbers whatever - 
in the circumstances a probable indication that the majority 
voting in favour of his Continental Conrress Resolves was smaller 
than Adams, wished the public to know. The radical Salem Essex 
Gazette in its issue of June 28th compared the Massachusetts 
House unfavourably with the Virginia House of Burgesses, "in 
which, a gbntleman lately from thence says, there was not so 
much as a lukewarm member, much less a dissentient from the 
cause of his country. "1Even the twentieth-century"Whig" writer 
Frank Davol in his dual biography of Robert Treat Paine and 
Daniel Leonard based upon their manuscripts, admits that "the Tory 
members were in an uproar in their effort to defeat the measure" 
for representation at a Continental Congress. 
2 
The press, Tory and Whig, were agreed that 129 members 
had been present in the House when the vote was taken on June 17th, 
and that there were "only 12 Dissentients. " None of the papers, 
not even the Salem Essex Gazette that was on the spot, however, 
printed the naves of the 12 Tories who voted against the 
Continental Congress in their first issues after the House was 
dissolved by Gage's proclamation of June l7th, again suggesting 
that although their number may have been small, their standing 
and influence in the public life of the Bay Colony was not and 
publicity of no advantage to Sam Adams' Whig strategy. But the 
1 The Essex Gazette, June 28,1774.2/1. 
2 Ralph Davol, Two Men of Taunton (Taunton, l912), p. 234. 
3 Draper's Tory Massachusetts Gazette, and Boston News Letter, 
June 23,1774,1/1,2; Essex Gazette, June 21,17T4-, 1/2; the Boston 
Gazette, June 209177492/1; and Boston Evening Post, June 20,1774, 
2/192. 
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Essex Gazette, de^pite Samuel Hall's promotion of the Whig, view 
generally, due- deeper for what after all was one of the best 
stories to happen, in Salem during the Revolutionary period-In 
its next insure of June 28th the Essex Gazette reported: "The 
following is said to be a true list of the Harnen of Eleven of 
the Gentlemen who voted AGAINST a Cong-reos; the remaining one is 
1 
at present uncertain. " 
Col. Llicha Jones' name appeared third on the Essex Gazette's 
list of Representatives. gor political and personal courage in 
opposing this crucial move of $am Adams toward rebellion in the 
American colonies these men should be ranked in the history of 
Massachusetts Bay with the seventeen supporters of Government- 
including Brig. Timothy Ruig1es of Ilardwick)-who at Gov. Bernard's 
request on June 30,1768 voted to rescind the House resolution 
passed by the Whig majority authorizing a Circular Letter to he 
sent to the other American Colonies protesting against the 
imposition by Parliament of duties on certain articles which they 
imported. The members who voted a rainst the Continental Congress 
although weighted in numbers with 4 from Barnstable County, represented 
towns right across the Bay Colony from Wellfleet on Cape Cod to 
Eremont in the Berk-hire Hills in the west. They were: - 
t, z ýBrx TOWN: 3}IIP 
Col. John Worthincton Gpringfield 
Col. John Murray Rutland, Oakham, 
Hutbardtown 
Co1. Llisha Jones 
Maj. David Ingerfloll 
Weston 
3heffield, Alford 
Great Barrington 
Egremont 
David Thatcher, Psq. Yarmouth 
1 The Essex Gazette, June 28,1774.2/1. 
COtJ t7TY 
Hampe hire 
Worcester 
? Iiddlonex 
Berkshire 
Barnstable 
2 Sam Adams and the Whigs in reprisal mounted a savage campaign 
against the "17 rescinders" at the next Provincial election, and few 
were ever returned to the House, none being present to vote against a 
Continental Congress on June 17,1774. See John C. Miller, Sam Adams, 
pp. 109-110,129-133. 
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Abijah White, Lsq. 
Col. Edward Bacon 
Col. Benj'nin Day 
Capt. Matthew Hayward 
Samuel Field, Esq. 
Marshfield Plymouth 
Barnstable 
'Jest Springfield 
EI aston 
Deerf field, Greenf field 
Shelburne 
Conway 
Barnstable 
Hupp hire 
Barnstable 
Hampshire 
Barnabas Freeman, Bsq. Eastham, Wellfleet Barnstable 
----------------------------- 
The "twelfth representative" may have been the member "tricked" 
away from the sitting of June 17th by Robert Treat Paine: 
Lt. Col. Daniel Leonard Taunton Bristol 
1 
In his account of the General Court Session to Dartmouth 
on June 26th, Gage made no reference by name to Co1. Jones or the 
other Tory supporters of the Government. "If the Dissolution will 
be productive of good or not remains to be known, but from all I 
could learn or see, I cannot get a worse Council or a worse Assembly, 
who with ßxceptions, for there in in both come sensible and well 
affected Centlemen, appeared little more than Echore to the Contrivers 
2 
of all the Mischief in the Town of Boston. " 
Co1. Jones may have been one of those who warned Gage at 
this time that the object of the Whip leaders was to bring Massachusetts 
Bay Colony to armed rebellion. Gage continued in his report: - 
"These Demaagopues, I am informed, are now flpiriting up the 
People throughout the Province to Resistance, as well to 
the Port-Bill as to three other Acts daily expected 3 
1 The Essex Gazette, June 28,1774.2/1. There were no Tories voting 
listed from Suffolk Boston)and Essex Countien, the island. counties of 
Nantucket or Duke's(blartha's Vineyard)or the district of Maine (York, 
Cumberland, and Lincoln. t, lost were commanders of Militia regiments. 
2 Gate to Lord Daximouth, June 26,1774. PRO. C. 0.5.92. 
3 These were; The Massachusetts Bay Regulating Act (which amended the 
Charter); the Impartial Administration of Justice Act (which ref6rmed 
the Judicial system)and the Quartering Act. For a summary of this 
legislation, see Bernard Donoughue, British Politics and. the American Revolution(1964)''The Massachusetts Legislation, " pp. 73.104. 
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rough Drauf; hts of which were printed here about the 
4th Inst., and the Speeches made upon them in the 
House of Commons published in the News-Papers. Sensible 
and well affected People have told me, tliey have no Doubt 
that their Intention is to try to raise the Province to 
Arms, but I hope they suspect and fear too much; and 
however prone their Inclination may be to no wicked a 
Project, I trust they want power to effect it. "1 
If Col. Jones and the Massachusetts Tories, defeated in the 
House, had been unable to prevent the General Court from"legally" 
appointing representatives to a Congress of the American colonies 
convened not as the Whigs claimed to seek accomodation with the 
London Government, but to organize opposition to its edicts, 
they now carried their fight för the established Constitution back to 
the country and the town meeting. Here on a local level through 
the summer and fall of 1774 the Tories waged a vigorou^, two-fold 
campaign, first of all to prevent adoption by town meetings of 
Sam Adams' vehicle for defiance of Parliament in the Colonies by 
individuals, the "Solemn League and Covenant v" a boycott of all 
trade with Britain (all imports after August 31st) and of persons 
who carried on such trade - the Whig retaliation for the Boston 
Port and other Acts of 1774 which Whigs then, and later, were to 
call the "Coercive Acts. " And, secondly the Tories better organized 
and intensified their fight against the machine devised by Sam Adams 
for channeling opposition to the established government and 
subversion of colonial political and legal institutions to the 
people not only through town meetings, but as in the case of the 
"Solemn League and Covenant", through the Committooe of Correspondence 
directly to the people for their subscription, hypassing the Town 
Meetings altogether. 
3 
1 Gage to Lord Dartmouth, June 26,1774. PHO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 The Solemn League was drafted by Dr. Joseph Warren of Boston and 
adopted by the Boston. Committee of Correspondence for distribution 
to all Massachusetts towns on June 5,1774. John Cary, Joseph Warren 
(1961) pp. 139-142. 
3 See John Miller, Sam Adamsl936)pp. 263-265. 
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At Weston the Tories, led by Col. Elish, a Jones, continued 
to hold the ^upport of a majority of the inhabit; -Uits eli{-ible to 
vote in Town Meeting, and they were able thus to prevent the 
appointment of any Town Committee of Correspondence, or indeed, 
the summoning of any Town Meeting even to discuss the matter, 
during that time. Even in such a "Tory Town" as Weston, however, 
there was a self-appointed and unofficial Committee of Correspondence, 
made up, as was usual, of the 14hig Selectmen, and there can be 
little doubt that, encouraged by Whig zealot 2amuel Phillips 
Savage, confidant of Sam Adams -nd the secret caucus the "Loyal 
Nine, " and moderator of the notorious "Body of the People" (i. e. 
including non-voters) meetings in Boston which preseeded the Tea 
Party, efforts were made - although here as in many other places 
with only limited success - to gain adherents among the townspeople 
for the"Solemn League" and to enforce the Whig embargo on tea 
drinking and the supply of materials or workmen for the use of the 
regular troops now quartered in Boston. 
At such towns as Worcester and Boston, where during 
Hutchinson's term as Governor the Tories had hot been able to 
block the appointment of Committees of Correspondence, they now 
took the offensive against them., Gage did not overstate Tory 
activities of this kind when he wrote to Dartmouth on June 26th: 
"several Gentlemen, who thro' fear of the Tyranny under 
which they have lived, dared not to act or speak, encouraged 
now by the late Resolutions of Government, have ventured 
to step forth, and are endeavouring to persuade the People 
to comply with the Acts of Parliament, as the only Means 
to save their Town from Ruin. Till they are pinched, and 
ihe 
- Whigs 
)find they are deceived in their Hopes of Support 
by Presents and Collections, the Affair will probably rest 
in this situation, but the Act must sooner or later work 
its way. " 2 
1 After having "Passed in the Negative by a very great Majority"at 
the Town Meeting of Jan"13,1774(of which Col. Jones was Moderator) 
a proposal for appointing a Town Committee of Correspondence was kept 
off the Agenda of the next Meetinp; for election of Town Officers &c. 
(March 7th)the Provincial Election Meeting which returned. Col. Jones 
to the House(blay l6th)and a further Meeting for Town business(Aug. 22, 
1774). M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Wehton Records (1893), pp. 198-207. 
2 Gage to Dartmouth, June 26,1774. PRO. C. 0.5: 92; see also Richard Lechmere 
to Lane Son & Fraser in London, May 30,1774. M. H. S. Proceedings, XVI, 286. 
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The day after Gage's despatch to Dartmouth, at the 
Boston Toim P+leeting of June 27th, John Amory, a leading Boston 
merchant and one of the most active in trying to organize payment 
for the tea and other, damages and to obtain the essential 
concurrence of the Whig-controlled Town Meeting, moved that the 
Boston Committee of Correspondence be censured and abolished for 
exceeding the powers delegated to it by the Town in adopting and 
circulating the subversive "Solemn Leagze and Covenant". The Tories, 
who usually stayed away from the Town Meetings manipulated. as they 
were one way and another by Sam Adams to suit the policies of the 
Whig radicals, this time turned out in droves, and the Meeting 
had to be moved from Faneuil Hall to the Old South Church. In this, 
probably the most crucial Meeting of the Revolutionary period in 
Bocton, Sam Adams was forced to give up the chair as Moderator 
to take part in the debate, and when by late afternoon it appeared 
that Adams by no means could get a Whig voting majority, the 
Meeting was adjourned until the following day. That Adams, meanwhile, 
had arranged more than usually to pack the Meeting with bought 
and illegal voters is attested by the overwhelming 4-to-1 margin 
of the Whig victory that now endorsed the Committee of Correspondence 
at Boston and its work. John Rowe the conservative Whig merchant, 
who was present, wrote in his Diary later and with a terrible 
prescience: "this affair will cause much evil one against the other. 
1 
I wish for Peace in this Town I fear the Consequences". 
1 Anne Rowe Cunningham, ed., Letters and Diary of John Rowe, (1903) 
June 27,1774"pp"276-277. For other contemporary Whig acoounts, see 
Edes' and Gill's Boston Gaz_t te, 1/2,3 of July 7,1774, and the 
"moderate" Boston Evening Post, July 4,1774. 
Speakers for the Tories in the debate were the Province Treasurer, 
Harrison Gray, and merchants Thomas Gray, Samuel Eliot, Samuel Barrett, 
Edward Payne, Francis Greene, Ezekiel Goldthwait, and John Amory. 
John Cary in his careful biography of the man who wrote the 
"Solemn League, " Joseph Warren (1961) calls the Boston Town Meeting; 
of June 27,1774 "the most serious challenge to the leadership of 
Warren and (Sam) Adams since the convention (of toirns) of 1768. " 
p. 144. On that occasion Sam Adams had tried to use a mythical French 
invasion of Massachusetts as a pretext for summoning the tow-ns'militia 
to "aid" Boston in resisting the quartering there of troops asked for 
by Gov. Bernard to keep order. For a balanced discussion of this crisis, 
see John Niller, Sam Adams: Pioneer in Propaganda(1936) "The 
Massachusetts Convention of 1768, "pp. 134-165" 
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The Boston Tories, having lost their case in Town Meeting, 
drew up a manifesto known as the "Boston Protest, " which was 
circulated among the leading; townsmen, and found 129 si<ners. 
1 
But there was2a second "Boston Protest" familiarly known 
as the "Little Pope, " more damagin to the 'f1higs, subscribed to by 
moderate and conservative Whigs including Boston merchant John 
Andrews, which among other things registered disapproval of the 
dishonest tactics used by Sam Adams and the Radicals to gain 
acceptance of the "Solemn League and Covenant" both in Boston and 
in the country towns. John. Andrews, who on June 12th had complained 
to his brother-in-law William Barrell at Philadelphia that the Boston 
Committee of Correspondence "not content with the calamities already 
come upon us, have issued out letters to every town in the province 
(without consulting ye town in regard to the expediency of euch a 
measure) accompanied with a Solemn League and. covenant, so stil'd, 
for every inhabitant in each town to sign... " in a further letter 
of July 22nd described the full extent of the fraud perpetrated by 
Sam Adamn and the Radicals: 
"I made some observations on the Solemn Lea a. e and Covenant, 
which I had not then seen, as it was not known to be in beine 
in this town(but by the few who promoted it)till near a month 
after it had been circulated through the country: in which time it 
went through whole towns with the greatest avidity, every adult 
of both sexes putting their names to it, saving a very few. (3) 
It was sent out in printed copies by the Clerk to the Committee 
W(illiam) Cooper (the Boston Town Clerk for many years)who 
accompanied it with a letter intimating that the measure was 
in general adopted here, whereas upon enquiry I can't find that 
a single person in the town has signed it - and the only excuse 
they now make for so absurd a piece of conduct is, that it 
originated altogether from the ooun"try, without any of their advice 
or interposition; thinking so palpable a falsehood will remove the 4 
just prejudices of the more rational and judicious people among use" 
1 "A List of Addressers and Protesters, 1774. "Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedin. s, 
Vol. XI(1870)pp. 393-5. Eee also B. Labaxee, The Boston Tea PartyC19 4 p"? 26. 
Richard Brown's "Whig" Revolutionary Politics in Massachusotts The 
Boston Committee of Correspondence and the Towns, 1772-1L (1970T 
does not even mention the Tory "Boston Protest. " 
2 Sam Adams traded upon the old fear of Bostonians for the French and 
Papists in calling the Tories "Popes". 
3 Andrews was misinformed here - this was Adams' lie told to the 
Bostonians -actually by the time the Continental Congress met at the 
beginning of September only about 15 of the some 260 Mas^achusetts Bay 
towns and districts had signed the"Solemn League. "See Cary, ýJose h 
Warren (1961)p. 142. Brown's $evolutionary ol'tios gives no figures 
a serious and misleading omission. 
4 John Andrews to William Baraell, July 22,1774. Xaee. Hist. 3oo. Prooseciim,. 
Vnl _VTTi. 1Rr,. n. 
130. 
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An. drewn continued: 
"That you may juc', -e for yourself of the propriety of my 
entering my protest arainct their conduct have onclosId. 
you the Govenant, with many sensible remarks., upon it, to7ether 
with the two protestr; ye latter of which(amonr ye number of ye 
respective ci ners, you'll obnerve, I have the honor to be one) 
is humourously call'd. the Little Pope; the declaration following 
it, (wherein our reasons for a dissent are ; 'iv(-, n in more explicit 
manner than in the protest)shou. ld be glad you'd attend to. We 
don't mean to oppose any freneral measure that may be adopted by 
the(Continental)Con -ress, but are well di. spoc'd in the cause of 
Freedom as any of our opponent, -, and would equally oppose and 
detest Tyranny exerciz'd. either in kn l: -. nd or Americo,. " 1 
The differences between. these views of conservative '. rhi 
John Andrews and Tory Lincoln County (Maine) magistrate Abraham 
Prebble of Bowdoinham expressed in a letter to Gage on August 3rd, 
apparently were not so great that some sort of political accomodation 
between the staunchly loyal but reformist Tories, including Col. Elisha 
Jones of Weston and conservative Whigs in Massachusetts Bay might 
not have been possible even as late as August, 1774. "I1ay it please 
Your kcell., " wrote Prebble, 
"I don mean to Intimate as if we were Careless or Indifferent 
About our preveledges; No Sir we Value Them as our Lives. But we 
would f aine have them Continued to us By some more Rearular 
Stream than what We think these Covenants or any thin; of that 
Nature is like to do. " 2 
Of the Tory Protests of 1774, best knovm -perhaps because not 
coming from Boston, whose "Protest"it predated, it offended Whigs lens- 
was that of the 52 men of Worcester. Written by one of the foremost 
lawyers in the Colony, James Putnam, an old friend and business 
associate of Col. Jon, es appointed on August 28,1775 the last Royal 
Attorney-General, and Dr. William Paine (a member of the samo Harvard 
class - 1768-as Col. Jones'cousin Boston merchant John Coffin Jones) 
it set out the Whig "enormities, "describing them as "violators of all 
law and civil liberty, the malevolent disturbers of the peace of society, 
subverlters of the established constifution, and enemies of mankind. " 
The Worcester Protest condemned earlier resolves of the Town Meeting 
for a boycott of British goods similar to that of the "Solemn League, " 
and called for the abolition of the Committees of Correspondence whose 
tyranny led "ditectly to seditiom, Civil War, and rebellion. " 3 
1 Ibid., p. 331. 
2 Abraham Prebble to Gage, Aug. 3,1774. Gage MSS., Clements Library. 
3 For a true oopy, see Putnam's Loyalist papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 73. See also 
William L inooln, Histor 2L Worcester (1837)pp. 76-88. 
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On June 29,1774, Gage acted to ^upport the Tory prote^t 
movement by ic^uinf- a proclamation which denounced the ", -olemn 
League and Covenant" z is a "traitorous combination, " warnin;; that 
it was made to destroy trade between Britain and the colonies to 
the ruin of colonial bunines^., and he declared that all percons 
signing this covenont, or encour, rinr other-, to do so, would he 
liable to arreot. (Throuj*hout the debates the Tories' most telling 
arru. ment was the economic self-interost of the coloni^t^. ) A few 
days later, on July 5th Gage wrote with some (well justified) 
satisfaction to Dartmouth that because of "the measures taken by 
Administration" there was "now an open Opposition to the Paction, 
carried on with a Warmth and Spirit unknown before, which it is 
1 
highly necessary and proper to cherish and support by every Means. " 
Ann Htzlton, sister of Henry Hulton, Commicsioner of Customs 
at Boston (1767-1776), an experienced observer, wrote to L'ngland 
on July 8th: - 
"It (Boston)is now a very gloomy place, the Otreets almost 
empty, many families have removed. from it, & the Inhabitnnt. ^ are 
divided into several partiies, at variance, & quarreling with each 
other, some appear desponding, others full of rage. The People of 
Property of best sense & Characters feel the Tyrrany of the 
Leadern, & foresee the Consequences of their proceedings, woud 
gladly extricate themselves from the difficulties, & distress 
they are involvd in by makeing their peace with G: Britain, & 
speedily submitting to the Conditions & penalties required. 
"These who are well disposed towards Governmt (more from 
interest than principle it's to be feard, as there are few 
willg to acknowledge the Authority of Parliamt)are termd Tories. 
they daily increase, & have made some efforts to take the power 
out of the hands of the Patriotn, but they are intimid. atod & 
overpowerd by I3umbers, & the Arts, & Machinations of the Leader, 
who Governs absolutely, the Minds & the Passions of the People -- 
by publishing numberless falshoods to impose on their credulity, 
& various artifices to influence or terrify. The Ministers from 
the Pulpit & the Committee of Correspondence by writing inflame 
the Minds of the ignorant Country People. Their endeavors to 
engage the Other Colonies to shut up their Ports, & the Pdercht^ 
1 Cage to Lord Dartmouth, Juiy 5,1774. PRO-C-0-5: 92. Labaree in The 
Boston Tea Parts wrongly calls Gage's proclamation ", a grave tactical 
blunder, "and he rrreatly exaggerates the ensuing popularity of the 
Solemn League. PP"226-227. But see below. 
/IS 
here to joyn in a Nonimportation AgTementtproving 
without effect. The next plan is in opposition to the 
Merchts. & which if it spreads must be attended wth the 
ruin of most of 'em here 'tis a Solemn League & Covenant, 
not to use any British Manuf actures, till the Port is 
opend, & the New Acts repeald. This is a deep & diabolical 
scherne, & some people are taken into the snare, but it's 
to be hoped the progres of it will be stopd, Genl Gage 
who conducts himself with great good sense & spirit, 
issues a Proclamation Against it to warn 'em of its 
Consequences, They are startled in general, however, the 
little Town of Marlborough (Middlesex County some miles 
from Col. Jones' town of Weston) has had the Audacity to 
burn the Genl in effigy with the Proclaimation. " 1 
Beyond that he "Declare-' his (political )sentiments 
2 
openly, " we know little of the part taken by Col. Jones in 
furthering the c1 mpaifn of "Tory Protest" in the towns of the 
Bay colony during the summer of 1774, although late in July the 
Whigs were to accuse him of heading a secret "combination" of 
"moneyed men" who were plotting to rig the next Provincial 
elections. However, the workings of the "Tory Protests" and the 
River God" Jones-Williams-Ashley sponsorship of them in Hampshire 
County from Hatfield north along the Connecticut Valley towns to 
Deerfield and onward yet to neighbouring "Tory" Cheshire County, 
in the colony of New Hampshire, are described in the "Diary" of 
. Elihu, son of 
the Rev. Jonathan Ashley the notorious Tory parson of 
Deerfield, then studying medicine there with Col. Jones' nephew, 
4 
Dr. Thomas Williams. 
1 Letters of' a Loyalist Lady, (1927)to Mrs. Lig; htbody, July 3,1774- 
pp-73-74. Conservative Whips such as Boston merchant John Rowe 
deplored the riotous happonin ;n st Marlborou h: "July 8.1 hertrd oil' the 
Bad Behaviour of the People of Marlborough. its said that the SpeakmLns 
were concerned, if it Proves so, they have not only behaved ill but 
contrary to my Sentiments & forfeited my regard in future for them. " 
Cunningham, Letters and Diary of John Rowe(1903)pp. 277-3. 
2 Josiah Jones'testimonyy before Loyalist Commissioner Pemberton, 
St. John(New Brunswick)Oct. 21,1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10. 
3 Boston Gazette, July 25,1774. Letter by Praedicus to ; des & Gill, 
thought to he Sam Adams. 
4 Dr. Elihu Ashley's MSS "Diary" is now in the archives of the 
Pocumtuck Valley Memorial Association, Deerf ield.. It runs from 1773-1775, 
and is one of the most valuable Tory diaries to survive in Massachusetts= 
ý. 
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Llihu Ashley wrote on July 16th: 
"This Morning after Breakfast I went to reading, 
read till half after two, Ye Doctr (Thomas Williams) 
then desiring I would copy a Paper which was a Protest 
against ye Proceedings of ye House of Representatives 
and, ye Measures now adopted by ye Colonies and ye Plm 
ye People were acting upon Ye Several Colonies, which 
Protest was drafted by William Williams I! sgr of Hatfield; 2 
after I had copied of said Protest I walked over to Dick's 
shop... " 
"That evening "I went to Catlins (one of the Deerfield 
Tory taverns)3 shew ye above Protest. some approved others 
not... " 
Less than a week later, on July 22nd, two of Col. Elisha Jones' 
three sons who had settled at Hinsdale, in Cheshire County New 
Hampshire, came down to Deerfield for consultation with the two 
Tory leaderr, the Rev. Jonathan Ashley and their cousin Dr. Thomas 
Williams. These were Judge Daniel Jones, appointed by Gov. John 
Wentworth im 1771 first Chief Justice of the Cheshire County Court, 
and then serving as Selectman and Town Clerk of Hinsdale, and his 
younger brother Simeon Jones, also a lawyer, and Clerk of the 
County Court. Elihu Ashley wrote that, after his customary afternoon 
nap(through the worst heat of the Massachusetts summer day) "Then 
I took my book for studying but was prevented by ye coming of 
Dan1 Jones & Sim about f ive. I waited upon Sim up to my Dadas (the 
Rev. Johathan. Ashley's manse - only a short way along the main street) 
where we drank tea. soon after Tea we came away. called at Dicks 
(David Dickinson) drank a bowl of Punch, then came to ye Doctor 4 
(Thomas Williams) where Jones tarried till ten then went awriy. " 
1 William Williams was a son of the "Monarch of Hampshire County, " 
Col. Israel Williams of Hatfield. 
2 For David Dickinson, see George Sheldon, A History of Deerfield, 
Vol. II (lct. edn. 1896), "Genealogies, "p. 146. 
3 For Seth Catlin, see Ibid., p. 106. 
4 The third brother was Josiah Jones, who was then settled at Hinsdale in the practice of law. PR0. A. 0.13: 47. Jud e Daniel Jones had 
married in 1763 Lydia, dau. of Col.. lijah and L, ydia(Dwipht)Williams 
of Deerfield. ShiTton, Sibley's Haxvard Graduates, XIV, 1759, pp. 445-7" 
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Almost two months later,, on September 8th, 1774, I31ihu Ashley 
recorded the arrival at Deerfield of yet another Tory manife^to: 
"... spent the forenoon ... in copying; a Covenant to be ^irned by 
ye People in order to prevent Mobbs and which Covenant t-rrc rend' 
and voted by ye People of Deerfield. were assembled at half 6 Tues 
last and it was there agreed every Town ^houlc7 have a copy. " 1 
The Tory press in Massachusetts Bay, meanwhile, "spirited" 
by the arrival of General Gage - and the nuce: eanion of rIarfraret 
Droper, an outspoken Tory and one of the pioneer New . igltnd women 
journalists, to the ownership of the Masoachu. setts Gazette and 
Boston Weekl News Letter as well. as the posts of King's Printer to 
the Colonial government and printer to Harvard College after her 
husband's death on June 5,1774- became notably bolder in its attacks 
upon the Whigs and their doctrines of sedition. Again with Gage's 
encouragement another Tory prin+er, Ezekiel Russell (who with 
Hutchinson's patronage had published The Censor as a Tory journal 
in Boston in 1771 and 1772) set up a Tory press -tt Salem - the 
new Provincial capital under the Port Act - in June, 1774, in 
competition with Sam and Ebenezer Hall's radical Whig Essex Gazette, 
the Salem Gazette and Newbury and. Marblehead Advertiser. 
2 
While no writings for publication by Col. Jlisha Jones for 
this period have been identified (most of the unsigned and 
pseudonymous contributors to the Tory press are still unknown) the 
third issue of Ezekiel Russell's Salem Gazette on July 8,1774 
printed the Tory satire written for the annual Town E''lection 
meeting of Hinsdale (New Hampshire) in March, 1774, by his non 
1 "Diary" of Dr. Elihu Ashley, MSS., P. V. M. A., Deerfield. 
2 For Margaret Draper, later a refugee loyalist who died in England, 
see PRO. A. 0.13=44, and Alfred Jones, The Loyali^ts of Mas achusetts, 
(1930)pp. 121-122. For Ezekiel Russell, brother of the timid Joseph who 
printed the Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Post Bor, see Arthur 
Schlesinger,... The Newspaper War on Britain 1764-1776 (1971ed, n. ) 
pp. 143,188-189. -- 
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Daniel Joner,, Selectman, Town Clerk and Treasurer as well as 
Chief Justice of the Cheshire County Court, the eight 
"HINNSDALE RI ; OLV ,- FOR FA4'HION SAKE: 
"The Inhabitants of the Town of Hinsdale, in the Province of 
New Hampshire, met on the second Tuesday of March, 1774, the Day 
appointed by Charter, for holding their annual Neeting, and after 
finishing the necessary business of the Town, the day not being 
fully spent, the Town took into Consideration many patriotic Speeches, 
and pompous Declarations with which the Newspapers are continually 
interlarded; wherein the Rights and Liberties of the People of this 
Country are invaded, and the English Constitution thereby in danger of 
being wholly broken up: And also the Resolutions of many Towns in New 
England respecting the Rights and Liberties before-mentioned; and 
finding that it is become very fashionable for Towns to enter into 
Resolutions respectingtheir Rights and' Privileges, and recollecting 
the old Proverb, that it would be as well to be out of the World as 
out of the Fashion, were induced to resolve as follows: 
lst. Resolved as the Opinion of this Town that it is the indispensable 
Duty of every Member of Society having certain Knowledge what Rights 
and Privileges appertainýto him, to exert himself to preserve those 
Rights and Privileges whenever they are in danger' of being wrested 
from him. But until he knows what Rights and Privileges belong to him, 
he ought not to interpose in political matters, but industriously 
pursue the common and ordinary Business of his Calling, and endeavour 
to cultivate Urbanity and social Harmony. 
2. It isthe Opinion of this Town that true personal Liberty (so much 
contended for)consists in the Right every Member of Society hath in 
going when and where he likes in pursuit of that which best pleaceth 
him without being tarred and feathered therefor, so long as he 
conforms to the Laws of Society: And whenever he shall be guilty of a 
Breach of those Laws, he is answerable to Society only for his Conduct, 
and im such a Manner only as the Laws direct. 
3. It is the Opinion of this Town, that the Tumult which now prevails 
in this Country respecting the East India Company sending their Tea 
here for Sale, does not arise by reason of the Act of Parliament, which 
imposes a Duty on Tea for raising; a Revenue; but because the intended 
Method of Sale in this Country by the East-India Company, probably 
would hurt the private Interest of many Persons who deal largely in 
Tea: For it appears to this Town, that there are other Acts of Parliament 
daily put in Execution which infringe the Rights and Liberties of the 
People of this Country as much or more than the Act first mentioned., 
and yet no Objection iS made against them: namely, the Act lately made, 
establishing Custom-House Fees, and the Act imposing a Duty on 
Melasses, out of which all New England Rum in made. 
9 
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Resolved that the Consequences attending the Use of New-igland. 
Rum are much more pernicious to Society than the Consequences 
attending the use of Tea, althou h Tea hath been represented to be 
the most destructive and poisonous thin, - in Use, and hath deprived 
Hundreds of the good People of this Country of their Lives, and 
Thousands more thereby are threatened with the Loss of their Liberties, 
Yet it is very evident that New-en. f; land Rum is much more destructive, 
and hath and ever will while used in such Abundance, destroy the Lives 
and Liberties of Thousands where Tea hath or never will one. 
5-It is the Opinion of this Town, that if those Patriotic Persons 
and Towns who declaim so loudly against the Use of Tea, and in Defence 
of the Rights of their Country was ever infested, thic Toim will in 
return, endeavour to banish from them the Use of that Tea, which hach 
been impeached of being unhealthy rwcl unconstitutional. 
6. It is the Opinion of this Town, that if half the Time that is idly 
spent in hearing Lectures from patriotic knthuniasts, was spent in 
promoting Peace, Harmony, and good Order, in cultivating the Land, cnd 
in encouraging; Industry and. AMiculture, it would add greatly to the 
true Interest of this Country. 
7-It is the Opinion of this Town, that under the Disguise of 
Patriotism, that first-rate Virtue, Faction, Self-Interest,, nd private 
Ambition are frequently concealed, and that many persons who pretend 
to be Patriots and declaim loudly in Defence of their Country, are 
bound by no Ties, but those of partial Passion and private Interest. 
But yet so artfully conceal themselves under the Disguise of 
Patriotism, that it requires more than common Penetration to discover 
the Delusion. 
8. It is the Opinion of this Town, that the true Dignity and Glory, 
the Stability and internal Tranquility of every State, were always 
proportionate to the Strength and Bissusivenes^ of public Spirit, 
and that noisy intemperate Froth of a political '! thusiasm is as far 
removed from a steady Principle of Patriotism as the Dignity of solid 
Understanding, from. the Fumes of poetical T, adne. ^s. 
Passed Nem. Con. Thomas Taylor, Twioderator 
A True Copy from Hinsdale Town-Records 
icamined by Daniel Jones, Town Clerk "1 
1 Text as printed in the Salem Gazette, July 8,1774.3/l. These Resolves 
were copied into the "Old Town Book, " in the Hinsdale Town records 
on pages 70-73, where they remii. n(1977). All too often the writings of 
Tories in town records were obliterated by later Whig 'Selectmen and 
other officials. 
Apart from the law and politics Judge Daniel Jones was interest 9d in natural history, and among his other publications was an account 
of the extinct volcano of T; test River fountain contributed_ to the 
famous first volume of Memoirs put out by the American Academy of 
Arts and äciences at Boston in 1785, pp. 312-315" 
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Col. Jones' political activities during the nummer of 
1774 provoked another newspaper attack upon him in Edon and 
Gill's radical Boston Gazette toward the end of July. This time 
it took the form of a letter by P'raedicus, the "forewarner, " 
thought to have been one of the many pseudonyms used by 3am Adams, 
who, it must be noted, wns not to leave Boston for the Continental 
Congress until Au ust 9th. It was characteristic of Adams - if indeed 
it was Col. Jones' old adversary - not to let his part in opposing 
the Whig scheme for a Continental Congress and in bringing about 
the Dissolution of the House of Representatives by Gage in June 
go unpunished. Quick as ever to invent lies to defame any supporter 
of Government, Adams turned the Colonel's own arguments in favour 
of the bi-partisan Bribery and Corruption Bill in the past two 
House Sessions of 1774 to which Governors Hutchinson and Gage 
had withheld their assent, inside out against him, making the 
accusation that Col. Elisha Jones was himself to be the "Ma. n. a ; er" 
of a "New Scheme of Corruption. " 
"Messrs Eder, & Gill 
It is confidently said that a number of Monied Men, such 
as I-c W--w (1) and among the rest the pious Dr. P-n (2) 
have combined together to furnish Monies to let on Interest 
to Persons in the Country on express Condition of their giving 
their Votes and Interest at Elections for such Persons as shall 
be recommended to them; and the famous Col. JN of WSTld is to be 
the Manager of this new Scheme of Corruption. We have now stood 
a Nine Years Seilte of Bullyi. np and endeavouring to gain old Birds 
with the Chaff of Smiles and 
Commissions; but finding Men in all 
Ages and Countries pretty nearly alike, Philip has at last recurred 
-ao the gotent Arr*ument which has convinced nearly all Mankind, 
that Tyranny is the best kind of Civil Government. I sincerely hope, 
1 Isaac Winslow, the Boston merchant. He had joined the public protest 
against Adams'scheme for a "Solemn League and Covenant" and signed 
Addresses to Hutchinson and Gage. Referring to Praedicus' attack 
Winslow's biographer Clifford Shipton declared that the radicals 
"could hang nothing more" onhim "than. an alleged desire to buy votes. " 
Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. VIII, p. 337. Winslow was appointed to 
the Massachusetts Council by Gage and sworn at Salem, AuFust 8,1774. 
2 Dr. William Paine of Worcester, with James Putnam author of the 
Tory" Worcester' Protest"of June, 1774, which condemned the tyranny of the 
Committees of Correspondence as leading"directly to sedition, civil war, 
and rebellion. " Ibid., Vo1. XVII, pp. 67_75- 
ä 
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my dear Fellow-Countrymen, that there will be one People at least, 
found too wise and virtuous to be the Gudgeons of such an infernal 
Conspiracy of Traitors to the Constitution of thin yet happy 
Country; and spurn their fatal Hook let them bait it in what 
manner they please. Is not this consonant with the advice received 
in Captain Loring, that Money was now concluded upon as the sole 
Means to be depended on to answer the : nds of Administration? 
And does not this account for the pious Hutchinson's Rejection 
of the Bill against Bribery and Corruption? Col. Jones, it is 
remembered, was as much concerned lest this Bill should produce 
Perjuries and other had. Consequences, as certain Gentlemen are 
that the Non-Consumption Agreement will have those dreadful 
Effects. 
"What an obstinate, what a silly Cabal of State Sharpers are 
we plagued with! Eternally striving to impose Cheats on Men a 
Thousand Times more knowing than themselves. In Vain, says Solomon, 
is a Net spread in the Si'ht of any Bird. But these Wiseacres dig 
Pits in the Sight of all Men, and when they find they cannot draw 
People into one, they in like open manner dig, and strive to force 
them into another. 
PR i DI CU S1 
In the next issue of the Boston Gazette, on August 1,1774, 
"Praedicus"made further allegations against the supposed members of 
the Tory "Combination": - 
To the PUBLIC 
"Being informed by the Printers that I-c W--w, Esq; and Dr. P-n, 
have complained of their being unjustly treated in the Piece 
signed PRAEDICUS in the last Number of this Paper relative to the 
said. Gentlemen's being Members of a certain Combination who 'tis 
said determine to let Monies to such Electors only as will vote 
for Courtiers. I thereupon applied to the Per-on who was next to 
the first reporter, and was informed by him that I-c W-w was 
only mentioned as a monied Man in that Interest, but was not 
affirmed to be in the Combination----but he still affirms that such 
a Combination was declared to him by a Gentleman of good Credit, 
from whom he expects an authentic List of the Members of this 
pious Institution, who were declared to the said first Reporter 
without Reserve. PRAEDICUS 
"Dr. P--n's Friend who applied to the Printer denies his having 
any Hand in so villainous a Project as the above. " 2 
1 The Boston Gazette, monday, July 25,1774.31. 
2 The Boston Gazette, monday, Aupust 1,1774.2/1. 
ýoý 
Col. Llir, ha Jones apparently ignored "Praedicus"' attacks 
oltot ether. Nor was any list of member m of hie oupposed Tory 
"Combination" ever printed by the Gazette. Light day: 3 later, 
Sam Adams with the other radical delegates from the Bay Colony - 
John Adamc, John Hancock, and the last Speaker of the Ilou^e of 
Representatives, Thomas Gushing, with Robert Treat Paine - set off 
for the Continental Conrreos at Philadelphia, and Benjamin }ides 
and John Gi1l, printerr of the Boston Gazette, did not pursue the 
matter. 1 
As one of the leading and most persistent advocates of Tory 
political and governmental reform in LSassachusetts- one of that 
small but important group that stood between the Radicals and the 
London Government and its colonial clients - Col. Jones had fought 
in the General Court and outside it in 1774 for such enlightened 
measures as the Bill to eliminate political bribery and corruption 
and against the creation of an inter-colonial Whig machine for 
revolution, the Continental Congress. But nothing better illustrates 
the essential constructive nature of this man, than when at the 
end of July, 1774, and in the best of the New r. gland tradition of 
building for the future in troubled and difficult times, Col. Jones 
entered his promising youngest non Charlen, then only fourteen, 
and his grandson Nahum (born August 6,1757) eldest son of his eldest 
son, Col. Nathnn Jones of Frenchman's Bay, an I"ren, hmen in. the Harvard 
Class of 1778. Since Samuel Langdon, the successor to President 
Samuel Locke (who resigned Dec. 1,1773) did. not assume office until 
Oct. 14,1774, it is probable that this year the Tutors examined the 
students for admission. In any event Charles and Nahum Jones passed 
the examinations set on July 19th and July 20th, 1774, and advertised 
1 Through the New Egland colonies at least the journey of the 
Massachusetts Delegates to Philadelphia way dramatized by the Whigs 
as a triumphal prol*ress. See John Iiller, Sam Adams (1936)pp. 313-315" 
2 It was customary for the President of Harvard toexamining of / 
entering students at that time. For this and other material about the 
entrance of Charles and Nahum Jones I am indebted to Harley P. Holden, 
Curator of the Harvard Archives, including Holden to author, Aug. 12,1971. 
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in the press by John itadsworth, since July, 1770 Tutor in Logic 
and Metaphysics - noted as being among the best public defenders 
of the Tory political case in Massachusetts Bay an well as for 
his quite extraordinary popularity with the studentc. There can be 
little doubt that Tutor Wadsworth's views, political and otherwise - 
he was described as "a man of eminent talents, of clear conceptions, 
a perspicacious reasoner, fluent in speech, and, above all mild in 
the exercise of authority"-were a factor in shapint the character 
of this preeminent "Tory Class" of 1778.1 
Two students of the same family were a great rarity in any 
Harvard class (which at this time numbered usually between fifty and 
sixty students)and three sons only hardly less so: Col. Jones had 
sent Daniel (1759), Stephen (1775)with a year yet to come, and 
Charles (1778), who with his nephew Nahum had been "fitted" by 
Col. Jones' son-in-law, the Rev. Asa Dunbar, Pastor of the First Church 
at Salem. At the Salem Manse Charles was all but a son to his 
older sister Mary Jones Dunbar (born June 11,1748) and who was 
later to name one of her own children after him, the "Uncle Charles" 
of Thoreau's Journals. 2 
Even the beginning of the Harvard year in 1774, however, 
was clouded by politics: on July 20th there were none of the usual 
festivities at Cambridge which made the annual Commencement Day 
one of the great social events of the year. Corporation on May 31st, 
"considering the present dark aspect of our Public Affairs, " and to 
avoid involving the College in political difficulties, voted to 
have "no public Commencement" and to confer degrees by "General 
Diploma". 
3 
1 See the notice signed by Wadsworth dated June 16,1774 in Draper's 
Masrachusetts Gazette and Boston lieeklly News Letter, 2%3: "All who 
desire Admission into Harvard College this Year, are hereby notified, 
that the Tutors have determined to attend the business of 1camination 
on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 19th and 20th Days of July next. "For 
John Wadsworth(born at Duxbury, his mother was Mary Alden Wadsworth) 
see Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XV, pp. 329-331. 
2 Col. Jones kept careful records of the expenses of his sons' 
education and of the dowry of his only daughter Mary, but there are no 
entries for Charles in the one volume (MSS)of accounts now at the 
Golden Ball Tavern(a museum) Weston, Massachusetts. For Charles and 
Nahum with the Dunbars, see the "Diary" of the Rev. Asa Dunbar, 1773- 
177ý, Am. Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
3 Iiarvard "College Book" Vol. VII, p. 273. Harvard College NHS. 
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COL. ELISHA JONES AND THE LOYAL MIDDLESEX MILITIA: 
THE POWDER ALARM OF SEPTEMBER 1,1774 
11. That whereas our enemies have flattered themselves that 
they shall make an easy prey of this numerous, brave, and 
hardy people, from an apprehension that they are unacquainted 
with military discipline; we, therefore, for the honour, defence 
and security of this county, -and province, advise, as it has been 
recommended to take away all commissions from the officers of 
the militia, that those who now hold commissions, or such other 
persons, be elected in each town as officers in the militia, 
as shall be judged of sufficient capacity for that purpose, 
and who have evidenced themselves the inflexible friends to 
the rights of the people; and that the inhabitants of those 
towns and districts, who are qualified, do use their utmost 
diligence to acquaint themselves with the art of war as soon 
as possible, and do, for that purpose, appear under arms at 
least once every: week... " 
Resolves of the Suffolk County 
Convention, September, 1774 1 
It is a truism that the last bastion of a government is 
its ability to command the sanction of force, and that in the 
summer and fall of 1774 the Whig leaders in Massachusetts 
regarded control of the militia by "friends of the rights of 
the people" - as expressed in the resolves of the Suffolk County 
Convention drafted by Dr. Joseph Warren of Boston aný adopted 
on September 12th - as the final political necessity after the 
closure of the courts and magistrates' courts to prevent the 
administration of justice and the operation of the "illegal" 
Parliamentary Act "for the better regulating the Government of 
the Massachusetts Bay in New England" which had come into effect 
1 The 19 Suffolk County Resolves of the Convention which met at 
Milton on Sept. 9th were taken post haste to the First Continental 
Congress at Philadelphia by Paul Revere where they were adopted 
unanimously on SepL. 18,1774. Gaillard Hunt, ed., Journals of the 
Continental Congress, 1774-1789, Vol. I, 1904, pp. 31-36,39" 
2 For Dr. Warren and the two sessions of the Suffolk Convention at 
Dedham (Sept. 6th) and Milton(Sept. 9th) see John Cary, Joseph Warren, 
19619PP"152-158. 
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on July 1,1774, and against which the resolves of the Suffolk 
and. other County Conventions of Whit; dissidents were directed. 
' 
The Whig plan for gaining control of the Ma^sachu^etts Bay 
militia in the summer and fall of 1774 was two-fold. First to 
ensure the Whig politics-and loyalty- of all officers, the Whigs 
called for their mass resignation, and new militia elections to be 
held not only for those of the rank of captain and below chosen 
by the men of their respective townst companies, but also for 
the field officers, majors and above, who were appointed as well as 
commissioned by the Governor, and who, in turn, according to the 
Whig plan, were to be chosen by a meeting of the company officers 
in each regiment. Secondly, both to expand the strength of the 
militia and to destroy old loyalties bred from comradeship in arms 
in the French and Indian Wars (most of the older men and especially 
the officers had seen active service), the number of regiments 
was increased and the long-established "County" regiments broken 
apart (there were thirty when Gape took over as Governor in June, 
1774)so that companies from traditionally "Tory" towns-such as Col. 
Llisha Jones' Weston- could be regimented in the minority with 
those of more radical neighbours. 
2 
Lyren with this political reorganization of the regular militia, 
so little was it trusted that the Whir leadership felt the necessity 
to establish a second military force besides the traditional "alarm" 
companies, elite and highly mobile, to ensure that the most politically 
reliable from each town would be first in the field when any alarm 
was given. This was done by the revival - an. d. adaptation to political 
purpose - of a form of organization used to advantage in the late 
French Wars: "Minute" companies and regiments, so-called because 
of their high degree of readiness and zeal, 
('linha Jones himself 
had been Lt. Cols in Col. Joseph Fryers "Minute Dien" Regiment that had 
relieved Gen. John Winslow's Massachusetts forces at Fort William Henry 
from Oct. 19-Nov. 16,1756). The rank-and-file of these idhiý7"11inute" 
companies was chosen, moreover, by the new Whig liilitia officers of 
wach town to the number of one-third of their available men, 
3 
1 For these resolves of the Whig conventions, see: Peter Force, American 
Archives, 4th Ser., Vol. I, pp. 750-752,795-801. 
2 For the organization of the 30 Militia rogiments in June-July, 1774, 
before the Whig "reorganization, "see the Catalogue of Coat Rolle, (cont) 
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Officers who were political Whigs resigned readily 
enough; usually they were the leaders of this "take-over" 
movement in their townships. The major obstacle to Whig control 
of the militia, however, was Colonel Elisha Jones of Weston and 
the other officers who remained loyal to the government of their 
sworn oath, the majority in Massachusetts Bay before the "abortive" 
Powder Alarm of September 1,1774 and probably until the "great 
alarm" of Lexington the following spring, contrived by Sam Adams 
and the Whigs to use bloodshed as much to snap military as 
political allegiance. 
The Whigs employed the same weapons against the militia 
officers loyal to Government as they had used against the 
succession of political opponents since the time of the Stamp Act: 
revenue and customs officers and more recently the judges, 
magistrates and other judicial officials in order to force the 
closure of the courts. First came the warnings, economic boycotts, 
and blackmail, then for the recalcitrant that infamous quiver of 
harsh persuasions using physical violence and intimidation - all 
administered by what the Whigs invariably referred to as "the mob" 
but which outside Boston was as well disciplined as the cohorts of 
"General" Ebenezer Mackintosh and the Sons of Liberty at the 
Boston Tea Party of December 16,1773 when only the objective - the 
tea - was manhandled. As the Whigs gained control of the militia 
companies in the Counties it was these with their veneer of civic 
authority that were preferred as the agents to enforce political 
(Cont. ) in 11,. ^^achusetts Archives, and Llunter Rolln. l, 'ield officers 
were "requir. eck" by the J1hirs to puhlinh their renif>; no, tionn in the press- 
-Td it is from t? ene, and the Resolves of the County Conv(.,. ntionm, thn, t 
Whig policy c-)n he pieced. to ; etl, or: there in no nonorraphic ntucy of this 
important facet of the 141i, f^-Tory power otrv., *le. I'or the election of 
Artý" : Inrd an Colonel of a "rvor" `ihreýr('ýýU. rii ('force ter CO. ).! ý(ý, r1ýlCY1ý: ý^rnrý.. > 
and oth"r of i'icers,, a. nd the joining; to it of the militia of the Iýiih ii enex 
to',: n of I-iarlborourh, see the In nnachu^ett^ LZ, Oct.? 0, l774. 
3 i0or Lt. Col. . 1inha, Jenem and Co1. Jofýeph -'rye "1 inu. t e Iren" ; teý-ir. ýrnýt 
^. ec hunter dolle, No. 579 liar^achunettn Archiver.., orvico in 1756. 
It i of `'Jhi ' hirtoricn. l proper, -, a-nda i, hn. t tlhe idea for n 
corps of "1'', inute I"ien" oý, i, ^in;: Ferl in -tlhe rnotion of ` opt"%'1,1 j/ at the 
'Jorcenter County Convention of 
:; oc. i, rececc! in, -r. Voi. 15, P"6)" 
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conformity - whenever possible marched to what the Whig press 
and others (if at all) referred to as "the neighbouring towns" 
to eliminate the opposition of family and local loyalties. 
By the end of August, 1774, the Whig campaign tnn control 
the Massachusetts Militia had been well begun. On August 24th, 
when Gage sent troops to close the illegal town meeting held at 
Salem, "The Marblehead people sent them word that they were 
ready to come in lt a minutets warning sufficiently provided to 
lend assistance. " In the west, too, the Whigs had "early" success, 
most notably in Worcester County where, acting under the resolves 
of the Whig Convention of Committees of Correspondence in the 
county that met at Worcester on August 21st which called for the 
reorganization of the militia, the colonels of the county regiments 
were made to resign: John Chandler (County Sheriff) and John Murray 
(a Mandamus Councillor) who fled for their lives to Boston, and 
Caleb . Wilder-., 
1 John An, 'rerrc wrote of the affair to till i .m 
13n. rrei l(hin brother-in- 
. 1rýat 
i'hil:. c3el ýhiý on"Au. iurt 2I th. ` fir a. ffai_r at . priem it the only 
topic of rpecud ,, tion t? lio rl, iy (at -t3or. toný . '1'lin 1. - tent ; ýccoun L^ pro have 
hý. d -iro., i th-re at ten o'clock there wan uh? rti. rdn of three 
tliou. r!; tnd men :,. r-, embleO there from the -. cl jn. cnnt town, ^, with full 
rletermin.: -. tion to re. ncue the ('. ihi. r; ) comiiittoe if they r-l ould be cent to 
prioon, even if they were ohli1'd?. to repel force by ý'o. rce, br'in^ 
nu. fficientlýr provided for ^n. ch pu. r; ýo^e; ;. ^ in; '-ncl they are , n. 11 
threu. rnh the country --every male above the n. re o 16 porno in, ý° 
firclock with double the rw. nnti. t, y of powder and bß, i1 on join'ci by l;.. r*. 
The karblehvon. d people cent them !; ord that they wwcrr' re. dy to core in 
at a minute 'r ' arnin( nufficLen-F. ly Provided to lend r cnintrince. " Liasn. 
Iii^t. hoc. Procceclin n, Vol. 8 (1865) P-347- 
2 ior Ch.. nt1. ler'0 account of hin Cl. i. r ht to . 13oc- ton. iii lh >veml er , 7; jl1, 
"to save himself from a very irpnominiour death" at the c of the 
Worcester lIhim mob, see his Loyali. nt Nkemorin. l, P? t0. A1.0.13: 73.1P'or 
the oxnerience. n or' John . lurray, of Ru. tl-,. nc1, , a, bunine^n a. ^^ocir. te of 
Jonrn in. the ýlevelo men t; of `. gestern Kannnebunettn Tounohipn, 
son hin Lo y; nii^t pa. nern, PI30. A. O. 13: 75. 
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Col. -'li^ha Jones of Weston in Middle^ex County, meanwhile, 
not being nnong those militia colonels - including Brig. Timothy 
ßum*leo of IIr'r it: ick and Col. Ahijah C-Iillnxdd of Lanca^ter (: rorce^ter) 
who in Flur 1t of 1774 having; -. ccepted Gt, -e'r -. tppointmont a. ^ 
Councillorn by the Governor's Writ of N tnca, u. ýu^, hnd been forced 
by the i-Tor^t fury of the country-`, 1hi ; moon into Bonton 
1, 
vrar, otill 
at his post when the month ended, rund in active coram, -. 11r! of his 
own militia remiment, the third T- ic3 lle^ex? 
There vrcre -. t this time four re; imentr, in tue county of 
Ei (d. l p^ex, an £ol1 oW:; : 
r GII.::;; T 
Colonel: 'Jill i, nm I3rnttle, of Cn, mhridrTe, Iirý. jor (. moral 
, -nd rrnkin; 7 officer of the Iýi ýýýrýchu^ettc l; ilitia 
Liout. Col: Thoma- Oliver of Ch, -. rlcotown, r worn as Lieutenant 
Governor of Tic, neachunettc Bay Colony, j1uý. ýý, 1774 
Pirnt Iiajor: Abraham Fullor, a Justice of the Peace for 
iArlrlle^ex County 
i; econd Iin.. jor: Thoma ßrattle, -on of Colonel Brntt] '. 
TH7ý4D R. GIL,, "JT 
Colonel: -'linha Joner3 of ', Jcoton, e, Justice of the Fence rýýcl 
of the l: irldllc^ex quorum 
Licu. t. Col.: Chr,, rloc Prescott of Concord, Ju.., ti_co of the Poa. ce 
Jo-', "ph Curti^ of "udbuty, in 1771 ;. }phointcd Cnt}ptr,, in 
of flee Pir^t Company of the :; ur'bury Troop of IInrno 
TI IlM . -; OUTIi FART 
Colonel: John üoyec of äu. dbu. ry 
Licv. t. Col.: John Jones of Ilopk. incton 
Ig or: John Parrrr of it'rr rAnrmlio. m, r Deputy ; Tlicrirf 
1 i-'nr tl: -ý ! iiobllin: T of 
A. 0.13: 49. 
2 of' C.. j U. Jnnr,, r, iiinot, comrý;,. nýlirý;: f; li Concord Corl; '-Ily in 
bird I', iddicno Rolr-imnnt, to 
C'', ilý)I'1! l 1j t0 Gn,? Y?, Au fr. %'ýý, ý' lý "i )C 
bo OT"J. 
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SIXTH REGIMENT 
Colonel: James Prescott of Groton, Representative 
to the General Court and leader of the 
radical Whigs of Middlesex County 
Lieut. Col.: Jonathan Wood 
Major: Dr. Oliver Prescott of Groton, brother of 
Col. James, Groton Selectman and clerk of 
the Groton Committee of Correspondence. 1 
Of these four Middlesex Regiments, the officers of 
the Sixth (drawn from towns in the north west of the county) 
were the most solidly Whig,, headed by Col. James Prescott, 
long a political opponent of Col. Elisha . Tones in the General 
Court and outside it, one of the most active leaders of the 
radicals in Middlesex. On August 30,1774 James Prescott was 
elected Chairman, with Ebenezer Bridge of Billerica as Secretary, 
of the Middlesex Convention of Committees of Correspondence 
with more than 150 delegates that met at Concord - on the same 
day as the Worcester Convention. His brother, Major (Dr. ) Oliver 
Prescott, also of Groton and another zealous Whig was a member 
of the arch-Whig Committee of Nine (which also included Capt. Thomas 
Gardner of Cambridge of Col. Brattle's First Regiment) which drew 
up the famous nineteen "Middlesex Resolves" that exhorted non- 
compliance with allegedly non-constitutional acts of Parliament 
and called for the meeting of a Provincial Congress at Concord 
on the second tuesday 
2 
in. October. 
1 Samuel Adams Drake, History of Middlesex County, 1880, Vol. 1, p. 107. 
2 Col. James and Dr. Oliver Prescott were brothers of Col. William 
Prescott who commanded the rebel redoubt at Bunker Hill. See below. 
For the Prescotts and Groton in the struggle between Whig and Tory 
in 1774-1775, see: Caleb Butler, History of the Town of Groton, including 
Pepperell and Shirley ... Boston, l 48 911771-2 
For the "Middlesex Resolves, " see above. 
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Just as through the late summer and autumn of 1774 
Col. Elisha Jones of Weston led the political opposition in 
Middlesex County to the Prescott faction and the radical Whigs 
and their campaign to supplant popular government in the Town 
Meetings by local Committees of Correspondence and the prorogued 
General Court by county and finally provincial conventions of 
delegates from the Town Committees of Correspondence - Col. Jones 
acted at the same time as one of the leaders in the bitter fight 
to keep the Whigs from taking over direction of the regular 
militia regiments (which under the Charter Government could only 
be called out by order of the Colonel) and creating the Whig 
Minute-Man cadres, the military counterpart of the Committees of 
Correspondence in political direction. 
Very much more has come to light of the workings of the 
Whig Committees of Correspondence than of the secret network of 
Tories and their agents outside Boston, already, it appears, well 
enough organized by the summer of 1774 in Col. Jones' county of 
Middlesex, on the very doorstep of Boston and strategic for 
commanding the post roads to the west, one of the most important 
of which ran through the Jones town of Weston. There Col. Elisha 
Jones (and hin cousin Isaac Jones who kept the Golden Ball Tavern) 
acted as collectors and coordinators of information about Whig 
activities sent by Tory agents in the Middlesex towns. One of 
the Tory agents who is known and who was particularly active 
was Dr. Joseph Adams, the surgeon and apothecary of Townshend in 
the very most north-west part of Middlesex County near the New 
Hampshire boundary. Dr. Adams, as he later declared, had in 1774 
communicated the private resolves of Committees of Correspondence 
and their method of secreting magazines of gunpowder and other 
1 -ti: o Of -). ^nyinr c°nociii; lon to 1. Iorco 't-, ('r I'rnnl ion on 
by John IIol"(2 in Anri1., 177 j,; n, topj)in 7 -. t tho Golden Ball 'i' Jvnrn nt 
for; ton. J'? t. rnrl of Join Irown, ]-into? by Lu±li^r ILo y, Coll corr, ',; low 
II", np"1Lir-, ; tlic account by iý, nn . pie ; crninrc )f' -th- 101. 'ß I"t^ °i ýýýn±. 
'n ] t. >rni-n of V, -r- 
)^n('. in : ý'obrii. r,. r, y, 177) I'iOt rofcrnncnn i.: o 
1^f'. ''. C Jon(, -., '; n(? `: cjnr-l Int`. triict1_on """ý; ) Jrn'. 'n 1 
)ý _CI l1C r(` .. whom 
rý o, I -ro(ý to . -J ch o' 
1.1ir'` rn ,! 
17 
( 
j?, c_ýý_?. i ý ,c from Do `t on } r) : iorcc hon, I (; i l 1, l'(79k 
c Collcciin nr. 
ýrý 
warlike stores for rebellious purposes, and also made known the 
proceedings of town meetings "which had for their object the 
subversion of the British government" not only to "Colonel Jones 
of Weston" but to other Loyalist leaders, Col. Abijah Willard 
at Lancaster (Worcester County), his attorney Daniel Bliss of 
Concord, to Jonathan Sewall of Cambridge the Attorney General, 
and "to Colonel Brattle" of Cambridge. 
' 
It was a request for advice made to Col. Brattle by one 
of the Captains in Col. Jones' Third Middlesex Regiment, Captain 
Jonas Minot of Concord, which tells us that to the end of August 
1774 Col. Jones was successful in preventing any reorganization 
of his regiment by the Whigs or the enlistment of Minute Companies. 
Minot"s request was one of those small events that have great 
consequences: Minot, a Tory, was soon to be cashiered to military 
oblivion by the Whigs, and he would later be known to history 
largely through the Journal of his step-grandson Henry David 
Thoreau as the farmer who loved roast apples and always had a 
jug of milk at night by his bed. But Minot's information given 
to Col. Brattle, however, helped to bring about the political crisis 
1 I_nr; loriý. l of 1)z°. Jocepli Ad,,. m^ of Town. -Aicn(l. f, urr-oon ,,. potliocnry. 
YItQ. AGO. 
2 A't^. r the r)ern; h of her fir^t liu. l ý.. nd, the i. ev. a: n 1)u. nl : r, in 1727, 
Col. Jow, r' only Mary, m arrierl Jonas I': inot, a Concord 
farraer. There were no children., but Thoreau w,,, n friendly with the 
Concord I, iinot^, notably with Georre, rmny of whore otorion he includo(I 
in hin Journal. For Jon an 11in. o-I:, non i3rpdforrl Torrr'y :. ml i'rancl. All on, 
edr., The Journal of IIcnr D. T7iorer. i, entry fir ? :, rcü 13,13(1 . Vol. 11, 
p . 11'46 
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of September 1,1774, known in TýIar ^nrtchur et-t^ a^ the "Powc. er 
A1, -,. rra . 'ý 
It be, ý n with a litter written by Col. Prat F. le to G-L, ýe 
oil Au., - i± 29 t, h: 
"is. 
. 
i3r;. itle nrenont^ hin ilu. ty to hin : ýýxce]_1_ýncy 
Governor Ga, -c; he apprehendo it in hin ('u. ty to , ic ru . 
int 
hin J: '-cy from time to time with every thin, - 1)r, lr r 
end knurr to bo true ;. nrl in of importnnco in tlýerýe trou. hie- 
nome timer, which is the n. polo; ^y hr.. ]3. rn. tl. le rnýýcec, for 
trounlin, ° the General with thi^ Letter. -C. -pt. 
(Jcn,,.: ~) 1, inot 
of Concorr? very worthy man thin minute i_n forn'cl 11r. Br. att ie 
that there hrýd been repeatedly made pre. n nine' ; zpplicationn7 
to him to warn 11±0 corppnny to meet at one minute's ý-ýrýrninr 
erruint . -with r rmo and ammunition .r cco. rdin " to 1: -, w hn. had 
con. ^trntly denied. them. Acl. dinr-, if he did not rrati: f y 
them ho should he conntr^ined to quit hin fn, rmn and toam. 
1's. Brn. ttle told him he had. better do that than lone hin 
life and be ha.. ng'd for i rebel. He ob. ^erved that m. rny 
Captaino had clone it, thou. ;h not in the ite, -iment to which 
he belonr or1, (Third Iliddleoex) which was and in under 
Colonel Elirha Jones, but in a nci f; hbourinr l; e f; iment . 
"i r. Brp. ttle begs loave humbly to ruere whether it 
'roul(I not be be^t that there should not be one Commission 
Officer of the 1": ilitia in the Province. This rnorninr; the 
Celectrnez; of' Tedford came -nd received their TocTn nLock 
of power which wan in the Arsenal, on , uar. r. y Hill. : 10 
there i^ now therein the Kinr'. n power only which nhr. ll 
remain there, , ý- a sacred depooitum, till ordered out by 
the Capt. General. " 1 
1 Printed in the ri,: s c}iuüett c Sept-8-, 1774-1/3,4; and nee 
the Bo-ton Gazette, : ýept. 5,1774,2 1. 
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Brattle, as Major General of the Massachusetts Bay Militia 
and' custodian of the provincial military stores kept at Cambridge, 
sent periodic reports to the governor of stocks of powder and 
other items on hand, and it was with one of these that Brattle 
had enclosed his letter to Gage of August 29th. Gage, who knew 
about if'he had only limited means to prevent the large scale 
military preparations then being made by the Whigs out of reach 
of the small force of garrison troops in Boston - the militia 
campaign to enlist Militia Companies and regiments and to force 
the resignation of lory officers, and the secret stockpiling 
of gunpowder, firelocks and other weapons and military stores - 
now acted to remove the Province powder and cannon from Cambridge 
to the safety of Castle William in Boston Harbour. 
On the night of August 31st David Phips, Hiph Sheriff of 
Middlesex County and Captain of the Middlesex Horse Troop, went 
to the home of Gen. Brattle in Cambridge with an order from 
Gage for the delivery to him of the Province store of powder 
kept at the Province Powder Magazine at Medford and the two brass 
field-guns belonging to the Middlesex Regiment at Cambridge in 
the charge of Thaddeus Mason, Clerk of the Middlesex Court of 
1 Gage's request to Brattle as published in his statement which 
appeared in Thomas' Massachusetts Spy on Sept-8,1774 and other 
Whig newspapers is as follows: 
"Sir: As I am informed there are several military stores 
in your charge, at Cambridge, I beg the favour of you 
to send me a return of them, as soon as convenient, 
specifying the different sorts of each. T. Gage. ---To 
Maj. Gen. Brattle. " 
2/4 
Common Pleas and, with Col. Elisha Jones, a Justice of the 
Quorum for Middlesex County. Brattle wrote a letter to Mason 
authorizing delivery of the guns, and gave the keys of the 
Powder House to Sheriff Phips, who then returned to Boston. 
1 
Early the next morning, before daylight, a detachment 
of troops (estimated at 260-280) under the command of Col. Mattison 
marched through Boston to the Long Wharf where they embarked 
in thirteen boats from men-of-war and transports in the harbour 
and; rowed up the Mystic River. They landed at Temple's Farm, 
and set out overland to the Province Powder House, an old 
windmill at Quarry Hill on the town boundary between Charlestown 
and Medford. With them were High Sheriff Phips, Judge Thomas 
Oliver of Cambridge, Lt. Col. of William Brattle's First Middlesex 
Regiment and newly sworn (August 8,1774) as Lieutenant Governor 
of Massachusetts Bay Colony, and Joseph Goldthwait, the Barracks- 
Master at Boston. Goldthwait was a particular friend of Col. Llisha 
Jones and a neighbour who for some years had rented the house and 
farm in Weston owned by his eldest son Col. Nathan Jones, settled 
in Maine at Frenchman's Bay (his harbour is still known as Jones' 
Cove). Without incident the troops removed the 250 half barrels 
of powder belonging to the Province -- all that remained in the 
Powderhouse - to Temple's barn, from whence it was ferried safely 
to Boston and Castle William. 
1 ce JIden' , end 
GillOc rn, ci. icrl Bor-, 1.011 G_n. nn ; e, r; liic]i con('emncd thin 
t. ]_; ', ]_ j %/I. 'or ltil. ',;? c? C)U. ^ ýllcr-ec? r rout e of (overnmcnt , )a. tIiorii; ',,. 
io 1,1 
I: n, nonýIIý. rv . r) cl^"... of 
17? 8, noe Cli. Cforc', ýhiJ7f, ori,. ýi. 171c, ý, º" ILn. rv, ý. rd 
Gr^. r'u. 2, te7, Vo1. VIII, p. 451. Artton made hin "pýrý. ce" ýritli the r. ohele, 
and, they re npointec' him e, Juntiee of the Pence for I: i. ýcllenex by 
: _iept., 1 175" Iblr?., p. 453. 
2 I'or ')heriff Dn. vid Fhips, nee (Ilarv, -. rd of 1741) 
pp. 5/1-j5. Ihn in the bent firnt-lio, nd account of the Po*"r(7er dlr,. rm: ^ce 
hin Loyalirl; Pi, 0. A. 0.13: 4I, and hin te^timony, with that of hin 
hr. other-in-lat-r, ßich, rd Lechmere, beforo the Loy--. lint Cornmi^-i. onern, 
Oct .lq, 17Sý+,, >rini; ed 
in IIuf^h . Itra. rc? 4(erton, The 1t ,1 Cornmi^cion on. t ', C 
Lo e laic) ,; crvic(, ^ of Amcricr;. n Lo. y;. lint^ (lei')) 1).: '30. 
iYcr the crolrlth:; n. it family at Wocton, , ne the account- of their 
tenancy of Col. Jone. nt elclent non, Lieut. Col. Nathan Jonen of l-'rcM cltrn^n'n 
13,. y'c Won-ton farm - in the paporn of hin eou. nin, l3orton morch.. nt -nncl 
'rdhi --John Coffin Joner,,, now at the Harvard ]lu^ineOr üchool Library. 
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At Cambridge, however, collection of'the two field-pieces 
by the troops did not proceed smoothly. The mob gathered quickly, 
and leaders of the Whig radicals tried to persuade local militia 
officers to turn out their men to "defend" the guns. One of these 
was the Cambridge builder and lumber dealer John Nutting, "Acting 
Lieutenant"of the Cambridge Company of Captain Samuel Thatcher, 
who had served in the last French War, beginning at the age of 17(1757) 
when he had marched to the west with Col. Brattle's First Middlesex 
"on the alarm for the relief of Fort William Henry. " "The Mob, " 
as Nutting later wrote, "desired'& insisted that as an officer of 
militia he should prevent the Ordnance from being removed. " 1 
Nutting refused., and instead "readily assisted" Sheriff Phips. 
There were other Tories, as well, who helped the authorities. 
Probably these included the young Cambridge lawyer Ebenezer 
Bradish, who had signed the Middlesex Lawyers' addresses to 
Governor Thomas Hutchinson of May and July, 1774. Bradish's horses, 
and some from the stables of his father, Eben Sr., landlord of 
the renowned Blue Anchor Tavern (one of the best known and most 
prosperous in Massachusetts at that time) were taken by Sheriff 
2 
Phips to draw the two field-guns to Boston. 
1 Nutting may also have "turned out" at the powder house earlier in 
the day. Testimony given at Halifax, N. S. on Dec. 29,1785 says: "Receiving 
an Intimation from Colonel Phipps (sic)of General Gage's intention 
to remove the Magazine of Powder deposited at that place to Boston; 
and soliciting the assistance of your Memorialist, he readily assisted; 
notwithstanding he had been previously importuned by a Mob to head 
them and prevent the Removal of it. " PRO. A. O. 13: 51. See also: A. O. 
13: 75, and A. O. 12: lO, ff. 65 74. One of the best sketches of any Mass. 
Loyalist is Samuel Francis Batchelder's The Life and Surprising 
Adventures of John Nutting Cambridge Lo alist, Cambridge Historical 
Society Proceedings, Octt., 1910, pp. 55-103. 
2 Bradish had already been in trouble with the Whigs like other 
"Addressers" of Hutchinson, and the Boston Gazette-, Zug-15,1774, (4/2) 
had warned him to recant or "forthwith remove out of the said Precinct 
for Fear the Infection; should spread any further. " 
Ebenezer Bradish typifies many well-to-do, moderate Tories at this 
time who saw their interest best served by pocketing their pride and "going over" to the Whigs. The intimidation of mob violence in Cambriftge 
in the next few days caused Bradish to get from Sheriff Phips a 
published statement that "he had not the assistance of Mr.: äenezer 
Bradish in removing the powder from Quarry Hill in any manner whatever. " (Boston Gazette S2v, Sept. 15,1774,2/4)Cont. 
0216 
According to tradition on Sept. 1,1774 Col. Elisha Jones 
of Weston raised his regiment, the Third Middlesex, to support 
Sheriff Phips. In any case, he was among the few senior militia 
officers at that time outside Boston who continued to carry out 
their orders - and as such added yet again to his notoriety as 
the standfast Tory leader who at the June, 1774 session of the 
General Court had opposed the sending of Massachusetts delegates 
to a Continental Congress at Philadelphia and carried warning 
of Sam Adamst secret session to Governor Gage. 
' 
Popular opinion; of Col. Jones' stand at the time of the 
Powder Alarm is reflected in a curiously garbled account of the 
letter sent by Col. Brattle to Gage on August 29th as reported 
on. September 1st in a letter from Boston merchant John Andrews 
to William Barrell at Philadelphia. "Yesterday in the afternoon, " 
he wrote, "two hundred and eighty men were draughted from the 
severall regiments in the common, furnish'd with a day's provision 
each, to be in readiness to march early in the morning. Various 
were the conjectures respecting their destination, but this morning 
the mystery is unravell'd... " the expedition to the Powder House. 
But there was more to the incident than this, as Andrew! went on 
to relate: 
"The cause of this mineuvour was brought to light 
yesterday by mere accident. The Governor walking up the 
main street to dine with Brigadier Pigot of the 43rd who 
Cont. n. 2: and below this Bradish himself disavowed letting horses 
for the purpose of transporting the guns to Boston: 
"Whereas it has been reported to my disadvantage, that my horses 
were assisting in removing the two borrowed cannon, from Cambridge to 
Boston, from whence they came; it is true one of them was, but when I let 
the horses I let them go in chaise, and did. not think it was for the 
purpose of removing the cannon, if I had, they should not have gone 
about any such business, which has proved so disagreeable to my 
countrymen -And what Col. Phips has certified as above, with this my 
Declaration, I hope will be satisfactory to the publics. Ebenezer Bradish" 
Loc. Cit. 
1 For Col. Jones and the June, 1774 session of the General Court, see 
above. 
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improves a house just above Liberty tree, by chance or 
desi , in pulling out his handkerchief, dropt a letter 
from Brigadier Brattle of Cambridge (am apt to think the 
latter, with a view to exculpate himself from being thought 
to take such a measure of his own head : the purport of 
which, as near as I can recollect is as follows, vizt.; --- 
'that being acquainted by one Captain Minot th(at) he 
the said Jones had been apply'd to, and urgently press'd 
to conduct about fifteen hundred men towards Cambridge, 
that he disswaded the said Minot from complying, and 
told him if he did, he would be hanK'd and shott for a 
REBELL: that he was apprehensive the PROVINCE POWDER 
was in danger, all other, either belonging to particular 
towns, or individuals, had been withdrawn. It being 
private property, he could not do otherwise than deliver 
it, and as a friend to good government he should do his 
utmost endeavour to preserve THAT as a sacred depositum'. " 
1 
John Awlretr^ in Bo^ton to ilill. iý.. m B . r_rcll rat 1'hilctidclphiý, 
.; Qntnminr 1,1774. lIint. roc. Yroceýý3i. n _, Vol. fý 
(1365 
-)n.., 50-351 " 
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News of Sheriff Phips' expedition to Cambridge spread 
like wildfire through the countryside -- and not primarily by 
the volition of an alarming tale. Since the time of the Stamp 
Act the Whigs had missed no opportunity for setting the people 
against the government, conjuring grievances and political 
tyrannies and feeding them upon suspicion. Sam Adams was away 
from Boston at the Continental Congress, but in charge of the 
Whig leadership in Massachusetts was his disciple, the brilliant 
but unstable Dr. Joseph Warren, Chairman of the all-powerful 
Boston Committee of Correspondence. Warren lost no time in 
turning the situation to the advantage of the radicals, who 
gained strength with the recurrence of political crises. He 
sent the Committee of Correspondence express riders in every 
direction, sounding the alarm through Massachusetts to New Hampshire, 
gonnecticut, New York and the Continental Congress at Philadelphia 
that British troops had taken the Province powder and field-guns 
and were on the move from Boston. As always, moreover, the Whigs 
tailoured their accounts to fit their politics, and no chance was 
taken for moderate counsel to revent action: the word was that 
British troops had shed blood. Gage reported to London that, "Upon 
a Rumor propagated with uncommon Dispatch thro'the country, that 
the Soldiers had killed six People, and that the Ships and Troops 
were firing upon Boston, the whole Country was in Arms, and in 
motion, and numerous Bodies of the Conecticut People had made some 
marches before the Report was contradict'd. " 
2 
1 ; l;,. rren'c o7m- account of the Powder Al-nrm in in his report to 
Som Ar rns, ýl^te? ")eptomber 4,1774. C^m Acl; ýn^ P1r; .,: 1eir York Public 
Librn. ry. See John Cary, Joseph Marren (1961)rpp. 1.5, )-161. 
2 Grtre to Lord Dartmouth,.; eptembor 12177 -P',? O -C -0. ' ý: <)2. 
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One of the Committee of Correspondence express riders 
is thought to have been Paul Revere, Boston silversmith, called 
by the Tories "an ambassador" from Massachusetts to the 
ContinentalCongress from his many comings and goings. In a 
letter to John Lamb at New York, the wine merchant and engraver 
with whom he "put up" on his journeys, Revere referred to the 
Powder Alarm: 
Boston Septr 4 1774 
" Dear Sr, I embrace this oppertunity to inform you, 
that we are in Spirits, tho' in a Garrison; the Spirit 
of Liberty never was higher than at present; the troops 
have the horrors amazingly by reason of some late 
movements of our friends in the country the week past... " 
Wherever the alarm was carried Whig-controlled militia 
mustered with their military equipment and marched for Cambridge, 
collecting as they went zealots, hangers--on spoiling for a fight, 
andthe rag--tag-and-bobtail of the countryside. "If any Thing the 
Women surpassed the men for Eagerness & Spirit in the Defense of 
Liberty by Arms, " the Rev. Jonathan Judd wrote in his Diary on 
Sept. 5,1774, "they scarcely left half a dozen Men in a Town, unless 
old & decrepid & in one To. the Landlord told him that himself 
was the only man left. " 
2 
1 Paul Revere to John Lamb, Boston, September 4,1774. Forbes, 
Paul Revere, p. 225- 
2 Diary of the Rev. Jonathan Judd, Sept. 5,1774. Judd MSS. Forbee 
Library, Northampton (Mass. ) 
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THE MOBBING OF COLONEL JONES 
"The Mob at Concord, about 20 Miles from 
Boston, abused a Deputy Sheriff of Middlesex, 
& compelled him, on Pain of Death, not to 
execute the Precepts for a new Assembly; they 
making him pass through a Lane of them, sometines 
walking backwards, & sometimes forward, Cap in 
Hand, & they beating him. " 
Peter Oliver, Origin & Progress 
of the American Rebellion 1 
By nightfall on September 1,1774, the roads leading 
to Middlesex County were thronged with marchers, many of them 
armed, and bound as the Alarm said, for Cambridge. They came in 
such numbers that a sizeable army would have been needed to control 
them. Ga4re, however, taking no risk and fearing to exacerbate the 
discontented, held the garrison troops in Boston, confining his 
effort to reinforcing the guard and placing cannon by the Town Gates 
or Boston Neck, which commanded the landward approach along the 
peninsula to Roxbury. 2 
The only loyal force between the advancing hordes of 
countrymen and the town of Cambridge - whose militia regiment, the 
First Middlesex, was in disarray because its commander, Col. William 
Brattale, had! fled to Boston earlier in the day after a warning that 
his letter dropped i3 the street by Gage had been found and given 
to the Whig leaders was the Third Middlesex Regiment of Col. Jones. 
1 Adair and Schuts, eds., Peter Oliver's r 
Origin & Progress of the 
American Rebellion, 1961, pp. 153-4. The Deputy Sheriff was Daniel Heald. 
2 Gage to Dartmouth, September 2,1774. PRO. C. 0.5: 92; Cunningham, ed., 
Letters and Diary of John Rowe, 1903, p. 284" 
3 As Brattle reached the Brighton Bridge shots were fired at him. 
Brattle was blamed by the Whigs for Gage's seizure of the powder and 
gans, and i; heir"proof"- his letter to Gage of Aug. 29_was published far 
and wide, even in Tory papers. After reaching Boston, Brattle still 
feared for his 1-. fe, and he took sanctuary at Castle William where (Cont. ) 
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Col. Jones' force was too few to have stemmed the tide, or 
made an effective stand, even if all the companies - drawn as 
they were from the strategic half-circle of towns from Concord 
and Lexington on the north to the Colonel's town of Weston on 
the Charles River - could have been gathered in time. 
Perhaps Col. Jones did raise the still loyal Weston Company 
to divert some of the people making their way from the west along 
the Post Road that ran then - as now - through the heart of the 
town. The confusion of happenings in the Middlesex Lanes, villages 
and towns on, the night of' September 1,1774, and the days following, 
is as dark as any time involving Whig violence in all the years of 
the Revolution. Diaries known to have been kept in Weston at this 
period are blank or have been suppressed -a certain indication in 
Massachusetts of events shocking to Victorian - and later - 
descendants. 
It is known, however, that through the night of September ist 
the "Country Mob"foregathered at certain places outside Cambridge, 
apparently designated by the Committees of Correspondence and Safety. 
These were under the general leadership of Dr. Joseph Warren, Chairman 
of the Boston Committee, and in the absence at the Philadelphia 
(Cont) he wrote a defense of his actions for the pre^s: "It is asr, umed, 
I advised the Governor to remove th' powder; thic I positively deny, 
because it is absolutely false.... An I would not hrn. ve delivered the 
Provincial powder to any one but to his ! xcellency, or orrder, so the 
towns stocks I would have delivered to none but the selectmen... Ny... 
, rief 
is much lessened by the pleasure arininr, in. my mind, from a 
consciousness that I am a friend to my country; n. nd... that I roal7, y 
acted accordin- -to my bent judgement for its true interest. I am 
e.,. tremely . sorry for what has taken place; I hope I may be fort ivcn, 
: und desire it of all that are offended since I acted in an honest, 
friendly principle, though it miGht be a mistaken one. " printed in 
the 1assachusetts ; ipy,:; ept. 89,1774. Brattle, hoi:? ever, although when the 
tumult of the Powder Alarm died down felt it safe to return 
. 
to Boston 
never saw his home at CambridG*e arnin. 
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Continental Congress of the leading Massachusetts Whigs - 
Sam and John Adams and John Hancock - directing Whig policy 
and organizing this mass demonstration of popular political 
strength to be staged at Cambridge - whence the troops had taken 1 
the Province' guns and powder - the following day, September 2nd. 
Of these gathering places one of the most important was 
the green at the village of Lexington, strategically located 
about five miles along the Boston road from the Middlesex County 
town of Concord, and where the Concord, Bedford, and Boston roads 
met. From Lexington Green it was only a short march to Cambridge, 
less than ten miles away by the shortest road, which lay through 2 
country except for the hamlet of Menotomy, about half way between. 
Concord was noted for its diversity of religious and 
political views and a substantial Tory population that outlasted 
the Lexington. Alarm and, indeed, the War. Lexington, on the other 
hand, half its size, was firmly and uniformly radical and Whig, 
and orthodox in; religion, having but one Meeting and this presided 
over by a formidable political parson, the Rev. Jonas Clarke. 
Known for the length of his sermons in that time when they were 
measured by the hour-glass, and a booming voice that could be heard 
across the green when he preached, Clarke, prudently enough had 
married a grand-daughter of old "Bishop" (the Rev. John) Hancock 
1 Joseph warren to : jam Adarnn, Bonton, Sept. 12,1774;.; m Adarnn at 
Philadelphia to Joseph LJnrren, Sopt. 24,1774, and :3 ept. 25,1774, Sam 
Adams r1 S., printed in Richard U'rothinghem, Life and Times of Joseph 
Warren, (1365) pp. 375-6,377,378-9. 
2 or a description of Lexini*ton Green at this time, see Arthur B. 
Tourtellot, Levin on and Concord (1963) pp. 127-129. 
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of Lexington, a cousin of the Boston magnate and Whig leader, 
who had presented Parson Clarke with a large Bible, and shown 
him other favours. Noted as a Whig polemicist, Clark was a trusted 
member-of the inner circle of Whig leaders, and his friends included, 
besides Hancock, Sam Adams, Dr. Joseph Warren, and the Rev. Samuel 
Cooper. With the "Country Mob" of Middlesex County and beyond 
collecting at Lexington on the doorstep of his Meeting House 
and Manse, the Rev. Jonas Clarke was as much at the centre of 
events on the night of September 1-2,1774 as he was to be seven 
months later at the "great" Lexington Alarm (April 18-19,1775) 
when Sam Adams and John Hancock had been his house guests since 
the dissolution of the Second Massachusetts Provincial Congress 
1 
on April 15th. 
What news of the collecting of the Whig "country" mobs 
in Middlesex County reached Col. Elisha Jones at Weston from his 
loyal officers of the Third Middlesex, including Lt. Col. Charles 
Prescott of Concord, and his loyalist militia Captain Jonas Minott, 
also of Concord; from the "Concord Loyalists" such as the distinguished 
lawyer Daniel Bliss, whose house was at a great vantage point near 
1 For tL e Rev. Jonas Claxke, sce the -ketch by Clifford Shipton, 
Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. {III, pP. 209-21 j. 
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the Meeting House; or from more remote informants like Dr. Joseph 
Adams at Townshend in north Middlesex - we do not know. 
At least one Tory messenger, however, did get through 
the gathering knots of Whigs along the highroads to warn the 
Loyalists at Cambridge that a mob invasion of the town was 
planned for the next morning. He was Dr. Joseph Lee of Concord. 
1 
From the surmer of 1774 at least the Tories when they could used 
doctors as couriers, for, having business to be out after dark 
they were less likely to be watched, challenged, and stopped by 
Whig militiamen and others "on guard" against Tory comings and 
goings. It may have been that Dr. Lee hid his destination by 
travelling to Cambridge the indirect and longer route through 
Col. Jones' town of Weston and Watertown. In, any case, Dr. Lee 
kept clear of the Cambridge mob, out in force on the night of 
September 1st, making threatening and destructive visits to the 
homes of such prominent Tories as Col. William Brattle of the First 
Middlesex Regiment (who earlier that day had fled to Boston and 
Castle William) and the Provincial Attorney General, Jonathan 
Sewall, absent inýBoston attending court. At the Sewall house 
the mob smashed the windows and threatened his wife and family, 
only agreeing to leave after Mrs. Sewall bribed them with most 
of the contents of the wirve cellar. 
2 
I I"or Dr. Jo^eph Lee of Concord, -e(, Clifford Shipton, Sibl ytS Harvard 
Gradu:. tes. Vol . VIII 'pp. 592-597 . 
2 Ward Chipm. nn, then Otudyinr law with Judr o ewý. 11 at Cearfbridp, e, 
h^lped to defond the house from the elhit' mob.: ee his account of 
this incident in his Loyalist papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 50, crnd A. 0.13: 53. 
See also the Loyalint Memorial of Jonathan Sewall, PRO. A. 0.13: 48. 
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Dr. Joseph Lee made his way safely to the Cambridge 
house in Brattle Street of his cousin, Judge Joseph Lee, a 
prominent Middlesex Tory, who for a number of years had served 
with Col. Elisha Jones on the County Bench, and at Salem on 
August 8,1774, had been sworn a Mandamus Councillor. Taken up 
by the mob on September 19th, however, Dr. Lee was forced to 
publish this account of his activities: 
"Whereas It Joseph Lee of Concord, physician, on the 
evening of the first ultimo, did rashly and without 
consideration make a private and precipitate journey 
from Concord to Cambridge, to inform Judge Lee, that the 
country was assembling to come down, (and on no other 
business, ) that he and others concerned might prepare 
themselves for the event, and with ar. avowed intention 
to deceive the people; by which the parties assembling 
might have been exposed to the brutal rage of the 
soldiery, who had timely notice to have waylaid the roads, 
and fired on them while unarmed and defenseless in the 
dark; by which imprudent conduct I might have prevented 
the salutary designs of my countrymen, whose innocent 
intentions were only to request certain gentlemen.. o 
to resign their offices.... When I cooly reflect on my 
own imprudence, it fills my mind with the deepest 
anxiety.... " 1 
JOSEPH LEE 
The "certain gentlemen" were the three Cambridge Mandamus 
Councillors, besides Judge Lee, Lt. Gov. Thomas Oliver (the 
President), and Judge Samuel Danforth, the most important 
targets of the Middlesex Mob, whose object - like that of 
the other Whig County Mobs in Massachusetts in the late summer 
1 Printed by Lemuel Cha. ttuck, Iiistory of the Town of Concord (1835) 
pp. 89-90. 
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and fall of 1774 - was to force the resignations not only 
of Mandamus Councillors, but Judges and every other holder of 
public office in the colony under the punitive (and allegedly 
unconstitutional) Parliamentary Acts. 
Judge Lee did not wait to meet the mob the next day, 
but wrote a letter to Gage resigning his commission: 
"When I qualified as a Counsellour, I did it under 
an apprehension that I might be serviceable to my King 
and Country, and that the fixing a Civil Council, agreable 
to Act of Parliament, would have contributed in some 
measure to quiet the disturbed state of the Province 
and been preventive of any extraordinary exertion of 
power; but on the contrary I find the establishing such 
a Council has so universally inflamed the minds of the 
People of the Province, and excited such tumult and 
disorders in various parts of its as threatens a 
catastrophe greatly to be dreaded, and exposes the 
Members of the Council to such continual injurys and 
insults as I am? able to sustain. I an therefore obliged 
to submit to the rage of the times, and must beg Your 
xcellency to accept a Resignation. " 1 
These views were shared by several members of the Council 
living outside the protection of the troops in Boston, among 
them the elderly Samuel Danforth, who earlier in the day (Sept. lst) 
frightened by the Powder Alarm and the gathering mob, had gone in 
to Boston, and tendered his resignation to Gage. Judge Danforth 
1 Judge Lee's letter of resignation is in "Letters uld Doings of 
the Council g" p. 40. Massachusetts Archives. 
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was back at Cambridge by the next morning (Sept. 2nd. )however, 
when he, Judge Lee, and Sheriff David Phips were Balled out of 
the courthouse to face the Middlesex Whig mob, already several 
thousand strong, which had begun very early to assemble on the 
Common. Armed or not, the menace of numbers had its calculated 
effect, and Phips (who only the day before had precipitated the 
Powder Alarm by removing the Province stores and the two field 
pieces to Boston) thought, as he later testified under oath, 
that the Mob "meant to have destroyed him". 
1 
This mob of "country people" was described by the Boston 
Whig merchant John Andrews as "vastly more vigilant and spirited 
than the town" and brought to Cambridge "under their regular 
leaders". On the morning of September 2nd., however, they were 
under the personal directiow of the radical head of the Boston 
Committee of Correspondence, the physician Dr. Joseph Warren, 
and his trusted colleague Dr. Thomas Young, who had come over 
from Boston according to plan, and for the time being at least 
kept a semblance of order. 
2 
The two judges were required to make public statements 
to the crowd from the courthouse steps affirming that they had 
submitted their resignations as Mandamus Councellors to Gage 
1 For the resignation of Samuel Drnforth, roe John Andrei-in to 
Barrel1 S)rpi; nmber 1,1774. I4a II1 t. Soc. Yrocee in^ Vol., () (1865) 
p. 351. "Gheriff David Phipn'tcri; imony before the Loy; "-list Commirrioner^ 
yeo. r^ latcr, Oct. l4,178i, still ir. mn. rkr'd by ierror. 1Iu, h 1Lfttrrlyd 
Ai-Orton, The loyal Com; iirnion on thn Loner ; tt rl :; ervicon of Amori. can 
Loy, lirýtM 
2 For the eventr of September, 2, ^. ee the account in the Ee-o c Gazette, 
(; ept. 6,1774,3/1 " 
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and had no intent to give further service. As for Phips, 
a "committee" sent to talk with him reported to the mob 
that his part in removing the Province store of powder and 
guns - which had precipitated the Alarm of September Ist - 
"was excuseable as he had acted in conformity to his order 
from the commander in chief, " and that he had given a written 
undertaking never again to perform the duties of High Sheriff 
of Middlesex under the "new Establishment. " 
1 
Events at Cambridge now moved rapidly toward their 
designed climax of confusion, menace, and violence under the 
manipulation of Dr. Joseph Warren and the leaders of the Boston 
Committee-of Correspondence. Word was spread through the crowds 
at Cambridge that Gen. Gage was sending out the troops - with 
the result that those who had left their arms outside the town 
went and fetched them. Meanwhile, a deputation of mob leaders 
went to"Elmwood, " the home of Lt. Gov. Thomas Oliver, and asked 
him to intercede with Gage to prevent a confrontation. Oliver, as 
he later said, "from principles of humanity" agreed, and sent 
this note to Gage: 
"The Town is full of People from all Quarters. I have 
given them assurances of no Troops coming out, and I hope 
no Consideration will induce you to send any such, as it 
will be attended with the most fatal Consequences, and 
particularly to your Excellency's Most Obedient Servant, 
Thomas Oliver " ?_ 
1 The rtn. tcmmrIntn forcefI. from 2horiff }'hips ". nrl the other ofricjal^ 
by the mob at C ambrid, *e, includin ; Thaddeus T-inron, Clork of the Middlesex 
County Court, were printed by Edec and Gill in the Boston Gazette, 
on the following mondrty, Cepteml er 5,1774, on pae-e. ^ two nd three. 
Although the mob "excused" Phipc on rround- of , sting under orders 
in the matter of the removal of the powder, they mcirle him publish 
the foliowin^ statement rer rdini his duties an Iii ;h Sheriff of 
I, Ijd?, 'lonex County: 
"That I Will not execute any Precept thnt shall be ^ent 
me un(ler the New Act. - of Parliament for the alterin; « of 
t? n Con^titution. of the Province of the I', anrachu ette Dray, 
and that I will recall all. the Veniree that I h, ',. ve sent 
out unser the new Entabli. ^hment. 
Cambric3, e, Sept. 2nd 1974 David Phipn 
2 Thomas Oliver to Governor Thomas Gage, äept. 2,1774" Gage MJS., 
Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
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Oliver himself went in to Boston, however, and returned 
to the mob on Cambridge Common with Gage's assurances that no 
troops would be sent against them. Oliver, having thus earned 
the approbation of the assembled people, was allowed to leave 
without being made to resign as a Mandamus Councillor. But it 
was not the plan of the Whig leaders that any holders of Mandamus 
Commissions should escape, and the mob engine was set going again. 
A new rumour that Gage's troops had after all marched out of 
Boston and had fired "upon the people" killing several was enough 
to move the mob, now several thousand strong, to Lt. Gov. Oliver's 
house 
1"In the afternoon, " he wrote, 
"I observed large companies pouring in from different 
parts: I then began to apprehend they would become unmanageable; 
and that it was expedient, to go out of their way. I was just 
going into my carriage, when a great crowd advanced; and in a 
short time, my house was surrounded by three or four thousand 
people, and one quarter-part in arms. 
Not apprehending any abuse designed to me, I waited in my hail, 
when 5 persons entered, with a decent appearance, who informed 
me they were a Committee from the body of the People to demand 
my Resignation as Councillor. I reproved them with ingratitude 
and false dealings, and refused to hear them.... I absolutely 
refused to sign any paper. They desired me to consider the 
consequences of refusing the demands of an enraged People. I 
told them they might put me to death, but I would never submit. 
The Populace growing impatient began to press up to my windows, 
calling for vengeance against the Foes of their Liberty.... I 
could hear them from a distance, swearing they would have my 
blood. At this time the distresses of my Wife and Children, 
which I heard in the next room, called up feelings... and .., 
suggested to my mind the calamities which would ensue if I did 
not comply. I cast about to find some means of preserving my 
reputation. I proposed that the People should take me by force; 
but they urged the danger of such an expedient. I told them I 
1A later account in the Bo^ton Lvening Pont reported thhrt Oliver 
him^elf had- raid the troope were cominr; out from Bonton, and proposing 
to return to Bonton to intercede with GnMe. Oct.?, 1774.2/1. 
Grvice'n report to Dartmouth of Sept. 1Pth ru, ^r-nntn the use of whir 
sierpa, tch riders ^11ch an I' . ul 
Revere to spread fnl^e rumou. re that the 
British tronpn h--. i1 fired upon the citizen,, ý&cc. 1R0. C. 0.5: 92. E. "'orheo, in her excellent bio, rn, phy Paul IRevere, doee not mention and "ridings" 
by Revere at the time of the PnwI3r Aln. rm - but her omi^cion0 are 
ß1way^ ooi. rrnifice. nt when. "nn. rsty" anti-Tory operntione are known. 
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would take the risque; but they would not consent. 
Reduced to this extremity I took up the paper, and 
casting my eyes over it with a hurry of mind and conflict 
of passion which rendered me unable to remark the contents 
I wrote underneath the following words; - "My house being 
Surrounded with four thousand People, in compliance with 
their commands I sign my name 
The. Oliver 
l 
Whig accounts of the Middlesex County mob at Cambridge on 
September 2nd give the impression that after the forced resignation 
of Lt. Gov. Oliver-from the Council they went peaceably back to their 
homes. According to the-Essex Journal of Sept. 7,1774, "The 
gentlemen from Boston, Charlestown and Cambridge having provided 
some refreshment for their greatly fatigued brethren, they 
cheerfully accepted it, to9k leave and departed, in high good 
humor and well satisfied'. " In fact, however, the Middlesex mob 
split into several smaller contingents and, still under the direction 
of the Whig leaders, turned their attention to Col. Elisha Jones at 
Weston and other military and judicial officials in the county 
who thus far had refused all Whig demands that they resign their 
commissions. 
If Col. Jones had warning of the mob's impending visitation, 
he neither fled to the protection of Gage's troops in Boston - as 
had many others among the Tory leaders in Massachusetts under 
1 In "Letters and Doings of the Council" 1774. Ma: inn, churetfs Archive^. 
2 Conclu., cion of an account in the Ennex Journ, a. l, )opt . 7,1774.3/2. 
On September 3, John Rowe, the Bonton merchant. wrote in hin DirLry: 
"The People at Cambridge mostly dinperned w cone home The General(Gare) 
^ent four fir'111 piocor to Benton Neck. " Anne Rowe Cu. nninf-hr i, ec7., 
The Le-ftcrn mid Diary of John Rowe, (1903)p. 284. 
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similar threat by the first week in September, 1774 - nor 
did the Colonel call out the loyal Middlesex Militia against 
them. The mobbing of Elisha Jones, widely noticed by the Whigs 
in the press and elsewhere, took place on September third, when 
a mob said to have numbered more than three hundred men surrounded 
his mansion at Weston. 
In Boston the Whig merchant John Andrews wrote in his 
"Diary" on September 6th: 
"The famous Colonel Jones of Westown was held 
in durance about three hours, one day last week, 
and catechised by about three hundred from the 
contiguous towns. " 1 
The practice was already well-established in Massachusetts 
for Whig mobs to present their chosen Tory victims with a list 
to answer'of their alleged transgressions against the rights of 
the people. Even by the surviving Whig accounts Col. Jones made 
a good defense before the mob of his activities since returning 
to the General Court and Provincial politics in the spring election 
of 1773. According to the Essex Gazette of September 13th, published 
at Salem by the radical Whigs Sam and Ebenezer Hall, which carried 
the fullest account of the mobbing, two charges were made against 
Col. Jones: that he had signed an Address to Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson on the occasion of his departure for England 
; 
and that 
Col. Jones had been responsible for warning Gage that the House of 
Representatives was secretly planning to elect representatives 
fbr-the proposed (First) Continental Congress at Philadelphia, 
and thus bringing about Gage'e proclamation of dissolution. 
1 John Andreo to iillirm Bnrrcll, September 6,1774. I-, arm. Iiist. Soc. 
Irocccdin' Vol. 8 (1365) p. 356. 
2 loor Col. Eli^ha Jone"^ a^ a ^i, rnatory of the I-Iirldle^ex IIar_-i^trate^' 
Ad. Ore"rr to Thomrto IIu. tchinnon, sen above. 
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The Hall account is as follows: 
"We are informed that some of the People lately 
assembled at Cambridge, on their Return the 3rd Instant, 
called at Col. Jones's at Weston, and complained of his 
having signed an Address to Governor Hutchinson. He told 
them the Substance or main Design of that Address was to 
request Mr. Hutchinson to use his Endeavours to obtain a 
Repeal of the Boston Port Bill, and to prevent the passing 
of the other Bills then depending. They then accused him of 
giving Information to General Gage that the late House of 
Representatives was about to chuse Delegates for the Congress, 
and so occasioned their Dissolution. He replied --- that 
the first Notice he received of the Business then before 
the House, was from the Secretary, (Thomas Flucker) who told 
him that the House was about Mischief and he wanted to come 
at them, but the Doors were shut. The People then desired 
that he would take no Commission under the new Establishment, 
nor do any Thing to carry the late Acts of Parliament 
respecting this Province into Execution. He declared to them 
he would not. They then went off. "1 
For the editor - and readers - of the &spx Gazette the 
particulars of this confrontation by the Middlesex mob of Col. 
Jones, regarded by the Whigs as the arch-traitor of the brief 
and stormy last session of the General Court which by. Gage's 
order had been held (June, 1774) in their town, was of greatest 
interest. For-Col. Jones' longer-standing journalist enemies, 
however, Eden and Gill of the Boston Gazette and Isaiah Thomas 
of the Massachusetts Spy (Boston), it was the "humbling" of this 
outspoken Tory leader that was the aspect of the story to be 
savoured. Both papers printed the following short reports 
"A Correspondent informs use that on Saturday 
last about three hundred men waited upon Elisha 
Jones, at Weston, and made his mightiness walk 
1 lr-ý. ex Garet-tc, 3cPL"13,1774.3/3. 
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through their ranks with his hat off, 
and express his sorrow for past offenses, 
and promise not to be guilty of the like 
for the future. " 1 
This was the first public acknowledgement by the Whigs 
that a Whig mob had used violence against Col. Jones: the customary 
punishment for recalcitrant Tories at this time was to be beaten 
through the "ranks" of men armed with sticks and clubbed guns 
while, hat-in-hand, reciting a opfession of "crimes" drawn up 
or presented by the mob leaders. The account printed by the 
Boston Gazette and Massachusetts 3. however, omitted reference 
to what everyone at that time knew took place on these occasions - 
the beating - as was the usual Whig practice in reporting such 
incidents, a sop to the still important moderate faction in the 
party who preferred the semblance at least of "legality" and were 
opposed to the use of force-and particularly naked force-in public 
for political ends. 
A fellow Justice of the Peace, who lived at Middleborough 
in Plymouth County and who like Col. Jones witnessed at first hand 
Whig violence during the anarchic summer and autumn of 1774, had 
no political motive for suppressing any part of the truth of Tory 
mobbings in his later account of these brutal times. Peter Oliver, 
1 P. ia-mr. chusetts , Septornhor 8,1774.3/3; Bo:; ton Gazette, 
September 12,1774- 
2 Jor, irli Jones lntor flescribod the mobbinr, of lain ;! ': -tither at Menton 
before Loyalist Claims Comminrion. er Pemberton at jt. John, Now Brunswick, 
October 21,1786. PRO. 11.0.12: 10. 
A 3ti. 
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who married Governor Thomas Hutchinson's daughter Sally, 
1thus 
described the mobbing of Daniel Heald which took place soon 
after that of Col. Jones at Weston: 
"The Mob at Concord, about 20 Miles from Boston, 
abused a Deputy Sheriff of Middlesex, & compelled 
him, on Pain of Death, not to execute the Precepts 
for a new Assembly; they making him pass through a 
Lane of them, sometimes walking backwards, & sometimes 
forward, Cap in Hand, & they beating him. " 2 
The "confession" extorted by force from Col. Jones by 
the Whig mob at Weston on Sept. 3,1774, was widely published 
in the Whig press: 
Weston, September 3,1774 
"I, Elisha Jones, Esq. do declare and say, I never 
have taken any Commission under the new Mode of 
Government set up by the late Acts of Parliament; 
and I promise that I never will take any Commission, 
nor act under the late Acts of Parliament. I also 
agree that the above may be put into the public 
News-Papers. 
"In Witness whereof I have set my Hand E, ISHA JONES 
"I also declare that I did not recommend Governor 3 Hutchinson. Elisha Jones" 
1 It was Sally, Hutchinson's eldest daughter, who refused to leave 
her father when their house in Boston was being broken into by the 
drunken mob at the time of the Stamp Act Riots, on Aug. 26,1765. See 
the sketch of Dr. Peter Oliver, Shipton, ed., Sib ley's Harvard Granat`, 
Vol. XV, p. 83. The most factual accounts of the mobbing of Hutchinson 
are, in Shipton's biography, Ibid., Vol. VIII, pp. l74-5, and Rev. William 
Gordon, History of the Independence of the United States of America, 
1788, Vol. I, p. 180. 
2 Adair and Schutz, eds., Peter Oliver's Origin & Progress of the 
American Rebellion 1961, pp. 153-154. At the time pf the Powder Alarm 
Oliver wrote to Gov. Hutchinson: "I wish I was safe with my family out 
of reach of threats and insults. I never knew what mobbing was before. 
I am sick enough of confusion and uproar. I long for an asylum - some blessed place of refuge... "On Sept-14, a few days later, a mob of 500 
at Middleborough forced Oliver to sign a repudiation of his support 
of a protest against violenoe. Thomas Hutchinson, Diary and Letters, 
Boston, 1881, Vol. I, p. 247. 
3 Massachusetts Sn, Sept. 8,1774,3/3; Zga. Ua Gazette Sept 
. 12,1774,2/2; Essex Gazette, Sept. 1391774. 
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For the Massachusetts Tories in 1774, hunted and 
manhandled by Whig mobs which destroyed their property with 
impunity, statements like that signed by Col. Jones, made under 
duress, were regarded as did the English Common Law (as applied 
in Massachusetts Bay) all such undertakings as neither binding 
in law nor conscience. As a judge and magistrate, and man of 
conservative views, it is probable that Col. Jones included Sir 
William Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England (first 
published in 1765) in his "library of Books". Certainly, whatever 
reservations the Colonel might have had in giving his word to 
the mob on September 3rd, they did not prevent him from continuing 
his active support. of the established Government, or taking 
appointive office later under the Crown. 
1 
If Elisha Jones has been remembered by his family, friends, 
and enemies as a man of principle, his eldest son, Lt. Col . Nathan 
Jones of'Frenchman's Bay was the Tory from conviction - but the 
pragmatist for preservation of family and property. Nathan's 
letter to Governor Gage at Boston dated the month following 
the mobbing of his father at Weston, October 27,1774, describes 
in detail the prevailing Tory attitude in Massachusetts toward 
1 i-To inventory of the^c hooks in Col. Jon^. ^' librr. ry in ]no,. m 
to ourvive. Lrl. t his "Library of Books" ý-. pnoar. e in. the inventory 
of Co1. Jonec' "Personal Betato --Plu. n0ercd anno r'e^troyad. by tiie 
Rebel Army" ^abmitted to the Loyrn, lint Cl-irn^ Cnc, ini: "eioil er in 
London in 175 6 by one of hin , you. nreet non', 
Lt. Jonn. n Jones of 
the 20th 'Re "irnnnt of 1, 'oot. Pß0.! 1.0.13: 47. 
Co]. 1llinhý. Jones, wn. ^ : appointed Porn, 7c Cor; imieninner by Gap' e, coo 
11(17 otir. 
'or coneciontione Toriee, it was irlportra, nt to live mental 
rernnnrv "-tion^ when bcinr forcer] to ci, n ;t tc: ý nThn by tlic '. ilii;; mobs. 
3ee the -, l-etch of Thoma,: -. Oliver (who cucccedlccl Gare an r,. ctin- 
Governor in 1iarvn. rd 
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the signing of statements under the threat of violence by a 
Whig mob: 
Frenchman's Bay 
October 27,1774 
May it please your Excellency, 
I have for some time past imployed two Coasting vessels 
in Carrying Lumber to Boston for the Use of his Majesties 
Troops now stationed there, and inconsequence of advice 
received from, the Barrack Master (Joseph Goldthwait, an old 
family friend), was imploy'd in loading a Sloop with timbers 
for the same purpose - which gave Offence to some Individuals 
who lived in the Neighbouring Towns, who with the Assistance 
of the Masters of several coasting Vessels belonging to Salem, 
Newbury, Portsmouth & etc. (turned) the minds of the People 
who lived within Forty miles of this Place against my proceedings. 
So that on the 25th and 26th Instant upwards of three hundred 
men with a Sloop and Several Fishing Schooners, came and took 
possession of my Sloop, threw part of leading overboard and 
stripped her of sails and rigging, then sent a Committee of 
Eleven Men to me with a paper who asked if I would sign the 
paper. I answered I would sign any paper they desired without 
reading the content. When asked if I would hear it read before 
it was signed to which I replied that they might have their 
pleasure well knowing it was not in my power at that time to 
resist. Then the paper was read and afterward signd by me. 
The content of the paper was that I should promise not to ship 
any more lumber for his Majesties use - by which means it is 
out of my power to be of any further Service in supplying his 
Majesty with any sort of lumber till their is some way found 
out to secure me from the outrages of the People as I have 
suffered in property already and am confident that my life 
would be in danger if I should send any more 
I am very respectfully 
Your Excellencye 
Most Obedient 
Humble Servt. 
NATHAN JONES 
1 
1 Nathan Jones to Governor Thomas Cage, Frenchman's Bay, 
October 27,1774. Gage MSS., Clements Library, University of 
Michigan. 
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Prudent in: the face of this sea-going Downeast Whig mob, Col. 
Nathan Jones resumed his customary trading with the British in 
Boston and in Ireland the following spring when the new season 
began. 
1 
1 On Au., ^u^t 30,1775 a rroup of people from Deer I^1r nrl "with force 
: -ý. nd violence" took Col. IT; Ahan Jon, ýr ' . sloop C, ,1 
(n; i, r, icd for hin wife, 
; i; ar;, h ; c^. vernr 
Jones) from his whr-. rf Done-^' Cove on ýOrenchr, in. nt^ 13ri, y 
rt she ti"wac boing, loaded with a carr-o of lumber for the "iiInmy of the 
American ätate^; ' toUctlier with her gu. ndalow and bull. Nathan Jones 
later explained that he had chartered. the sloop early in the neanon 
for a voyage to Ireland and thence to return by way of Vir^inia with 
a car o of corn and other provi^ionn much needed in the district. 
ace Petition of Jonathan Tracy Jr. and. 28 others to the IIou^, e of 
Reprenentativec of I a, sna, chu^etto Bay dated at Gou. ldchorour- , 
h9 0rt. 2,1773 
on. behalf of Col. IT, ath. an Jones. DocumentaxY IIi^tory of the ; Mats of 
Maine, Iinine lIint "Üoc. Collocti. on^, 2 
I1rn, th, n Jonco n, ppe,, rn to have traded with both sielen throu., -bout 
the War. 
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THE LAST POLITICAL DEH'EAT: COL . JONES AND THE 
ABORTIVE PROVI1CIAL ELECTION OP 5EPTEMBER, 1774 
"Will you be instrumental in bringing the most abject 
slavery on, yourselves? Will you choose such Committees? 
Will you submit to them, should they be chosen by the weak, 
foolish, turbulant part of the country people? - Do as you 
pleaee: but, by HIM that made me, I will not. -- No, if I 
must be enslaved, let it be by a King at least, and not by 
a parcel of upstart, lawless Committee-men. If I must be 
devoured by the Jaws of a lion, and not gnawed to death 
by rats and vermin. " 
The Rev. Samuel Seabury, Free Tho hts 
oa the Proceedings of the Continental 
Congress... 1774 1 
On September 1,1774, before -. he rioting and violence of 
the Powder Alarm began, Gage as Governor of' Massachusetts had 
issued a proclamation; for the towns, according to the Charter, 
to elect representatives to a General Court to meet as had the 2 
last session of June, 1774 at the Salem Town House, on October 5th. 
No call for an election would appear to have been worse timed, 
coming as it did after a summer of growing civil unrest: of the 
meetings in July and August of' successively more radical conventions 
of the Whig Committees of Correspondence each with its set of 
seditious resolves; of the beginning of the concerted Whig campaign 
to use the country mobs with their weapons of intimidation and 
violence to prevent the reopening, one by one, of the County Courts 
and to force-the resignation - or flight to the safety of Gage's 
Boston - of Judges, Sheriffs and other provincial government officials; 
and of the many illegal Town Meetings held after August ist in 
defiance of the Massachusetts Government Act even in such Tory 
1 The Rev. Samuel Seabury, Free Thoughts on the Proceedings of the 
Continental Congress, held at Philadelphia September 591? 74: wherein 
their Errors are Chibited... and the only Means Pointed out for 
Preserving and Securing our Present Happy Constitution... By a Farmer 
Nevi York, 1774, p. 18. 
2 Gage to Lord Dartmouth, Sept. 2,1774. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
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strongholds as Col. Elisha Jones' Weston (on August 22nd. ). 
1 
The great difficulties and weaknesses of Gage's government 
at the end of the summer of'1774, moreover, were no more fully 
exposed to public view than in the Governor's own mishandled 
confrontation with the Salem Whigs on. August 24th, barely a week 
before he was to issue the proclamation for a Provincial election. 
On this occasion Gage, who had spent most of*the summer in his 
country residence at Danvers (near Salem), even with the support 
of the 59th Regiment encamped by the fort on, Winter Island and 
marched with arms into the very heart of Salem, had failed to stop 
an illegal Town Meeting from choosing delegates to the Whig Ipswich 
County Convention, summoned by the Salem and other Committees of 
Correspondence "to consider of and determine on such measures as 
the late Acts of Parliament and our other grievances render necessary. " 
Within sight and sound of the government troops the Salem Whigs 
quickly held their meeting at the appointed time in the Town House 
(next door to the First Church of Col. Jones' son-in-law, the Rev. 
Asa Dunbar), and chose six delegates to the Ipswich County Convention, 
while Gage, who meanwhile had sent for the Salem Committee of 
Correspondence, was informed that they had no power to disperse 
the meeting. Gage's answer, as recorded by the Secretary of the 
Salem Committee of Corr'espondence, Timothy Pickering Jr., says much 
of the Governorts futile-determination to preserve his authority - 
and of his lack of political flexibility: 
"He told us he should not enter into a discourse about the 
matter, he came here to execute the laws, not dispute about 
them, & he determined to execute them. For the law he referred 
us to the Attorney General(Jonathan Sewall) & Col. (William) 
Browne (who still commanded the Essex County Regiment) 2 who 
1 For the Weston Town Meeting of August 22,1774, see above. 
2 Col. William Browne (Harvard, 1755)a judge of the Superior Court 
and one of the richest men in Mas achuse-tts with a share im the 
ARuscongus Patent (Maine)for many years had represented Salem in the 
General Court. He had lost his seat voting for the Government to "rescind" 
the notorious "Circular Letter"proteeting against the Townshend Duties 
sent by the House to the other Colonies in 1768. Browne was forced to 
flee to Boston after the Town Meeting affair of August 24th, 1774, and 
Timothy Pickering Jr. was soon afterward. "elected" by the Whigs as 
Colonel of, his Esteoc Regiment. At the Evacuation of Boston he sailed for 
England with Howe'e despatcltes; later(1781) Governor of Bermuda. PRO. 
A. 0.13: 43, A. O. 13250. 
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were present. He concluded by telling us if the people 
did not disperse, the Sheriff (of Essex County, Col. 
Richard Saltonstall of Haverhill)lwould go first, & if 
he was disregarded and needed support, that he would 
support him. This he-uttered with much vehemence. " 2 
As it happened, however, the Whigs at Salem Town House 
had made short work of their business of electing delegates to 
the Ipswich Convention, 
3 
and the troops were ordered quietly to 
retire from Salem. Gage's authority was further seen to be eroded 
the next day when on the Governor's order Col. Peter Frye of the 
Essex Militia arrested the Salem Committee of Correspondence for 
"unlawfully and seditiously causing people to assemble without 
leave from the Governor... " - and all but two of the Committee 
refused to give bond as a surety for future behaviour despite 
threats that they would be sent to England for trial. 
4 
If Col. Jones had no part in the Town House Meeting Affair 
of August 24-25 1774, several members of his family are known to 
have been in Salem at that time. The Rev. Asa and Mary (Polly) 
Dunbar, whose First Church adjoined the Town Housf' and whose 
Manse was nearby, were probably witnesses to much of the "goings-on, " 
as were most able-bodied inhabitants of any Massachusetts town. 
when anything extraordinary was happening. Dunbar had returned 
to Salem only two days before from a visit(by sea) lasting several 
weeks to his brother-in-law Col. Nathan Jones at Jonest Cove on 
Frenchman's Bay in Maine. Probably Dunbar did not attend the 
1A veteran of the French Wars(in, 1759 Lt. Col. under Brig. Ruggles at 
Ticonderoga and Crown Point)he was to serve under Ruggles during the 
Siege of Boston commanding a company of Loyalists. Saltonctall remained 
at Haverhill "until Sept. 1774, "as he later wrote, "when such were the 
outrages and lawless violence of the populace, under the influence of 
committees of correspondenoe, and other unconstitutional bodys, that he 
found himself under, the mortifying necessity of repairing to Genl. Gage 
at Boston. "PRO. A. 0.13: 49. The fullest sketch is in Robert E. Mood. y, ed., 
TYe Salto Pa , 1607-1815 
(1972), pp. 61-98. 
2 Timothy Pickering to Boston Committee of Correspondence, Aug. 25,1774. 
Pickering MSS, Mass. Hist. Soc., Vol. V. 
3 Timothy and John Pickering, Richard Derby, Jonathan Ropes, Jonathan 
Gardner, and Richard Manning. Gilbert Streeter, "Salem Before the 
Revolution, "R. I. H. C. Vol. 3291896, p. 82. 
4Timothy Pickering was one of the two Committeemen whogave their 
recognizance"tio avoid. "tumult and carnage. "Piokering's account, see 
Pickering MSS, Mase. Hist. Soo., Vol. V, p. 12. 
5 Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " Am. Antiq. Soc., August, 1774. 
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controversial Town Meeting of August 24th: his wife Mary Jones 
Dunbar was a thoroughgoing Tory 
1(to 
the end of her days), and 
Dunbar himself was among the minority of' Congregational ministers 
in latter-day Colonial Massachusetts who tried to remain neutral 
in politics. This, moreover, despite the continuing blandishments 
of the Salem Whigs, notable among whom was an old friend, the 
leader of the Radical faction and Secretary of the Committee of 
Correspondence - Timothy Pickering Jr. (Pickering, it must be said, 
had preceeded Dunbar at Harvard and been instrumental - with his 
Tory father - in making Dunbar the "call" to his pastorate at the 
socially prominent and historic First Church. 
] 
One of' Co1. Jonea' older-sons, who was not often at Salem, 
was in town at the end' of August, Daniel, a Harvard lawyer who had 
settled at Hinsdale on the Connecticut River and since 1771 had 
served as Chief Justice of the, Cheshire County Court of Common Pleas. 
A leading New Hampshire Tory and polemicist 
3and 
supporter of'Governor 
John Wentworth, Judge Daniel Jones very possibly made the long 
trip to Salem in part at least - as did other influential Tories 
from all over New England - to make a first-hand political report 
to Gage: through the Revolution he was to act as a secret Government 
agent, organißing Tory activities along the Connecticut Valley and 
passing on information. 
4 
1 In his sketch of Asa Dunbar, Harvard Class of 1767, Clifford 
Shipton thought it doubtful that Mary contributed to the 2114 raised 
by the First Church of Salem to help the poor and those put out of 
work by the operation of the Boston Port Bill. Sibley's Harvard 
Graduates, Vol. XVI, p. 461. 
2 There are a number of references to Pickering in Danbar's MSS. 
"Diary" and Commonplace Book. (Am. Antiquarian Soc., Worcester); and see 
the Timothy Pickering MSS, voll 17 and 18, Mass. Historical Society. 
3 There is no full-length biography of Judge Daniel Jones; the fair and 
scholarly sketch by Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. 
XIV, pp. 445-79 makes no use of' English of'Canadian sources, nor his Tory 
writings, such as the satire on the spate of Whig resolves, "The Hinsdale 
Resolves for Fashion's Sake, "drafted in his capacity as Town Clerk and 
published in Ezekiel Russell's new (June 24,1774) Tory paper the 
Salem Gazette on July 8,1774.3/1. 
4 There are references to these il-, the Loyalist papers of his brothers 
notably Josiah, Ephriam, Jonas, and Stephen Jones: PRO. A. 0.13: 47,50,74" 
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The very weakness of Gage's administration, even at 
Salem, the temporary seat of Government since June, 1774 and the 
closing of the port. of Boston, protected as it was by detachments 
of regular troops, was the argument for speed in implementing 
fully the Charter reforms designed to strengthen the authority of 
government and reestablish the rule of law as set forth by Parliament 
in the "Act for the better regulating the 
I 
Government of the Province 
of the Massachusetts Bay in New England. " This was not to deny, 
however, that there were a number of politically influential men 
among the Tories in Massachusetts - including Col. Elisha Jones of 
Weston - who had reservations about the provisions of the "Massachusetts 
Government Act, " while sharing the fundamental Tory belief of 
achieving reform im the way of the English Constitution using the 
law rather than violence, and revolution. Among these were Tories 
(as at the time of the Stamp Act) who worked actively to achieve 
repeal, by persuasion on both sides of the Atlantic, and by removing 
the causes of Parliamentary punishment, such as Boston merchant 
George Erving who had been a leader in the Tory effort to form a 
consortium to indemnify the East India Company for the tea spilled 
into Boston harbour on, the night of December 16,1773, and who, 
with Erving, supported the established government of Massachusetts 
as it was by accepting Royal appointment as Mandamus Councillors. 
Col. Jones, who was intimate with Gage, the fellow soldier of the 
French Wars, as he never had been with Thomas Hutchinson, the 
Massachusetts politician, however, never became a member of the 
"New" Council (as it was called by Gage and the Tories), preferring 
the principled role of private adviser, while actively continuing 
as a leader in the fight against the Whig revolutionaries in town 
and provincial politics. 
3 
14 Geo. III, Cap. 45" 
2 In a letter to John. Pownall, Dec. 23,1768, Sir Francis Bernard made 
several suggestions for constitutional reforms in, Massachusetts, including 
Crownn, appointment of the Council (to bFeak the ol6tic 1 control there of the Whig majority in the House, which under tie harter chose its 
members). Francis Bernard Papers Harvard Vol. ý/II pp. 2 Q9- 0. As a friend political supporter and business colleague of Börnard, 
col. 
Jones may have been well acquainted with Bernard's many ideas for governmental 
reform in Massachusetts Bay. He was a signer of the Address of the Middlesex County Justices to Hutchinson on his departure in which the Governor was urged to support repeal. See above. 
3 For Erving, see John Andrews to William Barrell, May 18,1774. M. H. Soo. 
Proceedings, Vo1. VIII, (1864-5)pp. 327-30. Col. Jones as an adviser to Gage, Josiah Jones to Loyalist Commissioners, Annapolis Roy4 , N. S., oot. 21,1786, PRO. A. 0.11: A7. 
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At the critical time of September 1,1774, Councillor 
Richard Lechmere, 1the influential merchant and Boston distiller, 
described the anarchic situation in Massachusetts Bay and the 
savage Whig campaign then in progress to force the resignations 
of Tories appointed to the Council by Gage in a letter to his 
London agents Lane, Son, and Fraser: 
"I am really much concern'd for you gentlemen who 
have large sums of money due to you from this country; 
for the present there appears to be an entire stop put 
to our Courts of Justice. One of the Judges have been 
pull'd from his seat in the County of Berkshire, and 
the Court which meets at Worcester this day week is 
threatned with the same treatment. You can have no idea 
of the unhappy scituation of this country, and the danger 
the friends of government and good order are expos'd to 
from the licentious infatuation that has universally 
spread itself through this Province in particular, and 
generally throughout the continent. 1500 men mostly 
under arms, attacked Mr Payne of Worcester, (Y5 one of 
the new Council, and extorted a promise from him to 
resign his seat at the Board; from him they went to 
Rutland to Collo Murray, (2) but he being; from home(at 
Boston) I dont find they did anythin there. Brigdr 
(Timothy) Ruggles has been hunted, (4) and oblig'd to 
take asylum here also; and several others have been 
oblig'd to do the same. Collo Leonard of Taunton (5) 
had six balls and some shot f ir"d into his house. Sunday 
night was a week, there was a vast number surrounded his 
house, but by having a few hours notice he had time to 
come to town. " 
1 Richard Lechmere married a sister of the High Sheriff of Middlesex, 
David Phips(his mother was Ann Winthrop), and remained im Boston until 
the Evacuation(March 17,1776)when he sailed to Halifax and thence to 
England where he died in 1813, aged 87. See Stark, Loyalists of Massachusett[ 
pp. 413-4; and his Loyalist papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 47 and A. 0.13: 74. 
2 Timothy Paine remained at Worcester where he died, July 17,1793. 
Sabine, Loyalists in the American Revolution, (1864) Vol. II, p. 143. 
3 Col. John Murray, a Tory refugee in. Boston, served in the Loyal 
Associators in the same patrol as Sir William Pepperell. Settled in New 
Brunswick after the War, first sheriff of York County. Died at St. John, 
Aug. 30,1794" Col. Murray was a friend of Col. Elisha Jones, and their sons 
who were contemporaries at Harvard served together through the war in 
Governor Wentworth's Volunteers and Benjamin Thompson's King's American 
Dragoons. PRO. A. 0.13: 75. Jones, The Loyalists of Masrachuoetts, (1930), 217. 
4 For Ruggles'mobbing at HardwicTt, Plymouth County, an Free own, see 
Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. IX, (1732) pp. 213-215. 
5 Daniel Leonard of Taunton is best known as the author of the Tory 
"'Massachusettensis" articles (See below He served on the Council 
Boston through the Siege, and with the AssOciators. PRO. A. 0. L3: 
47; 13: 74. 
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Lechmere went on to deplore the, weaknes^ of the 
Government in Massachusetts, and the loose drafting and 
absence of sanctions in the Massachusetts Government Act: 
"They (the Whigs) have compelld several others 
to resign, and we fear this matter, together with 
their continually calling town meetings through the 
Province, without paying any regard to the Act of 
Parliament, will finally produce some fatal 
consequences. I am truly sorry that the Act is so 
very imperfect, it is very easily evaded in several 
parts of it, but one capital mis-take, or rather neglect, 
they have not annext any penalty for the breach of any 
part of it, so that upon the whole our Govr is 
exceedingly embarrass'd and knows not how to conduct 
in the matter, and withal, we have not half sufficient 
troops to carry into execution any great plan. Where 
these things will finally end God knows, but it is the 
fears of every good man that much blood will be spilt 
before this country will be reduc'd to a proper sense 
of subordination, and restor'd to its former state of 
good order. This is a sad alternative, but it appears 
to me nothing short of it will ever reduce my deluded 
countrymen to their senses. If government do not pursue 
what they have undertaken, they must give over all 
thoughts of'any authority over the colonies, and leave 1 
them to do as they think proper for the time to come... " 
It is probable that these views of Richard Lechmere 
were shared at least by a majority of the New Council that the 
day before (August 31st) had met with Gage to consider plans 
for holding a Provincial election. The effectiveness of the 
Whig campaign of intimidation and mob violence to force the 
resignation, of members of the New Council - as described by 
Lechmere - was demonstrated in the small number of men who had 
1 Richard Lechmere to Lane, Son, and Fraser in, London. September 1,1774. 
Mass. Hist. Society Proceedings, 2nd. Ser., Vol. XVI, pp. 287-288. 
2 The matter of holding a Provincial election hýLd been con^idered 
at the meeting of the Council on AuCust l6th. Ca, 7e reported to Lord. 
llart, iiouth on Aug-uct 27,1774: "It was the unanimous opinion of t}ie 
Council that an Assembly should he called as early as po^: irlc, r;, nd Writs will he issued for their : Meeting by the latter i: d of October. " 
PRO. C. O. 5: 9". 
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not resigned their commissions and had been able to attend - 
fourteen - apart from the President, Lieut. Gov. Thomas Oliver, 
and Gage. 
l 
It was on the recommendation of the New Council that 
Gage the following day (September"lst) issued his proclamation 
calling for -a Provincial election held according to the Massachusetts 
Charter (through the election of representatives by the Town 
Meetings) for a General Court to meet at Salem on October 5th. 
It is important to note that Gage's report of the Council meeting 
to Lord Dartmouth, dated September"2nd., was written as the Whig 
mass demonstrations and rioting at Cambridge during the great 
"Powder Alarm"were reaching their climax and the political 
situation in the colony was seen to have taken yet another (and 
this time decisive) turn downward toward complete anarchy. How 
much this despatch of Gage was darkened by later events we do not 
know, but he warned that in the circumstances there was little 
chance, that the Massachusetts Government Act could be made to 
work. It wasp he saido "uncertain whether the People will chuse 
representatives, but we may be assured if chosen, that they will 
not act with the New Council, and its supposed the Project (Whig) 
has been to anntihilate said Council before Meeting, to throw the 
refusal upon the Governor to act with the Old Council elected 
2 
last Sessions, " that is in : ay, 1774. 
1 
Only one of the New Council who had not been able to attend would 
be successful in withstanding Whig pressure to resign, Nathaniel Ray 
Thomas, the "fighting squire" of Marshfield, who organized Tory 
resistance to Whig mobs in Plymouth County and kept the rule of 
Government there until Apri1,1775. See below, "The Tories take arms... " 
Thomas' Loyalist papers are in PRO. A. 0.12: 10ff. 56-63; A. 0.12: 61, f. 10; 
A. 0.13: 51, A. 0.13: 74. See Gage to Dartmouth, Sept. 2,1774. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 Gage to Dartmouth, Sept. 2,1774. PRO. C. O. 5: 92. In a second despatch 
of September 2nd Gage nominated three more men to the Council as 
replacements for members forced by the Whig mobs to resign: John 
Passall of Cambridge 
(with large plantations in the West Indies; m. to 
Elizabeth, sister of Lieut. Gov. Thomas Oliver); Eliakim Hutchinson(Harvard 
17301m. a daughter-of former Gov. WillShirley ; he d. in Boston during 
the Sieýe in the terrible winter of 1775) and Nathaniel H tch(of 
Dorches er, Judge of the Court of Common Pleas for Suffolk County, and 
a colonel of militia). 
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Whig strategy, however, despite the boycott of'the 
Massachusetts Government Act, was to allow Gage's Provincial 
election of Town Representatives to take place, and the House 
also to meet as the Governor appointed at Salem on October 5th. 
l 
The Whig objective - which became apparent as Whig-controlled 
Town Meetings held their elections and instructed their representatives 
to the Salem'meeting of the House on October 5th - was not only 
to force an, open political conflict between the Old and New Councils, 
(as foreseen by Gaged but to juxtapose a rival Whig "legislative 
body" to the House also made up of elected town delegates and 
appointed to meet a week later, at Concord on October 11th. This 
was the much-heralded Massachusetts Provincial Congress called 
for by the succession of resolves adopted by the Whig town and 
county congresses(of the committees of correspondence) modeled 
upon those of the Suffblk Convention that had met at Faneuil Hall 
on, August 26,1774 to coordinate Whig policy throughout the colony, 
1 From the First Continental Congress Sam Adams wrote to Dr. Joseph 
Warren, Chairman of the Boston Committee of Correspondence, n. nd directing 
Whig policy in his absence: "If the only Constitutional Council, 
chosen last May, have honesty and courage enough to meet with the 
representatives chosen by the people by virtue of the last writ, 
and jointly proceed to the public business, would it not bring the 
Governor to such an explicit conduct as either to restore the general 
assembly, or give the two Houses a fair occasion to declare the 
(governor's) chair vacant? " Richard Frothingham, Life and Times of 
J se Warr (1865). p. 377"See directions for the election sent to 
town and county committees of Correspondence by the Boston Committee: 
to Berkshire County Committee , Sept . 24,1774: "We forward you a copy 
of the Proceedings of this & the Neighbouring Countys whoroin wo are 
universally of Opinion that Itis best to send as many Representatives 
as the Charter & Province Laws allow & them to instruct not to dissolve 
themselves but to form a provinciall Congress there to consult & 
execute Measures that concern the internall Government of ye Province... " 
Boston Committee of Correspondence ?S , George Bancroft Collection, 
New York Public Library. 
2 By Sept. 25th, Gage was looking for a way to postpone the election, as 
he wrote to Dartmouth: "Many members are chosen for the General Court 
that was appointed to meet at Salem on the 5th of next Month, and I have 
Information that the Old Council has been summoned to attend thero. The 
New Council appointed by the King who have taken refuge in this Town, 
dare not attend at Salem, unless escorted there, and back again by a large 
Force, which as affairs are circumstanced will answer no iind, the Assembly 
will not act with them, and I cannot act with the old Council, 5o that 
Nothing but Confusion can arise from a Meeting of the General Court; on 
which Account I mean to fall on, M easures to postpone the sessions, 
PRO .C -0 -5 *2 . 
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It was the ultimate design of Sam Adams, directing Whig policy 
from. the Continental Congress at Philadelphia, and other 
Massachusetts Bay Whig leaders, notably Dr. Joseph Warren who 
as chairman of the Boston Committee of Correspondence coordinated 
the activities of the Whig town and county committees through 
the autumn of 1774, that the Provincial Congress should usurp 
the functions of the House of Representatives (and where possible 
absorb its members) as the first great step in forming a Whig 
1 
revolutionary government in, Massachusetts Bay. 
3. Cont. The Suffolk Convention that had met at Faneuil Hall on 
August 26,1774 was called at the suggestion of the Worcester County 
Convention of Whig delegates for the purpose of working out and 
coordinating the policy and activities of the Whig County Conventions, 
and included representatives from Suffolk(Boston), Worcester, Essex, 
and Middlesex Counties. Under the chairmanship of Dr. Joseph l"larren 
-chairman of the Boston Committee of Correspondence -the :; uffolk 
Convention adopted a set of resolves that were used as a pattern 
for those, of the Whig town and county congresses that followed in 
August and September, 1774. See John; Cary, Joseph Warren (1961), pp. 
150-151. 
1 There was much discussion among Whig leaders about the form the 
"new government" in Massachusetts should take, and. especially whether 
to have a modified form of the "Old Charter" (i. e. of 1629) whereby 
the Governor had been elected by the Assistants (Council), or to find 
some entirely new system. Dr. Joseph Warren, who had been elected 
Chairman of the Boston Committee of Correspondence, reported to Sam 
Adams on Sept. l? th: "Many among us, and almost all in the western 
counties, are for taking up the old form of government, accordinp to 
the first charter. It is exceedingly disagreeable to them to think of 
being obliged to contend with their rulers, and quarrel for their rights 
every year or two. They think this must always be the case in a governmen- 
of so heterogeneous a kind as that under which they have lived. They 
aay, too, that no security can be given them that they shall enjoy their 
estates without molestation, even if the late charter should be again 
restored in all its parts, since the possession of their lands may be 
rendered precarious by any alterations in the charter which the 
Parliament shall think fit to make. 
"Other percons, more especially in the eastern countieythink that it 
will be trifling to resume the old charter. They say that the connection 
between the king and the people is dissolved by his breaking the 
compact made between them; and they have now a right to form what 
government they please, and make such proposals of a certain limited 
subjection to the king, as they shall judge convenient, which he may 
accept or reject as he pleases. "Dr. Joseph Warren to Sam Adams, Sept. 1?, 
1774. Frothingham, Life and Times of Joseph Warren, (1865), pp, }75,376. 
Because for the time-eing unity 'oT te colonies-and a majority at the 
Continental Congress-depended upon Whig 1iass. being seen to be acting defensively Sam Adams advised using a modified version of the New(1692) Charter(whibh was done by First Provincial Congress in Oct- 
, l774)S. Ada. m; to Jos. Warren, Sept . 24,1774. Warren-Adams etters, MHS Collections, III, i925. pp. 156-7. 
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The choice for Tories in the autumn and winter of 1774-1775 
was not just between safety from Whig mobs by resignati(, n of 
commissions and withdrawal from public life, 
1or 
flight to Boston 
to keep Crown offices, trusting to Gage's troops to put down the 
rebellion in the spring. There was a third but more dangerous and 
trying than the others: that of remaining at home, {; iving undertakings 
to "resign" office when faced by Whig violence, in the meanwhile 
openly (when there was opportunity) and secretly (when there was not) 
organizing Tory resistance and support for Government, political and 
in the Town Mlcetinýs at the time of the election of :; eptcmber, l774, 
but later alto military as the violence of the , "lhig "country" mobs 
increased and to reinforce them. the Nhigs, who by forcing the 
resignation of Tory officers seized control ofthe militia rcriments - 
and turned them as well against the Tories 
3 
It was to the third group that Col. Elicha Jones of ý1ecton 
and most of his wide-spreading Tory clan of Joncsec and ýlilliamcec 
belonged, settled as they then were in biiddlnsex, the western 
1 These included several in Col. i1isha Jones 'family: his cousin Judge 
John Jones of Dedham, Lt. Col. of the Third Kiddlesex Re(; iment (:; ouLh 
Part)-geographically adjoining Col. Llisha Jones' re,; iment, the Third 
Lliddlesex, in towns to the north. See Stephen Badrer to Jrunes 13owdoin, 
Idatick, Aug. 30,1776. Feter Force, American Archivc ,; ieric:, ý, Vol. I, p. 123?. 
2 Brig. Timothy Rugrles, who had himself accepted appointment to the 
Mandamus Council, and was forced to leave his home at iiardwick by a 
Whig mob in AuCu:. t, 1774, spoke scathingly of men who refused the Royce' 
Commission to save their property - he warned the Government not to 
appoint smugglers in their places, who,, he said, had been the cause of 
most of the trouble with IIIigland. ihipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 
Sketch of Ruggles, class of 1732, Vo1. IX, p. 214. 
3 Among thic (-*roup, with their father., Col. Michra Jonen, were 1%, jil-111L tile 
younger, an older son, Captain of militia at Pittsfield, a Tory leader 
in the Housatonic Valley, who later, for refu inG to call out his men 
for the planned rebel attack on i't. TiconderoCa at the becinrning of ;, gay, 
1775, was imprisoned at the Berkshire County jail at Great Barrint-ton; 
the eldest oon, ilathan Jones of Frenchman's Bay, a Lt. Col. of militia 
in Lincoln County, also remained on his lands and worked actively at-ainst 
the rebele. See the Diary of Dr. Llihu Ashley of Dccrf ld, now at tile P. V..,. A. Lihrary, Deerfield; Jones Loyalist papers, in PZÖ. Avpn ate 
A. 0.13; 50; A. 0.13=74" 
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Massachusetts counties of Hampshire and Berkrhire, the upper 
Connecticut River Valley in New Hampshire, and along the Maine 
coast in "dotimcast" Lincoln County. Family groupings such ac these - 
of the greatest significance in the political as well as social 
and economic life of Colonial Massachusetts - were to be the mainstay 
of Tory organization and intelligence throughout the conflict. 
(Although most well-established and prosperous families like these 
had "defectors" among the cousins, political and otherwise, Tory or 
Whig they were most often comparatively few. ) 
1 
In the political campaign of Septembcr, 1774, the Whir 
press gave most attention to stirring public support for the 
election of Town delegates to the Whig Provincial Congress to 
meet at Concord on October llth. oiith Sam Adams at the Continental 
Congress, fafely "out of sight of the steeples of Boston,, "moreover 
1) 
the Whigs were without their great propagandist. After July 25th 
and during his absence in Philadelphia,. Rdes' and Gill's Bo:: ton 
Gazette printed no more political attacks upon Col. 1lisha Jones. 
In the July article PRArBICUS had accused the Colonel of being the 
"Manager of(a)new Scheme of Corruption... to buy the Votes and Interest 
1 The Joneses, too, had their Whigs, the most notable beinC the non 
of Col. 21i: ha Jones' Tory cousin, Capt. Ichabod Jones (bapt.; ýt '., I(----ton, 
Hay 26,1717) the Boston merchant and shipowner (who nevertheless after 
the Stamp Act repeal had been one of the i)oston merchant:; who had 
subscribed for the silver gallon punchbowl made for the Sons of Liberty 
to commemorate the refusal of the "glorious 9? " to rescin(] the Circular 
letter sent to the other colonies by the Massachu: se-Lt:; House in 1768 
in defiance of the Governor's order - his name is one of the lr engraved 
just below the rim)John Coffin Jones. J. C. Jones (Harvard, 1768)moved 
his buoinons to Nowburyport when the Boston Port wn, c3 closed in the 
summer of 1774, and through the war engaged in fitting out privateers 
and vessels for the ill-fated sea attack on the Loyalist and British 
base at Penobscot in July, 1779 - where Col. Elisha Jones' son, Col. Nathan 
Jones of Frenchmants Bay was one of the Loyalist defenders. J. C. Jones 
after the liar was elected to the Society of the Cincinnati, and had a 
distinguished public career. The best biography is Clifford Shipton, 
Sibl ey's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XVII, pp. 49-54. 
2 Sam Adams left Boston for Philadelphia on August 9th. 
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at Elections of "Persons in the County "1 y... 
How much fact there was in this allegation of äam Ad Lmc' 
probably will. never be known. In the autumn and winter of 1774- 
1775 the Country Tories, for fear of the Whig mobs (and later the 
Whig-controlled Militia) were increasingly careful about revealing 
anything of -their political organization. With their own local 
"committees of correspondence"(whose membership , again, appe ars lar,, ely 
to have been kept secret, particularly with the sharply increasing 
risks after the Powder Alarm of September 1,1774) the Tories; had 
a web of informants and couriers, at the least, to rival that of 
the Whigs. 3 
It is probable that Col. Elisha Jones (who in November 
raised a Loyalist Militia Company) was one of the promoters of the 
Tory Covenants for the suppression of "Mobs and Riots"by joint 
action of signers who were law-abiding inhabitants of the same 
town or district that the Tory "Committees" circulated in rural 
Massachusetts Bay during the autumn of 1774. These Covenantn, 
for a time at least, were to some degree effective in preventing 
Whig mobs and renegade Militia companies from "forming"or "invading" 
Tory strongholds such as Deerfield, where Col. Jones'nephew Dr. Thomas 
Williams, leader of the Deerfield Tories, was still Town Clerk in 1774. 
At a meeting called the beginning of September after a mob led by Joseph 
1 Boston Gazette, July 25,1774.3/l. Sce above. 
2 For Sam Adams' slippery way with f act, see Clifford Shipton, sketch 
of Adams in Sibley's Harvard Graduates, class of 1740, Vol. X, and notably 
p. 444: "In his denunciations of the Crown and the Loyalists he took 
into consideration neither the truth nor the literal meaning of the 
words which he used; his exaggerations were so wild. that ridicule was 
the only possible method of answer, and that, of course, was dangerous. " 
3 The best evidence of these activities is in the "Diaries" (not letter 
for these with such information, being dangerous, were destroyed)kept 
away from censors through generations in the attics of Tory families 
such as that of Col. Jones' relation, Dr. Elihu Ashley (1750-1817)of 
Deerfield, an active participant, now at the library of the Pocumtuck 
Valley Memorial Association, Deerfield. r'or the protection of informants 
Gage seldom mentions them in his official correspondence. "... it might 
be dangerous to rpaaay, who have transmitted me any Intelligence, "he wrote 
to Lord Dartmouth on Sept. 12,1774, "if their Names are made known; 
and they are surrounded and watched, so that few dare do it. 11PRO. C. 0.5: 9; 
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Stebbins had seized storekeeper Phineas Munn and forced him 
to "make his confession" of being a Tory, a Tory Covenant to 
prevent "Hiobs and Riots" was voted to be adopted and was signed 
by many of the inhabitants of Deerfield. Copies of this Covenant, 
written, out by Elihu Ashley,, son of the Tory parson, the Rev. 
Jonathan Ashley, and studying medicine with his cousin Dr. Thomas 
Williams, were sent to Tories in Amherst, Hatfield, and other 
Hampshire County towns. 
Through the autumn and winter of 1774-1775 Tories and 
Whigs were about evenly divided at Deerfield, and consequently 
(as usually happened in such cases) no Representative 
(of either 
faction) was voted by Town Meeting to attend the General Court 
called by Governor Gage at Salem on October 5th. Meanwhile the 
Rev. Jonathan Ashley continued to fan the hostility of the Whigs 
(who were not strong enough to carry a vote in Meeting to dismiss 
him) by preaching that anarchy was a sin, and that the mobs continually 
being raised by the Whig Committees of Correspondence were 
reducing the colony of Massachusetts Bay to a state of chaos . It 
may have been the Deerfield parson who wrote at this time: 
"Oh, Tempora, all. Nature seems to be in Confusion; 
every person in fear of what his Neighbour will do 2 
to him. Such times were never seen in New England. " 
1 "Diary" of Dr. L'l. ihu Ashley, Sept. 8,1774.? iS at P. V. M. A. Lihrnry, 
Deerf'ield. For the Whig Joseph Stehbins, see the sketch by his descendant 
George Sheldon, the noted historian of Deerfield: "Joseph Stcbbins: A 
Pioneer in the Outbreak of the (evolution, "Massachusetts Mme: z ao 
IX, no. 2 (April, 1916)pp. 59-72. 
2 On Jan. 27,1775 Samuel Williams wrote to Dr. Elihu Ashley(then at 
Worthfington, lMass. 
3: 
,, If you know how affairs Co on at Deerfield, all that I can tell 
you is, that Whig and Tory about equally divide the Town, they had 
a meeting there this week, voted not to give your Father (Tory 
parson the Rev. Jonathan Ashley)any Sallary for this years preac}iin, -. ' 
P. V. M. A. Library, Deerfield. George Sheldon did not "name" the "T ry"- presumably, as the practice then was, out of courtesy to descendants : till 
living in Deerfield. A History of Deerfield, Vol. II, 1896(2nd edn. 1972) 
p. 683. 
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Wherever the Whigs succeeded in gaining the upper- hand 
in a town (that is "legally" by raising a majority of votes in 
Town, Meeting) the Tory Covenants for opposing "Mobs and Riots" 
were repudiated, expunged from Town records if entered there, 
and the luckless signers forced to make public retraction. And 
often worse, as, for example, in Plymouth County: 
"All the Plimouth Protesters against Riots, as also 
all the military Officers, were compelled by a Mob of 
2000 Men collected from that County & the County of 
Barnstable to recant & resign their military Commissions. 
Although the Justices of the Peace were then sitting in 
the Town of Plimouth, yet the Mob ransack'd the House of 
a Mr. Foster, a Justice of the Court of Commons Pleas, a 
Man of 70 Years of Age, which obliged him to fly into the 
Woods to secrete himself, where he was lost for some Time 
and was very near to the loosing of his Life. Afterwards, 
they deprived him of his Business, & would not suffer him 
to take the Acknowledgement of a Deed. " 1 
In, Col. Jonec' co city of' Middlesex, the September election, 
of 1774 was held everywhere under the threat or actuality of Whig 
violence, the Tory Covenants against "Mobs and Riots" apparently 
counting for little, as at the nearby town of Concord: 
"The Mob at Concord, about 20 Miles from Boston, abused a 
Deputy Sheriff of Middlesex, & compelled him, on Pain of 
Death, not to execute the Precepts for a new Assembly; 
they making him pass through a Lane of them, sometimes 
walking backwards, & sometimes forward, Cap in Hand, & 
they beating him. " 2 
1 Adair axed ächutzgeds, I'ator Oliver's Orrin and I'roi- e of the 
American Rebellion (1961i p. 154. Boston paper quoted, Draper'c 
LSaUÜachucetts Gazette, Feb. 23,1775. 
2 Loc. Cit. This beating of a Tory, the Whir using "ataves" or 
willow switches, was typical of the period. Compare with the report 
in the radical Whig Massachusetts 2=, of Isaiah Thoma: s, 3ept. 3,1774, 
of the beating of Col. Jones - with the violence left out as was the 
Whig practice to exculpate themselves. 
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It is significant that Col. Elisha Jones' town of Weston 
did not hold an election Town Meeting until September 29th, a 
full week after Boston had chosen its representatives for the 
Salem Assembly - and one day after Governor Gage had taken the 
extraordinary step of cancelling the Writs of Election. In his 
Proclamation, dated September 28,1774, Gage referred to "the 
many tumults and disorders which have since (his call for an 
election on September lst) taken place, the extraordinary resolves 
which have passed in many of the counties, the instructions given 
by the Town of Boston, and some other Towns, to their Representatives, 
and the present disordered and unhappy state of the Province... " 1 
As later events in such Tory towns as Col. Jones' Weston, 
and Deerfield, were to show, Gage's intervention in the election - 
which the Whigs were quick to portray as an arbitrary and unlawful 
exercise of government powers - apparently raised fears in the minds 
of the electorate, and with the result that the political balance 
in some, if not all, Tory and narrowly-divided towns was further 
shifted in favour of the Whigs. Weston was among those conservative 
towns in which, nevertheleee, there had been enough concern to preserve 
the hallowed Charter principle of local control of Town Meetings - 
the summoning of which and- other powers had been arrogated to the 
1 Gage's proclamation of Sept. 28,1774, was printed by the Whigs in 
William Linooln, ed., The Journals of Each Provincial Congre^ of 
Massachusetts in 1774 and 1, Y. 1-1 1835 
773-4. See Cage 1, o Lord Dartmouth, 
Oct. 3,1774, transmitting a copy. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. On Sept. l2th Gage, after 
the worst rioting of the Powder Alarm, had warned Dartmouth "they talk 
of fixing a Plan of Government of their Own, and as far as it can be 
seen, nothing less than the conquest of almost all the Now England 
Provinces will procure Obedience to the Late Acts of Parliament for 
regulating the Government of the Massabhusetts Bay. "Ibid. 
2 54. 
Governor under the Massachusetts Government Act - for the Whigs 
to have been successful in calling an unauthorized (i. e. illegal) 
Town Meeting on August 22nd. The Town Records show, however, that 
beyond this public assertion of constitutional principle only 
routine matters of town government were dealt with, and that the 
Whigs were not strong enough even to place the matter of appointing 
a Town Committee of Correspondence on the agenda. Similarly, the 
calling of a Town Meeting at Weston on the afternoon of the day 
following the Governor's proclamation of nullity and only six days 
before the General Court had been appointed to meet at Salem would 
seem to indicate the failure of Col. Jones and the Weston Tories to 
carry through the policy customarily adopted in narrowly-divided 
towns for preventing a politically hostile town representative 
from be'.. ng chosen by such expedients as carrying a vote against 
sending a representative to a session of the General Court, or 
a successful public campaign to oppose the "Lawful Warning" of an 
2 
election Town Meeting. 
As the leading Weston Tory, and town representative in 
3 
the General Court for the preceeding sessions of 1774, and 1773, 
Col, ßlisha Jones ordinarily would have been expected to be a 
1 At the previous Weston Town Meeting of January 13,1774, a Whig 
proposal for the town to appoint a Committee of Correspondence had 
been "Passed in the Negative by a very great Majority. "Mary Peirce, ed., 
Town of Weston Records... p. 198. For the Town Meeting of Aug. 22,1774, 
see Ibid., pp. 205-207. 
2 Ibid., p. 207. It was the established practice for the General. Court 
to fine towns that did not send representatives to ae ession. In the main 
when there was no involvement of nearly-balanced political conflict, these 
towns were mainl poor frontier settlements such as Hardwick(in western 
Worcester County which in 1753 the Tory leader Brig. Timothy Ruggles 
defended on this ground in a notable petition to the General Court. See 
James L. Ruggles, The Offering, Hardwick, 1848, p. 27. Later, when the Whigs 
mounted a campaign to unseat Ruggles(who had served for 15 terms)Hardwick 
sent no representative in 1771 and 1772 - but a Whig, his brother-in-law, 
Capt. Paul Mandell, in 1773-Lucius Paige, Histor, of Hrirdwick (1883)69-70. 
3 Col. Jones had already served 12 terms as Weston representative, his 
first in 1752. His father, Capt. Josiah. Jones (d. 1734)was Weston represent- 
ative for 4 terms: 1716,1721,1725, and 1726. See Dr. Henry Bond, Watertown 
(1860)pp. 312,315,1067. 
ass 
candidate for reelection, but there i:; no positive evidence 
that he did so. The Weston Tories did not boycott the Town Meeting 
1 
of electors, as appears by the voting on September 29th. The 
official account, by Whig Town Clerk Samuel. Baldwin, is brief and 
follows the custom of recording only decisions taken in Town Meeting: 
"At a meeting of the Inhabitants of the Town of Weston 
Quallified according to the Royall Charter To vote in 
the Choice of a Representative Being assembled at the 
Public= Meeting House in Said Town, on Thursday the 
Twenty ninth Day of 3eptr AD 1774 at one oClock in the 
afternoon The major Part of the Electers then Present 
Did in the Presence of the Selectmen Elect and Depute 
Capt Brad&yll Smith to Serve for and Represent them in 
a great and General Court or assembly appointed to be 
Convened Held and Kecpt for His majestys Service at the 
Court House in Salem upon Wednesday the fifth Day of 
october Next "2 
Braddyll Smith, who had not served as Representative 
before, was an older brother of Whig Selectman Josiah Smith 
who kept a tavern (still standing) on the Boston Post Road nearly 
opposite the Meeting House. Already noted as a Whig zealot, Bradc yll 
Smith was chosen by them to enlist a Minute Man Company in the 
Fall and Winter of 1774, and made a savage reputation in this part 
of Middlesex County as a harrier of Tories and political neutrals 
3 
who refused to be forced into service with the"Whig rebel army". 
1 The Massachusetts Bay Charter limited the Provincial franchise to 
Forty Shilling Freeholderc(the same as in England since the Statute 
of 1429 for voting in country consti'buencies for Knights of the Shire). 
In Weston, where generations of Selectmen were careful to prevent the 
settlement of "poor and landless persons, " a majority of male heads 
of families would have qualified for the Provincial franchise. (For 
town elections the property qualification was less). See Clifford K. 
Shipton, "The Locus of Authority in Colonial Massachusetts, " in George 
Billias, ed., Law and Authority in, Colonial America (1965)pp. 136_145. 
2 Mary Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records, (1893) p. 207. 
3 Dr. Henry Bond, Watertown, 1860)pp. 439-440, For Smith and the Minute 
Company, see the Loyalist papers of Henry Howe, a farmer in Weston, 
who was threatened by Smith with the"Whig alternative"of death or 
enlistment in the rebel forces: he escaped from his house and althou, ih 
pursued for a time by, Smith's men made his way to New York-During the 
War he served aboard Loyalist privateers and armed vessels. PRO. 
A-0.13S46 and A. 0,13: 96. 
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At the Town election Meeting on September 29,1774, it 
took the Whigs less than an hour by majority vote -to oust Col. 
Elisha Jones as Representative - and thereby to accomplish the 
political revolution in the Tory town of Weston. The business of 
delivering de facto the powers of government in and over the town 
into Whig hands, however, was managed at a second illegal Town 
Meeting held afterward at 2 p. m. also at Weston Meeting House. 
This was a larger assembly as Town Meetings normally were, including 
besides the "forty-shilling freeholders" who were Provincial electors 
the smaller property owners who were entitled to vote in town 
elections "and other Inhabitants of the Town of Weston Duly 
Quallified and Lawfully Warned in Publick Town meeting assembled 
at the Public meeting House ... in the afternoon then and there. " 
As at the first Provincial Election Meeting, Tories did 
attend (as the voting again indicates) although once more they 
were in a minority. After electing the Whig Selectman Josiah Smith, 
the tavern-keeper, as Moderator, Meeting then considered the two 
far-reaching-Whig propositions on. the agenda. The first of these 
was to send delegates elected for-the first. time "officially" by 
Town Meeting to an assembly of Whig delegates - the (Firct)Massachusetts 
Bay Provincial Congress: 
"1. To Know the minde-of the town if they will Chuse a 
member or members to beet and act with Such other members 
as Shall be Chosen by other Towns to meet in a Provincel 
Congress to be Holden at Concord or Eles Whare on the 
Second Teusday of october next (i. e. October 11th)" 2 
I Weston had been-represented at some of the earlier Whig 
Conventicles, such as the Middlesex County Congress (Sept. 6th): like 
other towns where Whigs could not command a majority in Town Meeting 
this was done quite unofficially by delegates chosen instead by the 
local- and also unofficial- Whig Committee of Correspondence which 
represented not the Town Meeting but the cabal of Town Whigs which 
were its creators. For Weston representation at Whig Meetings, see above. 
2 Mary Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records ... 
(1893) p. 207. 
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By a vote of "Yeas and Nays" the Meeting "Passed in the 
affermetive" the proposal for representation at the Provincial 
Congress, and then chose two Weston delegates, the Moderator, Selectman 
Josiah Smith, and Col. Jones' greatest political enemy after Sam 
Adams, his eccentric henchman Samuel Phillips Savage, the radical 
Boston merchant who had bought a country home A Weston in 1765. 
There can be little doubt that Savage was the chief architect of 
the Whig political victory over Col. Jones and te Tories at Weston 
although he had never held a town office there; privy to the secrets 
of'such inner Whig circles as the "Loyal Nine", Savage was a 
manipulator who preferred to work at politics behind the scenes. It 
says much that Savage's manuscript "Diary" is "missing" between the 
entry for-March 23,1774, which records Col. Elisha Jones' vote in the 
House of Representatives against the Whig proposal to impeach Chief 
Justice Peter Oliver, and January 1,1780.2 
1 Only once before had Savage chosen to take a leading but overt 
part in Weston politics: this was in 1766, when Weston Town Meeting 
voted on May 12th to set up a committee of three - Col. Elisha Jones, 
Capt. John Brown, and Samuel Phillips Savage - to draw up instructions 
for Town Representative Abraham Bigelow in the forthcoming House 
debate on Provincial compensation for Bostonians whose property had 
been destroyed by the Stamp Act rioters. Proposition 5 (probably 
written by Col. Jones) read: "Sri the town Directs you to Give youer 
vote in the Gene Assembly to make full Compensation to the Late 
Sufferers in the town of Boston by the Roiters on the 27 of August 1765 
to be Pd out of the Publick treashurey: and that you allso Do youer 
Endever that the Same be Replaced In the treashurey again if Posibel 
from the Perpetrators thereof or from any town or town that have 
a bette . the Same But if upon a full Debate in the hous it appears 
to you that Some other meashures may be more Salutory we Leave it to 
you that the Same be Done In that way. " (The copyist of those 
instructions into the Town Records would have been the Town Clerk, in 
this year of Whig victories Braddyll Smith, chosen as it appears for 
his radical politics and not his literary ability - the same man who 
in the later Whig victory of Sept. 29,1774 was elected to succeed Col. 
Jones as Representative to the Genera' Court. ) Only two of tue committee 
of three signed the instructions that were voted by Town Meeting on 
Nov. 3,1766, Col. Jones and Capt. Brown. S. P. Savage did not sign - as 
befitted the confidant of Sam Adams the organizer of the Stamp Act riots 
in Boston and opponent of compensation for Thos. Hutchinson and other 
victims unless paid for by the Province Treasury and not Boston alone. 
Peiree, ed., Town of Weston Records (1893) pp. 1259l27-8; Mi11er, Sam Adams 
p. 109; Shipton, ec., -e 
award Graduates, sketch of Sam Atr=s, ' 
class of 1740, Vo1. X, 428. 
2 The "Diary" of Samuel Phillips Savage is now at the Massachusetts 
Historical Society Library, Boston. 
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Having chosen the two delegates to the Provincial Congress, 
the Whig-dominated Weston Town Meeting of September 29th considered 
the second and most far-reaching of the propositions before it: the 
appointment of a Town Committee of Correspondence - that extra legal 
and constitutional entity so long fought by Col. Jones and the other 
Tory supporters of Government in Weston, which once in being bound 
each town in turn to the direction of Sam Adams' Whig political 
machine that step by step through the fall and winter of 1774 was 
taking up the functions of government i in the Massachusetts Bay Colony 
from an enfeebled Royal Administration. The proposition "To Know 
the Minde of the Town if they will Chuse a Committee of Corrospondance 
and to Give them Instructions if the Town Shall think Proper, "however, 
was still opposed by a determined Tory minority, and only "Passed in 
the affairmetive, " that is by a majority vote. Tory influence also 
may be seen in the Meeting's decision "not to give Instructions. " 
Three members were chosen to form the Committee, all Whigs and Selectmen 
with long experience in town government, in the oorder chosen Benjamin 
Peirce, Deacon Thomas Upham, and Samuel Baldwin. 
The last recorded act of this critical Weston Meeting was 
to vote "that Capt Braddyll Smith the Representative by Joyned to 
the Delegates to act at the Provencial Congress to be holden at 
Concord on the Second Tuesday of october Next"a Weston thus like 
1 Concord, the Shire town of Middlesex County, was a "Tory Town" 
like Weston, until the "Election" Town Meeting of only three days before 
that held at Weston, on September 26th. It was then that Concord Moeting 
finally"fell"to the Whigs, who elected the first "official" Committee 
of Correspondence and also delegates to the Provincial Congress. See 
Lemuel Shattuck, History of... Concord, (1835), pp. 90-91. 
2 It is probable that all three had been acting as Westouts Committee 
of Correspondence for some time: it was the Whig practice to have the 
Whig town caucases choose such committees where the Whigs could not 
raise a majority in the Town Meetings for this purpose. Where possible 
and to give respectability where there was no legality they chose Whig 
Deacons and Selectmen. Ibid., p. 91. 
3 Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records (1893) p. 208. 
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other safely Whig towns, and especially in Middlesex County 
near the meeting place of Concord, enlarged the number of its 
delegation to the Whig Provincial Congress(to three)including 
the Representative elected to attend the General Court at Salem on 
October 5th. It was Whig policy not only that both bodies ahould 
meet - despite the edicts of' the Governor - but that at the Provincial 
Congress all delegates should be able to act together, thus achieving 
the object of merging the two elective bodies; with the inflated 
numbers sent to the Provincial Congress, chosen in conservative 
towns such as Weston by the broader "town-officer" franchise, and 
in radical places like Boston by Sam Adams' "Body of the People" 
which packed the Meeting with unqualified voters paid for their 
voices with liquor or montey, a very large majority was assured to 
outvote the inevitably more conservative - though largely Whig - 
rump of a"House of Representatives"that would meet at Salem on 
October 5th, and later at Concord with the Provincial Congress. 
1 Multiple representation from Middlesex County towns which under 
the Charter Government chose 1 representative to the General Court 
included, besides those from Weston: Concord (3), Acton (3), Lincoln (3), 
Bedford (2), and Sudbury (3). See: Lemuel Shattuck, Histor of ... Concord (1835)p. 91; Alfred S. Hudson, The History of Sudbury 18<ý9), p. 362. 
The Whigs published no list of delegates to the Provincial 
Congress (the First) doubtless to disguise its essentially unrepresent- 
ative character, notwithstanding the efforts of the Whigs to the contrary. 
Harry Cushing, whose careful and remarkably unbiased History of the 
Transition from Provincial to Commonwealth Government in 1; assachusetts 
1896 has not been superceded, computed the number of delegates from 
Middlesex County at 75, the largest of any. After Middlesex came the 
two oounties next to the weetwardp Worcester (56) and Hampshire (39). 
These three counties, with a total of 170 delogatea, accounted for a 
large majority in the Congress. The remaining nine counties who sent 
representatives together had only 123: Suffolk (which included Boston 
with its delegation of 7- the 4 representatives to which it was 
entitled under the Charter plus the 3 delegates elected to the Con: g*ress, 
Dr. Joseph Warren, Dr. Benjamin Church (who was a spy for Gage) and 
Nathaniel Appleton) (34), Essex (27), Plymouth (18), Bristol (16), 
Barnstable (8)9 Berkshire (7 ), from the District of Mai ne y rk (6) and Cumberland 5 , the two island counties Dukes(2)while nei, hýiourin_ 
Nantucket, and the most easterly county in Maine, Lincoln, were not 
represented. I$j. . 'p. 116. 
L. Kinvin Wroth I ed. 9 Province in Rebellion, (1975)gives a higher 
figure for delegates elected, 290, and a lower total, l68, for the three 
counties of Middlesex, Worcester, and Hampshire; but no breakdown of the 
oruoial factor - delegate numbers by Counties. pp. 80-81. 
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If Col. Jones and the Weston Tories were thus unable 
to prevent the election of a town, representative to the extra-legal 
meeting of the General Court at Salem on October 5th against the 
Governor's order cancelling the writs, what appears to have been 
a campaign of the Country Tories to prevent the meeting; of enough 
representatives for a quorum in the" House"was more successful. 
1 
The Tories, in fact, may have achieved this object, for no list 
of delegates, and the towns they represented, was ever published. 
The Whigs themselves have always claimed the "round" figure of 
2 
90 present. The number was politically of great importance, then 
and later, for without a quorum there could have been no question of 
legality for the business transacted, and the Whig (and neo -Jhig) 
arguments about legal continuity between the so-called"General Court" 
that met at Salem on Oct-5,1774, and its alleged. successor the Whig 
convention of delegates calling itself the Provincial Congress that 
convened as planned at Concord in Middlesex on October 11th, therefore, 
quite irrelevant. 
1 The Tories followed a general policy of non-representation of 
towns where they held held a majority in Meeting at the extra-legal 
Whig Congresses and Conventions. The direct ancestor of the Salem 
Assembly of Oct. 5,1774, was the so-called Whig Massachusetts Convention 
of Towns at Faneuil Hall(Sept. 22,1768)cal]ed by Sam Adams to protest 
the quartering of troops at Boston and other "Criev<an ces". In 1768 only 
two of the 17Tory towns whose representatives had voted to rescind tue 
"Circular Letter"-Ipswich and Haverhill - sent any delegatevand many 
other towns whose representative had voted with the majority (92)aß-zinct 
the Government on this issue - including Col. Jones' town of Weston - 
also boycotted the Whig meeting, whose delegates were warned by Gov. 
Bernard that they were an illegal assembly whatever they called thom- 
selve©, "and it is not the Calling it a Committee of Convention that will 
alter the Nature of the Thin . "Bernard to Lord Hillsborough, 0ct. 3,1768. 
PRO. C. 0.5: 767. Richard D. BrowntThe Massachusetts Convention of Towns, 
1768, " William and Narr Quarterly, Third Series, Vol. XXVI, l969, pp. 9, )-l01) 
accepts the apparent correlation between Tory towns and non-attendance 
at the Whig Convention of 1768, but see Hiller Zobel, The Bo; ton Massacre 
(1970)pp. 89-93 and 96-99. The best general account of the Convention of 
1768 is still John C. Miller, Sam Adams (1936)Chapter Six. 
2 William Lincoln, ed., The Journals of Each Provincial Conr fnrres (1835) 
p, 4 merely cites William Gordon, The History of the Rise... of the 
Independence of the United States of America Tl777)Vo1. I, p , 8i0, ä4 Whig 
papers: the Boston Gazette, liansac lusetts Boston L'veniný* Po: t, and : -: s, ex 
Gazette (Salem . Cushing, Transition from Provincial to Commonwealth 
Government in Massachusetts I 
S96 p. 79andW roth, Province in Rebellion 
1975) P"79 both accept the"official" Whig figure of 90 Representatives. 
It was Whig practice to inflate their numbers, and research will probably 
show that this one, too, was deliberately falsified. 
2C1 
It was not only the Tories, such as the family of 
Co1. E1i^ha Jones who were to suffer attainder and loss of 
property under the notorious "Massachusetts Banishment Act" of 
September, 1778 and the long succession of penal legislation enacted 
against these political opponents by the various Whig legislative 
bodies in Massachusetts, who questioned their legal validity. 
The practical and persistent Yankee habit of people in Massachusetts 
(in particular) of referring to the successive Whig Provincial 
Congresses (even after the resolve of August 23,1775 to call them 
the General Court. ) as "Conventions" nettled the old rebel leader 
John Adams almost forty years after the historic meeting of Whig 
delegates at Salem in October, 1774. On April 19,1813 Adams wrote 
to Elbridge Gerry who had been Whig representative from ITarblehead 
at the First Provincial Congress held at Concord on Oct. 1l, 1774: 
"Why was the authority of Massachusetts, which enacted 
the law in all the forms of the constitution by their 
charter, called a convention? It was the General Court, 
the regular legal constitutional legislature of the 
Province, the Crown governour having abdicated. " 1 
James T. Austin, The Life of ElbridKe Ger (1828) Vol. I, p. 515. 
The third Whig Provincial Congress was dissolved on July 19,1775 - 
after the Battle of Bunker Hill - and its successor as its first 
act of business on August 23,1775 literally "resolved itself" into 
becoming "the General Court. " The preamble, moreover, pointed out that 
"for many months past" of conducting "the public business... by 
congresses" many matters "resolved, done and transacted" had "not yet 
had their full effect", and that therefore there was the possibility 
that the legality of these transactions might be brought into question. 
Aooordingly this act confirmed "all and every the resolvea, doings, 
and transactions of the seteral provincial congresses of this colony" 
from, Oct-4,1774 through July 20,1775, proclaiming them "as lawful and 
valid, to all intents, constructions and purposes whatsoever, as fully 
and effectually as if the same resolves, doings and transactions had 
been done by any general court or assembly, of this colony. "The Acts 
and Resolves, Public and Private of the Province of the Massachusetts 
Ba. vqAct of August 23,1775. Vol. V, p. 415. 
; 16; ( 
The meeting of Whig delegates, who on October 5,1774 
convened at Salem Town House as at the last session of the 
General Court attended by Col. Jones in June, 1774, was short, 
lasting but three days. On October 7th it adopted a series of 
resolutions which condemned Gage's action in revoking the writs 
of election as "unconstitutional, " and voted 
"to resolve themselves into a Provincial Congress, 
to be joined by such other persons as have been or 
shall be chosen for that purpose, to take into 
consideration the dangerous and alarming 3ituztion 
of public affairs in this Province, and. to consult 
and determine on such Measures as they shall judge 
will tend to promote the true Interest of his Majesty, 
in the Peace, Welfare and Prosperity of the Province. " 
The newly-constituted Whig Provincial Congress then convened 
in a short session to elect John Hancock Chairman, and Benjamin 
Lincoln, Clerk, and then as previously arranged adjourned to 
1 
meet at Concord on October 11th. 
1 For the official Whig account of the proceedings at Salem, see 
William Lincoln, ed., The Journals of Each Provincial Con, 7resc of 
Massachusetts in 114 and 1775 1835), pp. 4-6. Elbridge Gerry reported 
to Sam Adams at Philadelphia on Oct-15th: "ye MemberÜ convened at 
Salem, after having passed a Resolve or two for reprehending this 
Measure of ye ignorant General 
(Gage), adjourned to Concord for ye 
Convenience of meeting Members added to ye Provincial Congress as 
will appear by ye papers... " This is typical of the innocuous papers 
of Sam Adams that survive for this period: 
John Adams later remarked 
about Sam's systematic destruction of 
his correspondence while at the 
Continental Congress, and complained after his death that Samte papers 
had "been so garbled that the truth could not be discovered. " 
(They 
had, it is believed, been given a further political editing by Sun's 
executor John Avery - one of 
the Loyal Nine - after his death. ) See 
John Adams to William Tudor, Quincy, June 5,1817. Charlec Francis Adams, 
The Works of John Adams (1856) Vol. X, pp. 263-264. 
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For the Massachusetts Tories there was little unexpected 
in the turn of political events at Salem, advertised for weeks 
past by the resolves of the Whig county congresses and the voting 
of instructions to delegates by Whig-dominated town meetings. 
And knowledge of dissent - not to say Tory - voices and voting 
during the course of the extra-legal proceedings at Salem Town 
House was largely curtailed by the Whig practice, to continue 
for later sessions of the Provincial Congresses and following -it 
was said-the example of the Continental Congress, of holding 
debates and proceedings in secret, 
1 
For Col. Llisha Jones and his f amily, however, news from 
Salem at the time of the Whig Congress would have brought the 
threat of immediate danger with alarming accounts of the great 
fire that swept through the town on the night of October 5th, the 
worst that Salem had ever known. Their daughter Mary and son-in-law 
the Rev. Asa Dunbar came near to losing their Manse and the Meeting 
House of Dunbar's First Church that were in the direct path of 
2 the flames. The fire had begun, in Col. Peter Frye's warehouse in 
1 For the secrecy of the Whig Cone; resses, see the letters of Boston 
Whig merchant John Andrews to his brother-in-law William Barrell of 
Philadelphia, Oct. 29 and Dec. 5,1774. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedings, 
Vol. VIII, 1865, pp. 381,389. 
It is significant that Governot Thomas Hutchinson chose to end 
the final volume of his History of Massachusetts-Ba , completed on 
Oct. 22,1778, and left for publication after his death, with the 
formation) of the First Provincial Congress at Salem. He wrote: 
"The people, by their own authority formed a legislative 
body; and from that time all pacificfc measures for 
restoring their former de en4enoe upon the suprome 
authority of the British 
pdominions, Were in van and to 
no purpose. " 
Lawrence Mayo, ed., The History of the Colony and Province of 
Massachusetts- , Vol. III 19367, p. 330. 
2 In his "Diary" the Rev. Asa Dunbar recorded briefly for Oct. 6,1774: 
"This Morning a great fire in ye centre of ye Town of Salem. " mos., 
Am. Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
2 G14. 
King Street and spread to the Frye mansion nearby whence the 
Colonel and his family barely escaped with their lives. i"rye, 
a Tory magistrate, had good reason for his later assertion that 
the fire had been set by the Whigs, 
1 
who were then engaged in a 
vicious effort of "burning out" Tory properties in Salem. This 
time, however, a terrible vengeance fell upon the incendiaries and 
the town, for, driven by the wind, the fire was soon out of control, 
racing down King Street. The Town House (where the Whig Congress had 
begun to meet) was scorched and smoking, the cornice already on fire, 
and the houses farther down King Street were being cleared of their 
furniture, when the arrival of several hundred J! larbleheaders with 
engines finally stopped the fire. The Rev. Asa Dunbar's First 
Church meeting house, next door to the Town House, had narrowly 
escaped. Not so the Customs House, and, with a justice not often 
to be visited upon the Whigs in these years of rebellion, among 
the buildings destroyed were the printers shop of Sam and 
Ebenezer Hall's radical Salem Gazette, and the meeting house of the 
Rev. Nathaniel Whitaker-. Ardent "New Light, " friend of George 
1 See Peter Frye's Loyalist Papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 45. With the Whig 
delegates meeting in Salem it was an appropriate time to "punish"1'rye 
for his action as one of the "seventeen rescinders": as Salem member 
in the House he had voted on June 30,1768 to repeal the resolution 
taken earlier for a "Circular Letter" "inviting the other Provinces 
to elect members to meet in General Congress. " A Judge of the Inferior 
Court, Register of Probate, and Colonel of Militia, Frye had further 
earned the enmity of the Whigs by his part in dispersing (by Gage's 
orders) the illegal Town Meeting called at Salem by the Whigs on 
Aug. 24,1774, and for his arrest of the Salem Committee of Correspondence 
the next day. When Gage left Salem for Boston the end of Auruat, th 
69th Regiment remained at Salem to keep order, "ready to act upon the 
Requisition of the Civil Magistrates. "For Gage's orders, see Gage to 
Peter Frye, August 27,1774, Gage 1SS, Clements Library. 
2 Capt. William Pickman, who had signed Addresses to Governors Gage 
and Hutchincon, had his store and shop burned out the day before, 
on Oct. 4,1774, "in what was believed to be a Whig effort to get rid 
of Tory property. " Clifford Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 
sketch of William Pickman, class of 1766, Vol. XVI, p. 404. 
3 For accounts of the Salem fire see Essex Gann to 0pt. 11 l7 3: 2-3 
James Phillips, Salem in the Eighteenth Century 17 )pp. 3ý10-ý4 ' 
Gilbert Streeter, "Salem before the Revolution, " i:. I. Ii. C., Vol. 32,1896, 
P-95. 
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Whitefield, and desciple of that philosophical arch-enemy 
of the liberal-minded "Halfway Covenant" clan of Joneccs and 
Williamses, the Rev. Jonathan Edward- Whitaker was notorious 
even in Massachusetts for the violence of his sermons rtain: t 
the TorieU, becoming known as "Dr. Meroz"l for cur-sing them from 
the pulpit from the text Judges 5, verse 23: 
"Curse ye Meroz, eaid the An1el of the Lord; 
curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof, 
because they came not to the help of the Lord, 
to the help of the Lord against the mighty. " 
The Charter Government was put down at Salem in October, 
1774, not as Whig myth would have it by the votes of a handful 
of Whig delegates meeting at the Town House, but in the way of 
Whig violence. The flames of burning Tory houses at Salem threw 
the red shadow of Whig incendarism across every town and settlement 
in Massachusetts for the duration of the conflict (to Shays Rebellion 
and beyond); for the family, of Col. Elisha Jones and the refugee 
Tories and inhabitants of Bostonas well as for Gage and the armed. 
forces, all herded together on the Shawmat Peninsula during the 
Siege, it was a fear more dread than the fuel-short winter-, the 
sickness and slow starvation, of the Rebel blockade. 
1 For the Rev. Nathaniel Whita. ker, Princeton, 1752, see James McLachlan, 
Princetonianc 1748-1768 A Biographical Dictionary (1.977)pp. 60-63. 
It had been the revolt and defection of many prominent Salem 
families, including Pickerings and Sparhawkc, from Whitaker's harsh 
Calvinism that was behind their support for Asa Dunbar's settlement 
as preacher at the First Church with the Arminian Rev. Thomas Barnard Sr. 
William Pynohen, tho noted Salem lawyer (a Tory who did not leave, 
and a communicant of St. Peter'c Anglican Church) described Whitaker 
and "one Alcock"(some of the family were to change the spelling to 
Alcott) as "the authors and promoters of more mischief than it is 
possible that any two others could or would effect or even attempt, " 
and Judge Samuel Curwen referred to Whitaker in a letter from England 
as "a notorious character and not unknown here ... Ile is usually called 
Dr. Meroz in America, "and in another more pointedly still as "a 
mischievous incendiary, of a proud, restless, turbulent spirit. " 
Whitaker's activities were finally too much even for the 'Whigs of 
Salem: in 1784 he was dismissed in disgrace from his church, found guilty 
of "suspicious" moral character, overboaring and tyrannical deportment, 
and Presbyterian heresy. See: Gilbert L. Streeter, "Salem before the 
Revolution, "N. I. H. C., Vol. 32,1896, pp"93-97; LVerett l erson, "; alem Voices 
in Revolutionary Days, " Ibid., Vol. 112,1976, pp. 297-8. 
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THE TORIES TAKE ARMS : COL. ELISHA JONES AND THE CIVIL WAR 
IN MASSACHUSETTS BAY COLONY, 0^TOBER, 1774 - APRIL91775 
"We have Information often from the Country that the 
Towns in, this Province become more divided, notwithstanding 
the Endeavours used to keep up their Shthousiasm; and the 
Tyranny and Oppressive Acts exercised against Persons 
deemed Friends of Government, has driven them in Several 
Places to combine together for their Mutual Defence. Where 
the Majority in a Township has been averse to their. Moasures, 
the Faction has employed their Adherents in Neighbouring 
Towns to join and form Bodya sufr'icient to force them by 
Numbers to sign Recantations, which has been attended 
generally with Violence and ill Usage... " 
Cage ßo Lord Dartmouth, Boston, 
January 27,1775 
Through the Fall of 1774 Col. Elisha Jones and his regiment, 
the Third Middlesex, whioh included militia companies in the 
strategic centre towns ins the Couauty of Acton, Concord (the Shire 
Town), Lexington, Linmoln, Sudbury, and Weston-, stood at the 
very heart of the rising Whig storm in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. 
From Salem, appointed by Gage for the meeting of the General 
Court on October 5th but remote and as a seaport hostage to the 
guns of the Royal Navvy, the Whigs moved their Provincial Cpngress 
inland to two towns in Co1. Jonesv county of' Middlesex. These were 
convenient to Boston for such leaders as Drs. Joseph Warren and 
Benjamin Church (other Bostonians Sam Adams and John Hancock were 
mostly absent at the Continental Congress), but far enough away 
to allow time for delegates to leave safely should Governor Gage 
send troops from-the capital to disperse the Aesembly2Conoord, for 
tke meetings of October 11 to October 15th, and later Cambridge for 
the last two sessions of October 17-29th and Nov. 23 to Dec. 10th. 
PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 When Gage returned to Boston from Danvers at the end of August he 
left the 69th Regiment at Salem, but it was ordered to Boston after 
the Powder Alarm, and with the troops went Co1. William Browne, commander 
of the First Essex Militia Regiment (a Mandamus Counoillor), the 
Customs offioiale, and many other Tories. Gage to Dartmouth, Sept. 12,177'4 
PRO. C. 0.5: 92; Cunningham, ed., Letters and Diary o John Rowe (1903)p. 285. 
3 William Linooln, ed., The Journale of Each Provincial Congress of 
Massachusett" in 1774 and 1775. (1835); 
Shattuok, Histor_y of the Town 
Connooord 1 35)p"92" 
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Until the Powder Alarm (September 1-3,1774) Col. Elisha 
Jones successfully withstood Whig pressure - which already 
had won a foothold in the other three embodied. Middlesex County 
Regiments - to allow the mustering of the Town companies for the 
election of "Whig" officers and' the formation of Minute-Man Companies 
in his Third Middlesex. 1 More important than the support of Col. Jones' 
field' officers, Lt. Col. Charles Prescott of Concord, a fellow member 
of the Middlesex Magistrates Bench, and Maj. Joseph Curtis of 
Sudbury, since 1771 commander of the Sudbury Troop of Horse, was 
the loyalty to Government of the Captains of the Town Companies 
(always locally chosen)-upon which the entire structure of the 
Militia in the-Massachusetts Bay Colony ultimately depended. 
2 
In the Fall of 1774, however, after Boston, the Regiment of 
Col. Elisha Jones was the primary military target of'the rebel Whigs 
in Massachuseltlt's, itts territorial jurisdiction comprising as it did 
the strategic centre of'the rich, heartland County of Middlesex 
that commanded Boston to the west, and safe out of reach of the 
legendary naval guns remembered by no many of the veterans of 
Louisbourg. Through Col. Jones'militia district ran the great ways 
to the west: the upper reached of Charles River, navigable for sea- 
going craft as fe. r as Watertown, the "water-way" to Cambridge and 
Boston, and the major roads leading to Worcester County, rapidly 
approaching Middlesex in populations and'wealth, and the less-developed 
western counties of ' Hampshire in, the Connecticut Valley and Berkshire 
in the Housatonic. If'Col. Jones' district in central Middlesex could 
have been held for the Gbve nment by Loyal Tory Militia through the 
winter, uurtil Gage-'s expected large. reinforcements arrived from 
Britain, the Whig Civil War against the Tories might have been 
contained and Boston transformed thus into an effective staging -post 
for an array offensive inithe spring of 1775. 
1 The Weston Company, at least, was "raised"at least for limited duty 
during the summer of 1774 - by Col. Jones'order a "Military Watch" was 
kept in the town "each night"after the "Weston Tea Party"mobbing of 
Capt. Isaao Jones'Tory Golden Ball Tavern on, the Post Road March 28,1774. 
Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Pont Boyq April 4,1774.1/2. 
2 Preacotls, with Col. Jones, had been two of the Middlesex Magistrates 
that supported the grant of a liquor licence to the Marlborough Tory 
merchant and importer, Henry Barnes, and see their Judgement upheld in 
the "notorious"case of'Rex v. Xaynard, and Maynard's"protest"in the 
Boston Gazette, April 26,1773.4/1.3ee above. 
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Co1. Elieha Jones' defense of his authority as commander 
of the Third Liddlesex brought him further notoriety as one of 
the leading Tory, figures in the dhrama of the Powder Alarm. No orders 
for this period have been foundybut the Colonel's firm stand against 
Whig attempts to gain political control of his regiment, however, 
may be seen in the challenge to orders by one of 'c captains, 
Jonas Minott of'Concord, made direct to the ranking; Massachusetts 
Militia officer, Maj. Gen. William Brattle, in Cambridge at the end 
of August, 1774. In'a letter to Gage dated August 29th, Brattle wrote: 
"Capt. (Jonac) Minot(t) of Concord a very worthy man 
this minute inform'd Mr. Brattle that there had been 
repeatedly made pressi, applications, to him to warn 
hic Company to meet at one minute's warning equipt 
with arms and ammunition according to 
law he had 
constantly denied them. Adding, if he did not gratify 
them he should be constrained to quit hic farms and 
town. Mr. Brattle told him he had better do that than 
lose his life and be hand'd for a rebel. Fie observed 
that many Captains had done it, though not in the 
Regiment to which he belonged, (the Third Middlesex) 
which war, and. is under Colonel Elicha Jones, but in 
a neighbouring Regiment... " 1 
Jonas Minott's later denial of hostile intent toward the Whig, 
printed on September' 5th by Was and Gill in the radical Boston 
Gaz e-tLe'(below the notorious letter from Gen. Brattle of August 29th, 
dropped in a Boston street by Gage on September lct and which appeared 
to show a Tory (Brattle) as originator of the plan to seize the 
2 
military stores at the Cambridge Powder House) did not mention 
Co1. Elisha Jones by name: ' 
1 Boston Oa wette, Ceptember 5,1774,2/111fteeaohunwtte 93e0.89 
1774917394- 
2 For the Powder Alarm of Sept. 1-3,1774, see above. The Bonton Whig 
merchant John Andrews wrote to William Barrell at Philadelphia on 
Sept. let: "The Governor, walking up the main street to dine with 
Brigadier Pigot,... by chance or design, in pulling out his handkerchief; 
dropt a letter from Brigadier(sic)Brattle of Cambridge (am apt to 
think the latter, with a view to exculpate himself from bein(; thought 
to take euch a measure out of his own head). Nacs. Hict. Soc. Proceedings, 
Vol. vIII(1865)pp"350-351" 
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"Captain Minot then asked General Brattle whether 
he thought it advisable for him to call his Company 
together, General Brattle answered by no meann. Captain 
Minot then told the General he had had several applications 
made to him to call his Company together equipt according 
to law. The General then asked, had any other Companies 
met in-that manner? Captain Minot answered not in their 
Regiment, but he believed they had in others. Then General 
Brattle replied, he thought it by no means advisable, as 
it would be deemed rebellion. 
"Captain Minot then told General Brattle that nineteen 
in twenty in the compass of his observation were of opinion 
that the late Acts intended to change the Constitution of 
this Bovernment, were made with design to enslave this People, 
and said that if any of the inhabitants were slain by the 
soldiery, the Country would come down, and that he must 
accompany them or be in danger of losing his life and farms 
and that he thought it the duty of every man to take and 
encourage every prudent and moderate measure that could be 
devised for the relief of his Country.... " 1 
Published two dlays after his mobbing at Weston on September 3rd, 
the Brattle Letter with its association of Col. Jones with the 
proposal for removing the Province store of powder to Boston, 
and his opposition to the formation of Minute companies in Militia 
regiments, further, elabourated in Capt. Jonas Minot's accompanying 
statement, can have done nothing to abate the rising hostility of 
the Middlesex County Whige. 
2 
It was not until the following week ( September 12) that the 
Whig press in its ongoing anti-Tory campaign printed the statement 
forced from Col. Jbnes by the mob at Weston on September 3rd denying 
that his signing of the Xiddl eeex Juetioee' Address to Thomas 
Hutchinson (June, 1774) had been, intended to "recommend" him, and 
1 Boston Gazette, September 5,1774.2/1 
2 After the Powder Alarm a series of radical Whig mass meetings 
was held at Concord, as Shattuck the Town historian relatee: "The 
people did not long remain quiet. Another large meeting took place 
on the Common the next week. A Committee was chosen, of which Robert 
Chafin of Acton was ahairman, and William Burrows clerk, before whom 
every person suspected of being a tors was compelled to pass the 
ordeal. of a trial. If found guilty, hep was compelled to endure such 
punishment as an excited multitude might inflict, which they called 
'humbling the tories! Several suffered in, this manner. Dr. Joseph Lee 
2 was most scrupulously examined and severely treated.. . "History 
c_onaord (1835) p"89" 
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undertaking not "to take any commission under the new Triode of 
Government set up by the late Acts of Parliament. " On the name 
page in Edef and Gill's Boston, Gazette war. another "mob produced" 
statement dir>avowing, support for Hutchinson by a fellow-Addrenser 
from the Middlesex County Bench - the reco, ud. in commwld of Jones' 
Third Middlesex Regiment, Lt. Col. Charley Prescott of Concord. 
I 
How Long Col. Jones was able to hold a remnant of his Regiment 
together in the face of the Middlesex Mob, the violent "Tory humbling" 
forays mounted from the neighbouring County of Worcester and elsewhere, 
reinforced and led increasingly by detachments of rebel Whiff; militia, 
we do not know. Probably, however, as with the other "darker" aspects 
of the vicious Whig Civil War of 1774-1775 -not surprisim? -ly the 
least documented period of the entire Revolution in Massachusetts - 
Col. Jones' Regiment survived, ia part at least, for longer than the 
Whips felt it served their cause to admit, in the Colonies or in Erland. 
Of the four Middlesex County regiments then in being, one, 
the Sixth, which bordered Col. Jones' Third to the north, was from 
the beginning of the conflict under Whig leadership. It was commanded 
by Col. James Prescott of Groton, Town Representative to the General 
Court and one of the leading radical Whigs in, Middlesex County. He and 
the regimental major, Dr. Oliver Preecott, also of Groton, were 
brothers of Col. William Prescott who was to command the rebel forces 
i2 in the redoubt on Bunker Hill the following June, 1775. 
1 Boston Gazetite, Sept. 12,1774.3/1.2. Lt. Col. Charles Prescott's 
daughter Elizabeth had married (Nov. 2,176'j) Col. Elisha Jones' cousin 
Aaron Jones as his second wife; she d. in childbed, April 27,1770, after 
the birth of her son Prescott Jonos, who lived until 1828. Aaron Jones 
b. in Weston in 1723, inherited his Father's (Col. Elisha Jones'U ncle 
Jamen)mannion in Weston and his large property in the new town of 
Templeton, where he moved in 1772. James Jones had been one of the 
surveyors and largest proprietors of Templeton, with grants by the 
General Court in 1728,1732, and 1735, largely for service in King Philip's 
War against the Narragansetts (1675-6). Capt. Aaron Jonec, like so many 
prosperous conservative Whigs paid a man to do his service with the 
Continental Army, and it was remembered in the family as the measure of 
war-currency depreciation that the sale of a good 140-acre farm was 
not enough to pay the hire of this soldier for 7 months. Williý3m B. Trank, 
Some of the Descendants of Lewin and Ann Jones of Roxbury, M, asn. (privately 
printed, 1878 Boston. pp. 28-30. 
2 Caleb Butler, Hiotory of the Town of Groton including Pepperell and 
Shirley (1848), PP. 117-125. 
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Flanking Col. Jones' regiment to the east, down 
Charles River, was the First Middlesex, largely Tory, and 
fashionable, but after the first week in September no longer 
a military force. Within a few days of the Powder Alarm three 
of its four field officers had fled to BostonsCol. William Brattle 
of Cambridge (who, also commissioned Major Qeneral, was the 
ranking militia officer in Massachusetts); his son Thomas, Second 
Major;. and the Lieutenant Colonel, Thomas Oliver of Charlestown, 
sworn in. by Gage as Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony on August 
8, 
1774. Left in command was the First Major, Abraham Fuller, who 
served with Col. Jones as a Justice for Middlesex, but the Tory 
eaptains and other officers in the regiment - notably the ingenious 
and zealous Cambridge Master Builder, John Nutting - had gone to 
the aid of Middlesex High Sheriff David Phips d*uriag the Powder 
Alarm, and were driven to Boston by the Whig mob or quickly forded 
by them to resign their oommissions. Among the captains remaining 
with the First Middlesex, moreover, was one of the leaders of 
sedition im the CountysThomas Gardner of Cambridge, one of the 
"Committee of Nine" chosen by the Whig Middlesex Convention of 
Committees of Correspondence (which had met at Concord on Aug. 30 and 
31,1774)to draft the "Middlesex Resolves" which were sent to the 
First Continental Congress. 
1 
1 For the First Middlesex Regiment before Lexington, see Lucius 
Paige, History of ' Cambrid e, Massaohusetßs, 1601877 (1877)chapter 
on "Military 
Uistory', and for F and men inC off, ardner's Regiment 
of Militia who marched on the Lexington Alarm, April 19,1775, P"409. 
Capt. Thomas Gardner was promoted Colonel by the Rebels by April, 
1775. The pre-Lexington muster rolls of the Oambrl e Company are 
missing. 
After the Powder Alarm Gen. Brattle (a post-Tea Party Tory) took 
no active part in the direction of the Loyalist Militia, over which 
effective command was exercised by Brig. Timothy Ruggles of Hardwick, 
one of the New 
(Mandamus) Councillors. 
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At Cambridge during the fall and winter of 1774-1775 
there was, of course, an elite and Tory colonial military force 
-not part of the militia - at full strength 100 young men in 
the prime of fighting age. With handsome colours and a band of 
fifes and drums, they were well turned out in the green coats, 
white shirits, tan breeches, and black accoutrements made famous 
by Roger's Rangers in the Frenci, and Indian, War (the corps was 
founded in 1757 - and which by, the following summer of 1775 
were to be adopted as the basic, and famous, "Tory Green" uniform 
of the Loyalist Regiments first raised by Brig. Timothy Ruggles 
of Hardwick for the defense of Boston. This was the military corps 
of the students of'Harvard College, the "Harvard Fenoibles, " best 
blown from. the motto on their flag, "Tar Marti Quam Mercurio, " as 
the "Marti-Mercurian Band. " 
1 
Members in the fall and winter of 1774-1775 were both of 
Col. Elisha Jone®P sons then at the College, Stephen (b. March 5,1754) 
a senior and a member of the class of 1775; his youngest son, 
Charles, (b. Jan. 22,1760); and a grandson, Nahum (b. August 6,1757) 
eldest son of his eldest sn, Col. 1Iathan Jones of Frenchman's Bay, 
both of the class of 1778. It was young Hhrvard men such as these, 
1 The green uniform was described by Daniel Leonard of Tauxvton 
(Massachusettensis) Captain of the First Company of the Marti- 
Mcrvarian-Band in 1760, reoalling how he had paraded it through 
the streets of'Cambridge. Ralph Davol, Two Men of Taunton, 1912, 
p. 102. Tne family correspondence of Leonard used by Davol has not 
since been found'. For the uniform of Rugglea' Loyalist Regiment 
at Boston, see below, "The Loyal Legion, of America. " 
2 The Oollege records of Co1. Jonee' eons and grandson are in the 
Harvard College Archives, which,, howe? er, are sketchy with regard to 
the pre-Lexington Military Corps. Acaording to family accounts all 
three belonged to the Corps before serving with Loyalist regiments. 
Henry Ddvid Thoreau in his remarks to John Langdon Sibley about his 
grandfather, the Rev. Asa Dunbar of Salem (class of 1767) did not 
say that he was a member of the Military Corpn, but Dunbar was one 
of the leaders of the famous Harvard "Batter Rebellioni"of 1766 and the student mutineers by their own account"formed ourselves into 
regular Ranks, & marched in a Body to his(the President's)House. " 
Mary Norma Robertson Jones to author, March, 1947; J. L. Sibley, MSS., 
Harvard Archives, Vol. I, p. 109. 
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(mainly from the classes of 17T0-1778) who first learned weaponry 
and military drill in the "Marti Mercurian Band" that later were 
to form the backbone of the Loyalist Officer Corps, particularly 
the New England regiments, including (Governor John) Wentworth's 
Volunteers, and Col. Benjamin Thompson, 's King's American Dragoons, 
in which Col. Jones' sons would hold oommissionn. 
1 
It is significant that Gage, whose policy in the late summer 
of 1774, and particularly from the time of the Powder A. lar*, was to 
take in hand the military stores and weapons belonging to the 
Province of' Massachusetts Bay to prevent their being used by rebels 
made no attempt to remove the guns from the College arsenal in the 
disused Hebrew School. The Marti Mercurian Band had not provided 
their own arms since 1771 when the General Court had voted 100 stand 
(enough to supply two average-sized Militia companies) "to be 2 
deposited in Cambridge for the use of the students of Harvard College. " 
In the fall of' 1774, assuming that all these arms were in use, 
about half the students were active members of the Tory Harvard 
Military Corps. This was a fair reflection of the predominantly 
Tory-neutralist political views of students and Faculty at the 
1 Wentworth's Voluadteeams Macdonough Papers q PRO. A. 0.13: 52. 
Kii3g's American Dragoons: PRO. H. O. 42: 2 and 42: 3. 
2 Hebrew School(room)sColonial Society of Maes., Traneactiono, Vol. XIV, 
pp. 14-15; grant of arme by the Provin, ce: Maseachusetts Archiven, nos. 
581,596. On the eve of the Revolution there were about 200 students 
in the four classes at Harvard. 
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College then and for most of the war. 
1 
Whig students who wanted to get. military training - and 
Harvard historians have remarked how few these wegre - did not 
join the Marti Mercurian Band, but Whig-officered and rebel Miiitia 
companies belonging to Cambridge and other towns. Among these was 
Samuel Chandler of'Gloucester, a member of Stephen Jones' class of 
1? 75, who volunteered for the company of Whig-leader Capt. Thomas 
Gardner of Cambridge. Samuel Chandler's "Diary"tells much about 
the military situation in the neighbourhood of Cambridge at this time: 
"1774 September 18. At Noon News came from Boston 
Committee (of Correspondence) to this Town that the 
Soldiers had their Packs on their Backs &a Number 
of Boats on this side of the Common. it much alarmed 
the People who have kept watch all Night map the River 
(Charles) expecting they were a going to Watertown to 
git the Cannon but they never came from their Camp. 
Sep. 20. this afternoon the (Cambridge) Company 
turned out herre, they were very full. Capt. (Thomas 
Gardner examined all their Arms and made a long Speach 
on Liberty... 
Sep. 21. I went to Boston & ... see the Soldiers fire 
in the Common. went over to the (Boston) Neck where they 
wer working in, the intrenohments. 
Ootober 7, Pryday, last Wednesday I joyn'd the (Militia) 
Company in order to larn the I'cerciaee &o. 3 
1 The usual public ceremonies for the installation of a Harvard 
President were dispensed with when the moderate Whig, the Rev. Dr. Samuel 
Langdon, chosen by the Corporation on July 18,1774(in succession to Looker 
took office after the upheaval of the Powder Alarm on 0ot. 14,1774 -ethu4 
avoiding the customary participation of the Governor, Gage, and the 
New (Mandamus)Councillore as members of the Board of Overseers, and a 
political confrontation with the Whigs which would have disrupted the 
work of the College. For President Langdon's later defense of the 
political independence of Harvard(despite his service as Chaplain tothe 
rebel troops besieging Boston from April 28,1775-April, l776) see below, 
"Tory Joneses Return to Harvard. "For a sketch of Langdon, Shipton, ed., 
Sibley's Harvard Grades, Clase of 1740, Vo1. X, pp. 508-526. 
2 The son of the Weston Minister, Samuel Woodward Jr., class of 1776, 
wav a sergeant in Capt. Nathan Fuller's Company, and John Child of the 
same class Ensign in Capt. Abner Craft's Company - both in the regiment 
commanded by Thomas Gardner 
(promoted by the rebels from Captaim to 
Colonel before Lexington. See Henry Blake, "Harvard Soldiers and Sailors 
in the American Revolution, "Harvard Graduates Magazine, XXVIII (Dec. 1919) 
pp"257-8" 
3 Samuel Chandler, "Diary,, " H, orvard sdaa ep IMMIne , XIV, pp. 376 -7 " 
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Pivoting upon the "Shire Town" of Concord at the 
strategic centre of Middlesex was Col. Elisha Jones' Third 
Regiment, while to the south and west of it was the last of 
the County Regiments, called the Third Regiment South, under 
Col. John. Noyes, Selectman and member of one of the most 
distinguished founding families of Sudbury. 
' 
The Lieutenant- 
Colonel was John Jones of Ffopkinston, a Justice of the Peace for 
Middlesex and with a long career of service in town offices 
and the General Courtft, and the Major, John Farrar of Framingham, 
a County Deputy Sheriff. 
2 
1A veteran of the French and Indian War, Noyes was Captain of 
the Sudbury Troop of Horse in, 1762, and a Colonel of Militia by 
1771 when Sudbury Town voted to build its own powder house. 
Alfred Hudson, The History of Sudbury, MaGsachusetts, 1636-1889, (1889) 
pp. 344,356. For an account of the settlement of the Noyes family 
of Ramridge Hall and Blissmore Hall in the parish of Weyhill, 
Hampshire, and nearby Cholderton, Wiltshire, where the Rev. William 
Noyes (d. 1622) was succeeded by his son Nathan as Rector, see 
Sumner Chilton Powell, Puritan Villa (2nd. edn., 1965)pp. l-4. 
2 Lt. Col. John Jones of Hopkinston (not of the Jones family of 
Weston) first appointed to the Middlesex County Bench in 1761, 
(Col. Elisha Jones' first Commission of the Peace was in 1756), 
was a contemporary of Col. Elisha Jones'first cousin, Col. John. Jones 
(born in Weston in 1716 and died in 1801 at Dedham in the fourth 
precinct that became-in 1784 the district of Dover and in 1836 
the town of Dover) for many years a Justice of the Peace, and before 
the Whigs forced him to resign in the fall of 1774, a Colonel of 
Militia im Suffolk County. William Whitmore, The Massachusetts 
Civil List, for the Colonial and Provincial Periods, l 30-1774, 
1 7U), p. 13ý. The two Col. Johnt: were sometimes confused, as Col. 
John of Dedham's grandson Amos Perry pointed out in editing the 
Book of Minutes of Col. John Jones of Dedham. Massachusetts (1894) 
P-37- Sae also Parry's "Col. John Jones of Dedham and hts Pa'bernal 
Ancestors in, America, " N. E. H. G. R., April, 1890, pp. 158-167. 
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Despite the efforts of Col. Elisha Jones and the other 
loyal officers of the Third Middlesex, together with the Tories 
who had remained in the country, however, by the end of September, 
1774, Concord, designated by the Whig County Congresses as the 
place of meeting for the "Provincial Congress" on October- 11th, 
had come under Whig political and military control. On Sept. 26th 
(three days before the Whigs gained political power in. Weston) 
Meeting adoptedall the trappings of a Whig-rebel town: a Committee of 
Correspondence was formally chosen (Whig selectmen had "acted" as a 
committee earlier)and decisions openly taken to organise military 
rebellion against the Government. These-included voting to raise one 
or more companies to march at a minute's warning in case of alarm; 
agreeing to pays the "Minutemen" wages when called out of town; and 
permission for, them to elect their own officers. Concord Meeting also 
at this time voted to buy 420 pound's of powder' and 500 pounds of ball 
in addition to the town's stock of ammunition, and a chest of fire-arms, 
"that those who are unable to purchase them themselves may have the 
advantage of them if necessity calls for it. " 1 
On October 13th, two days after the Provincial Congress began 
its session at Concord (these lasted from Oct. llth to saturday, 0at. 15th) 
several cannon were brought to town, and on. Oct. 24th the selectmen 
were directed by the town (which raised 0120 for expenses)to mount 
them and 'to buy 100 pounds of'4-pound cannon ball 200 pounds of, 
grape-shot, and 392 pounds of'powder. To celebrate these preparations 
for war the'Concord Whigs set up a "Liberty Pole" on which, as the 
first town historian Lemuel Shattuck relates, "the people's flag was 
first hoisted here. " 2 
1 Lemuel Shattuck, Histor of the Town of Conncord, (ý. 835) pp. 90-91. 
At this meeting of Sept. 2 , 1774, im addition, the 
"whole town. resolved 
itself into a Commit-tee of Safety to suppress all riots, tumults, and 
disorders in the town; and to aid all untainted magistrates, who had 
not been aiding and assisting in bringing on a new mode, of government 
in, this Provinoe, itu the execution of the laws against all offenders. " 
In Concord as in other towns which adopted such resolvestwords of good 
intent availed little against the forces of'anarchy set im motion by 
the Whigs themselves. Sueh aesolves have been useful, of course, to latter- 
day-historians pleading the old myth of the law-abiding, non-violent 
revolt. See especially Pauline Maier, "The Beginnings of American 
Republioanism, "The Development of a Revolutionary Mental it 1972 110-13; 
Dirk Hoerder, Crwa c om n evolutionaryi[ ssac use e-180, 
(1977)pp. 383-389. 
2 Probably a version of the "Pine Tree flag. "The Bay Colony flag was 
red with a red oroee in a white oanton in the top left oorner, eometimee 
with a pine tree - as at Bunker ifi11. Shattuk, Histo2 noord, p. 92. 
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With the Whigs thus established militarily as well as 
politically at Concord, the Third Middlesex Regiment lost its 
strategic centre. Although as Colonel Elisha Jones still had the 
right to call out the regiment, the remaining "Tory Towns" including 
the Colonel's Weston which (officially by Meeting at least)that 
had'not voted to raise Minute-Man companies nor to purchase military 
supplies were left to defend their boundaries from incursions of 
Whig mobs and. detachments of'rebel militia, and the King's Peace 
withim them, as best they mirght .1 
Meanwhile, the Whig Provincial Congress, unmolested by 
Loyal Militia or-regular troops - Gage, warned by the Powder Alarm, 
being careful to avoid any confrontation with the rebels until the 
arrival of reinforcements im the spring of 1775 - and grown bolder 
met at Cambridge (Oct. 17-Oct. 29,1774), only a few miles up the 
Charles from Boston. Here it took the largestep toward open 
rebellion of setting up the military organization that was to 
manage the rebel Whig forces im Massachusetts Bay Colony until 
after the Battle of Bunker Hill (June 17,1775). A nine-mexber 
Committee of Safety was appointed to direct military operations, 
with power to call out the militia "when ever they shall Judge it 
Necessary for the Safety and Defense of the Inhabitants of this 
Provinoe, and their property. "2 
1 For'the. Weston Town Meetings of Sept. 29,1774, see Peirce, ed., 
Town of Weston Records (1893) pp. 207-208. 
2 The Provincial Congrese, concerned at the radicalism of the 
Bostonians, provided that there should be only three members of 
the Committee of Safety from that town, and "six gentlemen of the 
Country, " a olear majority. They chose John Hancock Chairman, but 
as he seldom attended direction of the Committee fell to the radical 
Whig Boston. Dr. Joseph Warren (who as Chairman of the Boston Committee 
of Correspondence had been left in charge of carrying out Whig policy 
by Sam Adams, away... at the Contimental Congress). The third Boston 
representative was Dr. Benjamin Church-probably already an informer, 
who until his exposure. as a spy(Sept., 1775)sent Gage invaluable 
accounts of the innermost rebel Whig eliberations. See Lincoln, ed., 
Journals of Each Provincial Congress of Massachusetts in 1174 and 
1775 1835 , pp. 35,48; for Churah, see Shipton, 
Sbley's 
Harvard Graduates 
class of 1754)Vol. XIII, Pp. 380-397; and the most detailed stucy, based 
on the Gage IISS., Allen Frenoh, General Gase's Informers (1932 )pp. 5-fir, 
and Chapter V, pp. 14T`-201. Churoh's sister Alice was married to the 
oausading Tory printer John. Fleeming, editor of the Boston Chronicle. cle. 
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For logistical support a Committee of supplies was set 
up, and the five members empowered to spend the large sum of 
£20,837 for the purchase of arms, military stores, and expenses 
including the payment of officers and men mustered, "such an 
Allowance from this Province, as shall be adequate to their 
services. " Provision was made for the rebel Whig "Militia Army" 
and its equipment to be financed by diverting to the rebels the 
taxes paid by the towns to the Treasury of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony, and to collect this money the Provincial Congress appoint, -)d 
as Receiver'General Henry Gardner of Stow, who had been a Whig leader 
in the Middlesex County Conventions. 
I 
To safeguard what stores had 
already been collected, the Provincial Congress set up yet another 
oommittee, William Heath of Roxbury and Doctors Benjamin Church and 
Joseph Warren of Bostoe,, ito hide them in the country "with the greatest 
2 
The most immediate threat by the Provincial Congress to the 
position of Col. Rlisha Jones of Weston and the remaining loyal 
militia regiments and town companies in Massachusetts Bay, however, 
was the (not long) secret appointment of three general officers 
for the rebel army, all veterans of the French and Indian Wars: 
Jedediah Preble' of Falmouth (Maine), Artema3 Ward of' Shrewsbury, 
and Seth Pomeroy, the No*thamptton, gunsmith, and the series of 
meaenres providing for the raising of the rebel army, which pushed 
1 Lincoinged., The Journals of Each Provincial Congress of Massachusetts 
j&. 1 and 11 (1835)pp. 36-38. Two more General Officers were named 
by the Second Provincial Congress at Cambridge on Deo. 8,1774, John 
Thomas of Marshfield(Plymouth County) and William Heath of Roxbury, 
and a fifth was chosen Feb. 15,1775, John Whitcomb. After Lexington 
(April 19,1775) and with the beginning of the rebel siege of Boston, 
Ward was placed in overall command at Cambridge, and Thomas, under 
him, at Roxbury. 
2 Ibid,, p"48" 
3 Seth Pomeroy, nearly 70, was never commissioned. Pomeroy is remembered 
by the family as Lt. Col, of Col. Elisha Jones'nephew Col. Jph"iam Williams 
regiment at the ill-fated Battle of Lake Ceorge(Sept. 8,1755)where 
Williams was killed on-the Bloody Morning Scout. Pomeroy fought at 
Bunker Hill with Stark's men at the f'enoe, "with a gu-u of his own 
manufacture, which he had' carried thirty years before at the siege of 
Louisburg. "L. Es deForest, ed., Journnaals_and Papers of Seth Pomeroy, 
(1926)pp. 164-165. 
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forward the preparedness measures already recommended to the 
towns by the Whig County Congresses. The rebel take-over of the 
militia was to proceed with all speed by, the election of Whig 
officers and the reorganization-of company and regimental units, 
one quarter of which, as "Minutemen, " were to be ready "on the 
shortest notice from the... Committee of Safety, to March to the 
place of Rendezvous. '"Most far-reaching was the resolve of Oct. 2lst, 
by which all persons holding Royal Commissions, Civil and Military, 
were given 10 days in which to make public acknowledgement of their 
"misconduct"and renounce their commissions or take the consequences 
of being "published" in the press as recalcitrants and treated 
thereafter as rebels-that is, "outlawed" and made the "legitimate" 
objects of "correction" by Whig mobs and the breakaway "Minute" 
companies and other rebel-controlled militia. 
1 
For reasons of political expediency the Provincial Congreee 
(which had met largely in, seoret)allowed publication of the resolves 
about the reorganization and training of the Militia and the stopping 
of tax payments to Harrison Gray, Treasurer and Receiver-General of 
Massachusetts since 1753, to be reported in the press. But it suppressed 
all news of the creation of the offensive parts of the rebel war 
maohine: the appointment of General Officers and the Committees of 
Safety and Supplies. Nevertheless, on October 30th, the day after the 
adjournment of the third session of the Provincial Congress, Gage 
was able to send Lord Dartmouth copies of its resolves and a not 
inaccurate account of its proceedings. "Our Provincial Congress, " 
he wrote, has appeared to be a good deal puzzled to determine to 
what lengths they should go, and have had Something of Moment in 
Agitation, which by what has dropped from some of the Members, relates 
to the embodying about 15,000 men, and appointing 4 Persons to 
Command them, under the Direction of a Committee. Others deny it... 
Common talk gives out, that this Body is to be ready at a Moment's 
Warning, and to be supported by this, and the Neighbouring Provinces ... 112 
1 William Lincoln, ed., The Journals of Each Provincial Congress of 
Massachusetts in 1174 and IM 1 35T P. 25. 
2 For Harrison Gray, see PRO. A. 0.13: 45, A. 0.13: 73. A broadside was 
printed by the Provincial Congress dated Oct. 26,1774s"Whereas in 
consequence of the present unhappy dispute... "Boston Public Library. 
Gage to Dartmouth, Oct. 30,1774. PRO- C. O. 5: 92. 
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At Weston, Col. £Lisha Jones continued to act as an 
intelligence centre, receiving information from the widening 
network of Tory agents (replacements were found for those who 
were found out and jailed by the rebels or forced by them to 
flee their homes) in Middlesex County and Worcester and other 
towns westward along the Post Road. Particular watch was kept 
of rebel Whig military preparations after the Powder Alarm, the 
stockpiling of arms and other supplies and the drilling of rebel 
troops. This, as ordered by the Provincial Congress resolve of 
October 29th, was to beconducted by"the Method ordered by His 
lajesty in the Year 1764 (known as the '64 Exercise) it being, in 
the opinion of this Congrese, best oalculated for appearance and 
defense. " It was the use of the "164 Exercise" which made deserters 
from Gage's regular troops in, Boston so much in demand by the rebels, 
who employed them as drill-masters land offered large bounties for 
absoonders, whose whereabouts, at the same time, were noted by 
local Tories, 
1 
1 William Lincoln, ed., The Journals of Each Provincial Congress 
of' Massachusetts in 1774 ana IM (1835) p. 41. 
"A Revolutionary soldier" of Sudbury, a neighbouring town to 
Weston, later wrote: "Trainings were as often as once a week the 
thre& fall months (of 17741, in the winter Not so often. The young 
Men In the winter-months made a Practis of calling on their officers 
Evenings and going through the Manual Exercise In Barn Flours. I 
have exercised many a Night With my Mittens on. Such was the Patriotic 
sperit that Reigned in the Brest of Every True American Never to 
stain the Glory of our worthy Ancestors... " quoted in Alfred Sereno 
Hudson, T, Yee ii oo gL Budb y, Mase ohua_ ootte. 6 8-188 . 
(1889)PP- 
363-364. 
Col. Jonestcousin Henry Barnes of Marlborough, a Middlesex County 
magistrate "at the risk of his life" gave orders in February, 1775, 
for the billeting of a sergeant and detachment of soldiers who were 
looking for deserters. PRO. A. O. 13: 43. 
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Three at least of Col. Jones' Tory informants outside 
Weston are known to have been able to withstand the threats and 
abuse of Whig mobs to remain in, their towns through the winter 
of 1774-1775: Dr. Joseph Adams of Townshend, leader of the north-west 
Middlesex Tories; Daniel Bliss of Concord, a fellow Justice of the 
Peace for the county and son-in-law of Col. John Murray of' Rutland, 
for many years one of Col. Jones' business associates; and Col. Jones' 
cousin the prosperous Marlborough merchant Henry Barnes. Adams, a 
surgeon and apothecary who was to risk much in caring for sick and 
wounded Loyalist prisoners of war, reported (as he later wrote) 
the private resolves of Committees of Correspondence and their 
method of secreting magazines of gunpowder and other warlike stores, 
and the proceedings of'town meetings whose objective was the 
subversion of government. By Ootober, 177'4, however, only Col. Jones 
and Daniel Bliss, of his named correspondents, remained outside 
Boston. 
It was because of'his activities as a Tory informer that 
Daniel Bliss was forced to leave Concord in the spring of 1775. 
On larch 20th he showed Captain William Brown and, Ensign Henry 
de Berniere where the rebels had hidden the military stores at 
Con, cord, and under cover of darkness took them to Boston by the 
route which Gage's troo3a were to follow on April 19th, the clay 
of'the Lexington Alarm. 
1 
The others were Attorney-General Jonathan Sewall, and Colonels 
William Brattle of Cambridge, and Abijah Willard of'Lanoaster, over 
the border in Worcester County, with whose corps of Massachusetts 
Tories he was later to serve after fleeing to New York City in 
September, 1777. Adams had married a daughter-of the Rev. William 
Lawrence of'Lincoln, a Whig but whose-eldest son William was also 
a Tory refugee. Dr. Joseph Adams' Loyalist papers give one of the 
best accounts of the activities of Tory agents im Middlesex County. 
PRO. A. 0.13: 43. 
2 Bliss never returned to Concord -that morning hearin of the 
arrival of the British officers the Whigs had threateneg d. his life - 
and he sent his brother Samuel Bliss of Greenfield (already a Tory 
refugee in Boston) to escort his wife and children to the capital. 
An account of this spying expedition, by Henry deBeaniere, was 
printed in Boston in, 1779 under the title General Gage's Instructions. 
See p. 16 for the events of March 20th. Although published by the 
radical Whig John Gill'himself a propagandist, Clifford Shipton accepted the work as authentic in his sketch, of Bliss in the Harvard class of 1760. Harvard Graduates-, Vo1. JID, p. 565. See PRO. A. 0. iiz A6. 
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At Idaxlborouh, south-west of Weston along the Middlesex- 
Worcester county boundary, Henry Barnes' (one of the most active 
of the Tory magistrates) and the Tories were unable to prevent 
Town Meeting on September 29,1774 from directing the Selectmen 
"to make an addition to the town's stock of ammunition - powder, 
bullets and flints. " Nor could the Marlborough Tories stop the 
reorganization of the militia on October 3rd, when Marlborough 
"united with several of the neighbouring towns, Shrew bury, 
Westborough, Nortthborough, Southborough, and Grafton" --all in 
the county of Worcester - "in the choice of field officers and 
in reorganizing the militia of said towns" under the newly-elected 
"Colonel, " the notorious radical Whig Artemas Ward of Shrewsbury, 
who on October 27th was secretly chosen one of the first three 
rebel generals by the Whig Massachusetts Provincial Congress. 
2 
1 Henry Barnes also was to give protection to the two British 
officers, Capt. Brown (52nd Regiment) and Ensign de Berniere (10th 
Regiment) on their mission to survey the roads between Boston, 
Worcester, and Concord in February and March, 1775. At Weston they 
put up at the Tory tavern kept by Col. Elisha Jones' cousin, Captain 
Isaac Jones, the Golden Ball Tavern on the Post Road. DeBerniere wrote: 
"We stopped at a tavern at the sign of the golden-Ball, with an 
intention to get a drink and so proceed; but upon our going in 
the landlord pleased us so much, as he was not inquisitive, that 
we resolved to lye there that night; so we ordered some fire to 
be made in the room we were in, and a little after to get us 
some coffee; he told us we might have what we pleased, either 
tea or coffee; We immediately found out with whom we were, and 
were not a little pleased to find, on some conversation, that he 
was a friend to Government; he told us that he had been very 
ill-used by them some time before; but that since he had chewed 
them that he was not to be bullied, they had left him pretty quiet.., 
"We then asked him for the inns that were on the road between 
his house and Woroeeter; he reoommended us to two, one about nine 
miles from his house, a Mr. Buckminster's, and another at 
Worcester, a namesake of his own, a Mr. (Nathaniel)Jones (a 
cousin)... " 
Printed in DeBerniere, General Gage's Instructions (Boston, 1779) 
pp. 16-17. For Henry Barnes and the Brown-DeBerniere Miscion, see 
Ibid., and'Henry Barnes' Loyalist papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 43. 
2 Charles Hudsoný, Histor of the Town of Marlborough (1862)p. 152. 
Ward had previously commanded this regiment(which for geographic 
reasons included Marlborough from Middlesex)until June 30,1766, 
when he was dismissed by Gov. Francis Bernard for his opposition 
in the General Court to the Stamp Act and his violent condemnation 
of the Governor. See Charles Martyn, The Life of Artemas Ward (1921) 
pp. 33-36; 70-71; 75-76. 
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While in many Middlesex County towns the rebel Whigs 
were thus taking control of the Militia and creating their 
highly mobile regiments of Minute Men, at the end of October 
and into November, 1774 Col. Elisha Jones still held together 
loyal remnants of his Tkird Middlesex Regiment. A guard from 
the Weston, Company was stationed around the Colonel's house 
on the large estate south of the Post Road as protection "from 
the mobs which (as his son Josiah Jones was later to testify) 
carne often against him. "1Weeton during the last week of October 
was apparently quiet enough - although here as everywhere else 
in Massachusetts through the fall and winter of 1774-1775 there 
was fear of neighbours and strangers and mounting political tension 
if no open and armed fights between Whig and Tory. Col. Jones' 
sow*"in+-law, the Rev. Asa Dunbar of the First Church at Salem, 
who, for all that as a Senior Sophister he had led the famous 
"Butter Rebellion? ' at Harvard ilt 1766, having gained in prudence, 
now took a particular care in avoiding Whig mobbings and riots, 
and his travels as recorded in, hie "Diary" for 1774 and 1775 are 
a barometer of' town violence. "Went to Weston, " he wrote for the 
date October 25th. This was probably during one of his not infrequent 
journeys from Salem "exchanging pulpits " the old custom of 
Massachusetts parsons. As usual Dunbar's visit to Weston was short: 
three days later, before returning to Salem, he "Preached at Medford, " 
where a new Minister was ordained, at the and of September. Another 
Middlesex town, orL the far side of Concord by the Mystic River, the 
Militia was still loyal at the time of Dujibar's visits it was not 
until a fortnight later, om Nov. lOth, that, "agreeable to the general 
Voice of the People, " the Whigs forced the officers of the Medford 
Company to resign. 
2 
1 Josiah Jones to Loyalist Commissioners, 3t. John (New Brunswick) 
Oot. 21,1786. PRO. A. 0.12slo, f. 366. 
2 Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " October, 1774. Am. Antiq. 5oc., Worcester; 
Medford Town Reoords, August 16, September 21,1774; Medford Militia 
Officers to Gage, Nov. 10,1774. Gage M33, Clements Library. 
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COL. JONF: 'RANGLRS: ONE OF THE FIRST TORY CORPS 
RAI31 D IN THE WAR, NOVE BE, 1? 74 
"He was then Col. of Militia of the Co. of Mid-x. 
and raised the Militia in order to oppose the 
violent measures of the Insurgents. He was obliged 
to keep a guard of Militia round his own House 
for fear of being attacked... " 
Josiah Jones before the Loyalist 
Commießioners, 3t. John, Oct. 21,1786. 
Col. Elisha Jones' answer to the rebel Whigs of 
Middlesex when, some time at the beginning of November, 1774, 
they finally succeeded in destroying what remained of his Third 
Regiment, was to raise a new military corps of men loyal to the 
Government. Probably the work was done as was Whig practice by 
planned invasions of Weston and other still-loyal Third Middlesex 
towns - that is, those whose Meetings, although in some cases 
such as Weston Whig-controlled, had not voted to reorganize their 
Militia, to create Minute Companies, or to stockpile military 
supplies. These invasions (carried out at the request of local 
Whigs who could not command a majority im their towns for such 
work) were by Whig mobs - described by Col. Jones' son Josiah - 
often led by the newly-formed Minute-Man Companies. The latter, 
no heroes before Lexington, ware thus first used against their 
own people, the tools of the rebel Committees of Correspondence 
in enforcing their arbitrary edicts agaizt "obstinate" Tories 
who refused to resign. their lawful Crown Commissions,, as well as 
the Tory Associations, during the civil war that raged in 
Massachusetts in 1774 and 1775" 
2 
1 PRO. A. 0.12: 10, f. 366. 
2 At Middleborough(Plymouth)"a Mr. Silas Wood, who had signed a paper 
to disavow the riotous Proceedings of the Times, was dragged by a mob 
of 2 or 300 Men about a Mile to a River, im Order to drown him; but 
one of his Children hanging about him with Cries & Tears, he was 
induced to recant, though, even then, very reluctantly. "Adair & Schutz, eds 
Peter Oliver's Origin & Progress of the American Rebellion (1961)p. 153. 
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The Whigs were as careful not to document - and to suppress- 
what evidence they could of their use of violence against the Loyal 
Militia in the country as in Boston as part of their effort to 
create the fiction of widespread popular support for their cause. 
Margaret Draper and her printer John Howe, however, did publioh 
im the Massachusetts Gazette or Boston Weekly News Letter reports 
of these rebel activities from nameless correspondents who risked 
their lives and property to make the true facts known. Probably 
the heroism and devotion to duty of young Ensign Daniel Dunbar of 
Halifax (in Plymouth County) who endured two hours of torture before, 
to save his life, he was forced to give up his colours to the Rebels, 
was nowhere surpassed in these dark months of Whig anarchy. Draper's 
News Letter carried' the story on February 23,1775: 
"In November 1774 Daniel Dunbar of Hallifax... being 
an Ensign in the Militia, a Mob headed by some of the 
Select Men of the Town, demand(ed)his Colours of him. 
He refused, saying that if his commanding Officer demanded 
them he should obey, otherwise he would not part with them: - 
upon which they broke into his House by Force & dragged 
him out. They had prepared a sharp Rail to set him upon; 
& in"resisting them they seized him (by his private parts) 
& fixed him upon, the Rail, & was held on it by his Legs & 
Arms, & tossed up with Violence & greatly bruised so that 
he did not recover for some Time. They beat him, & after 
abusing him about two Hours he was obliged, in Order to 
save his Life, to give up his Colours. " 1 
1 This account was also used by the last Chief Justice of 
Kassaohusttts Bay, Peter Oliver, in his Origin and Progress of 
el*j axe Rebelli_n (lst. edn., ed. by Adair and Sohutz, 
1961, p. 155). 
Oliver, whose home was at Oliver Hall, Middleborough(not far from 
Dunbar's town of Halifax) had been a Justice for Plymouth County for 
many years. It is likely that he knew of this case at first hand; and, 
indeed, Oliver himself may have been. Mrs. Draper's correspondent for 
the several accounts of rebel atrocities in Plymouth County that 
appeared in: her notable edition of the News Letter on Feb. 23,1775. 
Forgetting that truth is stranger than fiction, Bernard Bailyn 
in The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson(1974), p. 384, dismisses Oliver's 
Origin and Progress out-of-hand as a "wild polemic comparable in its 
unqualified heroics to Parson Weems's Life of Washington... " but 
Oliver did not need to pad his work, as did Weems, with sycophantic, 
fables. Dunbar's stand is the more remarkable considering that 
although one of the Plymouth County Colonels , Nathaniel Ray Thomas and 
a force of Tories held out until after Lexington at Marshfield (see 
below)Col. George Watson and Lt. Col. Pelham Winslow had resigned at Plymouth Oct. 6th, and Iaj. Thoe. Bonres Oot. 29th. Bourn to Gage, Oot. 29, 1774. ßage )1SS. 
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Whatever the circumstances of the forced resignations 
of the last officers of Col. Elisha Jones' Third Middlenex 
Regiment, at Weston "a Number, oof Persons" later "Signed a Covenanting 
Agreement dated November 14,1774, to learn the Military Skill 
to defend his Majesty's Authority, " fifty-five men whose names are 
known, a large Massachusetts militia company, and sometimes in number two. 
Enlisted: ' by Col. Jomes, this was one of the first Loyalist military 
corps to be raised in Massachusetts Bay or elsewhere in the American 
colonies during the long conflict. 
Jones' Loyalists - all the volunteer contingents raised before 
the Battle of Lexington(April 19,1775) were called Rangers - were 
unique, moreover, as being the only corps which was based inland 
and out of reach of supply and reinforcements by sea or a river 
able to take sizeable Loyalist or Royal Naval Vessels. The Charles 
was navigable only as far up stream as Watertown. 
The situation of Jones' Rangers points to the great military 
disadvantage of the Loyalist corps raised during the period of the 
Civil War in Massachusetts from September, 1774 to April, l775: their 
relative isolation. By December of 1774 Col. Jones' men were surrounded 
by miles of territory overawed - if not always controlled - by rebel 
Minute-Man and militia contingents. The nearest Government troops 
were Gage's Regulars, for the most parat after the Powder Alarm "held" 
in, Boston, where they could touch off' no further incidents, and in 
any case a long day's march from Weston. 
Only two other Tory corps of any consequence were in being 
during this period, both also raised in the late Fall and early 
Winter of'1774 by Militia Colonels who, like Col. Jones, were veteran- 
of the French Wars, and based along the coast or within access to it 
by water. These were the Rangers of Col. Thomas Gilbert (called"Gilbert's 
Banditti"by the rebels)a-b Freetown on the Taunton River in Bristol 
County, and, down on, the South Shore, the Marshfield (Plymouth County) 
Tories of Col. Nathaniel Ray Thomas. 
1 See the Roster published by the Boston Gazette, April 17,1775.4/2 
There is no mention of Col. Jones'8orps in Paul H. Smith, Loy alists and 
Redcoats (1964)nor anything but a passing mention of other Tory corps 
raised before the Evacuation of Boston(March 17,1776). 
2 The best accountsof the corps of Gilbert and Thomas are to be found 
in their Loyalist Papers, for GilbertsA. 0.13/50; A"0.12: 10, ff. 131-147; 
and Thomae: PRO. A. O. 12/10, ff. 56-63. 
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It was not Col. Elisha Jones, (whose career was to be cut 
short by his early death in February, 1776) Col. Thomas Gilbert (of 
Freetown), or Col. Nathaniel Ray Thomas (of Marshfield), who were 
the most active and successful of the Tory leaders in raising corps 
of loyal militia during the fall and winter of 1774-1775, however, 
that were to direct the military organization of the Massachusetts 
Bay Tories. After the Powder-Alarm, and through the long fighting 
years that followed of the war that continued to be a civil war 
after it became a revolution, the pre-eminent Tory political and 
military leader was a man who, after August, l774, was one of the 
Tory refugees in Bostons the second-in-command of the Massachusetts 
Militia, Brig. Timothy Ruggles of Hardwick. 
Sworn by Gage as a New (Mandamus) Councillor at Salem on 
August 16,1774, Ruggles then set out into the oountry, braving the 
Whig mobs that earlier in the month had driven him from his great 
Worcester County estate, making a tour of military inspection in 
the counties to the south, south-east, and south-west of' Boston. 
Among the Tory Militia Colonels that Ruggles is known to have visited 
at this time were Josiah Edson at Bridgewater in Plymouth County, 
and, leaving the "Old Colony for Bristol, Col. Elisha Tobey at 
Dartmouth on an inlet of the sea not many miles from, Newport. On 
the return northward Ruggles saw Col. Thomas Gilbert at Freetown. 
From thence it would not have added greatly to Ruggles' journey 
(he had returned to Boston in time to attend the meeting of the 
Council called by Cage at the and of August)to have travelled to 
Boston by way of the strategio Loyalist towns in Suffolk and finally 
Middlesex Counties. It is not known whether Ruggles had a meeting 
with Col. E1isha Jones at Weston at this time. 
2 
1 The Major General Commandant of the Massachusetts Militia in 1774, 
William Bratöle of Cambridge(Col. of the First Middlesex)a Tory refugee 
in Boston after the Powder Alarm, took no part in organizing Loyalist 
resistance to the rebels. Brattle, for all that he had written a set of 
"Rules for Drawing up a Regiment" used by the Militia, had always been 
more of a politician than a fighting officer. According to one source he 
remained in Boston, "wringing his hands and groaning, 'We shall lose the 
day. Good God! what will become of us? "' (Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedings, Ser. l 
Vol. VIII, 399)Nhacuated to Halifax, he d. there Oct. 25,1776. His only son 
Thomas, Major of the First Middlesex, fled to Boston after the Powder Alarr 
and to escape from the troubles of the Seige, left Boston for Nantucket 
with Wm. Vassall and other prominent Loyalists May 10 1775 from then e he 
went to London; regarded as a traitor 
by the Tories. SJark, ss 
296-7. 
2^ITh? ge^activities are summarized 
in Shipton, Sib ley sH ar rags., 
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For the country Tories it was a critical factor that 
in the mass Whig persecutions from August, 1774 onward, called 
the "Reign of Terror, "and particularly those which aocompanied 
the Powder Alarm and the campaign to force the resignation of 
the so-called "Mandamus Councillors, " foremost Royal appointees 
under the punitive Parliamentary Acts, so many of the Tory 
Colonels and other military leaders had been driven to the 
sanctuary of Boston. Many townships had thus been left with 
few or no loyal officers around whom the loyal militiamen could 
raily. (All able-bodied men in the towns were enrolled in the 
Colonial Militia. ) 
Notable among these military refugees was Col. Richard 
Saltonstall of Haverhill, (March 5,1731/2-October 6,1785) High 
Sheriff of Essex County, who in 1765 had enlisted a volunteer 
militia company of sixty men to guard the shipment of stamps and 
stamped paper deposited by the government of Sir Francis Bernard 
at Castle William on the island in Boston Harbour, and later on 
January 23,1766 further defied the Whig mobs by becoming one of the 
five pro-government members of the House of Representatives (Col. 
Elisha Jones was not a member in 1766) to vote against the resolution 
2 
condemning the closure of the Courts for lack of stamps. 
1 Tory military leaders who fled to Boston included: Colonels 
John Erving (Boston), George Leonard (Boston), Nathaniel Hatch 
(Dorchester) William Browne (Salem)William Brattle (Cambridge) 
Josiah Edson (Bridgewater), Abijah Willard (Lancaster), John Chandler 
(Worcester), and John Murray of Rutland. Notable of the more junior 
officers were Lt. Cols. Pelham Winslow of Plymouth and James Putnam 
of Worcester. See their Loyalist Claims Papers, PRO. A. 0.13 and .. 0.12., 
and the "List of Persons who removed from Boston to Halifax with 
his Majesty's Troops in the month of March, 1776... " Howe to Germain, 
May 7,1776. PRO. C05: 93,317ff. 
2 See Saltonstall's Loyalist papers, PRO, A. 0.12: 105, f. 19, A. 0.13: 49 
and A. O. 13: 83. The fullest sketch of Saltonstall in Robert E. Moody, 
ed., The Saltonstall Papers, 1607-181 (1972)pp. 61-98. For Saltonstall's 
"mobbing"see George W. Chase, Me History of Hav er hill, Massachusetts, 
from its Firs Settlement, in 1640.1o the Year 1860. (1861-)pp-3 6-7- 
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No copy of the "Covenanting Agreement" dated November 14,1774 
and signed by the men who enlisted in Col. Jones' Loyalist Corps 
at Weston has been found. It was probably, however, the famous 
six-point "Association" for mutual defense drawn up by Brigadier 
Timothy Ruggles and widely circulated in the Massachusetts towns 
by the Tory Committees of Correspondence after the Powder Alarm. 
THE ASSOCIATION 
We the subscribers being fully sensible of the blessings 
of good Government on the one hand, and convinced on the 
other hand of the evils and calamities attending on Tyranny 
in all shapes, whether exercised by one or many, and having 
of late seen with great grief and concern the distressing 
effects of a dissolution of all Government, whereby our 
Lives, Liberties, and Properties are rendered precarious, 
and no longer under the Protection, of the Law; and apprehending 
it to be our indispensable duty, to use all Lawful means in 
our Power, for the defence of our Persons and Property, 
against all riotous, and lawless violence, and to recover, 
and secure the advantages which we are intitled to, from 
the good and wholesome laws of the Government; Do hereby 
associate and mutually covenant, and engage to and with each 
other as follows. Namely 
let. That we will, upon all occasions, with our Lives, 
and Fortunes, stand by and assist each other, in the defence 
of his Life, Liberty, and Property, whenever the same shall 
be attacked, or endangered by any Bodies of Men, riotously 
assembled, upon any pretence, or under any authority, not 
warranted by the Laws of the Land. 
2dly. That we will, upon all occasions, mutually support 
each other in the free exercise, and enjoyment of our 
undoubted right to Liberty, ineating, drinking, buying, eelling, 
oommuning, and acting, what, with whom, and as we please, 
consistent with, the Laws of God, and the King. 
3dly. That we will not acknowledge, or submit, to the 
pretended authority, of any Congress, Committees of Correspondence, 
or other unconstitutional Assemblies of Men; but will at the 
risque of our Lives, if need be, oppose the forceable exercise 
of all such authority. 
OR yo 
4thly. That we will to the utmost of our Power, 
promote, encourage, and when called to it, enforce obedience 
to the rightful Authority of our most Gracious Sovereign 
King George the Third, and of his Laws. 
5thly. That when the Person or Property of any one of 
us shall be invaded or threatened by any Committees, Mobs, 
or unlawful Assemblies, the others of us will upon notice 
received forthwith repair, properly armed, to the Pearson on 
whom, or place where such invasion or threatning shall be, 
and will to the utmost of our Power, defend such Person and 
his Property, and if need be, will oppose and repel- force 
with force. 
6thly. That if any of us shall unjustly and unlawfully 
be injured inýhis Person or Property, by any such Assemblies 
as before mentioned, the others of us will unitedly demand, 
and if in our Power compel the Offenders, if known, to make 
full reparation and satisfaction for such Injury; and if all 
other Means of Security fail, we will have recourse to the 
natural Law of Retaliation. 
In Witness of all which we hereto subscribe our Names 
this day of .......... 
1 
The names of the 55 men who signed Co1. Jonesv Tory Covenant 
at Weston on November 14,1774, were: - 
Nathan Hobbs Joseph Seaverns 
Isaac Hobbs Elisha Stimson 
Thadeas Spring Abraham Jones 2 
Daniel Livermore Isaiah Bullard 
Jonas Sanderson Lemuel Jones 3 
Isaac Stratton Elisha Harrington4 
Oliver Barber- Thadeus Puller 
Roger Biglow Joseph Mastick 
1 From Margaret Draper's Tory The Massachusetts Gazette or Boston 
Wee News Letter, December 23,1774, where it was first printed. 
Boycotted by the Whig preset the"Association"was later carried in 
Hugh Gaine's Tory New York Gazette and Weekly Mercury, Jan. 9.1775. 
2 and 3. Abraham Jones and Lemuel Jones were cousins of'Col. Eli"-ha 
Jones. Abraham, born at Weston Feh. 13,1734-5 was Selectman im 1769 and 
177(0, a brother of Lt. Col. John Jones of'Dedham. Dr. Henry Bond, 
Genealogies of the... Early Settlers of Watertown 2 edn. 1860, pp. 313,317. 
4 Ibid., pp. 272-3. Rlisha Harrington of Westom was a Deputy Sheriff 
of-Middlesex County in 1774. He was mobbed at Weston on Aug. 31,1774, as 
his published "confession" says, for helping to "operate"the"new system 
of Laws by distributing Venires to the Constables of the several towns 
requiring them to return the names of such persons as qualified to serve 
as Jurors... " Bostom Gazt tf, 3ept. 12,1774.1/2. 
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Hezekiah Wyman Isaac H3. rri=gton, aged 19 
Samuel Underwood Daniel Livermore, Jun. 16 
Isaac Mirick Amos Harrington 20 
Phinehas Upham John Baldwin 17 
Ephriam Train Amos Jones 15 1/ 
Ebenezer, Bracket Daniel Twit shell 18 
Josiah Headley William Cary 19 
Samuel Stimson John Stimson 18 
Joshua Pierce Reuben Hob1s 18 
Benjamin Stimson William Hobbs 15 
Nathaniel Wheaton Lemuel Jones Jun. 15 2/ 
Samuel Livermore Stephen Mirick 17 
Samuel Train Jun. Josiah Lawrence 14 
James Stimson Jonas Jones 18 3/ 
James Stimson Jun. Peter Cary 18 
Asa Travis James Taylor 15 
Thomas Corey Thomas Williams 18 
Samuel Gray 18 Silas Coolidge 19 
Lemuel Stimson 16 Daniel Upham 16 
Josiah Allen Jun. 
The names of Cole Jones' Weetom Tory Corps are known 
only from the list ordered to be published by resolve of the 
highly secret Sudbury Convention of Whig representatives from 
towns in Middlesex and neighbouring counties of'January 5,1775 - 
and even then withheld from publication until Monday, April 17th, 
Not two days before-the Lexington Alarm when it was known in 
inner Whig circles that a foray by Gage's troops from Boston to 
impound the rebel military supplies lodged at Concord, only a few 
miles from- Weston, was imminent. 
4 
1 and 2. Amos Jones and Lemuel Jones Junro were cousins of Col. Plisha 
Jones of Weston. See Dr. Henry Bond, Genealogies of the".. $arly Uetýre 
of Watertown(2nd. edn. 1860)pp. 317-318. 
3 Jonas Jones, born August 16,1756 at Weston, was Col. glisha Jones' 
second youngest son, and the first thus to volunteer for military 
service. See below. 
4 Boston Gaz etteg Monday, April 17,, 1775.4/2.3. 
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So greatly did the Whigs fear the defensive character 
and reasoned respect for justice and the law embodied in Brig. 
Ruggles' Tory Association Covenant - and the weight of constitutional 
precedent which it bore - that despite the resolve of the Whig 
Provincial Congress meeting at Cambridge on December 10,1774, 
the text of Ruggles' Association was never published in, the Whig 
press. The Ruggles Association was modelled upon earlier 
1 
Association covenants circulated in England - and Massachusetts Bay- 
in times of' great public danger, with provisions designed to 
safeguard the life and government o8' the sovereign, and for 
recruiting and supporting loyal militia. These included the 
Associations to protect the life and government of'George II during 
the 1745 rebellion, the Association of 1696 forthat of'William III, 2 
and the Association formed in-1585 for the protection of Elizabeth I. 
1 For Col. Richard Saltonstall's raising of a militia company to 
guard the stamps and stamped paper at Castle William during the 
Stamp Act Crisis in 1765, see aboveg and Saltonstall's Loyalist papers, 
PRO. A. 0.12: 105, f. 19; A. 0.13: 49 and A. 0.13: 83. 
2 For the operation of these Loyal Associations ins one English 
County - Hertfordshire - see the discussion by the County Archivist 
William Le Hardy in his edition of the Hertfordshire County Records 
Calendar to the Sessions Books .. -1700 to 1752-9 Vol. VII 
(1931), x-xi, 
and Appendix VII, "Rebellion Rollc. Box 2, Bundle 15, "which prints the 
"Association for the preservation of the life and government of 
William IV; 1696" ordered to be signed by "every housekeeper and lodger 
throughout the county. " The form of this Association was as follows: 
"Whereas there has been a Horrid and Detestable Conspiracy formed 
and carried on by Papists, and other Wicked and Traiterous Persons, 
for Assasinating His Majesty's Royal Person, in order to inoourage an 
Invasion from Franoe, to subvert our Religion, Lawe, and Liberty; We whose 
Names are hereunto subsoribed, do heartily, sinoerely, and solemnly 
Profess, Testifie and Declare, That His Present Majesty King William, ie 
Rightful and Lawful King of these Realms; And We doe mutually Promise 
and Eigage to stand by and Assist each other, to the Utmost of'o, 4r 
Power, in the Support-and Defence of His Majesty's Most Sacred Person 
and Government, against the Late King James, and all his Adherents; 
And in Case his Majesty come to any violent or untimely; Death(which 
God forbid) We do hereby further freely and unanimously Oblige our 
selves, to Unite, Assooiate, and stand by each other, in Revenging the 
same upon his Rnemies, and their Adherents; and in Supporting and 
Defending the Succession of the Crown, according to an Act made in the 
First Year of the Reign of'King William and Queen Mary... "Ibid., 
pp"565-566. 
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By Deoember, 17T4, it was evident to all sides in the 
Massachusetts Civil War that, against the expectations of many, 
the Country Tories were rallying after the devastating political 
defeat of the Powder Alarm in September. Led by a handfull of 
loyal office", among them Col. Elisha Jones ofWestom, Col. Nathaniel 
Ray Thomas at Marshfield, and Col. Thomas Gilbert at Freetown, 
the Country Tories were raising corps of Loyal Militia which, 
although in many cases remote from each other, formed strategic 
centres of resistance to the marauding rebel Whig militia and 
their mob allies. The - largely secret - Tory Town Committees of 
Correspondence were quietly multiplied and strengthened, being 
knit together one to another across town boundaries and into 
County organizations much like those of the rebel Whigs, while 
Ruggiee' Loyal Association, copied and circulated by Tories from 
town to town began to organise the Loyalists that, in the pioneering 
tradition had banded together in local groups for mutual proteation. 
l 
1 These Tory organizations in many cases were to last out the 
conflict. See the invitation of three Tory Committees for a 
County Convention in Hempshire, July 17,1776. Military Papers, 
American Revolution, Orders. KSS., Forbes Library, Northampton. 
There is no adequate study of Loyalist resistance groups and 
other secret organizations in Massachusetts, which had their beginnings 
in the years before the simmering political conflict erupted into 
open Civil War with the Powder Alarm. One of these was active at 
Harvard and'in Cambridge Town before 1762, as Thomas Danforth later 
explained: "For several years before the War, when it was evidently 
the design of a set of desperate people in Boston to bring on a 
rebellion, a Society was held at Cambridge consisting of his father 
(Samuel, Presid'ent of the Provincial Council and who graduated at 
Harvard in 1715)and other gentlemen, to which he himself was admitted 
while at Harvard College, (1762) with the object of supporting the 
Constitution-and laws of the Province. " PRO. A. 0.13: 44. It is not 
known - but probable - that Col. Jones' Harvard sons: Daniel (1759) 
Stephenn(1775) and Charles (1778) were members of this Society, but 
all were conspicuous Tories. Very likely they joined with the other 
Harvard-ites in the public drinking of dutied tea. (see Josiah Quincy, 
The History of Harvard University (1860)Vol. II, pp. 163-164. ) 
Tory organizations were to be most successful in the coastal counties 
S. E. of Boston, and in the far west, in the Connecticut and Housatonic 
River Valleys. For the effectiveness of Tory organizations in Plymouth 
and Barnstable-James Otis described the latter as "this Tory County"- 
see Otis to Benjamin GIeenleaf, March 18,1776, printed in Peter Force, 
American ARChives, Ser. IVjVo1.5, p. 408. 
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The Tory political and military revival of late Fall and 
Winter-, l774-1775 in the Massachusetts towns outside Boston was 
the first of' those to take place from time to time in the American 
colonies throughout the coniflict. It was a matter of critical 
importance to the outcome of, the conflict, moreover, that these 
Tory revivals occurred' most often whereas in the fall and winter 
of 1774-1775 the regul. ax-troops were held in Boston for the most part, 
the "imperial presence" was muted or'submerged in local-issues: 
that is, when the conflict was more of a civil war and less of a 
rebellion against an enemy from the outsid. threatening hearth 
and home. It was the seeming "invasion" of the red-coated regulars, 
and later more than these, the-easy-to-hate and patently foreign 
mercenary troops as well as the traditional frontier enemies - 
Frenchmen and their Indian henchmen from Canada - that raised up 
modeste men as rebels like dragon's teeth. 
1 
From the outset. of the armed conflict in the American 
Colonies the British (and many of the Tories themselves, particularly 
those who wished -to take no part in the fighting) made the error 
of equating Tory strength and popular support for Government with 
the preeenee of regul r troops. In Boston, General Gage, more 
politically acute than credited in. his lifetime, or later, did 
recognize that there was a diff'erence'in behaviour between the 
Tories in Boston under the protection of the redcoats, and the 
Country Tories that had been left to face the Whig Civil War 
on their own. The problem - the fundamental imperial problem for 
Britain. for the next two centuries - was how effectively to foster 
and use local political and-military support, for colonial government: 
and this neither Gage nor the other British military commanders -" 
1 
It was in Col. Jones' County of Middlesex, and other places within 
reach of Gage's Regulars a day's march out of Boston, however, that 
the Tories and their organizations were most rigourously opposed 
during the period 1774-1776. In the coastal counties of Plymouth and 
Barnstable, f arther removed from Boston, but - in theory at least- 
"under the guns of the Royal Navy, " it was the rebels who fled-inland- 
in large numbers, leavimg the towns with larger proportions of inhabitant 
with "nothing to fear" from Loyal troops-Many rebels, too, left "exposed" 
towns on, the North Shore: See the "Diary" Of the Rev. Asa Dunbar, Col. 
Elisha Jones' son-in-law MSS., Am. Antiq. Soo., WorcesteVwho brought his family to Weston in May,. L775; also, the best chronicle for Salem, G. F. Dow, 
ed., The How Diaries 1709.1§96 1856 (1911)pp. 82-93. 
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not to say most politicians im hngland of both parties (with the 
notable exception of Lord George Germain) were prepared to meet 
1 
squarely and to solve. 
In a despatch to Lord Dartmouth dated December 15,1774 - 
without doubt one of the most significant communications ever to 
be sent by a military commander or governor im, the colonies to 
the government in London - Gage wzrotes- 
"I hoped to have procured an Association of many 
considerable People in this Town, but find them more 
shy of making open Declarations, notwithstanding they 
are protected, than People are in the Country where 
they depend only on themselves and their Friends for 
Secutity. They give for" 19ceuse that they wdstt first 
know the Resolutions from home on all that has passed 
irre this Country, and that its time to declare, when 
they are assured that the Mother Country will not 
relax, but resolve to pursue her Measures. " 2 
Gage ooottinued by expressing the hope of many Tories who, like 
Col. Elisha Jones, had signed Addaesses to the departing Governor. 
Hutchinson the June before, that a way could be found toward a 
peaceful solution. "If, " Gage wrote, "they begin to Associate in, 
the Town, its likely they will also fall on Means to pay for the 
Tea, for as they are mostly Traders, it would be very advantageous 
for them to have the Port. open, in the present Conjuncture of their 
Commercial Affairs. " 
3 
1 1+'or some discuonion of the military side of this question, see 
Paul H. Smith, Lo ralists and Redcoats (1964)Pp. 32-34, and 172-174. 
For the attitude of Lord George 
Germain, who was to give particular 
aid to the sons of Col. Elisha Jones during the War, and later, see below. 
2 Gage to Darb mouth, Boston, Deeember 15,1774. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
3 Ibid. On Jan. 18,1775 he wrote again to Dartmouth: "It was thought 
impossible that the Phrenzy which had Seized the People could be of 
very long Duration, unless constantly Supported by New Eventn... I find 
by Accounts from Several parts of the Couitry, that those hopes were 
not without Foundation, that the People's Minds are greatly cooled, 
and many begin to want Courts of Justtice, and that the Friends of 
Government have sheered themselves openly in many Places... "PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
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Gage. himself in Boston through the fall and winter of 
1774-1775, did what he could to promote the cause of conciliation 
with the disaffected Whigs. From time to time he met Dr.. JoseIh 
Warren, head of the Boston Committee of Correspondence and in 
the absence of Sam Adams at the Continental Congress directing 
Whig policy, and other radical leaders, but little was achieved 
beyond measures better to keep, the jeace in the town between the 
inhabitants and the-soldiery. Warren, then deeply engaged in 
organizing preparations for armed rebellion in the spring, l. ater 
explained that he had rejevbed Gage's overtures because he feared 
the men around him - that is, the Governor's Council and Gage's 
1 
other Tory advisers. 
Careful to give no provocation for a repetition of the 
Powder Alarm, Gage kept the regular troops in Boston for the 
most parat until after the adjournment ofthe Provincial Congress 
2 
at Cambridge on December 10th. Thereafter, and with increasing 3 
frequency, detachments were sent one day-marches into the country. 
1 Shiptoni, ed., Sibley's Harvard Gra duates, sketch of Joseph Warren, 
class of 1759, Vol. XIV, p. 517; see also John Cary, Joseph Warren, 
(1961) pp. 167-168. 
Warren was in the same Harvard Class(though ranked well below 
him) as Col. Jones' fifth son, Judge Daniel Jones of Hinsdale (New 
Hampshire)who (in; 1771)had been appointed first Chief Justice of 
Cheshire County. They must have known each other well, but being 
opposites'in politics appear to have had little in common except 
membership in the Free-Masons. Warren, of course, was eventually 
"Grand Master of all the Most Ancient Free-Masons throughout 
North-America. " 
2 The Whig Provincial Congress sat again from Feb. 1 until Feb". 16th, 
1775- 
3 Gage's Order Book for this period is lost, but troop movements 
can be followed in the detailed diary kept by Lt. Frederick 
Maokenzie, then Adjutant of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in Boston, 
which begins on Jan. 5,1775. Om Feb. 3rd, he wrote: "It has been 
customary of late, and approved of by The General, for some of the 
Regiments to go out of town, with their Arms, Accoutrements, and 
knapsacks, when the weather permits and they are off duty, and march 
three four or five miles into the Country. " Diarom of Frederick 
Mackenzie (1930)p. 6. Mackenzie's MSS Diary is now in the archives 
of the Royal Welsh Fusiliere Regimental Museum at Caernarvon 
Castle. 
-ý y? 
On December 13th the Royal WelshýFusiliers, "together with a 
detachment from another regiment, form'd a body of' 400 men, " 
according to the Whig Boston merchant John Andrews "equipld 
with knapsacks &es., march out of' town as far as the punch bowl 
in, Brookline (a famous tavern), when they return'd again. "1 
The next diay, December 14th, another detachment took "a different 
road. " On December 21st Andrews made further record in the letters 
to his brother-ins-law William Barrell at Philadelphia: "Twe or three 
Regiments continue to go out of town every day, sometimes to 
Cambridge, and at- other times towar&s Dedham. 
" 
1 Dr. Joseph Warren was quick to exploit the movements of Gage's 
troops outside Boston for political purposes and to keep the 
country towns in, a ferment of alarm. On Dec. l3th, for example, 
Warren sent messengers as far as Newport (Rhode Island) with news 
that a force of some 300 troops was marching that way. And at the 
same time Warren sent the rebel Whig despatch-rider, Boston silversmith 
Paul Revere, northward to New Hampshire with a message for John 
Sullivan, the militia leader at Durham, suggesting that his men seize 
the powder stored at Castle, William and Mary in Portsmouth Harbour 
(on an island like Castle William at Boston) before Gage can send 
troops requested by Governor Wentworth to reinforce the garrison. 
See"Letters of John Andrews, " MHS ProceedinRs, Vol. VIII, July, 1865, 
pp. 390-391; Force, American Archives, 4 Ser., Vol. I, pp. 1041-1042; 
F. B. Dexter, ed., The Literary Diary of Ezra Stiles (1901) p. 501. 
The Whig leaders in Boston kept a careful watch on the Regular 
troops; in a later memoir Paul Revere described these activities: - 
"In the fall of '74 and the winter of '75, I was one of 
upwards of thirty, chiefly meohanics, who formed ourselves 
into a committee for the purpose of watching the movements 
of the British soldiers, and gaining every intelligence of 
the movements of the Tories. We held our meetings at the Green 
Dragon. We we so careful that our meetings should be kept 
secret, that every time we met, every person swore upon the 
Bible that he would not discover any of our transactions but 
to Messrs. Hancock, (Sam)Adams, and one or two more. In the 
winter, towards spring, we frequently took turns, two and two, 
to watch the soldiers, by patrolling the streets all night. " 
Forbes, Paul Revere, (6edn. l969), p. 234" 
2 John Andrews to William Barrell, Dec. 21,1774. MRS Proceedings, 
Vo1. VIII, July, 1865, p. 391. See also for later troop moVem n8 
the Diary of Frederick Mackenzie (1930); under the date of Feb. 3,1775, 
he noted that his regiment, the Royal Welsh Fusilier , had marched 
toward Cambridge, "and that there are always some persons appointed 
to Watch the motions and direction of the Troops. " p. 6. 
,? "18 
For Col. Jones and his corps at Weston and the other 
hard-pressed Massachusetts Country Tories, however, the difficulties 
of raising loyal military companies for defense and of gaining 
public support for their concept of legal and political colonial 
rights, as set forth in the Association covenants, were made the 
greater by these excursions of Gäge's troops to nearby towns 
in the two counties adjoining Boston, (part of)Suffolk and 
Middlesex; the "secret"despatch on February 26th of the-64th 
regiment under Col. Leslie to Essex County, by sea to Marblehead 
and thence overland to Salem where the troops were "allowed" 
peacefully to cross the North Bridge and 50 yards beyond only by 
agreement with Capt. Felt of'the Salem Militia before returning, 
was a major political disaster - raising the rebel militia of all 
Essex County - and greater for the more vulnerable Tory cause, so 
dependent upon popular opinion as it was, than for the Imperial 
as these incidents inevitably were. 
l 
Most telling of all was the final incident in Col. Leslie's 
retreat from Salem on February 26th (not witnesses by Col. Jones' 
sow-in-law, the Rev. Asa Dunbar of the First Church, who was then 
at Weston). 
2 When Captain Felt of the Salem Militia gave the order, 
the leaf of' the North Bridge thaw was lowered, and Col. Leslie's 
troops marched' across about as far as Mason Street, wheeled:, and 
started back again for Marblehead. "Just where they turned, Sarah 
1 This was the first "great alarm" since the Powder Alarm of Sept. l, 
1774. The 64th Regiment was then stationed at Castle William, in Boston, 
harbour and, away from the ubiquitous Whig "watohere. "Col. Leslie waited 
at Marblehead until the inhabitants had gone to the Meeting House for 
afternoon service before landing his troops-But the alarm was given, 
and Major Pedl-ick rode to Salem with the news. FromnSalem Benjamin 
Daland, who kept a stable on Summer Street, oarried the alarm to Danvers, 
and thereafter Whig despatch riders spread it to all the towns in 
Essex County in a matter of hourssby nightfall over a hundred men 
were on, the march from Amesbury, in the north, not far from the New 
Hampshire border. See Essex Institute Historical Collections 
9VO1.19p. 2. 
2 See the "Diary" of the Rev. Asa Dunbar, February, 1775. MSS, Am. Antiq. 
Soo., Worcester. 
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Tarrant leaned out of her window and called out: 
'Go home and tell your-Master he sent you on a fool's 
errand-and has broken the peace of our Sabbath. What! Do you 
think we were born in the woods, to be frightened by owls? ' 
One of the soldiers pointed a musket at her. 
'Fire if you have the courage g' she yelled. 'I doubt it'. " 
1 
There was no firing by the regular troops that day, however, 
and the Massachusetts Civil War was not to be broadened into a 
revolation for almost two months - although, prophetically enough 
on April 17th, just two days before the Lexington Alarm, the 
Gentleman's Magazine (London) began its account of the affair at 
the North Bridge by sayimg: - 
"It is reported that the Americans have 
hoisted their standard of liberty at 
Salem... " 
Better by far than any rebel Whig doings or exhortations 
were the expeditions of Gage's troops for keeping the Whigs in the 
country towns in a ferment of suspicion and hostility toward the 
Tories and perpetual fear that "the regulars were coming" through 
the winter of' 1774-1775. Gage himself had pointed out the pitfall 
im November-, 1774, in his request for reinforcements to Lord 
Barrington: "A large Force will terrify, and engage many to join 
2 
you, a middling one will encourage resistance, and gain no friends. " 
But there were other- considerations. Frederick Mackenzie of the 
Royal Welsh Fusiliers noted in his Diary on Feb. 3rd: "This practice 
is conducive to the health of'the troops; and may enable the General 
to send Regimente or Detachments to particular parts of the Country 
without occasioning so much alarm as would otherwise take place. Our 
Regiment marched out this day towards Cambridge, " he wrote, but 
added: "The people appear apprehensive that something particular 
1 The best account still of the ill-fated expedition of Col. Leslie 
to Salem is James Duncan Phillips,, Salem in the Eighteenth Century 
(1937)pp"350-360. 
2 Gage prefaced this with the following admonition: "If you will 
resist and not yield, that Resistance should be effectual at the 
Beginning. If you think ten thousand Men suffioient, send Twenty, it one 
Million (Pounds)is thought enough, give two, you will save both Blood and 
Treasure in, the end. "Gage to Barrington, Nov. 2,1774. Gage MSS. 
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is concealed under these movements; and there are always some 
persons appointed to Watch the motions and direction of the 
Troops. "1 Again, on February 8th, Mackenzie recorded: "The 23rd 
Regiment(the Royal Welsh Fusiliers)marched into the Country 
this day towards Watertown. The Country people seem extremely 
jealous of these movements (which are more frequent than they 
were), as they apprehend they are intended to cover some design 
the General has formed. "2 Whatever the disadhrantages, however, 
Gage had no intent to abandon Massachusetts Bay outside Boston 
to the Colonials, Tory or Whig. He wrote to Lord Barrington on 
February 10ths "To keep quiet in the Town of'Boston only, will 
not terminate Affairs; the Troops must March into the Country. "3 
Although on the whole Gage was sympathetic to the Loyalists, 
and as Commander--in-Chief at Boston (1774-1775), within the confines 
of orders, did what he could to aid them, his military policy to 
a large degree worked' against the formation of Tory Corps such as 
that of' Col. Elisha Jones at Weston, and other Tory military and 
political interests. A continuation of the historic British concept 
of secondary status for colonial territories, the situation of 
Country and Boston Tories was one of studied subservience to 
Imperial interests - and this was to continue through the conflict 
of arms, imposing such. vital limitations upon the military ahd 
political activities of the loyal colonials as virtually to 
assure the final defeat of their cause. It is of' great significance 
that, if' Gage's statement in his despatch to Dartmouth of Jan. 27,1775 
1 Diary of FriBderick Maakenzie(193O)Feb. 3,1775"P. 6. 
2 Ibid., p. 7. 
3 Gage to Lord Barrington, Feb. 10,1775. Gage MSS, Clements Library. 
Earlier, on Dec. 4,1774, he had written: "I hope you will be firm, and 
send me a sufficient Force to command the Country, by marching into 
it, and sending off' large Detachments to secure obedience through 
every parat of it. " Ibid. 
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is accepted, neither Col. Elisha Jones at Weston nor any other 
commander of a Tory Corps asked Gage for a detachment of 
regular troops as reinforcements before mid-J'anuary, l775, 
and only then as a last resort when a number of Tory Associations 
had, been defeated and disarmed by massed companies of rebel 
militia from nearby towns and they themselves were threatened 
1 
at last by overwhelming numbers. 
1 Gage to Dartmouth, Jan. 27,177'5. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. Gage wrote: "The 
town of' Marshfield with that of' Scituate having been lately under 
Terrors of this kind, from threats of'their Neighbours, for having 
formed some Association, amongst themselves, applyed to me for 
Protection; and I have sent a Detachment of 100 Men to their' Relief... 
It is the first Instance of an Application to Government for 
Assistance, which the Faction has ever tried to perswade the 
People they would never obtain,, but be left to themselves. " 
The Tory leader, at Marshfield, who held out until after the 
Lexington Alarm of, April 19,1775, was Col. Nathaniel Ray Thomas. 
For the despatch of the troops by sea to Marshfield, see the Di 
Frederick Mackenzie. Jan. 23,1775 (for the sailing of the troops 
. qf im the DLýna Armed Schooner under command of Capt. Balfour of the 
4th Regiment)p. 5, the entry for Jan. 25th (landing at Marshfield)p. 6. 
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COL. JONES' RANGERS: DEFIANCE IN DEFEAT, 
DßCES(Bi R91774 TO APRIL, 1775 
"His life was im Danger-, which was 
the Reason that he kept his Guard. 
Before Hostilities began the Mobs 
had come so often against him that 
he was obliged to leave home & went 
to Boston in the Fall of 1774... " 
, osiah Jones before the Loyalist 
Commissioners, St. John, Oct. 21,1786. 
The activities of Col. Eli®ha Jones at Weston and the 
other loyal militia officers who, in the autumn and winter of 
1774-1775, banded their people together in Associations and 
raised the Loyalist Corps in the Massachusetts country towns 
to defend their families and property against raiding rebel 
militia and the Whig mobsq however limited in their sucoess, 
more than any other undertakings by the Tories in, these dark 
and troubled months embodied the fact of'resistance to rebel 
rule and Civil War. 
After the Powder Alarm the Country Tories were only too 
brutally aware that self-preservation -for the present at least - 
lay in their ability to defend themselves with arme. The Civil 
War, for the Tories, was to create a lasting -and politically 
important-gulf between those who book arms in their own defense 
and fought the rebels and those "political Tories" who, at the 
first signs of danger-, had fled: to remain in Boston. 
2 The latter, 
1 PRO. A. O. 12s10, P'. 366. 
2 The third group among the Massaohusetts Bay Tories was the 
"early refugees" to England, those who went before the "Great 
Evacuation" of'Boston, March 17,17776. See below. 
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with the leisure for correspondence talked much and complained 
much of the hard lot fate had dealt them, becoming as well the 
writers and polemicists that supplied the protected Tory press 
in Boston with "authoritative" Tory tracts and articles. These, 
whatever their usefulness as propaganda targets for Whig journalists, 
however, because of Whig boycotts of Tory newspapers and broadsheets, 
had only a small circulation outside the capital, and only a 
limited political influence. Many articles were unsigned, or 
pseudonyms used, as was the established custom - to avoid "reprisals" 
or libel suits: "Pills for the Delegates" by GROTIUS, four articles 
which first appeared im Draper's Massachusetts Gazetie, and Boston 
News Letter in the form of' lefters addressed to Peyton Randolph, 
the President of the Continental Congress at Philadelphia, argued 
that thf Whigs had been the aggressors in the matter of colonial 
rights. Jonathan Sewall, the Provincial Attorney General, and after 
the death of JohniMaturin im Deoember, 1774, appointed Gage's private 
secretary, employed his time in writing through that winter, among 
other items, "The Americans Roused, in a Cure for the Spleen, "a 
2 
dramatic satire, om the First Continental Congress. Sewall, a 
committed Tory since the early 1760's, was not the notorious 
" Massachusettensis"despite the suspicions of'John Adams with whom, 
as "Philanthrop" he had earlier crossed swords in the press. The 
author of'this series of articles which appeared in Mills' and Hicks' 
Tory Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Post B and Advertiser was 
inn fact the Tory refugee Daniel Leonard, the Taufton lawyer. Appointed 
to the Council in August, 1774,, he was mobbed and driven to Boston soon 
after taking the oath; Leonard's"Massachunettensis" articles were 
1 Philip Davidson, in Propaganda and the American Revolution 1763-1783 
(1941) makes the telling point that most Tory pamphleteers were writing 
at the time of the Continental Congresses, and that few remained in the 
Colonies in 1776 to attack Paine's pamph1 t Common Sense and other 
proposals for independence: the most nötabie"Wx e'pt was not a 
Massachusetts man, the Rev. Charles Inglis of New York, who replied in 
Common Sense, The True Interest of America impartial ly Stated. 302-303. 
2 For Jonathan Sewall as a Tory Propagandist: Carol Berkin, Jonathan 
Sewall(1974)pp. 108-115. 
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printed in'the Post B as letters "Addressed to the Inhabitants 
of the Province of Massachusetts Bay" between Dec. 12,1774 and 
April 3,1775.1 
Leonard's identity was carefully hidden, even from the 
party he supported, and with good reason: he was one of the post- 
Tea-Party Tories (as late as May 28,1774, in the session, when Col. 
Jones was re-elected to the House from Weston. as a Tory, Leonard 
voted with the Whigs, among, others, in favour of the resolve 
endorsing the resolutions of the Virginia House of Burgesses 
denying the power of Parliament to tax the Colonies) and he would 
have carried little conviction with either side for condemning the 
very Whig actions which he himself had supporited. From the first 
issue of Dec. l2th, moreover, the views of"Massachusetitensis" had 
little that would have commended them to Col. Jones and the other 
Tories then fighting to defend themselves from the rebels outside 
Bostom. Not a veteran of the French Wars, Leonard belittled the 
achievements of the Massachusetts militia and its commanders in 
the past. As for the future, he wrote addressing the Whigs: 
"Your new-fangled militia have already given us a specimen 
of their future conduct. In some of their companies, they 
have already chosen two, in others, three sets of officers, 
and are as dissatisfied with the last choice as the first. 
I do not doubt the natural bravery of my countrymen; all 
men would act the same part in the same situation. Such is 
the army with which you are to oppose the most powerful 
nation upon the globe. An experienced officer would rather 
take his choice with five thousand British troops, than 
with fifty thousand such militia... " 2 
"Nassachusetteiteis" went on to argue that the sause of rebellion 
'was doomed to failure. But as so recent an apostate Whig, he put 
the case for the Loyal Colonials thus, ignoring the appeal to legal 
1 The best sketch of Leonard is by Clifford Shipton, Sibley's Harvard 
Gradixates, Vol. XIV, pp. 640-647. Leonard was a year behind Judge Daniel 
Jones'year of'1759. The study by Ralph Davol, TwTo Men of Taunton(1912) 
based upon Leonard's papers sin e "missing"- is ased in favour of Leonard's adversary Robert Treat 
raine. 
2 The first "letter"by "Massachusett. ensis" Dec. 12,1774, in the 
Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Post Boy and Advertiser. The letters 
were later issued in Boston as a pamphlet in, 1775. 
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principle and natural rights upon which the Association covenants 
were based, and the fact that for months the Tories had been driven 
by hostile acts of the rebels is Massachusetts to take arms in 
their own defense: - 
"Upon a superficial view we might imagine that this 
province was nearly unanimous; but the case is far 
different. A very considerable part of the men of 
property in this province, are at this day firmly 
attached to the cause of Government; bodies of men, 
compelling persons to disavow their sentiments, to 
resign commissions, or to subscribe leagues and 
covenants, have wrought no change in, their sentiments; 
it has only attached them more closely to Government, 
and caused them to wish more fervently, and to pray 
more devoutly, for its restoration. These, and thousands 
beside, if they fight at all, will fight under the 
banners of loyalty. I can assure you that associations 
are now forming in several parts of this provinoe, for 
the support of his Majesty's Government and mutual 
defence; and let me tell you, whenever the royal 
standard shall be set ups there will be such a flooking 
to it, as will astonish the most obdurate... " 1 
,. It is open to argument that the writings of"Massachusettensis" 
(Daniel Leonard) and other refugee "political" Tories in Boston 
until the Evacuation - of' March, 177'6 (most prolific daring the fall 
and winter of 17T4-17T5, before the Lexington Alarm) in effect played 
into the hands of th rebel Whigs and their highly-organized 
propaganda campaigns. These Tory artioles and pamphlets gave such 
an John Adams (who as "Novanglus" replied to "Massachusettensis" 
in &Ies'and Gill's Boston Gfl ettte) and other Whig polemicists, 
1 Ibid. 
2 Governor Hutchinson's influence upon Tory writers in Boston and 
elsewhere has never been adequately explored by historians. It appears 
to have been considerable, even after his recall to London - and was 
no doubt af actorrin the ineffectiveness of the Tory arguments, little 
improved by the renewed presentations. The writings of Leonard and 
Sewall are notable for using Hutchinson's ideal (both corresponded with 
Hutchinson in Lilgland): Sewa11's "The Americans Roused... "for example, 
was little more than a clumsy dramatic portrayal of Hutchinson's 
unfortunate speeches to the House and Council on Parliamentary 
sovereignty and other vexed Constitutional questi"s in 17T3. 
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positions to attack which, based as they were more upon the 
theories of Locke than Blackstone, len-t themselves no readily 
to Whig refutation and oon luting to the always noisy Whig 
dicta in the widely-circulated Boaton Gazette and Massachusetts 
1 
Neither Col. Jonee, Col. Thomae Gilbert, or Col. Nathaniel 
Ray Thomas, who led the armed' resistance to the Whigs outside 
Boston in the Civil War of'1774-1775, is known to have contributed 
material to the Tory press during this period. These "fighting Tories " 
(one might call them "legitimate Tories")took their stand - at the 
opeii risk of' life and property - quite simply upon the case for 
freedom of thought and freedom from terror set. forth by Brigadier 
Timothy Ruggles in the Assooiation'covenant. It was Ruggles' Association 
covenant that was to be the most important Tory writing of the entire 
war: upon'its principles a whole new British dominion in North America 
was to be built (and later defended as well against attack by 
expansionist Americans in the War of 1812). 
The Whigs in 1774 and 1775 condemned the Association, and 
vilified its author and' those Massachusetts Bay Tories such as Col. 
Jones who adhered to it, on both sides of'the Atlantic. On Feb. 13,1775, 
"Amerieanus" wrote in the Boston Evening, Post: 
"You may rely upon it, that your infamous Association is 
treated with the same Contempt, by the good People through 
the Province, as would be the Persons of the Authors (except 
a few dastardly Souls who are fit for ruo other Use than to 
serve as Bumfodder-for the Junto at Boston). " 3 
1 See John Adams' introduction to Novanglus and Massachusettensis 
published in Boston in 1819. 
2 The sons of Col. Elisha Jones' son Ephriam (1750-1812)a farmer at 
East Hbosick in 1774, and who served as Commissary of Forage with 
Burgoyne and later as an officer in the Royal RanWers, had a grant of 
land after the War in Upper Canada, at Elizabethtown in Augusta Township. 
Ephriam Jones'family took a leading part in the government of Upper 
Canada (Ephriam was elected to the first Legislature) and formed the 
core of the Family Compact(three of'his sons, several of his sons-in-law, 
and other, f amily connections comprised more than half the 30 names in 
William Lyon Mackenzie's list of Compact members. Ruggles himself 
settled at Wilmot, Nova Scotia. For the family of Col. Jones in Canada, see C. St. Clar Stayner, "Weymouth and the Joneses, "a paper read at the Annual Meeting of the Nova Scotia Historical Soaiety, Halifiuc, April 391970- 
3 Boot o WeinR Post, Feb. 13,1775.1/1,2. 
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In England the little London Chronicle, only a foot 
square, but a giant for truth among the tangle of client-Whig 
papers, publishecl the Association on February 11,1775 with 
this preface: 
"The following is the Association drawn up 
by Brigadier General Ruggles, and entered 
into by the Loyalists of Massachusetts Bay, 
for their mutual Defence against the Opposers 
of Lawful Government. " 1 
It was inevitable that the Tory Associations in Massachusetts 
would come under attack by the Whig opposition in England which 
supported the dissident Colonial radicals. Lord Chatham, the leading 
advocate of conciliation, to prepare the way for his proposals 
(The Provisional Act)for aocomodating the demands of the colonial 
radicals and: to avert the danger of an armed clash between them 
and the regular troops introduced a bill into the House of Lords 
(defeated'om Jan. 20,1775) which called for the immediate withdrawal 
of Gage's army from Bston. 
2 
Ironically enough it was the refugee Governor Thomas 
Mitchinson whom the Whigs in Parliament held responsible for 
the-arming of the Massachusetts Loyalists. It was true that Hutchinson 
had worked'- if'to little avail - to carry out the undertakings 
for they settlement of differences with the London Government given 
im his replyjto the Address of the Middlesex County Magistrates 
(June, 1774)to which Col. Elisha Jones was a signatory, and the other 
Addresees presented in Massaohusrtte Bay before his departure$ 
such measures as Also that Hutchimson. had advocated/the) dvocated/the reopening of the port of 
1 Back in Bostom Margaret Draper's Massachusetts Gazette took note 
of the publication of the Association in London, and on may 19,1775 
reprinted the introductory remarks of the London Chronicle. 2/3. 
2 Barrington'to Gage, Jan. 31,1775, Gage MSS, Clements Library; For 
Chatham's "Provisional Act"(defeated by February)and the maneuverings 
of the"Whigs against the North Government, see Bernard Donoughue, 
British Politics and the American Revolution. The Path to War, l713-1775. 
1964 , pp"231-238; L. H. Gipson!, The British Ihn ire before the American 
Revolution, Vol. XII, pp. 288-294. 
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Boston if the tea were paid for (an idea which most Massachusetts 
Loyalists would have supported) and that he did what he could to 
oppose and to mitigate the operation of the Coercive Acts, and to 
plead at least for the exemption of the Massachusetts Loyalists 
from the punitive working of the proposed Restraining Bill, designed 
to enforce submission by-strangling the trade of New Fhgland. In 
Fngland, Hutehinsom, to the end a philosophical Whig as his History 
of Massachusetts-Bay and other writings show, continued to be a 
supporter of the constitutional government, if more often than not 
he favoured Whig rather than Torjr colonial polities. 
1 
So early as the Parliamentary debates of January-February, 
1775, however, the Whigs, who were increasingly to denounce Mitchinson 
as did Charles James Fox as "that firebrand and source of the American 
disputes, " pointed 2to 
Hutchinson as the author of armed conflict in 
Massachusetts Bay. Hutchinson himself was in the gallery at the 
House of Lords when not Chatham but his protege, the former Lord 
Chief'Justice and Lord Chancellor, the self-appointed "guardian of the 
Constitution, " Lord Camden, mounted the attack in a speech opposing 
the Restraining Bill. Camden alleged that Hutchinson had so packed 
the "inland town" (sic. ) of' Marshfield, Massachusetts, with amenable 
justices of the peace that the town had given Gage and the governmen-t 
im Bigland the false view that the interior towns would welcome the 
aid of' the regular Vroops. 
3 
1 See Bernard Bailyn, The Ordeal of Thomas Hutohinsom, (1974)pp. 3l0-314. 
Tice most incisive study of Hutchinson and the period of his exile in 
bngLand, however, remains that of Clifford Shipton, Sibley's ijaxMUý 
Grýºduatee, Vol. V1II, pp. 206-214. 
2 Peter O. Hutehinson, ed. The Diary and Letters of... Thomas Hutohinson, 
Vol. II (1886) P-344- 
3 L. H. Gipson, The British Empire before the American Revolution, 
Vo1. XII, p. 299; Peter Hutchinson, The Diar and Letters of... Thomas 
Hutchinson, Vol. I, pp. 409-410. 
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The "inland town"in question was most probably a 
garbled reference to Weston, where the Tory corps raised by 
Col. Elisha Jones in Novamber, 1774, one of the first in Massachw3etts 
Say, was the only Loyalist force of any consequence not within 
reach of the sea. In his Diary where he filled three pages with 
alleged errors in Camden's speech, Hutchinson, careful as always 
about his appearance to history, dissociated himself from the 
Marshfield Loyalists (who, in fact. at the beginning of January, 1775, 
had asked Gage for a detachment of regular troops as reinforcements). 
"Hat Alas! " he wrote in the Diary, Marshfield "appears by the Map 
to be a Town upon the sea Coast... it happened that I never made a 
Justice in that Town whilst I was in the Government. " 
1 
As events proved, it was the good fortune of the Massachusetts 
Day Loyalists, caught up in civil war after the Powder Alarm, that 
Hutchinson, who could understand neither men, of principle nor actions 
unmotivated by logic, had not remained longer in office. Nor was the 
remark of Benjamin Franklin (a Bostonian after all) onhearing of 
Hutchinson's death im Jume, 1780 that it had been caused by fright 
at the Gordon Riots as unkind as it appears. Hutehinson, like his 
radical arch-enemy Sam Adams a politician but never a soldier, 
had always been able to run to safety from the Boston mob. More 
than any it was Hutchinson, who with his long tenure of office 
(he was first appointed lieutenant governor under Thomas Pownall 
on June 1,1758) bore most r. eponsibility for the conduct of 
government im Massachusetts Bay and., the slide of public administration 
toward anarchy: itt was Hutchinson who never used what powers he had 
to support the, oivil authorities when the Whigs overrode the law 
and the. lives and property of Tories were left exposed to the violenoe 
1 Hutchinson noted his embarrassment when "Upon (Lord Camden's) 
mentioning my name, most of the bishops and many lords who sat with 
their backs to me turned about and looked in my face. " Peter Hutchinson, 
ed',, The Diary and Letters of... Thomas Hutchinson' 9 Vo1. I, p. 409. 
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of Whig mobs, as in the case of the crusading Tory journalist 
John Mein as long before the Powder Alarm as the fall of 1769. 
Hutchinson had stood by while the mob that had assaulted Mein 
finally forced him to flee Boston for his life for publishing 
the truth about the smuggling activities of' John Hancock and 
other prominent Whigs, and afterward when Elder Colburn Barrell 
of'the Boston Sandemanian Meeting to which Mein belonged (this 
religious group were to be conspicuous for their Toryism and 
loyalty during the Siege of Boston, April, l775-March, 1776) was 
indicted by a grand jury for breach of the peace for a sermon 
in which he said that 
"A person would be in danger of' having his 
property demolished, & his person tore to 
pieces for speaki respectfully of the King 
... The Country 
(is) in open Rebellion, 
Disobedience, & Disloyalty. *. " 1 
In January, 1775, meanwhile, Lord North's Cabinet agreed 
troop reinfbrcements to be sent in the spring to Gage at Boston 
(although far fewer than the General jtad requested). Of the 
greatest significance to the future of Col. Elicha Jones and his 
Tory sons, however, was the decisions taken on January 21st to 
approve the, proposals of'Brig. Timothy Ruggles sent to London in 
October-917749 "to raise a Corps ofirregulars, " (that is, Rangers) 
as in the last French War, to be upon the military Establishment 
for the duration, of the conflict, and paid and subsisted as Regulars. 
This was to be the first step toward integrating the Tory militia 
oorys first raised by Col. Jonnei end other loyal offioe rs in 2 
Massachusetts Bay before the Lexington Alarm with the regular army. 
1 Hutchinson in his History o'Massachusetts Bay (Vol. III, p. 187 ) 
recognized the import of'st'the Whig persecution of Mein, "... the first 
trial of a mob since the (regular)troops had been in town, and, having 
triumphed in defiance of them, a mob became more formidable than ever. " 
Meins Memorial complaining of Hutohinson, 'e handling of the affair is 
in PRO. T. 1/478; See-Hutohinson to Hillsborough, Nov. 1191769. PR0. C. 0. 
5/758. For the case-of Colburn Barrell, Hiller ? obel, The Boston Massacre 
(1970) pp. 163+343. A Sect member was Mandamus Councillor Isaac Winslow. 
2 Ruggles to Israel Mauduit, Oct. 16,1774. Dartmouth MSS.; Cabinet Minutes 
Jan. 13 & 21,1775, Ibid.; Dartmouthi to Cage, Jan. 27,1775, Gage MSS. For 
Dartmouth's later admission in Parliament that too few troops had been 
sent to Gage in 1775, see Cobbett and Hansard, ede. T Parliamentary 
Histor f'Enýnd, Vol. XVIIl., pp. 1254-1255. 
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None of the three principal Tory military corps raised 
before the Lexington Alarm: Col. Jones' at Weston, Col. Nathaniel 
Ray Thomas at Marshfield, and Col. Thomas Gilbert at lreetown, 
however, was to be kept together after the final recall and 
retreat of the remnants of these forces to Boston in April, 17715, 
when they were organized into a single corps under Brig. Timothy 1 
Ruggles of'Hardwick popularly known as the Loyal American Associators. 
There can be little doubt that Gage, well disposed' toward the 
Loyalists and who, by his own aecounrt, encouraged the formation of 
the Tory Associations for self-protection outside Boston and 
armed and reinforced the Marshfield Loyalists in January, 1775, 
found the zeal and independence of these Tory corps- who carried 
the burden of the fighting for the defense of Government in 
laseachusetts Bay through the fall and winter of 177'4-1775 -more 
than something of a political and military embarrassment. At the 
least, despite the months of open warfare between the Loyalists 
and the rebel militia - from the Powder Alarm to the Lexington 
Alarm, and beyond - Gage, without orders# but arguably within his 
powers as Governor, made no proclamation of rebellion nor raised 
the Royal Standard in the country. 
2 
1 Brig. Ruggles' called the, Tory corps the Loyal Legion of America. 
For the raising of, this force in Boston in April, 1775 which was to 
serve until the Evacuation of March 17,1776, see below. 
2 The delay arose only in part because of the weeks required 
(longer in winter) for communication across the Atlantic. It was 
only after the latest series of punitive Acts, designed to enforce 
aubmiaeton, including the Non-Intermouree Aot, atireoted against New 
England and later extended to prohibit trade as well with the other 
Colonies except for New York, Georgia, and North Carolina where it 
was thought that Loyalists could regain control, that passed through. 
Parliament that the Cabinet of Lord North finally approved the form 
of a proclamation of rebelliion, on March 30,1775, which should be 
promulgated by Gage im Massachusetts. Cabinet Minute, March 30,1775. 
Dartmouth MSS. Gage did not issue such a proclamation until 
June 12,1775. See below. For Parliamentary legislation, see the 
summary in Bernard Donoughue, is Politics and the American 
Revoluti: on... (1964), pp"248-255" 
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It was the Tory Corps of Co1. Elisha Jones at Weston, 
so near to Concord ins the heart of's- ategic Middlesex County 
and commanding the Post Road to Worcester and the Conmecticut 
Valley towns - but which Gage could only have reinforced by 
sending a detachment of troops overland (as during the Lexington 
Alarm of April 19,177'5)- that was the first of the three major 
Tory forces (the others at Marshfield and Freetown) to be broken 
up by the Rebel Whig Militia. 
It is not known when the Rebel attack came. Probably, however, 
it took place om December 23,1774 (the dhte of the "Declaration' 
which the. rebels forced 40 of'Col. Jones' loyalists to sign disavowing 
their endorsement of'the Association, Covenant in Nrovember) or a 
c&ay or two before. T oughoutt the conflict the Rebel Whigs made 
rauch use for propaganda of aoineid3ental datee and anniversaries 
of: alleged Government atrocities (the, "Bostom Massacre" Orations) 
and tyrannies: it was on December 23rd that Ruggles' Association 
Covenant was first printed in Böston, im Margaret Draper's Tory 
Massachusetts Gazette. The day before, Ruggles had sent this open, 
letter"? o the Printers of the Boston News-Papers: 
"As Messrs. Edes and Gill in their Paper of Monday 12th 
instant were pleased to acquaint the Public 'That the 
Association sent by Brigadier Ruggles, e$e. to the town of 
Hardwick together with his son's certificate thereof and the 
Resolves of the PIovincial Congress therein, must be deferred 
to their nexü... ' I am so credulous as to expect then to have 
seen their next paper adorned with the form of an Association 
which would have done honour to it, and, if' attended to and 
complied: with by the good people of the Province, might have 
put it in the power of anyone very easily to have distinguished 
such loyal subjects to the King as dare to assert their rights 
to freedom, in all respects consistent with the laws of the land, 
from such rebellious ones, as under the pretext of being friends 
to liberty, are frequently committing the most enormous outrages 
upon the persons and property of his Majesty's peaceable subjects, 
who, for want of knowing who to Ball upon (in these distracted 
times) for assistanoe, fall imto the hands of a banditti, whose 
cruelty surpasses those of savages. But finding my mistake 
Not all of Rugglee'immediate family were Toriee: his wife 
Bathsheba, a notably spirited and sitrongminded lady(daughter of 
Col. lielatiah and Desire Chipman Bourne of'Sandwich) was doubtless a 
Whig out of independenoe; their eldest eon (all eldest sons were called 
Timothy)remained at Hardwick through the War, but he, too, eettled later 
in Nova Scotia. See Menrr StoddArd Rugglee, The RURR-IeG p`ß, (1892)79-86. 
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I now take the liberty to send copies to your several 
offices, to be published in your next papers, so that 
the public may be made more acquainted therewith than 
at present, and may be induced to associate for the 
above purpose. And as many of the people for -, ome time 
past have been arming themselves, it may not be amiss 
to inform them that their numbers will not appear so 
large in the field as was imagined before it was known 
that Independence was the object of contemplation; since 
which many have Associated, in different parts of the 
Province to preserve their Freedom and support Government; 
and as it may become necessary in a very short time, to 
give convincing proofs of your-attachment to Government 
we shall be much wanting to ourselves, if we no longer 
trample upon the patience which has already endured, too 
long suffer. ingt and may if this opportunity be neglected, 
have a tendency to ripen many for destruction who have 
not been guilty of an overt act of'rebellion, which would 
be an event diametrically opposite to the humane and 
benevolent intention of him whose abused patience cannot 
endure forever, and who hath already by his prudent conduct, 
evinced the most tender- regard for a deluded People. " 1 
From those who witnessed the "breaking up" of Col. Jones' 
Tory corps none left an account which has been found, written or 
traditional. In Tory families the worst of the times of terror 
in the last years of Colonial dominion, in Massachusetts Bay was 
often left unrecorded, at first out of fear of'farßhe: persecution 
by the rebel Whigs, and later out of sorrow and loss. It was, however, 
the usual practice for the local Whigs under the direction of the 
"ruling" Commit-tee of Correspondence (at Weston in Deeember, 17? 4, 
Deacon Thomas 
2Upham and 
the two innkeepers, Benjamin Peirce and 
Samuel Baldwin. ) to plan the "invasion" of the town by an overwhelming 
force from the "neighbouring towns" -a pre-arranged Whig mob led by 
contingents of Minute Men and' other rebel militia. As the "defeated" 
rebel conspirators in an attempted "mobbing" of'Col. Israel Williams 
and other Tories at Hatfield im the summer of' 17774 explained, if 
1 Massaohusetts Gazette, Dec. 23,1774; it was also published in 
Thomas and John Fleet's "neutral" Boston evening Post on Dec. 26th. 
At New York in Hugh Gain, e*s New York Gazette and -Weekly Mercury, Jan. 9th. 
2 M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records* .. l -180 (1893)pp. 207-208. 
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such work were done, by local Whigs, "it would Brake Neighbourhood 
and there fore would Not Do so well as for... Stran(g)ers. " 1 
Apart from, the Westom Committeemen, the most prominent 
political enemies of Col. Jones in, the town who would have had 
knowledge of the proceedings if they did not themselves take part 
in, them, were the two men chosen to at-tend the First Massachusetts 
Provincial Congress: Josiah Smith, another tavern-keeper, and 
Samuel Phillips Savage, the dark shadow of Sqm Adams and-the Loyal 
Nine, and finally Braddsrll Smith, elected to succeed Col. Jones as 
Town Representative at the famous Town Meeting of September 29,1774, 
and, already Captaim of a company of Midcälesex County Minute Men, 
with a growing reputation for terror. 
2 
Whatever the circumstances of the "breaking up" of'Col. Jones' 
Weston Tory Corps in December, 1774¢, 38 of'its members were disarmed 
and forced by the rebels to sign 
"a Declaration dated December 23d 1774, setting forth, 
that they themselves had no such Design ('to aid and 
assist in carrying the late Unconstitutional Acts of 
the British Parliament into Bxecution, against the 
British Amer'icans') and that they hold said Acts to be 
Unconstitutional, and tending to enslave the British 
Americans; and that they are fully disbanded from said 
Covenant and Inlistments; and they having promised in 
said Decla, ration, that they are, and will hold themselves 
in Readiness, and join with their American Brethren in 
supporting their Lives and Liberties, both civil and 
sacred, of this and other United Sister Colonies in 
British America. " 3 
1 Deposition of Benjamin, Read and James HUnt, Au9ust91774. Israel 
Williams Papers, Mass. Hist. Soc. 
2 For the Weston Town Meeting of Sept. 29,1774, see above. Samuel 
Phillips Savage's "Diary" is "missing" after March, 1774, until 
1784, the period of the civil war and revolution, and his known 
collection of manuscripts "purged" like those of Sam Adams and other 
leading rebel Whigs- 
3 No copy of this "Declaration of Deo. 23,1774" is known to survive,, 
in Weston Town Arohives, or elsewhere. This is taken, however, from the 
summary included in the resolve of the "most secret" Sudbury Whig 
Convention of Jan. 5,1775(the records of which were "lost"or destroyed 
by the Whigt)but published by "Sam Adams'Printer", Rdes, in his Boston 
Gazette when the Whigs had learned of the, Gage expedition to take rebel 
military stores at Concord, two days before the "Alaraa, "April 17,1775. 
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Neither Col. E1isha Jones, nor his second youngest 
son, Jonas,, then eighteen, however, with at least 16 men of 
the Weston Loyalist Corps signed the rebel Declaration of Dec. 23rd, 
1 
Those now known are: 
Samuel Train, jun. Josiah Lawrence aged 14 
James Stimson Jonas Jones 18 
James Stimson, Jr Peter Cary 18 - 
Asa Tr avis Co. James Taylor 15 
Thomas Corey Thomas Williams 18 
Samuel Cray, aged 18 Silas Coolidge 19 
Lemuel Stimson 16 Daniel Upham 16 
Josiah Allen, jun * S. Livermore 
* Stephen Mirick 17 
It could have been that these men - the youngest, Josiah Lawrence, 
aged only 14 - managed to fight their way free or otherwise to 
avoid being taken up by the rebel forces. When, as was usual after 
such rebel forays, the town of Weston quietened down, Tory feeling 
was apparently still sufficiently strong to prevent the local Whigs 
from unduly harrying these nom-signers. By the time the Whigs held 
their Convention at the neighbouring town of Sudbury ono January 5,1775, 
only two - S. Livermore and Stephen Mirick - had "dashed their Names 
out of said (Col. Jonesl Tory) Covenant. " 
2 
Possibly Col, Elisha Jones' military leadership was so much 
feared by the rebels is Middlesex County that they planned their 
invasion of Weston and attbaok upon his Tory Corps for a time-when 
the Colonel was known to be going away, possibly on a trip to Bbston. 
Certainly this was the tactie"by which the Bristol County rebels 
managed to defeat Col. Thomas Gilbert's Tory Rangers - with only & 
1 This list is as appears inithe account of the resolve of the 
rebel Sudbury Convention of January 5,1775 printed by Edes and Gill 
in the Boston Gazette on April 17,1775.4/2. 
2 "S^ Livermore was probably Samuel Livermore, a name much used in 
that famäly. Loo. Ci't. He had held the minor town office of Tythingman, 
177/2-3, and was "popular"enough to be elected one of the two Constables 
on March 5,1775"M"F"Peiroe, e&., To wn of Weston Records(1893)PP-179,211. 
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fractiom of their numbers - the following April. Finding that 
"the whole of the malcöntents in the distrint" were planning 
an attack, Col. Gilbert wrote to the Governor for aid, and in reply 
Gage, inja letter dated March 31, advised him that a detachment of 
200 troops were being sent by sea to Newport (Rhode Island) and 
thence up the coast. When Col. Gilberii made a journey down to Newport 
to see why the reinforcements had been dblayed, the rebels on 
April 9th sent an armed. fbrce estimated at 2,500 men against 
his Tory Rangers at Freetown. Three hundred strong at best, the 
Tories were overrun, but not without making a fight of it; amomg 
the casualties was Col. Gilbert's brother Samuel, who was hit in 
the-head by a clubbed firelock, and lost"the sight of one eye, Col. 
Gilberts son, Thomas, the Younger, Major of the Second Bristol 
County Regiment, was among those put in jail by the rebels, who 
plundered the homes of Col. Gilbertand his sons and the other 
Tories in Freetown and' Taunton before they disbanded. 
1For 
tending 
the Tory wounded Dr. William McKinsfry was later hounded by the 
mob from Taunton and was fortunate to escape to Boston with his 
life. 
2 
1 For- the'regaest to Gage for troops: Gage to the Magistrates of 
Freetown, March 31,1775-cage MSS, Clements Library. Some of'the 
intelligence reporft to Gage from Bristol County 11secrret" Tory agents 
still survives one marked "received" April 9,1775, and another dated 
April 18,1775. See also the terrible letter of'Dr. William McKinstry 
to Gage, May 12,17775. Gage MSS. 
See also the accounts of Co1. Thomas Gilbert in PRO. A. 0.13/50 and 
A. 0.12/10, ff. 131-147; and of" hie son, Maj. Thomas Gilbert the Younger, 
A. 0.13/24. After the war the fkmily settled oit St. Mary's Bay in 
Digby County, Nova Scotia - and from them the writer is descended. 
For-the rebel conspiracy against Col. Thomas Gilbert's Tory Rangers 
at Tauntom and Freetown, see Committee of'Inspection of Bristol County 
to John Hancock (President of'the Massachusetts Provincial Congress, 
the Second Congress, seoond session, was held at Concord from March 22- 
April 15,1775) April 4,1775. 
An older sketch, but one that draws up on, manuseliptýs no loner t bQ found, is John C. Crane's "Col. Thomas Gilbert, The Le er of Ne RnpIand 
Tories, "New England Historic Genealogical Society Publications, 1893, 
pp. 8-19; Por the Gilberts in Nova Scotia: Isaiah W. Wilson, A Geography 
and History of the County of Digby (1893) pp. 335-339. 
2 See the Memorials of his son William McKinstry, PRO. A. 0.13: 75,13: 47. 
At Taunton during the, rebel perneeutionsFrank Davol, Two Men of Taunton, 
(1912)p. 268. 
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1 
Whether Col. Jones, like Col. Gilbert several months 
later, was with his Tory Corps when, the rebels in their customary- 
overwhelming numbers came against them,, and that he was driven 
to take refuge in; Boston at this time, may never be established. 
Col. Jones himself left no record that has survived of these events. 
His son Josiah testifying before the Loyalist Commissioners at 
St. John (New Brunswick) on December 21,1786, twelve years later 
but with years pf experience as a practicing lawyer, sai& only that 
"the Mobs had come so often against him that he was obliged to 
2 
leave home and'went to Boston in the Fall of 1774. " 
It was rebel polioy, however, to make it appear that the 
Tories had left their towns and abandoned their property o: r their 
own free will, and that no force had been used against them - and 
Col. Llisha Jones of Weston with his large and valuable estate in 
Weston quite apart, from his holdings in land running to thousands of 
acres im Western Massachusetts, was no exception. Still in the 
WestonTown Archives is the following-communication: - 
To the Honbl John Winthrope Esger 
X Judge of Probate for the County of' Midd 
We the Subscribers Selectmen of, the Town of' eston 
Would inform your Hbnour that there is an Estate 
in Weston that belonged to the late Col. Elisha 
d Volentry 
Jones Who Left S Town of Weston and flead, 
to our Enemies When the British Troops Ware 
im the Town of Boston therefor- Would Pray yo(ur) 
Honour to appoint an agent to take Care of'Sa(iä) 
Estate agreable to a Law of this' State 
Weston'Jan3=28th-1779 Josiah Smith Selectmen 
Samuel Whittemore of 
Joseph 1 berrtts Weston 
1 On May 4,1775, Col. Gilbert wrote to his eons who were still held 
by the rebels to die by the sword' rather than be hanged as rebels, 
which would be their fate if they joined the Americans. Force, American 
Archives, Ser. IV, Vol. II, p. 508. 
2 PRO. A. 0.12: 10, f. 366. 
3 MSS, Weston Town Archives, Weston, Massaohusetts. In a document dated 
at Weston, June 6,1780, three "apprizere-Josiah Smith, Samuel Lamson, 
and Jonathan Fisk-valued Col. Jonee'Weeton proparty only at £35,550" 
Weston Town Arohives. Se* Appendix. 
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It is not known , whether at this time Co1. Jones was 
accompanied to Boston, by, any of his fämily. If" is son Jonas, 
a marked man to the rebels for signing the Weston Tory Association 
of November 14,1774, "went in" then, he had returned to the family 
home by the day of the Lexington Alarm, April 19,1775.1 The general 
expectation among the Tories in the winter of 1774-1775 was that 
the political crisis irr the Colony, however violent, would not be 
of long duratiorn, and many wives remained behind to look after 
the family property. Certainly Col. Jones' wife Mary Allen exhibited 
a courage of this kind to stand against adversity a year later at 
the time of the Evacuation of Boston. 
This agrees, moreover, with the account passed down in, the 
family that Mary Allen Jones did remain at Weston after Col. Jones 
went to Bostomg with two of the servants, one of them Cicero, the 
faithful black butler and coachman. It was rebel Whig policy as part 
of "Tory harrassment" to entice away their servants (as the negro 
slaves, mostly used as house servant7s, were always called'in Massachusetts) 
Those males who refused to be " *listed" to serve in the rebel militia 
during the winter of 177'4'-1775., and later, were forced into the rebel 
army (which in Massachusetts as elsewhere had substantial numbers of 
negroes and mulat-toes hopeful of eventual freedom) if they were not 
first "picked out" to labour gratis für members of the local Committees 
of Correspondence and Inspection. It was to be Cicerois misfortune 
that he would be ""att`acheV - stolen - by the Weston Rebel Committeemen 
orr May 19,1775, along with Col. Jones' cattle and hay, and put to work 
1 See Jonas Jones, Memorlals, PRO. A. 0.13t47; A. 0.13t50; and A. 0.13: 74. 
2 see below. 
3 Prank Sanborn, Henry D. Thoreau (1917) pp. 12-13,523-524. Sanborn 
drew upon family recollections at Concord, and early "Journals" is MSS 
of Thoreau. He was also given material on the Jones family by the Rev. 
Reginald Heber Jones of Boston and Concord, a descendant of Col. Elisha 
Jones'son Judge Daniel Jones of Hinsdale, N. H. Rev. R. H. Jones to Mary E. R. 
Jones, Feb. 14,1910. MERJones MSS, author's possession. 
But, Col. Jones' widow in fact joined her husband in Boston before 
Maroh, 1776, and sailed to Nova Scotia with her sons in Howes Fleet at 
the Evacuation. See below. 
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1 
for Committeeman Samuel Baldwin, the innkeeper. 
Meanwhile, help of a kind did come to the family of 
gol. Elisha Jones left at the mansion on, Beacon Hill, for on 
December 24,1774, Christmas Eve, Mary's husband, the Rev. Asa 
Dunbar, arrived at Weston. Nor from his "Diary" does it appear 
that he left again before the end of the winter, when he noted 
for March 16th, "Came home to Salem. " Between these dates, however, 
Asa Dunbar recorded only illness, and always with the same 
melancholy entry, "had ye Cholic, " the disorder which had begun 
to plague him with growing frequency since his inoculation at 
the Salem Small Pox Hospital im January of 1774.2 
Dunbar had last stayed in Weston at the end of October, 
1774, and was accustomed to making brief visits to his wife's 
family while in the vicinity om preaching tours, as the custom 
was, for the exchange of pulpits with other ministers. This trip 
appears to have begun ordinarily enough: on December 17th Dunbar 
"went to Medford, " and the next day he travelled to Menotomy 
(Arlington) to preach for the Rev. Samuel Cooke. On December 19th, 
it being "Foul weather, stayed at Mr. Coke's all day, " and on the 20th 
Dunbar "went to Cambridge, " where, it appears, he "put up" at 
"Bradish's, " that is, at the famous Blue Anchor Tavern just by 
the Square (on the west side of what is now Boylston Street) 
The Blue Anchor was then very much a Tory Tavera, and its owner, 
Ebenezer Bradish Sr., had only recently been in trouble with the 
Cambridge mob for "plying the Middlesex High Sheriff David Phips 
with horses to cb aw the eamm from the Powder House into Boston 
at the time of the Powder Alarm. Bradtshls son Eben, Jr., a Cambridge 
lawyer and married to the only daughter of' Judge Timothy Paine 
of Worcester (a signer of the'famoue "Worcester Protest"against 
the Tea Party and the activities of the Committees of Correspondence) 
an active Tory himself, had been at Harvard with Dunbar. 
3 
1 See the "Diary" of the Rev. Asa Dunbar, May, 1775. . Antiq. Soc., Worcester. Cicero was later to help inithe escape of'Josiah Jones 
from Weston is September, 1775. See below. 
2 See Dunbar"s MSS "Diary, "l774; He was sharply critical of the 
methods used by Dr. James Latham to innoculate at the Salem hospital; 
l see his (anonymous)half-page article, in the Salem Essex Gazýtte, Mar. 
I 
3 For Sbenezer BradAeh, Si R X& atee, XVII, pp. 126.. 8. 
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Beginning with December 20th, Dunbar made daily entries 
im his "Diary" for the next four days, unusual in their frequency: - 
Dec. 20 Went to Cambridge 
21 Seized with ye Cholic at Bradish's 
22 Still confined with ye Cholic 
23 Better of ye Cholic 
After this, Dunbar oonfide& nothing but illness to paper, being 
as prudent as the times were hazardous,, until after his departure 
in, mid-March, 1775. The timing of Dunbar's arrival at Weston, the 
day after the rebels (on Dec. 23rd) forced many of the men in 
Col. Jones' Tory Corps to sign the declaration renouncing their 
allegiance, was no doubt significant although Dunbar-'s "Diary" 
gives so little away; what is certain, Dunbar 
1 
did not delay the 
journey from Cambridge because of the weather. In Boston, only a 
few miles away, Lt. John, Barker of the 4th Regiment wrote in his 
Diary: " 
"Sat. 24th. Bad day; constant snow 'till evening 
when it turned' out rain. and eleett... " 2 
Of' the trials that befell Col. Jones' wife Mary and the family 
at Weston, little more is known, until the time of the great 
Lexington. Alarm, April 19,1775. 
Records of the annual spring Weston Town Meeting for the 
election of'officers and other business, held on March 7,1775, 
give no indication of the political turmoil in Massachusetts Bay 
at that time, or-the urgent preparation for war then being made 
by the Town Committees of Correspondence and Inspection. 
3 
In 
passing the aoeounts of the Town Treasurer, Captain)Samuel Lamson, 
for the year previous, payment apparently was authorized as a matter 
1 KSS "Diary" of the Rev. Asa Dunbar, December, 1774. 
2 E. Dana, ed., The British in Boston Being the Diary of Lt. John Barites 
of the King's Own Regiment... 1924 p"14" 
3A special "political" Town Meeting on Jan. 2,1775. voted that Weston 
pay its usual taxes not to the legal Provincial Treasurer Harrison 
Gray, but to the "Receiver" appointed by the Whig Provincial Congress 
Henry Gardner of Stow; chose fbr, a Town Committee of Inspection John 
Allen, israel Whittemore, and William Whitney; and reelected "by a 
unanimis vote"Braddyll Smith Representative to the Provincial Congress 
at Cambridge on Feb. lst. M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Weston Records(1893) 
pp. 208-210. 
3 
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of routine to Col. Elisha Jonee for funds due to him as 
Overseer of the Poor for the year 1773-1774. The only reference 
to the fact of'revolt is the omissiorr of his militia title, a 
Royal commission: - 
x 
"Paid to Elisha Jones Eegr one of the overseers 
of the Poor 
4/1/3 and 1Q 
Record of the settlement of this account on March 7,1775, for 
Col. Jones marked ' the, official end of a career of service in 
town affairs which went back nearly thirty years to the formation 
of the' goveanment of the First Precinct iii Weston in Decembe?, 1746.1 
When, - or if - this money was paid to Col. Jones, we do not know: 
ornly. orte of his account books has survived, and in itt, significantly 
2 
enough, none of the town accounts appear. 
Through'the winter of 17t4-1775, meanwhile, the triumph 
of the Middlesex Whigs over Col. Jones - who had been driven to 
Böstom - and the Weston Corps of' Tories, most of' whose members had 
been forced to disband, was not complete. One of the first of the 
Tory Corps to be raised in Massachusetts Bay, Col. Jonee' Loyalists 
pointed the'fact of armed' resistance to Whig despotism and mob rule, 
and were an example for lifte-mindedmen in other towns to follow, 
as at such other inland places as Petersham, where a Tory Association 
was formed at the beginning of ' January, 1775.3 
1 M. F. Peirce, ed., Town of Heston Record's (1893)pp. 1-2,1889212. 
2 Col. Elisha Jones' Ledger Book, MSS. The Golden Ball Tavern Museum 
Archives, Weston. 
3 On Jan. 2,1775, Thomas Beaman of Petersham was present at a meeting 
in that town when Joshua Willard, Esq., William Barron, Esq., Joseph 
Stevens, Moses McClallan, Luke Lincoln, Joseph Smith, James Jackson, 
Samuel Frizzell, David Stone, Robert Goddard, Ebenezer Bragg, Seth 
Hapgood and Dr. Ephriam Whitney, agreed'thay they would "not acknowledge 
or submit to the pretended authority of any Congress, Committees of 
Correspondence, or other unConstitutional Assemblies of men but at 
the risk of our lives if need be oppose the forcible exercise of all 
such authority... " This Document was copied into the Petersham Town 
Records. See the Loyalist MSS of Thomas Beaman, who in the winter of 
1774-1775 was a Tory agent in Worcester and Middlesex: PRO. A. 0.13: 51, 
A. 0.121ll, ff. 49-50. For a rebel account of the Petersham Tories, hphriam 
Doolittle (of Peh-ersham)to John Hancock and the Mass. provincial 
Congress, April 4,1775. M. H. S. 
9 
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At Boston, Col. Elisha Jones would have made a report 
of the political and military situation in Middlesex County to 
the acting commander of the Massachusetts Bay Militia, Brig. Timothy 
Ruggles of Hardwick, and probably as well to Gage, who took a 
close and careful interest im intelligence reports, particularly 
those brought in by such leading and reliable Colonials. 
1 
It may 
have been that the circumstances of the Rebel Whigs overrunning 
Col. Jones" Weston Tory Corps in December, 1774 - if not the 
recommendations of the Colonel himself - led Gage and his advisers 
to reconsider the vulnerable-and scattered positions of the 
Associations being raised and maintained by the Tories in rural 
Massachusetts . Certainly from: the beginning of January, 1775, it 
was Gage's policy when asked by these organizations for aid to 
send them not only arms but small detachments of regular troops - 
provided they could be transported quickly by water (thus lessening 
the risk of creating a repetition of'the Powder Alarm) and where 
iif' an attack threatened such Tory towns could be protected - like 
Boston itself - by the guns of'the navy. Thus 100 troops under 
Captain Nesbit Balfour of the 4th Regiment sailed im the armed 
schooner Diana and the sloop Britannia on Jan. 23,1775 to reinforce 
the Marshfield Loyalists under the command of"Col. Nathaniel Ray 
2 
Thomas, and another contingent promised to Col. Thomas Gilbert at 
Freetown by Gage on March 31st. 
3Gage's 
policy, however, did not 
extend to giving even such limited! protection) to the remote district 
of' Maine where Loyalists at Falmouth and, other places were instead 
1 For Gage and Col. Jonee, see testimony of his son, Josiah Jones 
before the Loyalist Commissioners at St. John, New Brunswiek, 0ot. 21, 
1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10, f. 366. The Gage MSS at the Clements Library 
now contain no documents relating to Col. Jones and the Weston, Tories. 
2 For the departure of Capt. B lfour's ttroops, see Diary of Frederick 
Mackenzie (1930)entries for'Jan. 23,25 and 29,1775, pp. 5-6. 
3 Gage to the Magistrates of Freetown, March 31,1775. Gage MSS. 
B 
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evacuated to Boston and other places of safety by the Navy - 
although even after the Lexington Alarm there were rumours that 
Col. Elisha Jones' cousin, Captain Ichabod Jones the prosperous 
Boston merchant and shipowner, had transported a detachment of 1 
Gage's regular troops to the strategic Maine seaport of' Machias. 
Gage wrote to Dartmouth on February 17,1775 that his reinforcement 
of the Marshfield Tories "has had a good Effect in that quarter 
of the Country, and I hope will encourage other Places where 
Oppression is felt to make Application of the same Nature. " 
2 
Col. Elisha Jones' Weston Tory Corps, ostensibly broken 
up by'the rebels im Deczember, 1774, when 38 of its 55 known members 
were made to sign the rebel Declaration, of December 23rd, meanwhile, 
continued as a political if not a military threat to rebel-Whig 
rule in the vicinity of'Middlesex County. It says much that by 
January 5,1775, only two of the seventeen-man Tory hold-out list 
at least nominally changed allegiance by signing the. rebel Declaration 
(S. Livermore and Stephen Mirick, aged 17). And that the only known 
1 Captain Ichabod Jones, baptized at Weston May 26,1717, had commanded 
a hospital ship in the Massachusetts Provincial Navy at the Seige of 
Louisbourg in 17 45. (Maseachusetts Archives, 118: 319). To discount 
these rumours before he sailed on the fir3t (and this time fateful) 
of his usual spring and summer trading and supply trips to Machias, 
at the end of May, 1775, Captain Ichabod had the following notice 
pri ed'in two issues of, Sam and Ebenezer Hall's radical Whig New 
gnu Chronicle cle or the Essex Gazette (after Lexington set up in 
Stoughton Hall Wt- Harvard College appearing on May 25th and June lst.: - 
Boston, May 5,1775 
WHEREAS there is a Report prevailing and by some believed, 
that I the Subscriber carried some Soldiers from Castle William 
to Machias 
-I 
hereby solemnly declare that I never carried 
or know of any to be carried or transported to Machias from said 
Castle William, or from any other Place whatever, to said Machias; 
and I further declare that I never had such intention, or saw one 
there im my life. Ichabod Jones 
Captain Ichabod Jones 
pop, escorted by the 
on June 2nd -only to 
rebele in the actions 
rebellioU at sea. 
2 Gage to Darthnouth, '. 
with his two merchant vessels the Unity and 
armed Naval Schooner Mar aretta, arrived at Machias 
have all three captured almost at once by the 
that mark (officially)the beginning of the 
Reb. 17,1775. pR0. C. 0.5=92. 
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acts - there were two - of' the rebel-Whig Convention of 
delegates from Committees of Correspondence in Middlesex 
and Worcester Counties which met at Sudbury 
(in Middlesex) 
on January 5,1775, condemned Col. Elisha Jones' Tory Weston 
Corps and, in a second resolve, Col. Jones cousin Captain Isaac 
Jones, keeper of the notorious Tory hostelry in the centre of 
Weston on the Post Road to Sudbury and Worcester, the Golden Ball 
Tavern, who in the spring of-'1774 had been "hanged" from the 
balustrade in the hallway of'his tavern as a warning to desist 
from Tory activities by -a Whig mob dressed as Indiana, and several 1 
times "published" in the Whig press as an enemy to "liberty". 
Probably the Sudbury Convention of January 5th was called 
by the rebels to consider further measures to be taken against 
the remnant of Col. Elisha Jones' Tory Corps at Weston and the 
attempts of the Tories in the district to organize for their 
own protection. No doubt in pa7rt, at least, because of its radical, 
too-advanced and therefore dangerously revolutionary debates, 
greater precautions than were usual for rebel gatherings were 
taken by the Sudbury Convention to keep its proceedings secret, 
2 
and no account of' them has been found. 
1 It was after the mobbing of Isaac Jones and the mob destruction 
at the Golden Ball Tavern on the night of MIarch21,1774, that 
Col. 
Elisha Jones ordered that a"Military Watch" from the Militia in 
Weston be mounted "every night. " See the Massachusetts Gazette and 
Boston Post Boy'April 4,1774.1/2"For this inciden. t, the "Weston Tea 
ply, " see above. 
Y- of _ 
the Transitiö f Provincial 2 Harry A. Cushing im his H°stor 
to Commonwealth Government in Massachusetts (1896) states that there 
were a number of Whig conventions 
that were not proper "County 
Conventions, "buü called for , some specific purpose and whose resolves 
(like that of the Worcester Convention of Jan. 26-27,1775)were printed 
on, small hand-bills. Cushing gives as an example the meeting of Whig 
deputations from the towns of Boston, Roxbury, Dorchester, Watertown, 
CharlestowntCambridgeg"Mistick"(Medford), Dedham, Milton, Malden, Stow, 
Braintree, and Woburn, who met at Boston, Sept. 27 1774 to concert 
measures to prevent any supplies of labour and 
hui ding and other 
materials from reaching Gage's troops in ston. p. lOl. The recent study 
of L. Kinvin Wroth, Province in Rebellion... 1975)refers to the Sudbury 
Convention as"apparently an effort to clothe ad-hoc action against 
opponents in the quasi-legality of the County convention., -"P. 103. 
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The Sudbury Convention was linked with that held three 
weeks later at Worcester on January 26th and 27th (before the 
next session of the Massachusetts Provincial Congress was due to 
meet at Cambridge on February 1st) by the resolves against the 
Tory Joneses of Weston and by the directiom of both Conventions 
by the radical Wards, probably the leading rebel family of 
Worcester County. Artemas of Shrewsbury (b. 1727), the only Justice 
who did not sign the Loyalist Address to Gen. Gage, was "elected" 
Colonel of the Third Worcester-Middlesex Regiment on Oct. 3,1774, 
and on Oct. 27th appointed secretly by the Massachusetts Provincial 
Congress second General (after Jedediah Preble of Falmouth) of the 
Massachusetts rebel foroes. Aritemas Ward was Chairman of the Worcester 
Convention of January 26-27,1775, and perhaps also served earlier 
as Chairman of the Sudbury Convention of January 5th, of which his 
cousin Jonathan Ward of' Southborough eblected" second Lieutenant-Colonel 
of'Artemas' Third Worcester Regiment on Oct. 3,1774)was made Clerk. 
1 
As was so often the ease with rebel leader-. in Massachuseiit 
Hay their oppositiionrto the Administration - if'not their Whiggism - 
was born of'personal grievance: thus it was with Artemas Ward, who, 
onn J'ano 30,1766, had been dIsmiseed (the letter read "superceded") 
in his commission as Colonel of the Third Worcester-Middlesex by 
Gov, Franeis Bernard - friend'., patron. and business associate o; r Col. 
Slisha Jones who oommand)ed the neighbouring Third Middlesex Regiment - 
for Ward's"savage personal attacks upon Bernard himself and government 
policies during the, Stamp Act troubles. Ward's particular animus 
toward militia officers - such as Col. Jones - who were to remain 
1 See Charles Martyn, The Life of'Artemas Ward (1921)PP-70-78. 
for Jonathan Ward of Southborough, see Charle^ Martyn, The William 
Ward Genealogy, The History of the Descendants of William Ward of Su dbury, Mass. 1638-1925.192T p. 151. In the Gage MSS, Clements Library, 
there is an intelligence report dated Feb. 24,1775 which mentions 
Artemas Ward the Worcester Militia, and st ckpi es of rebel military 
stores. Josepii Ward, schoolmaster in Boston(1772)and after Lexington 
ADC and Secretary to his cousin Gen. Artemas Ward, corresponded secretly 
with Lord Dartmouth as late as May 8,1773 giving information about rebel 
activities, and asking for the post of" Secretary or Lt. Governor of New 
Hampshire or "any other commission in Civil Government in-New Jngland. " 
Dartmouth MSS. 
2 John Cotton, Deputy Seoretary, to Artemas Ward, June 30, l7669printed in 
Naityn, The Life of Artemas Ward, (1921)p. 36. See also PP. 13-14 and 35" 
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loyal to their Commission Oaths, and to militiamen who saw 
their duty to protect their families and property by upholding 
the law, is witnessed by the Resolves of'the Sudbury and Worcester 
Conventions of'January, 1775 -- as it was seen to reach its fullest 
development three months later-after Lexington when Ward commanded 
the rebel forces beseiging Boston by such Tories as had the great 
misfortune to fall intro rebel hands. It was under Artemas Ward of 
Shrewsbury in the early spring of 1775, let it be remembered, 
that the deliberate rebel policy of'close-confinement, statvation 
of, food and water, and other ill-treatment of Tory prisoners - 
who before Washington took command from Ward at Cambridge on July 2nd 
were to include Col. Elisha Jones' sons Elisha the Younger, Jonas, 
Ephriam, and Josiah - was officially begun. 
The first of the two resolves adopted by the Sudbury 
Convention on January 5,1775, and signed by Jonathan Ward as Clerk, 
fabricated the crimes and prescribed the punishment of'those men 
who had joined Col. Elisha Jones' Tory Corps at Weston: - 
WHEREAS a Number of Persons in Weston signed a Covenanting 
Agreement dated November 14,1774, to learn the Military Skill to 
defend his Majesty's Authority, and other Things contained in said 
Covenant, which has been, and may be construed, to be of dangerous 
Consequences; and that they were engaged to aid and assist in 
carrying the late unconstitutional Acts of the British Parliament 
into Execution, against the British Americans (and it appearing 
from authentic'L+vidence, that Col. hlisha Jones had such a sordi. 
Desire in having said Persons engage in a Military Company, &c. ) 
and most of said Persons, Viz. (here follow the names of those, 
given above, who were forced to withdraw) 
Being 27 Adult or-Persons of Age, and 11 Minors, making 
38 Persons in all, who have. signed a Dedlaration dated December 23d 
1774, setting forth, that they themselves had no such Design, and 
1 For the harsh treatment of Col. Jones'sons by the rebels, see their 
Loyalist Memorials: PRO. A. 0.13: 47; A. 0.13: 50; A. 0.13: 74; and Josiah Jones 
and Dr. Jonathan Hicks from Concord Jail to the Massachusetts 
Provincial Congress, June 15,1775. Macssachusetts Archives, 180: 51-52. 
And see below. It was the efforts of Gage to obtain the release and humane treatment for Col. Jomestsons in, jail that posed the question 
of prisoner-exchange for Tories; the refusal of the Provincial Congress 
and later Washington to comply caused Gage in retaliation to imprison 
the Boston Selectmen and other prominent Rebels. See below. 
Washington fully shared Ward's animus toward the Tories, and for 
much the same personal reasons. Throughout the War he continued the 
Beige-of-Boston policy of treating them as non-persone, often rferri Zoont. r 
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that they hold said Acts to be Unconstitutional, and tending 
to enslave the British Americans; and that they are fully 
disbanded from said Covenant and Inlistments; and they having 
promised in said Declaration, that they are and will hold 
themselves in Readiness, and join1with their American Brethren 
in supporting their Lives and Liberties, both civil and sacred, 
of this and other united Siater Colonies in British America - 
And Stephen Mirick aged 17 years, and S. Livermore, two more of 
said Military Company having dashed their names out of said 
Covenant, which makes 40 Retractors. - It is therefore Resolved, 
That the said Declaration, and Retraction of said Person , their 
Practice agreeing therewith, is satisfactory to this Body, and 
will remain so, untill they or either of them prove the Insincerity 
and Breech of the same - And if they, or either of them, by their 
future conduct, prove inimical to the Constitutional Rights of 
said United Colonies, then he or they so doing, may expect to be 
treated as Enemies to their King and Country. And those, viz. 
(here follows the names of those continuing to hold out against 
the rebels) 
Being 15, and 10 of them Minors, who signed said Covenanting 
Agreement, and have not signed a Reeantation, and so as not to be 
looked'upon as friendly, but treated as enemies to their King, and 
Country, and may depend upon it, that whenever it shall be necessary 
to make a Sacrifice to the Public Liberty, that the Vengeance of 
their injured Country will distinguish them among its first Victims. 
Signed by Order of said Convention 
Jonathan Ward, Clerk 
1 
Cont. ** to Tories as "parracides having no claim in humanity 
upon the laws of war or natural justice. Most extreme were Washington's 
comments after the British Evacuation of Boston in, March, 1776, that 
"one or two (Tories) have done, what a great number ought to have 
done long ago, committed; suicide. " To John Augustine Washington, his 
brother, March 31,1776. MSS. Library of Congress, and to Joseph Reed, 
April 191776-William B. Reed, LifI 
_&I 
d Corr*spond ende of Joseph Reed, 
(1847) pp"179-181. 
2 This remark about Col. Jones appears to have been inserted at the 
time of publication by Benjamin Edes, who often "pointed up" the copy 
of material he used in the Boston Gazette with pro-radical comment. 
As a member of the Loyal Nine Edes was indeed privy to such "authentick 
evidence" as the Boston Whig leaders received. 
1 The only known copy of the Sudbury Convention Resolves of 
January 5,1775 is that printed by Benjamin Edes in the Boston Gazette, 
April 17,1775.4: 2,3. 
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At the time of the Sudbury Convention on January 5,1775, 
Col. Elinha Jones had been forced by the rebels to withdraw to 
Boston, and the leading Tory remaining in Weston was then his 
younger cousin (born in. 1728) Captain Isaac Jones, a prospering 
merchant and trader, owner of one of the best known in the chain 
of Tory Taverns, the Golden Ball, on the Great West (Post) Road 
from Boston to Worcester. Isaac Jones had served as a militia 
officer in Col. Jones' Third Middlesex (he was a Captain-Lieutenant 
in. 1771) but he was not a field officer in, the regiment at the 
time of the Powder Alarm. Although no evidence has been found, 
Isaac Jones may well have been associated with Col. Jones' Weston 
Tory Corps in, which his prominent position; in, the town and record 
of militia service would by custom have brought him a commission. 
The muster roll published by the Whigs recorded none of theofricers. ) 
The patriotic Col. Daniel Lamson, Civil War veteran and Weston 
historian of the 19th century who otherwise gleaned much reliable 
information from inhabitants whose grandparents had lived through 
the Revolution, does not mention Col. Elisha Jones' Tory Corps, but 
he did record that "Mr. (Isaac)Jones was a noted Tory, and was 
reported to have kept General Gage informed of the arms and ammunition 
held by the Liberty Men throughout this section. "1 
In any event, the rebel Whig case against Isaac Jones was 
already well worn by January, 1775: im 1774 they had several times 
"published" him in the Whig press for buying and selling tea and 
other imported goods in defiance of the Whig boycotts. Nor had 
I For. -Isaac Jones in the Militia, sees Massachusetts Archives, 99: 444" 
Most of the written intelligence repo7-äs to Gage were made 
anonymously and often in code to protect the identities of informants. 
NO communications from Isaac Jones to General Gage are now in the 
Gage MSS, Clements Library, University of Michigan. The best study of 
Gage's intelligence organization for this period, based upon the Gage 
MSS (but which is fAr from covering the subject adequately)is still 
Allen Prench, General Gage's Informers, 1932. 
Col. Lamson(a descendant of Capt. Samuel Lamson Whig leader of the 
rebel Weston Company at the Lexington Alarm)also may have based his 
statement on the MSS. Diary (1756-1787)kept by Rebecca, wife of'the Whig 
tavern keeper Samuel Baldwin, now "lost. " See Col. Daniel Lamson, HistorY 
of the Town of Weston Massachusetts, 1630-1890. (1913), pp. 188-189. 
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Whig mobbings of Jones' Golden Ball Tavern, and even the assault 
upon him, changed the colour of his political views. Added to this, 
Isaac Jones' tavern business, (the Golden Ball was built in 17'68) 
was prospering, and with its Tory custom taking much of the 
"carriage trade" from the other Weston Taverns, all of them "Whig" 
and run by the Whig Selectmen and members of the Commit-bee of 
Correspondence. At the Town Meeting off" Jan. 2,1775, just three days 
before the rebel convention in the nearby town of Sudbury, Braddyll 
Smith (Col. Elisha Jones' old'political enemy)brother of'Weston 
innkeeper Josiah Smith, ee-elected Selectman with two other rebel 
innkeepers, Benjamin Peirce and Samuel Baldwin, was again chosen 
Weston Representative to the next meeting of the Provincial Congress 
(to meet at Cambridge on February let. ) There is now no reference 
to the Sudbury Convention in the Weston Town reeords, but, as was 
oustomary, Braddyll Smith rpay have been the Weston delegate, with 
one or other-of' the Committee of Correspondence, two of the three 
being the innkeepers Samuel Baldwin and Benjanin Peirce - with 
Deacon Thomas Upham. 
There can have been few resolves of rebel Whig conventions 
in Massachusetts which more blatantly used politics to compass the 
financial ruin of a business rival than the second of the Sudbury 
Convention of January 5917759 which ordered Jones' Golden Ball 
Tavern at Weston to be closed: 
WHEREAS Isaac Jones of Weston is deemed a Remy to 
his Country, and as its not necessary he should keep a 
public House of Entertainment, there being two others 
kept near him on the same Road in Weston, by very worthy 
Persons, well aceomodated therefor, who ought to have the 
Preference to forbid iemies: -It is therefore Resolved, 
1 There is no better indication of a man's social standing and 
prosperity than his seat in the Colonial Meeting House: in 1772 at 
the Weston re-seating(one of the Committee of three was Co1. Elisha 
Jones, whose fhmily from the beginning had occupied theDeacon's" pew 
-after he was driven from Weston taken over by the family of the 
Minister)Isaac Jones was assigned the, most prominent -and expensive- 
seat of thöse given out, the "First below"the Pulpit at a charge of 
E178/18/6. Weston Town Records. For the Town Meeting of Jan. 2,1775, 
see Ibid., and M. F. Peirne, ed., Towno£'Weston Records (1893)pp. 208_210. 
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as the Sense of this Body, That said Jones ought not to 
keep a public House. - And all Persons who will hereafter 
hold and carry on Connections with him, ought to be treated 
as Enemies to the Liberties of those British united Colonies 
in America. 
Signed by order of said Convention 
Jonathan Ward, Clerk 1 
Although the resolve of the First Massachusetts provincial 
Congress on December 10,1774 had made it official Whig policy 
for local Committies of Correspondence to collect the names of 
any who signed Loyalist covenants and to send them; to the Provincial 
Congress for publication, the muster roll of Col. Elisha Jones' 
corps of Westom Tories and the resolve of the Sudbury Convention of 
January 5th condemning it were-withhold from , publication for three 
and a half mouths, until monday, April 17,1775. Nor was any reason 
offered for this long delay, whioh, despite the increasingly crowded 
agenda of the Provincial Congress sessions of'Feb. 1 - Feb. 16 (Cambridge) 
and March 22-April 15 (Concord) appears to have been, deliberate. A 
1 This resolve. of' the Sudbury Convention of January 5th, like the 
first condemning Col. Jones 'Weston Tory Corps, war not publi°hed until 
April 17,1775 in the Boston Gazette. Meanwhile, however, the rebel 
Convention which met soon afterward at Worcester on Jan. 26 and 27th- 
presided over-by Col. Artemas Ward of Shrewsbury (chosen one of the three 
rebel general officers by the Provincial Congress Oct. 3,1774)also 
took up the case of the WestonýTory Isaac Jones. On Jan. 26th it"Voted 
that Col. Ward and the other four of that committee"( appointed to 
"take into consideration a plan for this county to adopt respecting 
the now-consumption covenants of the Continental and Provincial 
Congresses")"with Doct. Denson and: Wm. Henshaw be a Committee to take 
into consideration the Conduct; of Isaac Jones. ""0n Jan. 27th the 
Worcester Convention adopted a resolve very similar to that of the 
Sudbury Convention of' Jan. 5th, and this one was published almost 
immediately, irn the Boston Gaz_e, Feb. 13,1775, and the Massachusetts 
on Feb. l6th. 
"WHEREAS Isaac Jones of Weston, in the County of'Middlesex, 
Innholder and Trader, has by his Conduct of late Years in 
various Instances manifested a disposition inimical to the 
Rights and Priviledges of his Countrymen. 
Therefore Resolved, That it be earnestly recommended to 
all the Inhabitants of this County, not to have any commercial 
Connections with the said Isaac Jones, but shun his House and 
Person, and treat him with that Contempt he deserves; and 
should any Person in this County be, so lost to a Sense of their 
Cont.. 
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factor may have been the Provincial Congress resolve of Dec. 10th 
itself which declared that the real purpose of Ruggles' Tory 
Association(a copy of which had been sent to the Congre m by Ruggles' 
own-but now Whig controlled-Hardwick Town Meeting)was to mislead the 
people into agreements which would hinder the peaceful settlement of 
differences 
1 
with the mother country-the sole object of the Whig 
Congresses. The logic of this argument may well have appeared too 
tenuous with respect to C01. Jones' Weston Tory Corps for the Whig 
propagandists. On January 16th the Boston Gazette printed the names 
of 14 Tories condemned by Petersham Town Meeting as Incorrigible 
enemies of America"for opposing the alleged"pretended Authority of 
any CongressCommitte" of Correspondence", or other unconstitutional 
Assemblies, "while on Feb-7th the radical Essex Gazette(Salem)primted 
the resolve of Marblehead. Town Meeting to "break off all Connections 
in Commerce, and in-every other Way" with six Tories who were 
published "that the Abettors of Tyranny and Parricides of their 
Country, may be uiriversally known and detested. " 
31n 
any case, the 
publication of the Weston, Tory Covenanters was quietly shelved for 
the time beinc: to have admitted any success of the Tory Associations 
during the Massachusetts Civil War, however limited, would have admitted 
the great truth that the rebels tried to avoid throughout the conflict: 
that Colonial opinion, to the'risk of life and property, was divided in 
its loyalty between legitimacy in government and rule by revolution. 
Cont. Duty after this Recommendation, as to have any commercial 
Connections or Dealings with the said Jones, we do advise 
the Inhabitants of this County to treat such Persons with 
the utmost neglect. " 
This resolve was also printed an a broadside with a condemnation of 
the leading Tory printers in New York as well as Massachusetts: James 
Rivington(New York Gazetteer); Hugh Gaine(New York Gazette and Weekly 
Mer'cur ); Margaret Draper The Massachusetts Gazette a. nd Boston Weekl 
News Letter); and Nathaniel Mills and John Hicks Massachusetts Gazette 
and Boston Post B ). See Broadsides, Ballads &c Printed in Massachusetts 
1631 OO (1922)p. 246. The illustration is from a copy at tale MHS. 
For the Worcester Convention, see American Antiquarian Society(Worc. ) 
U. S. Revolution MSS, Box l, folder 5(Jan-March, l775); Force-American 
Archives, Ser. IV, Vol. I91192-1194; Charles Martyn, Artemas "lard 1921)79-80. 
1 William Lincoln, ed., The Journals of Each Provincial ConCress of 
Massachusetts in 1774 and 17 1U35)pp. 68-69. 
2 Boston Gazette, Jan. 16,1775.1/3 
3 Essex Gazette, Feb. 7,1775.1/2. 
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\! ORCESTER, co, rc'crmtl at tL'r Corrrt-H", r fw\ lorce1cr, 
Lb c follou, irýSº RESOLVES (an; on o#/ )c; s) l rýý;; mýy 27, t 7"S! 
viz. 
7 11 T_: REAS faac 7onci of TVcf on, in the Conn" ,/ o'ºc 
tý ',; ý 1t1; ý>rýllý f"v, lnnholdcr and Tradcr, has by his Cun: iuct 
of laic Ycars in various Int1anccs manifc{lcd a difno(i- 
6on inimical to the Rights and Priviledcrcs of his Councrymen. 
Therefore lic"%l7)c,, I, That it bc carnctly rccornmcnc, cd to 
all ; i, c 1Ithal)itints of this County, not to havc any cornmcrciaý 
'ý r. cýiions with the Paid I/rac Jorrcf, but Ibun his Houfc and 
C. )n, and treat hits wich that Contempt he dcfervcs ; and 
:, iowd, any Pcrfon in this County be fo loft to a Senfe of their 
nicer thi; Recrnnmencdation, as to have any coMin-tcrcial 
, )! 1I; cations or Dealings wich the 
1: tid Joº. c. c, we do advifc the 
r.. ý. ýýýitancs of this County to treat Poch Perfons with the ucI:: of 
;: c ica. 
It; hereas the Fncmics of thefe uniteeColonics arc indc: ati- 
ý;., ý1c ißt their 1'. nckavours to Crcatc Divifions among the inha, - 
bit, mt,., and as there are f: vcral Printers on the Conuncrit, viz. 
1; i7 ;;, ýro, r and Gains, of New-York, Draper, Millf and Pick. (, of 
)ofion, that inccfttntly aflift them in their Endeavour:, by pub. 
ii; l n; their fcandaious Performances in their fevcral Ncws-Pa- 
'r icrefore Refulved, That it be recommended to the t ood 
copic of this County not to take any more of the a; ore; aid 
; 'hers, but that they encourage thofc Printers who have iava- 
r. a'v'y appeared friendly to this Country. 
I 
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In the early months of 1775 the Whig newspapers continued 
to avoid printing the text of any of the Tory Association covenants. 
In a piece published on February 2nd, after the rebel Sudbury and 
Worcester conventions-9 Isaiah Thomas in the Massachusetts 
put down Ruggles' Association by touting the strength of the 
newly reorganized rebel militia: - 
"Hardwick January 19. Such is the military spirit, 
and such the oppositions to military tyranny, in, this 
Town, that, exclusive of the train band compnrLies and 
one company of'Minute-Men, the Alarm-Men consisting 
of near one hundred and twenty, most of whom are able- 
bodied and good marksmen, met on Monday the sixteenth 
instant, and having formed themselves into two companies 
and made choice of their Officers, did likewise enter 
into a Covenant to attend military duty and equip themselves 
to a Man, agreeable to the laws of the Province in that case 
made and provided. So that we have reason to believe that 
the Tory Covenant ob Association, sent into this Town by 
Brigadier-Ruggles, will have little or no effect amongst 
us, nor will any other means used by our enemies to divide 
or divert us from pursuing the measures which we think 
will have'a tendency to recover and secure to us and our 
posterity our just rights and privileges. " 1 
Among others, one Tory handbill dated February 6th countered 
by warning of the fate of the English rebel Wat Tyler, and advocated 
the seizure of the r-bel leaders: - 
"Never did' a people rebel with so little reason; 
therefore-our conduct cannot be justified before 
Godl Never did so week a People dare to contend 
with so powerful a State; therefore it cannot be 
justified by prudence. It is all the consequence of 
the arts of crafty Knaves over weak minds and wild 
enthusiasto, who, if we continue to follow, will lead 
us to inevitable ruin. Rouse, rouse, ye Massaehusetiane, 
while it be yet times" 2 
c 
1 Massachusetts , Feb. 291775.2%1. 
2 This handbill was reprinted laterýby Peter, Force, American 
Archives, Series IV, Vol. I, p. 1216. 
I 
I 
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After being driven to Boston, Col. Elisha Jones appears 
to have escaped the worst of the personal attacks made by the 
rebel Whig press on the Tory leaders. In the Boston Gazette of 
April 17,1775, Benjamin Edes accused Col. Jones of the "sordid 
Desire" of having his Weston "Military Company" "aid and assist 
in carrying the late Unconstitutional Acts of the British 
Parliament into r`ýcecution, against the British Americans... " 
Added to his long years of consistent supporit. for Government in 
the House of Representatives in the General Court, on the Middlesex 
Magistrates Bench, and in , Weston. Town Meeting, these were Whig 
crimes enough. The fullest savagr'yof the Whig press attack that 
built up to a frenzy of abuse in the weeks before the Lexington 
Alarm was reserved for Brigadier Timothy Ruggles. On February 13th 
Thomas and John Fleet's Boston hlveniM-Post, which to some degree 
had "printed for both sides, " carried an article which invited the 
assassination of Ruggles as "a cursed Fratricide": - 
"The Mask is removed, and we now clearly see what you then 
had in view, viz., a Pension of X300 per Annum, for which and 
the Prospect of others yet more . 
lucrative, you have become 
the Tool of a corrupt Minister, to enslave and ruin Thousands 
of your intvocent Fellow-Countrymen. And to crown all, you have. 
accepted Appointment of a, Mandamus Councellor, for which abominable 
Act, committed in open defiance of the faithful advice of many 
of your good Friends, you have given the finishing stroke to 
your tatter'd Reputation, and are now driven out from your 
inheritance, the Society of your good Friends and Neighbours, 
. and like 
the cursed Fratricide of old, fear that every one 
who finds you shall slay you. " 2 
Ruggles had been warned, meanwhile, of rebel plans to kill him. 
3 
1 Bostons Gazette, April 17,1775.4/2. 
2 Boston Evening-Post, Feb. 13,1775.1/1. 
3 Alexander Fraser, Second Report of the Bureau of Archives for the 
province of Ontario, (1905), Vol. II, p. 790. 
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Finally, on April 17,1775, two days before the Lexington 
Alarm and three and a half months after the Sudbury Convention, 
the rebel Whigs saw fit to publish the resolve of January 5th 
condemning Col. Elisha Jones and the signers of his Weston Tory 
Covenant dated November 14,1774. Appropriately enough these appeared 
in Sam Adams' "Trumpeter of Sedition, " the Boston Gazette, space being 
reserved in what was known by the printers, Col. Jones' old adversaries 
Benjamin Edes and John Gill, privy to the innermost Whig secrets of 
the Loyal Nine, to be the last issue that, in the foreseeable future, 
would be published is Bostoni. While the issue of April 17th was cried 
in the streets and: sent into the country by trusted express riders, 
rival radical printer Isaiah Thomas quietly smuggled his press and 
type out of town: and other prominent Whigs still remaining were 
making secret and hurried plans to depart before the long expected 
and now imminent conflict between rebel forces and Gage's regular 
1 
troops began,. 
Several days before April 17th Dr. Joseph Warren, head of the 
Boston Committee of Correspondence, and the other rebel leaders knew 
of Gagers plan to send a detachment of troops to remove the rebel 
military stores hidden at Concord, these preparations set in motion 
on April 15th when the Grenadiers and Light Infantry were relieved 
of all duties -- and the work of the Second 
Massachusetts Provincial 
Congress meeting at Concord was adjourned that day until mid-May. 2 
In, Boston for months past no movement of Gagers forces had gone 
unwatched by the Sons of'Liberty. Paul Revere the silversmith later 
1 Thomas left Boston early on the morning of April 19th in a boat to 
Charlestown with Dr. Joseph Warren. Isaiah Thomas, The History of Printing; 
in America. vol. I, p. 169; John Cary, Joseph W:, rren(1961 gives a careful 
summary of Rebel Whig preparations in Boston, concluding: "The fact that 
resistance was not made until the British reached the town of Lexington 
probably was not fortuitous... " PP-181-185- 
2 E. E. Dana, ed., The British in Boston being the Diary of Lt. John Barker 
of the King's Own Regiment ... 
Z1924 quoting~G,, ge's General Orders of 
April 15,1775"pp"29-3U. 
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described how, on April 15th, which was saturday, "about 12 
o'clock at night, the boats belonging to the transports were 
all launched, and carried under the sterns of the men-of-war. 
We likewise found that the grenadier and' light infantry were 
all taken off' duty. " 
1It 
was at dawn the next morning (April 16th) 
that Paul Revere made his noted sahbath-day ride to the parsonage 
of the Rev. Jonas Clarke close by Lexington Green to alert the 
Liberty Men in the country and to warn Sam Adams and John Hancock 
that the departure of Gage's troops was imminent, while on the 
way back, at Charlestown,, (from which across the mouth of Charles 
River Boston is clearly visible)Revere arranged with Col. William 
Conant "that if the British went out by water we would show two 
lanterns in the North Church steeple - and if by land one as a 
signal, for we were apprehensive it would be difficult to cross 
the Charles or get over Boston Neck(to Roxbury). 
2 
This sortie of Gage's troops from Boston and the planned 
confrontation by a force of rebel Minute Men on Lexington Green - 
in effect a rural re-staging of the Boston Massacre of 1770 - 
as not expected by the rebels to extinguish the civil war that 
they had been waging with growing ferocity against the Tories in 
Massachusetts Bay since, the Powder Alarm. It was intended rather 
to engulf that Conflict by sparking off at last the war of rebellion 
against the Crown - by the appearance at least of an attack by 
Gage's regulars upon colonial militia - so long worked for by 
Sam Adams and the radicals both in the colonies and in England. 
3 
1 Forbes, Paul Reyereº(lst. edn. 194291969 edn. Boston) p. 245. Based 
upon three accounrte written by Revere, one of them for the Mass. 
Historical society in 1798ºForbes is still the best study of Revere 
3h bel preparations in Boston; Re rt Jeremy Belknap Boston, U. 
91 'j 
ý. Mass. Hist. Soc. Prooeedin-ý?, XVI(1978Ipp. 371_374. 
2 Ibidºp. 248. 
3 Clifford Shipton in his sketch of the Rev. Jonas Clarke of 
Lexington argues that Clarke must have known of the plot to bring on 
hostilities there, and that, as a friend of Dr. Joseph Warren, he would 
also have known of plans to destroy the British force that marched to 
take the rebel military stores at Concord. Shipton, Sible_y's ilarvard 
Graduates, Vol. XIII, p. 214; Joseph Warren to Arthur Lee, April 3,1775, 
Richard Henry Lee, Life of Arthur Lee(Boston, l829)Vol. II, p. 266; John 
Miller, Sam Adams... 19367. pp. 331-332. H. Zobel, The Boston Massacre(1970) 
supports Gov. Thos. Hutchinson's view of a Whig plot against the troops 
in Bocton. For an opposing view, denyin ga rebel plot, see Bernhard 
Knollenberg, "Did Samuel Adams Provoke... the Clash at Lexington, "AM. 
Antiq. Soc. Proce, Vo1. LXX, Oct. 1960ºpp. 500-503. 
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In the days proceeding April 19,1775, no instructions 
sent by Gage to the Tories in Middlesex County-and Concord and 
Lexington - appear to have survived. Nor any message from Col. Jones 
ire Boston to his family at Weston, or other Loyalists there, But 
by the morning of April 19th squads of Tories to act as guides 
(called "pilots" by the rebels who marked them down for particular 
vengeance) and well briefed on the hiding places of the rebel 
military stores at Concord had "come in" or had been chosen 
from 
Tory refugees already in Town, marched with Col. Francis Smith's 
expeditionary force, and, with Col. Jones' Harvard son Stephen 
among them, accompanied the relief column sent out later in the 
1 
day under Lord Percy. 
Had it not been the spring or Easter vacation the green-coated 
Tory Harvard military companies and their band of music would have 
been at Cambridge flanking the way to Lexington and Concord. 
(And 
the College, no doubt, with a tradition to match that of the boys at 
V. M. I. during the Civil War. ) As it was, a number of Harvard 
undergraduates served on the Lexington Alarm of 
April 19th as 
Volunteers with Stephen Jones (and it is thought his youngest 
brother Charles and Nahum, eldest son of Col. Nathan Jones of 
Frenchman's Bay, both of the Class of 1778). The rebels had broken up 
Col. Jones' Weston Tory Corps and the other Loyalist Associations 
in the central part of Middlesex County, and none is known to have 
operated as a unit daring the Lexington 
Alarm when Tories as well 
as Gage's forces on the road to Concord came under rebel attack. 
However, a remnant of Col. Jones' Corps, besides his Tory son, Jonas, 
(who was to eooape to Boston in dieguieb the day after the Alarm) 
may have given Loyal servioe,, although 
6 of the 15 members who refused 
1 
See testimony of Stephen Jones before Loyalist Commissioner 
Pemberton, St. John (New Brunswick)Oct. 24,1786. Second Report of the 
Bureau of Archives for the Province of'Ontario Part 11,1904. p. 762. 
For the activities of Col. Jon, es'sons at the Lexington Alarm, see below. 
For the "Tory Pilots"at Concord, see Isaiah Thomas'firnt issue of the 
"Spy"at Worcecter, renamed the Massachusetts aZ, orAmerican Oracle 
of Libert , 3/l, 2. For the Loyalist papers of the Tory Pilot William 
Warden, a Boston shopkeeper, grocer, and hairdresser-one of Gage's 
most trusted agents, see: PRO. A. 0.12: 10, ff. 94-102, A. 0.13: 51; A. 0.13: 75. 
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to withdraw their allegiance from the Tory Covenant, 
1 
and 11 more 
who had, 
2 
are listed in the official muster rolls of the two rebel 
companies that marched from Weston on the Lexington Alarm, Capt. 
Samuel Lamson's militia company and Captain Israel Whittemore's 
company of -: rtille; t, . 
It must be said that the rebel muster rolls when they can be 
found are noted for inaccuracies and were later padded out with 
claimants for government pensions, as Col. Jones' great-grandson 
Henry David Thoreau recorded in his Journal of one Concord Minuteman 
who hid himself behind a barn until the fighting was over. 
3From 
the 
time of the Lexington: Alarm however, the rebels made good their 
threats that Tories should be "punished" by doing more than their 
share of military service, the usual offer being the alternative of 
jail orarmy enlistment - which many chose, pocketing their principles, 
out of self-preservation. It was no idle threat when the Sudbury 
Convention -presided over by the radical "fighting Wards" of Shrewsbury- 
in its resolve condemning Col. Jones'Weston Corps on January 5th 
warned the "Loyalist Fifteen" "depend upon, it, that whenever it shall 
be necessary to make a Sacrifice to the'Public Liberßy, that the 
Vengeance of their injured Country will distinguish them among its 
first Victims. " 
4 
1 Samuel Train Jr., Thomas Carey, Lemuel Stimson, Josiah A11enjJr. 
Peter Cary, and Thomas Williams. Town of Weston Reco. rde; see Col. 
Daniel Lamson, History of the Town of Weston (1913)which prints 
the names of those who marched on the Lexington Alarm, April 19,1775, 
pp-79--80- 
2 Isaac Hobbs, Roger Bigelow, He7ekiah Wyman, Samuel Underwood, Ebenezer 
Bracket, Isaiah Bullard, Thadeus Fuller, David Livermore, Jr., Amoe Jonen, 
William Carey, and John Stimson. Ibid. 
3 Tha man's name was Amos Baker. Entry for November 1,1851. Thoreau 
had a great interest in local history and im the Revolution, and he 
collected material from those who had heard first-han. d accounts of the 
"Concord Fight". See entries for June 3,1850, April 14,1852, and 
Aug. 17,1858, where he recorded George Minott's reaction to Lemuel 
Shattuck's History of the Town of Concord. (Boston, 1835): Minott had 
given Thoreau much information about Concord history. "Minott has only 
lately been reading Shattuck's 'History of Concord, 'and he says that 
his account is not right by a jugfull, that he does not come within half 
a mile of the truth, not as he has heard tell... '"Capt. Jonas Minott, the 
Tory Concord Captain, was Thoreau's step- andfather. B. Torrey and F. Allen 
eds. The Journal of Henry David Thoreau 
(Dover, 
edn. 1962)V. 2,1342. 
4 Boston Gazette, Apri1 17,177/5. 
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If no Loyalist Corps is known to have fought on the side 
of Government at Lexir ton, the future of such volunteer units 
as part of the Crown forces - of the greatest importance to 
Col. Elisha Jones and his fämily, eight of whose sons were to hold 
the King's Commission in Provincial Corps during the conflict - 
nevertheless, was assured. Word finally reached Boston by April 16,1775 
that the Cabinet in January had approved Brig. Ruggles'proposals 
"to raise a corps of irregulars, " and; he submitted to Gage a plan 
for raising a regiment of 1,500 Loyalists to be subsisted as 
regular troops and to serve for the duration of the revolt. The 
letter sent by Ruggles to John Pownall in London on hearing the news 
is typical of the Brigadier's fighting spirit that was to hearten 
his Provincials as long as the war lasted, as it had in, the long years 
of struggle against the French, and in the trials of pioneering 
in Nova Scotia that lay beyond: 
"My heart leaps for joy to find the reception given by their 
Lordships to my Proposals... as I have the most Cordial inclination 
to contribute every thing in my power to convince these rebellious 
wretches of their folly and wickedness inýdespising the best 
Government both in Theory and administration that ever yet blest 
the earth we inhabit. And if it causes me as many wearisom days 
and sleepless nights, as five Campaigns did in the last War, I 
pray God my constitution may endure it; and my Country will be 
happy if Success attends his Majesty's arms; if not many of us 
will lose our lives and be put out of our present miserable 
situation. I am happy in: finding all my best Officers now living, 
and that serv'd with me last War, are Zealously Affected for 
this Service, by which means I 1cpect soon to recruit the 
Regiment after the Generals Proclamation (i. e. of rebellion) is 
issued for Severing the Loyalists from the Rebels. " 1 
1 
Brig. Timothy Ruggles . to John Pownall, April 18,1775. Dardtmouth MSS. 
See Henry Stoddard Ruggles, General Timotlev(1895)pp. 2? _23. 
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34-I 
THE TORIES AND "HUNKER" HILL 
"the Victory obtained by about two thousend regular 
troops Commanded by Gent How, over a large body of 
the Country Rebels (tis said about six thousend) 
on the heights of Charlstorn, the 17th Ulto was a 
remarcable Action, it proves that nothing the 
Eimies to Great Briton Can do will daunt the Courage 
of Brittish troops, the Rebels had Intrenched themselves 
on the top of a high hill with two Cannon Mounted in the 
Redoubt, besides severall field pieces, on the hill 
which is but about a quarter of a mile from Charle's 
Riever, in approaching which, the troops had. to brake 
through stone walls and other difficultys which gave 
the Enimy every advantage they Could wish for, however 
after a most violent hot fire, the brave soldiers forsed 
the Intrenchments to the joy of all the Spectaters, 
(myself being one) and others on this side the riever, 
who are friends to their King & Country, emediatly on 
the Kings troops appearing on the top of the Redoubt, 
the Rebels ran of im great Confution leaving their 
Cannon, Intrenching tools and a large number of their 
dead and some wounded, the loss was great on bouth sides, 
the action lasted about an hour &a quarter; we have 
reason to lament the loss of so many Valluable brave 
offercers & men of the Kings Army who were kild on the 
field of Batitle, & since dead of the wounds they recd... " 
Martin Gay 
1 
-" Booton, July 8,1775 
In mid-June, 17T51, Gage, his forces strengthened by large 
reinforcements which had arrived since the end of May - including 
three major generals in the C, 7 s on May 25th: William Howe, 
Henry Clinton, and John Burgoyne - was making preparations to 
take the offensive against the rebel forces that had held Boston 
1 Merin Gay to Jotham Gay, Boston, July, 8,1775. Col. Soo. of Mass. 
Publications, Vo1. III, 1897, pp. 380-381. 
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under siege since the disastrous expedition to Lexington in 
April. 
As a preliminary step Gage issued the proclamation of June 
12,1775, which began by recounting the transgressions of the rebels, 
describing thecp as "the infatuated multitudes, who have long suffered 
themselves to be conducted by certain, well-known incendiaries and 
traitors... to avowed Rebellion... " Pointing to the outrage of the 
attack upon the King's troops on April 19th, the proclamation 
condemned as insulting the blockade of Boston by the rebels who 
"with a preposterous parade of military arrangement, affected to 
hold the Army besieged. "Finally, and to prevent bloodshed, a pardon 
was offered to all except the rebel leaders Sam Adams and John 
Hancock - with due warning to all giving them aid - and martial 
law proclaimed in the Massachusetts Bay ColonLy. 
1 
It was the work of the newly-arrived Major General John 
Burgoyne, handy with a pen., but never to less advantage. Patronizing 
and full of bombast, Gage's proclamation of June 12th was a 
propaganda gift to the rebel colonial press as well as the 
Whig 
opposition in. England'. 
2 
Of greatest consequence to Colonel Elisha 
Jones and the other Massachusetts Tories, however - many of whom 
doubtless regarded the proclamation with mixed feelings - was the 
1 Text printed in Forcet American Archives Ser. IV Vol. 2 
ý__"__ ---.. ý. ý s , pp. 
968-70i 
and Journals of Each Provincial Congress, PP. 330-31n. 
2 Bu. rgoynw as author: Edward DeFonblan e, Tie Life and Correspondence 
of the Right Honourable Johm Burgoyne (London, 1$76) p. 134. And see 
Lo do Evening Post, Jtilyr 18,1775. 
On June 14th the rebel Kaesaohusetts Provincial Congress had Gage's 
Proclamation printed as a broadside, with this preface: 
"The Following is a copy of an infamous thing handed about here 
yesterday, and now reprinted to satisfy the curiosity of the public. 
As it is replete with consummate impudenoe, the most abominable lies, 
and stuffed with daring expressions of tyranny, as well as rebellion 
against the established constitutional authority of the American States 
no one will hesitate in pronouncing it (to)be the genuine production 
of that perfidious, petty tyrant, Thomas Gage. " 
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fact that the Third Massachusetts Provincial Congress, sitting 
at the Watertown Meeting House, was provoked to reprisal. It 
appointed a committee "to consider the subject matter of a late 
extraordinary proclamation of General Gage, "1which on June 16th 
made its report in the form of an answering draft proclamation, 
said to have been written by the rebel firebrand President of the 
Third Provincial Congress, Dr. Joseph Warren of Boston, who was 
killed at Bunker Hill the next day. 
2 
The main theme of this 
"proclamation" was not retaliation against British authorities, 
but, as was to continue rebel policy through the war and afterward, 
to mark the Tories out for vengeance, casting a dark shadow toward 
the future, prefiguring the successive legislative acts (that of 
June 21st for the appointment by Selectmen of administrators for 
Tory property was adopted within a week) which would deprive the 
Joneses and other Tories who took an active part in the war of 
their legal rights. 
3 
After a list of alleged Massachusetts grievances reminiscent 
of the "Massacre Day" (March 5th) anniversary orations of Warren and 
others (including the, naval blockade of Boston ordered by the Port 
Bill, seizure of the colony's powder supply at Cambridge on Sept-1,1774- 
in which affair Col. Jones had raised the Middlesex County Militia 
to protect the powder convoy - dissolution of the General Court by 
Gov. Gage at Salem on June 17,1774, and "denial of justice" to the 
people) the Massaohäsetts Congress offered pardon to all including 
those "who have fled to the town of Boston for refuge, and to other 
public offenders against the rights and liberties of their country" but 
as with Gage's proclamation of June 12th with notable exoeptions. First 
on this list of'persons excluded from amnesty were General Gage and 
Admiral Graves. Then followed certain categories of Tories: Jonathan 
Sewall (Attorney General and Judge of the Vice Admiralty Court). 
4 
1 Journals of' Each Provincial Conarese, P. 330. 
2 John Cary, Joseph W arrep,, 1961, pp. 216-217. 
3 For rebel acts undermining Tory property rights, May-June, 1775, 
see below. 
4 Sewall was probably singled out for this opprobrium because his 
former friend John Adams and others then believed him to be the author 
of Massachusettensis. Daniel Leonard, the Taunton Lawyer, was the writer, 
but Carol Berkin Jonathan Sewall', New York, l974, pp. 110,176n)found 
material in the papers of Ward Chipman (Lawrence Coll., Pub. Aroh. of Ca. ) 
that Sewall contributed to these essays. 
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Charles Paxton (Commissioner of Customs at Boston)and Benjamin 
Hallowell(Comptroller of the Port of Boston at the time of the 
Stamp Act Riot-, and later, in 1770, a commissioner of Cuutoms); 
the "mandamus" councillors who had not resigned, and "all the 
natives of America, not belonging to the navy or army, who went 
out with the regular troops on the nineteenth of April last" -to 
Lexington. and Concord - and, borrowin; g the words used in Cage's 
proclamation of June 12th to condemn, Sam Adams and Hancock, 
"whose offences are of too flagitious a nature to admit of any 
other-consideration than that of condign punishment. " I 
Col. Elisha Jones' name does not appear among these 
irredeemable Tories, chosen, it would appear, for their decisive 
part in enforcing the most resented of the "Intolerable Acts. " 
It is significant, however, that the Third Provincial Congress 
ranked as equals in ignominy the "mandamus" councillors, who 
throughout Massachusetts had been subjected to some of the worst 
abuse meted out by rebel mobs, and the Tory Volunteers of April 19th - 
among whom was Col. Jones' son Stephen, in Boston for the Harvard 
Spring vacation, who served as a guide for Lord Percy's relief 
2 
column to Lexington, and an army courier. This was a reflection 
of the rebel policy toward "Fighting Tories" who, serving as 
Volunteers with Regular troops or with loyal militia (after 1775 
the Provincial Corps), were given the wors-t treatment of any 
prisoners: in Massachusetts after Lexington "close confinement" 
for Tory Volunteers was the rule - which by mid-June 1775 had been 
the fate of three more of Col. Jones' sons, Elisha the Younger at 
1 Journals of Each Provincial Congress, PP-3309343-344- 
2 For Stephen Jones and the Battle of Lexington, see above. 
r 
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Great Barrington, Jonas at Watertown, and Josiah at Concord, 
who, to avoid the rink of poison,, was having hin food brought 
by his : -inter Mary Jones Dunbar from Weston. 
I 
The last colonial grievance listed in the draft 
proclamation of the Third Congress on June 16th was the British 
attack "in a most barbarous and infamous manner" upon the 
"inhabitants" at Lexington on April 19th, which had destroyed all 
hope of reconciliation. The proclamation ended with a call to 
arms: 
"We trust, that the God of armies, on whom we 
rely for a blessing upon our arms, which we have 
taken up in support of the great and fundamental 
principles of natural justice and the common and 
indefeasible rights of mankind, will guide and 
direct us in our designs; and at last, in infinite 
goodness to this his injured people, restore peace 
and freedom to the American world. " 2 
Whether because it was overtaken by events, or becaune 
even the radicals who controlled the Third Marrachusetto Provincial. 
Congrens considered it too close to that ultimate treason of 
independence for which there wan not yet a majority, the draft 
report of June 16th was tabled and the proclamation was never 
published. Its belligerent tone, however, fitted the carefully 
planned and eecreit'rebel preparations, under way for some time, 
for a military coup that same night on) Breed's Hill, within 
canon shot of north Boston and the naval anchorages in the harbour. 
1 See "The Memorial of Josiah, Simeon, Stephen and Jonas Jones... " 
PRO. A. 0.12: 10. n. d. (ca. 1785). 
For Josiah Jones at Concord jail, see alco: Porrey and Allen, eds, (1962) 
The Jo_1 of Henry D. Thoreau, April 14,1852. Vol. III, p. 412; and 
Frank Sanboorn, Henry D. Thoreau, (New York, 1917) p. 14. 
2 Journals 9L Each Provincial Conarese, pp. 344-347. 
i 
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As early as May 12th the Massachusetts Committee of 
Safety, directing the rebel military operations against Boston, 
had called for the making of "A strong redoubt to be raised on 
Bunker's Hill, with cannom planted there, to annoy the enemy 
coming out of Charlestown, also to annoy them going by water 
to Medford. " 
1 
The rebel move on the night of June 16th was designed 
to preempt Gage's planned occupation of'Dorchester Heights, 
commanding Boston from the south, which had been fixed for June 18th 
as the first part of an offensive to raise the Siege. As Burgoyne 
wrote to Lord Stanley om June 26ths "Howe was to land the 
transports on the point; Clinton in the centre; and I was to 
cannonade from the causeway or the Neck; each to take advantage 
of circumstances. The operation must have been very easy. " 
2 
Next 
Gage's forces were to occupy the strategic ground to the north 
of Boston, the Charlestown Heights and Charlestown Neck - the 
peninsula jutting out into the harbour between the Charles and 
Mystic Rivers on which were the commanding heights of Bunker's 
Hill, and lower but with the advantage of being closer to Boston, 
separated by a shallow ravine, Breed's Hill. It was on the top of 
Breedis Hill during the night of June 16th that the rebels, 
commanded by Colonel William Prescott of'Pepperellp a Louisbourg 
veteran, threw up a redoubt and other fortifications. 
3 
1 Frothizrgham, Siege ofý Boa-to . pp-115-119pohronioles the activities 
of the Committee of Safety. See also Charles Martyn, The Life of 
was Ward (New York, 1921) pp. 116-121. Ward was the rebel Commander- 
inrChief at the Siege of Boston before Washington took command July 
2nd. Gradiiated at Harvard in, 1748, Ward had settled at Shrewsbury and 
married Sarah, daughter of the Rev. Caleb Trowbridge of Groton and a 
great-granddaughter of the Rev. John Cotton. Ward was a judge and 
militia colonel who had served with distinction in the French Wars. 
2. Gage's plan to occupy DorchestersWilliam Howe to Richard Howe, 
June 22,1775. Stopford-Sackville MSS. Report, Vol. 2, p. 3. Burgoyne to 
Lord Stanley, June 26,1775. Force, Amerioan Archives, Ser. IV, Vol. 2, p. 1094. 
3 For Prescott, sees Caleb Butler, Histor of the Town of Groton, 
cluixi Pepperell and Shi r ley... Boeton9lg4 P. 'M)7lTee`isrescott'E 
memoir of the Battle as related later to his son, Judge Prescott, 
in the "Narrative... " Mass. Hist. Soc. Prooeedings, Vo1.14, pp. 76-78. 
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Cage had been outmaneuvered, and Boston was awakened 
at dawn on June 17th by the bombardment - largely ineffectual - 
of'Breed's Hill by the Lively and other warships in the harbour. 
It was to be a day that no one in Boston to witness, civilian 
or soldier, ever forgot. Dorothea Gamsby later recalled: "It 
was scarcely daylight when the booming of the cannon on board 
the ships in the harbour shook every house in the Citty... " 1 
Richard Reeve, Secretary to the Board of Customs Commissionere, 
2 
wrote on June 22nd.: 
"We were first alarmed about 4 o'clock by an incessant 
fire from the Lively Man of War, Stationed between 
Charles Town and Boston in the Ferry Ways, and could 
plainly discern from the eminences of this Town numbers 
of People seemingly very intent on finishing a work which 
appeared to front and Command the Town -Three or four 
bras Cannon of 24 pound Ball were planted on a Battery 
erected on Copps Hill at the extremity of what is called 
the North &id, which Commands the Charles Town Hill (Breed's) 
at the distance of about a Mile or a Mile and half, and 
about 9 o'clock they began to fire upon the Enemy from 
Cannon & howitzers - It did not appear to the Spectators 
on this Side that the Fire from the Battery or Ships did 
1 Narrative of Dorothea Gamsby, Crary, The Price of Loyalty, 
1973, pp"48-49. 
2 Richard Reeve's letters to London during the Siege of Boston 
are among the most informative from the "Loyalist" side to survive. 
They were mostly addressed to Sir George Howard and Sir Grey Cooper 
and are now in the Reeve MSS., Buckinghamshire County Record Office, 
Aylesbury. Henry Hulton, Customs Commissioner at Boston, 1767-1776, 
was also a witness to the Battle of Bunker Hill; see his letter 
dated at Boston June 20,1775. Hulton MSS., Manchester College, 
Oxford. 
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any considerable execution, or retarded the progress 
of their work -- When they saw the flash from our cannon 
we could plainly see them fall down, and mount again as 
soon as the Shot was passed, without appearing to be 1.1, e 
least disconcerted -- Two or three Shot from the Rebels 
Cannon fell into the North Part of the Town but did no 
damage -- The necessity of dislodging them from a Post 
of such consequence to the very being of this Town, 
appeared evident to every one... " 1 
At an early morning council of war at headquarters in the 
Province House the newly-arrived Major General William Howe, with 
Brigadier Robert Pigot as second in command, were chosen to lead 
the expeditionary force to Charlestown. This included the grenadiers 
and light infantry (flank companies) from each regiment - under 
Lieutenant colonels James Abercromby and George Clark, Pigot's 
Brigade, and a detachment of marines under Major John Pitcairn. 
Pitcairn had been second in command to Col. Francis Smith at 
Lexington, and was well liked, by the Tories as well as the regular 
troops, and even by the crotchety Whig Ezra Stiles, away from the 2 
fighting at Newport, who described him as "a good man in a bad cause. " 
"At 11, " Lt. John Barker of the 4th Regiment, who went on the 
expedition-to Charlestowm, wrote in his Diary "were order'd to 
assemble, and the 10 eldest Compys. of each march'd to the Long Wharf 
and embarked in boats; the 5th and 38th likewise embark'd from 
the same Wharf, the 43rd and 52nd and remaining Comps. of Grso and 
Lt. Infy. from the North Battery; the whole commanded by Majr. Geal. 
Howe set off about 1 oclock and landed on the right of Charles Town 3 
under favor of the Cannon from several Ships and Copan Hill Battery.. '" 
1 Richard Reeve, Boeton, June 22,1775, to London. Reeve MSS, Buoks. 
Co. Rem. Off., Aylesbury. 
2 DeatJer, ed., The Liiteraz Diary of Ezra Stiles, 1901, Vo1. I, p. 605. 
Stiles had' the commendable trait of going out of his way to praise 
the character and learning of people with whom, he disagreed, however. 
See the sketch of Stiles by Clifford Shipton, Sib leyre Harvard Graduates, 
Vo1. XII, p. 93. 
3 Dana, ed., The, lh? itie in Boston, 1924, entry for June 17,1775. p"60. 
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Because of a shortage of boats, however, (many belonged 
to the naval vessels, transports, and merchantmen in the harbour) 
the crossing was delayed; the troops had to be taken over in two 
divisions, Generals Howe and Pigot following with the artillery 
in the second. Charles River at the Ferry Way from the North End 
of Boston to Charlestown Neck was, as Price's Map of 1769 states, 
"about a half-Mile over, " but the distance was considerably 
longer for those troops that embarked on the Harbour side at the 
Long Wharf. 
1 
"About two o'clock, " wrote Richard Reeve, watching from 
Boston, "we saw them all safely landed on the other side, 
refreshing themselves upon the grass on a rising ground, near 
the landing Place, where they continued near an hour. " The Troops 
had "fallen out" to eat their mid-day meal from the store of 
three days' rations carried by each man. Howe, meanwhile, waited 
for his reserve - the 47th regiment and the 1st Marines - ordered 
across from Boston, and the arrival of the two floating batteries 
anchored beyond Charlestown in Charles River near the Mill Dam, 
part of his original plan to send a column along the Mystic River 
beach to flank the rebels' redoubt on the right. Howe's idea to 
warp the man-of-war Som erset upithe Mystic River and use her heavy 
guns to rake the enemy breastworks had to be abandoned when it 
was found that she drew too much water. Worse was to come, however, 
for by 2: 51p. m. the tide was at flood, and the floating batteries, 
late in receiving their orders, were so delayed by the ebb in the 
Mystic River as to take no effective part in the battle. 
2 
lPrice, "A New Plan of the Great Town of Boston in New Eagland, "1769. 
Probably the best plan of the Battle of Bunker Hill (although the 
topography is somewhat distorted) was made by Henry deBerniere, an 
ensign in the 10th Regiment, who had been aided on his spying and 
sketching missions for Gage to Worcester and Concord in Feb. and March 
1775, by Col. Elisha Jones' cousin Isaac of the Golden Ball Tavern at 
Weston. This map was captured in deBerniere's baggage, and later 
published by M. Thomas of Philadelphia in the Analectio Magazine, 
Feb., 1818. See Mass. Hist. Soo. Proceedings, Vo1.14, pp, 56-57.4 
2 Richard Reeve, Boston, June 22,1775-Reeve MSS, Bucks. Co. Rec. Off. 
Floating batteries: Gen. Wm. Howe to Richard Howe, June 22,1775. Hist. MSS. 
Comm. Report, Stopford-Sackville Papers, V01. II, p. 4.; Nat. Lowe's 
Almanac 1775, June 17th gives "full sea" at 2: 51p. m.; Ad. Gravest"Conduct", 
Brit. Mus. ADD. MSS. l4,038, Vol. I, p. 73b; Clinton's criticism of slow order, 
MSS. "Narrative, "p. 145-2D, Clinton MSS. 
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Howes strategy was thus largely reduced to frontal 
attack by the infantry against an enemy, by early afternoon, 
well dug in and protected by the redoubt on high ground, and 
on its previously exposed left flank by new fortifications. 
The rebels had "improved" their gifted time hour by hour, bringing 
up reinforcements and strengthening their defenses on the hilltop 
as well as extending the breastwork on their left down into the 
Mystic River and making another some distance behind it along 
Charlestown, Neck to cover any retreat of their forces stationed 
1 
in the redoubt. 
The battle of June 17,1775 was not as military historians 
have pictured it, an engagement with little strat, x-y fought with 2 
folly and won by the terrible bravery of the British Regulars alone. 
If the Loyalists in Boston, had no part in planning the 
initial strategy of the battle (and the costly errors related to 
geography argue that they did not) Loyalists went with Howe to 
Charlestown Neck as Volunteers, as they had done two months before 
with the army at Lexington and Concord. 
3 
Squads of Loyalists, including Col. Jones' son Stephen, 
were used to great advantage by Lord Percy and others at Lexington 
for scouting territory familiar to them, and for the same reason 
as messengers between the British expeditionary forces and Boston. 
1 Frothingham, The Siege of Boston, pp. 389-391. 
2 There is no study from the Loyal American point of view of Bunker 
Hill. Paul H. Smith, in Loyalists and Redcoats, 1964, pp. 13,38, dismisses 
Bunker Hill as contributing "little to defining or expanding Gage's 
Loyalist policy, "while linking it to rebel successes at Lexington and 
Concord as exposing "the folly of treating the rebellion casually. " 
Piers Mackesy takes the traditional Whig - and rebel-view that at 
Bunker Hill the British "tried to teach them the sharp lesson of the 
frontal attack, "drawing, moreover, a false parallel with the later 
Battle of Brooklyn Heights (August, 1776)where Howe had room to 
maneuver and flank the rebel lines. The Har for Am eriea, 1775-1783, 
1964, pp. 87-88. . 3 For Loyalist Volunteers at Lexington and Concord, see above. 
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Since the night of Lexington, April 19th, when the Loyalists in 
Boston signed the Loyal Association at Headquarter: i at the 
Province house, there was in being a second roster of "special" 
volunteers who agreed not only to do service as required for the 
defense of the town, but "to go without the British Lines on any 
emergency. " 1 
No evidence has yet been found that Loyalists went into 
battle at "Bunker" Hill in anything which could be described as 
a unit. It may have been, however, that in the- confused last phase 
of this engagement, at the time of the regrouping for the third 
and successfixl assaulit, among; the Tories who were already in the 
battle at Charlestown Neck, and who had crossed from Boston with 
Clinton's motley collection of reinforcements, were those who 
went up Breed's Hill together like the Tory squads of Lexington. 
An important contribution to Howe's forces at Charlestown, 
as at Lexington and following the long tradition of Colonials in 
public service, was made by that category of Loyalists that might 
be called the "Regular" Volunteers. As in earlier times these 
were colonials of good family hoping for commissions, who soldiered 
without pay and were attached officially to one or other of the 
army regiments and the marines in the Boston garrison. One of these 
was George Inman, of Cambridge, of the Harvard class of 1772, whose 
father had"made the genteelest entertainment" ever seen at a 
Commencement by Boston merchant John Rowe, when 347 ladies and 
gentlemen dined and there was a ball afterward. Inman was a volunteer 
2 
at "Bunker" Hill with the 4th (King's Own) Regiment Col. Elisha Jones' 
For the signing of the Loyalist Association on April 19th, see above. 
For the roster of "special" volunrteers, see above, and the Loyalist 
Memorial of Samuel Hirst Sparhawk, a grandson of Sir William Pepperell, 
PRO. A. O. 13: 48. Sparhawk was a member of the Harvard class of 177,1, 
but Shipton., in Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XVII, pp. 631-2, 
did not use the Loyalist papers in the PRO and does not mentioix it. 
2 For the Tory squads at Lexington, see above. 
3 For George Inman, see Cunningham, ed. The Letters and Diary of John 
Rowe, (man3r entries) and July 15,1772 and 16th, 1772, p. 231; and "George 
Inman's Narrative of the American Revolution, "The Permoylvania Magazine 
2S History Wd Biography, Vol. VII, 1883 No. 2, pp. 
' 
. $For his service at 
the Battle of Long Is; an4., Howe presented Inman with an ensigncy in, 
the 17th Regiment of r'oot. 
3c; 
son Jonas, captured by the rebels while distributing proclamations 
for Gage outside Boston in May, was prisoner in Watertown jail 
at the time of the"Bunker" Hill Fight. He later escaped and joined 
the British army in Canada as a volunteer, and for his gallantry 
in action at Saratoga was given a commission it the 20th (Lancashire 
1 
Fusiliers) Regiment. 
It is probable that Stephen Jones, who took such an active 
part as a Tory Volunteer at Lexinftom, and was to fight through 
the war in the Provincial Service, was not in Boston at the time 
of "Bunker" Hill. Some time before he may have slipped out of the 
town. - by water - on one of the information-gathering missions 
that he undertook for Gage during the Siege, or been absent in 
charge of a forage vessel for his father on a trip to one of their 
loyal suppliers at Annapolis Royal or another of the Fundy Ports. 
2 
Col. Elisha Jones, his wife Mary Allen, and the servants 
were doubtless among the rest of the able-bodied population watching 
from first light and in full view the unfolding of the most awesome 
spectacle that in all its history Boston has ever witnessed: the 
battle of Charlestowa: on June 17,1775. 
It was well past two in the af'lternoon, however, before the 
long delayed assault of the rebel positions by Howe's troops finally 
began: first with a . 
ýombardment, then with the men advancing in line, 
at a slow march, and stopping frequently to give time for the canon 
(soon to be stopped from moving forward by a marsh) to fire. The 
domestic scene for onlookers in the town was recalled by Dorothea 
Gramsby and shared in the experience of hundreds of Tory families: 
1 Testimony of Jonas Jones, Memorial of Josiah, Simeon, Stephen, and 
Jonas Jones , PRO. A. O. 12: 10, ff. 360-363. 
2 Sworn statement of Stephen Jones, Digby, Nova Scotia, Oct. 24,1786. 
PRO. A. 0.12: 10, ff. 389-391. 
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"The glittering host, the crashing music, all the 
pomp and brilliance of war moved up toward that band of rebels, 
but they still laboured at their entrenchment; they seemed to 
take no heed. The bullets from the chips, the advancing column 
of Briti^h warrior, were alike unnoticed. 'I should think they 
would begin to get out of the way, ' said my aunt. 
"1 very available window and roof was filled with anxious 
spectators, watching the advanceir g regulars. Every heart, I dare 
say, throbed as mine did and we held our breath, or rather it 
seemed to stop and oppress the labouring chest of its own acord, 
so intensely we awaited the expected attack, but the troops 
drew nearer and the rebels toiled on. 
"At length one who stood conspicuously above the rest 
waved his bright weapon; the explosion came attended by the 
crash of music, the shrieks of the wounded, the groans of the 
dying. My aunt fainted. Poor Abby, (the maid) looked on like 
one distracted. I screamed with all my might. The roar of 
artillery continued, but the smoke hid the havoc of war from 
our view. The housekeeper attended to my aunt and beged for 
somebody to go for Dr. (Joseph)Warren, but everybody was to much 
engaged with watching the smokeing battlefield. 0, how wild and 
terrific was that long day! Old as 
f am, the memory of that 
fearful contest will sometimes come over my spirit as if it had 
been but yesterday. " 1 
That morning, meanwhile, as at the time of Lexington, 
therehad been a gathering of prominent Loyalists at Headquarters 
im the Province House, to offer their services and to hear the 
news. We do not blow if Col. Elisha Jones was among them, but 
two of them at least were members of the Massachusetts Council, 
which Gage, as GovLI'nor, may well have summoned as was customary 
in times of political crisis or threat of danger to the colony. 
Council member Brigadier Timothy Ruggles of Hardwick, as commandant 
of the loyal Massachusetts Militia (though only a remnant of it - 
enrolled as Associators on the night of Lexington- had reached 
1 Narrative of Dorothea Gamsby, Crary, The Price of Loyalty, 1973, 
pp. 48-49. 
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Boston to fill the places of the rebel townsmen who had fled) 
and never a man to mince words, is supposed to have warned Gage 
that the rebels on Breed's Hill would make a real fight of it. 
Apocryphal or not, Gage's reply as well as Ruggles' sharp rejoinder 
reflect the contemporary political and military prejudices of 
the English officer and. the colonial militiaman: Gage is said 
to have declared that the rebels would retreat at the sight of 
cannon. "Without discipline, without officers, and under the 
disadvantage of being engaged in an unjust cause... it is impossible 
for them to withstand our arms a moment. " To which Ruggles is 
alleged to have made reply: "Sir, you know not with whom you have 
to contend. These are the very men who conquered Canada. I have 
fought with th em side by side; I know them well; they will fight 
bravely. My God: Sir, your folly has ruined your cause! " 
1 
1 Generations of Massachusetts lawyers have relished the tale -with 
many another about Ruggles, for all that he was a Tory, but one of 
the most notable and colourful figures ever to sit on the Bench. 
Memoir of Timothy Ruggles, Worcester Magazine, Vol. II, 1826, p. 59" 
Unlike many British military leaders during the Revolution, Gage 
had in fact a long and varied experience of the fighting abilities 
of Colonial militia. In the French and Indian War, Gage's first 
view of Colonial troops under fire was the Virginia Militia 
commanded by George Washington - on the march from the Monongahela 
to Ft. Duquesne (later Ft. Pitt) where Gage led the advance column 
under Gen. Braddock. On July 9,1755 the behaviour of t1' Colonials 
was far from reliable when the force was ambushed and badly mauled 
by a detachment of French and Indians, and Braddock killed. Later, 
Gage served at Oswego, and commanded the light infantry on Gen. James 
Abercromby's disastrous expedition against i`t. Ticonderoga in 1758 
when Ruggles commanded the Massachusetts Militia, and at the end, Gage 
served under Amherst at the capture of Montreal in Sept., 1760. 
Professional jealousy being the pernicious thing that it is, 
however, the prejudice of the Regular Army against militia, and 
especially colonial militia and provincial troops, was real enough. 
But the statement of Piers Mackesy (in The War for America, l-1 8, 
1964, P"30)that "With the possible exception of Lord Amher, t, thos>e 
among the government's friends who knew the Americans best rated them 
lowest911 is the reverse of the truth. Mackecy's authority is the often 
quoted and highly prejudicial remark of Gen. Wolfe (always lofty toward 
things American)made not, as Mackesy says, at Quebec, but before he had 
seen them fight, at Louisbourg, on, but four, days acquaintance after his 
arrival on May 15,1759: describing the Rangers as "the worst soldiers in the universe. "Wolfe to Maj. Walter Wolfe, May 19,1759. Beckles Willson, 
The Life-and Letters of James Wolfe (1909) P-427-See Col. Charles Stacey, 
The Siege and the Battle ebec 1759 (Toronto , l959)pp. 5-6-John W. Shy, "A New Look at Colonial A; ilitia, "AZ. & Mary artorl , 1963, PP-183-5, reexamines prejudices against militia troops. 
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Lo, yr. lir, t:; remembered that before the Battle of "Bunker" 
Hill Gare hcid asked about the character of the rebel commander 
at the re-3oitht, Col. iillinm Pre:: cott of Pepperell, a veteran 
of Louishourr, who atop the parapet and with supreme unconcern 
was seen directing hin men in strengthening the fortifications, 
until the shooting began. After watching Prescott for some time 
Gage handed hin glans to another member of the Massachusetts 
Council, Abijah Willard of Lancaster, asking if he knew him. 
Willard replied that Prescott was his brother-in-law. "Will he 
fight? " asked Gage. "I cannot answer for his men, " said Willard, 
"but Prescott will fight you to the gates of Hell. "1 
And ^o the rebels did. 
To protect the British left, exposed to sniper fire from 
Charlestown, the houses were set on fire to drive the rebels out 
(they had even climbed to the church steeple) and red-hot balls 
thrown from the warships and carcasses from Copp's Hill Battery 
at Boston soon had the town burnin, g. 
2 
But Howe's first two assaults 
on the rebel fortifications were thrown back with staggering losses. 
An officer later wrote: 
"Ac we approached, an incessant stream of fire poured 
from the rebel lines: it seemed. a continued sheet of fire 
for near thirty minutes. Our Light-Infantry were served 
up in Companies against the grass fence, without being 
able to penetrate -- indeed, how could we penetrate? 
Most of our Grenadiers and Light-Infantry, the moment 
of presenting themselves lost three-fourths, and many 
nine-tenths, of their men. Some had only eight and nine 
men a company left; some only three, four, and five. 
On the left, Pigot was staggered and actually retreated. 
Observe, our men were not driven back; they actually 
retreated by orders. " 3 
1 Sabine, American Loyalists, 1847, p. 706. Willard's sister 
Elizabeth, who died in 1751, had been Prescott's first wife. 
See Joseph Willard, Willard Memoir. 1858, pp. 414-15. 
2 Burning of Charlestown: Samuel Graves, "The Conduct of Admiral 
Graves, " Brit. Mus. ADD. MSS. 14,038. Vol. I, p. 74. 
3 Letter of a British officer. Anon. Dated Boston, July 5,1775. 
Historical Magazine, June, 1868, p. 367. 
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The po. ^ition of the Royal troops at Charlestown wan 
now critical, and Howe arain sent to BoÜton for reinforcements. 
Clinton, a- he says, "having been directed by the Commander in 
Chief to rem,, in on the Boston tide, at a battery we had on Cobb's 
(sic) Hill, for the purpose of forwarding reinforcements to 
General Howe" received word from him "that Lnimy appeared in 
great force, desired reinforcement, and orders me to embark 2 
marines and another Battn. " But Clinton did more than this. 
He later explained: "On seeing our left give totally way I 
desired Gen Burgoyne, who was with me, to save me harmless to 
Gen Gage for going without his orders, and went over to join 
with Howe. "Leaving orders for 2 M(arines) to... embark and follow, " 
Clinton "went over in man of war barge. " "I landed under fire 
from the town (i. e. Charlestown); two men were wounded in the boat 
before I left it. " 
1 
Clinton's surviving papers say nothing of those who 
accompanied him, of the ship's barges and other boats that 
crossed at this time to Charlestown - manned in part at least 
with Tories left out of the fighting earlier and who answered 
Clinton's call for volunteers. The "Diary" of Josiah Quincy, 
son of Samuel Quincy (1735-1789) the last Royal Solicitor General 
of Massachusetts, re, called the danger: "A three pound shot from 
the American Lines passed lengthways the boat, touched not a man, 
2 
and beat out her stern. " 
1 
Memorandum of Bunker Hill. Clinton ? SS., Clements Library, 
University of Michigan; see also William Willcox, ed., The American 
Rebellion Sir Henry Clinton's Narrative of his Campaigns, 1775-17820.. 
1954, p. 21" 
2 Entry for January 9,1819. "Diary" of Josiah Quincy. MiS., 
Mass. Hist. Soc. 
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At Charlestown, where he found all in confusion on 
the beach, Clinton first wrote to Gage, "informing him of the 
critical state of matters. " Then Clinton organized his volunteers: 
"I then collected all the guards and such wounded men as would 
follow - which to their honour were many - and advanced in column, 
with as much parade as possible to impose on the enemy. When I 
joined Sir William Howe he told me that I had saved him, for his 
left was gone. The enemy about this time quitted" their fortifications 
on the hill 
1 
retreating in some disorder back across Charlestown 
Neck. 
The spirit of the Tories who fought at"Bunker"Hill is 
nowhere better-shown-than by John Coffin. Born in Boston in 1756, 
the son of Nathaniel Coffin, merchant a+id King's Cashier of the 
Customs, John went to sea as a boy (as did many a merchant's son 
of good family)and by 18 had risen to command a ship. Coffin was 
in. charge of one of the boats that ferried the troops across from 
Boston before the third assault, and being invited by the "Colonel" 
(possibly Clinton, ) "to come up and see the fun, " the only weapon 
at hand being the tiller of his boat, Coffin "unshipped" it, and 
went along. The last - and finally successful - assault upon the 
rebel works was the only one where the forces led by Howe came to 
grips with the enemy hand-to-hand. John Coffin layed about him 
with his tiller, "shipped" the muskeü, powder, and belt of the first 
man he knocked down, and further distinguished himself in the rest 
of the action;. For gallantry Coffin. was commissioned Ensign on the 
field, and after the battle was presented to Gage. 
1 Willcox, ed., The American Rebellion Sir Henry Clinton's 
_Narrative 
of his Campaigns, 1775-1782... (1954) p. 21. 
2 John Coffin was a big man, more than 6'2"; he had a distinguished 
military career during the Revolutionary War, ending as a major. He 
settled in New Brunswick on'the St. John River at a place he called 
Alwington Manor, for the ancient family estate in Devon. He died in 
1838, aged 82, the oldest general in the British army. Of his sons, 
one also became a general (artillery) and two admirals in the Royal 
Navy. See Stark, The Loyalists of Massachusetts, 1907, pp. 234_9. On 
July 30,1775, Henry Hulton wrote to a correspondent in England: "I wrote 
to you by the Cerberus man of war with Zn accounjr of the action of the 
17th June. Mr. Coffin tells me his son John who is bred to the sea is 
going mate of a vessel to Liverpool. He is a very clever young fellow 
and will give you an account of the state of affairs here... " Hulton 
MSS,, Manchester College, Oxford. 
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Another Tory who lived through the final storming of 
the rebel fortifications was the peppery Nathaniel Dickinson, 
born at Deerfield in 1734, who lived at Mill River. His sister, 
"Aunt Hannah" Dickinson, was the formidable (and heartless) third 
wife of Col. Llisha Jones' cousin, Col. Billy Williams of 
Pittsfield. Dickinson, who had fled to Boston in April, 1775, 
had been one of the most active Tories in western (Hampshire 
County) Massachusetts. Among other "crimes" the rebels charged 
Dickinson with being one of the Tory couriers, taking messages 
between Hampshire County and Hatfield (Col. Israel Williams)to 
Gage at Boston, and with enlisting a Tory militia company to 
support the government in western Massachusetts. The rebels had 
several times made open: threats against his life, and once at 
least Dickinson had been "tied up to be hanged. " After "Bunker" 
1 
Hill, Dickinson received Howe's thanks for killing a rebel. 
1 For violence against Dickinson, see: Force, American Archives, 
Ser. IV, Vol. l, p. 1261; For Dickinson's Loyalist Claims papers, see 
PRO. A. O. 12: lo, ff. 188-95,430-6; A. O. 13: 50. 
For Dickinson at Deerf ield, see: George Sheldon, A History of 
Deerfield, 1896, Vol. II, pp. 697,709-710, and "Genealogies, orp. Y46. 
Sheldon lists the Deerfield men known to have been at "Bunker" Hill 
with Col. Prescott's rebel force - but not Nathaniel Dickinson 
and other Deerfield Tories. 
Among other Toryyoulunteers at "Bunker" Hill were: the Boston 
distiller Alexander Constable, who in 1775 helped Col. Joseph Goreham 
to raise the Royal Fencible Americans in which he received a 
lieutenant's commission (PRO. A. 0.13: 73)and who died in Oct., 1780 
as a result of rebel torsture in a Charleston, South Carolina jail; 
Joseph Cookson, a clerk in the Boston Customs House; and George 
Warden, a stonemason, who had offered his services to the Royal 
Engineers. See PRO. A. 0.13: 73 and A. 0.13: 75. 
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The loyal forces occupied - and strengthened - the rebel 
positions at Charlestown, but by Howe's order there wary no pursuit 
of the rebels across the Neck, which Clinton, whose force had 
advanced along the centre of the peninsula, perhaps rashly wished 
1 
to undertake. Nor, and of greatest significane to the future of 
the British in Boston, was there any move by Gage to fortify 
Dorchester Heights, equal in strategic importance to Charlestown 
and which commanded Boston to the south. 
2 
From "Beacon Hill in full prospect" a new arrival only 
three days before watched the battle, Samuel Paine, soya of "Squire" 
Timothy Paine of Worcester, who had known Col. Elisha Jones' eons 
at Harvard and who was to serve with them through the Siege in 
Ruggles' Loyal Associators. "The Troops have suffered Ectremely, " 
he wrote to his brother William, the Worcester physician and 
apothecary, "The Rebels lost a vast many, among whom was Doctor 
Warren, a noted Rascal ... We have about 30 Prisoners here, some 
of whom ( British Army deserters) are to bo Executed. After the 
firing ceased, I went over, and Good God what a Sight, all the 
Horrors of War, Death and Rebellion. The British Army is encamped 
upon the High Hills in Charlestown in fine spirits, will advance 
into the Country as soon as possible, laying waste and destruction 
wherever they go... We may Expect a Bloody Summer, for my Countrymen 
fight well for them'and are determined at all events to die or 
conquer. " 
3 
1 See Clinton's notes for his "Narrative, " Clinton MSS., Clements 
Library. These are abridged in the printed version ed. by William B. 
Willcox, The American Rebellion Sir Henry Clinton's Narrative... 
19549P. 21n. 
2 On June 24th, a week after Bunker'Hill, Gage had approved a plan 
to take possession of Dorchester and a detachment had embarked - but 
Gage countermanded the obder. Capt. Charles Stuart (son of Lord Bute) 
wrote in his MSS. "Narrative, " (p. 9): "A week after this attack a 
detachment was sent in Boats to take possession of Dorchester Heights 
but the commander in chief thinking his troops inadequate to"the 
keeping that spot before they had reached the opposite shore caused 
them to be recalled. "See also the "Notebook" of Gen. Haldimand, 
Brit. Mus. ADD MSS 21889, p. 28. 
3 Paine had been gathering intelligence for Gage before "coming in" 
to Boston. See his report to Gage dated June 15,1775-the day after his 
arrival- Gage MSS, Clements Library. Samuel Paine to William Paine, 
June 22,1775. William Paine MSS., Am"Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
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The British casualties reported by Gage, 226 killed and 
828 wounded, were staggering, worse, it was said, than those 
against the French at blinden (1759). 
1Of 
these the Torics had 
their share, listed withou% distinction, however, as "Volunteers" 
in Gage's official returns. The Tory casualties were a measure 
of their contribution to this victory that was more of a disaster 
than many defeats. Boston merchant Alexander Campbell, who had 
joined Gen. Robert Pigot's brigade as a volunteer on April 19,1775 - 
was wounded in seven places, but lived to volunteer again, later in 
the year at the head of a company of ninety men enlisted by himself 
to raise the Highland settlers in North Carolina. 
3 
"Dangerously 
wounded"at Charlestown was the prominent Salem surgeon, Dr. Thomas 
Boulton, who had been a volunteer with Lord Percy's relief force 
at Lexington. 
It was doubtless true that Colonel Elisha Jones and his 
family, so long in the forefront of resistance to the rebels, were 
not among the least of the Boston inhabitants in giving aid to the 
wounded. The best account of the Tories and the return of the dead 
and wounded to Boston was written by the benevolent John Clarke, 
First Lieutenant of Marines, a veteran of 36 years in the King's 
service: 
"As soon as the news of the battle being over, reached Boston, 
those persons who style themselves Friends to Government, 
instantly sent out every sort of carriage they had, as coaches, 
chariots, single-horse chaises, and even hand-barrows, to the 
water-side, to assist in, bringing to Boston, the wounded and 
killed officers and soldiers to their respective homes: likewise 
all the Physicians, Surgeons and Apothecaries of Boston, 
instantly attended the wounded Officers, and gave them every 
assistance in their power. 
1 "I here the Officers say that the battle of Menden did not exceed 
itt... " Isaac' Smith Sr., to John Adams, Salem, July 1,1775 (Post Script 
to Smith's letter dated June 24th)L. H. Butterfield, ed., Adams Family 
Correspondence Vol. I (1963) p. 229. 
2 "Return of the Officers Non Commissioned Officers and Privates 
Killed and Wounded of His Majesty's Troops at the Attack of the 
Redoubt and Intrenchments on the Heights of Charles Town 17th June 
1775. " with Gage to Lord Dartmouth, July 24,1775" PRO. Co 5: 92. 
3 PRO. A. 0.13: 73. 
4 PRO. A. 0.13=43; A. 0.13: 74. 
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"Then followed a melancholy scene of several carriages, 
with the dead and dying officers; in the first of which was 
Major 4illiams bleeding and dying, and three dead Captains 
of the Fifty Second Regiment; but he lived till the next 
morning. 
"The second contained four dead. Officers, then another 
with wounded Officers; and this scene continued until Sunday 
morning, before all the wounded private men could be brought 
to Boston. " 1 
"It being a very hot day, " wrote Mrs. Isaac Winslow, who had 
watched the battle from her house-top, "nothing could be more 
distressing than the scene of the wounded soldiers passing by, 
fainting with heat, pain and thirst, and continually calling on 
the inhabitants for water. "? Among the many Tories who helped 
were Dorcas Griffith and her daughter, a widow, who kept a linen 
drapery shop on Hancock's Wharf. Captain David Johnston of the 
Marines later certified that, as one of the wounded he must have 
died in the street had not Dorcas Griffith and her daughter taken 
1 
John Clarke, An Impartial and Authentic Narrative of the Battle 
Fou t on the 17th of June, 1775, Between His Britannic Majesty's 
Troops and the American Provincial Army on Bunker's Hill, near 
Charles Town,, in New England... London, 1775, ppp. 16-17. 
2 New eland Hist. Gen. Register, Vol. LVI, p. 49" 
Chief Justice Peter Oliver later wrotein his Origin and Progress 
of the American Rebellion: "After the Battle, the Kings wounded Troops 
were carried to Boston, & it was truly a Shocking Sight and Sound, to 
see the Carts loaded with those unfortunate Men, & to hear the piercing 
Groans of the dying & of those whose painrfull Wounds extorted the Sigh 
from the firmest Mind. As I was a Witness to one Instance, in 
particular, of Stoicism, I will relate it. 
I was walking in one of the 
Streets of Boston, & saw a Man advancing towards me, his white Waistcoat, 
Breeches & Stockings being very much dyed of a Scarlet Htxe. I thus spake 
to him; "My friend, are you wounded? " He replied, "Yes Sir! I have 3 Bullets 
through me. "He then told me the Places where; one of them being a mortal 
Wound; he then with a philosophic Calmness began to relate the History 
of the Battle; & in all Probability would have talked 'till he died, had 
not I begged him to walk off to the Hospital; which he did, in ac sedate 
a Manner as if he had been, walking for his Pleasure... " D. Adair and 
J. Schutz, eds., Peter Oliver's Orig& Progress of the American 
Rebellion A Tory View, Huntington Library, San Marino, California, 1961) 
PP. 127-8. 
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him into their house. To their humanity he owed his life. 
1 
On the day after the battle Mrs. Gare set an example 
by sending "a11 her fowls, fish, and what little fresh meat she 
had in the house, to the wounded Officers, scarcely leaving a 
sufficiency for herself and the General... "2 But the inhabitants 
who followed in the way of the Good Samaritan - putting Boston 
politics aside with the manufactured legends of the "bloody 
lobsterbacks" and that supreme devilment of manufactured incidents, 
the "Boston Massacre" - were to ; gay the rebels dearly for their 
compassion toward the injured. All who gave aid to the wounded 
and the dying, including even doctors, surgeons, and apothecaries - 
whose vocation was the preservation of life - were marked down 
for retribution. Dr. John; Jeffries was among the doctors who went 
over to Charlestown to treat the wounded, and with Howes permission 
the rebel wounded as well, who were also brought to Boston: Other 
medical men who gave notable service included Dr. Sylvester Gardiner4 
of Bostons and the Tory refugee Dr. Charles Russell of Lincoln. 
5 
Among the Whigs who remained in Boston through the Siege were Dr. 
Miles Whitworth (who was appointed surgeon in charge of the wounded 
rebel prisoners at Boston) and Dr. James Lloyd. 
6 
1 The certificate of Captain David Johnston is with the Loyalist 
papers of Dorcas Griffith. PRO. A. 0.13: 73. 
2 John Clarke, An Zeapartial and Authentic Narrative of the Battle 
F gh_ on the of June 17ý.. (1775) p. 21" 
3 For John Jeffries and"Bunker"Hill(noted as the person who identified 
the body of Dr. Joseph Warren)see Boston Medical and Surgical Journal 
Vo1. XCII (1875) p. 729. See also PRO. A. 0.13: 47 and A. 0.13: 74. 
4 For Dr. Gardiner, see: PRO. A. 0.13: 45; A"O. l3: 73. 
5 For Dr. Russell (who with Jeffries, and Gardiner were evacuated to 
Halifax on March 17,1776) see PRO. A. 0.13: 75. 
6 Drs. Whitworth and Lloyd were imprisoned by the rebels in Boston jail 
after the British evacuation. See Cunningham, The Letters and Diarar of 
JLIM Rowe, entries for April 17,19, May 3rd, 1776, pp. 308-9. Abigail Adams 
in, her letter to John Adams of April 14,1776, maintained that Drs. 
Whitworth and Lloyd should be punished by being transported from Boston. 
See, Loyalist paters of Wh-itworth's son John Dean Whitworth, a Lt. in 
Col. Robert Roper's Queen's Ran«ers, wounded and taken prisoner at White 
Plains, he was bound in irons in Boston jail and would have died but 
for the intervention of his father. PRO. A. 0.13: 75. 
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The reputation of the rebel: for making war by no 
civilized ruler, begun during the months of the "terror" ar. rtinst 
the Friends of Government before Lexington, was further added to 
by their activities at "Bunker" IIill. This time the charge was that 
the rebels used poisoned bullets. Richard Reeve, Secretary to the 
Board of Customs Commissioners , wrote on June 22,1775: 
"In cutting out the Bullets from our Wounded it was 
found that they were all very ragged and had occasioned 
infinite pain, there can be no doubt but they were purposely 
made so, and there is another circumstance well worth 
enquiry, which is that a white crusted matter is said by 
the Surgeons to have adhered to all those Balls, which is 
supposed to have been some poisonous mixture, for an uncommon 
rancorous suppuration has followed in almost every case - 
This I had from a Surgeon of the 52nd Regimt - The Genl it 
is presumed will direct a Strict enquiry to be made into this 
particular fact - There is certainly no Species of Villainy 
but what these People are capable of --11 2 
1 For the scalping and mutilation. of British soldiers by the rebels 
at Lexington, see above. 
2 Richard Reeve DSSS., Mancheste2r College, Oxford. 
Abigail Adams mentioned poisoned bullets in her letter to John 
Adainc, Braintree , July 5,1775: "their own, wounded men die very fast, 
so that they have raised a report that the Bullets were poisoned. " 
L. Butterfield, ed. Adams Family Correspondence (1963) p. 239" 
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TIIE "LOYAL LEGION OF »i MICA" 
"These, People shew a Spirit and Conduct against us, 
they never shewed against the:? rench, and every body has 
Judged. of them from their former Appearance, and behaviour, 
when joyned with the King's Foes in the last War; which 
has led many into great mista. kss. They are now spirited up 
by a Rage and Jnthousiasm, as great as ever People were 
possessed of, and you must pro-, eed in earnest or give the 
Business up.... You must have large Army's making Divertione 
on different sides, to divide their force. 
"The loss we have sustained, is greater then we can bear. 
Small Army's cant afford such losses .... The Troops are sent 
out too late, the Rebels were it least two months before-hand 
with us.... " 
General Gage to 1 
Lord Barrington, June 26,1775 
It was the experience of "B u kar" Hillsthe heavy casualties of 
the royal troops which left them badly outnumbered by the besieging 
rebels, and the showing of the colDnials - loyal and rebel - in the 
battle, that at last was to bring . bout the raising from the Tories 
remaining im Bostonr- of the first Loyalist Regiment of the Revolution,, 
a project advocated by Brig. Timothy Ruggles, Col. Elisha Jones, Thomas 
Gilbert, and other leaders of the loyal Massachusetts Militia since 
the time of the Powder Alarm of September 1,1774. 
On the night of "Bunker" Hill, as after Lexington,, squads of 
Tory volunteers in Boston relieved the regular troops, patrolling 
the streets and' doing guard duty. iie do not know if Col. Elisha Jones 
was among them, but others of the nost prominent Tories took part 
Gage to Lord Barrington, June 26917T5. Gage Papers, Clemente 
Library, University of Michigan, 
2 Leading one of these may, have been Boston merchant Thomas Brown. 
Giving evidence before the Loyalist Commissioners at Halifax, fec. 10,1785, 
he produced a commission from. Gage dated June 5,1775, appointing him 
First Lieutenant in a company of loyal militia under John Erving. 
PRO. A. 0.12: 10, ff'. 47-55" 
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and gave a lead to the rest. One at least was a member of the 
Governor's Council, Daniel Leonar3, a refugee from Taunton, who 
had offered his cervices to Gage is a combattant at the time of 
Lexington, and most significantly, as "Massachusettensis" had 
written the best exposition of To-.? y political philosophy to 
appear in the Colony, the series of seventeen letters addressed 
to the Inhabitants of the Provin, c(ý of Massachusetts Bay, " that 
ran in the Massachusetts Gazette and Boston Post B (Nathaniel Mills 
and John, Hicks) between Dec. 12,1774 and Apri7,1775. One of the 
"Post Tea-Party Tories" (Dec. 16,1773), Leonard, Captain c' the 1 
First Company of the Harvard Fencibles when he graduated in 1760 
but not a veteran of the French and Indian War, had taken a poor 
view of the battle capabilities of the colonial militia in his 
letters of Massachusettensis, especially in the first, whiýh 
reflected, and must have influenced the attitudes, of many. Leonard's 
1 See for Leonard's activities in Boston during the Siege, PRO. 
A. 0.13: 47; A. 0.13: 74; the fullest biography of Leonard is by Frank 
Davol, Two Men of Taunton (Taunton, 1912) based upon Leonard°s papers 
-since missing; and the best, the sketch by Clifford Shipton, Sib ley's 
Harvard Graduates, class of 1760, Vol. XIV, pp. 640-647. 
2 "Massachusett-ensis" wrote in the letter of Dec. 12,1774: 
.... It is well known that the Provincials in the late war were 
never brought to a proper disoipline, though they had the example 
of the regular troops to encourage:, and the martial law to enforce 
it. We all know, notwithstanding the province law for regulating the 
militia, it was under little more command than what the officers 
could obtain from. treatirng and humouring the common soldiers; what, 
then, can be expected from such an army as you will bring into the 
field, if you bring any, each one a politioiatc, puffed up with his 
own opinion, and feeling himself second to none? Can any of you command 
ten thousand such men? Can you punish the disobedient? Can all your 
wisdom direct their strength, courage, or activity to any given point? 
Would not the least disappointment or unfavourable aspect cause a 
general dereliction of the service? ''our new-fangled militia have 
already given us a specimen-of their future conduct. In some of their 
companies, they have already chosen two, in others, three sets pf 
officers, and are as dissatisfied with the last choice as the first. 
I do not doubt the natural bravery of my countrymen; all men would 
act thep same part in the same situation. Such is the army with which 
you are to oppose the most powerful nation upon the globe. An 
experienced officer would rather take his chance with five thousand 
British troops, than with fifty thoudand such militia. " Massachusetts 
Gazette and Boston Post sD eo. 12,1774. r1loy 
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ideas of the rebel militia, however, if not shaken by their, 
stand at Lexington, after "Bunker"Hill doubtless shared much of 
the opinion of Samuel Paine of Worcester who, after watching the 
battle from Beacon Hill wrote on June 22nd, "We may Expect a 
Bloody Summer, for my Countrymen fight well for them and are 
1 
determined at all events to die or conquer. " 
The night patrol and guard duty by the Tories was continued 
and, as were other Tory activities, closely watched by the rebels. 
At Salem Isaac' Smith Sr., a Whig refugee from Boston, reported on 
July 1st to his nephew John Adams, representing the rebel government 
of Massachusetts in the Continental Congress at Philadelphia that 
according to information received by "a person yesterday from 
Boston... There is a Military Watch kept by the friends of Government. 
Martyn Gay one of the"Captns. " 
2 An eminently respectable Bostonian, 
Gay was a Deacon of the West Church, a prosperous founder and copper- 
smith, and shipowner, who in 1772 had been appointed Captain of the 
Ancient and Honourable Artillery Company of Boston. Gay's son Samuel 
was a classmate of Stephen Jones at Harvard 
(1775), and Martyn Gay, 
like Col. Elisha Jones, was at this time active in importing forage, 
provisions, and wood from Nova Scotia. 
3 
1 Samuel Paine to I)r. William Paine, June 22,1775. William Paine MSS., 
Am. Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
2 Isaac Smith Sr., to John Adams, Salem, July 1,1775 (post script to 
Smith's letter dated June 24th)L. H. Butterfield, ed., Adams Family 
Correspondence (1963)Vol. I, p. 229. 
3 Frederick Lewis Gay, "John Gay of Dedham and some of his Descendants" 
New g. Hist. Gen. Register, Vol. XXXIII, Jan. 1879, p. 52. At the beginning 
of July, 1775 Martyn Gay sent his son Samuel by sea to the St. John River 
im Nova Scotia to learn "the mercantile trade" 
(the original idea had 
been for Samuel to go on from there to Quebec) "where I trust he 
will be Clear of the Confution & horrour that attend this place, 
which is a perfict Garrison serrounded with a Rebell Army... "Martyn 
Gay to his brother Jotham Boston, July 8,1775"Col. Soc. of Mass. 
Publications, Vol. III, 189'(, p. 380. See Martyn Gay's Loyalist papers, 
PRO. A. 0.13: 50; and Oliver Roberts, H'stor of the Ancient & Hon. 
Artillery Company, Vol. II (1895) P. 1)6. 
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The Loyalist volunteers in Boston, however, were soon 
afterward put upon a proper military footing -a status which 
they were to hold, albeit with ma: 1y changes of command and location, 
throughout the War of the Revolution. This was an event of the 
greatest importance to the lives of Col. Elisha Jones and his 
Tory sons, who, to the very end with other dedicated Massachusetts 
men, were to follow the fortunes of the British Army. 
A little more than a fortnight after "Bunker" Hill Gage 
at last embodied the signers of the Loyalist Association into 
a volunteer corps under the command of Brig. Timothy Ruggles of 
Hardwick. Of him, veteran commander in the French and Indian War 
and the most renowned New Eland soldier of the latter 15th century, 
a man then aged 64, Gage wrote to Dartmouth on 'ply 24th: "Nobody 
is more ready to appear in Arms in the Cause of his King and the 
British Constitution than himself. " 
1 
It is significant of Ruggles' thinking that as part of his 
"Proposals" for a Loyalist force to suppress the rebellion (approved 
in principle by the Cabinet in London in January, 1775) it was 
"earnestly requested this Corps (as the first raid'd on this unhappy 
occasion) be stil'd The Loyal Legion of America. " 
2 From his first 
years as Hardwick Representative in the Massachusetts House (and 
notably his support of the Colonial Governors' - except Georgia and 
Nova Scotia - plan 3f 1754 for a defensive league against the French) 
Ruggles had favoured Colonial Union. 
3 
1 Gage to Lord Daritmouth, Boston, July 24,1775. PRO. C. O. 5: 92. 
2 Ruggles' "Proposals for raising a Brigade or Legion... " were 
copied on the back of the Roster of the Loyalist Legion dated July 5, 
1775, now in the Gage Papers, Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
They are not dated. 
3 For Cabinet approval of Ruggles' Proposals, see above. Colonial Unio : 
Jou a. 1 of the... Huse o Representatives of .. -. 
Massachusetts Bay (1754 
p. 272; Shipton, ed., Sible 's Harvard Graduates, Sketch of Ruggles, class 
of 1732, Vol. IX, p, 202; ater, ges 
(witiiver Partridge, 1712-92 of 
Hatfield, and the firebrand James Otis)represenº: ed Mass. -and was chosen 
Chairman- of the intern--Colönial Stamp Act Congress at New York in Oct. 
1765; Ruggles objected to the instructions, drawn after he left Boston, 
favouring the exclusive right of Colonies to tax themselves, and did not 
sign the Petition to the Crown,. See Thos. Hutchinson, Historr of Mass., 
Vol. III (1936) pp. 85-6. 
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The plans for the "Loyal Legion, " based as they were 
upon Ruggles own long experience of warfare in America and 
command both of militia and regular troos, are notable for their 
innovations in organization and weapons. Among others they were 
to serve as a model for later colonial (provincial) corps, and 
the provisions for two companies of "Rifle or Marksmen"2in each 
battalion of ten companies set the pattern for Loyalist provincial 
corps as pioneers in the use of the "Kentucky" - and also after 
1776 the Ferguson - rifle in the British army; 
"To His Excellency the Honourable Thomas Gage General & Commander 
in Chief of all His Majesty's Forces raised or to be raised in 
North America, Governor of the Province of Massachusetts Bay &c &c 
"Proposals for raising a Brigade or Legion of Troops for 
the immediate Service of his most Sacred Majesty in Quelling the 
most unnatural and Wanton Rebellion now rife in this Province. 
That the 3d Brigade, or Legion, do consist of three or 
more Battalions, the whole to be commanded by one Colonel in Chief, 
a Lieutenant Colonel Commandant, a Major, eight Captains, twelve 
Lieutenants, eight Ensigns, a Chaplain, a Surgeon & mate, adjutant, 
& Quartermaster to each battalion with four-Sergeants, four Corporals, 
& two drummers with fifty privates to each Company. 
1 It appears that Ruggles' plans were held back until Gage issued 
the Proclamation of Rebellion of June 12,1775, some considerable 
time. On April 18,1775 Ruggles had written'to John: Pownall in London: 
"... I am happy in finding all my best Officers now living, and that 
serv'd with me last War, are Zealously Affected for this Service, 
by which means I expect soon to recruit the Regiment after the 
Generals Proclamation is Issued for Severing the Loyalists from 
the Rebels. " 
2 The rebels had used riflemen from the beginning of the Siege, one 
of their functions being to "pop" at sentries. A letter from Lt. Carter 
dated July 2,1775, (printed by Force, American, Archives SerIV vol. 2 
p. 1350) says: Never had the British army so ungenerous an enemy to 
oppose. They send their riflemön, five or six at a time, who congeal 
themselves behind trees, etc. till an opportunity presents itself of taking a shot at our advanced sentries, which done, they immediately 
retreat, " 
jbI 
That that Battalion consist of ten Companies each (viz. ) 
two Grenadiers or broadsword men, four of light armed Infantry, 
two of Rifle or Marksmen, one of artillery (accustomed & instructed 
to work great guns & particularly field pieces) and one of 
artificers & mechanicks, the last to be chiefly pioneers, hatchet 
and spade men, carpenters, masons. 
That the whole be clothed and accoutred agreeable to a 
plan herewith delivered and very humbly presented for approbation. 
That it is earnestly requested this corps (as the first 
rais'd on this unhappy occasion) be stiled The Loyal Legion of 
America. 
That the bounty allowed for the encouragement and assistance 
of equipping the Troops be Two Guineas to each man, & it is most 
respectfully hoped the allowances of Pay & Provisions, Quarters 
& Camp necessarys, for both officers & men will be the same with 
his Majesties established troops, and that the recommendation, 
nomination, & appointment of the officers be honored with Your 
Excellencys sanction & approbation, & conferred on Gentlemen of 
unblemished Character-, eminent for their Loyalty, & to depend 
more immediately, on their zeal, distinguished activity, diligence 
& success in Recruiting & disciplining the Corps as expeditiously 
as possible. All which is most humbly 
& 
respectfully submitted 
to Yr Excellency's consideration & decision by Yr most Dutiful 
and Obedient 
Ser- -tnt 
Timothy Ruggles 
2 
1 This plan is not- now with the other documents relating to Ruggles' 
Loyal Legion of America in the Gage Papers, Clements Library. For 
the uniforms of Ruggles' corps in Boston during the summer of 
1775, see below. 
2 Ruggles' proposals for the Loyal Legion were sent to Gage in 
the form of a let-ter, the only known copy of which was made or the 
back of the roster of Ruggles' Corps dated July 5th, 1775, now in 
the Gage Papers, Clements Library, University of Michigan. Ruggles' 
letter to Gage in this copy is undated. 
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On July 5,1775 Gage embodied five companies of Loyalists 
in Boston under the command of Brig. Timothy Ruggles. These were just 
half of one ten-company battalion provided for in Ruggles' plans 
for the Loyal Legion of America. Given the numbers of able-bodied 
Loyalists ins Boston during the summer of 177'5, by far the greater 
part being women and children, however, this corps of some 300 men 
and officers was clearly intended only as the nucleus of a larger 
force to be raised among the Tories outside Boston once the army 
got on the move. 1 
The fifteen officers, including Brig. Timothy Ruggles and 
Colonel Elisha Jones, were men of eminence in the colonies of 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, with distinguished records of 
public service, civil and military. They included members of the 
Governors'Councils, judges, magistrates, and other public officials, 
and members of the Massachusetts and New Hampshire Assemblies. Of 
great importance from the standpoint of Ruggles' corps as a fighting 
unit and its readiness for service, the great majority on the 
outbreak of hostilities held senior rank in the militia. Many 
(like those who served in the ranks of Ruggles' Corps as Volunteers) 
were veterans of Louisbourg and other campaigns in the French and 
Indian Wars under Ruggles himself and the much-respected General 
Jeffrey Amherst (who. refused to serve against. the colonials in 
America) where several had commanded regiments and companies. Six 
of the fifteen officers attended Harvard College, and at least one 
more of them sent his some there: through the War Loyalist Corps 
from Massachusetts and New Hampshire (notably Gov. Wentworth's Gentlemen 
Volunteers in which Col. Elisha Jones' sonn were to serve) following 
colonial tradition were officered by iiarvard men. Only two of Ruggles' 
officers were not New England born: James Forrest, an Ulsterman, and 
James Anderson, a Scot, but they were represbntative of two notably 
loyal immigrant groups irr Boston. 2 
1 The roster of officers and men of these five companies dated 
July 5,1775 is in the Gage Papers, Clements Library, University ofMichigan. 2 Later, in the Fall of 1775, with the reorganization of the Loyalist 
Corps in Boston by Howe, they were to raise two new companies, the 
Loyal Irish Volunteers and the Loyal North British Volunteers. See 
below. 
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BRIG. RU GGLES' CORPS OF LOYALISTS, BOSTON, July 5,1775 
1 
FIRST COMPANY 
Captains The Honhle Timothy Ruggles Esq. 
First Lieut.: fr. Janes Forrest 
Second Lieut.: Mr. Edward Winslow Junr 
SECOND COMPANY 
Captain: The Ronde Abijah Willard Esgr 
First Lieut.: Dir. Elisha Jones 
Second Lieult.: Mr. Thomas Danforth 
THIRD COMPANY 
Captain: Adino Paddock Esgr. 
2 
First Lieut.: Mr Edward G. Lutwich 
Second Lieut.: Mr. James Anderson 
FOURTH COMPANY 
Captain: James Putnam Esgr 
3 
First Lieut.: blr. Job Williams 
Second Lieut.: Mr. Samuel Goldsbury 
FIFTH COMPANY 
Captain: Richard Saltonst. a11 Esgr 
First Lieut.: Mr. Abraham Savage 
Second Lieut.: Mr. George Leonard 
1 Roster-of officers and men, of Ruggles' Corps of five companies 
dated July 5,1775 in the Gage Papers, Clements Library, University 
of Michigan. 
2 There is a roster (officers and men)of Capt. Adino Paddock's 
Third Company with his Loyalist Papers, PRO. A. O. 13: 75. It is identical with that in, the Gage Papers noted above, and also dated July 591775- 
3 In his Memorial James Putnam states that Ae"was Commissioned by 
Gemeral Gage the 5th July 1775 to command a Company of Associated 
Loyalists and did duty with them in the Town ... "PRO. A. 0.13: 49. 
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Ruggles' Loyalist Volunteers were assigned to companies 
in. alphabetical order, and Col. Elisha Jones' three sons with 
him in Boston, Elisha the Younger, Josiah, and Stephen, served 
in the Third Company of Captain Adino Paddock. Paddock's 
Commission dated July 5,1775 and still among his Loyalist Papers, 
is the only one of the five issued at that time known to survive: 
"To Adino Paddock, Esq. 
By virtue of the Authority in me Vested, as 
Governor of His Majesty's Province of the Massachusetts 
Bay, I do hereby appoint you Adino Paddock Esq. to be 
Captain, Edward Lutwych to be First Lieutenant, and 
James Anderson to be Second Lieutenant of the foregoing 
Company of Volunteers for His Majesty's Service, subject 
to my Orders, and they are required to obey you according 
to the terms of their Association -Given under my Hand 
and Seal in Boston this 5th day of July, 1775.... 
Tho. Gage "1 
Appended to Paddock's commission was the roster of his Third 
Company, also dated July 5th. It may have been, however, that 
this roster was drawn up some time before. Josiah Jones, whose 
name appears, had been captured the first week in June by the 
rebels while serving as supercargo of a vessel sent for forage 
to Annapolis Royal by his father, and on July 5th was still 
2 
being held in close confinement at Concord jail. Bit another 
of Col. Jones' sons, Jonas, a zealous and active Tory who had 
been captured(and imprisoned)by. the rebels while distributing 
Gage's famous Proclamation of April 21st, printed as a broadside, 
condemning the rebel attack upon the King's troops at Lexington 
on April 19th, and who of all Col. Jones' sons who served in the 
war was perhaps the keenest soldier, was not listed. 
3 
1 For Paddock's Commission, see his Loyalist Papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 75. 
2 For the capture of'Josiah Jones, see above. 
3 "A Circumstantial Account of the Attack... on His Majesty's Troops, 
April 21,1775. "Mass. Hist. Soc., Broadsides Collection; printed in, 
Force, American Archives, Ser. 4, Vo1.2, p. 538. For the capture of 
Jonas Jones who finished the war as a Lieutenant in the 20th 
(Lancashire Fusiliers)Regiment) see above. 
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It has been said that Benjamin Thompson of Rumford 
(Concord) New Hampshire, who had been appointed by Governor John 
Wentworth as Colonel of a Hampshire militia regiment, was among 
those designated by Ruggles to command one of the battalions 
1 
of the Loyal Legion-of America. Ruggles, however, was never to 
succeed in raising more than a single battalion in Boston during 
the Siege, and he kept the command himself. Thompson, driven from 
New Hampshire by the mobs, was a seorett agent for Gage in the 
Massachusetts countryside during the summer of 1775, coming in to 
Boston, finally in late October with a store of detailed information 
about WashingtonIs army for a report so remarkable in quality that 
it would make his name, virtually overnight, in government circles 
im London the following year. Although never a member of Ruggles' 
corps at Bostom, Ben Thompson, from. 1776 working from within the 
government at London, was to be a key figure in the struggle of the 
Loyal Americans against the Revolution: his views - much like those 
of Timothy Ruggles with whom he was on good terms - for using 
Provincial troops an the most effective force against the rebels 
did much to influence Lord George Germain (who became Secretary of 
the American Department in November, 177'5) -a steady friend to the 
American Tories throughout the War - to press the military establishment 
(as in earlier Colonial wars the chief opponent) and George III 
year after year to authorize the raising of Provincials. 
1 Alfred Jones, The Loyalists of Massachusetits, l930, p. 275. Jones 
does not give his source for this statement, but his sketch of 
Thompson was based upon Thompsonts Loyalist papers and manuscripts 
im the Royal Institutions London. 
2 
One of the best sketches of Benjamin Thompson is still that of 
Stark, The Loyalists of Massachusetts, 1907, pp. 261-272. 
For Thompson's reporit, see below. 
Germain's correspondence with Howe from 1775 until the genoral was 
superceded by Clinton in 1778 is full of proposals for the raising and 
use of Provincial Corps-evaded wherever possible by Howe. Ruggles 
corresponded with Germain to the end of the conflict, but their cooperation 
aided by Thompson, who became a member of Germain's staff in 1776, 
availed little against the entrenched privilege and patronage of the 
military, - establishment and its suppliers in England. 
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The Adjutant and Quartermaster of Ruggles' Corps were 
like the other officers, men of outstanding abilities and zeal 
for the cause. "Acting (as he said) as Lieutenant and Adjutant 
in the loyal Militia embodied under Brigadier-General Timothy 
Ruggles without pay or rations" was Boston merchant Ebenezer 
Bridgham. Later at New York in 1777 Bridgham was to be appointed 
Deputy Inspector-General of the1Provincial Forces at 10s. a day 
(still not enough to live upon). The Quartermaster was one of 
the "fighting Coffins"of Boston, Nathaniel Jr., a brother of John 
who had so distinguished himself at "Bunker" Hill. Nathaniel had 
signed the Boston Merchant O Address to the departing Governor 
Thomas Hutchinson of May 30,17T4, and was a successful lawyer, 
but he earned the particular hatred of the rebels for his "infamous" 
act of employing a negro - who afterward turned informer- to cut 2 
down that notorious rebel shrine in Boston the Liberty Tree. 
1 Bridgham served as Deputy Inspector-General until the Provincial 
forces were disbanded in December, 1783. See Bridgham's Loyalist 
Papers, PRO. A. O. 13: 43 and A. 0.13: 74" 
Bridgham was one of the Provincial officers who sought to improve 
the fighting effectiveness of the Corps by "brigading" compatible 
units: on Oct. 24,1782 he submitted a plan for merging the Fencible 
Americans, King's Orange Rangers, and the King's Rangers. Hist. Mss. 
Commission, Report on the-American MSS in the Royal Institution, 
Vol. III, p. 183. 
2 For a time after the Liberty Tree incident, Coffin stayed out of 
Boston to escape the vengeance of the Whig mob. He served with the 
army through the war, and was afterward appointed Collector of 
Customs at St. Kitts, a post he held for 34 years. Coffin died in 
London inn1831, aged 83. See Stark, The Low sto of Massachusetts, 
1907, p. 235" 
r 
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Appointed Chaplain to Ruggles' Corps -a post of importance 
for its moral leadership in every New England regiment as in every 
New England town - was the Rev. John Troutbeck, assistant to the 
Rev. Henry Caner, Rector of King's Chapel. As King's Chaplain the 
choice of the Rev. Mr. Troutbeck was perhaps inevitable, but it was 
not of the wisest. Troutbeck stood apart from the Boston clergy 
as not being a Harvard man (with its hallowed ethos of clerical 
leadership); he took his B. A. at Oxford in 1741. As an Englishman, 
moreover, he personified the Rebel-Congregational image of 
Anglicanism as an imported faith - like Roman Catholicism - which 
people of all political views regarded as threats to the established 
New England religious institutions. The days of John Winthrop's 
Puritan theocracy were long past, for all Sam Adamst daydreams 
(the Tories called him -Lhe"psalm singer") but religion in the 
Boston of 1775 was a serious matter (as it still is), and the 
worldliness of the English cleric, however well-intended, jarred 
inevitably with Bostonian standards of decorum. Although Troutbeck 
married into a well-respected Boston family, the Goulds, Troutbeck's 
supervision-of John Gould's distillery (rum) business after his 
father-in'-law's death (as trustee for Gould's grandsons) invited 1 
social criticism of the kind that was a gift to "Sam Adams"journalists. 
It must be said that the Boston churoh for Col. Elisha Jones, as 
for so many other df the Tory refugees, was not Troutbeck's, the 
"Governor's" or "Garrison" church of King's Chapel, but the less 
pretentious, more plainly New En`ngland, Tri: aity. Trinity, still with 
the same Anglican toleration and forward-facing liberality of belief, 
and dignified, ordered services 
(which together, and notably in the 
disrupted 1760's and 1770's attracted so many converts among the 
Colonial well-educated and well-to-do) but with its traditional two 
Harvard-bred and rankee-born Ministers, the Rev-William Walte; -gRector, 
from, Salem, and his assistant the Rev. Samuel Parker, from Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire. 01 
1 For Troutbeck's appointment see: Roster of Ruggles' Corps dated 
July 5,1775. Gage Papers, Clements Library. See also the loyalist papers 
of his daughter Sarah & Memorial of May, 1784. PRO. A. 0.13: 24; A. 0.13: 49; 
A. 0.13: 74. For the scurrilous ballad' about Troutbeck of 1774, see: New Eng. 
H st. Gen. Re iý ster, Vol. XIII, p. 132. Foote's Annals of King's Chapel takes 
a strongly "rebel" view. 
2 The best presentation of Anglicanism in Massachusetts in the period 
of the Revolution belongs to literature: Harriet Beecher Stowe's ldt6w, 
Folks, 1869. Henry F. May, ed. Oldtown Forks, HUP, 1966. 
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Rug, r; les designed uniforms for the Loyal Legion of America, 
which, following- in the tradition of Provincial Corps from earlier 
Wars, were distinct from those of the regular army. In his "Proposals" 
sent to Gage, Ruggles noted: "That the Whole be Clothed and 
Accoutred agreeable to a plan herewith delivered... "1 While no copy 
of this plan has been found, nor any drawings, there are contemporary 
descriptions of the uniform worn by the Loyalist Corps during the 
Siege of Boston. 
It was green (as opposed to the traditional blue with buff 
facings of the Massachusetts militia). Green, the colour of the dress 
coats of the most renowned corps of Provincials in the War against 
the French and Indians, Major Robert Roger's Rangers. Significantly, 
in view of the many Harvard men who like Stephen Jones served in 
Ruggles' Corps during the Siege of Boston (and later in other Tory 
Provincial Regiments) it was doubtless in emulation of the Rangers 
-that the "Harvard Fencibles, "the student military organization 
first formed during the French and Indian War, also wore green 
Daniel Leonard,, (Massachusetitensis") Captain of the First Company 
in 1760, remembered parading it through the streets of Cambridge 
wearing a green coat with white trimmings and buff hoses 
2 
1 
Ruggles' Proposals-to Gage for the Loyal Legion of America, written 
on the back of the roster of Ruggles' Corps dated July 5,1775. Gage 
Papers, Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
2 See "The Death of Wolfe" by John Singleton Copley. Campaigning, 
they wore hunting shirts of stout Tow cloth, tanned by boiling with 
brown ears of corn, to blend with the landscape. 
Daniel Leonard as Captain of the Harvard Fencibles (also known as 
the Mart i-Mercurian Band from the motto on its flag, "Tam Marti Quam 
Mercurio"): Ralph Davol, Two Men of Taunton (1912)p, 102. 
Most of the Harvard Fencitles seem to have been Tories. Reformed 
when College resumed at Concord in Oct., 1775, it appears to have 
abandoned the "Tory Green" uniform for that of Washington's army at 
Boston(for those who had uniform)-which are the colours described in 
"patriotic" histories such as that of Hall, Coles Words and Customs 
(1856) a three-cornered hat, blue coat faced white, nankeen "smalls, " 
white stockings and top boots or black gaiters. Kept on was the old 
custom, of all "trainingey' "passing round three or four buckets of 
toddy'Ibid., p. 247. 
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By mid-Au! *unt of 1775, if not earlier, Ru g1es' corps 
had pot into uniform. Joseph Reed. of Philadelphia, already with 
a noted reputation ae a lawyer and iW anhin, ton'n military secretary 
at Cambridge 
(until late October, 1775) wrote on Auftust 24th: 
"... We learn from Bonton... That the Tories and Refugees 
are regimented, have a green uniform, and. are called 
the king's volunteers... " 1 
Rugf*les, moreover, in appearance as well as intellect and ability 
well suited the post of military commander. "He was well over six 
feet tall, dark, handsome, with a strong and commanding face. He 
dressed carefully but not elegantly... " 
2Ruggles, 
in Boston and 
through the war, however, was without his silver-mounted sword, 
"my old friend, " as he called it, that he had carried safely On 
"five campaigns" in the French and Indian War, and which had been 
left behind when he had left home at Hardwick for Boston in 
August, 1774.3 After the Powder Alarm of Sept-1,1774, when Col. Jones 
went in to Boston, the fighting had began, and as appears by his 
inventory, he brought his sword with him. 
4 
1 Joseph Reed. to Thomas Bradford, Cambridge, Aug. 24,1775. William 
B. Reed (grandron) Life and Correspondence of Joseph Reed, Military 
Secretary, of Washington at Cambridge; Adjutant-General of the 
Continental Army: i-; ember of the Congress of the United States; and 
President of the lxecutive Council of the State of Pennsylvania. 1847. 
Vol. I, pp. 119-120. 
2 Description by a contemporary printed in the Worcester Magazine, 
Vol. II, 1826, p. 60. 
3 
Rugr*les referred to this sword as "My old friend" in the inventory 
he made after the War of his property left at Hardwick. PRO. A. 0.13: 75. 
The "Five Camp ýiýns": Rugfiles to a correspondent in England (possibly 
Israel Mauduit April lö; 1775. PRO. C. O. 5: 154. 
4 See his Loyalist Papers. PRO. A. 0.13: 47,13: 50; and 13: 74. 
I 
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It was the green of Brig. Ruggles' Loyal Legion in 
Boston that wan to become the basic uniform colour of the 
Loy, tli: nt Provincial Corpn in the American colonies until, 
: ->ome three yearn-, later, in 1778, all but Col. John Graver. 
Simcoe's ýu. een's Rangers (in which Col. 1lisha Jones' youngest 
son Charles wan commissioned Cornet in Jan., 1780) and one or two 
other units were ordered into the red coats of the regular line 
regiments. "Green, "according to Simcoe, "is without comparison 
the best colour for light troops with dark accoutrements, and 
if it is put on in the spring, by autumn it nearly fades with 
the leaves, preserving its characteristics of being scarcely 
discernable at a distance. " 
1 
The inhabitants of Quebec, enlisted 
by Col. Allan Maclean for the defense of the town against the 
rebel army advancing under Gen. Richard Montgomery 
(soon to be 
reinforced by Col. Benedict Arnold and his force after their 
momentous march across Maine from the Kennebec) and on regular 
guard duty during the winter siege, from September 17,1775 until 
the following June, wore plain green coats with no lapels, and 
2 
buff waistcoats and breeches. 
Material for uniforms and other equipment needed. for 
Loyalist troops raised in Boston during the Siege was procured 
on an ad hoc basis according to supplies available: surplus regular 
army stores 
(increasingly depleted by the capture of supply transports 
by rebel privateers), but principally, it appears, from merchants, 
stocks in the town, or, like foodstuffs, forage(in, which Col. Jones took 
a leading part)fuel, and other necessaries, imported in Tory ships 
1 
Simcoe was one of but a small band of Englishmen (Eton and Merton, 
Oxford)who as serving; soldiers in America best understood and adapted 
to the tactics of hit-and-run skirmishing that was to dominate so 
much of the fighting in the war of the American Revolution. A Captain 
of the 40th Regiment who distinguished himself at Brandywine, (1777) 
Simcoe was afterward given command of the Queen'n Rangers by Hbwe 
with the rank of major. He fought hard to keep his Corps of Rangers 
in "Tory Green.. " See Simcoe's Military Journal: A History of a Partisan 
Corps called the Queen's Rangers, Commanded 
During the War of the American Revolution, New York, lý -ý`-2 
For the enlistment of Volunteers to defend Quebec under Maclean, 
see his report dated Nov. 16,1775. P. R. O. 1'I. 0.1: 2: 499. The uniforms 
are strikingly similar to descriptions of those used also at that time 
ire; Boston by Ruggles'Corps. For those used at Quebec, see: Philip Katcher, 
The American Provincial Corps 1 -1 8 '1973. p. 9. 
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from Britain, .. c well as the loyal provinces of Nova Scotia 
and Canada with which tue Tories did a considerable and 
lucrative trade throu1 bout thin period. I-icrcliantn in Bonton 
euch as J^. men Alnder^on took a hand in ^upplyin ; their own corps: 
appointed Captain of the Loyal North British Volunteers (by Howe) 
in October, 1775, Anderson duly applied to the Treasury for a 
"license to export sundry stores to America for the use of the 
King's Troops there serving under General Howe... " - which was 
1 
I -ranted. 
It was not until the autumn and winter of 1775-1776 that 
official procedures were established by the government in England 
for estimatin; ^; and supplying the Provincial Corps in America, 
2 
clothing and other items being contracted for by the Treasury. 
But little of this arrived in America before the summer of 1776. 
In Boston, mennwhile, when Howe reorganized the Loyalist corps in 
October and November, 1775, making two new companies from Ruggles' 
Loyal Legion, nome means of distinguishing between them became 
necessary. Field-signs were used. (instead of the usual coloured facings 
for the uniform coats, it in though-t, had no lapels): a white scarf 
around the left arm 
(Ruggles' Loyal Legion), a blue bonnet with St. 
Andrew's Cross (Anderson's Loyal North British Volunteers)and a white 
cockade (Forrest's Loyal Irish Volunteers). 
3 
1 John Robinson to John Pownall, April 4,1776. PRO. T. 27: 31. 
2 Clothing &c for Regular Regiments was provided through regimental 
agents under supervision of the War Office. See: Norman Baker, 
Government and Contractors... (1971) p. 208. For clothing & stores sent 
to America for 8,000 Provincial troops in 1776, see John Robinson to 
William Knox, July 30,1777. PRO. T. 27: 31. 
3 For the reorganization of the Boston Loyalist troops under Howe, 
see below. I-Iilitary historians, when they mention the Boston Loyalists 
Corps at all (Paul H. Smith, Lo alists and Rede (1964) does not 
even name Ruggles' Loyal Legion) deny them any u. niform. John Mello, 
Uniforms of the American Revolution (1975) states that Rug les' Corps 
"were not uniformed" p. 172 but in the illustration of a "Loyal 
Associator" (no. 51)shows a man in a green coat with no lapel-, and white 
armband and gaiters stipulated in Howe's Orders Of Nov-17,1775. 
Philip Katcher, The American Provincial Corps 1175-1784 (1973)the best 
work of its kind, says nothing of the raising of Ruggles' Corps under 
Gage, or use of the "Tory Green" uniform, except at Quebec, before 1776. 
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Rut rle. ^' plan- for the Loyal Lef; ion of America provided 
for one company in each battalion "of artillery (accustomed & 
in^tructc(l to v; ork great gnnr & particularly field piecen)" and 
it may have been that Paddock's Third Company was co designated, 
for its commander was the most knowledgeable artilleryman in 
Massachusetts, and had refused a general's commission in the rebel 
army. From 1763 Adino Paddock, by trade a merchant and coach builder 
(the first in Boston) had commanded a corps of a hundred men in the 
Ancient and Honourable Artillery Company of Massachusetts. Paddock's 
new company of volunteers, however, did not have the use of the two 
brass three-pounders engraved with the Province Arnes that since 
1768 had been kept by the"Ancients and Honourables"in their "run 
house" near the school (at the corner of West and. Tremont Streets) 
which before Lexington the rebels had managed to smuggle (without 
1 
their carriages) out of Boston. 
Arms for Ruggles' Corps were drawn as required from British 
Army storey during the Siege of Borl. on, but one important category 
of weapon specified in his plan for the Loyal Legion was not 
available from this source: the rifle, for none had yet been 
manufactured in England for military use. 
2 
These weapons, developed 
initially by German gunsmiths in Pennsylvania (known also as 
"Kentucky" rifles for their use there) were noted for their accuracy 
of fire and astonish9: n, g range (more than twice that of the standard 
British Army issue, the smooth-bore Brown Bess flintlock musket). 
1 Rugrles'Proposals for the Loyal Legion of America are in the 
Gage Papers, Clements Library, University of Michigan. For Adino Paddock, 
see: Loyalist Papers, PRO. A. 0.12: 105, A. 0.13: 49, A. 0.13. '75. He settled 
in Britain after the War, and died of the Island of Jersey, March 25,1804, 
aged 76. See airo: Oliver Roberts, Ancient and Honourable Artillery 
Company of Massachusetts, (1895) Vol. Il, pp. 1l2-11q; Stark, The Loyalists 
of Massachusetts, (1907) pp"305-308. 
2 Patrick Fergu. son(1744-1780)did not patent his breech-loading rifle 
until Dec. 2,1776. He served with the 70th Foot in the Went Indiec, and 
after a short visit to America in 1774 (where he may have seen rifles 
in action)FEr, uson returned to E gland. In, 1777 with 200 of his rifles 
he was sent to New York where he formed a rifle corps, "1ergusones 
Sharpshooters, " from Loyalists and Regulars, which did notable service 
at Brandywine Creek (nr. Philadelphia) Sept. 11,1777. He later organized 
several Loyalist Corps, but was killed at King's Mountain in 1780. See 
James Ferguson, Two Scottish Soldiers, (Aberdeen, 1888). 
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By the time of Lexington the rifle had nuperceded the musket in 
; few ßnfrland as well as the Middle Colonies an the wilderness or 
frontier weapon, and away east from the Indian dangern, around. 
Boston and other towns, was much in use an a sporting gun for 
hunting and wildfowling by the many ponds and along the river 
1 
marshe^. Ruggles' specification for two companies of riflemen 
reflected the availability of this weapon in the stocks of Boston 
gunsmiths 
(Boston merchants whatever their political views were 
glad enough during the Siege to move what stocks they could with 
trade so poor - though few after the Siege cared to remember these 
activities) and in the hands of the Loyalists who - like the rebels- 
went to war as Yankees had done for generations against the French: 
2 
with their own guns. 
Timothy Ruggles, that many-sided man of brilliance, had 
already by the 1770's a long reputation as an innovator and an 
improver. No contemporary in New ngland had held more successful, 
longer, or more varied military command in the American Colonies, 
and Ruggles, in-his plan for the Loyal Legion of 1774-1775, the 
product of this great achievement and experience, looked fat to the 
future: the use of "Rifle or Marksman" companies in combination 
with "light armed Infantry" "Grenadiers or broadsword men" and 
1 Boston Neck, in the summer of 1775 "Nomansland" between the 
fortifications at Boston and those of the rebels at Roxbury, was a 
convenient - if dangerous - place for shooting. In 1878 Francis Drake 
wrote: "The marshes bordering the Neck were covered at high tide, and 
beim a favorite resort for birds, were much frequented by sportsmen. 
As early as 1713 the town of Roxbury prohibited gunning on the Neck, 
and in 1785 was obliged to place sentinels there to prevent this 
desecration of the Sabbath. The practice continued... "The Town of 
Roxbury (1878)p. 67. Shooting at marks was also popular-. Fe following 
notice in the Boston Evening Post, Jan. 11,1773, refers to the popular and 
fashionable Punch Bowl Tavern at Brookline: 
"This is to give Notice That there will be a Bear and 
a Number of Turkeys set up as a Mark next Thursday 
Beforenoon at the Punch Bowl Tavern in Brookline. " 
2. John Adams, no sportsman and never a soldier, described to his wife 
"a peculiar kind of musket, called a rifle"and the enlistment of rifle 
companies by the Continental Coneress. John to Abigail Adams, June 18,1775 
. 3sA 
artillery in each Loyali^t battalion, well rhow Rurplee' ideas 
at that time on the value of the rifle an a weapon of warfare. 
l 
The advent of Rupglec' Loyal Lc ion of America (usually 
referred to as the Loyal A^sociators) if only by a modest beginning, 
was a fact of the greatest importance, not only to the history 
of the conflict by arms and by ideolo r, but ultimately and 
inevitably to the political division of the British colonies 
in North America. Gage's Proclamation of June 12,1775 gave 
long-delayed official recognition to the existing state of 
rebellion against the Crown. The embodiment soon afterward of 
Loyalist troops under Brigadier Timothy Ruggles, however, was 
the raising of the King's standard by colonials against the enemy 
within: and as such it marks the formal beginning in the American. 
colonies of the Great Civil Wax, an : ^rmed struggle lasting more 
than a decade, which in Massachusetts must be dated as early 
2 
as the Powder-Alarm of September' 1,1774" 
1 
Ruggles' collection of guns at Hardwick was confiscated by the 
rebels. PRO. A. 0.13: 75" 
2 Esmond Wright argues soundly: "since 1776 all wars have been at 
once both civil and ideological stina; gles. " "Men with Two Countries, " 
T Development of a Revoluti. onasy Mentz ality, Library of Congress, 
Washington D. C., 19723P"157- 
For the Powder-Alarm see above. 
Of the two, the Civil War was to be much the longer and in the 
fullness of time the most significant. From the summer of 1775 the 
rebellion against the Crown and the 
Civil War co-existed in 
Massachucett^: the rebellion ended legally with the signing of the 
"Definitive" Treaty of Peace by Britain at Paris on Sept-3,1733 
(the armistice was declared Jan. 20,1783)"Both de facto and do ''Lure, 
however, the Civil War in Massachusetts and the vendetta against the 
Tories continued for another generation and more, not ending in law 
until the treason, confiscation of property and 
banishment acts, part 
of the web of disabling legislation 
designed to "drum the Tories out" 
of the Province, was finally repealled 
from the statute books. 
0 
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For Col. Elicha Jones of I"leston and. the other loyal families 
who took an active part in the defense of Charter Government in 
AZ, jn^achu^cttr, the l oy, -a, l Legion marked the he;; irininr of nervice 
throur-h the longest war ever known in North America. Col. Jones 
had commanded the Middlesex County Militia on the day of the 
Powder-Alarm at Cambridge, Sept-1,1774. After his death (in 1776) 
his Tory sons who at Boston were volunteers in the first Loyalist 
corps under Timothy Ruggles, carried on the fight in the Colonies 
until their Provincial Regiments were finally disbanded in Nova 
Scotia. 
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TIIL'Gtýv`PLi All :; lil'I'rý{ t. ýýi'UR KING AND CON:; TITJTIoN: UIijs OF 
iýL1:: IIA JUNI;,, : PUItAGL CUMI'. I:;. UY 
"I have the honour to transmit to Your Lordship an 
Adcreris to the King from the Council of this Province 
who notwithstanding every Insult and Oppression have 
stood firm in their Principles of Loyalty and Affection 
to IHi7, Diajesty'c Person and Government. I also inclose 
a List of the Council, to which I acid the Names of 
other Gentlemen who as well as many of the Council 
are suffering for their Attachment to the Kin- and 
Constitution, as Your Lordship will perceive by the 
inclosed Resolve of the Provincial Congress. There is 
no kind of Tyranny and Cruelty that these Pretenders 
to Ireedom and. Liberty don't exercise over those in 
their Power who oppose their schemes tho' only by Words. 
No Ilan dares speak his Sentiments, and Many are forced 
into the Rebel Troops, having- no alternative but to 
take Arms or go to Jail... " 
General Gage to 
Lord Dartmouth, 
1 
Bo^ton, July 24,1775 
The raising of the Royal Standard by Brigadier Timothy 
Rules and the Loyalists in Boston in the nummer of 1775 
established a rallying point for political allegiance in 
Massachusetts Bay Colony (as Rug les had envisaged after the 
Governor's Proclamation of Rebellion, which occutted on Juno 12th) 
however for the time being shut off by the rebel army and 
clandestinely organized in the country outside 
Boston. News of 
the embodiment of the Loyalists soon spread although: the rebels, 
nu±turing public opinion through a tight control of the press, 
were careful to keep such reports out of the newspapers. Then as 
now the more horrific or sensational 
the report the more welcome 
1 Gage to Lord Dartmouth, Boston, July 24,1775. PRO. C. O. 5: 92. 
2 For secret activities of the Tories at Deerfield and the Connecticut Valley, see the "Diary" of an active r'. rent, Dr. l, 1ihu Ashley (PV2,1A, Deerfield) who studied medicine with Col. Elicha Jones' nephew 
Dr. Thomas Williams of Deerfield. 
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for its entertainment value, and Ruggles' 
Tory Corps earned its 
way like any honest tale - and maLny a drink of flip or toddy at 
local inns for poft-riders and travellers. Down at Newport, still 
safely loyal under the -ins of Captain 
James Wallace's naval 
squadron based there for patrol of Narragan:; ett 
Bay and Rhode Island 
waters (that guarded the vital sea-link with 
New York) the Rev. Ezra 
Stiles, still at his manse but by now a convinced republican, set 
down in his Diary on July 23rd that at Boston "300 Tories patrol 
1 
the Streets, 29 of a night. " 
They were reinforced through the summer and. f all of 1775 
by what was to be the last wave of Loyalists 
(post-Bunker Hill) 
to come in as refugees to Boston. Conspicuous among 
them were the 
political waverers in whomorthodoxjr 
finally triu. mphed, and men who 
like Benjamin Thompson had been secretly enlisted in the Royal 
cause. A few managed to get in with passes 
through the Boston and 
Charlestown lines, but many flanked the besieging rebel army by 
going to Newport and sailing passenger with 
the ref*ular supply 
convoys around Cape Cod to Boston. 
2 
A significant number of Tory recruits, however, and one of 
the greatest embarrassments to the rebel causes were the defectors 
from the rebel army. Outside Boston, the choice was to serve when 
called upon, pay a substitute 
(the time-honoured resort of many of 
the well-to-do) or Co to jail, and those who could or would not pay 
1 
F. B. Dexter, ed., The Literary Diar of Ezra Stiles (1901) Vol. II, 
P"592. Stiles corresponded often during 
this period with the Rev. 
William Gordon of Roxbury, Chaplain of the Massachusetts Provincial 
Conp7re^". Stiles noted for July 24: "Received 2 Letters from Revd Mr 
Gordon of Roxby dated 20 & 22 Inst. He preached the Election Sermon 
at WatertoWm 19th Inst when the 
Congress was formed into an Assembly 
or House of Representatives & assumed upon 
themselves the Legislature 
of the Colony 
(not Provinces of Massachusetts Bay. " Stiles wrote, 
less successfully on July 25th: "It is very difficult to ascertain the 
Loos of the King's Troops at Bunker Hill 17th last Month. " Loc. Cit. 
2 On June 14th Samuel Paine, soon to volunteer for Ruggles' Corps, 
was allowed to pass the lines after rebel sentries searched his saddle 
baps. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedini-. s, XIV, p. 286. Josiah Jones at the end of 
the summer was to get to Boston again via Newport(see below) Ebenezer 
Cutler Jr. (whose father lived at Weston)was captured after Lexington, 
later escaped to Portsmouth, New Hampshire, whence he sailed to Boston on 
HMS Scarborough. PRO. A. 0.13: 50; A. 0.13: 73" He, too, joined Ruggles'Corps. 
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1 
had little choice in the matter, beint forced into the rebel army. 
From the ber*inning of the 'Jiepe after I cxing-ton there had 
been d? e^ertionr from the rebel. army to Boston, but after Wanhinf'ton 
took command at C, unbri6re on July 2nd, tl_erce appear to hrlve notably 
increa^ed. 'Artshinf*ton wac ohcecced with military order, protocol., 
discipline arid. a European model army: dinsatisfactionn with nervice, 
upheavals and jealousies caused by Washington's reorganization 
for men accustomed to serve only under their own officers, many chosen 
or elected by themselves from their own or neighbouring towns - all 
played a part. 4a. shington, brought in to command what from first to 
last was largely a New : ýng1and army, was not a New Lnf, lander, and 
had not that mystique of loyalty bred of extended kinship to draw 
upon. - so important in Colonial Massahcusetts - as had Timothy Ruggles 
as commander of the Massachusetts Loyalists 
(whose ancestors had 
founded. Roxbury, who sprang as well from Dudleys and ; doodbridges and 
had married a Bourne of Plymouth). Moreover, whatever Washington's 
appointment by the Continental Congress accomplished for the cause 
of inter-colonial unity, his reputation as a military commander in 
the field - for those who knew anything about it - rested largely 
upon accounts of "Brad. dock's Defeat" 
(July 9,1755) and the poor 
3 
showing made by the Virginia Militia under his command. 
A notorious ca:: e was that of a farmer, Henry Howe from Co1. Llisha 
Jones' totirm of Weston. Threatened with death for refusing to join 
the rebel army, he fled for his life in the dark of night, and after 
reaching New York volunteered for service in privateers and armed. 
boats which he continued until the end of the war when he was "paid 
off" in Enp; land. PRO. A. 0.13: 46; A. 0.13: 96. 
2 There were even desertions attempted during the Battle of "Bunker" 
Hill, as the records of courts-martial show. Gen. John Sullivan's "Orderly 
Book" (? sS, Marc. Hist. Soc. ) records for Sept . 30,1775. "Then came on 
the trial of Lewis Acker... for attempting to Desert to the Ro ulars 
on Bunkers Hill, the Prisoner Plead guilty, and the Court order him 
to Receive 39 stripes on his Bare Back at the Heed of the Ref-t,. to 
Which he belongs, and then Drumm'd out of the Arrny... over Mistick 
Bridge, with all the Drums and. Fifes in the Brigade... "Su. llivan had an 
alternative punishment available for the conviction , "Perpetual Servitude 
in Simsbury Mines, "the underground hell-hole of a copper mine in Conn. 
where prisoners were lowered down the shafts in cages and worked in 
chained gangs . Tories increasingly were "kept" at üiinsbury. i'or Washin#ton 
sentencing to Simsbury, to Conn. Committee of Safety, Dec. 11,1775.7"it, patrick 
ed., The Writings of George Washin ton,,.., Vol. IV, pp. 155_(. 
3 For a balanced view of Washington in 1775, see: ßupert Huf; hes, Life of 
4a, shinrton, Vol. II, 1927, pp"230-242. 
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`fho comment on 'J'a-hin(, -ton made by the Rev. Willir m Gordon 
of the Third Church at Ro: -bury and Chaplain of the Manor chu^etto 
Provincial Con; -r(^^ - with i, n , 
1irh fairminiieclnc: -. r, - "lie hr, c laid 
little opportu. nity of seeing service, " war! more thLn just. 
1 
In the 
cummcr of 177j it war Brig. Timothy Ruf-p. lco of Hardwick who had the 
commanding reputation ac a, cuccecsful acid enterprising military 
leader and colonial ctaterman. 
2 
It nays much both of numbers and the nature of desertions 
to the Royal forces from the rebel army besieging Boston that 
after taking command early in July, h[a©hth ton was obliged to lay 
down strict criteria for the selection of out-sentries on the lines 
at Roxbury and Charlestown. None, according to his, order, was to 
serve in these outposts "ktho is not a native of this Cocuntry, or 3 
has (not) a wife and family in it to whom he in known to be attached. " 
1 The Rev. William Gordon, History of the Rise ... of the Independence 
of the United States (London, 1738 estimate of attitudes toward 
Washinp, ton, pp. 348-50, Vol. 1. 
2 
George Atkinson W ard, first editor of the Jou3nal of Judge Samuel 
Curwen (first edition, London and New York,! 
-8421-wrote: "Few men in 
the Province were more dintinguished, and few more severely dealt with 
in the bitter controversies preceeding the revolution; as e. military 
officer he was distinguished for cool bravery and excellent judgement 
and science in the Ait of war, and no provincial officer was held in 
higher esteem for those qualities. His appearance wan commanding and 
dignified, being much above the common size; his wit was ready and 
brilliant; his mind clear, comprehensive and penetrating; his judgement 
was profound and his knowledge extensive; his abilities as a public 
speaker placed him among the first of the day; and had he been so 
fortunate as to have embraced the popular sentiments of the times, 
there is no doubt he would have ranked among the leading characters 
of the revolution. "Appended to this quotation, later used by William 
A# Calnek in his sketch of Ruggles (History of the County of Annapolis 
1897, p. 587)is the following note by the editor, Judge A. .;; avary: "It has been said. by men competent to judge that he (Ruggles) would have 
been appointed Commander-in-chief, and been the first President of the 
United States in, lieu of Washington. " In 1775 Ruggles was aged 64 and 
Washington 43; Ruggles died in. Au a. st, 1795, and led an active fife until 
only 4 days before his death as the result of an accident. Washint-ton 
died in December, 1799. In the fall of 1768 there was talk in Boston that 
if Gov. Francis Bernard were appointed Governor of Virginia, Ruggles would 
succeed Thos. Hutchinson as Lt. Gov. of 14assachucetts. Bonton Chronicle, 
Oct. 10,1768. 
3 Washington's Orderly Books for the summer of 1775(to Sept. 26)are 
printed in Nasn. Hint. Soc. Proceedings, Vol. XV; Orderly Books of Gen. 
Artemas Ward, MSS., at blass. Hist. Soc., Boston. 
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How many of the deserters from Washington's army who 
succeeded in reaching Boston and volunteered for Ru le: ' Loyalist 
Corps will probably never be known. Service with Provincials 
rather than with regular ref-iments (with their harsh code of 
military discipline) had been the traditional preference in earlier 
Colonial wars by men for the ranks. Ruggles' men, all volunteers, 
did duty "by the terms of their Association, " and there was other 
advantage to those who joined for, althoueh unpaid, they were eligible 
to draw rations of food and fuel in desperate short supply because 
of the Sieve when only the rich could afford to buy in the (open) 
Bostons Markets. 
1 
Of those who escaped into Boston from the rebel army 
many appear to have been "forced. " or "pressed" men who did not 
pay for substitutes and against their will were embodied in the rebel 
militia by Captains short of their quotas. Others were among the 
signers of Ru ggle6"Loyalist Association" of 1774 and veterans of 
the Loyalist military corps raised in Massachusetts after the 
Powder Alarm (Sept. 1,1774) by Col. Elisha Jones of Woston, Col. Thomas 
Gilbert of Freetown (Bristol County) and Edward Winslow of Plymouth, 
among others, that had been "broken up" and forced to disband by 
large detachments of rebel "Minuteman" companies and other "reliable" 
militia pot togethQr for this purpose - and the loyalist troops 
given the alternative puhishment of active service with the rebel 
army or jail. Other deserters were among the clandestine signers of 
Rupgles "'Loyal Association" who had been recruited particularly in 
Western Massachusetts in Housatonic and Connecticut Valley towns 
by secret agents like Nathaniel Dickinson and Elihu Ashley, son of 
the "Tory Parson" of Deerfield, the Rev. Jonathan Ashley.? Deserters 
1 
See the commission given by Gage to Captain Adino Paddock of the Third Company of Ruggles' Loyalist corps dated July 5,1775, in 
Paddock's Loyalist Claims Papers, PRO. A. O. 13: 75. 
2 The diaries of British officers in Boston tend to record deserters 
that were British-born, the fullest of these accounts being in the 
Jod al of Col. Stephen Kemble, Gage's Deputy Adjutant General. (New York 
Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883). For "Yankee" deserters see the innumbrable 
advertisements for apprehending them printed in rebel newspapers. 
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from clýchint ton°^ -rriy of conr. ervative political views but 
with stronrr rniritc of independence urmaliy made their way when 
they could to the then ^emi-n. utonomoun and disputerl territory (by 
New York, Connecticut and New ll mph, hire) called the "New HampF; hire 
Grants" ; und tie va, -, t- forest country of the Green Nountains where 
1 
they were beyond reach. 
It is notable that the deserters to Boston from Waohin(ton' a 
army were not only New i glandern, veterans of Rugf*les' campaigns 
arainot the French or youths brought up on legends of militia 
exploits at Louicbourg, Ticonderoga, and Crown Point. Nany came 
in from rebel detachments sent northward to the äiere of Boston 
from the middle and southern colonies. By the fall of 1775, RagglesO 
I'Loyal Legion of America, " like that of ', lashinrton although on a 
much smaller scale, was an American army, as its founder envisaged. 
as 1 "Leg bail" to Vermont, /it was called, officially, from June, 1777. 
Through the w. r Vermonters were notorious for their dealing; with 
the 13riti^h -. id plans for forming a "neutral". tüte. See Richard Upton, 
Revolutionary New Harnp hire, (2nd edn. 1971)pp. 126-7,188-193. Col. Llisha 
Jone:; fron Judge Daniel Jones of Hinsdale (N. H. )wac reported secretly 
by Ira Allen to General Haldiriand "as a friend to government" who : could 
as Hin-dale representative to the Vermont Assembly in 1'jül strengthen 
the faction that favoured a policy of neutrality. Records of the Governor 
and Gtate of Vermont, Vol. 11 (1874) p. 411. 
2 Of all the deserters from Washington's army, the riflemen were 
most conspicuous and talked about. Those from Pennsylvania, I, iaryland, and 
Virginia, in companies voted by the Continental Congress to be raised, 
on June 14,22, and July 11th, and which began to arrive at 'iashington's 
camp at Cambridge on July 23rd, were "uniformed" in hunting shirts. 
The British called them "shirt-tail men, with their cursed twisted guns, 
the most fatal widow and orphan makers in the world. ". Francis Drake, 
TLe Tovin of Roxbury 1878, p. 270. The riflemen slid not fit 'Washington's 
pattern for an army with "iuropean" discipline, however; from the first 
day they"deserted to the British"in Boston in large numbers, notably the 
Irishmen (On Dec-7,1775 Boston merchant, Captain James Porrest, raised 
a new Loyalist Company, the Loyal Irish Volunteers, in Bofýton. See below) 
Col. Stephen Kemble, Gage's Deputy Adjutant Generral, made particular record 
of deserters in bis Journal, noting(Sept. l0th)"These frequent Desertions 
have occasioned the Rebel General to remove the Rifle Iden to Grtmbridge" 
. On July 25th: "All very quiet. A Deserter came in from the Virginia Rifle 
P-Ien on Winter Hill, says he's Virginian born... He deserted from them on 
the night of the 24th. and. Cot off by swimming down the Mystic River 
to General Howe's Post. "Stephen Kemble, Journal, New York Hint. 3oc. 
Collections,, 1883, pp. 50-58. 
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The erruivocr, l attitude of British official- toward 
Loyali: 't atternpt^, centred in the early , yearn of 
the war around 
Brie. iiur rlec and Col.. Elinha Jonei and the "N r achu^etts Co]. one]. n, " 
to raise effective military force, - and to fight their oppo: -, inr 
side of the colonial civil war, however, which had begun with 
Ruj lest early plans to raine a lDyali^t corps after the Powder 
Alarm of September 1917749 in nevar more clearly seen than in 
Gape's despatches to En, -land during the critical weeks after 
"Bunker" Hill - the turning point in the military struggle for 
New Eni*lend. Gare did more than say nothing of the contribution 
made by the Loyalint^ in Boston to what cucce^. ^ there had been at 
Bunker Hi: 11. Almost three weeks after he pave commissions to the 
five captains of Ruggles"'Loyal Legion' Gage, in a despatch to 
Lord Dartmouth dated July 24th about the prospects for recruiting 
Provincial corps in the American colonies, denied Ruggles any measure 
of success. Ilhile paying tribute to Ruggles' zeal, "Nobody, "Gage 
wrote, "is more ready to appear in Arms in the Cause of his Kin(; 
and the British Constitution than himself, "the Governor of Massachusetts 
and Commander-in-chief declared: "As for the Corps propored to be 
raised by Bri, 7. Ruggles, it is impossible to effect it in the 
present Situation of Affairm. "1 
1 Gape to Lord Dartmouths Boston, July P4s1775" "Private'l 
PRO, C. O. 5: 92. 
A 
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It is difficult to view Gare' c assertion about ltu. files' 
Corp!! - at variance with the facts - except sn nn, art of the war-long; 
dilemma of the LriLic; h Command in the raining and putting; to use 
of native colonial military contingents. (It was a problem never to 
be solved, any? the loss of colonial loyalty in the end made the loss 
of the colonies themselves inevitable. ) Gage': belief after"Bunker" 
Hill that the tactical position of Boston as headquarters of military 
operations in the American colonies was so disadvantageous as to 
make removal of the army to New York advisable, may also have been 
1 
a factor. There is much evidence that Gage was not opposed to 
provincial troops as such. Like Amherst bred to the re,; ular army 
service, and of long experience in the Colonies fighting with 
colonial troops, Gage had less prejudice than most military commanders. 
Before"Bunker Hill" he favoured a plan for Gen. Guy Carleton (Governor 
and commander at Quebec) "to fix a force on Lake Champlain to be 
a place of rencdez-vous for such people as Col. (All en)Mlaclen (recruiting 
Scots veterans of the French and Indian War who had settled in the 
Colonies)might raise in New York Province. " 
2 
In the summer of 1775 
Gage also did what he could to help Lt. Col. Joneph Goreham, a captain 
of Fina. n(-erc in the French and Indian War and Lt. Gov. of Placentia, to 
recruit yet another loyalist corps (later the Royal Fencible Americans) 
in Nova Scotia and elsewhere. 
3 
At the beginning of September, Gage, 
1 Gape to Lord Barrington, June 26,1775. Gage MSS, tClements Library; 
Gage to Lord Dartmouth, Aug. 20,1775. (secret) PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 Gage to Dartmouth, June 12,1775. No. 32. PRO. C. 0.5: 92; Gage to 
Dartmouth, July 24917759 PRO. C. 0.5: 92; Gaffe to Dartmouth, Sopt. 20,1775, 
PRO. C. 0.5: 92. For Maclean's plann, see also Dartmouth to Lt. Cov. 
Cadwallader Colden of New York, April 5,1775. The Letters and Papers of Cadwallader Colden (New York Hist. Soc. Collections, V1I, 27-2. 
3 Gage to Dartmouth, Sept. 20,1775. PRO. C. 0.5; 9'ß; Joseph Gorham to 
Lord Dartmouth, "Memorial, " undated (1774), Hist. IdGS. Comm.. Dartmouth ASS 
Vol. II, p. 249. 
4 
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an Commn. n ler-in-Chief also approved the "Proposals for raining 
an army to the Westward, for alarming the frontiers of Virginia, 
bir, r, ylrPld, Penn^, yiv-i. nia and New York, " put forward by John Connolly 
of dent A, i., -uot. a County, Vir in-in., the enterprising commander at 
Fort Pitt, who had travelled to lay his plans for raising a Loyalist 
battalion first before Gov. Dunmore and. then by sea to Gage at 
Boston. Gage (September 10, 
ýwnd 
12th)ordered the British commanders 
at Detroit and in Illinois to give the project their support, and 
Gen. Guy Carleton at (. ýuebec, while Alexander McKee, Deputy Superintendant 
of Indian Affairs at Pittsburg, was directed to raise a force of 
Indians to serve with the Loyalints. Connolly's plan was, early the 
following spring (1776), for a combined force of regular troops, 
Loyalists, and Indians to march from Fort Pitt to Alexandria (a 
thriving "tobacco" port on the Potomac River) to join forces with 
1 
Governor Dunmore. 
While not sending to London any hopeful prospect for the 
raising of Brig. Rug, ^les' Loyalist military corps on July 24,1775, 
in a second despatch of that date Gage forwarded to Dartmouth 
evidence of the success of his efforts since "Bunker" Hill to 
encourage and organize political support for Government among 
the Massachusetts Bay Tories. Col. Elisha Jones was not a member 
of the nineteen-man Governor's Council, which included Lieut. Gov. 
Thomas Oliver, which met at the Province House in Boston on July 17th, 
1 
Connolly, who returned to Virginia in Oct., 1775, wac commissioned 
by Gov. Dunmore Lt. Col. Commandent of the proposed Loyalist Battalion, 
and left for Detroit on Nov. 13th. On Nov. 19th, however, Connolly was 
captured and imprisoned. by the rebels, a. nd thin plan for rai^in1; the 
Loyalists on the frontier was abandoned. See: Dunmore to Gage (received 
Sept. 6,1775, Gage Papers, Clements Library; Loyil Address of the 
people of "Tranomontan. e Augusta County" Virr-inia, Aug. 2?, 1775, ^it; ned 
by 22 with the note "with several hundred inhabitants of Transmontane 
Augusta. "; Gage to Capt. Lernoult (Detroit) 3ept. 10,1775, and to Capt. 
Hugh Lord, (Illinois) Sept. 12,1775; Gage to Alex. McKee, 3ept. l2,1775, 
Gage Papers; "Narrative of John Connolly, Loyal ist, "Penns lvani`a 
Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 12 (1888) )_nT 19 
The economic and political antagonism between the frontiersmen of the Appalachian settlements and the old established towns along the seacoast was never exploited by the British with much Success exec t for a time in Vermont-At Boston, on Jan. 10,1776, Cre; un Brush, an Irish lawyer and step-son-in-law to than Allen, submitted a plan to Howe for raising 300 Tory volunteers to restore order in the Connecticut Valley, which also was never carried out - owing to Brush's capture in a vessel at the 1vacuation of Boston. PRO. C. O. 5: 115: 373. 
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and on July '0th adopter a "Loyal Ad? d ress" of renewed alli eriance 
to the (-overnment of Kin- George. 
1 
Col. Jone^, however, was one of the twenty-four "Gentleman 
äuffercr"n" especially named by Gare in the "Lint of other Persons 
who are Suffering for their Attachment to 
Government" sent to 
Dartmouth (together with a list of the Councillors dated July 21st) 
on July 24th. The names include many of the most 
distinguished 
families of colonial tlacsachusetts, and the list is especially 
valuable as a record of Loyalist leaders remaining 
in the colony 
in the slimmer of 1775, most of them in Boston, but three outside 
in rebel prisons or house arrest. 
Lint of other Persona who are Sufferin( for their 
Attachment to Government 
James Putnam Esq. 
John Chandler Esq. 
Richard äaltonstall, Esgr. Sheriff of nnex 
William Tyne;, &sqr. Sheriff of Cumberland 
David Phippo, Esgr. Sheriff of Middlesex 
Jo^hua Loring Junr. i: sgr., Sheriff of Suffolk 
Elisha Jones Esgr. of Weston 
Charles Russell Esq. 
Peter Johonnet 
Thomas Amory 
Thomas Brincoley 
Revd. Mr. Wiswall 
Richard Clark 
Benjamin 1 anuel Consignees 
(of the : a. st India Co. 
Thomas Hutchinson (Jr. ) Tea, autumn, 1773) 
Henry Barnes Esq. of Marlborough 
John Worthington Esqr. 
Israel Williams Esqr. Fled or kept Prisoners 
William Payne Esgr 5 
James Russel Esqr. and others at Charlestown 
Isaac Rand ditto 
Thomas Gilbert Esqr. 
Gage to Lord Dartmouthq Boston Jul 24 11''l 5Y, 5 NO-15-PRO. . NO-15-PRO. 
6.0 
5: 92 . Gage wrote at this time: "I have 
the honour to transmit 
... an Ac (rein 
to the King from the Council of this Province who notwithstanding 
every Insult and Oppression have stood firm in their Principles of 
Loyalty and Affection to His Majesty's Peron and Government. " 
3q4 
Jonathrw. n :; ewn. ll 
D;:, niel Bli^^ of Concord 
N. B. The foremoinp; perýonn, both Counsell. orf; and others lirive 
suffered exceedingly in their property for their attachment to 
Government, by a Resolve of the Provincial Conr'rees, and a 
1 
Total Stop to all kind of Wariness. " 
The revolve of the Provincial Con rece to which Gage 
referred was that of June 21,1775, one of the first in the 
long series of confiscatory acts by which the rebels employed 
every "legal" means to deprive the Loyalists of their property 
and income. The act of June 21st directed the Committees of Safety 
in the etts towns to take over the property of Loyalists 
who had left for their "use and conservation, " accounting; to 
Congress for any profits. Although this resolve was amended on 
July 9th to limit such seizures to property that had been entirely 
abandoned, 
(which gave back some protection for the wives and other 
dependents of Loyalists forced by mobs to flee and who remained 
behind) it rneant final stoppage of income "from the country" for 
such refugees at Boston: as Col. Elisha Jones*2 
More fortunate than many, Col. Jones' large property in 
Weston, the mansion house and farms, had been more or less safely 
occupied since May-by his daughter Mary and her husband the Rev. Asa 
Dunbar. As the entries in his "Diary" show, Dunbar, although 
1 The Council on July 21,1775, was the following: Lieutenant-Governor 
Thomas Oliver, Chief Justice Peter Oliver, Harrison Gray, Thomas 
Plucker, Timothy RuC-glen, Josiah Edson, John Murray, Jamen Bouteneau, 
Richar(I Lechmere, Abijah Willard, John Erving Junr., Dnniel Leonard, 
Nathaniel Ray Thomas, äir William Pepperrell, Bart., Jonhaa Loring, 
'William Brown, Foster Hutchinson, Nathaniel Hatch and George Ervin;. 
The list of "Gentleman sufferers... " was probably not in the hand 
of Gage's personal secretary, Attorney General Jonathan ýiewall: the 
names of the two prominent Boston Huguenot merchants, Peter Johonnot 
and Benjamin Faneuil 
(pronounced "Funnel"by the Ynnkees)were ryisspel. led. 
Sewall and his family left soon afterward for &ng-land. Gare to Lord 
Dartmouth, July 24,1775. Lhcl. no. 3. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 These Resolves are in the Journals of the I4as:; achuscttc Provincial 
Congress, --oma of them also issued as broadsides. 0ther restrictive acts 
included that of I, iay 15 (prohibiting removal of Tory property from the 
Colony "in order to avoid their Proportion of the burdens... for our 
defense") "I"Iay 20(t-1hich allowed Tories to b ing only clothing & furniture 
and. no "effects" or provisions into Boston) and May 22 (prohibiting 
dealings in the property of Royal Councillors by the "±aking... of any 
Deed, Lease, or Conveyance Whatever of the Lands, Houseu, or Estates 
of such Persons. " 
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increaninely hampered by bad health, did hic bent to manage 
the Colonel'' farrir and look after the property an well an to 
commute each :: res to ,;,, lem and hin duties an A^ ; ie, t; ant Ya:; tor 
of the Iv'irct Church. Donpite occn, ^ional bru^hes with rebel 
committeemen : ucpiciour mainly of the comin{gn and going;:: in Weston 
of Col. Jonec' Tory conn, whether escaping from Concord Jail or on 
epyin;, courier, and other secret missions for Gen. Gage, Dunbar 
with powerful friends in the Provincial Congress including Col. 
Timothy Pickering of Salei, managed by careful maneuvering to keep 
on the safe side of the rebels. Eiren, it appears, of so prickly 
and influential a rebel as Sam Adams' fellow conspirator ax the 
Rev. Samuel Cooper of the Brattle Street Church, who with his wife 
was waiting; out the Siege at Weston boarding with another of the 
inner circle of arch-Whig, Samuel Phillips Savage. Cooper wrote 
in his Diary on July 13,1775: " Thursday. Sat out with Mrs. Cooper 
in our own chaise and. Horse for Holliston. Call'd at Brother 
Woodward's -- not at home -- at Mr. Dunbar's - not at hq4ne. stop'd 
and cool'd and refresh'd my Self at Farmer Hastings'... " There is 
no record of further rebel confiscations or plunderings of Col. Jones' 
property at Weston during the Siege of Boston after May, 1775. 
The rebel economic blockade struck hardest at the refugee 
Tories, as Gage acknowledged in his despatch to Dartmouth on July 24th, 
and the Governor was-moved to alleviate their hardship as best he 
could. "I am sorry to acquaint your Lordship, " he wrote, " that many 
1 See the MSS. "Diary" of the Rev. Asa Dunbar, Am. Antiq. Soc., 
Worcester. For the Dunbare> and the escape of Josiah Jones from 
Concord Jail in September, see below. 
2 The Rev. Samuel Cooper, "Diary, " July 13,1775. American Historical 
Review, Jn. n. 1901. Vol. VI, p. 314. 
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of the i"riendn of Government and even several of the Council 
who have ^our^: ht protection in this To'm, be, r in to feel Dictreco, 
the T: onc, y the,; broumlit with them beinen exrpenrlerl, and the Hebeln. 
preventing' their receiving nn. y Profit^ from their 1Lntaten. äome 
of the moat reputable of the Council have applyed to me for 
Annicta. nce; we have no Publick Money nor could 1 di^pone of it 
in that Channel if we had, and I have been oblif°ed to divide 
with them the little cash remaining of my own. We shall all soon 
be in the came situation, till Cash is sent to us by our Af; ente, 
for by a Decree of the Congress no Officers Bill in to be taken, 
and there is not a Merchant even in New York who now dares to 
-end us Money for our Droughts. " 1 
Where possible Cage solved. (at lea t temporarily) the 
financial problems of prominent but penurious refugee Tories by 
appointini them to salaried government offices, keeping on those 
which because of the rebel siege of Boston had become sinecures, 
and being generous in creating new posts where they could be 
justified by civil or military needs. During the Siege, as Governor 
moreover 
of 1iassachusetts, 
'Gage revýroed the trend of plural office holding 
much accelerated under his predecessor Thomas Iiutchin^on in part 
because of the low salaries allowed by the General Court, but equally 
arising (as his enemy John Adams charged) from Hutchin^on's Yankee- 
2 
politician bent for nepotism and influence-jobbing. Ga-e's object 
was to give as many of the Tories shut up in Boston as possible 
some source of income. This policy is shown. in his despatch to Lord 
Dartmouth of July 24th where Gage wrote: " I am to report also the 
Death of Mr. Cotton Deputy Marshal of the Admiralty, Register of 
Probates, and Deputy Secretary. " Gape divided these offices among 
three Tory refugees: "and. that I have appointed Mr. Phips of Cambridge 
to be Deputy Marshal, Mr. Edward Winslow Jr. of Plymouth to be 
Register of Probates (for Suffolk County, including, of course, Boston) 
, and 
Mr. Francis Skinner to be Depu+'r Secretary... " 3 
1 Gape to Dartmouth, Boston, July 24,1775. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
2 For John Adams 'criticism of Hutchinson as a politici, 111, see hin 
14orks, Vol. Il, pp. l69-170, and Ellen E. Brennan, Plural Office-Holding 
in I. Iaccachusetts, Chapel Hill, 1945, pp. 33-4. Clifford Shipton defended 
Hutchinnon'^ practice of pluralism, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 
Vol. VIII9pp. 170-172. 
3 Gage to Dartmouth, Boston, July 24,1775. PRO. C. 0.5: 92. 
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soon fter: r, rd, at the lie, -i. nnini of Au; *unt, 177 j, 
Col. li: "hr. Jone- wan hirx; elf riven a government place by Gage, 
which ru. aýr: -i. ntcod him an income, that of Forage Commi«^ar, y to 
the army, r. pont, however, not among those that were sinecures, 
but of vital importance in that time when the horse was the 
motive pow-wer of armies, and of particular difficulty with Boston 
under siege ans cut off from its usual supplies of fodder from 
the I assachucetto hinterland, and shipments of fodder, like those 
of other supplies from Ireland and England, months away in being 
ordered and received 
l'Por 
generations Col. Jones' family, merchants 
at Weston, Boston, and in Ilaine (at Palmouth, flachias, and Frenchman's 
Bay) had been prominent in the profitable colonial coastal trade 
which supplied Boston, Salcm, and other large towns with lumber and 
firewood from I. Iaine, and from Annapolis Royal and other Bay of 
Fundy ports in Nova Scotia foodstuffn, hay, straw and drain from the 
wide-spreading salt-marshes and. rich fields and. meadows (seeded 
with "English" hay) that run still for miles along the Fundy shore. 
After his arrival in Boston Col. Jones continued his business as 
a merchant, under government license like other Tory merchants in 
Boston to comply with the workings of the Boston Port Act, and was 
one of the leading Tory importers of boards and firewood from 
Maine (much of it supplied and shipped by his eldest son Col. Nathan 
Jones of Frenchman's Bay) and grain and forage from Nova Scotia, 
2 
Fodder procurement was a major problem, like others relating to 
supply during the Siege of Boston prefiguring the experience of the 
entire war, for it was never to be nolved: the loyal army contained 
within a relatively small perimeter, and thus unable to any ri -nificnt 
degree to "live off the country, " while even on the move in the 
colonies - as compared to Europe - grazing and arable (i. e. "cleared") 
land was nearly everywhere in short eupply. T'he chronic fodder shortage 
was to be a crucial factor in restricting the timing and scope of the 
military campnirns: see Howe to Germain in spring of 1778 (PRO. C. 0.5: 
95, f. 453)after Valley Forge had decimated llanhington's army, that fodder 
shortage hampered the start of the campaiým, and a similar complaint 
from Clinton to Germain in May, 1779, (PRO. C. 0.5: 97, f. 651). 
2 Some idea of the extent of Col. Jones'businer', an a merchant in the 
coastal trade before the Siege is shown by the accounts in his one 
ledger book known to survive and now kept at the Golden Ball Tavern 
(once the property of his cousin Isaac Jones)on the Boston Fort Road 
at Weston. 
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In the colonies an in Enr1 nd such government commissions 
to comrnirnaries rind others for the letting of contracts to 1 
suppliers were then very much a staple of political patronage. 
There can be no doubt that however well qualified, Col. Jonec' 
appointment was a mark of the Governor's favour, and lends further 
^ubrtance to his son, Josiah's later testimony that, "General Gage 
2 
always consulted him and placed. the greatest confidence in him. " 
The rebel press saw it in that light, and in the best 
"Sam Adams" propaganda fashion made the most of yet another story 
about Eli^ha Jones the wicked Tory squire of Weston -coupling it, 
for greater satirical effect, with a similar notice of the appointment 
of Jeremiah Dummer Rogers, another prominent Loyalist, 
(but with no 
experience as a merchant) as Commissary of Spiritous Liquors. 
Benjamin Ede-, Sa. m Adams' crony and author of a number of articles 
that had pilloried Col. Jones, led the way in his Boston Gas, ette, 
and Country Journal printed at Watertown on August l4th, followed by 
Isaiah Thomas' Massachusetts 2M at Worcester, which carried the 
following 
N1 IS FROI BOSTON 
"Eli^ha Jones Esq., late of Weston, appointed overseer 
of Gage's haymakers, upon Bunker-hill in Charlestown. 
"Dummer Rtfgers Esq., late an Attorney at Littleton, 
appointed Superintendant of a Grog Shop in Charlestown; 
the former is waiter to the horses, and the latter 
attends the Camp Women with a jill of rum &c upon occasion. 
"From these Specimens of merit finding a reward we may 
suppose that the GREAT MEN among the Tories will be provided 
for. " 3 
1 
For supply contracts (let under Treasury u ervi: -ion as p) political 
patronage involving N. P. 's and other prominent politicians, see: Norman 
Baker, Government and Contractors The British Treasury and War Supplies 
1775-1783v'9719 pp. 14,216-240. But no discussion of the Commi^saries 
in the Colonies, or of how supply problems were met during the early 
period of the Siege of Boston when Col. Jones and other Tory commissaries 
had to find what supplies when and whete they could. 
2 Testimony of Josiah Jones before the Loyalist Commissioners at 
Annapolis Royal (N. S. ) Oct. 21,1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10, f. 366.2/3; 
3 Boston Gazette, August 149177591/2; Massachusetts August 16,1775; 
For Rogers, see his Loyalist Papers, PRO, A. 0.13: 48; A. 0.13: 75; Shipton, ed. 
Sibley S Harvard Graduates, (1762) Vol. XV. 
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It wan true that forapin{r parties were sent to cut iw*hr. t 
hay remained on "Bunker" Hill after the battle and on Charlestown 
Neck under protection of the British runs - no -reat war, the 
feared ^hortare of nupply for the coming winter. Also on Hod;, 
Spectacle, Doer, and other islands in Boston Harbour that from 
early times of settlement had been used as well for graving. 
1 
Lack of protection by the fleet of Admiral Samuel Graves, for the 
most part anchored in King's Road, however, made hay-cutting hazardous 
on the islands, even with escorts of armed men. Much hay and many 
grazing cattle were lost to hit-and-run rebel raiders in the fast 
and easily maneuver4ble Whaleboats from the growing flotilla 
collected in shallow waterer out of reach of Ad.. Graves' warships 
from whalers at Salem and other seaports along; the South Shore.? 
In June the rebels had captured Col. Jones< -on Josiah, 
supercargo of the forage vessel Polly bound out of Boston for 
Annapolis Royal (N.;. )SStephen Jones, however, as he later testified, 
"war, employed by his father in the Command of a foraging Party 
1 
Land was limited on the Boston peninsula, and much of this was 
salt-marshes covered for part of the day by high tides, and hills, 
only the lower slopes of which could be used for cultivation and 
grazing. In the swamps there was marsh grass for thatching and 
fodder, but requirements of the latter soon outstripped supply, 
and William Wood was to write in New Lhýlandt Prospect. A True, 
Lively, and Lxperimentall Description of That Part of America, 
Commonly Called New 4ngland... London, 1634 that the people of 
Boston were bringing hay to the town "in Loyters" from the islands 
as well as the mainland. p. 42. 
2 
Rebels using whaleboats also made repeated and successful attacks 
on Borton Lighthouse, under the very guns of the flect, putting the 
light out of use for weeks at n time. The most detailed. accounts of 
these rebel forays on the harbour islands are in Ad. Graves "Conduct 
of Admiral Graves, " quoting his despatches 
(AD. I. 485) and other 
documents, including first-hand accounts, for the period July-September, 
1775. Vol. 11, AIJD. 1LiS. 14039, Brit. Museum. See also Gage to Lord 
Dartmouth, July 24,1775, PRO. C. 0.5: 92. As Gage sayn, whaleboats were 
collected from as far away as Nantucket. The South Shore was noted 
for whaling an was the North Shore for fishing. 
So scarce and. valuable was hay in Boston in the summer of 1775 that 
Ad. Graves'bitter dispute over it with Benjamin IIallloi, ell, Cornmissioner 
of Customs, came to blows in the street on August 11th (about the time 
Cont. 
40v 
from Boston, " --nc ; ritte better luck served for the Commic:, ar, y 
Dep, Lrtment throur-I1 the sic ie without mir; hrip - or like hic older 
brother bcin, - c. iuý-ilt by the rebel freebooter. " that by the : summer 
of 1775 in over f-rowing numbers infected the innliore waterc off 
Boston Harbour and the sea routes to the supply ports along the 
1 
Bay of 1'undy. 
(Cont. ) 
of Co1. Jone:? * appointment a Forage Commis^ary) fiol]ow e11 
challenpin ^ the Admiral for refusing to allow him to cut hay that he 
had bought on Gallup'- Inland, and. Graven drawing hin rword upon an 
unarmed m; n. Iiallowell, however, much to the naticfaction of the 
Loyalintc who particularly disliked the Admiral for hin undue 
restrictions on. finhin, 7 boats and failure to protect the supply 
vennelc, had the better of it, bre. ikin, ^ the Admiral's sword and 
according to some reports jivin the Admiral a black eye. The story 
jr, summarized in Allen Preach, "The Hallowell-Graves Pi. nticuffc, " 
1,. nc . Iii^t . 
Goc. I'roceedin,; ^, VIII (1931)pp. 43-46. 
Testimony of Stephen Jones before the Loyalist Commissioners, 
Digby, Nova, 3cotia, Oct. 24,1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10, f. 390. 
For Co1. Jone. ^ r%nd forage procurement in the autumn and winter 
of 1775-1776, -cc below, "5upplie^ for Boston". 
Stephen Jones continued with the Commissary Department after the 
vacuntion of Bonton at Halifax (N. S. ) and later at Now York. PRO. 
A. ). 12: 10, f. 390. 
Another of Col. Jones' eons to serve as a commissary was Ephriam 
(1750-1812) a farmer-at East Hoosack (Adams) in Berkshire County, 
held in jail by the rebels for Tory activities for moat of the Siege 
of Boston. He later escaped to Canada, and was appointed by Sir Guy 
Carleton Commir: ^ary of Forage for Gen. John Burgoyne's army, with 
which he fought and was taken prisoner at Saratoga. Testimony of 
c`, phriam Jones before the Loyalist Commissioners at St. John, Nay 29, 
1787. PRO. A. 0.1,1: 10, f. 411, A. 0.13: 47; A. 0.13: 75" 
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UNDER A NEM COMMAND 
The fall of 1775 brought a change of military command at 
Boston, rumoured in. Massachusetts since the victory that was a 
disaster at Bunker Hill on June 17th. Lord Dartmouth's letter 
recalling General Gage, dated August 2nd and delayed by a leaky 
vessel, finally reached Boston the ls. st week in September. Gage's 
orders were for immediate departure.. His powers, however, were to 
be divided: military authority was ¬-iven to General William Howe, 
then in command at Charlestown, and civil powers as governor to 
Thomas Oliver of Cambridge, himself a Tory refugee in Boston, 
who had been sworý in as Lieutenant Governor by Gage at Salem 
on August 8,1774. Thereafter through the speie it was Oliver who 
presided over the Council, and kept the outward forms of civil 
government in being. Truncated by rebellion and separated from 
the military function - which in fact ruled in Boston - the powers 
of the Acting Governor were little more than the cipher then 
wielded by the rump of Selectmen still remaining in the town. 2 
1 
Gage's recall: Dartmouth to Gage, August 2,1775, C. 0.5: 92: 411ff; 
Gage to Dartmouth, Sept-. 30,1775, C. O. 5: 92: 581; Ad. Samuel Graves at 
Boston was glad to be"rid of a man he disliked. Ad. Graves to William 
Graves, Oct. 12,1775. C. 0.5: 134: 15- 
2 The best account of the activities of the Boston Selectmen during 
the Seige is still Richard Frothingham's History of the Seige of 
Boston ... 2nd. edn. l851, in summary, and the record kept by, two of the 
Selectmen, Timothy Newell ('Journal" in MHS Collections, Ser. 4, Vol. I) 
and Deacon John Tudor (William Tudor, ed., Deacom Tads or! s Diary, Boston, 
1896. 
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Thomas Oliver was not a member of the Hutchinson-Oliver family 
clique that through patronage had controlled so large an interest 
in the political life of Massachusetts Bay Colony,, .a 
fact of importance 
to Col. t, ýiisha Jonec, Brig. Timothy Ruggles, and other'leading Tories 
who by birth and marriage stood outside that group. Thomas Oliver, 
who had married Elizabeth, daughter of John and Elizabeth (Phips) 
Vassal of Cambridge, belonged to the rioh: Antigua planter family and 
was a cousin of Richard Oliver, one of the London "City Patriots" 
that not long before had shifted his support from John Wilkes to tha 
Tories. Oliver, a member of the Harvard class of 1753, was a colleague 
of Elisha Jones on the Middlesex County bench of magistrates and a 
fellow officer of the Middlesex Militia, where Jones was Colonel of 
the Third Regiment. In 17 TL Thomas Oliver had been appointed Lieutenant 
Colonel of the First Middlesex under his brother-in-law and neighbour 
in, "Tory Row, " Cambridge, Col. Johm Vassall, builder of the house 
Washington took for his headquarters during the Seige, snd later to be 
the home of Longfellow. An advocate of strong measures to put down 
the rebellion, Oliver served as chairman of the Loyalist Association 
founded in Boston by Col. Elisha Jones, Timothy Ruggles, and other 
leaders of resistance after the Battle of Lexin, gton. 
2 
1 George III, in his first interview witii Governor Thomas Hutchinson 
in, London (July 1,1774) had asked if Thomas Oliver were related to 
Hutchinson; himself(no) and the former Lt. Governor Andrew Oliver and 
Andrew's brother Chief Justice Peter Oliver (no) who had married. one 
of Hut-chinson's daughters. Hutohinsoa, MSS Journal, B. Mus. Egerton BISS 
2662. 
2Shiptom, Sibley's Harvard Grrad uatt_es, sketch of Lt. Gov. Thomas Oliver, 
1753, Vol. XIII, PP"336-341. 
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For Col. Elisha Jones, Forage Commissioner, and the other 
Loyalists with government posts, the ohange-over in command brought 
added burdens of administration, particularly in the making-up of 
accounts for audit in London, by the T'easury, the department then 
responsible for the finance and procuLf" 'ant of Army supplies. 0n 
October 7th Captain. Francis Hutcheson (60th Regiment) of the 
Commissary Department, an associate both of Col. Jones and the Barrack- 
Master, Major William Sheriff (who rented Col. Nathan Jones' farm at 
Weston) described the situation to his old commander General Frederick 
Haldimand in London: "The departure o' General Gage keeps the persons 
employed in the different departments (busy) you well know, it not 
being long since you experienced the grinding up of matters... I have 
my share of it in my department... " 
Despite the hardships and, limitations imposed by the Seige, 
the Loyalist community in Boston did what it could to carry through 
the social and other activities traditional upon the recall of a 
governor. Of greatest importance politically - as in the case of 
Thomas Hutchinson and his predecessors - were three documents presented 
im the form of public addresses. Col. 3l. isha Jones and his son 
1 
Francis Hutcheson to Gen. Frederick haldimand (second in command to 
Gage at Boston, until May, 1775) Boston, Oct. 7,1775" B. Mus., Haldimand 
Papers, ADD. MSS. 21680. On Nov. 28,1775, Lord George Germain (who had 
recently succeeded Lord' Dartmouth as Secretary of State for the American 
Department) wrote to Gage: "... If those returns or States (of stores &o. ) 
have been delivered into the War Office, there will be no occasion to 
give you any further Trouble; if not, Lord George Germain would be glad 
to receive them as soon as possible. " PRO. C. O. 5: 92: 765. 
For the role of the Treasury, see: Tkorman Baker, Government and 
Contractors The British Treasury and War Su lies, 1775-1783 9319'11 
PP. 4-5i avid yre , ahippiný ancT 
e American 91976, 
p. 129. 
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1 
Stephen - the only one then in Boston - joined with 74 others in 
subscribing their names to the Address of the "Gentlemen who were 
Driven from their Habitations in the Country, to the Town of Boston. " 
This Address was dated October 7,1775, the day following that of 
the other two, entitled "The Members of His Majesty's Council, " 
and "The Gentlemen and Principal Inhabitants of the Town of Boston. "2 
The latter had the most signers - 98 - but a substantial proportion 
of these were in fact "Gentlemen Refngees" from the "Country" like 
Col. Jones. Two men, Henry Barnes, Col. Jones' cousin, the rich 
merchant from Marlborough, and David Phipps, Sheriff of Middlesex 
County, signed both the "Boston; " and "Country" Addresses. It is 
notable however, that Col. Jones was not among the "double-signers. " 
One suspects that this was not for lack of zeal for the cause of 
legitimate government, but, in character, for reasons of political 
principle. Except for Lt. Governor Thomas Oliver, all three Loyalist 
Addresses appear to have been signed in no particular order. Col. 
Elisha Jones signed near the end, perhaps between friends who had 
accompanied him to the signing at Province House: before Henry Barnes 
and after the noted New Hampshire lawyer (a number of the most 
prominent New Hampshire Loyalists like Col. Jones own son Josiah, 
the lawyer from Hinsdale, Cheshire County, had made their way with 
Gov. John Wentworth to the British stronghold at Boston) the outspoken 
1 
Josiah Jones, who escaped from Concord jail in September, did not 
arrive back at Boston from, Newport (Rhode Island) until Oct. 22,1775" 
2 The original documents of the three Addresses are now in the Gage MSS, 
William Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
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Tory leader Edward Goldstone Lutwyche. Elisha Jones and Lutwyche 
appear to have had much in common, not least similar political beliefs 
and experiences. Both men had risked : noch to fight the rebels with 
more than words: Lutwyche, colonel of a regiment of loyal New Hampshire 
militia had been forced to flee by rebel mobs after Lexington, and had 
reached Boston by July 5,1775 when he was posted as First Lieutenant 
of Captain Adinio Paddock's Third Company in Brig. Timothy Ruggles' 
provincial corps of Associated Loyalists. 
l 
There is no better gauge of "official" public opinion among the 
leading Loyalists remaining in Boston during the fall and winter of 
1775 than the three Addresses presented to Governor Gage on his departure 
from Massachusetts which took place in the first part of October, 1775. 
Tile "Country" Address, signed by Col. Elisha Jones, is as follows: 
ADDRESS of the Gentlemen who were Driven from their 
Habitations in the Country, to the Town of Boston 
To his excellency THOMAS GAGM9 Esq; Captain General 
and Commander in Chief, in and over his Majesty's 
Province of Massachusetts-3ay, in New England, &c. 
May it please Your Excellency, 
WHEN we reflect on the surprising effects of that 
enthusiasm and infatuation which are so generally prevalent 
im this country, and the variety of dangers to which the loyal 
and obedient have been exposed, we feel the most grateful 
sensations towards your excellenoy, and are anxious to acknowledge 
our obligations to-your wisdom and prudence, we consider ourselves 
1 For sketches of Lutwyche, Joshua Atherton (friend and patron of Col. 
Jones' sons-irv-law, Asa Dunbar) and other prominent figures, imcluding Tories, 
j, p New Hampshire during the period of the Revolutiom, and just afterward 
see the MSS of William Plumer. New Hampshire Historical Society, Vol. IV. 
Lutwyche is mentioned briefly in Richard Francis Uptom, Revolutionary 
New Hampshire, 2nd. edhi. New York 19719p"54" The roster of the Third 
pmpaiy, of Associated Loyalists July. 5,1775) is in the papers of Capt. 
Adino Paddock, PRO. A. O. 13: 75-On July 15,1784, Lutwyche testified for the 
Memorial of the Rev. William Walter, Rector of Trinity Church, Boston (1767- 
1776) as "late of New Hampshire where he commanded a regiment of Militia. " 
Zgerton, ed., The Royal Commission on the Losses and Services of American 
Loyalists 1783 to 1785... p. 154. 
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indebted for protection from the lawless fury and 
unbridled violence of our countrymen; and had not 
events taken place beyond what human wisdom could 
forsee, and contrary to any calculations, upon rational 
principles, we might in all probability have been further 
indebted to your Excellency for a reconciliation of the 
umhappy differences that subsist, and a restoration to 
harmony, happiness, and peace. 
It is with regret we think of your Excellency's 
departure from this Province, but are relieved in some 
degree by a consideration, of the very important services 
which you will render this country, by a just representation 
of its present state at the Court of Great Britain - by the 
confidence we repose in the abilities of your successors to 
the civil and military commands - the hopes of your speedy 
return - and the anticipation of an, establishment of the 
rightful supremacy of Parliament over this part of his 
Majesty's dominions. 
Justly meriting and possessed of the esteem and applause 
of the virtuous and good - happy in the pleasing reflections 
of an approving conscience, and blessed with the gracious 
plaudit of the best of Kings, your opportunities will be 
equal to the inclination you have ever discovered to restore 
and settle on the most lasting basis, that union of the 
interests of Great Britain and the colonies, so indispensably 
necessary to the happiness of both. 
We sincerely lament, that the number of those who have 
dared to stem the torrent of rebellion and sedition in this 
province, is so small; but we trust that the cordial thanks 
even of a few (who have fled from oppression, who have 
sacrificed their properties, and every domestic enjoyment, 
and are now ready to risque their lives to manifest their 
loyalty to the best of Sovereigns) will not be unacceptable 
to your xcellency. 
Be pleased, Sir, to accept the ardent wishes of these few 
faithful & grateful subjects - That your voyage may be 
prosperous and agreeable,, and that your unwearied endeavours 
for the public service, may be crowned with success. 
Boston, 7th Ootober 1775. 
Richard Saltonstall, John Bowen, Daniel Oliver 
Thomas Danforith, Edward Winslow, junr, John 
Sargent,, Ward Chipman, David Phips, Thomas 
Jossalyn, Charles Curtis, Slkanah Cushman, Thomas 
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Easter, tert., James Putnam, John Ruggles, James 
Craige, Samuel Paine, Elisha Ford, Daniel Dunbar, 
Lemuel Goddard, Seth Williams, junr., 'ebedee Terry, 
William Simmons, Luke Hall, Nathaniel Thomas, Ebenezer 
Whipple, Adam Walker, Abiah White, Sylvanus White, 
Benjamin Stockbridge, William Tyng, Peter Oliver, tert., 
Caleb Wheaton, Ebenerer Spooner, John, Emerson, William 
Cowpir, John Tillden, Stephen Tillden, Joseph Tillden, 
Joseph Hall, James Budd, 
. dam Hall, Joseph Phillips, 
Samuel Goldsbury, William Campbell, Stephen Jones, 
John Chandler-, Nathaniel Chandler, William Chandler, 
Ebenezer Cutler, James Putnam junr., Pelham Winslow, 
Daniel Thomas, Levi Ford, Joseph Ashley, Benjamin Grinnel, 
Peter Etter, Peter Etter üunr., Franklyn Etter, Daniel 
Etter, Joseph House, Samuel Gilbert, John Walker, 
Nathaniel Dickinson, Jonathan Stearns, Jonathan Sowl, 
Edward G. Lutwyche, Elisha Jones, Henry Barnes, 
Nathaniel Phillips, F. B. Winthrop, Thomas Aohinloss, 
Jonathan Dix, Benjamin Hart, John Cochram, Peter Oliver junr., 
Archibald Achinloss. 1 
In his reply to the "Gentlemen from the Country"-the shortest 
to any of the three Addresses - Gage promised little but the assurance 
that he would represent their "loyalty and patriotism" to the sovereign, 
and the continued protection of the civil and military authorities 
in Bostons 
Gentlemen, 
YOUR kind address at this time given me much pleasure, 
as it affords me an opporttumity, before my departure from 
the Province, to acknowledge the steady attachment you have 
shown to the true interests of your King and Country in the 
worst of times; and the sacrifices you have made in support 
of both, are great. 
1 
Gage MSS, William Clements Library, University of Miohigan 
t 
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It will be my duty to represent to our gracious Sovereign 
the distinguishing proofs you have given of your loyalty and 
patriotism; and you may be assured that during my absence, 
my successors im the civil and military command, will afford 
you every favour and protection. 
Tho. Gage 
1. 
The-rebel press outside Boston printed the text of the three Addresses 
and more or less oomplete lists of signers for their propaganda 
use in, identifying political enemies. Indeed, so popular did these 
lists of "villains" become that the Gage Addresses were later brought 
2 
out as a small pamphlet. 
Col. Elisha Jones, as one of the comparative few who was an "Addresser" 
of both Governors Hutchinson and Gage, in his lifetime achieved thereby 
the pinnacle of notoriety among the rebels designed by Sam Adams and 
his disciple Benjamin Edes the printer to brand him an outcast for 
all time. In fact, the names of the Addressers are a roster of the 
olderit and most distinguished families in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. 
To the Loyalists of that and later generations, the Addressers became a 
roll of honour for men-of conviction in times of great adversity. This 
was particularly true of the Addressers of Gage, nearly all of them 
veterans of Ruggles' corps of Boston Assooiators, men who remained im 
that beseiged town until the end and who then, - and through the long 
years of the revolutionary struggle - disdained to leave the fighting 
to the British"regulare" and their hired mercenaries. 
1 Gage MSS, William Clements Library-9 University of Michigan 
2 
Among the newspapers Benjamin Edeet Bo ston Gazette (Watertown) 
Oct. 30,17T5. p. 2. The three Gage Addresses were later printed as a 
pamphlet "An Address of the Gentlemen and Principal Inhabitants of 
the Town of Boston to His Excellency Governor Gage. (On second leaf) 
The Address of His Majesty's Council. (and) The Address of the Gentlemen 
who were/ driven from their Habitations in the Country, /to the Town 
of Bostom. Copy at ISIS. See: Maaaaohusetts Broadsides,, MHS9 No. 1764, p, 245" 
I 
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The Gage Address of Oct-7,1775, for all its historic 
value as a record, is by no means a complete list of prominent 
Loyalists in Boston at that time, "Gentlemen from the Country. " 
A number were temporarily absent from the town on private business 
or official duty, with the armed forces or on spying trips through 
the countryside, and their names do not appear. Among these 
"absentees, " men known to have spent part at least of the winter 
of 1775-1776 in Boston, were probably three of the sons of Col. 
Jones. Josiah, who had succeeded in escaping from Concord jail 
the end of September, did not return (via Newport, Rhode Island) 
to Boston until October 22nd. 
1 : lisha the Younger is thought to 
have been away on a foraging trip to Nova Scotia ports on the 
Bay of Fundy. 
2 
Although Stephen Jones' name appears on the 
Gage Address of Oct. 7,1775, there is a family tradition that he 
was among the squad of Tories - including Brig. Ruggles' sons 
John and Richard - chosen for their knowledge of the Idaine coast 
to act as guides and pilots for the punitive Naval expedition 
sent by Ad. Samuel Graves to put down rebellion in the New rgland 
coastal towns Downeast. 
3 
1 Margaret Draper's Tory Massachusetts Gazette or Boston Meekly 
News Letter carried an account of the escape in its next issue of 
thursday, October 26,1775: 
B0:; TON October 26. 
"Yesterday being the Anniversary of His Majesty's happy 
Accession to the Throne, when he entered the 16th Year of 
his Reign, the same was observed here with the usual 
demonstrations of joy. 
"Last Sunday arrived here from Newport, the Swan, 
Captain yyscough, with several Prizes and Transports 
with Provisions. In the Swan came passengers Mr. Josiah 
Jones, Dr. Jonathan Hicks, and Captain : dilliam Likely, 
who were taken Prisoners some Time past by the Rebels and 
Confined in Concord Goal. They broke Goal and Luckily made 
their : scape to Newport, where they got on board Captain 
Wallace. " Wallace's vessel was I-D'S Roso)2/3. 
The ships of the Royal Navy in Boston harbour fired 19-gun salutes 
as the Swan and her squadron came in-See Captain's Log, II. M. Sloop 
Swan, FitO. Adm. 51/960. 
2 Memorandum of Lary Emma Robertson Jones, Jan. 22,1901.1, M Jones 
MSS., Author's possession. 
3 John Ruggles signed the Gage Address of Oct. 7,1775, but not his 
brother Richard. This tradition was known to the historian of 3 
Harvard John Langdon Sibley. Shipton, Sibley's Harvard Graduates, 
Vol. IX, p. 220. 
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Graves' orders to Lt. Henry Mowat of the Canoeaux, commander of 
the squadron, were dated at Boston on Oct. 6th, and Mowat's little 
fleet of 4 armed vessels and a store ship put to sea from; Nantasket 
Road on Oct. 8th. 
1 
Col. Elisha Jones may have been among those who watched Mowat's 
departure froren Boston -a not well-kept secret - several days before. 
The spectators are known to have included the Rev. John Wiswall, rector 
of St. Paul's episcopal church at Falmouth, who with Mowat had been 
taken captive by the rebel mob in the so-called "Thompson's War" 
of Majy, 1775, and who soon after fled the town for Boston aboard 
Mowat's ship Can___ ceaux on May 16th. Mr. Wiswall's crime had been 
continuing to read the church offices including the prayers for the 
King: after his departure from Falmouth his wife and daughter were 
held under guard and starved by the rebels -a punishment commonly 
used against Tory prisoners, particularly women and children, as it 
left no visible signs of violence - and they died in a matter of days 
2 
after their release to go to Boston in July, 1775. 
1 Craves' orders to Lt. Henry. Mowat were dated aboard the flagship 
presto no irr Boston harbour, Oct. 6,17 1; .A copy, annotated later by Graves 
himself, is in his "Conduct of Admiral Graves" MSS. B. Mus. 
ADDD. XSS 14038. 
2 
Under the date Oct. 3, Boston Selectman Timothy Newell noted in his 
"Journal": "This morning two boj* Ketches and several armed vessels, with 
some soldiers sailed on a secret expedition... MHS Collections, Ser. 4, 
Vol. 1, p. 263. 
On June 15,1775 the- Rev. John Wiawall was appointed chaplain of the 
63rd Regiment. He was a member of Harvard class of 1749. Shipto*, ed. 
S 's Harvard Gralxatees, Vo1. VIII, pp. 518-528. Shipton glonned over 
the real cause of the death of Wiswall's wife and daughter. More factual 
is the sketch of Wissall by Rev. S. M. Saundere, The Life and Times of the 
R ev. Jg Wiswall, M, A" A Loyalist CleT rman in, New n1an d and Nova Scotia 3 31-_1821 in Nova Scotia Hist. Soc. Collections, Vol. XIII, 1908, baaed upon 
the MSS of the Rev. Jacob Bailey (at Nova Scotia Hist. Soc., Halifax) and 
the MSS Journal of Wiswall. 
The Rev. John Wiswall, who from 1789 was rector of Wilmot, NS. was well 
known to the family of Col. Elisha Jones that settled nearby at'Sissiboo 
(Weymouth) on St. Mary's Bay after the War. His son John Wiswall married a 
cousin, a daughter of Ebenezer Cutler of Annapolis Royal, while Peleg, a 
lawyer who settled at Digby, the County Seat, was succeeded as judge of the 
County Court by Col. Jones' grandson Cereno Upham Jones of Sissiboo, in 
1816. W. A. Calneck, Historyof the County of Anna pol s, eda. 1972, pp. 406_7. 
The Loyalist papers of Rev. John Wiswall are in PRO. A. 0.13151; A. 0.13: 8 
A. O. 12: 10 ff. 309-314; A. O. 12: 99f, 42. 
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The bombardment and, burning of the Maine town of Falmouth 
by Mowat's naval squadron on October 18,1775, however justified by 
the treasohable activities of its inhabitants and the barbarities 
of its mobs was 
1- 
and has ever been -a great propaganda victory 
for the rebels. It is a particular irony, moreover, that whether 
or not any of Col. Elisha Jones' sons were with the British fleet 
on that occasion, a leading part in the events which, followed was 
taken by one of the few Whigs in the family, Col. Elisha Jones' cousin 
Pearson Jones, Selectman of Falmouth, a prominent merchant and 
shipowner, who had lost considerable property in Mowat's raid. 
Pearson Jones was chosen to draft an official account of what had 
happened, and to take it to Washington at Cambridge headquarters 
with all possible speed, together with the town's plea for aid and 
protection against what was believed to be the imminenrt return of 
a naval force to complete the destruction of Falmouth and to establish 
a military post at this strategic place on Casco Bay. To have been 
chosen thus to put the town's case before Washington Pearson Jones - 
not alone in a family, of lawyers - must have had a considerable 
reputation as a persuasive speaker. 
Two days after the attack on Falmouth, on October 20,1775, 
as recorded by his brother-inº-law, the Rev. Samuel Deane of the First 
Churehe all was ready. The weather was "Rainy. P. Jones set out for 
head quarters. " e reached Cambridge by October 24th, a fast journey 
for the time of year, but the terrifying news of the bombardment of 
Falmouth had preceeded him, sped down the coast by rebel couriers in the 
service - like the famous Paul Revere - of the Committees of Correspondence 
and the fear that other ports, particularly Portsmouth (New Hampshire) 
were marked for Falmouth's destruction soon by the Royal Navy. 
Mowat's account, dated Oct. 19,1775, in PRO. AD. 1: 485: 975ff. 
The best American account is still Nathan Goold, Falmouth Neck in the 
Revolution, (Portland, 1897) pp. 32-46. See also: William Willis, History of 
Portland (Portland, 1833) with much material on the family of Pearson Jones 
and its prominent role in economic and public affairs in the 18th century. 
2 For thecboice of Pearson Jones, Town Records of Falmouth(Portland) town 
archives; Williis, History of Portland, p. 522. 
3 William, Willis, ed., Journals of the Rev. Thomas Smith and the Rev, Samuel 
DDeeane, Pastors of the First Chi in Porgy d (Portland, 1849)p. 340. 
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The only known account of Pearson Jones' meeting with 
Washington oix October 24,1775, is in Washington's letter of that 
date to the President of Congress, John Hancock, at Philadelphias 
Camp Cambridge 
To the President of Congress October 24,1775 
Sir: 
My conjecture of the Destination of the late Squadron from 
Boston in my last, has been unhappily verified, by an outrage 
exceeding, in Barbarity and cruelty every hostile Act practiced 
among civilized nations; I have enclosed the Account given me 
by Mr. (Pearson) Jones a Gentleman of the Town of Falmouth of 
the Destruction of that flourishing Village. He is a very great 
sufferer and informs me that the Time allowed for the removal 
of Effects was so small, that valuable Property of all kinds 
and to a great amount has been destroyed. 
The Orders shewn by the Captain (Mowat) for this horrid procedure, 
by which it appears the sane desolation is meditated upon all 
the Towns on the Coast, made it my Duty to communicate it as 
quickly and extensively as possible. As Portsmouth was the next 
place to which he proposed to Co, General Sullivan was permitted 
to go up and give them his Assistance and Advice to ward off the 
Blow. I flatter myself the like Event will not happen there, as 
they have a Fortification of some strength and a Vessel has 
arrived at a place called Sheepscott with 1500 lb of Powder. 
The Gentlemen of the Congress have nearly finished their 
Business, but as they write by this opportunity, I must beg leave 
to refer you to their Letters for what concerns their Commission. 
1 
George Washinf-ton to John Hancock, Camp Cambridge, Oct. 24,1775. r S 
in Continental Congress Papers, Library of Congress, iý1achin, -ton D. C. 
Printed in John C. ? itspatrick, ed., The Writings of Georg t'hshin{"ton, 
Vol. 4 (Oct. 1775-April, 1776) 1931, pp. 40-1. The writing is tYat of 
Joseph Reed, Washington. "s Military :: ecretary. Cee John C. Fitzpatrick, 
Calendar of the Correspondence of George ' ashin-ton Comma nder in Chief 
of the Continental Arm:, with the Continental Congres . 
-ashington D. C. 
1906) p. 24. The "Gentlemen of the Congress"were a committee of the 
Contincn_t. al Congress then meeting at Cambridge with representatives of 
Iyew England colonies to work out new measures for joint defense and a 
reorganization of the Continental Army. 
Fron the Continental Contress 
were Benjamin Franklin 
(Pennnsylvania), Tliomas Lynch(3outh Carolin<. )and 
Benja:: tin Iiarri son(Virminia), rri: o met Eatthew Gricwolc? ý: n('. ? ýath, ýýiel Dales 
(Gonnecticut), I+icholas Cooke(ithode Island, and four I:,,.: -nac]husetts . 1-ij~s: 
Ja e Bo c? oin, Jamos Otis, Jiiliam . )ever, and Walter ')pooner. ''or this joint 
Comr: iittee, see Porce, Anerican Archives, Ser. IV, Vol. 3, pp. 1037-6,1155-1157. 
To what extent this Committee was influenced by Pearson Jones' ate gort 
of the British attack upon Fa; mouth apart from addin,; to the ur gency of 
its deliberations is not knozrn, but years later, at the Paris negotiations 
for a peace treaty, in I ovember, 1782, Franklin resurrected the "wanton" 
bombardment of Falmouth in Oct., 1775, as an argument against compensation, 
of the Loyalists by America for their property confiscated or destroyed. 
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The Pearson Jones Report was one of the most irnportaart 
writin s by a member of the f roily in the opening years of the 
War. It was not only sent by George Ufa shir_i; -ton to the Continental 
Congress aW d to Governors Nicholas Cooke of Ahode Island and 
Jonathan Trumbull of Connecticut - colonies with coastal to,. rns 
most exposed to naval attack - but was widely circulated both 
in the colonial and Li li: 'h press. It a -ceased in : iivin, mton's 
New York Gazette on November 2,1775, the came day :. Dart's 
C^1.. =ron ret' rr_cd from the 
1''. 51; `out17 t, 'r, edi- ion to 
1)c-ton, . ](' 
On -. oVCn1? er 4th in the ýdhig' 1_rovýr 'roe 
(I nette (iil"io e: 
33oth pr. sers had a respectable circulation in besi(,,, -er1 "ýo: -, ton, 
brou[ht in by sea, and it is probable that Pearson Jones' 1 eport 
of the i'almouth bombardment was seen in one or both of them by 
ni Casette at Col. Ll i: hr Jones r: nd his fcu7ily. The Lira-. 
Ylillic r , burl, (known as "Pinckney'- Printer") carried the re, )ort 
in two issuec, on Plovemfoer 9th and 16th. 
The Pearson Jones Report, however, was perhaps most inSluential 
in &ig1and., where for some time it was the only available account 
of the naval attack upon Falmouth, the Rebels hcvinf, seen to it - 
as after the Battle of Lexington - that their version of these 
events was received first. The editor of the Gentler, -n'^ 
while refuting to comment until the report was, as he put it, 
"authenticated' wrote: "it cannot be true, or the reasons for 
this severe order are concealed, " and, misgivings or not, printed 
1 
Pearson Jones' acccunt in the December issue. In Lon, 'on Governor 
Hutch'ýn- on noted in hic, "Diary" that when Lord George Germain heard 
about the attack on Falmouth, he said that Graves, having, been admoniehec 
1 Gentlrý:, an's I,: agazine, December, 1775. And see the Annual Resister, 
1776, F: p. 34,35. 
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about his "remissness, " in failing to take action against the 
1 
rebels, then "did run to the other extreme". 
Hutchinuon, political and social leader of the growing colony 
of Loyalist refugees in England, but as much an exile as any and as 
hungry for news of home, in mid-November heard at least the official 
account of the plans for the long-awaited naval offensive Downeast 
and the departure of Mowat's squadron from his successor in that 2 
vastly troubled office the Massachusetts governorship. General Gage 
finally reached London on November 14th, having left Boston in the 
transport Pallas on October 10th, three days after receiving the 
Loyal Address from Col. Jones and the other "Gentlemen from the 
Country", and escorted past the Grand Banks by H. M. S. Mercury, a 
measure of the effective reach of the increasing numbers of Yankee 
3 
freebooters and privateers. 
Col. Elisha Jones was not to see Gape again, and if he had any 
further correspondence with him, in gland, the letters have been 
lost. However much a disappointment as a military commander in Boston 
to the Joneses and the other "fighting Tories" who remained to the 
end, particularly in view of his creditable record as a British soldier 
Peter Hutchinson, ed. The Diary and. Letters of Thomas Hutchinson, 
Vol. I, p. 583. 
2 
For Hutchinson in exile: Bernard Bailyn The Ordeal of Thomas 
Hutchii on, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, l9745, chapters VIII and IX. 
This book, the first biographical study since that of James K. Hosmer, 
The Life of Thomas Hutchinson (Boston, 1896) ignores the vital question 
of the confrontation between Hutchinson as Governor and as exile and 
that group of "fighting Tories, " led by Col. Jones and Brig. Ruggles, who 
years before even the abortive Whig revolt at the time of the "Powder 
Alarm" of Sept. l, 1774, refused to compromise away step by step - as 
had Hutchinson- the rule of law and with it the "sacred" Charter 
government, and who stayed fighting for the cause in Boston to the end. 
3 Gage's sailing from Boston: Ad. Graves, "Tile Conduct of Admiral 
Graves; B. Mus. Add. MSS. 14038-9. Entries for Oc1s. 9-10,1775; E. Dana, 
ed. The British in Boston ... the Diary of Lt. John Barker of the 
King's Own Re giment,.. Oct. 10,1775. p. 65. Gage in, London: Hutchinson to 
Thos. liutchinnorr Jr., Nov. 17,1775. P. Hutchinson, ed., The Dim and Letters of Thomas Hutchinson, Vol. I, pp. 558-9. 
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with the Colonial militia in the French Wars and his long and not 
unsuccessful experience as a Colonial administrator, Gage - unlike 
his predecessor as Governor of Massachusetts Bay, Thomas Hutchinson - 
was regarded by the widespreading Jones family in later years as a 
friend and patron. There can be no doubt - as official records of 
Loyalist Claims in London alone testify - that Gage, as he promised 
before leaving New England in his reply to the "Gentlemen from the 
Country" did do all in his power through political unpopularity and 
even im illness and old age, to aid the loyal Colonials. To the sons 
of Col. Elisha Jones of Weston Gage's door was always open. Six years 
after he left Boston, in April, 1781, Gage received Stephen Jones at 
his London house in Portland Place, and wrote a handsome endorsement 
of the Memorial of Col. Elisha Jones and the seven of his sons who 
fought through the war as officers in the Provincial Corps and the 
Regular Army. Nearly three years later, on January 5,1784, Gage, who 
died April 2,1787, endorsed a second Jones Memorial put forward on 
behalf of the family by the Colonells second youngest son, Lt. Jonas 
Jones of the Twentieth Foot (Lancashire Ftisiliers)who for gallantry 
under fire had been commissioned Ensign in this regiment by Gen. John 
Burgoyne, and as a half-pay officer had settled and married in London 
after the War. 1 
1 Col. Jornee'seven sorts who served as officers in the War were: 
Llisha, Junr.: Captain & Commissary to the Royal Artillery, New York; 
Josiah: Lt, in Ruggles Boston Associators, Wentworth's Volunteers, 
King's American Dragoons. 
Stephens 2nd. Lt., Ruggles' Boston Associators; Wentworth's Volunteers, 
Cornet & Lt., King's American Dragoons. 
Jonas: &hsign & Fst. Lt., Lancashire Fusiliers 
Charles: Wentworth's Volunteers (aged 17); Jan. 1780, promoted Cornet in 
Queen's American Rangers, killed leading a charge at the battle of 
Spencer's Ordinary just before Yorktown, buried at Williamsburg. 
The only son to be killed in the War. 
Epbriam: Captain and Comissary under Burgoyne 
Simeon: xentworthts Voluniteers, Lt. in King's American Dragoons. 
Memorial of Stephen Jones e-C alp PIO. A. O. 13: 47, April, 1781; 
Memorial of Lt. Jonas Jones, el al. PRO. A. O. 13: 74, January, 1784. 
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"The loss of the Surprising Mu ,, for thought, Activity, 
Good. ner of Te-nper, vertue, Rel. gion,: i. nd. undaunted Bravery- 
Lord Howe was the Loss -I had. almost said of New Englan. d- 
I cant mention his name withov. t Tears, those remembrances of 
the Curse, which i hope will one day be wiped from our Eyes... " 
Col. Billy ti. jilliamu of Pittsfield, 
August 18,1758 
In adverse times a change of direction can bring new hope, 
and in Boston in, October, 1775 there were many among the mili-. ary, 
cramped with the inactivity of the long geige, and the Loyalists, 
whose very future and fortunes depended upon the putting down of 
rebellion, who looked to the new commander-im-chief, Sir William 
Howe, for effective leadership. Nor can many comma. ndero have entered 
upon duty in the colonies with more in their favour. For the Loyalist 
veterans of the French Wars in Boston,, among them Col. Elisha Jones, 
Sir-William as the youngk: r brother of Lord George Augustus Howe, 
killed leading a detachment of Roger's Rangers at Ticonderoga in 
July, 1758, was part of a legend of IIiglish heroism belonging to the 
Massachusetts frontier in its bloody, generations-long struggle with 
the French not exceeded by Wolfe's capture of Quebec. It was Col. Jones' 
great-nephew, born in Weston and a life-long friend, Col. Billy Williams, 
who settled in Pittsfield and, as acting commander of the Provincial 
troops at Ticonderoga on August. 18,1758 wrote the lament for the death 
of Lord. Howe to (Col. ) Dr. Thomas Williams at Deerfield. 
1Col. 
Billy 
had been left to bear the shame and burdens of retreat before a much 
smaller force of French and Indians ordered by the cowardly and 
incompetent Gen. James Aberiaromby, called ever after in Massachusetts 
"Mrs. Nabbycromby". 
1 Col. Billy Williams to Col. Thomas Williamn, Aug. 18,1758. Williams MSS, 
New York Historical Society. 
2 In a letter to his father dated Aug. 7,1758, Wolfe described Lord Howe as 
"the noblest Englishman that has appeared in my time, and the best soldier 
ins the British Army". Wright, Life of Wolfe, p. 450. 
The best biographic sketch of Col. Billy Williams is by Clifford Shipton, 
Sibley's Harvard Graduates, ates, Vol. 1729, pp. 638-656. 
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Sir 1,1illinn nowe's own creditable record- and the man himself - 
in the French and Indian Ward and afterward were well known to the 
olc 
Loyalists in Bonton, many of them/comrades in arm^: Air Willi. had 
been at Louisburg in 1758, and the year following at Quebec where he 
led the small squad that forced the path by which Wolfe's army scaled 
the Heights of Abraham. More recently, under Cape, he led the troops 
at Bunker Hill. Sir William's appointment appear--, moreover,, to have 
been welcomed by the Regular army im Boston: Maj. Charles Stuart of the 
43rd Regiment wrote to his father, Lord Bute, on Oct. 8,1775, "General 
Howe, it is supposed, will be very active, but from what I know of him, 
1 
I should fear imprudent... "Howe had indeed a measure of respect for 
the eolonials, whom he knew well,, and accepted the command in America 
partly on condition that he might be peacemaker as well as the 
Government's instrument of chastisement. To his Parliamentary 
constituents Howe justified his departure by saying that he went to 
uphold the law - one of the main principles upon which Loyalists of 
the type of Col. Jones founded their-case. Among the most far-seeing 
observers must be counted Israel Mauduit, a somewhat shadowy political 
figure and one-time Massachusetts Agent in London, but a trusted 
correspondent of Brig. Timothy. Ruggles. Mauduit wrote that "A noble 
Duke who took the lead in opposition" had said, "'I have no apprehensions 
from General Howe's taking the Command; he is one of us, and will 
do the Americans no harm. " 
1 
Maj. Charles Stuart to Lord Bute, Boston, Oct. 8,1775., Iortley, ed., 
British Prime Minister and His Son, (New York, 1925) P"73. 
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The loyal family of Col. Elirha Jones in Boston, with an 
outstanding reputation for zeal, self-sacrifice, and willingness 
to risk danger to person and property for the cause of Government, 
was to enjoy no lens patronage and influence under the new 
administration of Sir William Howe. As was cuntornary the change 
of command in Boston was accompanied by a general survey of 
existing colonial appointments and commission- - both civil and 
military - m; viy of which were valid. only during; the term in office 
of the Governor who had issued them. (Before Howe, the Governors 
of Itiassachunettü Bay had been both heads of the civil government 
and commanders-in-chief of the armed forces in the Colony. ) Howe 
renewed Col.: Jli^ha Jones' appointment as Vorage Comi ir; cioncr, a 
fact of vital importance for the income from this post - in his 
:: on Josiah Jones was later to testify - was the main support of 
1 
his refugee family in Boston during the Siege. 
An was done with the sons of other prominent Loynlints, IIowe 
found a place as well for Col. Joner' son Josiah ,. Then, after escaping 
from the Iiid. dlecex County jail at Concord in September, he returned 
to Boston in Iliä : wan out of Newport (: thode Island) on October 22nd. 
2 
Before Lexington a rising lawyer with several yearn' experience 
at the Bar of Cheshire County, New Hampshire, Josiah Jones like his 
See the statements of Col. Jones' services by Gage Pnd Howe, 
made after his death and in support of the Loy, -,, list claims of his 
sons, PRO. A. O. 13: 47; A. 0.13; 50; A. 0. l3: 74. 
2 For the e--caa. ne, ^ce: John Boyle "Journ :l of Occurrn.. nce^ in Bonton, " 
Now Vol wan widely n, )ticed in 
the nreü^, ]der and Gill's Boston G wette, Thomas' I:; ýar, ýcluý. ^etts ý 
and other ! harr papers carryinr the -. Overt isement by the Concord. j,,. iler 
offerinrr a ten ý? nilns reward for ap prehondlin, ^ hin in Octobcr, l775. 
llr, a, ncr'^ Tory ILanný. chu. ^cttc G, a. nette or Bonton Wnckly ITcvre Lotter 
reported. on Oct. 26,1775: 
"Laut Sund' y arrived here from Newport, the Swan, Captain Ayncou. rh, 
with . rev(--rr,, ]- Fri-, c2 and Trr. n^, )orto with Provi. ^i. onn.. In the Swan 
c, -no Pn. cncn7orn IIr. Jon ah Jenen, Br. Jon ý, th IIici ^, n. nd Captain 
William Likel, y, who were taken Prinoncro nonce Time pant by the Rebels 
mid Confine? in Concord Coral. They brol-e Goal and Luckily made their 
1 ncn. ne to ? etrport, where they dot on hoard C--, pt, -). in :I ll_ace. " 2/? 
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older brother Daniel (the first Chief Justice of Cheshire County Court) 
1 
was 
and younger brother Üimeon (Clerk of the Cheshire County Court)/a 
protege and political supporter of Governor John Wentworth, who, since 
his departure from Portsmouth in HMS Scarboroujh on Au 1' ýst '4,175 
had been gathering about him in Bostox that coterie of able young men 
which at New York in the coming Fall of 1776 he would form into the 
elite Provincial Corps "Wentworths Volunteers" im which four of 
Col. Jones' sons - Josiah, Simeon, StephezL, and Charles - would later 
serve. At the beginning of November, 17T5 Howe appointed Josiah Jones 
to a post of influence at the centre of affairs, Clerk to his Secretary, 
the genial and efficient Capt-Lim RobSrt Maakemzie, with offices at 
Headquarters in the Province House. 
1 
Judge Daniel Jones was disarmed by the Rebels and confined to his home 
farm, as his brothers were later to testify before the Loyalist 
Commissioners. Simeon Jones had been captured by the Rebels and put into 
Comcord Jail for helping his brother Josiah esoape, September, 1775" 
Judge Daniel Jones' public career is summarized in his long obituary, 
Massachusetts Centinel, March 11,1786, p. 3, c. 1, and by Shipton in Sib ley's 
Harvar Cradnates. Vol. XIV, (Class of 1759)pp. 445-7. Loyalist activities of 
the Jones brothers, however, are found in the records of the War Office 
and in the Loyalist Claims Papers, principally PRO. A. 0.13: 47; A. O. 13: 50; 
A. O. 13: 25; and A. O. 13: 75. 
2 
For Wentworth's departure from Portsmouth: New Hampehire Provincial 
Pis, Vol. VII, p. 390. 
3 "Evidence on the Claim of Josiah, Simeon, Stephen and Jonas Jones late 
of Massachusetts, " testimony of Josiah Jones giveru at Annapolis Royal 
(Nova Scotia) Oct. 21,1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10; and "Further Evidence on the 
Claim of Josiah, Simeon, Stephen, and Jonas Jones... " Testimony given by 
Josiah Jones at St. John (New Brunswick) Dec. 20,1786. PRO. A. O. 12: 10. 
Captain Robert Mackenzie was later, in New York, Paymas-ter to the 
Provincial troops. 
Josiah Jones continued im the Secretary's off ice at Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
and for some time at New York when he was promoted to the staff of the 
"Inspector and Superintendant of the Provision Train of Horses and 
Waggons attending the Army" under Francis Rush Clarke. For Clarke's 
appoiintment, see PRO. T. 27: 31. 
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Im mid-October, taking advantage of the change-over in the 
British command, there was another of the recurrent scares in Boston 
that Washington's beseiging army*was about to launch their long 
promised attack to "drive the Tories and'their friends into the sea". 
As on the earlier alarms it was believed by the military command as 
well as the Loyalists that the attack would be staged at the same time 
as rebel agents within fired the town -a threat carried out by the 
rebels when Washington's troops were forced to evacuate New York only 
a few months later, September 21,177, '6. 
Deacon Timothy Newell of the Brattle Street Church, waiting out 
the Siege, wrote in. his "Journal": "Several nights past the whole army 
was ordered not to undress - the cannon all loaded with grape shot 
from a full apprehension the Provincials (as they liked to call 
themselves) would make an attack upon the town. The streets paraded 
all night by the Light Horse. " 
2 
On Ocl. 22nd Lt. John Barker of the 
King's Own (Fourth Regiment of Foot) noted: "The deserters say Genl. 
Washington threatens to take his winter Quarters in Boston, " and, six 
days later, "Several Deserters lately come im all agree that it is 
intended to attack us; we have been expecting it three or four nights 
past; a Man come in to day says they'll attack to night. " Judging by 
Lt. Barker's "Journal, " however, the troops at least were little 
daunted by the rebel tactics. "We shall see if they mean- to put their 
threats in, executionv" he added, "if they do they must in all probability 
get a severe beating, " and consoled himself with the knowledge that 
1 Col. isha Jones' Great-Grandson, Frederick D. S. Jones of Weymouth (NS) 
married Abigail Hathaway Ryerson, a descendant of a number of prominent 
New York Tories, including Rem Rapelje, an'Addresser both of Sir William 
Howe and his brother Adimiral Lord Howe. His soil George later wrote of 
the rebel threat to burn New York if it fell into British harnds; "While 
my father was in banishment, one of my Mother's relations, a Whig, 
came to her, and told her that she had better remove with her children 
into the country, as in the event of the city being taken by the British, 
it would be burnt. My Mother replied, 'My dear Cousin, you have valuable 
property here and would not like to have it destroyed. What I should wish 
to see will not be a matter of consequence. I assure you it is the 
intention of General Washington to fire the city, if it fall into the 
hands of the British army, ' and so it happened that soon after they got 
possession of the City, a fire commenced somewhere to the east of Broad 
Street... " George Rapelje, A Narrative of Excursions, Voya; es, and Travels, 
(New York, 1834) P-14- 
2 Timothy Newell, "A Journal Kept During the Time Yt Boston was Shut Up in 
1775-6" M. H. S. Collections, Series 4, Vol. I, p.? 69. 
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"The Deserters all may the Rebel Army iss very tired, ill off for 
cloathing and most thine-; they are not paid what they are promised and 
most want to go home. " 
1 
The attack never came. The British alert in. Boston was based 
upon accurate information, but Washingtin's proposals to the Continental 
Congress in September for an assault before the summer enlistments of 
his troops ran out was rejected, although orders were given for militia 
2 
reinforcements to be sent to Boston. 
For the British, however, both in London any in Boston, plans to 
withdraw from this strategically difficult position had been considered 
-since the costly victory of Bunker Hill on June 17th3 . In a private 
letter to Lord Dartmouth of October 9th Howe wrote: "To attack the 
Rebels from Boston would be hazardous... "4Me following day in a 
letter to Lord North Burgoyne noted: "It is the decision of the military 
counsels here (the day Howe assumed command) to rent upon our arms 
till apring. "There was not the shipping or supplies available for the 
removal which perforce would include such of the Loyalists in Boston 
as wished to remain under British military protection. How much 
1 Danaged. 9, Thp, Brit's in Boston Bel" the 
Diary of Lt. John Barker of 
the King's Own ... 192'4, PP-95-6- 
2 For Washington's Councils of War of Sept. llth and Oct. 18,1775, 
Force, America. Archives, Ser. 4, Vo1.3, p. 760ff. and Ibid., p. 1153. 
3 The pessimism in Gage's despatch to Lord Dartmouth of June 25 caused 
his recall. On August 20th Gage wrote: "... Nothing could justify the 
venturing an attack upon the Rebels, conriderinr the strength pf their 
Posts, and their great Numbers... " PRO. C. O. 5: 92: 525ff. 
4 Hbwe to Lord Dartmouth, Oct. 9,1775. PRO. C. O. 5: 92: 621ff. 
5 Howe toLord. Darttmouth$November 26,1775. The tonn; a, ý; e of shippin , available was an estimated 11,600 short of the amount needed, which 
was gathered together in Boston harbour over the winter of 1775-6. 
PRO. C. 0.5: 92k641. 
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Col. Jones and hic sons knew of these plans, closely involved as 
they were with the military administration, can only be speculation. 
By the beginning of 1776 at least, however, rumours of a military 
evacuation of Bonton, in the spring - although not the destination of 
the troops - had reached the ears of the Rev. Henry Caner, the venerable 
and much respected Rector of Kin is Chapel. In a letter dated Jan-14th 
and sent by Sir-William Pepperrell to the Bishop of London he wrote: "... I 
now find it is the Opinion of most Gent of the Army that the Troops 
will evacuate this Town & burn ilt some time in Mr. or Ap. What will 
become of 6 or 7000 Inhab in that case I cannot imagine... " True or 
no-t, such stories can only have bred' anxiety in an already harassed 
civilian population. 
At the end of 0ctober, meanwhile, Howe ordered. a census of the 
Loyalists remaining im, Boston, in, a Proclamation dated the 28th: 
"By his Exc. William Howe.... 
"Whereas it has become the indispensable duty of every loyal 
and faithful citizen to contribute all in his power for the 
preservation of order and good government within. the Town of 
Boston, I do hereby, recommend. that the inhabitants do immediately 
associate themselves, to be formed into Companies, iuvier proper 
officers, selected by me from among the Associators, to be solely 
employed within the precincts of the Town, and for the purposes 
above mentioned. 
"That this Association be opened in the Council Chamber, un. der 
the direction of the Hon. Peter Oliver, Foster Hutchinson, and 
William Browne, Esquires, on Monday, the 30th day of October, 1775, 
and continued for four days followimg, that no one may plead 
ignorance of the saifiee 
1 The Rev. Henry Caner to the Bishop of London, Jan. 14,1fl6 . Henry Caner Letterbook, Caner MSS, University of Bristol Libr. -y (land) 
Caner had been Rector of King's Chapel since 1747. See his Memorial, 
PRO. A. O. 13: 73, and Dexter, Biographic Sketches of Graduates of Yale 
2o11eae, (1885)pp. 296-299. Caner graduated in 1724. 
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"Out of the number of persons voluntarily enteri. n{r into t', -, e 
association all rauch a. c are liable to discharge the du,. y required 
of them shall he properly armed, and. rui allowance of fuel and 
provisions be made to thoce requiring the sarne, ©qual to whet is 
issued to His Majenty'c troops within the garrison. 
"Given at Head-Quarters at Bor; ton, October 28,1'ýTý,. " 
1 
Howes purpose was well summarized by Richard Reeve, an experienced 
observer, since 1767 Secretary to the Board of Customs at Boston, in a 
letter to Sir Grey Cooper im London: "... You will observe by the 
General's Proclamation that all the inhabitants are required to sign 
an Association and to bear Arms in defense of the Town, no that all 
those who remain in it will become Military and be considered. as part 
of the Garrison. " 
2 
It is significant that none of the official 
correspondence by Howe or others at this time makes any mention of 
the first Association: Paper signed by the Loyalists in Boston, - both 
refugees from outside the town:, includin, g other parts of Massachusetts, 
and other New Rarland_ colonies, and Boston, residents - during the 
Governorship of Gen. Gage and on the night after the Battle of Lexincton, 
April 19917759 which was used as the basis for setting up the 
alphabetical roster of five companies of Loyal Associators under 
Brig. Timothy Ruggles on July 5,1775, aal who performed active 
service in Boston (and by special volunteers elsewhere) under Gagers 
commissions until the-, Governor's departure for London on; October 10th. 
3 
It had never been the practice of generals or other public officials 
to give recognition to the acts of their predecessors, particularly if 
they are controversial: Howe had little regard for Gage or his conduct 
of the "war against the rebels, "and, of great importance for the future 
of the conflict, Iiowe had come to regard Brig. Timothy Rug*gles, with 
Col. Jones and the other loyal refugee militia colonels in Boston, the 
prime mover in projects for-the military organization of the Loyalists 
both with the military command is Boston and with Tory leaders such as 
1 Howets Proclamation of Oct. 28,1775, printed in Porce, American Archives, 
Ser. 4, Vol. 3, p. 1247. 
2 Richard Reeve to Sir Grey Cooper (at the Treasury)P1ov. 15,1775. Reeve 
MSS, Backinghamshire County Record Office, Aylesbury. 
3 For the signing of the first Loyalist Association Paper in Boston, April 19,1775, see above, Chapter 
04. 
Lord George Germain in London, 
By ordering the new enrollment 
Howe asserted his own authorit 
Ruggles' corps of militia, the 
co mmend e r-in-r hief. 
1 
as "Lane, erou:, " and "unreliable". 
of Loyalist in, Boston in October. 177',, 
y over them, civilians as well as 
Loyal American Ascociators, as 
1 
Howe's criticism of Gage: see esp. Howe to Adjutant-General Harvey, 
June 1291775. Dartmouth MSS, Vol. II, p. 315. 
Howe and Ruggles: Ruggles papers for the period of the Revolutioj,, 
have been nearly all lost or destroyed. It cannot be established from 
the remaining papers of Lord George Germain (now in the Clements Library, 
University of Michigan) just when his correspondence with Timothy Ruggles 
began. It is not surprising, however, that Ruggles was friendly with 
Col. Benjamin Thompson, the brilliant young Loyalist refugee from 
Concord., New Hampshire, (also a protege of Gov. John Wentworth) who had 
sailed from Boston to England with despatches soon after Lexington 
and was appointed by Germain Secretary of the Province of Georgia in 
his own department. 
For Ruggles as a friend of Benjamin Thompson: Diary of Dr. John 
Jeffries, MSS. Vol. I, pp. 156-158. T r. Hist. Soc., Boston. Dr. Jeffries, 
who signed the farewell Address to Gage,, was a leading physician in 
Boston through the Seige, and afterward. was appointed chief of the military 
surgical staff in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Jeffries noted later that it was 
because of Ruggles" correspondence and friendship with Lord George Germa'. n 
that Sir Henry Clinton, commanding in, New York, blocked Ruggles' project - 
supported by Germain - for raising a Loyalist cavalry corps. The best 
sketch of Dr. John Jeffries is by Shipton, Sibley's Iifarvard Graduates, 
class of 1763, Vol. XV'93970, pp. 420-1. 
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The sipninrry of the second, or "Howe" Loyalist Association took 
place - as in April, 1775 - in the Council Chamber, the grandest room 
in the Province House, and under the solemn direction of the three 
most senior Mar: -achusetts judges remaining in the colony, all mr'iber^ 
of the Governor's Council. 
1 
These, as stipulated in Howe's Proclamation 
of October 28th, were Chief'Justice Peter Oliver, appointed in 1772 
and a judicial officer since his commission as a magistrate in 1744; 
2 
and two judges of the Massachusetts Superior Court: Poster Hutchinson, 
a brother of former Governor Thomas Hutchinson, judge of Probate for 
Suffolk County, and William Browne of Salem, one of the largest 
landowners in New lshgland, who, it was said, had been offered the 
Governorship of Massachusetts by the rebel Committee of Safety. 
Among the Loyalists signing the new Association were Col. Llisha 
Jones and his sons who were then in Boston: Elisha the Younger, Josiah, 
and Stephen. 
"An ASSOCIATION proposed to the loyal CitizenÜ, arreeable to 
the Proclamation issued by hic Kccellency the Honourable 
Major General williaaº Howe, Commander--in-Chief of His 
Majesty's Forces &c.... 
"We, His Majestyts loyal subjects of the Town of Boston, 
being sensible of the duty incumbent on us, 'to do every thing in 
our Power to support Order and good Government, as well as to 
contribute our aid to the internal security of the Town, ' now 
take this opportunity to profess our firm Allegiance to His 
Majesty, and entire. obedience to his Government and Laws. From 
a disposition to continue quiet and obedient ! ýub; -ets, we have 
generally neglected the use of Arms while those of different 
characters and sentiments have been diligently endeavouring to 
improve themselves in that art. Upon these principles, we have 
remained in or fled to this Town; neither do we wish or design 
to leave it. 
1 The best account of the signing of the first Association by the 
Loyalists on the night of April 19,1775, is in the Memorials of Andrew 
Ritchie, a Scot who settled as a merchant in Bocton: PRO. A. 0.13: 51; 
A. O. 13: 92; A. 0.12: 10, ff. 157-. -64. See above, Chapter 
2 Peter Oliver: PRO. A. O. 13: 48; C. O. 5: l54, f. 198. Shipton, Sibley 's 
Harvard Graduates. Vol. V (1730) 
/Foster Hutchinson,: PRO. A. 0.13: 50; A. 0.13: 96; A. 0.13: 137; A. 0.12: 10, ff. 148- 
155; A. 0.12: 105, f. 37. Shiptonl, ed. Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vo1. XI (1743), 
pp. 237-241. 
4 William Browne: PRO. A. 0.13: 43; A. (l. 13: 90; A. 0.13: 50. Browne's (cont. ) 
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"We consider it as our strongest duty to contribute 
our aid in promoting the peace, order, and security of the 
Town, and are willing; to be employed. to these 7ood purposes, 
in the ways and means suited to our capacities. To that end, 
we cheerfully accept the offers of his , and now Voluntarily Associate for the purposes mentioned in hic 
Proclamation; hereby promising, that euch of us as he shall 
think proper or able to perform the duties therein reraired 
will be formed into Companies, as therein, mentioned, and will, 
to the utmost of our power, faithfully perform those services, 
and punctually discharge the trust reposed irr us; and that 
such as are not able to go through those duties will freely 
contribute our proportions, according to our abilities, to 
raise a sum of money for promoting this salutary purpose, 
to be applied to the use of those who are able, in such 
manner as the General, or those he may appoint, may think 
proper. " 1 
4 cont.: grandfather was an associate of the famous tiusconmus Patent, 
one of the largest colonial land-gr; 3nts in Maine. See: York Deeds, 
X, p. 245 for names of the Patentees, and Buna e, ? fief inning^. o' 
Colonial Maine, p. 204. Although not themselves original owners of 
the Muscongus Patent, the family of Col. Elisha Jones - particularly 
his eldest son, Col. Nathan Jones of Frenchman's Bay, and his cousin, 
Captain Ichabod Jones' rebel son John Coffin Jones (Harvard, 1768)- 
over several generations had an important part in the sale and 
disposition of this vast property. 
For Rebel overtures to William Browne, see the diary of his 
old friend Judge Samuel Curwen of the Salem Admiralty Court: The 
Journal and Letters of Samuel Curwen, 1775-1783, p. 505. 
1 
Force, American Archives, Series IV, Vol. 3, pp. 1247-8. 
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Howe's Loyali^t Association; of October, 1775, must have been 
signed by many of the Loy . li^tfn with mi^givingc, however much they 
agreed with its objectives. That influential group, the "fighting; Tory 
Colonels, " including Col. Flisha Jone. (Wegton) Br. ig. Timc thy Ru; f, es 
ý'dwarý3 ýlin: lor Plymouth) 
(Hardwick) Col. `Thomas Gilbert (Taunton)/and Nathaniel 1 ry Tipomas 
(Marshfield), who despite the threats of rebel mobs had enlioted loyal 
companies of militia and worked to arm and organize the Loyalists 
living in the country, would have had roservations about that part of 
the Association which makes no mention of the very real Loyalist 
military effort both prior to Lexington, and in Boston under Gage 
thereafter - and, indeed, charges the Loyalists with military"neglect'". 
"... Prom a di^pocition to continue quiet and obedient 
"ubject^, we have generally neglected the u^e of Arms, 
while those of different characters and : sentiments 
have been diligently endeavouring to improve themselves 
in that art... " 
From such misleading evidence as Howe's Association of 
October 30,1775, has grown the myth - spread by the Whigs in America 
and in England, only very recently to be questioned by historians - 
that the Loyalists in Massachusetts (and in other colonies) made no 
real effort to organize-for 1 
their otiTa defense and the protection of 
the established government, Gage's reforms of the Massachusetts Militia 
in the summer of 1774 - long advocated by Col. Elisha Jones and other 
"Men of Government "- late as they were politically, had nevertheless 
been built upon by the loyal militia leaders such as Col. Jones of the 
Third Middlesex Regiment who, on Nov. 14,1774 in his own town of Weston 
only a few miles up Charles River from Boston, dka enlisted a loyal 
company. of 55 men "To learn Military Skill to defend His Majesty's 
Authority. " That the success of the Loyal Massachusetts Militia before 
1 There is no study of the loyal regiments and town companies in 
Massachusetts before Lexington,, or of the services of Brig. Ruggles' corps 
of Associators in Boston from, April, 1775 until the Evacuation, Narch 17,1776. 
The best discussions are those of Clifford Shipton(who was able to make 
only a very limited use of British records)brief though they are, in his 
sketches of Tory Harvard Graduates, 
Ruggles'Associators are dismissed as of little account even in such 
recent works an those of Paul H. Smith: "The American Loyalists: Notes on 
Their Organization and Strength, "William & Mary uarterl , Vol. XxV, 1968, 
pp. 259-277; and his Loyalists and Redcoats: A Study in British Revol4tionary 
Polic , 1964. 
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Lexin -ton wan not treater than it was derives much from the y''ar^ 
of neglect of the militia and governmental practice of Thomas 
Hutchinson. It was Hutchinson who, exercising the powers of governor 
through political maneuver, political compromise, and an excess - even 
for Massachusetts - of political patronage, avoided shows of force at 
any cost - which ended by depriving the civil power, reprecented in 
the towns by the magistrate and the constable, of their final sanction - 
the local militia - im upholding the law. So long as Col. Elisha Jones, 
sitting as a magistrate, had had the protection of the Weston Company 
of Loyal Militia, he had been able to maintain order in the town and 
to prosecute members of a Whig mob who wrecked the Golden Ball Tauern 
belonging to his cousin Isaac Jones in, March, 1774. 
The creation by the Tories of an effective military organization - 
whether militia or"provincial forces ("colonial regulars" "on the 
Establishment") was the great fear of the rebels through the war, 
as the hatred of Tory units and the harsh treatment reserved for Tory 
prisoners from Washington downward - as experienced by Col. Jones' 
sons Josiah and Simeon at Concord Jail in 1775 - was to dempnstrate. 
Howe's reorganization of Brig. Ruggles'corps of Boston Associato. s in 
October, 1775 was watched by rebel observers, civilian as well as military, 
2 
including Deacon Timothy Newell of the Bratfile Street Church, end the 
journalist John Boyle who recorded it in his famous"Journal of 
Occurrances...  3 
1 Hutchinson, moreover, was later-to dissociate himself from any attempts 
to raise Loyal militia or, efforts by towns to seek the protection of 
regular' troops, as in the case of Col. Nathaniel Ray Thomas of Marshfield, 
who, after Hutchinsonls recall, had asked Gage for the detachment of troops 
under Capt. Balfour which, together with Col. Thomas" loyal militia, kept the 
peace in Plymouth County until they were recalled to Boston after 
Lexiz ton. In London Hutchinson heard Lord Camdem, spesking for the 
opposition, against the Restraining Bill, charge that Hutchinson had. so 
packed the town of Marshfield with Justices of the Peace of his own 
choice that the town was able to mislead Gage and. the Ministry that peopbe 
in the-interior (sic) of Massachusetts welcomed the aid of regular troops. 
"Upon mentiomirng my name most of the bishops and many lords who sat with 
their backs to me turned about and looked in my face, "Hutchinson recorded 
in his di! try. "But alas! " he cowtinued, Marshfield "appears by the map to 
be a town upon the sea coant... (and) it happened that I never made a justice in that town whilst I was in the government... " Diarar and Lettern, I, pp " 409-410 . 2 Journal of Timothy Newell, MHS Collections, 4 Ser., Vollp269. 3 John Boyle, "Journal of Occurrences in Boston, " NEHGR, VOl LXXXV, 1931, p. 26. 
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HOWE'S LOYAL ASSOCIATORS 
"After the nineteenth of April when the Blockade 
of Bocton commenced, your Memorialist was requested 
to do military duty in the Town, and was commissioned 
by General Gage the 5th July 1775 to command a 
company of Associated Loyalists and did duty with them 
in the Town till General Gage left Boston, and the 
command of the Army fell to General Howe who on 
31st October 1775 thought fit to make out a new 
Commission to your Memorialist for the like purpose... " 
Captain James Putnam, of Worcester' 
For the sons of Col. rlisha Jones in Boston, as for other 
members of that small but zealous group of young Tory refugees, 
most of them only a few years out of Harvard, army service, at 
least for the duration of the rebellion, offered the best prospect 
of a career. As in the long struggle known in Massachusetts as the 
French-and-Indian Wars - the last of which, it is important to note, 
had ended'not a generation before - the hope of the Tory colonial 
of good family bent upon, soldiering was to gain a commission in a 
regular regiment. Failing that (usually for lack of vacancies, or, 
most often for Tory refugees in Bostonout off' as so many were from 
their usual sources of'income, for the money needed to purchase) the 
goal was a provincial regiment "upon the establishment" where 
financial rewards were greater, and in Massachusetts like the other 
American colonies chronically. short. of specie, officers had the much 
2 
sought after advantage of half-pay at the end of their active service. 
1 Memorial of James Putnam. PRO. A. 0.13s49. pt. II. Putnam's commissions 
as an Associated Loyalist, however", are not with his Loyalist papers. 
2 
For Billy Williams and others in Col. Jones'family who lived on the 
exposed western frontier- in Berkshire Countty, and who made a career 
of the army in the French Wars, half-pay was an important consideration. 
A captain in Sir William Pepperrell's (his wife's uncle)Fifty-First 
Regiment (om the establishment with half-pay)Billy passed on to his 
cousin Ephriam Williams (Col. Joaes'nephew) a captain-lieutenant's 
commission offered by Gov. Shirley in Feb. 1755, for the ill-fated Crown 
Point expedition,. It was on this campaign that Ephriam(who gave his name 
and fortune to Williams College) was killed at the Bloody Morning Scout 
at Lake George on Sept. 8th. Israel Williams )ISS' MHS, Vol. I, p. 113. 
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For more than three years, and at least ince the 
"Powder Alarm" of September 1,1774, Brig. Timothy Ruf;, c7les had 
pressed both the military command in Boston and the government 
in nngla. nd for authority to raise in Massachur"ett^ a provincial 
regiment of Loyalists "to be upon the establishment. " In 
September and October, 1775 (as in April and July, 1775) these 
negotiations were once again rumoured in Boston to have been 
successful. 
' The views and expectations of Col. Jones' sons in 
Boston - who were to follow the fortunes of the army through the 
war - were doubtless reflected in the enthusiastic letter written 
by another member of the "Harvard Circle, " Samuel Paine, son of 
the old family friend Judge Timothy Paine of Worcester, who had 
escaped to Bo-. ton just before the battle of Bunker Hill on June 17th. 
On October 2nd. Samuel Paine wrote to his brother Dr. William Paine 
the Worcester physician and apothecary and soon himself to become 
a Loyalist refugee in Boston: "Four new Regiments are Raiciný*, and 
to be Raised in America one of which Colonel Ruggles is to have 
the Command of, and with the Appointment of the Officers perhaps 
I may stand. a Very Good Chance for a Commission and it will be a 
pretty affair, as all the Officers will Continue upon half Pay, 
2 
when disbanded they are to be upon the British Lstabl. shment. " 
1 
Ruggles to Israel Mauduit, Oct. 16,1774. Dartmouth MSS. In April, 
1775, before Lexingt'dn, news that in Jan-1775 the Cabinet had 
approved Ruggles' proposals "to raise a corps of irregulars" had 
reached Bonton, and with knowledge of this government support 
Ruggles had. laid before Gage his plans for raising a regiment of 
1,500 Loyalists. Ruggles to John Pownall, April 18,1775. See 
above, Chapter 
2 For Judge Timothy Paine, see sketch in Shipton, ed. Sibley's Harvard 
Graduates, class of 1748, Vol. XII. 
On Oct. 30,1775, Samuel Paine was commissioned Second Lieutenant 
im Captain Abijah Willard's First Company of Associated Loyalists. 
Abijah Willard Papers, PRO. A. O. 13: 51. Samuel's letter to his 
brother William, dated Oct. 2,1775, is in the William Paine M2., 
Vol. I, American Antiquarian Society, Worcester. For Samuel Parte, 
see: Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates, class of 1771, Vol. XVII, 
pp. 580-583. 
Dr. William Paine was in London in October-, 1775"With James Putnam 
he was author of the "Worcester Protest" of 52 Tories there against 
thy- dumping of tea in Boston Iiarbour, and after the mobbing of his 
father sailed for England in Sept., 1774. In Oct-1775 Paine was appointed 
apothecary to the "Detached Hospital North America, " and he served 
through the war as a military doctor. See Kemble Papers, New York Hist. 
Soc. Co1lections, Vol. I, p. 362; Shipton, SSiibley's Harvard Graduates. 1768, Vol. I'VII9 PP--77-75- 
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Once again, however, the young "fighting Tories" in Boston 
were to be disappointed. Brig. Ruggles' Loyal Associators, although 
re-commissioned and reorganized by Howe at the end of October, 1775, 
remained throughout the siege of Boston what they had been under 
Gage: a corps of militia. The explanation made later by Edward 
Winslow of Plymouth,, appointed by Gage in Y. 1775 Collector for 
the Port of Boston and Register of Probate for Suffolk County, 
who served in the Associators as a Lieutenant, and often quoted, 
however, is less than candid. Winslow, more the politician and less 
the man of principle than Timothy Ruggles, later glossed over the 
important but narrow considerations of military policy that set Howe 
against Ruggles' proposals for a regiment of Provincials on their 
merits, and, of great significance in the later conduct of the war, 
Winslow wrote nothing at all about Howe's continuing personal animus 
against Ruggles for his close connections in London with Lord George 
Germain and other Tories in the governments 
"I have not forgotten with what alacrity the idea 
was adopted by many of the most respectable characters 
among the refugees. Such, however, was the situation of 
the British Army, their distress for provisions and 
other perplexing circumstances, than an effort to 
raise Recruits there would have been impolitic and 
must have proved ineffectual... " 1 
1 
W. O. Raymozvd, ed., The Winslow Papers, (New Brunswick Hist. Soc., 1901)p. 42. 
At New York on July 30,1776, Edward Winslow was appointed "Muster-Master 
General to the Provincial Troops taken into His Majesty's pay within 
the Colonies lying in the Atlantic Ocean from-Nova Scotia to West 
Florida, " with the rank of lieutenant colonel. This commission was signed 
by Stephen Kemble, Deputy Adjutant General. "General Ordens by Maj. Gen. 
the Hon. William Howe" Kemble Papers, New York Hist. Soo. Collections, 
1883, p. 
After the War Winslow settled in New Brunswick where he became a 
judge of the Supreme Court. He died at Prederickton May 13,1815. See 
Stockton and Lawrence, The JudKes of New Brunswick the Their Times, 
pp. 119-148; and Shipton, ed. Sibley's Harvard Graff tes, xyI, pp. 274-9. 
Clads of 1765. 
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Lord George Germain, who was to become an important patron 
of Col. Llisha Jones' soldier sons, and who favoured a vigorous 
prosecution of the war against the rebels, did not finally succeed 
the dilatory Lord Dartmouth 
Colonies until Dec-10,1775 
upon the conduct of affairs 
1 
spring. From the standpoint 
it is of the greatest impor- 
as Secretary of State for the American 
- too late to have a decisive influence 
in Boston before the evacuation in the 
of Col. Elisha Jones and his loyal family 
Lance that Germain, who would bear the main 
burdem in, directing the war in America for more than the next six years, 
took office with the respect and trust of such "fighting Tories" in 
2 
Massachusetts - and experienced veterans of the French wars - as Brig. 
Timothy Ruggles, who corresponded with him to the end of the conflict, 
and for all that the Whig generals, Hbwe in command at Boston, and 
his aide, Henry Cliruton, so noisily and continually fulminated against 
him for alleged cowardice at Minden. 3 
1 
In London Thomas Hutchinson wrote on Jan. 27,1776, that Germain 
"... has the character of a gi iat man, and I verily believe is a 
true friend of' both countries. " Hutchinson to 
`_. 
Jan. 27,1776. 
Brits. Mus. Egerton K$S 2661, p. 171. 
2 Ins one of his last despatches, to Clinitotm in New York and. just before 
leaving office, im February, 1782, Germain gave Clinton authority to 
hand over command to Gen. Robertson, and once more urged that the safety 
of Loyalists in places of refuge in the south - at Charleston, (SC) and Savannah (Gay) should not be sacrificed to over-protection of the 
influential Loyalist colony at New York. Germain, left office Feb. 9,1782. 
PRO. CO 5: 104, f. 181. 
3 
The "Ghost" of Germain's alledged cowardice at Minden was to hang over the remainder of his public career. His slowness to attack with the 
cavalry of the right wing - on orders from Ferdinand of Brunswick - 
resulted in Germaints severe rebuke in General Orders and later dismissal 
from the service. Political "collusion" to bring about Germain's 
downfall - at the instigation of Field Marshal Lord Ligonier some believe 
has never been established. It is interesting to note, however, the 
antipathy of Honey Clinton, later to command at New York, for Germain and 
all connected with him, including Timothy Ruggles. Clinton had been aide- de-camp to Ferdinand of Brunswick during the Seven Years War. ' 
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The assessment of Germain made by Gen. John Burgoyne early in 
1775 shows how solidly based were the hopes of Ruggles and the Boston 
Tories tiw: ho, after the ineptitude of Lexington and the folly of military 
blood-letting at Bunker Hill, set out for everyone to see from Boston, 
looked. to Germain among Lord North's coterie of politicians in England 
for effective leadership in putting an end to rebellion and. civil 
chaos. Burgoyne met with Germain while canvassing for appointment to 
succeed William Tryon - unpopular and suspected of secret dealings 
with the rebels - as governor of New Tork,, and he later wrote that 
Germain "... had more information about the subject, more enlarged 
sentiments, and more spirit than any, of the Ministers with whom I 
had conversed... He acknowledged that he was in all consultations upon 
American measures; that indeed his (warm interest) had led him almost to 
offer himself to Bord North... "2 
From the beginning of armed resistance to government in 
Massachusetts, and at least as early as the Powder Alarm of Sept. 1,1774, 
Germain had regarded the arming of the Loyalists and their organization 
into provincial corps - as in the plans put forward to the North Ministry 
in the fall of 1774 by Brig. Timothy Ruggles - as a better answer to 
1In Autmust, 1775, Governor Tryon kzA advised Dartmouth to withdraw the 
claim of Parliament to tax the American colonies in order to rally 
support for the Loyalists. Brit. Mus., ADD ASS. 38650A, ff. 1-2. (miscellaneous) 
2 Memorandum by Burgoyne of how he was chosen to be sent to Boston (with 
Generals Howe and Clinton on the Cerberus that sailed from Portsmouth 
April 18,1775) printed in De Fonblanque, ... John Bu_rgoyne, 1876. pp. 120-32. Germain and Burgoyne "got oit" well at this time hie"Reflections upon the 
War in, America, "written during his voyage to Bugland in December, 1775, 
were used by Germain,, in; planning the next year's campaign stratepy,, and his 
idea for an advance southward from Canada was material in his being given 
command of the fateful expedition that led to Saratoga in 1777. See De 
Fonblanque, ... John Burgoyne, 1876. p. 209. 
As might be expected, Burgoyne was a notable patron of New . 
England torfies 
who were active soldiers: Ephriam Jones (during the Siege of Boston a rF 'l 
prisoner in Great Barrington jail, and who later escaped to Canada) served 
as a commissary with Burgoyne, while his younger brother Jonas - perhaps the most able soldier of all Col. Jon, est sons, and a veteran "of eleven actions". 
was given an ensign's commission by Burgoyne in the 20th Regiment of Foot 
for gallantry in battle during the Saratoga campaign. PRO. A. 0.13: 47; 
A. 0.13: 50; A. 0.13: 74. 
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the rebels thou armies of regular troops that had to be transported 
with inevitable long delay actoss the Atlentic, and - as Germain all 
too clearly foresaw - with staggering problems of supply unthought of 
even in tI-je last French war that had taxed government facilities to 
the limit. Throughout his term of office as Secretary of State for 
the American Colonies in the North government which began December 10, 
1775, Germain regarded the strength and extent of popular loyalty to 
government as a critical factor in the conflict. Germain actively 
encouraged the raising of provincial corps, both military and to man the 
provincial privateer fleets, despite opposition and obstruction from 
the War Office and Admiralty and from prejudiced field commanders, 9 
including notably Howe and Clinton, distrustful of colonial loyalties. 
The better to be informed, Germain, too, appointed colonials to posts 
of influence in T land: 
'Benjamin 
Thompson of Concord, colonel of New 
Hampshire militia and like Col. Jones'sons at Hinsdale (Judge Daniel,, 
Josiah, and Simeon) a protege of Governor John Wentworth, who at the 
time of the Boston evacuation in Maroh, 1776, sailed for London with 
despatches and intelligence reports of the strength and organization 
of Washington's army (prepared by Thompson himself) was promptly 
appointed. by Germaine to his own department as Secretary of the Province 
1 S-topford-Sackville Papers (ffist. MSS Commicsion)Vo1. I, pp. 135-6. 
2 This is well illustrated in Germain's correspondence with "fighting 
Tories" such as Brig. Timothy Ruggles, and with field commanders in 
America. Clinton in particular was hostile both to Ruggles and Germain. 
When, after-the occupation of New York Ruggles tried to see Clinton, about 
his project for raising a Loyalist cavalry troop, he was abruptly refused 
an interview, and Ruggles wrote afterward to Germain that he would try 
again when there was a new commander-in-chief. Germain's letter approving 
and recommending Ruggles' project is still in MSS of Sir Henry Clinton, 
Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
The Secretary at War in North's Cabinet until Iarch, 1778, was Lord 
Barrington, an old antagonist of Germain who had arranged his court-martial 
after Minden. On March 19, however, Lord Amherst, a friend of Germain's 
from childhood, was put in charge of the army with a seat in the Cabinet. 
Amherst was much respected by the Massachut-tts Tories - and by Ruggles, - 
who soldiered with him among other places at the capture of Ticdnderoga 
and Crown Point in 1759,, where Ruggles commanded the Massachusetts troops. 
Ruggles referred to the "Noble spirit of General Amherst" in a letter of 
July 26,1759. Chamberlain MSS, Boston Public Library, E 10.94. From Crown 
Point Amherst wrote to Gov. Thomas Pownall, Nov. 19,1759, that Ruggles had done 
everything he could for the good of the service and that he was "a zealous, diligent, good man, and I should not do him justice if I did not mention him to you as such. "Jones, Loyalists of Macsachusetts, l930. p. 251. 
3 Germain, had little time for Colonials who preferred to sit-out the 
cont. 
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of Georgia. 
1 
It was Thompson, promoted to be Under Secretary of State 
in the American Department in September, 1780, who in particular was 
to recommend the outstanding services of Col. Elisha Jones and his 
2 
sonn to Lord George Germain. 
3 cont. fighting in London. Expatriate loyalists there of the type of 
Judge Samuel Curwen of Salem (thought by some to be more than half a 
rebel) disliked Germain and belittled his appointment of Benjamin 
Thompson. "This young man, " Curwen wrote in his Journal, May 24,1731, 
"is native of I1assachusetts, was shop lad to J. A. my next neibour ever 
appeared active, good natured, and sensible; by a strange concurrence 
of Evils is now under Secretary to American Secretary of State... " 
Andrew Oliver, ed., The Journal of Samuel Curwen, 1972, p. 758. 
1 Thompson's "Observations" on the army of Washington, dated Nov. 4,1775, 
are in Stopforc3-Sackville Papers (Hist. Mss. Commission) Vol. II, pp. 13-18. 
Thomp^on's career is summarized in Jones, The Lo, yaliots of Ma-, sachusetts, 
1930, pp. 275-6. See also: George Edward Ellis, Memoir of Sir Benjamin 
Thompson, Count Rumford. 1871,104ff'. (The Ellis MSS relating to Thompson 
are in the Mass. Hist. Soc., Boston); and Lewis Einstein, Divided Loyalties, 
1933" 
2 Benjamin Thompson to Sir Grey Cooper, Whitehall, Apri1 10,1781. PRO: 
A. 0.13: 47; Lord George Germain to Sir Grey Cooper, Whitehall, May 29,1781. 
PRO: A. 0.13: 47. 
Germain wrote: "Mr Jones (Stephen, then in London) has been so 
strongly recommended tome by Persons well acquainted with the Services 
and Sufferings of himself and his family, and he has procured such 
respectable testimonials in his favour, (which are annexed to his Memorial 
to the Lords of the Treasury that I cannot refuse to comply with the 
request he has made tp me to recommend him to your protection. This 
case appears to me to be very deserving of their Lordships attention 
and I should be much obliged to you if you would assist him by 
bringing forward his Memorial. " 
Stephen Jones' Memorial, dated London, April 2,1781, in in PRO: A. 0.13: 47 
Resigning his office under Germain in October, 1781, to take command 
(as Lt. Col. Commandant) of the newly-raised provincial regiment the 
King's American Dragoons (of which Prince William Henry - later 
William IV - was made Colonel) at New York, Thompson took Stephen Jones, 
commissioned Cornet in this corps, with him on his staff from London 
when he sailed soon afterward for America. See also: PRO. H. 0.42: 2 and 
H. O. 42: 3. 
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}iowe'r reorganization of the Loyalist military corps in 
Boston in October-November, 1775, with more than a century of 
New L}aý; lrind Nilitia experience to draw upon, was to set the pattern 
for later use of the Loyalists - usually referred to as "Provincials"- 
in the American colonies until the end of the war. Thenceforth and 
wherever practicable the colonial-born were formed into separate 
corps, nometimes with colonials as officers, often with a "mix" of 
regulars or "old country" men. Under Howe's reorganization of the Fall 
of 1775, Brig. Timothy Ruggles' corps of Loyal Associators of Boston - 
in which Col. Elisha Jones" sons were to serve throughout the Siege - 
were reduced in number from five companies to three to allow for the 
formatioý of two new and separate ethnic companies under direct British 
command. These were the Loyal North British Volunteers, mainly Scots 
1 
Ruggles' five companies of Associators and their officers are listed 
in the roster dated July 5,1775 in the Gage Papers, Clements Library, 
University of Michigan. 
The captains of the two new companies 
(the Loyal North British 
Volunteers and the Loyal Irish Volunteers) had both served as officers 
in Ruggles'Loyal Associators under Gage: James Anderson as 2nd Lieut. 
in Capt. Adino Paddock's Third Company, and James Forrest as Ist Lieut, 
in Ruggles'own First Company. 
2 First Lieutenant David Black of the Loyal North British Volunteers 
claimed that this "... was the first Company raised in America in 
defence of the Constitution... " which was misleading. It was the first 
of the Loyalist Corps in Boston under Howe to appear in the General 
Orders - October 29,1775 - followed by Ruggles' Loyal Assoeiators on 
November 17 and the Loyal Irish Volunteers on, December 7th. See the 
Memorial of David Black, PRO. A. 0.13: 50. 
I 
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merch n tp PO, li in Dorton, under Captain Jci. ý: icn andernon, 
; ýc? t, ý ]goy-I 1N A Volqntccrn, co mmandcrl by C, aptaLin J, rmc^ 
yorre : "t. TV Atinn, o; pnization, ration: -, nsm^ n. n(i errui, ): aent 
were c-m; qrýY Q; o thole ofi3ri; -r. o ior Timothy Lo, yri 
c. n ;,., ,,,, i.,, '. or::. 
"i t't 1. }_c rcor ania. tion of iiurý l. e.. t corn^ o Loyý, ýl i-: t 
tl, c cre,, tion of three di^tinet Loyalict co mýýl:: nd:,, lioýrevcr, 
, ome form of distinction for each 
became ncccrcary. In addition 
1 According to Iio, -. e'n Orders of Oct. 29,1775 thin corps , as 
organi -eck an follows: "; some North British I', erch Leto residing here 
with heir ,,.; illcrents having offered their services for the defen:, c 
of the place, the Cornm;. nder-in-Chief had order'(11 thorn to bo r; rmer3 
and directed. teem to be formed. into a company called the 'Loyal 
forth Jriti-h Vol". i: ntcern . They will 
be di: tin f; uisshed by a blue 
bonnet with : A. Anr'rewc Cross upon it. Mr. James Anderson to be 
Captain, . ýillir m Blair and John : 'lernin Lieuten nts. The Guard 
Room and Alarm Po.; t to he near Ponncl Faneu. il) Ball. The Company 
will amount a. C uar. r3 at ro. nfiring 
(tap-to Was at 8p. -n. ) rm 6 patrol 
the streets w-ithin a certain diotrict and will take into custody 
any r, u picio. zý or disorderly person:; found in the streetn at 
improper ho". u. rs. "G>ee also Howe's Ordern of Hov. l8 , 1775, rely tiny; 
to service of this and the other Loyalist corps at fires in the 
town o Boston. Howe, "General Ordern... " Now York Riot. Goc. 
Collections, 1.83, p. 25i. The Messt account of the activities of the 
Loyal :; orth British Volunteers in to be found in the papers of a 
Loyalist who war later commissioned in it as a Lieutenant, Boston 
merchant David I31a. ck, who like several of Col. Jones' sons nettled 
after the Jar in ; iova Gcotia. PRO. A. O. 13: 50; A. O. 12: 10, f. ^6; '. -70. 
2 
IlorTe's Orters, of Dec-7,1775, are as follows: "Some Irish l-ierchants 
residing in To,, mn, with their Adherents, having offered their Service 
for the Defense of the Place, the Commander-in-Chief has ordered 
-them to be arnec?, and directs their beine; formed into a Company, 
and to be called the Loyal Irish Volunteers. They iwrill he c? i tinMxishcd 
by a Thite 
"V. r. Jýa. mes Porrest, Captain; Int. Lieutn. William Granvillc Hoare, 
John Brandon; ý'nd. Lie!. itc. John R uamrage, Jonathan . Meran, dMph 
Cunnin, r"h am . 
"Their Guard Room and Alarm Pont to be near Lill Bridge. Thic 
Company will r; ount a Guard every &veningr and Patrol the 1itreet , 
;,, n; ] will take into Custody all Su. npiciou; n narr. Disorderly Persons 
found in the 0treets at Improper hours. The Commissary General will 
i cue Rations of Provisions to this Company accorCjinc- to the R'eturnn 
rimed by Capt. 'orreüt. " New York Hint. roc. Col ec, ion^, l8_ ;, 270-1. 
Capt. Jasses i orrest's chow tl nt his com wi. ny numbered ßi7 men 
and 6 officers, including himself. Porr. est was born in Ireland and 
nettled in Boston as a merchant in 1761. PRO. A. O. 1?: 7ýj, f1'. 31)-3^q; 
A. 0.12 : 101, fc. 183,273; A. 0.13: 73; /1.0.13: 100. 
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to the hT nic , -renn 
Lo, 'r-. Lint uniform - 
worn .2 early . mi 
l-Au. mtýt ý 
. 
Driti'h Voluntncrn wore a bloc bonnet 
"_ý. Lo yn. l Iri; nh Voluute , ý, pon it 
(cocl. c; i) the old' Jacobite b; iclge 
3 
: ituart. 
for tho:; e who harf it - 
177 j, 
1 
the I oyal i: orth 
With a Wit . LnOrc .r,,, croon 
crc r,, white cockac1e in their 
of Prince Chrrle^ iý; rllrýtird 
Col. l1. i hý Jonec' none, who served an officer-- with 
Fýu. ýMlen' Loyal Annociatorc under Rowe, would have worn their 
hadre, a ?! hite scarf around the left arm. In hin orders of 
,: Jovembor 1,591775 to 
C iptain Franci', Green, in whose Third Comp uiy 
Jonninh Jones wan 'Jirct Lieutenant, Brie. Timothy Ruvfrler ntipulated 
that "Upon all duty" they were "to wear a white ncarf round the 
ccident . "4 The Ansocir. tor 
Companies were left arm to prevent accident. " 
4 
a. lno : ', abject to the further uniform order made 
by Howe on 
1: ovember 17th 
(the same day as the formation of the Loyal. Ar ori. cän 
Anrnociatora *, -rar noted in Howe's General 
Orders) for all 'Guards 
to mount in le, - in;; c or cloth t*aitern... The Corps that are not 
provi cd grit1i them to provide there elves n, soon an pornihie. 
"5 
1 I. ' or the uniforms of Brig. Timothy Ruggles' Loyal Associators 
under Gage, sec above, Chapter 
Joseph Reed (, 1"' . n>hinrton's Iiilitary 
: Secretary) to Thornn. n Bre. dford, Cambr. idge, Au, a. ^t ? 4,1775. , Iilliam B. 
Reed, Life and Correspondence of Joseph Hoed, Vol. 1, p. l? 0. 
In 1776 the b:. r? ic Loyýlict uniform was a green coat, white 
waistcoat and breeches, a cocked hat, dark brown gaiters, with 
accoutrements of ro, ular army design. 
Clothing and equipment was 
cent to the American colonies for 
8,000 Provincial troopsin 1776. 
See Report of John Robinson (Treasury) to iiilliam Knox, July 30,1777. 
PRO. T. 27: 31. 
2 Ilo''e, "General Orders... " Oct. ? 9,1775. New York IIist. Soc. 
Col. lectionss, 1553, p. 254. 
3 Howe, "General Orders... " Dec. 7,1775" Ibid. -, p.; 70. 
4 Brig;. Timothy Ru.; ý^les to i''rancis 
Green, Nov-15,1775. i rancis 
Green II35., PRO. , A. 0.13: 45 
5 Howe, "General Orders... " Nov. 17,1775. New York Hist. . Ioc. 
2011221102091853, pp. 252-253. 
No mention h. as been found of drummers and fifers with Rugs leer 
or the other Loyalist Corps during the Sie; -e of Boston, but a rebel 
hr, ndcrnra. n, Benjrlr. ýin Smith of Needham 
(I'Iass. ) in 185 3, ag; ed 93 recalled 
the air "The 'Nhite Cockade" - like"Yankee Doodle"- were among the tunes 
le: znec' "from hearing the British play them in the distance. " Boston 
IIi toric l Ilrz ^ý ine, (July, 1859) p.? 70. 
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As unrer Cr e, Bri(-. Timothy'Rugg1es' corps of Loyal Asnociators 
was placed unier the direct orders of Lord Percy, who later was to 
write a glowing endorsement of the military services of Co]. Jones and 
1 
his sons during t1i' siege of Boston. Two of the captains of the three 
componie^ had held this rank in the Associators under Gage: Ahijah 
Wi1. ]ard of Lancacter, appointed Captain of the new First Company, and 
James Putnam of Worcester, Captain of the new Second Company. Captain 
of the Third Company was Francis Green, a Bostonian and Harvard gradua'I. e 
with a record of distinguished service as an officer in the 40th 
Regiment of Foot at Louisburg, Martinique, and Havanna, and who had 
settled in his native town as a merchant after the French Wars. 
3 
The Chaplain, as before, was the Rev. John Troutbeck, assistant to 
the Rev. Henry Caner at King's Chapel on Tremont Street. 4 
Col. Elisha Jones, probably because of his duties as Forage 
Commissioner, held no command in the Associators under Howe, but of 
the total of 19 officers in Ruggies' oorps (each company had a 
complement of two first lieutenants and three second lieutenants) 
however, two were his sons: Josiah, First Lieutenant in Captain Francis 
Green's Third Company, and Stephen, Second Lieutenant in Captain 
1 Memorandum by Lord Percy dated Grosvenor Square, April 8,1781. 
Memorial of Stephen, Josiah, Jonas, and Simeon Jones, Pß0. A. 0.13: 47. 
2 Roster of Rug, -lest Five Companies of Associators, Cage Papers, 
dated July 5,1775. Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
3 Sketches of Francis Green are in, Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard 
Graduates, (clans of 1760) Vol. XIV, pp. 610-617; and Lorenzo Sabine, 
BioFraphi. cal Sketches of Loyalists of the American Revolution (1864) 
Vol. I, pp. 492-3. Green wrote his memoirs, which Sabine used, but which 
Clifford Shipton writing a century later could not find. For Green's 
Commission und other papers relating to his activities in Boston see 
PRO. A. o. 13: 45 and A. 0.13: 73. 
4 For the Rev. Johm Troutbeck, see petitions and memorials of his widow 
Sarah, daughter-of the prosperous distiller John Gould of Boston: 
PRO. A. 0.13: 24; A. 0.13: 49; A. 0.13: 7'4; A. 0.13: 137. 
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James Putnam's 'Second Company. 
THE LOYAL ANMICAN ASSOCIATOR OF BOSTON as reorganized 
by Howe, November, 1775.1 
Commander: Brig. Timothy Ruggles of Hardwick 
First Comppnr 
Captain: Abijah Willard of Lancaster 
First Lieutenants: Thomas Beaman of Petersham 
George Leonard of Boston 
Second Lieutenants: Samuel Paine of Worcester 
James Putnam, Jr. of Worcester 
Thomas Danforth of Cambridge 
Second Company 
Captain: James Putnam of Worcester 
First Lieutenants: John Sargent of Salem 
Daniel Oliver of Hardwick 
Second Lieutenants: Jeremiah Dummer Rogers of Littleton 
John Ruggles of Hardwick 
Stephen Jones of Weston 
Third Company 
Captain: Francis Green of Boston 
First Lieutenantss Josiah Jones of Hinsdale (New Hampshire 
Ebenenzer Spooner 
Second Lieutenantes Abraham Savage of Boston 
William Chandler of Worcester 
Nathaniel Coffin of Boston 
* Harvard Graduates 
1 This roster was published in Howe's General Orders on Nov. 17,1775. 
Howe, "General Orders... " New York Historical Society Collections, 
1883, p. 252. A roster of the First Company is in the Loyalist papers of 
Captain Abijah Willard, PRO. A. 0.13: 51; and of the Third Company in 
the Loyalist papers of Captain Francis Green, PRO. A. 0.13: 45. 
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The Loyal American Anroci-itorc, ar tinder Gape, were. 
led by Colonial vetera. nc of the '. French Wax-, '. rith the Howe 
reorganization, however, the officer posts were dominated by 
three families, each of which, like the Joneses of Weston, 
gave two officers to the Corps. The others were the Rut-ý*loses 
of Hardwick, Brigadier Timothy as Commandant and hin son John 
(who on the night . -i. fter the Battle of 
Lexington escaped from 
Weston to Boston with Josiah Jones) a second Lieutenant with 
Gtephen Jones in Capt. James Pv. tna. m's >econd Company; and the 
Putna, m's of Worcester, James Putnam, Captain of the Second 
Comp, n. ny, and hin son James, barely a year out of Harvard 
(1774), 
Second. lieutenant in the Pirnt Company of Captain Abi jrth Nilla. rd . 
The services of Col. H1. icha Jones' none with the Boston Accnociatornn 
were to be the foundation of an outstanding military record by 
a single Colonial Loyalist family that wan to last out the 
Revolution. 
1 
Lord Percy, who with Brigadier iturr len,.:. rlc3 Generals 
Gage and Howe, among others, . supported. the 
Joneses Loyalist cla. i1T1s. 
later wrote that Col. Jones' none "... voluntarily entred as officers 
in a special corps formed at Boston during thc' Blockade under 
the command of General Rugglen; ancl which corps i"ra;; placed under 
my Ordern; nnd that during that time, 1 had frequent occasion of 
remarking & highly approving their Veel & :. ervicen. " 
Although Ruggles' Loyal American Annocin. tors wan not gasetted 
in 1Iowe's General Orders until Nlov. l7,1775, reo aniza. tion of the 
Corps appears to have boon largely completed some time before, as 
the dates of two of the three known surviving company comfý, innion^ 
1 3eo. Benjamin Thompson (Under ; )ecretn. ry of State in the American 
Department) to :; ir Grey Cooper, 61hitehall, April 1G, 17(ý1; Lord Georr'e 
Germain to mir Grey Cooper, +lh itnhrzll , iiay 2 1,17 ;1. r' t0 .A . 0. l3/ j, 
2 Testimonial of Lord Percy, April 8,1731. Miemorial of Itephen 
Joner, FRO. A. 0.13/47. 
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show. One of these was for Captain Abijah Willard and the junior 
officers of the First Company, dated Oct. 30,1775, and the other for 
Captain Francis Green and the officers of the Third. Company, dated 
November 1st, in which Josiah Jones was commissioned one of two first 
lieutenants. These commissions, now with the Loyalist papers of the 
company captains (that of Captain James Putnam and. the Second Company 
is missing)were signed and sealed by Howe and countersigned by his 
Secretary, Captain Robert &iackenzie, in whose office Josiah Jones 
after his escape from Concord jail had been appointed clerk. 
SEAL By His Excellency The Honourable William Howe 
Major General and Commander in Chief of all His 
Majesty's Forces within the Colonies laying on the 
Atlantic Ocean from Nova Scotia to West Florida 
inclusive &c &c 
2 
I do hereby appoint you Francis Green Esquire to be 
Captain, Ebenezer Spooner and Josiah Jones Gentlemen to be First 
Lieutenants, Abraham Savage, William Chandler, and Nathaniel Coffin 
to be Second Lieutenants of the Third Company of Loyal Associated 
Volunteers for His Majesty's Service in thin Town, to be commanded 
by the Hon. Brigadier General Ruggles, subject to my Orders, or to 
the Officer Commanding in Boston for the time being, and they are 
required to obey you according to the 'Perms of their Association. 
Given under my Hand and Seal at 
Head Quarters in Boston this 1st Day of November, 1775 
W. Howe 
By His Excellency's Command 
Robert Mackenzie ' 
1 
Loyalist Papers of Capt. Abijah Willard, PRO. A. O. 13: 51. 
2 Loyalist Papers of Capt. Francis Green, PRO. A. O. 13: 45. 
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Apart fromm purl i^hing the roster of officers, Howe's official 
notice of Ruggles' Loyal Associators, dated Head a uarters, Boston, 
Nov. l7th, 1775, was brief, and like the General's Loyalist Proclamation 
of October 28th, and the Loyalist Association Paper itself, made no 
reference to the earlier history of this volunteer corps under Gage. 
"Many of His Majesty's Loyal American Subjects, " the announcement 
read, "residing in Boston; with their Adherents, having offered their 
Service for the Defence of the Place, the Commander in Chief has 
ordered them to be armed, and directed their being formed into three 
Companies unter the Command of the Hon. Timothy Ruggles, to be called 
the Loyal American Associators; they will be Distinguished by a white 
sash round the left arm. " As under Gage Ruggles' Associators were 
umpaid, 'hut, as Howe's notice concluded, "The Commissary General will 
give rations of Provisions to those Companies according to the 
1 
returns signed by the Commandant. " These soldiers' rations of food 
and fuel, both in ever shorter supply as the New england winter drew 
om, and priced in the market out of reach of refugees who had been forced 
to leave most of their property behind them. were to be the saving 
of many a Loyalist family in the beseiged Boston of the winter of 1775. 
The various units of British regular troops were stationed and 
barracked at strategic points around Boston, and guard rooms and alarm 
posts were appointed as well for the three companies of Loyal Associators 
by Brig. Ruggles under orders from Howe an commander in chief, although 
their locations in, the case of the Associators were never published 
inHowe's General Orders. While the posting of only one of the 
1 
Howe, "General Ordere... " New York Historical Society Collections, 
1883, pp. 252-3. 
2 The assignments of the two new companies of Volunteers, however, appear 
in, Howe's Orders of Dec. 28,1775: "In, case of the alarm Guns being fired, 
the Corps first to form om their Regimental Parades... North British 
Volunteers, Long Wharf; Irish Company, Storehouses near the Dock... " 
Ibid., pp. 283,284. 
Richard Frothingham's Tie See of Boston (1849), still the best account 
and notable for its careful detail and lack of political bias, gives little 
more than a paragraph to the Loyalist corps in Boston under Howe, and his 
only source for the Associators was Howe's "formation"order of Nov-17th. 
Loyalists and especially their military organizations, a political liability 
to the rebels during the War, were "forbidden"subjects when Frothingham 
wrote, and the opportunity then still to record first-hand accounts of the 
Loyalist activities in Boston-during the siege was missed. See The Siege 
of Bos tom, P-279. 
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Associator companies is positively known, this one, however, is of 
great importance to the history of Col. Elisha Jones and his family 
during the latter months of the Siege, for it was that of Capt.? rancis 
Green's Third Company in which Josiah Jones was First Lieutenant. 
"I have it in mind to acquaint you, " wrote Brig. Ruggles to Capt. Green 
on Nov. l5th, "that the General expects for the (present) you can 
take charge of the District about Liberty Tree and the Lanes and 
Alleys and Wharves adjacent... "1 
This was in the "South End" (Boston, then had three main parts, 
the other two called the "Middle District" and the "North End") which 
adjoined Boston Neck and was most. exposed to rebel cannon fire from 
Roxbury Heights. The South End district, which took in the l2th, ll-bh, 
and 10th Wards of Boston (going northward) extended from the Town 
Gates on Boston Neck, heavily fortified at the beginning of the Siege 
by Gage, and strengthened and reinforced by Howe in the fall of 1775, 
thence around Boston harbour to just beyond Griffirsts Wharf, and 
northward to Boston Common. The "South End" was then the most rural 
and in many ways attractive part of the town, with fields and orchards 
and meadows between the houses, many of them elegant and spacious, 
the homes of rich merchants like the famous diari2 t, churchwarden of 
Trinity, and Grand Master of the Masons, John Rowe. If, as seems probable, 
the stationing of the other two Associator companies followed sequence, 
the Seconid Company of Capt. James Putnam - in which Stephen Jones 
was one of the second lieutenants - was in the "Middle District, " 
and that of Capt. Abijah Willardts First Company in the seaward and 
teeming crooked. maze of streets and ancient houses that was the"North 
End. * 
1 Brig. Ruggles to Capt. Francis Greern, Nov. 15,1775. Francis Green MSS. 
PRO. A, o. 13: 45" ' 
2 
For the political divisions of Boston at this time see: Richard Frothingham, History of the Siege of Bo_ ton, 1R49, pp. 29-32_; and the best topographical description, by Annie Haven Thwing, The Crooked 
arc Narrow Streets of Boston (1920), with maps facing pages 26,, 1 I5j2. 
The Diary of John Rowe gives much detail of the South End before and during the Siege as does the "Introduction" to the published edition by Edward Pietoe, Anne Rowe Cunninghamo Letters and Diary of John Rowe, 1903. 
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Each Associator company was assigned a Guard Room, which 
served an the command post for those on duty, and an Alarm Post, 
the rendezvous of all in the company at the signal of a rebel attack 
upon the town, fire, or other emergency, and given by the firing of the 
three Alarm Guns on Beacon Hill 
1 
(These fired the daily "Morning" and 
" veninf-"(curfew) signal guns. ) In his instructions to Captain Green 
of the Third Company on Nov. l5th, Brig. Ruggles wrote: "I am commanded 
to signify it to you that the General had order'd, that you take a 
Room for the comfortable reception of your Company as near as may be 
to the centre of your District, " that is, the Liberty Tree, "without 
interfering with any buildings appropriated for the2Quarters of the 
officers of the Army or Barracks for the Troops... " Ruggles referred 
here to the 52nd Regiment, which,, after its arrival at Benton from 
Quebec the end of October, 1774, had been "quartered in some distillery 
houses near Liberty Tree... "3 
Symbolically enough, when Lt. Josiah Jones' Third Company of 
Loyal Associators took up quarters there in November, 1775, the notorious 
"Liberty Tree", since the riotous Whig opposition to tho Stamp Act 
the meeting place of the Boston "Sons of Liberty", was but a stump. 
"Liberty Tree" had been a giant and venerable elm, the largest of a 
group which stood in an enclosure at DeaconEElliot s Ce9; ner, at the sex 
junction of Orange (now Washington) Street, /Newbury Street, and 
Frog Lane (Boylston Street), just over half a mile from the Town House. 
Beneath the spreading. branches of this grove there was space and cool 
1For the Alarm Oins, see Howe's General Orders of Dec. 11,1775. Howe, 
"General Orders.,.. " New York Hist. Soc" Collections, 1883, p. 272. 
Nov. 15,1775, 2Brig. Timothy Ruggles to Capt. Franois Green, /Green MSS. PRO. A. 0.13: 45. 
3 Diary kept by Lt. Martin Hotter of the 52nd Regiment, published as 
the Jr of Genera Sir Martin Hunter... (Edinburgh, 1894), pp. 7-8. 
It is particularly unfortunate that Hunter made no direct reference (in 
the printed. verc; ion of his diary)to the Third Company of Associators 
with whom night patrols and other duties in the district of "Liberty Tree" 
were shared. Hunter mentions, among others, service with the "Neck Guard" 
at nearby Boston Neck on the fortifications adjoining the Boston town 
gates. 
Howe's General Orders ofDec. 28,1775, directed, on the alarm guns being 
fired, units to muster on their Regimental Parades: "... 52nd Liberty Tree. " 
Howe, "General Orders... "New York Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883, p. 284. 
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summer shade for comfortable gatherings of hundreds if1not 
thousands, and this place was known as "Liberty Hall". 
It was the Massachusetts Loyalists who had. cut down the 
Liberty Tree: for revenge and fire-wood. Of Col. Elisha Jones' sons, 
only Stephen is known to have been in Boston in August, 1775, when 
a First Lieutenant of Capt. James Putnam's Fourth Company of 
Associators, the lawyer Job Williams, a refugee from Taunton, 
earned his opprobrious place in Boston history by leading a squad 
of Loyalists that did the deed. If these included only men from the 
Fourth Company then Stephen Jones at best could only have been a 
spectator, however, for Loyalists were assigned to the Company 
rosters alphabetically, and the Fourth Company included only 
names beginning with the letters "M" to "R". It was perhaps because 
of this spirit of enterprise that, under Howe, Williams was given 
command of the 4-gun Boston Customs House Schooner which, during 
2 
the siege, was used as a naval auxilliary against rebel shipping. 
As had been the case since they were first raised after the 
Battle of Lexington, the principal duty of the Loyal Associators 
under Howe was to relieve the Regular troops of the onerous and 
fatiguing burden of night duty. In his orders to Caj, t. Green on 
Nov. 15,1775, Brig. Ruggles affirmed "... the General expects... that 
by a constant patroling party from Sunset to Sunrise, you prevent 
all Disorders within the District by either Signals, Fires, Thieves, 
1 
Forbes, PAU Reve , (1942) pp. 101-102,306,371. 
2 Force, Ae 'can Arc ives, Ser. IV, Vo1. III, p. 472. For Job Williams, 
see the Memorial of Daniel Leonard, a fellow Loyalist and !. ownsman 
of Taunton, &n PRO. A. O. 13: 47; Frothingham, Siede of Boston (1849) 
p. 278, note 1. The roster of the Loyal Associators' officers and five 
companies of rank-and file, dated July 5,1775, is in the Gage MSS, 
Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
I 
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1 
Robbers, Housebreakers, or Rioters... " For the Third. Company of 
First Lieutenant Josiah Jones responsibility included "the District 
T 
about Liberty Tree and. the Lanes and. Alleys and Wharves adjacent... " 
For the most part rosters appear to have appointed. duty for the men 
once every f if-. 1h night through the winter of 1775-6. 
The Associators were armed while on regular duty. In his orders 
of November 15th Brig. Ruggles directed that, after he had set up 
the Third Company Guard Room, Capt. Green was "to apply to the 
Town Major for as many arms as may be necessary for carrying on the 
Service... " 
; 
own-Major since his appointment July 10,1775 was Capt. 
James Urquhart of the 14th Regiment of Foot (he was to serve for 
the remainder of the British stay in Boston). Like many a regular 
officer stationed in New hgland, too, he had married into a well- 
to-do colonial family: Urquhart's wife Hannah was a daughter of the 
Province Secretary of Massachusetts, Thomas Flucker of Charlestown, 
a Loyalist refugee in Boston. 
4 
1 There are many references to performing this night patrol duty 
in the Memorials of Loyalists who served in Ruggles' Associators 
during the siege of Boston: to name only a few, see Memorial of 
Stephen Jones, PRO. A. 0.13: 47; Adino Paddock, PRO, A. 013: 49; Walter 
Barrell(who by day worked in the Office of the Inspector of 
Imports and Exporits), PRO. A. 0.13: 43. 
Brip. Ruggles' orders of Nov. 15,1775 to Capt. Green of the Third 
Company are in the Green N6 S, PRO. A. 0. l3: 45. 
2 Loc. Cit. 
Howe's orders of Dec. 30,1775 to the 52nd Regiment, stationed at 
Liberty Tree with the Third Company of Asnoeiators, directed their 
patrols "to visit Achmuty's Lane from Short Street to Liberty Tree, 
and all the Lanes leading to the Water. " Howe, "General Orders... " 
Now York Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883, pp. 285,287. 
3 Brig. Ruggles to Capt. Green,, Nov. 15,1775-Green MSS. PRO. A. 0.13: 45" 
4 For Capt. James Urquhart's appointment an Town Major (in succession 
to Capt. Edward Cane) see "List of Warrants Granted by Gen. Gage and 
Maj. Gen. Howe for the Payment of Extraordinaries for the use of His 
Majesty's Forces serving in America between 9th of March and 31st 
Dec. 1775. " PRO. T. 1: 513. The post was an "extra duty"for which, 
additional pay was made. Among the Town Major's duties was the 
authorization of, and signing, of passes to enter and leave Boston: 
See Henry Pelham to Susanna Copley, July 23,1775. Lettors and Papers 
of John Singleton Coley and Henry Pelham, l 3 -17 76 191.346 t. 
Standard equipment in the Army at this time was the smooth-bore 
"Brown Bess" musket: the so-called Short Land pattern with a 42-inch 
barrel, that in 1768 had replaced the heavier Long Land musket with a 
46-inch barrel. At the beginning of the War, particularly, the Loyalists 
were armed with surplus weapons, and these were often the older models. 
For Loyalists pioneering the rifle at the Siege of Boston before Ferguson' 
N. Y. trials) see above. 
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The Loyal Associators, though armed while carrying out 
regular dutieo, in the case of fire in the town were ordered 
to join the civilian population as fire-fighters without weapons. 
Throughout the siege the threat of incendarism by rebels inside 
Boston, timed to coincide with an attack from without, was regarded 
by the British command. as a danger of the first importance. 
Howe's General Orders of Nov. l8th set forth detailed procedures 
to be followed both by the military and civilians in case of fire: 
"'Upon the discovery of fire, notice is to bo given as 
usual by the Ringing of Bells and cry of Fire in the 
streets, at which time the Regiments will immediately 
pet under arms on their Regimental Parades, and wait 
there for further orders, unless when a fire may break 
out in the Quarters of a Regiment; and in that case the 
Corps is to quit the place to make room for the inhabitants, 
who are to repair to the fire with all the buckets in 
their possession, to give their assistance; Ivery householder 
putting up a light in a front window -A caution to be 
observed upon all alarms whatever. All persons failing 
to do so will be punished in a most exemplary manner. 
The Bells are not to ring more than one quarter of an 
hour... " 1 
The directions riven in Howe's orders at this time specifically 
for the colonials in the Loyal Associators, however, suggest that 
im such emergencies they were not to be trusted with arms: 
"All the Associated Compr. alies, from the essential service 
they may be of are to attend the fires without arms, the 
Royal North British Volunteers excepted, who have been 
already appointed to a particular duty with arms... " 2 
The other "ethnic" volunteer company, the Loyal Irish Volunteers, 
did not appear in Howe's Orders until December 7th. Three days 
before, on, November 15th, Brig. Ruggles had instructed Capt. Green 
4 cont. Another of Capt. Urquhart's wife's sisters, however, Lucy, 
was married to Henry Knox, the Boston bookseller, just sent by 
Washington to arrange for transporting the heavy guns at Ft. 
Ticonderoga to Boston. (See below, Chapter )Knox later made what 
Urquhart's widow Hannah considered to be "unjust demands" upon her 
father Thomas Flucker's estate. See Flucker MSS. Pß0. A. 0.13: 45. 
1Howe, "General Orders... " New York Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883, p. 
254. 
2 Loc. Cit. 
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of Lt. Josiah Jones' Third Company: "In case of firer your 
Company Officers and. Private-,,, to repair immediately to ye 
place without Arms to asrist in, extinguishing it... " 1 
It mu^t be naid, nevertheless, that certain prominent 
Loyalists were riven important responsibilities in the direction 
of fire-fightin , one of the civilian functions taken over by the 
military command from control by the Boston Selectmen. Appointed 
Chief N'ireward (on Nov. 24,1775) was the Boston merchant'veteran 
officer in the French Wars, corps commander in the Ancient and 
Honourable Artillery Company of Boston, Adino Paddock, whom Gage 
had commissioned Captain of the Third Company of Loyal Associators 
on, July 5,1775. Among Paddock's assistants as3firewards were two 
more successful Boston merchants: Lewis Deblois and Samuel Rogers, 
a partner in the firm of Amory, Taylor, and Rogers. 
4 
By Howe's 
orders of Nov. lbth 
"The Pirewards, the Engine men, and men acting under 
them, are not to be interrupted by any Officer or Soldier 
in the execution of their duty. The Firewards, known by 
red-painted staffs with the heads of brass, are to have 
the whole management and conduct of the Engines and 
People assembled to extinguish a fire. Neither are the 
inhabitants to be stopped or impeded in times of fires 
by the Military, unless they are armed, in which case 
they are to be taken into custody. " 5 
1Brig. Ruggles to Capt. Green, Green Papers. Nov. 15,1775. PRO. A. 0.13=45" 
2Paddock's commissions as Fireward (Nov. 24,1775) and as Captain in 
Ruggles' Associ, ators (July 5,1775) are with his Loyalist papers. 
PRO. A. 0.13: 75"The fullest biographic sketch of Adino Paddock is in 
Oliver A. Roberts, Histor of the Ancient and Honourable Artillery 
Company o$ Massachusetts, Vol. Il, pp. 112-114. 
3Lewis Deblois Loyalist papers are in PRO. A. 0.13: 44"See also Arthur 
W. H. Eaton, "The DeBlois Family" Old Boston Families (1913)pp. 3-7. 
4 In his Memorial Samuel Rogers, who had done duty with Ruggles' 
Associators, referred to the "... confidence reposed in him by the 
Commander-in-Chief, who, at a time when there was great apprehension 
that the Town of Boston would be fired by the Enemy which invested 
it, appointed your Memorialist one of the few persona who were to 
have the whole Conduct and management of the Engines and People... " 
Rogers MSS. PRO. A. 0.13: 48. 
5 Howe, "General Orders... " New York Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883, p. 254. 
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THE TORY JONZE3 RLTURN TO HARVARD 9 
OCTOBIM94.775 
"After God had carried us safe to New lr', 
and wee had builded our houses, provided necessaries 
for our liveli-hood, reartd convenient places for 
Gods worship, and setld the Civill Government: One 
of the next things we longed for, and looked after 
was to advance Learning, and perpetuate it to 
Posterity; dreading to leave an illiterate Ministry 
to the Churches, when our present Ministers shall 
lie in the dust ... the Colledge was, by common 
consent, appointed to be at Cambridge, (a place 
very pleasant and accomodate and is called 
(according to the name of the first founder) 
Harvard Colledge. " 
New Englandre First Fruits, 1643 
Six days before Gage left Boston on Ootober 10,1775, 
and three before Col. Elisha Jones and the other "Gentlemen 
who were Driven from their Habitations in the Country" signed 
his farewell Address; Harvard College, closed for spring vacation 
at the time of the Lexington Fight, and whose buildings at 
Cambridge were occupied afterward for barracks by the rebel 
troops, reopened in, makeshift aocomodation at Conoord. Nothing 
in the long history of Harvard Rollege has been more in keeping 
with the ideals of the founders& "Veritas". Nor that among those 
students asked by the College to return to their books - within 
sound of the Siege gums at Boston on October 4,1775 - were a 
number of Tory's sons and even of refugee ? or. iee such as Colonel 
Blieha Jones, widely known as leaders of the men who had taken 
arms for-Government and King in the country and at Boston. 
1 
Gage )ISS., Clements Library,, University of Miohigan. 
2 For students who returned to Harvard in Oot., 1775, see "Faculty 
Records, " Vol. III, Hgrvard College Archives. For the reopening of 
the College, the best aooounM is Samuel Eliottldorison, Three 
Ceniliee 
of 
Haar, 
-163-4-1936 , 
(Cambridge, S. II. P. 19361 ' 
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It is a measure of Col. Elisha Jones' regard for higher, 
or "liberal education" as it was called in his time, that he 
not only sent three of his family of eleven sons through Harvard- 
Daniel (1759) Stephen (1775) and Charles, who with his grandson 
Nahum (son of Col. Nathan Jones of Frenchman's Bay) were members 
of the class of 1778 - but that, with Col. Israel Williams. (Hatfield) 
the Rev. Jonathan Ashley (Deerfield) and Col. John Worthington 
(Springfield) in the 1760's he had given active support to the 
project for founding a second Massachusetts College, to be called 
Queen's, in the western county of Hampshire. 
2 
It was undoubtedly 
a political risk for Col. Jones to send Charles, his youngest 
son then aged fifteen (Nahum who went with him was eighteen), a 
sophomore, back to Harvard in October, 1775. And to Concord, so 
long a centre of rebel Whig activity, and where his son Josiah, 
held prisoner there in the Middlesex County jail since June, 1775 
for the Tory crime of bringing-supplies into Boston by sea, only 
succeeded in making his escape at the end of September. By this 
time, however, the violence and uncertaintties of civil war had 
engulfed all of Massachusetts, and Colonel Jones, in the event, 
considered Charles' return to College worth the dangers - as did 
a significant number of other leading Tory families, including 
Tory refugees in Boston like the Joneses, at that time. 
3 
1 Col. Elisha and his wife Mary Allem Jones had 14 sons in all: 
Silas (b. Nov. 7,1746, d. Dec. 9,1754) and two infants, Phillemore and 
another unbaptized, who only lived a shorn time. See Bond, Watertown, 
1860, pp-315-317- 
2 Queen's College: H. Lefavour, "The Proposed College in Hampshire 
County in 1762, " M. H. S. Pr oocceedin. QS, (Bowton, 1942) Vol. LXVI, pp. 
63-70. Rev. Jonathan Ashley to Mrs. Elizabeth (Williams)Smitb(widow 
of Col. Iarael Williams'brother Elisha, wif e of Judge William Smith of 
New York who had advised Col. Isra. el in the drafting of the College 
Charter of 1761) Jan. 29,1763, and 1lrs. E. Smith to Israel Williams, 
Sept. 28,1764. M33. Library of Congress, Washington D. C. 9 
3 For students who returned to College in Oct., 1775, see: "Faculty 
Records, " Vol. III, Harvard College Archives. With Charles & Nahum 
Jones in the class of'1778 were Adino Paddock the Younger, whose 
father, the prominent Boston merchant, was Captain of Ruggles' Loyal 
Associators (July 5,1775)Third Company and by Howe made Chief Fire- 
Ward of Boston, Nov. 24,1775. PRO. A. 0.13: 49; A. 0.13: 75. 
bý 
k5-2 
It is thought that Charles and his nephew Num Jones 
spent-part at least of that prolonged Harvard spring-and-summer 
recess of 1775 at the family mansion of Col. Elisha Jones at 
Weston, and as it happened only a few convenient miles from the 
new temporary quarters of the College at Concord. There his 
daughter Mary and her husband,, the Rev. Asa Dunbar. - who had 
fitted" both Charles and Nahum Jones for Harvard. - had been 
living since May, 1775, to escape the expected Naval attacks upon 
Salem, and were looking after Col. Jones" estate. Weston at this 
time was no place of political refuge, however, and local suspicions 
of the Jones family for Tory activities had continued unabated 
through the summer, unavoidably encouraged - as Mary Dunbar later 
told her grandson Henry Thoreau - by her daily expeditions through 
the winding lanes to Concord to the Middlesex County Jail with 
baskets of food for her brother Josiah Jones (who like many 
imprisoned Tories feared poisoning by the rebel jailer) and the 
political difficulties of the Rev. Asa Dunbar himself. Despite 
his efforts to get along with the Weston "Committeemen". they 
accused Dunbar of being an "enemy to American Liberty" for the 
manner of his keeping the rebel "Fast Day" of July 20917759 and 
Dunbar was not finally "cleared" until his "Recantation" was 
printed by the rebel press in the second week of September - the 
very time when President Langdon was advertising for the return 
of the Harvard students and the reopening of the College at Concord. 
1 See the Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary", 1774-1775, Am. Antiq. Soc.; 
The exodus from Salem, see also George Francis Dow, ed., The Holyoke 
arias 170-9-1856. 
(Selem, 1911) April-June, 1775, Pp. 86-88. 
F. B. Sanborn, Thoreau's biographer, wrote: "The family tradition 
concerning these imprisonments was written down by Henry in one of 
the Journals before 1846, since destroyed... " Frank Sanborn, 
Henry Da Thoreai, (New York, 1917) PP. 13-14. 
i 
4ý'3 
There can be no better"illustrationof the climate of 
rebel extremism, intolerance, and political bigotry in 
Massachusetts during the Fall of 1775 that the columns of 
"Recantations" - forced from prominent men as the price of 
safety for family and property - which appeared for the 
manipulation of public opinion week by week in, the rebel- 
controlled press outside Boston. Dunbar's "Recantation", dated 
at Weston on September-8,1775, was printed at the head of the 
column in the New England Chronicle or Essex Gazette of 
September 21st: 
RECANTATIONS 
To the PUBLIC 
Having been acquainted by the gentlemen, the committee 
of' Correspondence im Weston, with some uneasiness arising 
in the minds of people from the conduce of myself and 
family upon fast day, the 20th of last July; and having 
a desire to live in good fellowship with every friend to 
American liberty, I beg leave publicly to declare, that 
the part I bore in these transactions that gave offence 
was dictated solely by the principles of religion and 
humanity, with no design of displeasing any one; and that 
I am sorry it was in the eyes of one of my fellow countrymen, 
at-tended with any disgusting circumstances. As it has been 
suspected that I despised the day,, and the authority that 
appointed it, I must in justice to myself and from the love 
of truth affirm, that I very highly respect and revere 
that authority; ' and, were it not for the appearance of 
boasting, could add, that I believe no person observed it 
with greater sincerity than 
ASA UiNBAR 
Weston, Sept. 8th, 1775. I. 
Printed below was the following endorsement by Benjamin 
Peirce, keeper of a rival tavern to that of Col*Elisha Jones' 
cousin Isaac at the sign of the Golden Ball on the Post Road, 
a Selectman of Weston and Moderator of the now rebel-controlled 
Town Meeting: 
The gentlemen, the committee of correspondence of Weston 
and Sudbury having taken, into consideration the above 
declarations of the Revd Asa Dunbar, and questioned him 
respecting the transaction he refers to, receives it as 
satisfactory, and think it ought to release him from Ly 
1 New England Chronicle of , Essex Gazette,, Sept. 21,1775.2/1. 
Boston Gazette, Sept. 18,775,3/2. 
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unfavourable suspicions that have arisen to his 
disadvantage. 
1 
BENJ. PEIRCE, Moderator 
HoweverýDunbar reconciled the above statement about the 
Fast Day observance with his conscience, and there is no mention 
of the "Recantation" in his "Diary,, " we do not know. But scarcely 
eight months later, in May, 1776 Dunbar was again to become the harvard 
outspoken leader of the famous/"Butter Rer"ellion" of 1766 when 
he was one of the few public men in Massachusetts to denounce 
the rebel Test Act as treason - and from that most public of 
New England places the Meeting House Pulpit (at Salem). 
2 
In the fall of 1775, meanwhile, President Samuel Langdon 
to gather his student flookt dispersed by the Lexington Fight, 
advertised in the press in a notice dated at Cambridge on 
September 6th: 
"The Students of Harvard College are 
hereby advertised, that the Town of Concord, 
in the Province of the Massachusetts Baylis 
pitched upon. by the Hon. and Reverend Corporation 
and Overseers of said College, as a proper Place 
for convening the Members of said public Seminary 
of Learning; and that by Vote of the Corporation, 
said Students are required to come together at the 
Town-aforesaid, on the first Wednesday of October 
next, where all necessary Provision is made for 
their Reception, and they will have Boarding and 
Chamber Furniture at a reasonable Rate. At the 
aforesaid Time and Place, the President, Professors 
and Tutors, will attend to the usual Instruction 
and Business of said College. 
N. B. There is not to be a Fall Vacation in the 
present Year. 
SAMJEL LANGDON, President 
Cambridge, September 6,1775.3 
1 Boston: Gazette, September 18,1775,3/2; New England Chronicle 
Essex Gazette, Sept. 21,1775.2/1. 
2 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " Nay, l776. MSS. Am. Antiq. Soo.; By the 
Fall of'1778, however, Dunbar like many conservative Whigs, had become 
finally reconciled to the rebellion: his old fl"i, end at Salem, Da. 
Joseph Orne wrote to Col. Timothy Pickering (late- Secretary of State) 
cont. 
Lý cc 
It is a matter of record that President Samuel Langdon 
had more concern for his students, for the cause of learning, 
and the survival of Harvard College than for politics. Foliowing 
the long established policy of the Massachusetts Bay government 
during the French and Indian Wars to exempt college students, 
Langdon wrote even to George Washington (not a college man) 
begging release of men "called up" for military service with 
the rebel army besieging Boston. These includ d ome Whig militiaman 
well known to Col. Jones' sons, Samuel Woodward the Younger, of 
the class of 1776, son of the Weston Minister. 
1 
It was in the great Harvard tradition of "Old Light" 
(and even Arminian) liberalism, however, that Charles and Nahum 
Jones, and other sons of "notorious Tories", were not debarred 
from returning to College im October, 1775 -- and even more, perhaps, 
that Charles and Nahum were able to remain there, as they, did, 
for two academic years, until -the operation of the Test Act, 
requiring an oath of allegiance -bo the rebel government, forced 
them to leave (part of the general exodus of Tory students at 
last imposed upon the college by the civil authority) and to make 
their, way secretly to the British Lines at New York. The numbers 
of Tory alumni, substantial in classes even for the War years 
until 1779, are a measure of the survival of liberal thought 
Cont. - on October 21,1778 that if one set aside "the Fears and 
Qualms of those Whonr. our Friend Darmbar calls the Feeble Minded, 
the people tho they lament some very capital Distress under which 
we suffer yet agree heartily in the Necessity and Resolution of 
defending the Cause. " Dr. Joseph Orne to Col. Timothy Pickering, 
Oct. 21,1778. Pickering HSS., Macs- Hist. Soo- 
3 New Endland Chronicle or Es_ Gazette, Sept. 21,17T5,2/2. 
1President Langdon to George Washington, Sept. 18,1775. Washington 
Papers, Library of Congress. See also Langdom's letters of Sept. 18 
on behalf of John Child 
(1776) and Edmund Foster, "a candidate for 
admission, " of' Oct. 28,1775. Loa. Cit. 
2 For Charles and Nahum's deparäure, see the minutes of the Faculty 
Meeting of Nov. 3,1777, "Faculty Records, "Vol. IV, Harvard College' 
Archives; PRO. A. O. 13247; A. O. 13: 50. 
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and academic independence at the Harvard' of President Langdon - 
preserved, moreover, in the face of strong pressures by rebel 
leaders heqded by the Harvard Treasurer (and President of the 
Continental Congress) John Hancock. 
1 
The rebel Third Provincial Congress at Watertown ordered 
Langdon to make certain of the, "political Principles" of any new 
members of the Faculty, to "inquire into the Principles" of those 
already at the College, and to "dismiss those who by their past 
or present Conduct" appeared "unfriendly to the Liberties and 
Privileges of the Colonies. " 
2 
On April 23,1776 the Overseers 
(composed of rebel politicians) were compelled to act to enforce 
political uniformity: Thtor Caleb Gannett described the affair in 
his "Diary": 
"The Governors and Instructors of the College having 
been cited to appear before the Board of Overseers to 
be enquired of and examined as to their political 
principles, we went to Watertown this Morning, and 
waited upon the Board, where it was determined that 
we should subscribe some Creed of our own Draught, 
which we did, presented P. M. and being dismissed it 
was voted by a Majority acceptable. " 3 
That this "Creed" was sufficiently ambiguous is shown by the fact 
that such as Tutors Gannett (Mathematics and Natural Philosophy) 
and John Wadsworth (Logic and Metaphyeics), political conservatives 
1 No definitive list has yet been made of Harvard Alumni who were 
Loyalists - or even refugee Loyalists - in the Revolution. There is 
a high proportion of refugee Loyalists among those described in 
Harvard records as "Temporary Students" (i. e. those who did not 
for one reason and another receive their degrees); the numbers of 
Temporary Students i'rom 1775.1778 are three and four-times those 
of non-war, years, and many of these students are known to have 
beervrefugees who, like Charles and Nahum Jones (alass of 1778), 
served in the Royal Army. 
2 Printed in Acts and Resolves of the Province of Massachusetts Bfr 
(Boston, 1869-1922), Vol. XIX, p. 
103. 
3 Caleb Gannett, "Diary" April 23,1776. MSS. Harvard College Library. 
The Rev. Samuel Cooper, who was there, wrote: "April 23. Went with 
Mrs C. a. m. to Watertown Corporation: and Overseer's Meeting. I din'd 
with Corporation at Learned's Tavern. Instructors of College gave in 
a written Declaration to the Overseers of their political principles... " 
Rev. Samuel Cooper, "Diaryl, "American Historical Re view, Vo1. VI (Jan. 1901) 
pp. 340-1. 
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and philosophical if not by martyrdom refugee Tories, put their 
names to it. Diversity in political opinion among the teachers 
and the Corporation, where there were Tories after Lexington as 
well as before it, outlasted rebel persecution and the War - to 
1 
the undoubted credit of the College. Charles and DTahus Jones 
were still at Harvard in September', 1776, when Tutor John Wadsworth 
(described as one of, the most popular instructors in the history 
of the University) and still arguing the Tory case in public, 
was reelected Tutor' (for a third teere) sits was taken to be 
"unexpected"evidence that Treasurer John Hancock "and his Croney 
Jimmy Winthrop"(the Librarian) "were not absolute in the Government 
2 
of' the College. " 
1 As the War went on, rebel pressure upon the College increased. 
Whem, for example, Steward Jonathan Hastings, in part because of 
the terrible problems of warte-bred inflation, felt compelled to 
resign (Nov. 3,1778) the Corporation appointed William Kneeland 
(A. B. 1751)"an eminently qualified man against whom the Overseers, 
who were largely politicians, raised the cry that he was unfriendly 
to American Independence. " On Dec-7th the Corporation, howeverghad 
no choice but to ask Hastings to remain in office until it could 
find a Steward "politically satisfactory to the Overseers. " 
Corporation Records, Vol. III, p. 22, Harvard University Archives; 
Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Oraduates, "Jonathan Hastings 9l' Vol. 
VIII, pp. 722-3. More important, perhaps, was the 1780 conspiracy of 
Treasurer John Hancock, who, pressed for a financial accounting by 
President Langdon, enlisted the Librarian James Winthrop in a plot - 
exposed by the honest testimony of the Rev. William Gordon of the 
Third Church at Roxbury - to destroy Langdon's reputation and foroe 
his resignatiom. Shipton, ed.,: º' be 's Harvard Graduateag"James 
Winthrop" Vol. XVII, p. 320. 
2 Colomial Society of Xaaaachusertits Publications, VIII, p. 320. 
Hancock and James Winrthrop hach tried to block Wadsworth's reappointment 
in the Corporation; when it Dame to the vote, Hanoook and Professor 
John Winthrop (father of Librarian Jamee)voted against Wadsworth, 
but the venerable Dr. Nathaniel Appleton and Dr. Andrew Eliot, a liberal, 
voted för, and President Langdom cast the deciding vote for Wadsworth. 
It was a great loss to the College when Wadsworth, however, died of 
smallpox the following summer, July 12,1777. Shipton, ed., Sibley_'e 
Harvard Gracniates, "John Wadsworth" Vol. XV, p. 330. 
4 cg 
If the rebel Whigs were never able to impose political 
conformity upon instructors or students (who in many cases 
appear to have valued education more than oaths taken under 
duress) they did succeed, through their control of the Board 
of- Overseers, in, preventing active Tories - particularly reilxgees 
and those known to have been "in arms" for Government at 
Lexington and later - including Cow. rlisha Jones' son Stephen, 
of the Class of 1775, from receiving their degrees. The rebel 
Third Provincial Congress meeting at Watertown, (May 31-July 19,1775) 
which had usurped many governmental functions outside Boston, 
sought as well to exercise the authority of' the General Court over 
the College, and on June 21,1775 it had recommended to the 
Overseers that Commencement be held, and voted £100 to President 
Langdon for expenses. 
Harvard Corporation, however, taking a cautious view in 
dangerous times, voted on July 31st to follow the same policy as 
the year before: to hold no Commenncement, and to grant degrees by 
general diploma. Because of "The Distress & Confusion occasioned 
by the present War, of which Cambridge has been one principal Seat 
ever since the 19th day of April last, having render'd it impracticable 
to hold a public Commencement, or make the necessary preparation 
for conferring Degrees at the Stated Season, " Corporation decreed 
"that the Candidates whose names are is the List annexed & which 
being also presented to the Honb & Revd Board of Overeeers, sitting 
this day irr the Council Chamber, may be by there approved, shall 
receive their Degrees in a general Diploma, sigmed by the Corporation. " 
There were three further conditions whisk refugee Tories, including 
Stephen Jones, men marked for rebel vengeance outside Boston, could 
not have fulfilled: "Provided that within one week from this day 
they pay the President the stated Fee for a Degree, & likewise 
"College Book, " Vol. VII, p. 273i Approved by the Overseers one 
Jutta 2,17774. "Overseers' Records, Vol. III, p. 73. A notice that there 
would not be a public Commencement appeared in the Boston Gazette, 
June 6,1/1. 
Ifcy 
bring him a Certificate from the Steward that they have 
discharged all College dues required by Law, except for the 
public Dinner on Commencement Day; also a Certificate from the 
Librarian, that they have returned in good Order or replaced all 
the Books they have borrowed from the Library. " 
1 
On Oct. 2,1775, two days before classes were resumed in 
temporary quarters at Concord, the Corporation voted that the 
general diploma "sign'd by the several Members of the Corporation 
to whom it could be conveniently presented, be published as soon 
as possible in the weekly Papers, " and this notice appeared in the 
Boston Gazette (Watertown)om October 16th: 
"BY the present War, into which the American Colonies have 
been driven, to save themselves from Oppression and 
Despotism, A-arvard College, in Cambridge, has been several 
Months in an interrupted and dispersed State, so that the 
annual CO? CE ENT could not be held, nor Degrees given,, 
at the usual Season: 
But, by the good Providence of GOD, that Society which, 
from the first Settlement of New-land has been so great 
a Blessing to the Public, is at last restored to Order, 
and now collected in the Town of Concord. And the Candidates 
for their respective Degrees the present Year, have had 
Academical Honors conferred upon them by a general Diploma- 
a Copy of which follows. " 
That, de'spite the bitterness of the long2war (in which he was 
a 'fighting soldier" to the end) Stephen Jones valued his student 
days at Harvard more than most is shown by his effort, more than 
thirty years later, to obtain both his Bachelor and Master of Arts 
diplomas at last, and to have his name restored to its rightful 
place in the class list of 1775. A magistrate, prosperous merahanß, 
and landowner-living on his Royal Grant at Sissiboo 
(Weymouth), 
1 "College Book, "Vol. VII, pp. 290-1; approved by the Overseers 
July 31 also, see "Overseers' Records, " Vol. III, p. 80. Harvard Archives. 
2 For Stephen Jones' military service see: Roster of Brig. Ruggles' 
Loyal American Assoeiators of Boston, July 5,1775, Gage MSS; Howe's 
"General Orders"of Nov. 17,1775, in New York Hist. Soc. Collections, 
1883, p. 252; Stephen Jones' Loyalist Papers, PRO. A. 0.12: 10, ff. 360-72, 
A, o. 13: 47, A. 0.13: 50, and A. 0.13: 74. 
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Nova Scotia, Stephen Jones made his formal application to the 
College (which was successful) through an old friend and fellow- 
classmate the Hon. Edward Hutchinson Robbins, a prominent lawyer 
and influential member of the Massachusetts General Court, who after 
the War did much to further the just claims to recovery of debts, 
land, and other property taken (in many oases illegally) from 
refugee Tories. Im his letter to Harvard dated July 27,1807, 
StepheniJones was careful to give no cause for offense regarding 
his activities in 1775 and later which might have prejudiced 
consideration of his claim: 
DigbNova Scotia 
27 July 1807 
Hon. Sir (to Samuel Webster) 
Not having the Honour to be acquainted with you, 
and it not being in my Power to make a personal 
application to you, must therefore do it through my 
Friend, the Hbn1e Edward H. (utchinson) Robbins, to 
whom I beg Leave to refer you for any Information you 
may want upon the Subject of my application. 
I should have graduated in the year 1775, had not 
the unfortunate disputes (Between, Great Britain and the 
Colonies) happened But the preceeding April Vacation 
when Hostilities Commenced, I was in Boston and never 
having returned to the Country since, and having been 
some part of the time in Europe, I have been prevented 
from applying'for my Degrees; I intended to have applyed 
to the late President Doctor Willard, who was a Tutor 
whom I was in College, but neglected it. This will be 
delivered you by my Friend and Class Mate Mr. Robins, 
and through him I wish you to have the Goodness to send 
me a Diploma for my Degrees as Batchelor and Master of 
Arta and to cause my Name to be inderted in proper Place 
with the Class in the Catalogue and Mr Robins will 
remunerate you For the Expenses 
I have the Honour to be Sir, 
Yourlmost obedient and very 
Humb servant 
STEPHEN JONES 2 
0 
These included Sir John, Bernard's rights to Mount Desert Island 
(much of it surveyed for his father, Governor Sir Francis Bernard 
of Massachusetts by Stephen Jones' oldest brother, Col. Nathan Jones 
of Frenchman's Bay: see Publications of the Colonial Soc. of Mass., 
Vol. XXIV, pp. 197-254") ihn- Bernard MSS., P. R. O., A. 0.13: 74. 
2 Stephen Jones to Samuel Webster, July 27,1807. xSS, Stephen Jones 
)(SS., Harvard University Archives. (cont. ) 
1 
There were many links between the Joneses of Weston and 
the Willards, and some reference at least was in order for 
Stephen's "neglect" to approach President Joseph Willard - who 
had succeeded Samuel Langdorn (resigned in 1780) and held the 
office until his death in September, 1804. Willard was Senior Tutor 
(Greek) at Harvard during Stephen, Jones' freshman and part of his 
sophomore years; he resigned December 7,177'2 to become minister of 
1 
the First Church of Beverly. There, against the opposition of the 
Calvinists, Stephen's brother-in-law, the Rev. Asa Dunbar, secured 
Willard's admission to the Salem Association of Ministers, and 
2 
often exchanged pulpits with him. After the War, too, Stephen's elder 
brother Judge Daniel Jones of Hinsdale (New Hampshire) corresponded 
with Willard with some candour on political as well as scientific 
subjects: Willard was first Secretary of the American AcaIm of 
Arts and Sciences, and for him shortly before his death/Judge Jones 
wrote a paper on, the extinct. West-River volcano which appeared in 
3 
Volume I of the Academy's Memoirs. 
But the Willards of Lancaster, with whom- Col. Fslisha Jones 
for many years had close political and business associations, were 
Tories, and Abijah Willard a refugee in Bostoa,, a Mandamus Councillor, 
and - with Col. Jones' sons - an officer in Ruggles' Corps of Loyal 
American Associators. The circumstances suggest that Stephen Jones 
regarded President Willard somewhat as had the Rev. Asa Dunbar when, 
I For President Willard, sie Shipton, eä., Sibley's Harvard 
gadaatea, class of 1765, Vol. XVI, pp. 253-265. 
2 William Bentley, Diary (Salem, 1905) Vol. I, p. 141. 
3 American Academy of Arts and Setenoea, Memo , Vo1. I, pp. 312-315.1785. 
This article was also printed in the Massachusetts Cel 1, 
July- 15,1786,1/1-2. 
4 Col. Elisha Jones' accounts with Daniel Willard for 1750-1755 
are in his ledger now at the Golden Ball Tavern 
(owned by his cousin 
Capt. Isaac Jones) on the Boston Post Road at Weston. 
Levi Willard, a Tory, was a member of Stephen Jonest class of 
1775" PRO. A. O. 13: 75; for^Abijah Willard, see also A. 0.13: 49, ' 
qnd A. O. 13: 79" 
It 12 
after Willard had preached Dunbar's mid-week Lecture at Salem, 
July 28,1773, the latter wrote in his "Diary"t "Lot no man pretend 
to perfection, for brother Willard and I cannot think alike. " 
1 
Stepheru Jones was one of the few "fighting Loyalists" of the 
finally politically divided and dismembered Harvard classes of the 
War Years who later-obtained his degrees. His petition for 
reinstatement of July, 1807, in the event, worked as much for its 
author as for posterity. Stephen Jones lived for many years thereafter, 
until August 19,1830, one of the oldest members of his class. 
2 
1 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " July 29,1773. MSS. American Antiq. 
Soc., Worcester. 
2 
Stephen Jones was born March 5,1754 at Weston. See his obituary 
in The Acadian Recorder (published at Halifax, Nova Scotia), 
August 28,1830. This newspaper also carried the obituary of Stephen's 
only sister, and the gramdmoth. er of Henry David Thoreau, Mary Jones 
Dunbar, the widow of Capt. Jonas Minot, who died at Concord (Mass. ) 
twelve days before him, August 7,1830. 
Stephen's widow Sarah, daughter of Captain Samuel and Eunice 
Goldsbury of Wrentham (Mass. ) died at Weymouth (Nova Scotia) on 
March 4,1863, aged 93. 
The largest collection of Stephen Jones' papers is now with 
those of his grandson, the Hon. Alfred Gilpin Jones, born at 
Weymouth in 1824, and. who died in office as Lieutenant-Governor 
of Nova Scotia in 1906, in the P. A. N. S., Halifax. 
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'; UPPLI:,. S FOR I30`-ITOPI 
The greatest contribution of Co1. Elisha Jones and the 
other Loyalists who remained to the defense of Boston during 
the winter of 1775-6 was probably made in the vital procurement 
of supplies, all in shortage: food, forage, and fuel. None of Col. 
Jones' aocbuntc or papers as Fora e Commissioner have been found 
(many official records were destroyed by the British at the time 
of the 
1 
r. vacuation of Boston, March 17,1776, or left behind and 
lost). Nor, an was the practice of most British military and 
civilian officials in the American Colonies during the Revolutionary 
period, did Howe in his largely routine reports of administration 
to the government in 1ngland (most of these to the War Office, the 
Colonial Office, and the Treasury) make reference specifically to 
the activities of the undoubtedly numerous loyal colonials - many 
of them like Col. Jones in positiotr of great responsibility -2 
employed in the various departments under his direction. 
1 Col. Jones died in Boston Feb. 12,1776, and it may have been that 
his government accounts were settled and any balances owing delivered 
to his widow, Mary Allen Jones, before the evacuation on March 17th. 
No record now survives of financial claims for British government 
debts outstanding to Col. Jones having been made on behalf of his 
estate by any of his sons in their Loyalist Claims papers. PRO. 
A. 0.13: 47; A. 0.13: 50; A. 0.13: 74; A. 0.12: l0, ff. 36072,389,412,441. 
being the most important. 
2 
The contribution, of the American Loyalists to British administration 
during the Revolution, both in England and in the Colonies, has never 
been adequately studied. Attempts have been made to count the Tories 
who served with, the Provincial Corps 
(the best of these are: W. O. 
Raymond - editor of the papers of Muster-Master-General Edward 
Winslow -"Loyalists in Arms, " New Brunswick Hist. Soc. Collections, 
No. 15.1904. pp. 18)-215; and the more recent work of Paul Smith, "The 
American Loyalist: Notes on Their Organization and Numerical Strength" 
Wry ', & Mary Quarterly, XCV. 19681, pp. 259-277, and his earlier 
Loyalists and Redcoats: A Stu in British Revolutionary Policy, 1964. ) 
but probably at least as many loyal colonials served as well in the 
departments of military and civil administration in America, while in 
Jýnglandqto name only two, Bemjamin Thompson was appointed to office 
under Germain 
(Secretary of the Province of Georgia, 1776-1780 when 
he was advanced to Under Secretary of State in the American Department) 
and John Nutting, build. er and engineer, who built the military barracks 
at Boston(1774) Halifax (1776) and after petitioning Germain "for 
useful employment"was in 1778 appointed "Overseer of His Majesty's 
Works" at Landpuard Fortin, the county of Essex (rtgland). S. F. 
Batchelder, The Life of ... John Nutting Cambridge Loyalist... Cambridge 
Mass., 1912. 
If" 
These supplies of forage, wrote Howe in his letter to 
John Robinson at the Treasury on Dec. 1,1775, "... I hope may 
be sufficient until more can be procured from Nova Scotia in 
the Spring, and that we flatter ourselves we shall be able to 
1 
accomplish. " Howe's forecast, however, proved optimistic, and 
there was a shortfall in forage as well as in supplier of food 
and fuel in Boston during the winter of 17T5-6. 
The immediate hazard was the safe return to Boston of 
the eleven vessels shown as "out for forage" in Howe's "Return 
of Transports" dated. November 27th, four of them, moreover, 
listed as shorthanded: 
3 
Ships 
Thomas & 
Richard 
Lively 
Hope 
Isabella & 
Dorothy 
Dorothy & 
Catherine 
Tonnage 
387 
245 
213 
244 
327 
Compl. Men Needed 
26 4 
16 2 
14 - 
17 
P3 
At Quebec for 
Porage 
Hunter 311 21 2 
Countess of 
Darlington 260 17 4 
Royal George 344 24 - 
William & 
Mary 393 28 - 
Isabella 
Lawrel 
393 
362 
367 
24 
25 
At Novn. Scotia 
for forage 
1 Howe to John Robinson, Dec. 1,1775. PRO. T. 1: 518. 
2 
In his letter to Robinson of Dec. lst, Howe warned"thatl am in 
great pain for the small quantity of Provisions now in store, " end 
added that "If victualling ships should not arrive by the latter end 
of this month, nor the Navy be able to afford assistance, I shall be 
obliged to put the troops upon short allowance... " Loc. Cit. 
3 "Return of Transports, Boston, Nov. 27,1775" Enclosure No. 3, Howe 
to John Robinson, Dec. 1,1775. PRO. T. 1: 518. 
28 
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Another forage ve:; sel, the Jupiter (319 tons, crew of 20) was, 
listed ^eparately in Howe's "Return of Transports" dated Nov-2-7th 
as having been "burnt with forage near this harbour (sic. ) by 
Lightning. " 1 Her end was indeed spectacular, as befitted a vessel 
named for the supreme Roman god of the heavens. But it was 
characteristic of the journalism of the rebel satirist Benjamin 
Edes in his gleeful account of the affair in the Boston Gazette 
(published at Watertown) on December 4th to refer to the vessel 
as Juno, goddess of war: 
"Yesterday se'night a large ship being near the Light 
off Cape Ann was struck with lightning, which set her 
orz fire, and burnt to the water's edge, 'till she sunk. 
A number of cannon were heard to t; o off, (whilo) ehe was 
on, fire, and 'twas thought (first that she was) at 
least a 20 (gun) ship; but we have an account from 
Boston, that it was the Juno transport ship from London, 
laden only with hay for Burgoyne's heavy horse at 
Boston, which will (soon become) light, if forage fails 
at this rate. "2 
It is significant that nowhere in Howe's series of supply 
reports (dated Nov. 27,1775) is there mention of Maine as a source 
of fodder - or wood - profitable"exports" to other colonies in 
peacetime, whether as port-of-call for transports expected or 
to be sent out in the spring. After the summer of 1775 few of the 
Howe's transports were sent "Downeast" to/Maine coast because of 
the risks of capture by rebel freebooters which preyed in ever 
larger numbers upon loyal shipping, and in highly effective hit- 
and-run; sea raids made savage reprisal against the persons and 
property of loyalists such as Col. Nathan Jones of larenchma. nIn Bay 
(eldest son of Col. h'li^ha Jones of Weston) who continued to supply 
1"Return 
of Transports, Boston. Nov. 27,1775" lnclosure No. 3, Howe to 
John Robinson, Dec. 1,1775. PRO. T. 1: 518. 
2Boston Gazette, Dec. 4,1775.1/2. The use of parenthetical remarks 
was typical of Edes' style. The Marblehead merchant, nhipowner, and 
mariner recorded in his Journal on Nov. 25,1775: "... This night much 
wind at SE. Rain, some thunder and some cannon. Tin said a ship blew 
up in our Bay... "Philip C. F. Smith, ed., The Journals of Ashley Bowen 
, 
(1728-1813) of Marblehead... Col. Soc. of Mass. Publications 1 
. 1laine logging towns like Maohias, however, were importers of hay 
as well as foodstuffs from Nova Scotia before the Revolution. Judge 
Stephen Jones, "Historical Account of Machias, " MSS. Maine Hist. Soo., 
L+G7 
Boston during the siege, in the latter months particularly using 
their own vessels protected, however, by papers with false 
destinations and manifests. That these were not always effective 
Col. Nathan Jones' own experience shows: when on Aurunt 30th the 
"Independent Sons of Liberty" of Deer Island with a fleet of rebel 
vessels nailed into Jonest Cove on Frenchman's Bay they refused to 
accept Col. Nathan°^ assurance that his schooner Sally, loadinr; at 
his wharf with a carr*o of lumber, was bound for Ireland - rather 
than Boston - and made off home with the vessel. Col. Nathan Jones, 
never the man to be done out of his property, protested to the 
rebel House of Representatives at Watertown that the seizure was 
illegal, but the House, in a resolve of Oct. l2thwhich can only have 
been taken on grounds of political expediency, directed the Deer 
Island "Committee of Safety" to keep the vessel, to take "Proper 
care of said sloop Sally until further Order of this Court. " 
1It 
is not surprising that many less enterprising Maine Loyalists laid 
up their ships until "quieter times, " but through the War Col. Nathan 
Jones, more or less successfully, continued his business as a 
merchant, trading with the British in Boston and then New York 
and other places on both sides of the Atlantic, doing spells in 
rebel jails when he was caught, escaping, trading again with the 
2 
Yankees for profit while acting as a British agent. 
"Resolve Directing the Committee of Safety to Detain the Sloop 
Sally. " Oct. 12,1775. Province Laws , Chapter 247, p. 102, 
CCo"1+. Nathan Jones, yearr later, was allowed to rue in the courts 
for the return of the Sally, and finally won his case, though the 
vessel was not fit for sea when it was returned. See Petition of 
Jonathan Tracy Jr. and 28 others to the Massachusetts House of 
Representatives, Gouldsborough, Oct. 2,1778, on behalf of Col. Nathan 
Jones. Documentary History of the State of Maine, Maine Hist. Soc. 
Collections, 2nd Series, Vol. pp. 88-92. 
Sheriff William Greenleaf's accounts to the Massachusetts Board of 
liar dated June, 1777 show one of Col. Nathan Jones' times of difficulty: 
"To searchini two days for Nathan Joner, taking him & Committing 
him to Gao1,4 attendants - £2 - 8s. -Od. " 
Massachusetts Archives, Vol. CLVII, p. 540. 
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One of the last Loyalist vessels to be captured by the 
rebels bringing supplies from Maine up to Boston - on March 2, 
1776 - was the schooner Neptune, commanded by Capt. Philip 
Goldthwait of I'Ioolwich, on the Kennebec River, a relation of 
Col. Elisha Jones. Capt. Goldthwait was under orders to deliver 
a cargo of lumber and firewood to his older brother, Major Joseph 
Goldthwait, Barrack-Master at Boston. Before the investment of Boston 
by the rebels after Lexington, Major Joseph Goldthwait had rented 
as a country house the farm at Weston belonging to Col. Nathan 
Jones, who for more than a decade had made his home in Maine at 
2 
Frenchmanýs Bay. In a sworn statement made after the War to the 
Loyalist Commi^sioner^ Capt.. Philip Goldthwait said that General 
James Sullivan of Biddeford (brine), appointed Jude of Admiralty 
for the Eastern Dirtrict by the rebel government of Massachusetts 
in November,, 1775., had "ill-treated him as a prisoner, and put him 
into irons before committing him to Port Kittery. "3 
1 Col. Thomas Goldthwait, appointed commander of Fort Pownall on 
the Penobscot River in 1763, married as his second wife Catherine 
Barnes, niece and adopted heir of Henry Barnes "the Tory" of 
Marlborough (hhýass. ) See Chamberlain, Documentary History of Chelsea? 
Massachusetts, 1908, Vol. II, pp. 602-9. 
Major Joseph Goldthwait, born at Boston Oct-5,17-', O, in Oct-0-768 
had been appointed Commissary to the British troops quartered at 
Boston, and later Barrack-Master. He was an Addrerser of 
Hutchinnon, and later accompanied the Army to Halifax. Maj. 
Goldthwait died at New York Oct. 3,1779. See the Memorial of Capt. 
Philip Goldthwait, PRO. A. O. 13: 84. 
2 "American Vouchers relative to the Estate of Elisha Jones Esqr 
late of Weston in the County of Middlesex and Province of Maeaaohueetts 
Bay, " cigned by John Hancock. PRO. A. O. 13: 74- 
3 Memorials and papers of Capt. Philip Goldthwait. PRO. A. 0.13: 73; 
A. O. 13: 844Testimony before Loyalist Commissioner Coke, Sept. 11,1784. 
Egerton, e. The Royal ommission..., p. 196. 
For Gen. JamesSu11iivan as 7 ge of Admiralty: Shipton, ed., Sibley? ^ 
Harvard Graduates, Vol. XV, pp. 301-2. 
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As under Gage, nach of the work of procuring supplies of 
forage, food, and fuel for the Boston Loyalists as well as the 
military from places in the Colonies and as far afield as England 
and Ireland was carried out through the organization of Brij-. 
Timothy Ruggles' three companies of Loyal Ansociatorn. Many of 
the senior officers and "other ranks" were merchants and mariners 
of wide experience who were to give notable service during the 
Revolutionary War: Captain Francis Green of the Third Company - 
in which Jo^iah Jones was Firnt Lieutenant 
1 
- and George Leonard, 
2 
First Lieutenant of Captain Abijah Willardtn Pirrt Company. Loyalists 
who, as under Gage, volunteered for special duties outside Boston 
were used as captains and other officers, as supercargoes (Josiah 
Joneet assignment when captured on the Polly in June, 1775)and as 
crews of trading vessels. 
Where possible these Loyalist merchantmen were rigged for 
speed Yankee fashion as brigantines, carrying a large 
3spanker 
with 
a square, instead of a gaff, topsail on the main mast. A brigantine 
belonging to Harrison Gray the Younger, Deputy Treasurer of 
Massachusetts, on a return voyage from Ireland with a cargo of 
provioions in charge of his younger brother John Gray, a volunteer 
with the Associated Loyalists, was captured within six hours' sail 
of Boston: having the ill-luck to fall in with a rebel privateer. 
4 
1For 
Grancis Green, see: PRO. A. 0.13: 45; A. 0.13: 73. 
2Abijah Willard's Loyalist Memorial is in: PRO. A. O. 13: 49. 
30ctavius Howe, "Beverly Privateers in the American Revolution, " 
Colonial Soc. of Mass. Transactions, Vol. X IV, l923, p. 335" 
A number of Loyalist vessels were what was called "topsail schooners, " 
carrying a to sail on the mainmast. An illustration from the Atlantic tic 
Neptune (1779) chart of Grand Passage, at the entrance to the Bay of 
Fundy, shows (right to left) an engraving of a ship, a sloop, a 
brigantine with a square main topsail, and a schooner rigged with 
jib, gaff foresail and mainsail, no fore topmast, and a square topsail 
on the main topmast. Reprinted in C. A. Armour and T. Lackey, Sailing 
Shipa of the Mari times, 
(Ryerson, 1975) p. 15. 
4 He was the ron of Massachusetts Treasurer Harrison Gray. See: PRO. 
A. 0.13: 45; A"O. 13: 73. 
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After Lexinggton, Tory merchantmen had been general)y sent 
out of Boston for provirions, fuel, and other supplies under 
escort of naval vessels or armed naval auxilliaries. But even now 
little is known to history of these Tory merchantmen and their 
1 
voyages during the geige - and not much more that is reliable 
of the only two Tory trading vessels belonging to Massachuretts 
to achieve a measure of f ame, the sloops Unj: jj and Polly, and this 
for their involvement in the Lexintton-of-the-sea engagement with 
their naval ten4er escort, the schooner Nar aretta, at Machias 
on June 12,1775. The Unity and the Polly were the property of 
Col. Elisha Jones" cousin, the Boston merchant Captain Ichabod 
Jones: how much of a financial interest Col. Elisha had in the 
Tory merchantmen bringir supplies to Boston, owing to the loss 
of his accounts for this period, is not now known. 
1 
The Loyalist Claims Papers have scattered references to Tory 
merchantmen fitted out during the Siege of Boston - and lost to 
rebel freebooters, cast away, &c. See the papers of Francis Green 
(captain of Josiah Jones'Third. Company of Associated Loyalists) 
PRO. A. 0.13: 45; A"0.13: 73; Philip Dumaresq, PRO-A-0-13: 59; and 
George Lrvinr, PR0. A. 0.13: 44. 
Admiral Graves' papers seldom referred to Tory vessels by name. 
Graves' orders to Tdr. Jas. Moore, appointed. to command the armed 
schooner"Idar, ueritta "(sic) which was to escort C; apt. Ichn. boci Jones' 
vessels to Machias on the fateful voyage of June, 1775, is all too 
representative: "... you are therefore hereby required. and directed 
to take under your Convoy the five vessels holonrinr to I-Ir. Ichabod 
Jones, and. any others bound to the Eastward, and proceed with them 
to Machias, where you are to remain for their protection while they 
are loading, and as soon as they are ready to come away ai ain you are 
to return with them to Boston... " Graves to Moore, May ? 6,1775. "The 
Conduct of Admiral Graves, " Vol. 1I, ADD. MSS 14039, Brit. Mus. 
2 See the accounts of Capt. Ichabod Jones, losses of property taken 
by the rebels at Iachias, in the papers of his non, John Coffin Jones 
the Boston shipot-mer and merchant, now at the Harvard Bu^ines. ^, Sch( )l. 
Clifford 3hipton does not appear to have used these papers in his 
sketch of John Coffin Jones, Harvard class, of 1768, a strange omission. 
Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Voi. XVII, pp-49_A. 
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After his capture by. the rebels as supercargo of the 
forage supply vessel Polly in June, 1775, Josiah Jones, who was 
kept a prisoner in Concord jail until his escape at the end of 
September and return to Boston (Oct. 22nd), does not appear to 
have gone to sea again during the Siege. His brother Stephen, 
the second youngest son of Col. Elieha Jones, however, a lieutenant 
in Ruggles' Loyal Legion, "was employed by his Father in the 
Command of a Foraging Party from Boston. "1 He would thus have 
served with the Tory fleet of forage transports that brought in 
these vital supplies on the ever more hazardous voyages from 
Maine and the Fundy Ports of Nova Scotia running the gauntlet 
of rebel freebooters. Quick-thinking, daring, and resourceful, 
Stephen Jones had already distinguished himself at Lexington as 
a Tory Volunteer with Lord Percy - and while in England in 1781 
was chosen a member of his staff by Benjamin Thompson who had 
just resigned as Under Secretary of the American Department under 
Lord George Germain to become Lt. Col. Commandant of the King's 
American Dragoons (Prince William Henry was Colonel). Stephen 
Jones sailed with Thompson to South Carolina where he served as 
adjutant to the cavalry and was several times commended for bravery. 
2 
For "fighting Tories" like these sons of Col. Jones, who saw active 
military service through the more than eight years of warfare, the 
routine and uneventful was generally overlaid in record and memory 
by hazardous adventure. Stephen Jones'duty as commander of a forage 
party at Boston -and later in the Commissary Department at New York - 
was successful if inevitably humdrum compared with such as Stephen's 
later swashbuckling adventures with Ben Thompson and his Tories in 
pursuit of the notorious rebel, the "Swamp Fox" (Gen. Francis Marion) 
along the Santee River. 
3 
1 
PRO. A. 0.12: 10, f. 390. "Evidence on the Claim of Stephen Jones, " 
Testimony given at Digby, N. S. Oct. 24,1786. 
2 Sir Guy Carleton(later Lord Dorchester), appointed Commander-in- 
Chief in America in 1781 gave Stephen Jones his commission as Cornet in the King's American Dragoons. Stephen named his second son after him (called in the family Carleton), and it was his son, born at Weymouth N. S. 
in Sept. 1824, the Hon. Alfred Gilpin Jones, who died in Halifax as Lt. Governor of Nova Scotia in March, 1906. See obituary im The Times (London) 
March 16,1906.10/2. 
3 Stephen Jones' Loyalist papers are insPRO: A. 0.12: 10, ff. 360-372; 389; 412; 441; A. 0.13=47; A. 0.13250. 
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The activities of the Tory Letters of Marque and Privateers 
throughout the Revolutionary War, for the most port, have yet to 
be chronicled. But these veccelc that were financeci, armed, and 
fou{rht by the Tories (luring the Giege of Bonton are hi: ntorically 
important an the beginning of what in the next two yearn was to 
brow into the -o-called "Refugee 1, 'leet, " operating; mainly from 
bases at New port (I hod Islan(s) Martha's Vineyard, and. New York 
(Long Inland under the able command of George Leonard, r'rancic 
Green, and other Masnachusettn Yankees that had served in Ruggles' 
Associators and which took no effective a part in convoying 
and transporting supplies and waging war upon rebel chipping. 
l 
Nor was the service of the volunteers with Ru. gglec' corps 
of Ascociators in Boston - the loyal remmmt of -the Massachusetts 
militia - aboard armed vessels a new departure in the colonial 
experience. The tradition of sea-going militia in 
Massachusetts, 
service on Province vessels euch as the 20-gun King Georje fitted 
out by Governor Thomas Pownall in 1758, and the Province sloop 
M-assachu^etts used by Governor i"rancis Bernard, was as old as 
privateering in lIngland's wars against 
the Dutch and the r'rench. 
2 
Col. 11isha Jones had not done -ea-duty during; the Prench Wars 
(at one time he commanded a Minute-Man Company) but his cousin9 
Ichabod Jones of Boston was captain of a hospital ship manned by 
Massachusetts militia at the Siege of Louisburg; in 174 .3 
1 Nucleus of the "Refugee <<leet" were the vessels of George Leonard, 
who was a ! 'irrt Lieutenant in Capt. Ak i jell I"lil lard's i? ir. ^t Company of 
Associators in Boston under Howe. His fleet of 7 armed vennels and 
3 transports at one time operated from Newport (R. I. ) and among others 
captured 11 rebel vessels in n raid upon Marthn, 'n Vineyard. Son 
Treasury In Letters, PRO. '. 1: 553, and Leonard's Loyalist Claims 
papers, which give detailed descriptions of the activities of the 
"Refugee Fleet": PRO. A. O. 13: 51; A. 0.12: 10, ff. 394-409,438-9. 
2 Charles Pownall, Thomas Pownall M. P., F. R. S., Governor of 
Massachusetts Bay... (London, 1908)pp. 100-101,136-79 for an account 
of the Kinl Georg and the 1lassachusetts. 
3 
For the service of Ichabod Jones, see: Massachusetts Archives, 
Vol. 118, p. 319. The tradition of the Ma:; ^, achucettn Dez- oin I; ilitia 
is o long and honourable one: Col. J1isha Jones' r*r<a. ndnon in the 5th 
generation, who was later to 
design the first United Mates nuclear 
submarine, Cereno St. Clair Jones, served as a volunteer in the 
Massachusetts Sea Militia during the First World ; dar. 
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While during the : siege the Royal Navy at Boston went 
1 
short-handed (tue rewards being small and the discipline savage 
even by the harsh and exacting costomo of life at sea on the 
commercial vessels of tue time) there seems to have been no lack 
of volunteers among Brig. Timothy Ruggles' Loyal Associators for 
service aboard the Tory Letters of Marque and Privateers fitted 
2 
out by the loyal merchants of Boston. Samuel Paine, only a few 
years out of Harvard and cooped up since before Hunker Hill by 
the Siege, wrote to his brother Dr. William Paine at Ivlorcester 
on Oct. 2,1775: 
"I eni1 to Morrow upon a Short Cruize (to touch at 
New York) being l ntred on board a Letter of Marque, 
as an adventurer Commissioned, to Distress the 
Trade of the Province, and bring all American 
Vessel: - into this Port. My money is Lxausted, but 
I am in Good Spirits. --" 3 
Samuel Paine wac then a volunteer in Capt. James Putnam's i"ourth 
Company of Loyal Associators, and soon afterward as part of the 
Howe reorganization of the Loyalist corps was commissioned on 
Oct. 30th a Second Lieutenant in Capt. Abijeh Willard's D'i. rst 
Company. 4 
1 Gravec'decpatches to the Admiralty are full of complaints of 
short-manning of hic vessels (PRO. Ad. l: 4ij) and rice "The Con(luct 
of Admiral Graves, Vol. II, Add. I. lns. 14039, I3rit. IMTus. pp. 216-7. 
2 There can be no doubt that the Yankees - loyal and rebel - found 
the well-established colonial habit of privateering both conf; enial 
and rewarding. As Admiral Samuel Eliot Morison put it in his classic 
Maritime Hictor_ý of Massachusetts 1783-1360 (lct. edn. 19? 1) "M ssachusetts 
enjoyed peace for three-quarters of the period from 1713 to the 
Revolution. In war-time her fishing fleet was d. ismý, ntled, but the 
fishermen found exciting employment on armed merchantmen bearing 
letters of marque and reprisal... So congenial, in fact, did our 
provincial seamen find privateering, that many could not bear to 
give it up when peace was concluded. In consequence, not a few were 
hanged in chains on Bird Island or Nix's Mate, whereby every passim; 
seaman might rain a moral lesson... "p. 20. 
3 Samuel Paine to Dr. William Paine, Oct. 2,1775. William Paine MSS, 
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester. 
4 Roster of Ruf, les"'l'ive Companies of A^Uocintor^, "July 5,1775, 
Gage TZS., Clements Library , Univers ity of iMichig*an; Howe'-- joint 
commission to Crtpt. Abi jah Willard of the ý"'irrst Company is in the 
Willard. MSS., PRO. A. O. 13: 51. 
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Tory activities on the sea during the last winter of 
the Sieve of Boston (and later), whether connected with 
merchantmen, lettern of marque, or priv-1. teern, however , suffer 
no less from obscurantism than those on land, and for much the 
same reasons. As was ('one to vilify the character of Col.., '1i^hn 
Jones and hin cousin Captain Ich^bod Jones, who^e sloop Unity was 
used in the first sea-fir-lit with a naval vessel at Machias, 
political enemies made propaganda in the press of their failures - 
the only public record intended by the rebels to rurvive. T'rie rebels 
made much of their captures of Tory vessels, Tory misadventures 
at sea were represented as objects of divine retribution. accusat ions 
were made against Tories for atrocities or destruction of property 
done by the rebels themselves. 
At sea as on land the Tories were caur'ht between failure 
and the extinction of the triumph of rebellion, and their successes 
which to a corresponding degree menaced and thus earned the hostility 
of an array of powerful, well-entrenched Btitish interests. The 
most iüiportant of these were the Royal Navy and the Treasury, 
concerned with the protection and supply of the military and loyal 
colonial population, and the money-men of the City of London,, -rho 
with their clients, the jobbers, were "cut out" by the enterprise 
of Tory Yankees from profits that made the great fortunes of such 
as air : William Baker 
(1743-1824), an outspoken op; )onent of Lord 
North's Tory government who suHHI)lied re, iar 1 colonial troops in 
2 
Nova Gcotia and was paymaster during the b'rench star. To the end 
of the conflict the Royal Navy, Admiral Graves at Boston and his 
1 See the Boston Gazette, Dee. 4,1775,1/2" The Essex Gazette of 
Dec. 14th rejoiced in the capture of the loyal brig Little Hannah 
bound from Antigua to Boston, Robert Adams, Master, with a car(, o of 
"about 130 pv. ncheons of rum, 100 cases of pin, some cocoa, sugar, and 
a cask of oranges to please 
the delicate appetite of my Lord Howe. " 
The brig, "wanting a pilot, and seeing the :. hip and privateer (Capt. 
Manley of Marblehead in the Lee)together, sapposed the latter could 
help her to one; she accordinly made for them. oh rpo came uP, when 
Capt. Manley readily afforded her a pilot,, ýnd cone uctec her together 
with the ship, very safely into 
Beverly harbour. " 
2 Sir William Baker's father bought the Bayford estate in Hertfordshire 
from the profits of supply contracts in the 1"rench War in Can: eia and 
Nova Scotia. DUUB. The best study of procurement is: Norman Baker, 
Government and Contractors The British Treasury and L IM plies 
L- . 
(7 pp. 216-; 40;? 47-8. 
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^uccersor^, (n. nc? 7cnerals euch as Clinton who were political 
enemies of Lord Gcorre Germain) were opponed3 to the t 'rantinf* to 
Tories of letters of marque and priv; iteering comminsions, and to 
1 
the creation , and operation of a "Refugee !, 11(, t. " 
Fror, Vie time of hi: ' arrival a^ commander of the North 
American Gqa dron at Borton, June 30,1774, there was an Little 
mention an pornible of Tory maritime activities in the official 
reports of Admiral Graven. Notable by their absence were the 
contributions made by Tory pilots and other volunteers belon ing 
to Ruggles' corps of A:; rociators with the punitive expedition 
finally sent by Graves in October, 1775 against Falmouth, Idachias, 
and other rebel? iou^ towns n. lonp; the coast of fassachurettr, New 
Hamprhire, and I: aine under Henry liowat - at a time when Graves' 
every c9mmunication to i ; land complained of his :, hips being short- 
han. ded. Nor in the lint of captures made of more th,, in, 70 rebel 
vessels between June and Decemher, 1775, did Graves indicate which 
had been taken by Tory letters of marque and privatecrc, man. ned and 
commanded by Rufgles' Acsociators sailing; out of Boston under 
commissions riven by Gage as Royal Governor of I1aesachu: setts, and 
his military successor, William Howe. 
3 
1 After much prodding by Germain, who wrote Clinton at New York in 
a despatch dated April 21,1780, to use "the zeal of his faithful 
refu ce subjects within the British lines in o-nno, yinr the seacoasts 
of the revolted provinces and distressing their trade... " the Board 
of Associated Loyalists 
(including Bri *. Timothy RuU ler) was finally 
set up at New York to coordinate the activities - along; the coast 
and elsewhere -in January 1781, of the various Tory corps. The 
efficiency of the Tory war-vessels, and partioul. irly of the whalebori. to 
of Col. Benjauriin Thompaon's King's American Dragoons (in which Stephen 
and Simeon Jones served as officers) 
in clearing- the waters around 
Long Island of rebel privateers brought Naval and other pressure upon 
Clinton to curtail their activities. See: Germain to Clinton, April 21, 
1780. Stopford-Sackville Papers, Hist. Mse. Comm. Report , Vol . II, p. 237. 
For the opposition of Sir Richard Howe to Tory letters of marque and 
privateerr, eee: Historical Anecdotes, Civil and 1; ilitary in a Series of 
Letters : Tritten from Ame 111_Q Yearn 177 and 1776 ýiS2 i-'--f fý. ' ný-t erson_ in ;n Iancý'By <1 Loy,,, l iFt ; on(IM7- T7 - 9p 
2 See above, Chapter 
3 Por the list of captures, Graver, "Conduct... " Vol. II. ADD. NSS. 
14039, Brit. Mus, 
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More than this, through the autumn and into the winter of 
1775 Gravest conduct of the naval command - as from the beginning - 
operated to hamper and restrict, rather than to facilitate, the 
shipping of supplies in Tory and other vessels into Boston. And at 
the same time, as in his despatch to Sandwich at the Admiralty dated 
August 19th, where Graves wrote : "Our entire dependence for Supplies 
in future must be on Great Britain... " the Admiral said nothing, 
or reduced to a minimum the contribution, actual and potential, 
made by Tories in pro curing, nhipping, and protecting the shipment of 
supplies of all kinds, whether originating in the American colonies - 
including Nova Scotia - or elsewhere. 1 
Sandwich, taxed in the Cabinet by Germain for naval 
ineffectiveness, prodded Graves to act and to use the vessels and 
sources of supply immediately available to him. Sandwich wrote on 
September 17,1775: 
"In the letters I have lately troubled you with I have 
pointed out to you that the eyes of the whole Nation are 
upon you, that much is expected of the operations of the 
great naval force you will have under your command towards 
suppressing the unnatural rebellion now existing almost in 
every part of America; I have told you that you may be found 
fault with for doing too little, but there is no danger of 
blame for vigorous exertion of your strength. I cannot now 
conceal from you that I find the world in general full of 
complaints that the fleet does nothing,, -Lad that in particular 
Boston wants provisions which the chips have it in their power 
to procure. They nay that you do not seem to consider America 
as a country you are actually at war with; and though the 
rebels take every advantage in their power to starve the 
army and navy, you seem to have delicacies about taking 
possession of whatever is wanted for your subsistence or 
your operations, 
"I have always understood that Rhode Island and other 
places in rebellion are open to the sea and have plenty of 
cattle and stock. I think if I wanted provisions and had a 
fleet under my direction, I should find means to force them 
to supply me... " 
1 Graves to Admiralty, August 19,1775. PRO. AD. 1: 485" 
2 Sandwich's reference to the expected. "great naval force" war, to 
the large reinforcements in ves^els envisaged by the estimates made 
at the Admiralty in July by Ad. Sir Hugh Palliser. In, June, '7.75 Graves 
had 30 vessels, and 10 more by the end of the year. palli^er estimated 
50 vesseis: five 50-g; un ships, two 44s, 21 frig; ates, 14 sloops &8 schooners. G. R. Barnes and J. H. Owens, The Private Papers of John, ý: arl of Sandwich... 
Vol. 1, pp"41,64-66. -' 
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In September, 1775, Graves, however, even preparing at long 
last a punitive expedition against the rebellious towns Downeast, 
1 
and expecting reinforcements, showed no greater concern for the vital 
sea supply of the Boston Loyalist population from the still loyal 
colony of Nova Scotia even when that province was threatened by 
rebel invasion. And Tory fears that the rebels meant at last to 
strangle Boston by occupying and destroying supply bases in Nova 
Scotia and "captivating the Tories" there, many of them transplanted 
New Eiglanders engaged in the lucrative supply trade to Boston, were 
real enough. 
On August 11th liashington in a letter to the rebel General 
Court at Watertown had shelved the so-called Thompson (or Machias) 
plan for an army of a thousand men to cross the Bay of Fundy in 
4 armed vessels and 8 transports from Machias to capture Windsor 
and the Tories there and to use that town as a base for capturing 
the most strategic point in the maritime province, Halifax, with its 
2 
naval base, arsenal, and great harbour. But if official plans for an 
expedition to Nova Scotia were for a time thus suspended, Downeast 
rebels in Maine, at Machias and other places, whose forays as 
freebooters against loyal shipping and loyal supply bases along 
the New EnCland coast and in the Bay of Fundy had greatly multiplied 
through the summer of 1775, took matters into their own hands. 
1 
The sloop Raven which carried. Admiralty orders dated. July 6th for 
Graves to take the offensive in suppressing rebellion did not reach 
Boston, until Oct. 4th, when Capt. blowat's squadron to punish rebellious 
towns Downeast was nearly ready to sail (Oct. 8th). There is a copy of 
the orders of July 6th in the Germain Papers, Clements Library University 
of Michigan, 
(but none in the Admiralty Out-Letters in the PROD. 
2 The text of the Thompson Plan (named for Col. Samuel Thompson of 
Brunswick, leader of the "Brunswick Radicals" and the man chiefly 
responsible for the capture of Capt. Mowat of the Canceaux at Falmouth 
and the mob rule in the town - May, 1775 - known as "Thompson's War") 
and of Washington's reply to the Committee of the General Court are 
both printed in Force, American Archives, 4th Serie^, Vo1. III, p. 31. 
The best discussion of the Thompson (Machias) Plan and Washington's 
attitude toward it is still that of John Bartlet Brebner, The Neutral 
Yankees of Nova Scotia (1937), chapter 10, which correctly stresses 
the importance of the Fundy-Boston supply trade. 
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It was the piratical voyage to the mouth of the ät. John River 
at the end of Aut-u^t of Captain Ichabod Jones' ubiquitous rloop Unit , 
without doubt a splendid sailer, that, captured by the rebels had 
vanqui^hed, runonr others, the naval schooner D1arparetta in the first 
1 
sea-fight in Machias Bay (June 12th) and renamed Machian Liberty had 
been added to the rebel freebooter fleet, that pointed the threat of 
armed Yankee invasion to the loyal province of Nova Scotia. She was 
commanded then sy Stephen Smith, whose provision store at Machias, 
trading under the name of Smith and Stillman was prospering - as were 
other rebel firms Downcast - from the booty of captured Loyal vessels 
and their cargoes and. the engrossed stock and business of its former 
and much larger Tory rival, forced to close down by the Committee of 
2 
Safety of which partner George Stillman was Clerk, and owned as a 
joint partnership by Col. Elisha Jones'cousin, Capt. Ichabod Jones, 
his son, John Coffin Jones, and nephew, Judge Stephen Jones of Machias, ' 
Stephen Smith in the Unity(riachias Liberty) carried out the attack on 
Fort Frederici'. planned by the Machias Committee of Safety at least as 
early as July, bombarding and burning the military installations there - 
after first, with an eye to the profitability of the voyage, taking the 
valuable Tory supply vessel out of Boston, the 1. ^0 ton brig Loyal Briton, 
just loaded with a cargo of oxen, sheep. and swine, as she was winding 
up her anchor. The Loyal Briton, commanded by John Semple, a Boston 
merchant, was manned and owned by volunteers in Brif-. Rufrglec' Loyal 
Acsociators including James Anderson, roon to be commissioned Captain of the 
'For the conversion of Ichabod Jones' sloop Unity, see: Judge Stephen 
Jones (of Machias) "Historical Account of Machias"1822, Williamson Ate;, 
Maine Historical Society, p. 21. The following year, July ? 5,1776, the 
nloop Mac 'nn Libor was bonded and oommirnionnd an a Mar+nacYju. otir3 
privateer: her bond was £2,000, and 
the bonders the commander, Jeremiah 
O'Brien , "mariner" of 
Machias , Benjamin 
Balch, of Danvers,. -n d Francis Shaw 
of Gouldsborough(father-in-law of 
Col. Nathan Jones'deu, mhter Sarah, who 
married John Shaw - d. at Gould borough 
Oct. 25,1780)4ith the schooner 
Diliant the Machias Liberty formed the beginnin((* of the rebel Nlassac}tusett 
State Navy. Allen, Massachusetts Privateers... pp. 113,213,313. 
2 The account book of Stephen Smith, for theyearn 1762-1777, and of 
the firm of Smith and Stillman, "Ledger A", are at the Maine Historical 
Society, Portland. 
3 For the history of the firm of Stephen Jones and partners at Machias, 
see: Stephen Jones. "Ili storical Account of Machias, "1822, pp. 3-5,14.15; 
Stephen Jones, "Autobiography"Sprahue's Journal of Maine History, Vo1. I1I, 
April, 1916. pp. 211-212; and the papers of John Coffin Jones, Harvard 
B usiness School. 
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Loyal North British Volunteers. 
1 
In hip letter to the rebel General Court at Watertown of 
Auýý; ust 11th pointing; out the "reasons against" implementing the 
Machiac, or Thompron, Plan for an invasion of Nova Scotia, Washington 
had argued that "such an enterprise" was "inconsistent with the 
general principle upon which the colonies have proceeded, " that 
Nova Scotia "has not commenced hostilities... nor are any to be 
apprehended. To attack it, therefore, is a measure of conquest, 
rather than defense, and may be attended with very dangerous 
consequences. It might, perhaps, he easy with the force proposed to 
make an incursion, into the province and overawe those of the 
inhabitants, who are inimical to our cause, and, for a short time, 
prevent their supplying the enemy with provision-; but to produce 
any lasting effectc, the same force must continue. "2 
There can be no doubt, however, that the destruction of the 
strategically located Port Frederick was part of a rebel plan for 
the occupation of Nova Scotia began at least as early as July, when 
Col. Phineas Lovett, travelling passenger in a vee^e1 from Salem to 
Machias, was asked by Stephen Smith about the state of the forts at 
the mouth of the St. John River (Fort Frederick), and across the Bay 
of Fundy at Annapolis Royal, and the probable actions of the local 
people should an attempt be made by the Yankecs to invade. No sooner 
1 For the raining of the Loyal North British Volunteers, see above, 
Chapter At 'the time of the raid at Fort Frederick John Cemple 
was a volunteer in Captain Richard Salton:; tall'e Pifth Company of 
Ruggles' Associators. Roster, dated July 5,1775. Gape Papers. 
2 Washington to the General Court, August 11,1775. r'itzpatrick, ed., 
The Writinf*s of George Washington, Vol. III 
In November, 1775, however, after rebel sympathi^ers from Nova Scotia 
pressed the Continental Con ress at I'hiladelphia for an invanion to 
foment a ririnp against the administration of Governor Le177e, 
Washington wan directed. to rend two rpies to Nova Scotia to f-ntller 
information, on the basin of which'; in cane he should judge it practicable 
and expedient"to send a force to Nova Scotia to nei7, e war materials, 
destroy forts and docks, and capture Tory and British verseln. It well 
nerved the intere^tn of the Tories in Bonton that the two npien, Mones 
Child and Aaron Millard, were unable to cross the Bay of i0und. y. The 
documents relating to this incident are printed in i, 'orce, Aiaerican 
Arc hivos, 4th ")er., Vol. IV, pp. 1148-99,, -Lnd . ford, Journals of the 
Continental Congress, Vol. III, p. 348, 
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did Stephen Smith an the Unit (Machias Liberty) return from the 
burning; of Fort Frederick in August with the"prize" vessel Loyal 
Briton, than he gras renamed the Infidel and added to the Machias 
rebel squadron, while the Committee of Safety lost no time in letting 
it be known that the next objectives in Nova Scotia to be attacked 
would be the two morst important Tory supply bases in the Bay of 
? undy, the ports of Annapolis Royal ; md ', 'Jindr, or.?. shipmasters rund 
others coming from Machias testified in Halifax before Governor Legge 
and the Nova Scotia Council of the war preparations being made there. 
According to William "'hey "the people at 1: echias declar'd, that they 
only waited untill the Hay and Corn in Nova Scotia, were cut down & 
collected and then they would come and. carry it off. " 
3 
1 
2 Col. Phineas Lovett, a member of the Nova Scotia Assembly, informed 
the local authorities at Annapolis of his converrr. -tion at Machias with 
Stephen Smith, and a petition asking the Governor for a supply of 
arms and ammunition was signed by the leading citizens of Annapolis, 
including the Rev. Thomas Ilood., Commissary and Ordnance Storekeeper 
Thomas Williams (who married Ann, only daughter of Captain Edward 
Amherst of the 40th Re , 
iment, was grandfather to it William Wenwick 
, rrilliams, Bt(see D. N. B. )and a direct ancestor of the author)Colonel 
William Shaw, and John Ritchie, with supporting; letter from Matthew 
Winrtiett. After Lovett'- testimony before the Council at Halif: u:., an 
order was made on July 24,1775 for a supply to be sent to the forts 
at Annapolis Royal and Granville, laut all that could be spared was 
six. barrels of f*unpowder, ball in proportion, and four six-pounders. 
After the burning; of Port Frederick a light-infantry company of fifty 
men was ordered to be formed 
(Aumiot 26,1775) at Annapolis. 
See Thomas, Williams f letter from Annapolis Royal Hated Auf*, ust 31,1775 
to William Shirrtff, Deputy Quartermaster General at Boston. Gage MISS., 
Clements Library. 1'or the testimony of Phineas Lovett before the Council, 
nee: Nova Scotia Council Minutes, July 15,1775. P. A. N. S. 21?: 3f 2-5" 
3 Deposition of William Shey, August 16,1775. Nova Scotia Council 
Minutes, Aug. 16,1775. P. A. N. S. 112: 338. Thin was further confirmed by 
the testimony that same day of Mrs. Sunnnnah Shepherd, pansen(, er on a 
vessel from Philadelphia that had run aground and, havinp been trot off 
by Stephen Smith on patrol in Machias Day, war "forced... intto Machias. " 
She heard of plans, to attack Nova Scotia juith a force of two thousand men 
that would make prinonern of the Tories and the Governor after the 
harvest was in, and that ordern were awaited from Con reis to carry 
out there plans. Ibid., p. 340. 
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Admiral Graves, in an exchange of letters with Governor 
1? rancic Lege at Halifax, di. ^cu^ced the advisability of limiting 
the quantity of ruppliec that Tory vessels from Bo, -, ton rhoulcl be 
allowed to take away from the Province. Graven' letter of 3ept. 3Dth 
was hostile to the Tory interest both in Novo, Scotia ,. ncl in Boston: 
"I an particularly obliged to Your Excellency for pointing; 
out so clearly the scarcity likely to happen in the 
Province of Nova Scotia by our drawing from thence too 
large supplies of Cattle and other Stock. any of the 
Inhabitants of Boston have fitted out Vessels and 
entreated permission to go to Nova Scotia to procure 
fresh provisions. Hitherto they have not been refused, 
and it would have the appearance of cruelty to deny 
them, but as they have all been wanting in that respect 
due to Your ixcellency, and, under pretence of furnishing 
the Navy, have perhaps obtained indulgence they were 
otherwise not intitled (sic) to, I bei; leave to assure 
you that although the Tenor of Passes hach been ý~enerally 
to procure fresh stock for the Army and Navy, they have 
been fr<anted under a supposition that Nova Scotia was 
benefitted by the Trade and with a view to supply our 
Market, and not for the particular use of the Fleet. 
Whatever we may wish to have in future for the Fleet I 
will make particular application for to Your i; xcellency, 
and I suppose the General will do the same for the Army; 
and with respect to all those who now have my pass, Your 
Excellency will be, the best judge how far they can be 
indulf-ed, but no part it for the Fleet... " 1 
1 
Ad. Graves to Gov. Lei-ge, Boston Sept. 30; 1775. "The Conduct of 
Admiral Graves, " Vol. 11, Add . Ni-3- 
L1039, Brit. blur.. 
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The vital provision trade across the Bay of ? candy in which 
Col. Ilisha, Jones, as Forage Commissioner, and the Boston Tories 
had so large an interest, continued however encumbered by official 
restrictions - and harras; -ed by armed rebel raiders - throughout 
the Siege. It was a great loss to the cause of Loyalism in Nova 
Scotia and in Lorton - and symbolic of their common identity - 
however, when in Decemher, 1775 the great leader of the Nova Scotia 
Loyalists, John Day, senior partner in the Halifax firm of Day & 
Scott, was killed when his ship, carrying supplies to Boston, 
was struck by lightning. It was John Day who had written and 
managed the passage through a turbulent session of the Nova Scotia 
Assembly the politically crucial Loyal Address to the Crown of 
June 24,1775. A man whose fearless patriotism would have recommended 
him to Col. Elisha Jones, Day had been the principal supplier of 
forage in Nova Scotia to Loyal Boston: it was to the office of 
Day and Scott at Windsor that Josiah Jones, supercargo of the sloop 
Polly, had been directed on the fateful voyage of June, 1775 that 
1 
ended in his imprisonment at Concord. 
1 William Shirreff (Deputy Quartermaster General at Boston) to 
Messrs. Day & Scott at aindsor, May 30,1775. Doc. Iiist. of the State of 
Maine, Vol. XIV, pp. 264-5 " I'lilliam Shirreff ts letter to 
Tioma^ '. Jil li jms 
Ordnance Storekeeper at Annapolis Hoyal, dated Boston, PýI, zy ? 9,1775, 
gives further information regarding the procurement of foraf; e by 
Day & Scott at Halifax, a letter carried on the Polly by Jo^ijjl 
Jones, and captured with his other papers by the rebels. Printed in 
Force, American Archives, Series IV, Vol. 2, p. 90?. t'or sketches of 
John Day, see the Memorials of John Day Jr., April ? 6,1784, and his 
mother Henrietta Maria, of July 29,1784. 
P. A. N. S. 
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At the beginning of September Governor LeCCe and the Council had 
put in hand what measures they could for the defenýe of Halifax 
and other parts of the Province, ^ome of which, nötably Cape Sable 
and the South Chore 
(south-west from Chester and Lunenburg) were 
1 
substantially neutralist and even pro-rebel. At the beginning of 
October, Gage, as Commander-in-Chief, reinforced the small Halifax 
garrison, sending from Boston two companies of the Fourteenth Regiment 
and a detatchment of 70 Royal F'encible Americans; in November one 
fifth of the Militia was raised, and martial law finally declared 
throughout Nova Scotia on December 5th. Under the direction of the 
Province Chief Just ice, moreover, some 700 inhabitants of Halifax, 
and King's and Annapolis Counties, took the oath of allegiance and 
signed a Loyal Association paper similar to that circulated earlier 
to the towns in Massachusetts by Bric. Timothy Ruggles, Col. Elisha 
Jones, Col. Thomas Gilbert, and the other Tory leaders. 
3 
1 Nova Scotia Council Minutes, Sept. 4,1775. P. A. N. S., 212: 352. 
For public attitudes toward the rebel: lion, see: L. D. Poole, Annals of 
Yarmouth and Barrington in the Revolutionary War, Yarmouth, N. `;., 1899; 
and the DI ar of Simeon 
Perr kins (Liverpool 11iipma^ter and merchant) 
1766-1780 , H. A. Innis, ed., Toronto, 
The Champlain S0ciety, l948; C. A. 
Rawlyk, "The Americzin Revolution and. Nova Scotia Reconsidered, " 
Dalhousie Review, Vol. XLIII (Fall, 1963)pp. 379-94; I3rebner, The Neutral 
Y ees of Nova Scotia, pp. 274-'79" 
2 On Oct. 16,1775, Lord Suffolk authorized Cov. Legge to raise a force 
of a thousand volunteers for the defen^e of the Province. Suffolk to 
LeCge, Oct. 16,17 ). P. A. N. S., 32: 32. See: D. C. Ilarvey'I1achias and the 
Invasion of Nova Scotia, " Canadian Historical Association Rcc ort, 1932, 
p. 18; Brebner, The Neutral Yankees of Nova Sc otia, p. 270. 
3 Chief Justice (and Lieutenant Governor) Jonathan Belcher Jr. (non of 
the Governor of Massachusetts, 1731-41, and of New Jersey, 1747-57 ) 
Belcher's Association read in part: "... and though the Realms of Scotland, 
Ireland & all the Dominions in America were unrepresented in the 
English Parliament, yet they are, and have ever been deem'd to be 
incontestably bound by the Act of Succession to the Crown, to the 
Strictest Allegiance and Fidelity to his Majesty's most Sacred Person, 
& his Royal & Supreme Government, as visited on his Majesty by 
Parliament. " Gov. Legge to Lord Dartmouth, NNov. 27,1775. PRO. C. 0.217/51. 
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Buttressed by Tory Association and. Tory volunteer1 
companion in Halifax, Annapoli^, '. Iindsor, and other town, Loyali^m 
in Nova 3cotia passed through its severest trial- of t1-. e War during 
the fall and winter of 1775-6. Tathering the stren¬*th, however, to 
keep the support of the great majority of the population, including 
the predominantly neutralist French peasantry and some arson ; the 
immigrant Yankees for whom the struggle was a civil war - contrary 
to the experience of neighbouring Masnachuretts and the other 
New England colonies - to retain political control under the crown.? 
Although none of Col. llisha Jonest family sought political asylum 
in Nova Scotia until the Evacuation of Boston, there were many 
New England Tories who, before the spring of 1776 fled from rebel 
persecution Downcast to the St. John River valley and across the 
Bay of Fundy to the Nova Scotia peninsula - where they joined with 
local Tories to become the real founders of Nova Scotia nationalism. 
3 
To no small degree Loyaliem in Nova Scotia wan forged - before 
1776 and after- by rebel Yankee sea-raiding and Pillage, the brunt 
4 
of it along the Fundy Shore and Cape : ºable, eight long years and 
more of terror and hardship that cast shadows in families without 
1 The government later armed two ^choonerFi, the 60 ton Buckram and 
the Inculter under Captain John : shepherd which carried arms and 
ammunition to the militia and acted as convoys liett"ýeen port towns, 
and fitted out a small 50 ton schooner with 8 guns and a crew of 
28 as a coact guard, called The Loyal Nova Scotiýnn. 
2 The only serious attempt by the rebels to inv, uie Novo, äcotia during 
the War was the unruccensfu1 attack made upon Pt. Cumhorlnnd in Nov., 
1776 by Jonathan Ludy and a force of "militia" from Machias. 1ý'ew 
Nova Scotian^ joined his call. for rebellion. : ooe Brebner, The Neutral 
Yankees of Nova Scotia, pp.. -5- 
3 For the Jones family and the Fvacuation, see below, Chapter 
FJhig and Neo ', "Jhig historians have generally minimized or ignored the 
question of Loyalinm in Nova Scotia at the beginning of the War: 
See h7acNutt, The Atlantic Provinces... 1712-l- WR (1961-- in 
Chapter 4, "Revolution aniI Reorganization 177')-1'1, W' little in : laid 
of Nova äcotian Loyalism, and overmuch of the "neutrality" of the local 
population, 
4 There in no adequate study of loyal or rebel privateering (during the War, in Nova Scotian waters. Scattered incidents, notably after 1775, 
appear in the Diary of Simeon Perkins the merchant and ^hipowner of Liverpool, Harold A. Innis, ed., Vol. I, 1766-1780. `Poronto, 194t8. The rebel privateer raids are still remembered - and have ! rrtnoed into folklore. 
Harrison Jones of tieymouth to author, August, 1952. 
4 
number outlasting two centuries, and profoundly influenced the 
shape of Nova Scotia political history: it was Col. i lisha Jones' 
great-grandson, the Hon. Alfred Gilpin Jones, of Weymouth (Digby 
County) and Halifax, who for some years in the 
1 
1860'r was leader 
of the Anti-Confederation party in Nova Scotia. Nor were the rebel 
Yankee raids on Nova Scotia the work only of freebooters - called 
pirates by the Loyalists - that to the end of the war continued to 
operate without commissions, or even Letters of Varque and Privateers. 
There was no more blatant demonstration of the rebel threat to Nova 
Scotia than the notorious raid upon the Island of St. John (Prince 
Edward Island) in the Gulf of St. Lawrence by two oommissioned 
armed vessels of "George Washington's Navy", the schooners Franklin 
and Hancock, comm,, nded by John Selman, a captain in Gen. John Clover's 
21st (tiarblehead) regiment, and. Nicholson Broughton, formerly commander 
of the ill-fated schooner Hannah, the first to be commissioned by 
Washington. The ; Franklin and Hancock left Beverly on Oct. 22,177 , 
but failing to intercept two ordnance brigs from On gland with cargoes 
of powder and munitions, they"turned pitate" and sailing to the Island 
of St. John fell upon the principal settlement (Charlottetown), 
plundering warehouses and homes, carrying off jewelry and other personal 
effects besides the records of the Supreme Court, and abducting the 
acting governor, Phillips Callbeck, and :; urve, yor-general Thomas Wrir-}it, 
1Thin 
party favoured continued self-government under the Crown. Alfred 
Gilpin Jones,, Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia from 19 
served as President of the United anpire Loyalist Association of Nova 
Scotia and as Lt. Col commanding the First Brigade Halifax Garrison 
Artillery. He was grandson of Lt. Stephen Jones (Ilarva. rd, 1775) of 
the King's American Dragoons, who after the War settled at Weymouth (Sissiboo) with his brothers Josiah, Simeon, and nephew Cereno Upham 
Jones. Alfred Gilpin Jones wan born. at Weymouth in Sept ember, 13? 4, 
was educated at Yarmouth Academy, and went into buninens at Halifax 
where for many years he was head of the large Wert Indian importing 
firm of A. G. Jones & Co. Member of the Nova Scotia ^.. nd Canadian 
Parliaments for Halifax for a number of years, Alfred Gilpin Jones was Minister of Militia in the Mackenzie Cabinet in 1878, and in 1896 was Canadian representative at the Imperial Trade Con re -s and pacific 
Cable Conference in London. Printed rketches are in Henry James 1', organ, The Canadian 2'en and Women of the Tirne, Toronto, 1898, pp. 51? -3; Sir Bernard Burke, History of the Colonial Gentry, Vol. I1, l895, pp. 737_8. 
Gov. Jones' official papers are in the Nova Scotia Provincial 
Archivc, s; family papers with the Jones MSS., Dalhousie University, 
Hal if ax. 
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1 
who were taken prisoner to Watertown. 
The frustration and an "r of the Loyalistr in Boston - and 
the Army - at the failure of Admiral Graves and the Navy to protect 
the runply vessels, however, reached the uttermost limit with the 
capture of the ordnance brig Nancy from Woolwich Arsenal. On Dec. 8, 
th 
Dr. Peter Oliver Jr. wrote to hir at? ier-in-law Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson in London: "The Ordinance Brigg was taken the ist Instant, 
by one of their pirates, and carried into Cape Ann. To send an 
Ordinance Brirg of such a value out co poorly mann'd and arm'd look- 
very odd. We have 8 or 10 Pirate vessels out between the Capes, 
and yet our Men-of-Warr are chiefly in the Harbour. Two thirds of 
the troop and provision vessells are out, yet we expect they will 
be taken, many of them... "2 Gharles Stuart, then commanding the 43rd 
Regiment, was no less pessimistic. "We are almoat buried here, " he 
wrote to Lord Bute on December 14th, "and get no intell. ipence but 
the most melancholy news - such as our ships loaded with stores 
have been taken, several with provisions and fuel; notwithntandin( 
near 14 Men of War were cruising off, and others in the Harbour (Boston). 
"All we have done since my last is taking one Privateer of the 
Enemy with 70 men on board, and 19 fronst a miserable old ship. 
"The Enemy's works augment every day; there i: > not the smallest 
hillock without a post, and we expect soon to see the town afire with 
the Mortar and Shells they took from our store:,... " 3 
1 Washington was officially "embarrassed" by this incident, a clear case 
of piracy by the laws of the time: he freed the prir, oners, and never 
gave another command to Captains Broughton or Selman. In a later 
"Memorial, " however, Broughton alleged that he had not contravened his 
orders. Naval Documents of the American Revolution, Vol. II, pp1319,1322. 
2 P. O. Hutchinson, ed. The Diary and Letters of ... Thomas Hutchinson, Vol. II 
3Charles Stuart to Lord Bute, Bo^tom, Dec. 14,1775. iion. Nrd. L. Stuart 
Wortley, ed., A Prime Minister and his Son, p. 73. 
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Probably there were few in Boston who did not share the 
views of Lorc? Rawdon. in a letter to his uncle, the Earl of 
Huntin{; don, dated] at Boston on December lath: "... If you do not 
rend us a rtron. g reinforcement and a new Admiral, you have nothing; 
to expect from u^. Indeed 1Grave^ 
denerve. n to be made an eyample of 
much more than Byng did. " They had not long to wait. Admiral 
Pdolyneux Shuldha. m and P. cm, 111 rga<adron arrived at Boston the end 
of December with orders for Graver' recall. 2 
To the Tories Admiral Graves was - and was to remain - the 
great villain of the Siege of Boston. They in their vulnerable 
position of dependence upon Government suffered at first hand from 
Graves' corruption ( which reached no low as even to the sale of 
passes to near-bankrupt and half-starved Tories for the "privilege" 
of fishing in Boston harbour? personal cowardice (of the sort that 
led him to draw his sword upon an unarmed Tory with a ýrievonce in 
the street) and avarice 
(Graves used his official position to take 
hay belonging to refugee Tories from islands in Boston harbour). 
Graves' was the failure to use what ships and manpower he had to 
advantage in supporting the military defense of Government under 
Gage and Howe, and to protect the vital supply routes into beseiged 
Boston - that drove the refugee Tories under Brigadier Ruggles to 
sea in such as Col. Elirha Jones' forage transports, and letters of 
marque and privateers, in a fight for survival against rebel 
freebooters that in ever greater numbers and in every kind of 
vessel from whaleboats to brigantines preyed upon loyal shipping. 
1 Major Prancis fftztcheson wrote to Gen. Halclimancl on Dec. 23,1775: 
"The White f1aG at the foretop Masthead in Old, Durty, , and unfit for Service, if the Ministry expects it should fly with Luster, 
they must send a New One, Clean and Ferm. " Haldimand Papers, 
ADD IOS 21680, Brit. Nlus. 
2 For the recall of Graves, see: PRO. Ad. 2: 100: 138ff. 
3 William Eden, comparing Gage and Graves to Lord George Germain, wrote: 
"A worthy general with parts inferior to his station and a corrupt 
admiral without any shadow of capacity... " Stopf ord-Sack e Papers 
Hist. lIss. Comm., 1910, Vo1. II, p. 10. A letter written by a Loyalist in 
Boston in Dec., 1775 put it in more detail: 
"All the summer while the sick and. wounded were dying daily 
for want of fresh provisions, not a boat was permitted to fish 
in the harbour till Mr. --- (Jefferina) the Admiral's secretary, 
was softened down by a dollar for each boat. You may be sure we 
were not silent at this exaction, which was both impudent and (oont) 
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For the Torfe: in New England, Nova Scotia and the frowin 
refugee colony in England itself during the War, Graveo was 1 
the symbol of all that was bad in British administration; their 
later verdict was for the most part that of the rollier cone of 
Co1. EliE7he Jones who in preparin ^ their Loyalist hlemorialc ignored 
Admiral Graves (given refular promotion to the rank of Admiral of 
the White in 1782) and solicited testimonials from Gage and Howe 
in support of their services during the Siege of Boston. '- 
Cont. barbarous, and after a long time got it aboli^hecl. But 
after this we found our^elven in a worse sitllation. AU 
no dollars were paid, finhinp passports were with 
difficulty procured; the Admiral was never to be seen, 
and his secretary was always bucy; so that it often cost 
many days attendance before a single boat could have 
leave to fish. You may guess what execrations were poured 
forth against them by all sorts of people, the sick, the 
wounded, and the well, the army and the inhabitants ... 
Margaret Wheeler Willard, ed., Letters on the American 
Revolution, Boston, l925, pp. 238-9. 
4 Graves' cowardice and avarice are chronicled in Allen : French, 
"The Hallowell-Graves ? ieticuffs, (Aup*ust 11)1775, " 111, i3 Proceedings, 
LXIII, pp. 41-46. 
1 In London Jonathan Sewall wrote to Edward Winnow (appointed by 
Howe Collector of Customs at Boston and Rep i. -. ter of Probate for 
Suffolk County) Jan. 10-20,1776: "... What excuse can re form'd for 
a British Admiral, who, with 30 or 40 
Ship: under hic Command, Suffers 
a Garrison to ^tarve, tho' surrounded with plenty of every Necessary 
within reach of his Shipsi" and "tamely & nupinely... 
(watc}1), 'ishing* 
Schooners , Whale boats and 
Canoes riding triumphantly under the 
Muzzles of h=is Guns, & carrying off every Supply... " Graves, he added, 
"is cursed an hard upon this Side of the Water as he can be on yours. " 
Edward Winslow Papers, Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa. Sewall had 
written to Ward Chipman in Boston somewhat earlior, Nov. 25,1775- 
Jan. 14,1776, "... It minds me of Voltair's Observation, in his Candid- 
viz. 'that the English find it necessary to shoot an Admiral now and 
then, to make the rest fight. ' Sure I am this Admiral deserves 
shooting infinitely more richly than poor Byng did, if the one half 
that is told of his unpardonable Neglect, be true. " Ward. Chipman 
Papers, Loc. Cit. 
2 PRO, A. O. 13: 47; A00.13: 50; A"0.13: 74. 
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THE STARVELING WINTER OF '75 
"I am well in health, thank '3od, and have been so the 
whole of the time, but have liv'd at the rate of nix 
or seven hundred sterling a year -for I was determined 
to eat fresh provisions, while it was to be got, let it 
cost what it would; that since October (1775) I have 
scarce eat three meals of salt meat, but supply'd my 
family with fresh at the rata of one shilling to one 
shilling and sixpence sterling the pound... Though you 
may think we had plenty of cheese and porter, yet we 
were oblig'd to give from fifteen pence to two shillings 
a pound for all we eat of the former, and a loaf of bread 
of the size we formerly gave three pence for thought 
ourselves well off to get for a shilling. Butter at two 
shillings. Milk, for months without tasting any. Potatoes, 
from nine shillings to ten shillings and sixpence (a) 
bushel, and everything else in the same strain... " 
John Andrews, Whig merchant, Boston, Apri1 11,1776 
How well Col. Elisha Jones, his wife Mary, and sons were able 
to afford these wildly inflated prices - or those somewhat lower 
for the health-destroying salt provisions - we do not 1eow: for all 
but the very riclt, like the Whig merchant John Andrews, the last 
months of 1775 and 17T6 in Boston were a hard, sometimes desperate, 
struggle to live. With shortages of food at times acute, Howe by 
proclamation of Novembbr 6th gave the poorest exit permits and 
transport from-Boston. Tories with means and little taste for fighting 
made a final exodus before winter in available vessels to bland. 
It speaks much that the Loyalist refugees who remained in Boston, 
even those ouch as the Colonelts family who, as officials and 
serving-soldiers in the Loyal Anoooiwtors, wrote little of the 
domestic trials of this period, which they - and their descendants .. 
1 John, Andrews to William Barrell, April 11,17 '6. Marc. Hist. soc. 
Proce s, Vol. 8,1865, PP"410-411. 
2 This Proclamation began: -"Whereas the present and approaching 
distresses of many of the inhabitants in the town of Boston, from 
the scarcity and high prices of provisions, fuel, and other necessary 
articles of life, can only be avoided by permitting them to go where 
they may hope to procure easier means of subsistence... " Mass. Hist. 
Soc., Broadsides. 
4c, o 
1 
remembered as the "starveling winter of '75". 
By contrast, with the continuing exodus of people from 
Boston, housing was apparently the least of problems for the 
Loyalist refugees. The difficulty was rather for landow: wners - 
Tory and Whig - to find reliable occupiers who would guard 
properties, houses, and places of business from thieves and vandals. 
"The only cheap thing here is house rent, " wrote Henry Holton 
on January 22,1776, "and the dwellers therein frequently changing. 
Many people are glad to get a family into their houses with the 
furniture standing whilst they flee from fear or to join the Rebels. 
I am going to remove to my friends Sir William Pepperrell's house 
that has a large garden and pasture adjoyning so that we hope 
to have all kinds of vegetables and food for our cow within ourselves 
during the summer which are gt objects in our situation... " 
2 
This 
was a letter of anticipation: Sir William Pepperrell and his family 
sailed from Boston in the transport Trident for England February 1, 
1776, nearly a fortnight later. 
3 
1 
On Nov. 27,1775, the Boston, Gazette at Watertown, l/2, reported: 
"On Friday last General Howe sent three hundred men, women, and children, 
poor of the town of Boston, over to Chelsea, without anything to subsist 
on, at this inclement season of the year, having, it is reporiied, only six 
cattle left in the town for Shubael Hewes. butcher-mast er-general , to kill. " Howe's Orderly Book (Nov. 29,1775) reported theft of "the meat 
intended for the sick ih the General Hospit al... is frequently purloined". 
Even that important personage, the Boston Town Bull, was stolen - and 
a savage punishment meted out to the culprit$ Howe's Orderly Book 
relates: "Winifred McCowan, retain; er to the Camp tryed by General Court 
Martial for having stolen the Town, Bull and Causing him to be killed 
and is found Guilty of the Same & Sentenced to be Tyed to a Cart's 
Tail, and thereto to receive 100 Lashes on her bare Back in different 
portions of the most Public parts of the Town and Camp, and to be 
imprison'd three months... " Howe, "General Orders... "New York Hist. Soo. 
Collections91883, p. 266. 
2 Hultorc, one of the Commissioners of Customs, had a house at Brookline, 
not far fromiBoston. Henry ffulton to I Jan. 22,1776. MSS. Letterbook, 
Shepherd Manuscripts, Manchester College Library, Oxford. 
3 John Rowe, Diary, Feb. 1,1776. Ounn, ingham, ed. Letters and Diarom Of John Rowe, p"298. 
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For the Loyalists, as in the first winter of the Siege, 
the greatest problem of survival after food, and forage for 
their horses, cows, and other beasts for those fortunate enough 
to have them, was fuel. Even in the mildest of years Boston, 
standing exposed on the coast, has weather for weeks at a time 
bitterly cold and damp, a chill most often wind-driven and. 
more penetrating even than the drier, if more severe, inland 
climates. At Boston on Christmas h've, 1775, there was a great 
storm which lasted all day, blown by one of the dread. "Nor' E'asters, 
then as now instrument of the worst of winter savagery. Deacon 
William Tudor of the Brattie Street Church, in his only journal 
entry for that bleak December of 1775, wrote: "Dec-24- For 3 
Days pact very Cold, & this morning Came on a cold N. E. Storm 
1 
onow... " 
How true to the situation in which Co1. Elisha Jones, 
his wife Mary Allen, and their sons then found themselves was 
the picture sketched the day before, December 23rd, for General 
Frederic Haldimand in London by his friend and former colleague 
in Boston Major Francis Hutcheson of the 60th (Royal American) 
Regiment, we do not know, but it described the plight of too 
many families among the "Gentlemen Refugees": 
"... the Torys in this place, tho' they are in some 
measure the innocent cause of the misfortunes of it, 
by not exarting themselves in proper time, are really 
to be pittied. Many familys with whom you were 
acquainted last Winter, and had then 7 or 8 fires in 
their houses are now reduced to one, to cook and sit 
by it, with their servants... " 2 
Deacom Todorts Diary, (Boston, 1896)p. 60. See also the diary of 
Ezekiel Price, entries for Dec. 21-25,1775" M. H. S. Proceedings, 
Vol. XIX, pp. 222-3. 
2 Maj. Francis Hutcheson to Gen. Haldimand, Borton,, Dec. 23,1775. 
Haldimend Papers, Add. Mss. 21680, Brit. Mus. 
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Col. Elicha Jone^ and Josiah would have had the fuel entitlement 
of their Cro: vn offices, ', "orage Commissioner and Clerk to Howe's 
secretary, Captain Robert Mackenzie, and the sons the ration as 
holders of commirsion: c with Rug, 71es' corps of Associators: wood, 
supplemented when supplies of coal became available with the 
arrival of shipments by sea. Captain Francis Green of Ruggles' 
Associators, Third Company in which Josiah Jones served as First 
Lieutenant, testified after the War that he had not, during the 
Siege of Boston, received "any pay, nor any other Advantage from 
Govt excepting a few bushels of coals &c... "1 
From the onset of cool weather in the Fall right through 
the Winter of 1775-6, supplies of fuel could not meet the need of 
the besieged town, and the rations more often than not went short, 
On November-9th Richard Reeve,, Secretary to the Board of Cu^toms 
at Boston wrote: "Provisions of all kinds and fuel are become 
excessively dear, and scarcely anything can be procured by the 
inhabitants for money. The Army and Navy engross everything that 
is brought in, and the people belonging to our Service have been 
more than once reduced to great diEYtress... " 
2 
Even such as the rich Boston Whig merchant John Andrews, 
who through the Siege "liv'd at the 
(enormous) rate of six or 
seven hundred sterling a year" felt the pinch, as he later wrote 
to his brother-in-law William Barrell at Philadelphia: 
"... What wood*was to be got, was oblig'd to give at 
the rate of twenty dollars a cord, and coals, though 
government had a plenty, I could not procure (not 
being an addressor or an associator) though I offer'd 
so high as fifty dollars for a chaldron, and that at 
a season, when Nabby and John, the only help I had, 
were under inoculation for the small pox, that if 
you'll believe me, Bill, I was necessitated to burn 
horse d g. Many were the instances of the inhabitants 
1 Statement of Capt. Francis Green, March 2,1784. Notes of 
Commissioner Daniel Parker Coke, M. P. The Royal Commission on the 
Losses and Services of American Loyalists, 1783_1785. p. 100. 
2 Richard Reeve to Board of Customs,, Nov. 9,177 5. Reeve Mss., 
Buckinghamshire County Record Office, Aylesbury. 
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bein' confin'd to the Provost for purchasing; fuel 
of the Soldiers, when no other means offer'd to keep 
them from perishing with cold -- Yet such was the 
inLu. m,. nity of our masters, that they were even deny'd 
the privilege of huyinj* the soldier's rations. " 1 
Through the autumn and winter of 1775-1776 the principal 
suppliers of wood for Boston were not the traditional Maine 
logginj settlements, like Machias so largely now in the grip 
of the rebels, but the Loyalists of Nova Scotia - whose new-found 
prosperity did much to strengthen their cause. There were large 
firms such as Day & Scott of Halifax and Newport (which also 
traded in foodstuffs, forage, and other vital supplies) and 
countless small ones, scattered by the creek mouths in coves 
and bays, with a stand of timber, water-driven saw mills, wharves, 
and for greatest profits schooners or sloops for transport of the 
lumber and cord-wood across the Bay of Fundy and "up" to Boston. 
Apart from these and the transports under Howe's direction, a 
number of vessels owned and manned by Ruggles' Loyal Associators 
of Boston were engaged in the Nova Scotia wood trade, as in the 
procurement there of forage and other supplies. 
2 
Howe's "Return of Transports" addressed to the Treasury and 
dated Nov. 27,1775, shows .5 vessels "out for wood" at Nova Scotia: 
3 
SHIP tonnage complement needed 
Henry & Easther 306 21 3 
Henry 333 23 7 
Edward 268 18 
Ocean 242 16 1 
Sea Venture 299 21 2 
1 John Andrews to William Barrell, Boston, April 11,1776. 
M. H. S. Proceedings, Vol. VIII, p. 411. 
2 Rebel Maine was cut off from its markets in Boston, the Wert Indies 
and England, for wood & other products. See Judge Stephen Jones of 
Machias. "Historical Account of Machias... " MSS, Maine Historical 
Society, p. 12; and the Loyalist papers of Philip Goldthwait, PRO. A. 0. 
]3: 73 and A. 0-13: 84- 
Howe to John Robinson at the Treasury, encl. 3, dated Nov. 27,1775, 
in despatch of Dec. 1,1775. PRO. T. 1: 518. 
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Not only were the refugee Loyalists - mainly New Englanders- 
already in Nova Scotia by the summer of 1775 encouraged by the 
valuable government concession to them of unrestricted cutting 
of forest timber and the right of export to the British West 
Indies - and to loyal Boston, but also in contravention of the 
long-established Imperial mercantile policy the refugee Tories 
were granted. (July 1,1775) at the same time the concession to 
mine and to export Nova Scotia coal. 
1 
It was the supplies of 
coal brought to Boston by sea, moreover, that i-ere probably the 
crucial factor in keeping the Tories in Boston, the garrison, and 
the town from freezing altogether in that winter of privation, 
2 
1775-1776. And these supplies of coal, freighted both from Nova 
Scotia and from Britain, were in no small part the work of Now 
England and Nova Scotia loyalists, including such members of 
Ruggles' corps of Associators as William Knutson, a volunteer 
in Capt. Adino Paddock's Third Company (July 5,1775) who, under 
the direction of Joseph Goldthwait, Barrack-Master at Boston, 
had been put in charge of government mining operations at 
Spanish River (Sydney)in the north island of Cape Breton. 
3 
1 July 1,1775. Nova Scotia State Papers, A. 94,5" In Nova Scotia 
restrictions on cutting "mast trees" &c. were similar to those for 
the New England colonies, but in 1774 the entire forests of Cape 
Breton, were reserved for the Royal Navy. See Lords of the Treasury 
to the King, PRO. C. O. 5: 2; 6. 
The government also carefully guarded its monopoly of mineral 
rights in Nova Scotia, preventing (by a system of licensing) any 
large-scale private exploitation of the known deposits of coal, iron 
ore, and other minerals that would lead to the manufacture of 
products competing with those of Britain in colonial and home 
markets. E'ven in July, 1774, Gov. Legge had been ordered to preserve 
government ownership of gold, silver, and precious stones in all 
land grants. See Nova Scotia State Papers, A90,96,162. 
2 Maj. Francis Hutcheson to Gen. Haldimand, Dec. 2.3,1775. Haldimand 
Papers, ADD. I33.21680, Brit. Mus. 
3 PRO. T. 29: 48,305,349; Roster of Ruggles' Associators, July 5,1775. 
Gage Papers, Clements Library, University of Mlichigan. 
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The coal diggings at Spanish River continued under Knut^on's 
1 
direction until December, 1776. Probably the amounts of coal 
shipped in Tory and other vessels from thence to Boston during 
the Siege exceeded the figures reported to the Treacury: Nova 
Scotia coal, rmu; gled or not, from Cape Breton and from the other 
then well-known source, Chi recto at the head of the Bay of Fundy 
and not far from Fort Cumberland, for a century and more had been 
regularly sold in Boston markets. It was to be picked up for the 
taking in the large surface outcrops both at Chignecto and Spanish 
River, where seams in the cliffs ran down to the waterside.? 
Tory merchants in Boston, meanthile, had contracted with 
General Gage by May, 1775, "to bring coals from Newcastle" and 
other pl. ces in Britain, both as cargo and as ballast in supply 
vessels. Like many of the supply ships sent out from Britain, 
however, a number of these Tory merchantmen were lost to rebel 
privateers within sight of Boston, the bulk of Graves' fleet in 
November and December remaining at winter anchorages in the 
harbour. One of the greatest losses to the Loyalists at this time 
was the 300-ton ship Concord with a cargo of coal and dry goods 
valued at £ 3606.19s6d. 
(Sterling) captured on December 3rd by 
Captain John Manley in the privateer Lee and taken into Marblehead. 
1 PRO. T. 29: 48, pp"305,349; T. 1: 525,216; T. 29: 48, p. 349. 
On Feb. 24,1776 the i ght to exploit timber and coal deposits was 
extended to Nova Scotians: three Halifax merchants were authorized 
to supply 3,000 chald. rons of coal, paying 0400 sterling for the right. 
Nova Scotia State Papers, A95, pp"124,309. 
The shipments of Nova Scotia$ coal cannot be accurately assessed 
from the Treasury Papers (PRO) and official correspondence in England: 
These were largely influenced by the estimates of the lamest prospective 
supplier, and both needs that"had"to be met from Eftgland and the cost 
and shipping charges were inflated. Norman Baker, in Government and 
Contractors The British Treasury and War Supplies 1775-1783 challenges 
the validity of the criticisms made by George Tufnell in the House of 
Commons debate of March 12,1776 of government waste and overcharging; 
evidence that is not from the Treasury papers, largely relied upon by 
Baker, seems rather to support Tafnell. Baker , Government and 
Contractorscl971) pp. 191-192. The supplier was Anthony Bacon. 
2 Outcrops of coal may still be seen at Spanish River(Sydney) and on 
the Chignecto Isthmus. Boston merchants were engaged in the coal trade 
to good profit: On June 21,1732 Governor Armstrong made a grant to 
Henry Cope, John Leddel, John Cairns and Alec Forsyth of Boston of 
4,000 acres on the west side of Chignecto, at a charge of one penny 
sterling quit rent; lsl d. per chaldron of coal; reservation of coal for military use, cultivation of 1/10th of the land., and. land to be 
set aside for a church and a school. 
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Part owner of the Concord and her cargo and Boston 1 
consignee was Captain James Andernon, the Boston merchant, who 
had served as second lieutenant in Capt. Adino Paddock's third 
company of Brig. Ruggles' Loyal Asrociators through the : summer and 
autumn of 1775 and who on October 29th had been appointed by Howe 
Captain commandant of the Scots Loyalists, Bostonians and"Refugees 
from the Country", the North British Volunteers. Despite the loss 
of the Concord, Anderson and others with him in the North British 
Volunteers continued through the winter of 1775-1776 to bring in 
supplies to Boston: on April 4,1776 John Robinson at the Treasury 
wrote to John Pown. all "for the information of Lord George Germain"- 
always a friend to Tory interests - supporting an application by 
Anderson for a license "to export sundry stores to America for the 
use of the King's troops there serving under General Howe, "f some 
of these, no doubt, for Anderson's own North British Volunteers 
who, like Brig. Ruggles' Loyal Associators and the company of Irish 
Volunteers commanded by Captain James Forrest, another Boston 
merchant, formed Dec. 7,1775, were the first New England units in 
what was to become the "Tory army, " the Provincial Corps, after 
the occupation of New York City by Howe in the summer of 1776. 
capture 
The %5XX of the Concord. meanwhile, following as it did only a few 
days after that of the munition ship Nancg from Woolwich Arsenal 
at the beginning of December did much to make the reputation of 
3 CONT. Gage to Dartmouth, May 25,1775. PRO. C. O. 5: 92. 
1 For the capture of the Concord, see: Robert Peabody, "The Naval 
Career of Captain John Manley of Marblehead, " annex Institute Historical 
Collections, Vol. XLV, 1909, p. 9; Col. Stephen Moylan to Joseph Reed, 
Dec. S 1775. William B. Reed, Life and Correspondence of Joseph Reed... 
(1847) Vol. I, pp. 133-134" 
The Concord, James Lowrie, Master, was from Glasgow, and the 
shippers were Crawford, Anüderson & Co. of Glasgow. 
For James Anderson, see: Loyalist Memorial of Lt. David Black, 
North British Volunteers, PRO. A. O. 13: 50; the roster of officers and 
men of Capt. Adino Paddock's Third Company of Loyalists, PRO. A. 0.13: 75; 
and the roster of Ruggles' Five Companies of Associators dated Tuly 5, 
1775 in the Gage Papers, Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
2 John Robinson to John Pownall, April 4,1776. PRO. T. 27: 31. 
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Captain John fi<anley of Marblehead, given a privateering commission 
by 4iashinr~ton. only a few weeks before. N'or the Loyalists in Boston, 
apart from the vessel and cargo, the Concord carried letters from 
Britain, many of them from refugees whose families and friends were 
separated by the war. It is a measure of the prejudiced belief of 
Washington's staff in the justice of rebel lion, moreover, that 
Colonel Stephen Moylan , later appointed by Washington as Muster-Master- 
General of the Continental Army, wrote from Headquarters at Cambridge 
where the letters were examined as follows to Washington's former 
Military Secretary, Joseph Reed, at Philadelphia: 
"There were a vast number of letters, and what is 
really extraordinary not one that doer not breathe 
enmity, death, and destruction to this fair land, 
G-d damn them... " 2 
Rebel captures of coal ships from British ports sch as the 
Concord. and the coal and wood ships from Nova Scotia, together with 
the slowness of Treasury administration in letting contracts and 
achieving delivery, created desperate shortages of fuel in Boston 
during the winter of 1775-1776 which, as a bald matter of survival, 
could be met only by extreme measures on the part of Howe, as 
Commander-in-Chief. And in the carrying-out of these Brigadier 
Ruggles' corps of Associated Loyalists - and the sons of Col. 
Elisha Jones - took a leading part. 
It was one of the regular duties of Ruggles' three companies 
of Associated Loyalists to keep a supply of fuel in the Corps' 
magazines. But, however, when the stocks of wood and coal brought im 
by sea ran dangerously low - which they too often did - then by 
Howe's orders resort was had to such sources of fuel as the town 
1 Robert Peabody, "The Naval Career of Captain John Manley... " & sex 
Institute Historical Collections, Vo1. XVI, 1909, pp. 5_7. Manley", lp 
was the schooner Lee, rigged as a "topsail schooner"ie. with a big 
squaresail on the fore topmast, armed with 10 swivels and 4 4-pounders 
lent by Captain John Derby of Salem. 
2 Co1. Stephen- Moylan to Joseph Reed Dec. , 1775-William B. ReedLLife 
and Correspondence of Joseph Reed. -. 
U847) 
Vol. I, p. 134. 
, 
3 On December 9th Capt. Manley took another coal ship, in Boston 
Bays the Jenny, Capt. William Foster, armed only with 2 double- 
fortified six pounders and 6 blunderbusses with a crew of 18. A 300 ton vessel, the Jen was a valuable prize, carrying besides (cont. ) 
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of Boston itself still afforded: to the demolition of vacant 
house^, warehouses, and other buildings, wharves, fences, and 
rotten vessels around the harbour, and to more tree-f ellind-. 
On November 16th Timothy Newell, one of the Boston Selectmen 
who remained through the Siege, complained in his Journal that: 
"Houses , fence. s, 
trees etc. pulled down and carried off for 
fuel. My Wharf and barn pulled down by order of General Robinson" 
1 Near the end of December there was one of the (Robertson). 
periodic respites from destruction, as Major Francis Hutcheson 
wrote on December 23rd: "Last week there was orders for pulling 
down the useless houses and breaking up the wharfs to form 
magazines of fuel in the different districts of the Regiments, 
they had been at work two days, but on the arrival of the ships 
"2 with coal that order was countermanded. 
3 (cont. ) 
her cargo of coal provisions which included "about 100 butts 
of porter, cheese, and forty live hogs, thirty more having died 
on the passage. " Capt. Manley took the Jenn into Beverly. 
P. C. F. Smith, ed., The Journals of Ashley Bowen (1728-1813) of 
Marblehead. Colonial Soc. of Mass. Publications, 1973 entry 
for Dec. 9,1775. p. 466. 
For the inefficiency of the Treasury and its suppliers of coal 
see John Robinson, 
(at the Treasury) to Anthony Bacon, Sept. 23, 
1775: "I do not like to make complaint or find fault, but surely 
to find two days ago that there was not 500 chauldrons of coal 
shipped upon an order given for shipping 3,000 near two months 
ago, cannot be agreeable. " There were other complaints, too, which 
highlight the problems of supply at that time: small and under- 
laden vessels being sent out, and, against instructions, failure to 
provide in charter parties for delivery at ports other than 
Boston, the drawing of bills of exchange on Robinson for payment 
to su. ppliers, and the hiring of shipping in London rather than 
the out-ports "by which your agent has already enhanced the 
price of freight. " PRO. T. 27: 31, p. 166. Competition between 
government departments was also an important factor in driving 
up shipping rates - one of the small advantages in an otherwise 
adverse situation for the Boston loyalists fortunate enough to 
have vessels trading of their own. Syrettq Shipping and the 
American War 1775-1783 (1970) ignores the Loyalist factor. See 
pages 88,91,1 TZ 
1. "Journal of Timothy Newell, Mass. Hist. Soc. Collections, 4 Ser. Vo1. I, 
p. 270. See also letter of Customs Commissioner Henry Hulton to 
unknown recipient, Jan. 22,1776. Hulton MSS. Manchester College (Oxon) 
2. Maj. Francis Hutcheson to Gen. Haldimand, Dec. 23,1775. Haldtmand MSS. 
ADD. MSS. 21680, Brit. Mus. 
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The fullest description of the work of the Roston 
Loyalists in carrying out demolitions for fuel during the winter 
of 1775-1776 is in the papers of Lt. Josiah Jones' Captain, 
Francis Green of the Third Company of Associators. Green declared 
in his "Memorial" "That he was order'd likewise to employ part 
of his Corps, at various -times in pulling down wooden Buildings, 
both public and private, to a considerable value at Boston, as 
a Substitute for Fuel, in a ýeason of great Scarcity & Distress, 
which was accordingly done. " Green also preserved Brig. Timothy 
Ruggles' written orders to him dated January 13,1776, important 
as well being one of the few examples of written orders by the 
commandant of the Loyal Associators during the Siege of Boston 
known to have survived: 
Tim Ruggles to Captain Greene 
Boston,, January 13,1776 
Sir: 
The General being at all times solicitous for relieving 
the loyal Inhabitants in this Garrison from all their 
misfortunes, and at this time of scarcity for fuel 
(Occasioned by the Rebells preventing the usual supply 
being brought to this market) has for their relief as 
well as for the greater safety of the Town against fires 
pleased to order some wooden buildings that are 
interspersed among those of brick to be taken down and 
used as fuel - You are to acquaint your Company of 
Loyal Associated Volunteers with ye Generalts intention 
and collect out of them without loss of Time all such 
able bodied men as are proper for the purpose of pulling 
down such houses, properly officered, who are to be paid. 
for their service by such others as receive the advantage 
of their labour. 
I am your humble Servant 
Tim Ruggles 2 
Capt Greene 
Francis Green's Memorial was dated at Hackney (Ear1'nd) 
Dec. 1,1783. PRO. A. 0.13%45" 
I 
2 
Brig. Timothy Ruggles to Capt. Francis Green, Boston, Jan. 13,1776. 
Green Papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 45" 
cot 
As Lieutenants in Green's Third. and Putnam's Second 
companies of Loyal Associated Volunteers Josiah and Stephen 
Jones would have taken their turns in supervising details of 
men cent out thus scaveng-ink; through the streets of Boston for 
fuel. None of Col. Elisha Jones' sons in their accounts of the 
Siege of Boston which have survived, however, refers to this duty, 
a necessity which few can have wished to remember. 
Some who served in Ruggles' corps of Loyal Associated 
Volunteers did, nevertheless, record their experiences - however 
briefly - as demolition men. Among these Loyalists was Caleb 
Wheaton, who before the revolt had been Preventive Officer of 
Customs at Machias (Maine) and who owned a large farm not far 
from property belonging to Col. Elisha Jones in the Township of 
Dedham. Wheaton, as he wrote, "by order of Howe, had pulled down 
the Old. North Meeting House in North Square, one of the great 
Boston landmarks. "Pulled down by Order of GeniHowe for fuel for 
the Refugees and Tories. " One still feels the horror in the mind 
of the good Whig Selectman Timothy Newell as he wrote this entry 
in his"Journal" for Jan. 16,1776. Apart from Caleb Wheaton, among 
those known to have taken part in the destruction of Old North 
Meeting was Captain Atkins, a mason by trade, who lived next door 
to Paul Revere in North Square. Another neighbour was the keen 
observer and diarist Hannah Mather, daughter of the Rev. Samuel 
1 Caleb Wheaton's Memorial is in his Loyalist MSS. in PRO. A. 0.13: 49 
part II. His son Joseph, a Tory, was taken prisoner and like Col. 
Jones' sons put into Concord jail; Joseph Wheaton, however, to save 
himself accepted a commission in the rebel army. 
2 Timothy Newell, "Journal, " Mass. Hist. Soc. Collections, 4th Series, 
Vol.. I, p. 271. 
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1 
pastor of Old North Meeting, and Hannah Hutchinson Mather 
(sister of Governor Thomas Hutchinson) who noted that Atkins 
"adhered to the Tory party, though he had a hand in helping down 
(Governor) Iiutchinson's house & then built up his ow He 
assisted in taking doi-rn the old N. Meeting House after 1-: 1, iich he 
left towm... (leaving) a large family of daughters... respect,, -Lble. "' 
Hannah Mather, with no little sympathy for the Loyalists, wrote 
as a member of one of the most conspicuously divided Massachusetts 
families. Her brother Samuel Mather Jr. was an active Tory, as so 
many of them were a veteran of the French wars where he served as 
Deputy Commissary General under Amherst at Quebec, and since 1771 
was Chief Clerk of the Customs at Boston. "Guilty, " as he said, 
moreover, "of disobliging the best of fathers by refusing his 
advice and commands to quit the service of His Most Gracious 
Sovereign and enter into that of the States of America. " 
3 
Much that was visible and which gave colonial Boston 
its character was burned for fuel during the winter of 1775-1776. 
Besides Old North Meeting, other famous landmarks to perish 
included Governor John Winthrop's ancient "black house, " and the 
tall steeple of West Street Church which the refugee Boston 
Selectman Ezekiel Price observed from the vantage point of Roxbury 
Hills to have been taken down some time between tuesday, Feb. 27,1776, 
and the thursday following. 
4 
It was a strange and devastated 
landscape im and around Boston that the artist Henry Pelham 
1 Son of the Rev. Cotton Mather, and his biographer. When, during 
the Stamp Act riot of Aug., 1765, the Whig mob destroyed his house, 
Governot Thomas Hutchinson had been first sheltered by his brother- 
in-law, the Rev. Samuel Mather, who lived nearby, across noon street 
from "the church of the Mathers" (Samuel , Increase , and Cotton) Old 
North Meeting". The Rev. Samuel Mather faced the mob at his door 
long enough for Hutchinson to escape once more, guided by his niece 
Hannah Mather through the by-roads and alloys to safety at the home 
of Thomas Edes. Samuel Mather to his son, Samuel Jr., Aug. 17,1765. 
Mass. Hist. Soc., Boston; Shipton, ed. SibleV's Harvard Graduates 
Vol. VII (class of 1723); Diary of Hannah blather, Now 1kig. Hist. 
& Gen. Soc., Boston. Hannah was born June 27,1752. 
2 Diary of Hannah Mather, Op. Cit. 
3 See Samuel Mather Jr. 's Loyalist papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 47; A. 0. 
13: 75; A. O. 12: 109. 
4 Diary of Ezekiel Price, Feb. 29,1776. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedings, 
Vol. XIX, p. 239. 
sox 
described in a letter of January 27,1776, to John Singleton 
Copley in London: 
"I don't think if I had Liberty I could find the 
way to Cambridge, tho I am so well acqua(i)nted 
with the Road. not a Hillock 6 feet High but What 
is entrench'd., not a pass where a man could ro but 
what is defended by Cannon; fences pulled down , houses 
removed, Woods grubed up, Fields cut into trenches 
and molded into Ramparts, are but a part of the 
Changes the country has gone thro. Nor has Boston 
been free from the Effects of War. An hundred places 
you might be brought to and you do not know where you 
were. I doubt if you would know the town at all. 
Charlestown I am sure you would not, there not a 
tree, not an house, not even so much as a stick 
of wood as large as your hand remains. The very 
Hills seem to have altered ther form. In Boston 
almost all the fen. ces: a great Number of Wooden 
Houses, perhaps 150, have been pull'd down to serve 
for fewel. in this ruin you(r) Estate has escaped, 
no Injury being done it; Dr. Byles', Dr. Cooper's, 
Dr. Ma(t)hew's Meeting Houses turned into Barracks. 
Dr. Sewellst into a Riding School, Fanuel Hall into 
a Theatre. The old North pulled down and burnt. Leery 
rising fortified. in short nothing but an actual sight 
of the town can give an Idea of its situation... " 1 
The day before, January 26th, Major Francis Hutcheson in 
Boston warmed himself with rage and frustration writing of the 
follies of the Royal Navy as the author of the town's misery: 
"Yesterday two Vessels were taken by a Rebel Privateer 
off the Light House, and carried into Cowhasack (Cohasset) 
Harbour. They were spoke with last week, and said they 
were from Whitehaven and Cork, with pork and coal for 
this place. 0 the glory of the British Navy. Two Flags 
flying with all the pomp of War, and Yankee can spit 
in their face. " 2 
1 Henry Pelham to J. S. Copley, Jan. 27,1776. Letters and Payers of 
John Singleton Copley and Henry Pelham 173 9-1776. I,; ass. Hist. Soc., 1914, p"368. 
2 The two coal ships Norfolk and Ha Return were taken by Capt. 
John, Manley of Marblehead in the privateer sc ooner Hancock on 
Jan. 25th: while cruising in the Bay Manley sighted the Happy Return 
and captured her just before she reached the mouth of the harbour 
in full sight of the British fleet anchoured in Nahtasket Roads. 
Putting a prize crew aboard Manley was escorting the vessel to 
Plymouth when he sighted a brig, the Norfolk, bound in to Boston, 
font. 
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which quickly struck her colours. Both ves^eln had cargoes 
of coal anra provicionn 
(the former from the coal port at 
FJhitehnven, in Cumberland whence John Paul Jones went to . sea) 
and were part of a fleet of 8 trtncport^ - of which only one 
was not taken by the rebels and made Bonton in rafety. 
None of the British fleet at Nantasket put out to engage 
Captain Manley. As he was preparing to take both the prizes 
to Plymouth Manley was sighted by a Loyal armed "schooner of 
8 carriage guns, with many swivels and full of men", according 
to Manley's account, from Halifax convoying two small provision 
vessels. After a sharp engagemenrt, reportedly "fought a 
considerable time, " the British vessel sheered off and continued 
safely on to Boston with her little convoy of two supply ships. 
Manley, meanwhile, seeing a British frigate at last preparing to 
come out and give chase, bore away, following his two prizes into 
Plymouth. See: Essex Gazette, March 28,1776; Force, American 
Axchivesq 4 Ser. Vol. IV, p. 863. These captures became a cause 
celebre. see entries in the"Diary" of Boston Selectman Ezekiel 
Price, 1,913 Proceedint_*s, Vol. XIX, entries for Jan. 25th and Jan. 
27th, 1776. pp. 231,232. 
One of the most successful of Washington's privateer captains, 
Manley, however, was hunted down soon afterward by Lt. George 
Dawson in the brig Hope (formerly the Sea Nymph of Philadelphia, 
bought in Dec-1775 and re-rated as an 8-gun r. loop). Trying to 
escape the Hancock was run ashore near Cohasset where the crew 
made shore, and, aided by local rebel militia drove off men from 
the Hope attempting to set the vessel on fire. The Hancock was 
later raised and refitted. William Bell Clark in Naval Documents 
91 the American Revolution, Vol. III, 1062n, lO78f, 1097n, and - 
1169-1170 correctly gives credit to Lt. Dawson and the Hope, a 
vessel more evenly matched with the Hancock than the frigate 
Falcon. Force, American Archives, 4 Ser., Vol. IV, pp. 9,10. 
The "two flags flying" mentioned by Maj. Hutcheson were that of 
Ad. Graves in the Preston and Ad. Molyneux Shuldham in the 
Chatham, who had arrived at Boston on Doc. 30,1775 to replace 
Ad. Graves. Graves finally left Boston on Feb. 2,1776, as Maj. 
Hutcheson wrote, "no man ever left a place less regretted. " 
Maj. Francis Hutcheson to General Haldimand, Jan. 26,1776. 
Haldimand MSS. ADD. MSS. 21680, Brit. Mun. 
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THE DEATH OF A LOYALIST 
"Before Hostilities began the Mob had come so 
often against him, that he was obliged to leave 
home and went to Boston in the Fall (of) 1774, 
continued there to declare the same Sentiments. -- 
Three-of his Sons were with him in Boston, and 
after the Battle of Lexington embodied in the 
Militia under General Ruggles, Josiah, Stephen, 
two of the Claimants and Elisha who is dead. 
"His Father continued in the same Loyal Principles 
till his Death. - 
"General Gage always consulted him anti placed the 
greatest Confidence in him. - He died in 1776, " 
during the Siege. 
Josiah Jones 
Annapolis, Nova Scotia, 
October 21,1786 1 
Sunday, February 11th was seasonably cold and blustering, 
and on the day that followed, clear and cold with the frost 
that promises a late winter snow, Colonel Elisha Jones of 
Weston died in the town of Boston, his place of refuge since 
September, 1774.2 
Of Col. Jones' last days, however, beyond that he had the 
care and companionship of his wife, Mary Allen Jones, and of 
the three. of his sons with him, in Boston, - Elisha the Younger, 
Josiah, and Stephen - we know little. Through that bleakest of 
Boston winters, 1775-1776, so willfully blotted out from Loyalist 
reminisoenoes, a frequent and urudoub'tedly most welcome visitor 
to the Jones household was the genial and well-liked Highland 
Scot from Perthshire, Major, John Small. Appointed by Gage after 
Bunker. Hill to raise the 2nd bat ýý Ilion of the 84th Royal Highland 
1 "Evidence on the Claim of Josiah, Simeon, Stephen and Jonas Jones late of Massachusetts. " Sworn testimony, of Josiah Jones, 
Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, Oct. 21,1786. PRO. A. O. 12210. 
2 Rev. Asa 7hinbar, "Diary, " February 12,1776, Am. Antiq. S(, c:. 
Worcester (Mass. ); Ezekiel Price, "Diary, " February 12,1776. 
MHS Proceedings, Vol. XIX, 1863-4, p" 236. 
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Immigrants in Nova Scotia, Small had k mown Elisha Jones (then a 
Militia Captain) since the disastrous campaign against the French 
of 1756 when, as a newly appointed lieutenant in the 42nd Hi. ghianders, 
he served under the inept and cowardly Maj. Gen. James Abercrombie 
in the unsuccessful attack on Ft. Ticonderoga. A man of wide 
acquaintance and cultural interests, Small was friend and patron 
of John Singleton Copley before he went to Italy to study, and he 
appears prominently. in Trumbull's noted painting of Bunker Hill. 
1 
It was John Small who, five years later (April 2,1781) in 
London, as part of his -. -ndorsement of the war services to the 
Crown of Col. Jones and his sons, wrote the following, the only 
surviving description of the Colonel's death: 
"... The severe distress, and the barbarous maltreatment 
suffered by him and his numerous family, seemingly 
affected him deeply, after his taking refuge in Boston 
where I often saw him in 1775 and the beginning of 1776, 
in which year he died. --and that it was generally 
believed to be the cause of his death... " 2 
1 Col. Elisha Jones' eons Joeiam, Simeon, and Stephen who settled 
in Nova Scotia after the War knew Small (1726-1796) as Adjutant- 
General of the Nova Scotia Militia, appointed in 1784. Small as 
commandant of the 84th Royal Highland Immigrants was granted the 
township of Douglas in Hants County, which was to be allotted among 
the officers and men, 'bf his disbanded Battalion. In 1793 Small, 
however', returned to England, and his last post was Lieutenant- 
Governor of the Island of Guernsey where he died in 1796. For his 
career in-Nova Scotia, sees George Patßersof, A History of Pictou 
County, Nova Scotia. Halifax, 1877, pp. 120-122; William Inglis Morse, 
The Land of the New Adyenture, The Geor an &a in Nova Scotia. 
London, 1932, pp. 50-52. Letters and Papers of JJohn, Singleton Cople 
and Henry Pelham (MHSg" 4 pp. l 220 
Memorial of Stephens Joniee eb al. PRO. A. O. 13: 47- 
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News of the death of so famous a Tory as Col. Elisha 
Jones of Weston was not long in getting out of Boston. The day 
following, tuesday, was the appointed time for the weekly Flag 
of Truce to be carried from the rebel headquarters at Roxbury 
along Boston Neck to the British lines at the fortified Town 
Gate and, after an interval, back again. With the Flag escort 
went letters, messages, and authorized persons who, under guard, 
met and talked with inhabitants of the town upon urgent affairs 1 
of family or business. Among those gathered at Roxbury awaiting 
the return, of the "Flag" from the Boston lines on tuesday, 
February 13,1776, was an old acquaintance of Col. Jones, Ezekiel 
Price (who lived with the family of Col. Doty at Stoughton during 
the Siege) Clerk of the Courts of Common Pleas and Sessions for 
Suffolk County, and for many years Chairman of the Boston 
Selectmen. A successful insurance broker with offices in King 
(State) Street, Price had been secretary to three Royal Governors: 
Jones 
William Shirley, Francis Pownall, and that particular/family 
friend, benefactor, and business partner in the development of 
virgin lands, Sir Francis Bernard. Prz. oe wrote in his "Diary": 
"Tuesday. February 13 - Went to Roxbury: there saw 
Mr. Payne, Deacon Storer, Mr. Samuel Jarvis, and a 
number of other Boston inhabitants who were just 
setting off with the Flag to the Lines. Waited their 
return, but received no letters from Boston. Dined 
in company with the above gentlemen and a number of 
1 Ezekiel Price, "Diary", Jan. 16,17716. MMS Proceedings, Vo1. XIX, 
1863-4, p. 229. In his "Diary" Price made a number of references 
to Flags of Truce passing between the Lines. On Jan. 30,1776: "Went 
down to Roxbury; delivered my letters to Mr. Ward, aide-de-camp, who 
was just going to despatch thn flag to the lines. Miss Patty 
Goldthwait, Mrs. Forbes, and two other ladies, besides a number of 
gentlemen, went with the flag. At the lines were Captain Job Prince, 
Mr. Laughton, Mr. Timmins, Lewis Gray and a number of others. When 
the flag returned, I received two letters from Boston, --one from 
Mr. Caleb Blanchard, the other from sister. "Ibi-i., p. 232. 
2 For Ezekiel Price for his (named great-grandfather, the famous 
Boston schoolmaster Ezekiel Cheever) see the preface to his "Diary" 
for the years 1777-1778, in NEHGR, Vol. 19,1865, pp. 329-331. 
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others. By the Flag, heard of the death of Colonel 
Jones of Weston, and Mrs. Hugh Tarbut. Returned 
home in the evening. A Pleasant day, and had a 
very agreeable time. " 1 
It may have been that by the "Flag" to Roxbury of February 
13th a letter from the family telling of Col. Jones' death was 
sent out of Boston to his daughter Mary and her husband, the 
Rev. Asa Dunbar,, who were still being allowed by the rebel 
Committee of Safety to live in the Elisha Jones home at Weston. 
However the news was received, Asa Dunbar recorded the death of 
his father-in-law in his diary, but, as was his custom in perilous 
times, even for important family events, without comment. 2 
On February 14,1776, when "it snowed all the morning, " 
Col. Elisha Jones' funeral was held in the Church of England 
church, Trinity, where he and his wife and sons had worshipped 
during their stay as Loyalist refugees in Boston. Rector of Trinity 
at that time was Dr. William Walter, who, with his young assistant 
minister, the Rev. Samuel Parker, remained in Boston throughout 
the Siege. "Dr. Walter, " according to a contemporary description, 
"was a remarkably handsome man, tall and well proportioned. When in 
the street, he wore a long blue cloth cloak over his cassock and 
gown; a full-bottomed wig, dressed and powdered; a three-cornered hat; 
knee breeches of fine black cloth, with black silk hose; and square 
quartered shoes, with silver buckles. His countenance was always 
serene; his temper always cheerful; happy himself, he communicated 
happiness to all around him... " 3 
As befitted a great-grandson, of Increase Mather, Dr. Walter 
was renowned for his preaching. The Diary of Trinity Vestryman 
John Rowe has frequent comments of a sunday such ass "a very Clever 
1 Ezekiel Price, "Diary, " Petiruary 13,1776. MHS Proceedinga, Vo1. XIX, 
1863-4, p. 236. 
2 Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " February, 12,1776. MSS. American ` 
Antiquarian Society, Woroester. This is the first entry in the ")iarys' 
for the month of February; there is a gap again until Feb. 20th, and 
no reference at all to Col. Jomee' funeral. 
3 William B. Sprague, Annals of the Arn rcrin Pult, V (New York, 
1859) p. 233. 
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and politic Sermon, " "a Very Sensible Polite Discourse, " 
"metaphysical but well pict and adapted (to) the present 
1 
Season, " and "a very Pathetick and moving Sermon. " For all 
that they were Anglicans and believers in a gentler way to 
salvation, the family of Elisha Jones were New Englanders, and 
went to church as much for the intellect as the sacraments for 
the souls the sermon, the eulogy at funerals, was the heart of 
every service. Years before, in recommending William Walter 
as a candidate for the Church of England ministry, his pastor 
at Salem, the Rev. ThomaslBBarnard of the venerable First Church - e 
where Col. Elisha Jones'/sorv-inº-law Asa Dunbar was to become 
associate minister in 1772 - noted among exceptional qualities 
"that particular tenderness and softness in Mr. Walter's 
complexion, which will render 
2him 
highly agreeable to people 
in. sickness and distress... " 
From the time of the Siege, at least, the family of 
Col. Elisha Jones have, among Boston churches, had a particular 
affectiom for Trinity, "the old Tory church" of the Refugees and 
Colonials. One of the Colonel's younger sons was married there 
soon after the War, Simeon, who, after serving in Governor John 
Wentworth's Volunteers and later as a Lieutenant in Colonel 
Benjamin Thompson's King's American Dragoons, settled at Sissiboo 
by St. Mary's Bay in, Nova Scotia in 1783. Simeon Jones 
3 
returned 
to Boston) to be married at Trinity Church on August 13,1786 to a 
1 Ounningham, ed., The Letters and 
___ 
of Jan Rowe, Bee entries for Dec. 25,1767, p. 148, April 1,1768, p. 159, Aprril 2,1772, p. 226; and Aug. 15, 1773, "Mr Walter read Prayers & Preached. A very Serious Good Discourse - Mr. Walter Shines more & more in his preachina, "p. 248. 
2 William Stevens Perry, Papers Rel ating to the Hisstory of the 
church in, Massachusetts, 1873, p. 507. 
3 For Simeon Jones, see PRO. W. O. 42: J11; Ind: 5606; A. O. 13: 25; 
A. 0.13: 47; A. 0.13: 50. Simeon was born Dec. 5,1751, and died at Sissiboo, Nova Sootia, Aug. 14,1823. Bond, Wate rt 0wn, 1860, p. 317. 
do 
cousin, Sarah (Sally) daughter of2the noted Roxbury physician, 
Dr. Thomas and Abigail (Williams) Williams. Rector of Trinity 
then was the Rev. Samuel Parker, who had been assistant to 
Dr. William Walter at the time of Col. Elisha Jones' funeral, 
and in 1804 was to be chosen the second Episcopal Bishop of 
Massachusetts. 
3 
It was the old New England custom for family and friends 
to gather for funerals, some coming from great distances. Travel 
restrictions imposed by the Siege, however, make it unlikely 
that any besides Col. Jones' relations and friends in Boston 
at that time, apart from official government representatives 
and those from military and other organizations of which he was 
a member, were able to be present. Of Col. Jones' immediate 
family, besides his widow Mary Allen Jones, with him in Boston 
were three of his younger sonsg Elisha the Younger, Josiah, and 
Stephen. Three of Col. Jones' eleven sons were then prisoners of 
the rebels: Ephriam, Simeon, and Jonas, while three more were 
under suspicion of being Tories and unable to travel without 
written permission of the Committees of Safety of their towns: 
Judge Daniel Jones (Hinsdale, New Hampshire), and Israel and Elias 
of East Hoosuok (Adams) in Berkshire County (Massachusetts) 
4 
It is possible that Col. Jones' only daughter, Mary, and her 
husband the Rev. Asa Dunbar, living not far away at Weston, may 
have obtained passes'to go into Boston for the funeral, although 
1 For Dr. Thomas Williams of Roxbury (1737-1815) see Shipton, 
Silblev's Harvard Qradduuates, olase of 17579 V01. XIV, pp. 239-240. 
He had studied medicine with Dr. Thomas Williams of Deerfield, (Feb. 24,1717-Sept. 28,1775) stepsom of Col. Elieha Jonee'only 
sister Abigail, seoond wife of Col. Ephriam Williams, Sr. of Stockbridge. 
2 On May 22,1760 Dr. Thomas Williams (of Roxbury) married Abigail, 
daughter of Major Elijah Williams, at Deerfield. 
3 For the Rev. Samuel Parker, see Shiptoa;, Silpley's Fier yard Graduates, 
class of 1764, Vol. XVI, pp. 76-84. 
4 The beat accounts of the activities of Col. Jones' children during 
the Siege of Boston are In their Loyalist Papers: PRO. A. O. 13: 25; A. 0.13s47; A. O. 13: 50; A. 0.13s75; A. 0.13=74, and A. 0.12: 10, ff. 360-72, 
and the MSS "Diary" of his son-in-law, the Rev. Asa Dunbar at the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester. 
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there is no indication of this in Dunbar's carefully discreet 
Diary. 
1 
The same may have been true as well for the youngest 
of Col. Elisha Jones' sons, Charles, then aged sixteen, who 
with his nephew Nahum, nineteen, 
(eldest son of Col. Nathan 
Jones of Frenchman's Bay) had resumed their studies at Harvard 
in the class of 1778 when the college reopened in temporary 
quarters at Concord on October 4,1775" 
2A 
week after the funeral 
Nathan Jones himself (Col. Elisha Jones' eldest son) had come up 
from- Maine, however, and was with his sister Mary and her family 
at Weston. The Rev. Asa Dungy wrote in his "Diary" on February 
21st: "Col Nathan Jones seit out for Gouldsborough", but whether 
on that trip he visited Boston we do not know. 
3 
1 In his "Diary" the Rev. Asa Dunbar does not record any trip 
into Boston until after the Evacuation (March 17,1776): this 
was on June 7,1776. $is last "Diary" entry iß for June 30,1776. 
Its abrupt ending suggests that later parts were destroyed. 
MSS, Am. Antiq. Soc., Worcester. 
2 For the return of Charles and Nahum Jones to Harvard in 
OatobeT, 1775, see above, Chapter 
3 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " Feb. 21,177,6. MSS. Am. Antiq. Soo. 
cI; 
According to family tradition Col. Elisha Jones was given 
a Masonic funeral and, like John Rowe, was a member of St. John's 
Lodge in Boston. 
1 
On the eve of the Revolution St. Johns was 
accounted richer and more fashionable in its membership than 
the newer St. Andrew's Lodge, and substantially Tory; with the 
Terror that followed the Powder Alarm (September 1,1774) the 
preponderance of Loyalists attending St. John's 
(which obtained 
through the Siege) was increased by the departure of rebel Whigs 
from Boston and the influx of Col. Elisha Jones and his sons 
among other Tory political refugees from the oountry. It is a 
truism that in Freemasonry, as in all other aspects of life in 
Massachusetts Bay after 1773, there was civil war. 
1 MFA Jones MSS.; C. St. Clair Jones to author, August, 1977. 
2 
Esther Forbes, Paul Revere... (1942) pp. 60-61. 
Col. Elisha Jones' lawyer and friend Jeremiah Gridley - one of 
the greatest lawyers of Colonial Massachusetts - belonged to St. John's 
Lodge, and died as Grand Master on Sept-1191767- See Shipton, ed, 
Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Class of 1725, V01. VII, pp. 527-528. 
Among the Loyalist members who became refugees at the Evacuation 
of Boston was Solicitor General Samuel Quincy (Harvard 1754) who 
appeared for the Crown in the "Boston Massacre" trial. Whig members 
of St. John's included the firebrand orator James Otis. 
St. Andrew's Lodge was organized in 1756 but did not receive its 
charter from, the Grand Lodge of Scotland until Sept-4,1760. 
Col. Elisha Jones' sons and his son-in-law the Rev. Asa Dunbar(who 
founded and was the first master of the Rising Sun Lodge at Keene, 
N. IE. ) were active masoms, a tradition which continues among most of 
his descendants to this day. The Massachusetts Centinel (Boston) of 
March 11,1786 (3/1) described the masonic funeral of Co1. Jones' son 
Judge Daniel Jones of Hinsdale, N. He as followss- 
"The funeral solemnity was attended by a numerous concourse of 
sorrowful relations and sympathizing friends - the procession was 
led by a number of masonick brethren, in the habiliments peculiar to 
their order, who well remember the social and benevolent virtues of 
their deceased brother, and his singular skill in the royal art. The 
attendants were entertained with those consolations which the best 
religion affords in a pathetick prayer, by the Rev. Mr. Hubbard, of 
Northfield, and an ingenious as well as affectionate discourse by 
the Rev. Mr. Gay of Hinsdale. " 
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From its organization in 1756 St. Andrew's Lodge was 
composed largely of artisans, incluiing among its brethren such 
as Paul Revere, a goldsmith by trace; Thomas Crafts, a painter and 
one of the sinister "Loyal Nine"; the Irish-born William Molineaux, 
an unsuccessful hardware merchant , described after his death in 
October-11774 by Deputy Grand Master John; Rowe as "first Leader of 
Dirty Matters"; and Dr. Joseph Warren, the Boston physician, 
intimate of Sam Adams and with him chief archite, of radical 
strategy. For its meeting place St. And ew's bought the old two- 
story brick Green Dragon Taverm on Union Street, which was shared 
with the North End CaucusI Dr. Warren's "mechanicks oaucus", and 
other radical Whig clubs. 
The heart of Masonic radicalism and the directional focus 
of its political activities that were broadly anti-government, 
however, is believed to have been the even more secret Long Room 
Club, whose membership, besides Sam Adams, is known to have 
included influential members both of St. John's (the firebrand 
Whig lawyer James Otis) 
2 
and St. Andrew's ( Paul Revere, chosen 
Master im 1771) Lodges. It was the Masons of the Long Room to which 
1 John Hancock was also a member of St. Andrews Lodge. See 
Shipton, ed. Sibley's Harvard Graduates, Vol. XIII, p. 426; For Warren 
and Crafts, see Carry', Joseph Warren (1961) p. 56; for Molineauxc, see 
Cunmingham, ed., The Letters and Diary of John Rowe, Oct. 24,1774, 
p. 286; minutes of the North Pnd Caucus are printed by Elbridge Goes, 
The Life of Colonel Paul Reve e (Boston, 1891), Vol. II, pp. 640-641. 
2 
For th Long Root' Club see Fo bes, Paul Revere pp. 122-124; 16 
members 
(ll 
of them Harvard men) are Mown: lecid. es Sam Adams, Otis, 
and Revere these are$John Hancook, Drs. Joseph Warren and Benjamin 
Church, Rev. Samuel Cooper (Brattle Street Church) and his brother 
William Cooper (Town Clerk of Boston) Josiah Quinoy, Royall Tyler, 
Thomas Dawes, Samuel Phillips, Thomas F1eet, Samuel Dexter, Thomas 
Melville, and John Winslow. 
cu, 
Col. Jones' friend and colleague Sir Thomas Bernard had referred 
when he wrote, shortly after taking office as Governor of Massachusetts 
in 1760, that they were meeting at "Adjutant Trowel's Lonp Garret" 
and were spewing forth such sedition and libel as they must have 
"ransak'd Billingsgate and the Stews" for the language they flung 
at him and Lieutenant Governor Thomas Hutchinson. 
1 
Conveniently 
enough the "Long Room" was over the printing shop behind the 
Province House in Dassett Alley (Franklin Avenue) of Col. Jones' 
old enemies Benjamin Edes and John C1ill, publishers of the "Trumpet. of 
Sedition", the Boston Gazette. 
The public announcement by the Massachusetts Gazette of 
August 10,1769, that the Grand Lodge of Scotland had appointed 
Dr. Joseph Warren "Grand-Master of all the Most Antient Free Masons 
throughout North-America" showed the strength of the radical Whigs 
in the "Ancient Lodges, " in Boston, St. Andrew's. Until the 
Evacuation of Boston, however, rebels were neither able to control 
nor to suppress the rival and generally pro-government "Modern" 
Lodges in Massachusetts Bay - including St. John's in Boston - under 
the moderate and cautious Whig, Boston merchant John Rowe, made 
Provincial Grand Master of all North America by authority of the 
Grand Lodge of England, Moderns, in 1768.2 It is of public record, 
Quoted im Esther Forbes Paul Revere ,. pp. 60-61. See Hiller Zobel in 
The Boston Massacre (1970), p. 330, n. 4, for sources obscured; Lobel quotes 
Hutchinson on the role of the Masons im the later crisis over the 
quarteriAg of troops in Boston dhiring the summer of 1768: "The Couzxoil 
have a great secret... So have the Freemasons. " Hutchinson to John 
Cushing, Aug-5,1768. Mass. Hist. Soo. Prooeed&u«s, 2 Ser., Vol. 20,1906-7, 
p. 536. 
2 
Rowe was installed at the Concert Hall in Boston, Nov. 23,1768. 
Cunningham, ed., The Letters and Diary of John Rowe, P. 180. 
For the political rivalry in Massachusetts between the Modern 
(Loyalist) and Ancient (Rebel) Lodges, see: Henry L. Stillson, ed., History of the Ancient and Honourable Fraternity of Free and 
Ached Masons.... 1900 , pp. 199-211. 
dc 
moreover-, that, serving together as officers in Boston's Grand 
Lodge with such rebels as Dr. Joseph Warren (killed at Bunker Hill) 
Paul Revere, and Thomas Crafts, were two regular army officers, 
captains in the 29th (Worcestershire) Regiment which had disembarked 
for duty at Boston on Oct-1,1768: Ponsonby Molesworth, nephew of 
Lord Ponsonby, who married Suzannah Shea fe, daughter of a rich Tory 
merchant, and Jeremiah French, remembered as having witnessed the 
Boston Massacre"from the roof of the foremost Tory meeting place 
1 
before and during the Siege, the Boston Coffee House. 
One year almost to the day after the Boston Tea Party 
(Dec. 16,1773), nearly two months after the adjournment of the 
First Continental Congress at Philadelphia (Oct. 26,1774), and in 
the midst of the Terror of rebel Whig moblbings of Loyalists that 
intensified in rural Massachusetts after the Powder Alarm of 
Sept. l, 1774, there took place im Boston the last Masonic public 
function still described in the Diary of the Grand Master of the 
Modern Lodges, John Rowe, the funeral of a regular army sergeant 
(47th, Nortth Lancashire) on December 18,1774. The last recorded 
muster of the Tory Masons in Boston, it is probable that Col. Elisha 
Jones and his sons were among those who took part. Rowe wrote: 
"Dec. 18. A Serjeant of the 47th Regiment was buried 
this evening -he Being a Mason there wert 152 Brethren 
followed the_Corps & the whole 47th Regim .M2 
1 Army officers in the Grand Lodge: Richard Frothingham, Life and 
Times of Joseph Warren (Boston, 1865) p. 115. Landing of 29th RT., 
see Lt. Col. William Dalrymple to Gage, Oct. 2,1768. PRO. C. O. 5: 86. 
Suzannah was the daughter of William Sheafe, Deputy Collector of 
Customs at Boston., and sister of the future Sir Roger Hale Sheafe, 
befriended by Lord Percy, who lodged with the family in Boston. 
Molesworth and Suzannah eloped to Rhode Island not long after he 
arrived in Boston; it was a long and happy marriage. See: Stark, 
Loyalists of Massachusetts, (1907) pp"439-442. 
2 Cunningham , ed., Lett ers and Diary of John Rowe, Dec. 18,1774. 
p. 288. 
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It is significant of political attitudes toward the 
rebellion of the thirteen American colonies that the Diary 
of Grand Master John Rowe now contains no reference to Masonic 
1 
funerals in Boston after December 18,1774. It does not record 
the death or the funeral of Col. Elisha Jones, hold at Trinity 
on February 14,1776, which, as "one of the Brethren", (if in 
no other capacity) Rowe would have been expected to attend. 
Rowe, moreover, took an active personal interest in Trinity 
Church where, from 1760, he was a Vestryman (elected Warden in 
1776); his Diary in filled with descriptions of parish events, 
particularly Trinity funerals, often including details such as 
the names of pallbearers. 
2 
As now appears, the date of Col. Jones' 
death, February 12th, and the day following, have no Diary entries 
whatever, while for February 14th, when his funeral was hold, 
there is only this brief and impersonal note on the fighting: 
"This morning a party of the King's Troops burnt the Houses on 
"3 Dorchester leck & brought off seven prisoners. 
1 With its discreet omission of referenoes to Col. Jones and other 
"politically dangerous" Tories in Boston during the Siege, Rowe's 
Diary conforms largely to the Whig post-Revolution interpretation 
of events - doubtless an important factor in its survival. For some 
time after the Evacuation (March 17,1776) Rowe, who remained in 
Boston, was himself under suspicion of Toryism, and it must be in 
this context that the notable ommissions respecting Tories and the 
missing MSS Vol. XII of the Diary covering the important period of 
the Siege, June 1- Dec. 25,1715 
(of 
which is written on the cover of 
Vol. XIII: "from June to Deoemb is mislaid or taken away out of My 
Store") must be viewed. The surviving MSS of Rowels Dian is now 
at the M. H. S., Boston. For the political tailoring of the manuscripts 
of rebel leaders, see Shipton, "John Avery", member of the Loyal Nine 
and friend and literary legatee of Sam Adams, Sibley's Harvard 
Graduates, Vol. XIV, p. $88; and "Dr. Joseph Warren, " Ibid., p. 512. 
2 There are many early references in Rowe's Diary to Masonic 
functions see G'unningham, ed. Lem s and Dim of John Rowe p. 14; 
for his interest in Trinity Church, pp. 16-20. 
In Feb., 1776, Rowe recorded the illness, death, and funeral of the 
widow of'his "relation" Robert Gould - the surveyor of Gouldsborough 
(Maine) and one-time partner of Col. Nathan Jones (of Frenchman's Bay) 
in the development of this Maine township: "Feb'y 26. Attended the 
Funerall of Dear Mrs Gould. Her Bearers were Dr Loyd Henry Laighton 
Greg Townsend Ezek Golthwait Dent Hubbard & James Perkins. " Ibid., 
pp. 298-299. All the bearers were Tories. 
3 Ibid., p. 299" 
sr 
Colonel Elisha Jones was buried as were Anglican 
gentlemen in England in, one of the vaults in the crypt of 
Trinity Church. Which family vault was used is no longer 
known: the persecution of Tories in Boston after the 
Evacuation of March 17,1776 did not encourage the keeping of 
such records. To harbour"Tories was dangerous through the 
Revolution, and for some time afterward, especially if they 
had been ref . gees, while 
for generations any connection with 
them was looked upon as a social disgrace. Col. Jones'remains 
are thought to have stayed for nearly a century in the vault 
at Trinity, until the fire there in 1872. Afterwards the 
crypt was cleared and the coffins reinterred in the Trinity 
Church Tomb at Mount Auburn Cemetary. 
l 
1 Col. Elisha Jones' burial is recorded in the Trinity Church 
parish records. See Judge Stephen Jonen of Sissiboo, Nova Scotia, 
to Israel Jones of Adams, Massachusetts, March 5,1828. Copy in 
MER Jones MSS.; and the Rev. Reginald Heber Jones to Mary Emma 
Robertson Jones, Boston, Feb. 14,1910. MER Jones MSS. 
The Boston merchant John. Rowe owned one of the family vaults 
at Trinity but here again no record was kept that he and his 
wife were actuall buried there. Anne Rowe Cunningham 
(Rowers 
great great-niece) ed. Letters and of John Rowe, pp. 3-4. 
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Three days after Col. E1isna Jones' death, on February 15,1775, 
the Tory Massachusetts Gazette and Boston News Letter, published 
by Richard Draper's widow and her young partner John Howe, 
printed this obituary*, 
"On Monday last, died, in this Town, in the 
sixty-sixth Year of his Age, Elisha Jones Esq., 
late of Weston, for many years a magistrate, 
Col. of a Regiment of Militia, and a Member of 
the General Assembly. In the many departments 
in which he acted, he eminently showed the man 
of principle, virtue, &ot. " 
Col. Jones and his family at Weston were well known to 
John Howe,, who had cause to think of them as benefactors. It 
was Howe who, at the beginning of Apri1,1775 on a secret spying 
mission for Gen. Gage and accompanied as far as Watertown by 
Lt. Col. Francis Smith (commander of the military expedition 
to Lexington, and Concord a fortnight later) delivered a letter 
from Gage to his cousin Captain Isaac Jones at the Golden Ball 
Tavern. At great personal risk Capt. Jones had hidden Howe from 
the rebels, and sent him safely on his way west with recommendations 
to local Tories at )larlborough, Sudbury, Worcester (where he stayed 
with another cousin; Nathaniel Jones)and bank to Boston by way 
of Concord. 
1 
1 
Howe and Mrs. Margaret Draper were among those Tories who went 
to Halifax at the racuation, March 1791776a See Howe's statement 
on behalf of the Loyalist claim of his former employer, Mrs. Draper 
dated May 6,1785. PRO. A. O. 13: 44" 
Later, as "King's Printer" of the Newport Gazette (Rhode Island) 
1777-1779, and from Jan. 5,1781 of the Halifax Journal (Nova Scotia) 
as Nova Scotia Postmaster-General, and with Col. Elisha Jones' sons 
and grandsons colleagues on the Nova Scotia Bench, John Howe (d. 
Dec. 29,1835) continued his acquaintance with the family. For John Howe 
see Stark, Loyalists of' Massachusetts, 1907)pp. 361-364. His son, 
b, in 1804, hecame the Hon. Joseph Howe, Lt. Gov. of Nova Scotia, 1873) 
leader-of Liberal opposition to Confederation iný18679the party which 
then first, returned to the Halifax Assembly Col. Elisha Jones'great 
grandson, the Hon. Alfred Gilpin Jones of Halifax, who died in 
office at Lt. Gov. of Nova Scotia in 1906. 
SSl9 
Col. Elisha Jones' obituary in the Massachusetts Gazette, 
probably written by the printer John Howe, was later included 
by the Colonel's son Israel Jones of Adarns, (Mass. )one of the 
"Gentlemen" co-authors of the noted pioneering work in 
Massachusetts local history, A History of the County of Berkshire 
(edited by the Rev. David Dudley Field of Stockbridge and published 
at Pittsfield in 1829) in his history of the Jones family. Israel 
Jones' manuscript, edited by William Henry Jones Jr., grandson of 
his brother Judge Daniel Jones of Hinsdale (New Hatnpshire)was 
printed, some five years after Israel's death, at Boston in 1834 
under the title History of j he Jones Family. This work, in turn, 
was used by the Massachusetts historian, Dr. Henry Bond, as a source 
for his sketch of the Joneses of' Westort in his monumental 
Genealojzjes of the Families and Descendants of the Early Seth tlers 
of Watezrtown, Massachusetts, including Waltham and Weston. It wan 
from the first edition of Bonds Wat e rtown, published at Boston in 
1855, that one winter evening at Concord about a year later Henry 
David Thoreau copied the obituary of Col. elisha Jones, his great 
grandfather, into his Journal; the date was February 25,1856.3 
1 Used by Francis Parkman as a source book, On his first trip 
gathering historic material for his projected saga of the French and 
Indian Wars, through Berkshire CounLy in, July, 1844, Parkman had in his 
knapsack : "three shirts, two stockings , flannel drawers, fishing 
apparatus, Powder & shot, Histe of Berkshire), "written on the rear 
par 
end paper of his "Journal. " See Mason Wade, ed., The Journals of Francis 
kman (1947) Vol. I, p. 358. 
2 Bond, Watertown, p. 310n. Fozr the Jonesee of Weston, see pp. 310-322, 
and 814-5. The second edition, published in Boston for the New . gist. & Gen. Soc. im 1860, hae a sketch of Dr. Bond by Horatio Gattes Jones, M. A., 
Corresponding Secretary of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. 
3 Bradford Torrey and Francis Allen%The Journal of Henry D. Thoreau. 1962, 
Vol. VIII, p. 187. Feb. 25,1856. 
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EPILOGUE 
MRS. JONLiZ OF WSSTON AND A PLRTY OF SIX: 
THE GRIiAT LOYALIST EXOUJS, VARCH 17,1776 
"Tho' a soldier, " he said, 
he wept at leav: i_ng Bostcn. 
1 
Edward Winslow of Plymouth 
In the belearalered town of Boston irr February and March 
of 1776, the longest and bleakest of remembered winters not 
yet past, for Mary Allen Jones there was little time for 
widow's mourning. Two days after recording that Col. Nathan 
Jones had left for his home at Preichman's Bay, the Rev. Asa 
Dunbar,, probably in the study of C: )1. Jones' man^ion at Weston, 
noted in his "Diary" on February 23rd, one of his few references 
to correspondence: "Wrote to Judge 
(Daniel) Jones (of Hinsdale) 
& Captn Israel (Jones of Adams, Masaachusetts). 
2 
On saturday, March 2nd, 1776, without warning and in the 
dead of night, Washington's rebel army began its long-threatened 
attack upon the town of Boston, a great bombardment by heavy 
artillery that was to continue each night, amid growing terror, 
for a fortnight. Nor had the civilian population, Tory and Rebel, 
entrapped as they were by the Siege, any avenue of escape - as had 
been given by Captain Mowat to the people of Falmouth in Oct-1775, 
and by other Naval commanders to towns in rebellion along the ooast. 
l Later, on July 30,1776, appointed "Muster--Master-General to the 
Provincial Troops taken into His Majesty's pay within the Colonies 
lying in the Atlantic Ocean from Nova Scotia to West Florida, "with 
the rank of lieutenant colonel. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedings, 
Vol. XLIII, p. 424. 
2 The Rev. Asa Dunbar, "Diary, " February 23,1776. MSS. Am. Antiq. 
Soc., Worcester. 
sz 
Eye-witness accounts from within Boston survive to 
describe the dn. ys of anxiety and nights of death and destruction, 
on March 2nd and those which followed. Major Stephen Kemble, 
of the 60th (Royal American) Regiment, and Deputy-Adjutant-General 
wrote in his Journal for saturday, March 2nd: 
"The Rebels, having completed and strengthened their 
Works at Phips's farm, and at the two Trees in front 
of our left Bastion at the Lines, began a fire, about 
11 at Nicht, of Cannon and Mortars, from both places, 
which they continued till six the next Morning, during 
which time they threw about fifteen Shells, three of 
which fell in Sir Henry Calder's yard, one in Molyneux's, 
two near Colonel Monckton's; two from Roxborough in the 
Water near the neck. 
"Our Battery compleatedt, and threw several Shells, 
the Rebels several Cannon shot that came into the 
Town and through some Houses... " 1 
On March 3rd, merchant John Rowe, whose house was on the north 
side of Pond Lane (Bedford Street) and not far from Liberty Tree 
and the Neck, wrote: "This Night The People from the Battery at 
Phipps Farm threw Many Shells in Torn which put the Inhabitants 
im great Fear & they have done Damage to many Houses Particularly 
Sherburn Fitch's Geo Erving's & Courtney's the Taylor. " 2 
"The inhabitantswere irr a horrid situation, " wrote a young 
British officer, Major Charles Stuart of the 43rd Regiment, 
"particularly the women, who were saver 11 times drove from their 
houses by shot, crying for protection. " Well might they, indeed, 
for the cannonballs and shot struck the houses im Boston with 
such force that the sound was heard all the way to Roxbury. 
4 
1 
Lt. Col. Stephen Kemble, "Journal" March 2,1776. New York Hist. 
Soc. Collections, 1883, P. M. 
2 Cunningham, ed., The Letters and Diary of John Rowe, p. 299. 
3 Maj. Charles Stuart to his father, Lord Bute, written at 
Halifax (Nova Scotia) April 28,1776. The Hon. Mrs. E. Stuart-Wortley, 
ed., A British Prime Minister and his Son (New York, 1925) P-78. 
4 Boston Selectman Ezekiel Price, "Diary, " March 3,1776. Iass. Hxst. 
Soc. Proceedinrrs, Vol. XIX, 1863-4, p. 239. 
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There were those who minded tae apocalyptic teachings of 
the Puritan clergy that disasters were visitations of Divine 
wrath upon New Lhgland's Jerusalem for its sins. Others, chiefly 
onlookers outside the town and with little property in the paths 
of destruction took satisfaction in vengeance. At Braintree, 
Abigail Adams climbed Penn's Hill, as she wrote on monday evening, 
"where I have been sitting to hear the amazing roar of cannon, and 
from whence I could see every shell which was thrown. The sound, 
I think, is one of the grandeet in natur', and is of the true 
species of the sublime. 'Tis now an incessant roar; but 0, the 
fatal ideas which are connected with the sound! How many of our 
dear Countrymen must fall! 
Tuesday Morning 
"I went to bed about twelve, and rose again a little after 
one. I could no more sleep than if I had been in the 
engagement; the rattling of the windows, the jar of the 
house, the continual roar of twenty-four-pounders, and 
the bursting of shells, give us such ideas, and realize 
a scene to us of' which we could scarcely form any 
conception .... I hope to give you joy of Boston, even if 
it is in ruins, before I send this away... " 1 
In Boston Col. Elisha Jones' widow Mary Allen; and their 
sons - in the streets through the nights of the rebel bombardment 
with their armed patrols of Brig. Timothy Ruggles' Loyal Associators, 
or on-duty-putting out fires - were not among the casualties. 
These wee most numerous during the night of March 4th when the 
rebel fire was heaviest of all, comiing from, Phip's Farm, Cobble 
Hill, and Roxbury Insights? In the South Ehd, not far from the 
Command Post of Lt. Josiah Jones' Third Company of Associators 
near the Liberty Tree, a shell ripped through a building which 
1 Abigail Adams to John Adarae, March 2-10,1776. 
2 During the bombardment the Rev. Mather Byles(of the Hollis St. Church) 
left his parsonage in Tremont Street, in the most exposed South Pd - 
needlessly, as his biographer Shipton, points out: Byles "benefitted 
from the fact that the commander of the artillery on the Heights 
owned the house next to his. "This was Col. Henry Knox, the Boston 
bookse"11er. Shipton, ed. Sibley's Harvard Gradduuates, Mather Byles, " 
Vol, VII, pp. 478,482. 
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housed the Barrack Guard of the 22nd Regiment, killing two 
men and badly wounding seven more., 
1 
On the morning of March 5th - chosen for its propaganda 
value to the rebel troops a the r-: nniversary of the so-called 
"Boston Massacre" of 1770 - all Boston was in no doubt that 
Washinp; ton's "Great Bombardment" of the town -a repeat of the 
diversionary tactics used so successfully on the night of June 15,1775, 
before Bunker Hill - was to cover the sound of the erection of 
strategic fortifications. This time the rebels set up batteries 
of heavy guns, most of them brought from Fort Ticonderoga -a 
brilliant plan outlined by Benedict Arnold of Connecticut to the 
Massachusetts Committee of Safety at Cambridge in April, 1775, 
when volunteering his services for the c*. pture of the Fort, but 
carried out during the winter of 177,, 5-6 by the Boston bookseller 
Henry Knox - on-the twin heights on Dorchester Neck, a move of 
crucial importance as it enabled Washington's guns to throw shot 
into the/en re of Boston and to threaten the safe anchorages of 
the warships in Boston harbour. 
3 
The merchant John Rowe must have spoken for many inhabitants 
of all political views when, he wrote in his Diary for March 5th: 
"This morninW; wee Perceived a Battery Erected on the 
Hill on Dorchester Neck -this has alarmed us very 
much -- ab° 12 
(noon) the Generall (Howe) sent off 
Six Regiments --- perhaps this day or tomorrow determines 
the Fate of this truly distressed Place... " 4 
1 Dana, ed.., The Britin in Boston Bei the Diary of Lt. John 
Barker of the King's Own Regiment... (Caambridge, H. U. Y., 1924 T 2 
Lt. Col. Stephen Kemble, "Journal, " March 4,1776, New York. Hist. Soc. 
Collections, 1883, pp. 70-71. The losses of life and limb in Boston 
caused by the rebel bombardment were afterward minimi^ed or iored 
by the rebels - as were other awkward facts that might cloud their 
moral image or give rise to suits for damages. 
2 According to the Rev. William Gordon;, "Gen . Washington said to those 
that were at hand, 'Remember it is the fifth of March, and avenge the 
death of your brethren. "It was immediately asked what the General said 
by those that were not near enough to hoar, and as soon answored; and 
so from one to another thro' all the troops, which added fresh fuel 
to the martial fire before kindled... "Rev. Wm. Gordon of Roxbury to 
Samuel Wilson, Jamaica Plain, April 6,1776. Mass. Hist. Soc. Proimgs, 
LX, Pp" 362-3- 
3 Arnold's Plan: see Col. Samuel Parsons to . June 2,1775, (cont. ) 
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Howes plan. for an immediate attack to dislodge the 
rebols, however, came to nothing, as he late-explained: 
"It wac discovered on the 5th, in the morning, that 
the enemy had thrown up three very extensive works, 
with strong abatis round them, on the commanding hill 
on Dorchester Neck, which must have been the employment 1 
of at least twelve thousand men in a situation so critical, 
I determined upon, an immediate attack, with all the force 
I could transport. The ardor of the troops encouraged me 
in ,.. this hazardous enterprise; regiments were 
expeditiously embarked on board transports to fall down 
the harbour', and flat-boats were to receive other troops, 
making the whole two thousand four hundred men, t, 
rendezvous at Castle William, from whence the descent was 
to be made, on the night of the 5th, but the wind unfortunately 
coming contrary and blowing very hard, the ships were not 
able to get to their destination, and this circumstance also 
making it impossible to employ the boats, the attempt became 
impracticable. 
"The weather continuing boistrous the next day and night, 
gave the enemy time to improve their works, to bring up 
their cannon, and to put themselves into such a state of 
defense that I could promise myself little success by attacking 
them under all the disadvantages I had to encounter; wherefore 
I judged it most advisable to prepare for the evacuation of 
the town, upon the assurance of one month's provision from 
Admiral Shuldham, who, in this emergency, as he has on every 
other occasionn, offered all the assistance he could afford. " 2 
3 Cont. s Connecticut Hist. Soc. Collections, Vol. I, p. 181 Journals 
of Each Provincial Congress, pp. 527,529,530-32,534,694-8. In the 
Fall of 1775 Arnold led a rebel force up the Kennebec River in Maine 
to join Gen. Richard Montgomery at the unsuccessful siege of Quebeo, 
and it was Henry Knox who carried out his plan to use the guns of 
Fort Ticonderoga to drive the British from Boston. 
4 Cunn. ingham, ed., The Letters and Diars of John Rowe, March 5,1776, p. 300. 
1 At Watertown onýMarch 4 the Rev. Samuel Cooper noted in his"Diary": 
"This and all the near Towns round us call'd into the Lines. Preparations 
making by our Army to take possession of Dorchester Heights and Point... " 
Am. Hist. Review, Jan. 1901, Vol. VI, p. 335. According to Rev. Asa Dunbar 
on March 2nd "Ye Militia went to Roxbury" and on March 5th "The Militia 
returned from Roxbury", from Weston. Elijah Kingsbury of Weston was 
among those drafted with ox-carts to Dorchester to haul hay, timber, and 
other materials for making the w'wttis, chandeliers, fascines, and other fortifications on the hilltops. Lamson Papers, Weston Town Arohives. 
2 Gen. William Howe to the Earl of Dartmouth, Nantasket Road, 
March 21,1776. PRO. C. 0.5=93" 
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On the evening of March 5th Howe, after a Council of War, 
with his senior offioers, took the fateful decision to evacuate 
Boston as noon as the military forces and stores could be 
embarked in the large fleet of military and merchant vessels 
which had been collected in the harbour through the winter; 
preparations were begun and in haste the next morning, March 6th. 
Of greatest concern to the widow of Col. Elisha Jones, her sons, 
and the other Loyalists remaining in Boston - which then numbered 
more than a thousand - was the decision of Howe, as Commander-in- 
Chief, that "Th)e Townspeople, " as Lt. John Barker of the 4th 
(King's Own) Regiment recorded so briefly in his "Diary" for 
March 6th, "had libez-by to go or stay. " 2 
Loyalists wishing to leave under British protection were 
directed to give in their names and the numbers of their dependents 
at the Province House. The Loyalists signed upon one of six lists, 
according to social rank in the Colony, and financial and official 
position. The names of the Evacuees, taking first Leverett Saltonstall 
and his brother Col. Richard Saltonstall, Sheriff of Essex County 
(whose name is among those not on the list)3are a roll-call of the 
most famous names in Massachusetts Colonial history - and looking 
forward, those new men of ability who would rise to prominence 
as founders of Canada and in England during the Second Empire. 
The first list included the names of Lieutenant Governor Thomas 
Oliver of Cambridge and the thirteen members of the Governor's 
Council, with families 85 persons; the second, the Commissioners of 
His Majesty's Customs, a total of 74; the third , '"Refugees from the 
Country - Persons of Property, " in, all 105; fourth, "Custom House 
1 For preparations for Evacuation, see Howe's General Orders, March 6--"1.7, 
1776, printed in N. Y. Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883, pp. 313-326; "Journa. l"of 
Lt. Col. Stephen, Kemble, Deputy Adjutant-General, Ibid., pp. 71-73; notable 
among other-first-hand accounts, that of Gen. Sir Archibald Robertson, an 
l tgineer-, Diaries and Sketches in America (N. Y., 1930) pr. 74--80. " 
2 Dana, ed., The British in Boston Being the Diary of Lt. 
John Barker... 
(Cambridge, Mass. 1924 March 691776. p. 70. 
3 The Saltonstalls, descendants of Sir" Richard, founder-Patentee of the 
Bay Colony(1586-1661)then -and since-have been rekarded as the "first 
family"of'Mass. The best account of them in: Robert Moody, The Saltonstall 
Paper 160` 815. Vol. I, 1607-1789 (Mass. Hist. Soc"Boston, 1972) 
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Officers for the Port of Boston, " 47 persons; the "Episcopal Clergy 
of Boston" with four names: Dr. Henry Caner, of King's Chapel; 
Dr. Mather Byles the younger, of Christ Church, a great-grandson of 
that giant of the Massachusetts Clergy, Increase Mather; William 
Walter of Trinity Church; and the Rev. Moses Badger of Haverhill 
fron 1' 74 assistant (brother-in-law Saltonu all . Faith were e "Merchants 
and other, principal Inhabitants of Boston, " with 213 in all; and 
sixth, the largest group, "Farmers, Traders, Shopkeepers, and 
Merchants, " 382 persons*1 
The Boston Loyalist list accounts for, 924 persons, heads 
of families whose names appear, and the number of their dependents. 
Appended is the note: "There are about 200 others who have not 
returned their names, " making a grand total of more than 1,100 
persons who chose to leave Boston, with the British fleet. 
2 
Col. Elisha Jones' widow is listed on the roster "Refugees 
from the Country Persons of Property" as the head of a party of 
six. These included her three refugee sons in Boston who had been 
serving with Brig. Timothy, Ruggles' Loyal Associators, Elisha the 
Younger (of Pittsfield), Josiah (of Cheshire County, New Hampshire), 
and Stephen (of Weston: ), and two serran. A. Her name appears, however, 
out of order at the end of the alphabetical list, with those of 
five other prominent-Tories - suggesting that Mary Allen Jones 
was among the late signers. 
" Seth Williams Taunton 1 
Job Williams Taunton 1 
M. rs. Jones Weston 6 
Thomas Poster Plymouth 1 
Jonathan Sterne Atty New Hampshire 1 
John Bowen Princeton 2 
Total 105 "3 
1 "List of Persons w: o Removed from Boston to Halifax with His 
Majesty's Troops in the Month of March, 1776 with the Number of their 
respective Families. "Endorsed "In General H'owe's Letter to Lord 
Dartmouth May 7,1776. " Enclosure No. 1. PRO. C. O. 5: 93,317ff. 
2 Another list(with many anomalies, and the names listed only in three 
categories - Counoillors, Custom House, and Refugees - said to be in the 
(cont. ) 
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By the standards of any age Mary Allen Jones was an 
extraordinary person, although she does not fully emerge as 
an historic figure until after the death of her husband in 
February, 1776. Until the rebel mobs had driven her and her 
family from Weston in the Fall of 1774, in the custom of the 
Massachusetts lady of her time Mary Allen had led an ordered 
and comfortable life, quietly enough in the shadow of her 
husband, a man of outstanding abilities, taking what satisfaction, 
she chose from his wealth and success in public affairs, supervising 
her large home while bearing - and surviving - the large (even for 
colonial times) number of fifteen children, of whom twelve lived 
to grow up, three of them to Harvard 
(Daniel, 1759, Stephen, 1775, 
and Charles, 177'8). Mary Allen, perhaps by comparison, was not 
noted in the family as a bluestocking, unlike her only daughter, 
Mary, who became the wife of the Rev. Asa Dunbar and the redoubtable 
grandmother of Henry David Thoreau. Or her brilliant niece Abigail, 
daughter of Col. Elisha Jones' only sister, Abigail, who married 
Col. Ephriam Williams Sr., the founder of Stockbridge (Mas:;. )and 
who numbered among her friends and correspondents Dr. Ezra Stiles, 
the President of' Yale, and Dr. Aaron Burr Sr., the second President 
of New Jersey College (Princeton) - and whose enemies were of the 
intellectual stature of the Rev. Jonathan Ldwards. 3 
2 Cont, handwriting of Tory evacuee Walter Barrell, Inspector of 
Customs, was published in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedings, Vol. XVIII, 
p. 266; and later in Stark, Loyalists of Massachusetts, 1907, pp. 133-6. 
1 There is no biography of Mary Allen Jones. 
See, however, Dr. Henry 
Bond, Eari_y Settlers of Watertown, Massachusetts, includinE Waltham 
and Weston, 2nd. edn. 1860, pp. 315-317. 
2 There are references to Mary Jones Dunbar in Thoreau's Journals 
and the biographies of Henry David Thoreau. See B. Torrey and 1 n, eds. 
The Journal of Henry David Thoreau, March 11,1861. Vol. XIV, 325-6; 
the best manuscript source is the "Diary" of her husband, the Rev. Asa 
Dunbar, MSS, Am. Antiq. Soc. Worcester. 
3 Electa F. Jones, Stockbridge Past and Present (Springfield, 1854) 
pp. 76-79,143; Shipton, ed. Sibley's Harvard Graduate`, "Gen. Joseph 
Dwight, " Class of 1722, Vol. VII, pp. 61-66; Edmund S. Morgan, The Gentle 
Puritam A Life of Ezra Siiles, 1727-1795. (New Haven, 1962)pp. 78-89, 
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When in ? iarch, 1776 the time for decision caire, to leave 
Boston with her sons and Howe's armed forces, or to remain, a 
hostage to rebel charity, Mary Allen Jones, a gentlewoman in her 
70th year, did not choose as, even no late, did the wives of a 
number of Loyalists, to cling at whatever hazard to familiar 
1 
surroundings, well-settled relations, and to property. An old 
family friend, Dr. Sylvester Gardiner, the Boston physician and 
apothecary, born in the same year as Mary Allen Jones, who did so 
auch for the wounded after Bunker Hill and was noted for his 
kindness and charitable works, no doub-t spoke for many about the 
Exodus of the Loyalists from Boston when he wrote a few weeks later, 
oný May 9th, from Halifax: 
"I found I could not stay in, Boston and trust my 
person with a set of'lawless rebels whose actions 
have disgraced human nature and who have treated all 
the King's Loyal Subjects that have fallen into their 
hands with great cruelty and for no other crime than 
for their Loyalty to the best of Kings and a peaceable 
Submission to the best constituted Government on Earth. 
I don't believe there ever was a people in any age or 
part of the World that enjoy'd so much liberty as the 
people of' America did under the mild indulgent Government 
(God bless it) of England and never was a people under a 
worsen state of tyranny than they are at present. I find 
there are people among you that have imprudence enough 
to abet this horrid rebellion and even in the Senate 
House to give-the highest incominums to a wretch Ithat 
had nothing else to recommend him but perjury and 
rebellion and, had he taken the side of Government, never 
would have been heard of. But I would advise those trumpetors 
to Sedition and rebellion to remember that some men's 
praise and panegericks are like the pillory, infamy, and 
disgrace. " 2 
1 For Mary Allen Jones' decision to leave Boston, see testimony of 
her son (one of the three who went with her) Josiah. Jones before the 
Loyalist Commissioners at St. Johm, New Brunswick, Dec. 20,1786. 
PRO. A. O. 12: 10. 
* Gardiner here refers to Sam Adams. 
2 Dr. Sylvester-Gardiner to 
. May 9,1776. Gardiner Papers, Mass. Hist. Soo. Boston, Vol. II, p. 7. Gardiner's third wife 
Catherine, daughter of Col. Thomas Goldthwait, until April, 1775 
commander of Fort Pownall, commanding the mouth of the Penobscot 
River(Maine), was the niece and adopted daughter of Col. Elisha 
Jones' cousin Henry Barnes of Marlborough. 
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By all accounts the last days in Boston after March 6th 
and before the departure of the Loyalists and the garrison army 
were a time of trial. For many Loyalists Howe's decision to 
evacuate the town came as a great shock. "Close coafinement, 
scarcity of provision, and even cannonading and bombardment, 
I was in; some measure prepared for, " wrote the Rev. Mather Byles 
the Younger, who through the Siege had been serving as an Army 
chaplain, "but I must confess that I had not the least suspicion 
that the Army would ever have evacuated Boston. That astonishing 
event has now taken place... " 
1 The Rev. Henry Caner, for more 
than thirty years Rector of King's Chapel conrtiirued "to officiate 
to the small remains of'my parishioners, tho' without a support, 
till the 10th ofMarch, when, I suddenly and unexpectedly recd 
Notice that the King's Troops would immediately evacuate the 
Town. It is not easy to paint the distress and confusion of the 
inhabitants on this occasion. I had but six hours to prepare for 
the Measure and was obliged to embark the same day for Halifax... 
This sudden movement prevented me from, saving my Household goods, 
Books, or any part of' mg interests except Bedding, Wearing Apparel, 
2 
and a little provision for the passage of myself and little family. " 
Inevitably', some of the Loyalists had better information - or were 
better organized. Dr. Sylvester Gardiner, a Churchwarden of King's 
Chapel, described the evacuation as having been. conducted "in such 
a precipitate manner as gave the friends of Government only four or 
five days notice, which put them under the necessity of leaving 
almost every thing they had, as no Vessel or Seaman were to be 
found so suddenly to transport themselves with their effeets; whieh 
1 The Rev. Mather Byles the rounger, report to the- S. P. G. in London, 
dated at Halifax, May, 1776. See Ernest Hawkine, Hietorical Notices of 
the Missions of the Church of England in the North American Colonies 
London, 1845) pp. 249-50. 
2 The Rev. Henry Caner to the Rev. Richard Hind, Halifax, May 1091? 76. 
MS Letterbook, University of Bristol Library (F gland). 
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threw them into the utmost distress. Indeed the General (Howe) 
gave them all the assistance he could by assigning some places 
in the Transports but then there was not room to carry off any 
of their effects and but very little of their Household furniture... " 
With his post in the Secretary's Office Lt. Josiah Jones 
may have had more warning than most of Howe's impending withdrawal - 
but even the commander of Josiah's Third Company of Loyal 
Associators, Capt. Francis Green, the able and efficient Boston 
merchant, later described in his Loyalist Memorial the "sudden and 
unexpected Evacuation" and the hardships that it caused: 
"Both from Principles of Abhorrence to the Revolters, 
and from Motives of Duty, and Self-Preservation, He was 
impelled to make an hasty Retreat, with his Family, 
consisting at that Time of Three (Motherless) Infants, 
and three Servants, to accompany the Army to Halifax 
in March, 1776. The Hurry and confusion of that sudden 
and unexpected Evacuation and his many avocations* 
rendered it impossible to conduct his concerns with any 
Certainty or Regularity, and therefore that Part either 
of the goods of his own, qr of others in his Hands at 
that Time, or of his Household Furniture were left behind, 
lost, or-embezzled. He never absolutely knew, having never 
obtained bills of Lading of Receipts for what were shipped 
and having (in almost a State of Distraction) employ'd 
any Persons he could meet with to remove his Effects. 
When he arrived at Halifax, He collected from several 
Vessels what he could find, but believes besides what 
was left, that, considerable Lose and Damage was sustained 
in what was thus hastily removed... " 2 
1 Dr. Sylvester Gardiner to. . May 9,1776. Gardiner Papers, 
Mass. Hist. Soo. Boston, Vol, II, p. 7. 
* Among-Green's "many avocations"were his responsibilities, as 
commander of the Third Company of Associators, for carrying out 
certain special (as well as ordinary) duties in connection with 
the $vacuation, notabl7 the embarcation, of the guns deposited by 
Boston residents at the Town House after the Battle of Lexington. 
See below. 
2 "Memorial" of Francis Green, dated at Hackney, London, Dec. 1,1783. 
PRO. A. O. 13: 45. 
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Whatever the difficulties in settling their affairs in 
Boston, and packing and finding transport for their possessions, 
nowe of the sons of Col. k; lisha and. Mary Allen Jones later in 
their large claims for property compensation from the Crown 
included any lost when the family left in Howe' a Evacuation 
fleet. Probably, like most of the other "Refugees from the 
Country p" the Joneses had not 
been able to bring much with them 
in, their flight to Boston. Col. Jones, lawyer and magistrate, 
like many another that were Tories, made certain at least of 
the safety of his deeds to property - already by the Fall of 
1774 a favourite target for rebel Whig mobs. Whether the Colonel, 
as appears most likely, carried his deeds with him to Boston, 
we do not know, but his son Josiah, practicing as a lawyer in 
New Hampshire before the Revolution and with his Mother and two 
brothers in Boston at the Evacuation, had them in Nova Scotia l 
to give, in evidence to the Loyalist Commissioners in October, 1786. 
It is thought that when Mary Allen Jones and her sons left Boston 
they took away with them the family plate, which had been saved 
fromi the mansion house at Weston - that traditional form of 
portable capital which supported many Tories, like the Joneses 
out off from their regular sources of income, through much of 
the War. 
2 
1 "Evidence'om the Claim of Josiah, Simeon, Stephen, and Jonas 
Jones late of Massachusetts" given in sworn testimony by Josiah 
Jones at Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, Oot. 21,1786. At this time 
Josiah Jones produced his Father's deeds for 8 lots of properties, 
9,108 acres in all, which had been confiscated by the"Massachuset-ts 
government. (Thin did not include other property whioh, for one reason 
and another had escaped conifiscation. )PRO. A. O. 12: 10. See also Stephen 
Jones to Lt. Jonas Jones in. London, Sissiboo, N. S., May 24,1787. PRO. A. 0.13: -A 
2 
One silver tankard, marked with Col. Elisha Jones' coat of arms 
is still owned by the descendants of Col. Jones' son Ephriam, who 
settled after the War in Upper Canada. See Mary E. R. Jones, The 
Genealo, _ of Ce no Upham Jones of Weymouth, Nova Sootia. Boston, 1905. 
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Brig. Timothy Ruggles' corps of three companies of 
Loyal Associators, in which Josiah Jones was a lieutenant in 
Captain Francis Green's Third Company, and his younger brother 
Stephen, a second-lieutenant in Captain James Putnam's Second 
Company, continued on active duty in Boston until the time of 
embarkation. In addition to their regular service, on night patrols 
the prevention; of looting and destruction of property by rebel 
sympathizers and criminals among the civilian population - as 
well as soldiers "absent without leave" from barracks - was a 
task of increasing difficulty when-, after the Evacuation became 
generally known, there was a rapid and widespread deteriotation 
1 
in public order. 
The Loyal Associabors bore as well a Full share of the 
preparations made by the army for departure, and particularly 
in! the inventorying and removal to the ships of military equipment 
and stores. One of these assignments, beginning on; Feb. 23,1776, 
for. Lt. Josiah Jones' Third Company to count and embark the guns 
and other weapons deposited in the Town House by the inhabitants 
of Boston by order of General Gage after the Battle of Lexington, 
is of especial historic interest as the rebels from the spring of 
1775 had, made a propaganda cause cellbre of this "humiliating 
treatment" of the civil population. 
2 
1 On March 14th Howe reinforced the Loyalists by appointing 
Captain Charles Lyons to command "a company of Volunteers. "See 
Howe-'s General Orders, March 14,1776. N. Y. Hist. Soc. Collections. 
1883, p. 323. For the looting of Tory houses and public buildings 
by the Boston mob as soon as the occupants left them to embark, 
see below. 
2 For the order by Gage to the Boston inhabitants to give up 
their arms, see above, 
There was no reference to the Town House arms in Howe's General 
Orders, but here, on Feb. 24th, was the directive: "Those Regiments 
that want Arms to Complete their present Effectives, to Apply-to 
the Office of Ordnance for them on Monday morning next, at 10 o'Clock, 
giving Returns, and Receipts for what they Receive. "N. Y. Hist. Soa. 
Collections, 1883. P-308. 
When Gage left Boston(Oct. 10,1775)he made Crean Brush receiver of 
goods deposited at the Town House (Faneuil Hall), and from Watertown 
Edes in the Boston Gazette commented: "BOSTONIANSLLL Have you forgot 
your arms wete most shame ully deposited there?. "Nov. 27,1775.3%1. 
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The pass, dated February 23,1776, to admit Captain Francis 
Green for the weapons inventory to the Town House (in Dock Square 
by the Town Dock) is one of the few official papers of its kind 
to survive from the Siege of Boston: 
"Sir: 
The bearer Captain Green has the General's (Howe) 
permission to take an account of the Inhabitants Arms 
that are lodg'd in the Town House. You will therefore 
please to let him have admission to the Town House as 
often as he may have occasion. 
I am sir 
Your most humble Servt 
W. Ramsay 
Coi. Cleaveland Town Adjt. 1 
Command of the 
Royal Artillery 
This work was soon completed; in about a week Captain 
Green, signed "The Return of Arms delivered by the Inhabitants 
in April 1775 in the Town House Chambers 1 March 1776. " This 
inventory, a copy of which is still with the Loyalist papers of 
Captaim Francis Green, appears to have been dome careftilly. The 
names of the owners and the types of weapon surrendered were 
listed, but not all weapons were "marked" or otherwise had 
owners names still. -attached im February, 1776. A note to the 
"Return" pointed out: 
"N. B. Many of the above Arme, that are now unmark'd, 
appear to have had Tallies affix'd when deliver'd 
although at present they have none - There are also 
2 Boxes mark'd Gilbert DeBlois and John Row, Pistols, 
but the Pistols are intermix'd in such a Manner that 2 
it is impossible to ascertain the respective Proprietors. " 
It is beyond doubt that the arms delivered in April at the Town 
Ffouse into the charge of the Boatom Selectmen who remained in the 
1 The original is in the Loyalist papers of Capt. Francis Green. 
PRO. A. O. 13: 45. Signed by William Ramsay and addressed to Col. 
Samuel Cleaveland. 
2 "The, Return of Arms delivered by the Inhabitants in April 177,5 
in the Town House Chambers 1 March, 177'6" Francis Green Pavers. 
PRO. A. O. 13: 45" Both John Rowe and Gilbert DeBlois were prominent 
cont. 
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town had been tampered with in the intervening time. Not only 
were identifications of ownership lost, but, the figures for both 
numbers and types of weapons remaining in the Town, House on March 1, 
1776 differ greatly from. those later claimed by the rebels as having 
been deposited: 
1 
Capt. Green's March lst. Inventory Rebel Claims 
Weapon Total Weapon Total 
biuskets, mark" d 877 
Muskets, unmarktd 402 
Whole N° of Muskets 1,279 Firearms 1,778 
Pistols marked 101 
Pistols unmark'd 314 
Whole N°of Pistols 415 Pistols 634 
Wall Pieces 10 
Blunderbusses 20 Blunderbusses 38 
Gun Barrells 37 
Bayonets 973 
Grand Total 1,761 3 9423 
2 
2 court. Boston merchants. Gilbert DeBlois, who left at the Evacuation, 
is notable for his help given to Capt. Prestou at the time of' the 
"Bostom Massacre" Trial(Rex. v. Preston, l770)where he gave helpful 
information and served as one of the five Tory jurors. See DeBlois" 
Loyalist Papers, PRO. A. 0.13: 44, and Hiller Zobel, Tie Bow o Massacre, 
1970, pp. 227,245-6. 
1 "The Return of Arms delivered by the Inhabitants in Apri1,1775 
in the Town House Chambers 1 March 1776"Franois Green Pavers, PRO. 
A. O. 13: 45- 
2 Rebel elaims are printed in Peter Force, American Archives, 
Series IV9 Vol. 2, p. 74T. 
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Below the totals of arms in the Town House on March 1,1776 
as shown in Captain Green's Inventory is the further note: 
"Of the above there are 450 muskets (more than one in 
four) 100 Pistols (just under 1 in 4) and 15 
blunderbu^ses (3 in. 4) not worth repairing, and the 1 
rest are in general very bad arms, & much out of repair. " 
This supports the Tory complaints made in the spring of 1775 to 
General Gage that the (Whig) inhabitants (at least) on April 28th 
turned im to the Selectmen only their defeotive, outmoded, and surplus 
weapons, a mere token compliance with the agreement made with the 
Governor to allow those inhabitants that gave up their arms the 
opportunity to leave Boston - and that the Whig rebels hid their 
useful arms about the town,, until such time as they would receive 
the signal for an uprising against the British to coincide with 
a rebel assault, or smuggled them out for the use of the rebel 
besieging troops. 
2 
On March 6th Archibald Robertson of the Engineers recorded 
in his "Diary": "A Working Party employ'd since 8 this Morning 
embarking the heavy Artillery, Stores, etc... "and it was probably 
at this time, or soon afterward, that Captain Green of the Third 
Company of Loyal Associators received orders "to embark and carry 
off as many (of the arms in the Town House) as was practicable, 
which he did. "4 This was carried out under the general direction of 
1 "The Return of Arms... in the Town House Chambers 1 March 1776" 
Francis Green' Papers, PRO. A. O. 13: 45- 
2 For the fears and protests of the Tories in Boston to Gage, see 
above. 
The smuggling, of course, had preceeded Lexington and the Siege: 
Gen. Sir Martin Hunter, then a young junior lieutenant, recorded, "We 
frequently foun'arms and ammunition concealed in loads of hay. The 
(Boston) Neck Guard had orders to stop and search all waggons for 
arms &c... " The Journal of G,,, t}e . Sir Martin Huntr.. (Edinburgh, 1894) 
p. 8. For-years after the Siege Lucy, daughter of the last Massachusetts 
Province Secretary Thomas Flucker (who left Boston at the Evacuation) 
who had married the rebel Whig Boston bookseller Henry Knox, told of 
how she had smuggled her husband's militia sword out of town stitched 
into her pet-ticoats. $Qe Forbes, Paul Revere, 1942, p. 286. 
3 Gen. Sir Archibald Robert. son, Diaries and Ske tches in America, 1930, 
P-75. 
4 Memorial of Capt. Francis Green, Deo. 1,1783, Hackney, London. 
Gres= MSS* PRO. A. 0.13: 45" 
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How much Josiah Jones as Lieutenant of Capt. Green's 
Third Company of Loyal Associators had to do with the removal 
of the Bostonian's weapons to Halifax, does not appear. Like 
Francis Green, however, Josiah Jones was one of those Tories 
who served in Brig. Timothy Ruggles' Corps later to be held 
accountable in the civil courts of'Massachusetts for property 
destroyed or carried away in Howe's Evacuation Fleet. 
1 
Howe gave orders that nothing of military use to the 
rebels, weapons or supplies, was to be left behind in Boston, 
and on March 10th gave a commission to Crean Brush, a Tory 
refugee from the northern Cumberland County, New York, to 
superintend the removal of all such property. Circulated as a 
hand-bill, this commission was a directive to all inhabitants 
of the town: 
"Sir: I im informed there are large quantities of floods 
in the town of Bostom, which, if in possession of the rebels, 
would enable them to carry on war. And whereas I have given 
notice to all loyal inhabitants to remove such goods from 
hence, and that all who do not remove them, or deliver them 
to your care, will be consideredo-labettorn of rebels. You are 
hereby authorized and required to take into your possession 
all such goods as answer this description, and to give 
certificates to the owners that you have received them for 
their use, and will deliver them to the owners' order, 
1 
Testimony of Josiah Jones before the Loyalist Commissioners 
at St. John, New Brunswick, Dec. 20,1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10. 
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Captain Nesbit Balfour of the Fourth (King's Own) Regiment. 
The Loyalists had cause enough to respect Balfour: he had 
been the able commander of the 100-man; detachment of regulars 
which, in the schooner Diana and sloop Britannia, had sailed 
from Boston on, January 23,1775 to reinforce Colonel Nathaniel 
Ray Thomas' regiment of loyal militia at Marshfield that kept 
the King's Peace in Plymouth County until the regulars' recall 
by Gage and the evacuation to Boston, of the Plymouth County 
Loyalists after the Battle of Lexington. 
1 
With that strange irony of civil war that was so large 
an element in the American Revolution, these weapons taken from 
the Boston inhabitants were to be "delivered ... out, at Halifax, 
according to directions, to such Loyalists as applied there for... " 
But, by so doing, as Captain Green later wrote, "on this Score 
He apprehends He may, (unless indemnified) be liable to many 
2 
private Actions at Law, notwithstanding the Treaty of Peace, " 
1 Attached to the Loyalist Memorial of Francis Green, dated Hackney, 
London, Dec. 1,1783 in PRO. A. 0.13: 45, is a momorandum by Lt. Col. 
Nesbit Balfour "respecting the Memorialist's political conduct at 
Boston, embarking Arms &c, and his offers of Service on Arrival at 
New York, 1777. " For the detachment of Capt. Balfour and the force of 
regular troops at Marshfield to reinforce Thomas' Loyal Militia, Jan-Ap. '7 5 
see above. 
2 Article VI of the Peace Treaty stated: 
"There shall be no future Confiscations made nor any 
Prosecutions commeno'd against any Person or Persons for 
or by Reason of the Part which he or Lhey may have taken 
im the present War, and that no Person shall on that 
Account suffer any future Loss or Damage, either in his 
Person, Liberty or Property... " 
Memorial of Francis Green 0Hackney. London, Dec. 1,1783. PRO. A. 0.13: 45" 
Sax 
unavoidable accidents excepted. And you are to make 
inquiry if any such goods be secreted or left in 
stores; and you are to seize all such, and put them 
on board the Minerva ship, or the brigantine 
Elizabeth. Given under my hand, at headquarters, 
Boston, this tenth day of March, 1776. 
To CR1 AN BFN SH, Es quire 1 
W. HOWJ, Com. Chief 
It was entirely in the interest of Tory merchants to 
take away with them as much of their wealth in the form of 2 
moveable property for which shipping space could be found. 
For carrying out Howe's order of March 10th - which meant 
emptying the stores and warehouses of rich Whigs choosing to 
remain such as John Andrews and John Rowe - Crean Brush earned 
a reputation for "wickedness" in the Boston legend of the Siege 
to match that of Joshua Loring the Younger, Sheriff of Suffolk 
County (whose duty in, issuing government proclamations caused 
particular rebel resentment) and William Cunningham, Provost- 
Marshal (as keeper of Boston Jail the rebels alleged that he 
starved and brutally treated their prisoners). 
1 Copy in Massachusetts ArchivesýýýVol. 158, p. 3olr On March 9th John Rowe records This day Gen Robinson, pressed 
the Ship Minerva into the Service... " Cunningham, ed., The Letters and 
Di ar of-John Rowe, p. 301. Minerva with her cargo and refugee 
passengers arrived at Halifax, but the Elizabeth. Peter Ramsey, 
master, was captured by the rebels, see below. 
2 See above for the difficulties of loyal merchant Capt. Francis 
Green of the Third Company of, Associators. See also Loyalist papers 
of Bostonimerchants George Leonard, PRO. A. 0.13: 51; William Jackson 
A. 0.13247; George Erving,, A. 0.13: 44; and Gilbert DeBlois, A. 0.13: 44. 
3 Eiren the' sober Richard Frothingham (Siege of Bostoa, 2nd. edn. 1851, 
p. 307) who considering the temper of the times when he wrote, is 
remarkably fair to the Tories, described Brush as "a conceited New 
York Tory, as ignorant of the American character as he was insolent 
in the discharge of his official duties. ººlt wa Frank Moore in his 
Diary of th American Revolution(New York, 1860) Vol. II, p. 11Ö, who 
fastened upon, Loring apt. Oct. 7,1775 sole auctioneer for property sold 
by order of the Boston courts - Force, AM. Archives, Ser. IV, Vo1.3, p. 984- 
and at New York in 1776 Commissary of Prisoners the libel that he 
became rich by feeding the dead and starving the living. 
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The entries in John. Rowe's"Diary" from March 11th through 
March 16th are a chorus of self-righteour, indignation at the 
"pillage" of -oo& from hin stores (entrien for the earlier part 
of the Siege attest his profits made importing goods for the 
Loyalists and the British garrison). It is still of record in 
Rowe's "Diary", however, that this canrnry merchant was at pains 
to get receipts signed by Crean' Brush himself for goods taken, 
1 
at Rowe's valuation worth £2,266. 
"Mar 11, This morning I Rose very early & very luckily 
went to my warehouse - when I came there I found Mr Crian 
Brush with an Order & party from the Genl who were just 
going to Break Open-the Warehouse which I prevented by 
sending for the Keys & Opening the Doors. They took from 
me to the Value of Twenty Two hundred & Sixty Pounds 
Sterling according to the best Calculations I could 
make, in Linens, Checks, Cloths & Woolens. This Party 
behaved very Insolently & with Great Rapacity &I am 
very well Convinced, exceeding their orders to a Great 
Degree. They stole many things & plundered my Store. 
Words cannot Describe it. This Party consisted of Mr 
Blasswitch who was one of the Canceaux People, Mr Brush, 
The provost Mr Cunningham, a Refugee, Mr Welsh the Provost 
Deputy -a man namd Hill & abo fifteen Soldiers with 
others. I Remained all day in the Store but could not 
hinder their Destruction of my Goods ... Many other People 
have suffered the same Fate as wee, Particularly Mr. 
Saml Austin, Mr John Scollay, Capt Partridge, Capt Dashwood, 
Mr Cyrus Baldwin, The Widow Newman. " 2 
1 This invoice, and receipt signed by Crean Brush, are with the 
large file of papers relating to Brush's activities in Boston and 
his capture with the Tory merchant William Jackson and 70 Tory 
refugees on the brig Eli. zabotIl early, in April (see below) in 
Massachusetts Archives, Vol. 1581, pp. 297-317" 
2 Cunningham, ed., The Letters and Diary of John Rowe, March 11, 
1776. pp. 301-2. 
Rowe', like many Boston merchant s, however, after the Evacuation 
"compensated"themselves by using the anti-Tory lawn to get hold of 
what property they could. Rowe ruined the family of Robert Jarvis the 
Boston winemerchant, a Tory evacuee and one-time friend, taking possession 
of his house(occupied by Mrs. Jarvi )in Purchase Street and taking out a 
writ to put Jarvis himself in, debtors prison - for money Rowe and another debtor actually owed to JarvislSee Jarvis to Loyalist Commissioners, 
Sept. 24,1787, PRO. A. 0.13: 47; and A. 0.13: 74. 
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John Rowe did not name arty of Col. Elicha Jones' sons 
as commandeering stores under Howe's orders of March 10,1776, 
but Josiah Jones at least gave his signed receipts for this 
work. Josiah Jones, too, was to be among those to discover how 
relentless and grasping were these Boston merchants in pursuing 
their claims for compensation against refugee Tories such as 
himself - while using the loopholes in the Peace Treaty 
(the 
pYll. iminary Treaty was signed at Paris Nov. 309,1782, and the 
definitive Treaty some nine months later, Sept. 3,1783) and 
conflicting legislation by the state of Massachusetts to 
confiscate the property of refugee Tories and to prevent them 
from obtaining payment of their debts. 
1In 
December, 1786, more 
than ten years after il Evacuation of Boston, Josiah Jones 
testified before the Loyalist Commissioners at St. John (New 
Brunswick): 
"Claimant is now under Bail in an action against him 
for taking goods at Boston by order of General Howe 
while Claimant was acting as Clerk in the Secretary's 
Office. The present action is for £700; thinks when he 
goes into the Country more actions will be brought; 
But he must go to save his bail... " 2 
1 There is no adequate study of punitive legislation passed in 
Massachusetts by thQ three Provincial Congresses at Watertown which 
met between Sept. 29,1774 and July 19,1775, and the "revived" General 
Court (even after the signing of the definitive Peace Treaty, Sept. 3, 
1783) designed, by placing Tories outside the limits of the law, to 
deprive them of their civil rights and property. Nor of the equally 
pernicious anti-Tory resolves passed by the Worcester (May 19,1783) 
and Weston (see. especially instructions to Town Representatives of 
Oct. 22,1778 and May 26,1783) Town, Meetings, typical of many throughout 
the Province,. Still the best cage study for Massachusetts is Andrew F. 
Davis, The Confiscation of Jor Chandler's Estate, Boston, 1903. 
For the breakdown of the rule of law before the armed conflict began, 
see the fair--minded and scholarly discussion in: Hiller 'Lobel, "Law Under 
Pressure: Boston 1769-1771" in George Billias, ed. Law and Authority in 
Colonial America, Barre, Massachusetts, 1965, pp. 187 -208; and Zobel, 
The Boston Massacre, 1970,, e-specially pages 295-303. 
2 Testimony of Josiah Jones before the Loyalist Commissioners at 
St. John, New Brunswick, Deo. 20,1786. PRO. A. 0.12: 10. 
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During the harassed last week of preparation for the 
Evacuation keeping public order in Boston became ever more 
difficult. Even among the military where penalties were harsh 
there were notable breakdowns of discipline: desertions increased 
(the whole crew of a brig on the night of March Iah) and soldiers 
and sailors from the- fleet. joined the lawless elements among the 
inhabitants in looting, despite all attempts by Howe to stop it. 
The dram shops were closed on March 7th, and inhabitants forbidden 
to give liquor to the soldiers; officers were ordered to sleep 
with their men to prevent their leaving barracks at night (March 12th); 
and ont March 14th by Hole's order soldiers caught plundering were 
to be summarily hanged. 
But lawlessness, thefty arson, and other destruction of 
property which occurred at this time - later blamed by the rebels 
upon the departing Tories and the license of the military - was 
in. fact substantially the work of the inhabitants themselves. 
For. Col. Elisha Jones' sons serving with Brig. Ruggles' corps of 
Loyal Associators, the last night )atrols through the dimly lit 
streets must have been the most difficult and hazardous of all. 
The Boston mob, quiet for much of the Siege and emboldened by 
the British departure, was out again after dark, looting anything 
of' value and destroying out of vengeance: daye before the British 
withdrew, on the morning of' March 17th, the sacking of Tory houses 
and other property was well begun, in many cases as soots as the 
2 
families left them to embark. The houses of the Anglican, clergy 
in particular seem to have been marked for early targets: on March 14 
John Rowe noted: "Mr Samt Quincy's house broke & great Destruction. 
The Revd Mr Walter's also the Revd Dr Caner's & many others. " Im, 
1 Howe's General Orders from March 6th until the &vacuation on March 17th attest his efforts to preserve military d. iscipline, with 
severe penalties for offenders. N. Y. Hist. Soc. Collections, 1883, pp. 313_26. 
On March 15th Archibald Robertson of the Engineer^ wrote: "This morning had no working Party but the Carps as the long Wharff is clear''d begun 
to make a Traverse across it... The Soldiers rather acting Licentiously 
and breaking up some storee. 2 Soldiers of the 49th Deserted last Night... " Diaries and Sketches in America, p. 78. 
2 Orr. March 21, the day after the main body of the Rebel army entered Hoston, Washington in a proclamation called upon the inhabitants to make known to the quartermaster-general "all stores belonging to the (cont. ) 
Sit 2, 
the case of the Rev. William Walter, Rector of Trinity, the 
"enthusiasm" of the plundering mob at his house has been attributed 
to an inflamatory article in the Boston Gazette of Feb. 12,1776, 
which accused Mr. Walter of conspiring to spread smallpox to the 
besieging rebel army. 
1 
It was not for nothing that on March 12th 
John Rowe, with much property at risk, wrote: "The Inhabitants are 
greatly terrified & alarmed for Fear of Greater Evils when the Troops 
leave this distressed place. " 
2 
By March 14th not even the Province House and other public 
buildings were safe from the mob. Howe's orders that day offered 
"Rewards to any Person or Persons who shall convict any Person or 
Persons of Cutting and, Defacing the King's and Queen's Pictures, 
and destroying the Records and other Public Pavers, Viz.: For the 
King's Picture, £50; For the Queen's Picture, £50; For other Pictures, 
Records, or Public Papers, £20. "3 
Among the last duty of Loyalists employed in the public 
administration - Josiah Jones the lawyer in the office of Howe's 
Secretary Captain Robert Mackenzie at the Province House, and his former 
younger, brother Stephen in, Col. Elisha Jones'/Commissary Department - 
zee in collecting and removing public records to the safety of 
the Evacuation Fleet. After the vandalism of' the night of March 13th 
a detachment of soldiers had been stationed in the Province House, 
but even these were not proof against damage. The scene on March 17th 
1 Walter, was said to have allowed a servant boy to j,, i. a his family 
at Medford only after, being inoculated for smallpox, which he contracted 
after being sent by boat to Point Shirley. Boston Ga zette, Feb. 12,1776.4/1. 
2 Cunningham, ed. The Letters and Diary of John Rowe, p. 301. 
3 Howe, General Orders, March 14,1776. N. Y. Hist. Soc. Collections, 
1883, p. 322. 
(cont. 2. ministerial army" hidden in the town, and ordered the 
army officers "to assist the civil magistrates in the execution of 
their duty, and to promote peace and good order. " Richard Prothinpham, 
History of the SieKe of Booston... (2nd. edn. 1851) p. 311. Rebel leaders who 
returned to Boston 
found it convenient to blame looting upon the 
departed Tories and British soldiers - and to help themselves to the 
furniture and other property left behind by the Refugees. See"Diary" 
of the Rev. Samuel Cooper of the Brattle Street Church, entries for 
March 26-30,1776. Americam Historical Review, Jan. 1901. Vol. VI, No. 2., 
pp-338-339- 
5 'ti 
was described by Edward Winslow, who in July, 1775 had, been 
appointed by Gage Collector for 
1 
the Port. of Boston and Register 
of Probate for Suffolk County: 
"On the morning of the evacuation the Public Buildings 
were in the possession of a Licentious Rabble, the doors of 
the Offices were forced, and the Records and papers were 
exposed to instant destruction. Having a party at my 
Command, and impressed with a due sense of the importance 
of preserving them, I found means to pack up and place 
on board a Transport not only the records of the Probate 
Office, but also those of the Registry of Deeds and 
Custom House. The latter office had been peculiarly 
exposed having been occupied as a Military Guard room 
the preceeding night. " 2 
Preservation of the public records in Boston was the 
last of the many contributions made by Tories such as Col. llisha 
Jones, Justice of the Peace for Middlesex, to the rule of law in 
Massachusetts. The records taken away at the F, acuation were 
deposited with the Nova Scotia archives at Halifax, and returned 
to Boston after the Ware3 
The name of the vessel has been lost in which Col. Elisha 
Jones# widow Mary Allen, their three sons, Elisha the Younger, 
Josiah, and Stephen, with two servants, made the voyage in the 
1 Mass. Hist. Soc. Proeeedint*. s, Vol. XLIII, p. 424. On July 30,1776 
Winslow was appointed "Muster-Master-General to the Provincial 
Troops taken into His Majesty's pay within the Colonies lying in the 
Atlantic' Ocean from Nova Scotia to West Florida, "with the rank of 
Lt. Colonel. See W. O. Raymond, ed., The Winslow Papers (1901)p. 2. WiAI31ow 
served in this post through the War, and was well known as well to 
the sons of Col. Jones as a fellow member of the Tory "Harvard Circle" 
at New York. 
2 Mass. Hist. Soc. Prooeedin , Vol. XLIII, p. 424. 
3 It is significant that the Customs Records, which would have told 
so much aboutt violations of the Whig Non-Importation Agreements- 
supporting the invoices and other evidence published by John Mein in 
the Boston Chronicle against John Hbncock and other leading Whigs, and 
the trading operations of Hancock and other Whig merchants with the 
British in Boston during the operative time of the Boston Port Bill and 
the rebel prohibition during the Siege - were taken to the Customs 
House at Salem and there conveniently enough "discarded. " 
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Evacuation Fleet commanded by Admiral Molyneux Shuldham, to the 
safe if ill-prepared colonial haven of Halifax, in Nova Scotia. 
Such was the hurry and confusion of the embarkation that the travel 
arrangements of the Loyalists were in most cases haphazard: they 
were fitted in, often at the last minute, to any accomodation 
that could be found. Warships , trandports, 'nerchantmen, fishing boats - 
the forest of masts that crowded the anchorages and jostled at 
the wharves belonged to the largest fleet ever assembled in Boston 
harbour. The number of vessels that sailed on the morning of 
March 17,1776 will probably never be known: estimates range from 
155 to more than 200.1 
Although Brig. Ruggles' three companies of Associated 
Loyalists - the remnant of the Massachusetts Militia loyal to 
Government - had volunteered in Boston for service within the 
Colony (the jurisdiction of the Governor by whose authority they 
were raised) there is evidence that groups and even whole companies 
of them'ywith dependents, embarked together for Halifax. The schooner 
of Nathaniel Ray Thomas of Marshfield, a member of the Massachusetts 
Council and a volunteer in, Boston with Gen. Samuel Cleaveland's 
Ordnance Department during the Siege, was commandeered at the last 
moment for a Loyalist company - which, as Thomas later explained, 
was why he could take with him only one trunk and three hampers of 
2 
wine. 
R 1 Ad. Shuldham's despatch of March 17th AOD. 1: 484) lists 16 warships 
and 1 hospital ship"in his Ad. 1: 1009 Shuldham lists 34 transports. 
Howe (C. O. 5: 93: 191) gives a total of 78 "Army" vessels, oounting in 
3 with cargoes of "Merchants Goods and Inhabitants" and the telling 
note: "Several small vessels with Inhabitants 
(i. e. refugee Tories)on 
board not included. " Of eye-witness accounts apart from these, Josiah 
Quincy counted 52 vessels in, the first part of the fleet to sail from 
Nantasket Road, and in the second, "about one hundred sail, chiefly 
large vessels. " Force, American Archives, Ser. IV, Vol. V, pp. 498-9. 
Archibald Robertson, who travelled in the first ivis on, ntýmyered the 
vessels at 49. Diaries and Ske c es in America, 
(1930) 
p. 76. 
2 It was Thomas who had raised the company of near 200 loyal militia 
at Marshfield that kept the peace inPlymouth County until the end of 
April, 1775, when. with the withdrawal of the regular troops by Gage they 
had sailed to Boston. Thomas' Loyalist Papers are in: PRO. A. 0.12: 10, 
PP"56-63; A. 0.13: 51; A. 0.13: 74. 
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Josiah and. Stephen Jones were lieutenants in two of the 
three companies of Brig. Ruggles' Loyalist Associators, and the 
odds would favour their sailing with one of them, particularly 
Captain Francis Green of Josiah's Third Company who was among 
the loyal Boston merchants whose trading vessels were brought 
away as part of the Evacuation Fleet. Another likely alternative, 
however, is that the Joneses went to Halifax among the fifty 
Loyalists in the schooner chartered by the great family patron 
in New Hampshire, Governor John Wentworth. Wentworth, who in 
January, 1775 had enlisted a company of Loyalists at Portsmouth, 
wrote to Lord Dartmouth from Nantasket Road of' his intention to 
follow the army, and later in 1776 at New York raised a corps 
of light dragoons known as Wentworthts Gentlemen Volunteers in 
which four of the sons of Col. Elisha Jones were to serve: Josiah 
and Simeon (a prisoner in Concord jail at the time of the 
Evacuation) of Hinsdale in Cheshire County, New Hampshire, Stephen 
and Charles, and their cousin Elijah Williams, another lawyer, 
from Keene(N. H. ). 
2 
For the Loyalists conditions aboard ship were at best cramped 
and uncomfortable by all accounts - the classic being that of 
Benjamim Hallowell, controller of the Port of Boston, who was obliged 
1 Francis Green's Loyalist papers are im PRO. A. 0.13: 45; A. 0.13: 73; 
and A. 0.13: 79. 
2 For Wentworth's Loyalist Company at Portsmouth, see Kenneth Scott, 
"Tory Associators of Portsmouth, " William and Mary quarterly, 
pp-507-515- 
The best account of Wentworth's Gentlemen Volunteers is still 
W. H. Siebert, "Loyalist Refugees of New Ham shire, " Ohio State 
University Bulletin, no. XXI(Columbus, 1916 . Paul H. Smith, Loyaliets 
and Redcoats (Chapel Hi11,1964) does not mention Wentworth'. 
Volunrteers, and his later articl& The American Loyalists. -Notes on 
their Organizaiion and Numerical Strength" William & Mary arterl , XXV, 1968, pp. 259-277, mentions them only very briefly. 
There is a roster of Wentworithts Volunteers showing two members of 
the family, Second Lieutenant Elijah Williams and trooper Simeon Jones 
dated at Flushing, Long Island, Oct. 16,1777, in the Loyalist papers of 
Wentworth's Secretary, Thomas McDonough: PRO. A. 0.13: 52. 
For Elijah Williams, of Keene (N. L) but born at Deerfield, see 
Shipton, ed., Sibley's Harvard Graduates (class of 1764)Vol. XVI, pp. 
113-4" 
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to share a cabin with thirty-six others, "men, women, and children; 
parents, masters and mistresses obliged to pig together on the 
floor, there being no berths. "1 For the women and children and 
others among the Loyalists who went aboard firnt there was as 
well the days of delay in sailing. 
From the evening of March 14th until March 17th the final 
embarkation of troops was prevented by that bane of New England 
mariners, an on-shore east wind. On Sunday, March 17th, however, 
the weather was favourable, "the finest day in the world, " according 
to Archibald Robertson of the Engineers, evidently cheerFd by the 
prospect of quitting Boston at last, "and a fair breeze. " By daybreak 
the departure had well begun. Lt. John Barker wrote in his "Diary": 
"17th. At 4 oclock in the Morn. the Troops got under Arms, 
at 5 they began to move, anc by about 8 or 9 were all 
embarked, the rear being cover'd by the Grenrj. and Lt. Infy. 
The Rebels did not think proper to molest us. We quitted 
Boston with a fair wind and sailed down to King Road below 
Castle William... " 3 
There the fleet remained for several days9"waterinf, " the vessels 
and making other final preparations for the voyage to Halifax. On 
the morning of March 21st Admiral Shuldham made signal for all 
to fall down to Nantasköt Road, and from thence on March 25th 
the first and smaller of the two divisions into which the great 
1 Lorenzo Sabine, American Loyalists. (2nd. edn. Boston, l864)Vo1. II, 
p. 509. Loyalist Memorials are full of descriptions of hardships in 
the EvaauationiFleet. Riohard Lechmere wrote that he, his wife, and six 
children were in a small ship crowded with nearly 100 persons apart 
from crew, without adequate provisions and suffering "every species of 
indelicacy and imconvenienae. "Phe family left Halifax for hngland in 
May, 1776. PRO. A. O. 13: 47; A. 0.13: 74. Among the worst sufferers was 
Jolley Allen, whose chartered vessel Sally with a cargo worth nearly 
£3,000 was driven ashore on Cape Cod; Allon and his wife (who died) 
and children were ill-treated in prison, and robbed of all they had. 
PRO. A. 0.13: 43; an autobiographical fragment was printed as"An Account... 
of the Sufferings and Losses of Jolley Allen... "Mass. iiist. ý; oo, 
Proceedin s, 1878, Vol. XVI, pp. 69-76. 
2 Archibald Robertson, Diaries and. Sketches in America, (1930)pp. 79-80. 
3 Dana, ed. The British in Boston,.. (1924) pp. 71-2. For the unofficial 
agreement made by the SeTea men with the Rebels under a flag of truce, 
M Ch 8-9 that Boston would not be burned if the British were not 
aNacked during the evacuation, see the "Journal"of Selectman Timothy 
Newell, Mass. Hint. Soc. Collections, Series IV, Vol. I, pp. 271-2. 
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fleet carrying the Loyalists from Massachusetts, New Hnmprhire, 
and other parts of New Ragland had been diviJod., "about 49 vessels, " 
according to one estimate, weighed anchor for Nova Scotia. The 
first division arrived in the harbour off Chebucto Point on 
March 29th, but the rest of the Evacuation fleet, many of them 
"slow sailers, " followed some days later. By April 3rd all "except 
a few" of the fleet had reached Halifax 
1 Of these, some were 
shipwrecked or, taken by rebel prig teers - including John Coffin 
Jones' legendary brig Yankee Hero - that hovered on the fringes 
of the fleet, overhauling stragglers and cutting out for prizes 
vessels known to have particularly valuable cargoes like the brig 
Elizabeth, taken by Captain, John, Manley of Marblehead in the 
Hancock on April 2nd. 3 
Col. Elisha Jones' widow Mary Allen, however, with three of 
her sons - Elisha the Younger, Josiah, and Stephen - and their 
servants were among the great majority of the Loyalists who made 
in safety the historic voyage across the Bay of Fundy to Halifax 
at the end of March, 17T6, refugees, but to a new life under freedom 
and the, rule of law in a new British Empire. On March 20th, while 
the Fleet was anchored in the King's Road, the Loyalists had 
1 For the sailing of the Fleet, aoeounts of those who went with it 
in some detail. Archibald Roberbson, Diaries and Sketches in America, 
(1930) pp. 80-82; On April 2nd Lt. John Barker of the 4th(King's Own) 
Regiment recorded in his Diary that his vessel "arrived at Halifax 
late in. the evening with the greatest part of the fleet, " and the 
next day, April 3rd, "All the Ships got in except a few. "Dana, ed., 
Te British in Bbsto... (1924) P"72; Deputy Adjutant General Stephen 
Kemble, whose vessel "Anchored in Halifax Harbour at 7 in the Evening" 
on April 3rd, notes that the ship carrying his baggage, and that of 
Howe himself did not arrive until April 9th. "Journal"New York Hist. 
Soc. Collections, 1883, PP. 73-76. See Ad. Shuldham to Admiralty, 
March 17,1776. PRO. Ad. 1s484; and Howe, PRO. C. O. 5=93,188-93, 
and letter of May 7th which includes the Loyalist List 
(see above) 
PRO. C. 0.5: 93,317-22. 
2 John Coffin Jones had moved his shipping business to Newburyport 
from Boston where he was already active im privateering ventures, 
and owned part of the Yankee Hero, a brig of 14 guns, commanded by 
another partner, James Tracy. See Allen, Kassachusetts Privateers 
Mass. Hie't. Soc. Collectiona, (1927) Vol. LXXVII, p. 329, and the J. C. Jones 
Papers, Harvard Business School Library, Cambridge. 
3 The 63 passengers included Crean Brush and Boston merchant Wm. 
Jackson. See Massachusetts Archives, Vo1.158 ppt29? -317: for bad t eatment 
of the prisoners, Edward Oliver, ed. Diary o il jam ynchon of 
Sa 
em, 
(Boston, 1890) PP-7-9. 
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watched the destruction of Castle William, the last British 
fortress in Massachusetts Bay, and a prophecy. Judge Peter 
Oliver, who saw it from the deck of the Indiaman Pacific, 
later wrote: 
"The blowing up of the Castle Walls continued: 
and at night all the combustable part of the 
Castle was fired. The conflagration was the most 
pleasingly dreadful that I ever beheld: sometimes 
it appeared like an eruption of Mount Etna; and 
then a deluge of fire opened to the view; that 
nothing could reconcile the horror to the mind, 
but the prevention of such a Fortress from falling 
into the hands of the rebels, who had already 
spread such a conflagration of diabolical fury 
throughout America, which scarce anything can 
quench. " 1 
1 
Peter 0. Hutchinson, ed., Diary and Letters of Thomas 
Hu; bchi. nson (London, 1883) Vo1. II, p. 47. 
On, the night of March 20th the Tory merchant (not a refugee) 
Ashley Bowen at Marblehead wrote in his Diary: "... The evening I 
saw a large light in the strain of Boston. Cold snow. Tie said 
the light is the Castle. "Philip C. F. Smith, ed., The Journals of 
Ashley Bowen (1728-1813) of Marblehead, Col. Soc. of Mass. 
Collections, Vol. XLIV, 1973, p"480. 
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CO NCLUNION 
COL. ,; LI'N; iLl JO'iLýý3 0P i'l ST0N: A NAi AIL. 'AD ý '' HI + `1TP: ý; 
"Do^. r Brother, 
'r... Ao to ou. 1' ^itu. ntion in Now, :; coti««. I 
muht confen^ -- C;,, n(li(lly for my own I 
; could not e., clii. npc to he pat in pon;, cr, ni. on of 
-L c : ýholo of ; end riy --i l). rti_on 
not envi. uble neither. You may he convincer1 
thono who rail ,,. gr innt Nova , coti^ are no friend., -, 
to their country... " 
`)tephen Jonec r,. t -'; ineiboo, 1t I-t^. ry':. 13r', Y 
Nova ')coti^., Iiay 2491767, to hin brother, 
Lt. Jonas Jonco of the 20th Woot, n, t 1Io. 1.1,1 
Loner Brook ätreet, Gronvnnor :; crv. are, Lon(ion 
Col. lichn Jone^, (1710-1776 of Weston, one of the last 
of the ^oldier-I eprcrentýtive-merirstrýte^ to hold and to carry 
out the duties of public office under the established authority 
of Colonial Government in Massachusetts Bay, w rin e, man of 
principle ahead of his time. 
Born into the fourth {-eneration of a family of early 
settlers of Roxbury and Watertonn and one whore pioneerint' spirit 
(unlike that of many which became Whir nnaio ates in the ]?. astern 
Counties and in the large coastal tor-nn) was not stunted by 
prosperity - the New Anrla. nder'n outward mark of God's blessing 
upon industry - nor looked backward to trade with Europe for its 
wealth, but from the 1720's in alliance with the other "River of 
of Welsh origin, the great clans of Williamner, and Edward^es, and 
their connections the Dwight--, and Stoddardn who prodr'-ed ^o many 
thinkers as well as soldiering magistrates of pioneer! -i, the Jonenes 
of Weston drew wealth from the land of New England . und the frontier 
settlements in Massachusetts r. nd. the Hampshire Grants in the 
Connecticut and Housatonic River valleys, and "Downcast" as it in 
still called, in the district of Maine and Nova Gcotio.. In the 
1 MSS. PRO. A. o. 13; 74. 
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tradition of a family as noted for its enterprise as for its 
inventiveness and independence of thought, Col. Jones' descendants 
have includ. ed, he^ides the preponderant generations of Canadian 
and Anglish l: llayers, ju. 'agec and legal writers (dolor to the present 
day) most of whom, as well, were farmers and landowners,, men 
of the calibre and originality of the Hon. Alfred Gilpin Jones, 
born at the post-Revolution family home at issihoo (': l(', ylouth) 
Nova Scotia in September, l824, and who died in office as Lt. Governor 
of the Province in March, 1906. Among other offices in a long and 
di. stinr ii^hed career Gov. Jones was Representative for Halifax in 
the Ottawa Parliament and Minister of Marine in the Mackenzie 
Government - but, a life long Supporte-L" of the iimpire, he cast 
Nova Scotia's vote against (Canadian) Confederation and declined 
the honour of knighthood. 
1 
Another of the Colonelts noted de: -cendants 
in this century - one of the few to be born(1897) in P"iannachusetts 
7ince the Revolution, is the Naval Architect Cereno ')t. Cliir Jones, 
one of the principal designers of the American nuclear rubmarine. 
Of Col.. Aisha Jones' grandchildren raid great nieces -In(] 
nephews - who lived at the time of "the flowering of New ]n land" - 
and their children, noted pioneers were Mis:: lý; lectýý Jones (1806- 
1854) journalist and. local historien, a contributor to Dr. Hcnry 
Bond's History of Watertown (lst. edn. 1855) and to the researches 
(but with no acknowledgement) of historian Francis Parkma. n, who alm 
made liberal use of her book Stockbridp; Pant and Presont, or 
Records of an old Mission Station (Springfield, 1854), the firnt 
history of the town founded by Col. Elicha Jonest older brother 
Deacon, Josiah Jones (1701-1769) who m. Anna Brown, and his only 
sister Abigail(1694-1763) who m. in 1719 Col. ilphriam Williams Sr. 
Noted writers of fiction have been I, Ii^s Catherine äerl -pick of 
StockbridCe, the great friend of Fanny Kemble and Ha rti orne; nnd 
in Nova ; Icotia, Miss Alice Jones (1853-1933)elaugl ter of the lion. 
Alfred Gilpin Jones, who did much of her writinf, and died, at 
Mentone, in France. 
1 Gee hic obituary in The Tincc, March 16,1906,10 2. 
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But the greatest of the writers - and the individualists - 
was Col. -Z'! inha Jones' Great Gran. dnon the Transcendental philosopher- 
naturalist Henry David Thoreau, whose essays on "Civil Disobedience" 
and. "Life without Principle" are as relevant to the history of the 
Revolution -: yid to the Tories as to his own time, 
(1817-1862), when, 
an his Journals show, he was able to talk with many who knew the 
Revolution at first hand. Two of the many entries in his Journals, 
rely tine to Thorcnu's ihidin, ^ interest in the history of Iijd(Ilesex 
County and of Massachusetts 
(sources much neglected by historians) 
point the problem of historic truth: of greatest importance in 
estahlinhinn both -the dimensions and nature of the final crisis 
of Colonial Government in hl<ý. ^cachur, etts Bay from 1773 to 1776, 
and the part taken in it by the Tory leader from Weston, Col. Llinha 
Jones. 
The first entry, dated )ept. 10,1856, concerns the Rev. Dr. ticunuel 
Peters' (an. Anglican w id. a Tory, and therefore as an a, utlior much to 
be condemned by Whig and Whig ich hintoria. ne) ti"rork, A General 11 ictory 
of Connecticut Gentleman of the Province (London 91782) as 
compared with George Bancroft'-, IIistory of the United antes (1834). 
On a journey Thoreau refers to Connecticut River a, t Bellows I"alls 
(N. IIampshire): 
"I read that salmon paned there falin but not r,,, <<ý. lvhen 
the water in lowent, it in contracted to ni -tec n feet here, 
and Peter'^, an old hinntory of Connecticut, ^: yn it cwca, ry no 
conclonned that you could not th. rurt a crowbar into it . It (lI d 
me prone. to read hin t-. wholenalo hearty ntatemcntn, -ntronr;, 
livi. n,, human speech, no much batter than the emn, nculn. ted, 
modern hictorieü, like 13, "nncr. oft'n and to rent, cussed with 
a : style. I would rather read such historic--, thou; 7? 1 every 
sentence were a fn. lnehool'than our (lull enanculatecd reports 
which bear the name of hintorien. The former, hn. vinr, a human 
breath and interest behind them, arc nc: -rer to nature ,,. nil to 
truth, after all. The hi-tor. ia. n in renuirerl to fool a human 
in. ter-ent in his subject and to co expre^^ it. " 1 
1 Brý,. (Iford Torrey and Frinci^ li. Allcn, eclr.. Tl1ý Journal of , IC; ý ll. 
Thoreau, Vol. II, p. 1o71 (1962 edn) 
cc; 
The ^econd entry, dated two yen-r:: later, Aura^t 17,1858, 
cl. e^cribe: tic attitude toward Lemuel : _jhe. 
ttuck'^ lii^-to y of the 
Tom of Concord (B3orton, 1335)of Geort*o TIinott;, a Concni-ü f; -mer/ 
settled in the town for. jener. ; -. tions, a r°oocl friend of Tjiore. ý. u 
and a relation of hir und. oulitecl-Tory step-, -randfa. ther, Captain 
Jon- I. =inott of the Concord Comp. my of 1,: Ili-Luip. in Col.,, -Ii-, ha Jon('. -' 
Third lIidcilecex. Re, miment and "inf, -. mourn" for. Jiro part in the Powder 
Alarm of Cept. 1,1774. Thoreau. wrote on Au., -7i. ý-it 17th: 
"I i. nott hn, ^ only lrtely been rer. c in, - ýh . 
ttucl 'n "iii^tnry 
of Concord P. ncl. he c-y: tlin. t hi^ account 
(roli»lly . ihi ;) 
is not rirht by n, jur'fu. l,, that he c1en, c not come izit]dn 
half a mile of the truth, not n.. ^., he ]in. ^ hoard tell. " 1 
: ý. lf a mile in the Concord of the raid-nineteenth century would 
have been riMlit out-of-town. 
It chid not help the cause of hicto. ry flint the remnri. nt of 
Col. Jonen' family who remained in Ilao^achu. nctts after the Revolution 
had the impossible ^oeial -melt of living; doz"m ý', u. ch prominent and 
in ti-pnvtriotic reiationn - Who^o roputntion, inddood, rti11 hn. un"tc 
the County of llicldlesex from ll, lclen. Pond in Concord to 'icetnn on 
Cli^rlcn River. It fooled nobody when Col.. ýli; hý Jonor' Grri. ncl-c? ý,. u;; hter 
C, yntliia Dunbar Thoreau, IIenry'n Iiotlier raid n entortc, ininý teller 
of e. -: citin ^ talon, tried to put off chi. ldren'^ cpý. c^1. i. onn, inevi. t ch]. y 
to the heart of the matter. Ar bony Loomir-, `i'oddi, who fi. r^t cclited 
the pocr^ of lmily Dicl; inron, l:,: ter trrotc: ",, ilr often to ^, -ay -sto 
u1 , 
'I crn't tell you. rn, nythin, T n. hou. t my Tory anc : torn, ' of 
whom there were m my, most of them cuir, tin, riiiý hctl rn(I ; )rominent. 112 
1 3. rr. rlforýl Tor^cy r. ný? ; T'r, r. nci^ II., ý]. 1cn, oclr-., 'i'iý : Trnzrn l of Henry 
D. Thoreau., (1962cdn. ) Vol. II, Fp. 1110. 
r -~ 
2 I: illicent Tocl(' Binr^ho. m, The Thorer u. ý? n. ý. ýi T1"ro Gene r, ý. tionn ý1Mo (1953) PP-9-10- 
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But the greatest caana; *e to hictoric truth about the 
bcriruiinr of the Civil War and Revolution in liac^achusette 
c'urini the last , mren, t crisis of 
Colonial Government in 1773-1776 
was not that the Tory view, for whatever base motives of the 
victorious Whigs, was co largely excluded from American 
(^. nc3 
Lnrli^h) history. fully as perverting to the facts of crhat 
happened in MaÜsaciiusetts during; the last years of Colonial 
Government is portrayal of the Tories as Loyal people with 
Lockeian/ hig views, as presented by post-Tea Party and other 
"late" Loyalists such as Daniel Leonard in"Ilnr^nchusettensisý 
or as "Iiutchinsonien" supporters of the doctrine of uncTivi(led 
sovereignty and defenders of the status quo (Jonathan äcwall as 
"Philanthrop" and "Philalethes"). 
Most damaging of all has been the large failure to recognize 
that there was a second - and, becaune it looked to t] ,, e future, 
more important - group of Tories in Massachusetts: men whose 
leaders were such as Col. j. lisha Jones of Weston, Bri ;. Ttmothy 
Ruggles of Hardwick, Col. Thomas Gilbert of I'reetoim, and Co1.: citrarcl 
Winslow of Plymouth, all from families several generations at the 
Bay, with Abijah Willard of Lancaster, John Murray, an immigrant 
Scot from Rutland, and James Putnam, author of the"Worcester Protest" 
men who had mostly fought and held command in the French Vlars, nnc3 
with years of experience of government as lawyers, maristrrtes and 
judges (there were very few of the Massachusetts Bench and Bar who 
were not Tories of one kind or the other) who as holders of town 
offices and provincial office as Town Representatives worked 
for constitutional reform and orderly change through legal process 
and not, as radical Whigs like üam Adams were determined. to had 
it my the rule of Whig; mobs in the Civil War that begann with the 
Powder Alarm of Sept-191774 and outlasted the Revolution. 
Of the Tory reformers, none is more representative of their 
leadership than Col. Elinha Jones, who served in the House of 
5-5 
Representatives during the sessions of the last crisis in 
1773 and 1774, supporting the Government as lawfully established, 
if unsuccessful in promoting the cause of reform; who after the 
Powder Alarm and the beginning of the Civil War worked to arm 
the Tories in their own defense against the maraudingo of Whig 
mobs aizd on the doorstep of Boston raised one of the first Loyalist 
Corps of the War. Driven in to Bostom, finally, by the Whigs in 
December, 1774, Col. Jones served under Gage and Howe as Forage 
Commissioner, while three of his son- nerved. as officers in 
Brig. Timothy Ruggles' corps of Loyal Associators, one of the 
best-represented families. 
Col. Elisha Jones died in Boston in the month before Howe's 
Evacuation of the Loyalists and the troops to Ilalifax, be a. n 
March 17,1776; his widow, Mary Allen Jones, and her sons in Boston 
went with it. Little of Col. Jones' large estate was to be recovered 
by his Tory sons, most of whom fought through the war in Gov. John 
Wentworth's Volunteers, Simcoe's (4uoen'p Rangers, and Benjamin 
Thompson's King's American Dragoons ( the youngest son, Charles 
of the Harvard clans of 1778, a lieutenant in the Queen's Rangers 
was the only one to fall in the IWfar, killed in. a cavalry charge 
June 26,1781 at the engagement at Spencer's Ordinary about six 
miles from Williamslurg, where he was buried in Bruton Parish 
church. ) Jonas Jones held a lieutenant's commission in the 20th of 
Foot, a gift of General Burgoyne for valour in the Saratoga c, unpaign, 
and was the only member of the family to settle in Lrir; land, where 
he became a merchant in the City of London. 
Col. Jones' legacy was a heritage of family integrity and. ideas 
of freedom under law that in the end he Cave his life for. These were 
lc. ' er taken to Nova Scotia and Upper Canada by five of his Loyp. lint 
sons - who with their descenrhrnts have taken a distinrq1. ished part 
in public life - and where they would become the found,,, tion of a new 
Empire -nd the independent nation of Can; tda. To his family Llisha 
Jones left his example, his nunc, his arms, and the old : Welsh motto 
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Col. Jones' library at Weston, of which no inventory 
is known to exist, was plundered by Whig mobs in 1774 and 
at the time of the Lexington Alarm with so many other large 
Tory houses in the path of the Rebel militia, and his books 
and papers destroyed and dispersed. The Colonel, however, either 
took his property deeds with him to Boston, or made arrangements 
for their safe-keeping, as his sons who settled after the War in 
Nova Scotia were able to produce them for the Loyalist Claims 
Commissioners. It may have been that the custodian was his cousin 
Isaac Jones, a Tory who managed to remain in Weston, and whose 
descendants lived at the Golden Ball (a tavern until 1793) to the 
death of Ralph Frost Jones in 1963, when the large estate on the 
Boston Post Road was bought by the Golden Ball Tavern Trust, many 
of whose Trustees are descended from Col. Llicha Jones' grandfather, 
Josiah, and Lydia Treadway Jones, the first settlers of the town. 
What remains of Jones papers now in private hands in Weston are 
now deposited in the Trust Archives at the Golden Ball, a museum 
since 1964. There is little in this collection relating to Col. Jones, 
however, except one of his ledgers, parchment-bound, (see Appendix) 
most of whose entries relate to the 1750's, but which include some an 
late as 1774 (including the dowry of his daughter Mary and eon 
Stephen's expenses at Harvard College. )The Weston Town Archives at 
the Town Hall contains a large collection of 18th century material 
relating to public affairs of the town and the first parish church, 
and are the major source for information about Col. Elisha Jones' 
long service in local offices and of his elections to the General 
Court. 
For Llisha Jones' activities as a Representative to the General 
Court, as a Middlesex County Magistrate and Judge, and as an officer 
in the Militia, the largest source of material is the Massachusetts 
Archives (Office of the Secretary of State, State House) Boston, which 
includes the Journal of the House of Representatives, printed annually 
in the 18th century and reprinted, with notes, by the Massachusetts 
S6 0 
Historical Society (Session of 1770, published in 1977). Other 
major sources in Boston have been the New England Historic and 
Genealogical Society Collections; the Boston Public Library with 
its unrivalled collections, notably of newspapers which are of 
particular importance for the Whig persecution of Tory leaders 
-which can be discovered through their forced "recantations" and 
worked backward through contemporary private "Journals" and the like. 
Of the collections at the Massachusetts Historical Society, of most 
use were the Israel Williams Papers and the manuscripts of Col. 
Jones'Creat enemy, Samuel. Phillips Savage of Weston and Boston. 
It must be said that the greatest reseatch problem for the 
Loyalists generally has been the "political censorship" not only of 
private but public records in American hands, a process which has 
not yet ceased, most notably relating to descriptions of acts of 
violence against Tories and their families, and the theft by individuals 
and"confiscations" by"order" of the local Committees of Corronpondonce. 
At this time of writing, the roost"reliable"sources are the public 
archives in Britain which display little evidence of selective 
elimination; those in Canada, of Loyalist origin, tend to be as one- 
sided as those in American Archives. For material about the Loyalists 
after the Powder Alarm of Sept-1t1774 and throughout the Revolution 
the best sources are the Loyalist Claims Papers (Pß0. A. 0.12 and 13) 
and the Treasury Papers in the Public Record Offiee, London. There 
is an exceptionally large deposit here of papers relating to the 
family of Col. ii: lisha Jones of Weston, all of whose eleven sons rave 
military or other service to the Crown during the War. It must be 
noted that the C. 0.5 series, communications from the colonies to the 
home government of Governors and other officials, and the official 
reports of Naval and Military officers, make as little reference to 
activities and contributions of Loyalists as possible, and that here 
again the history of individuals and groups can only be determined 
by finding relationships to events which themselves have only been 
partially recorded. 
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Concord Jail throw-1i the nurnmer of 1715. 
Abner San ; er P, aperc. Thnrcr, from Keene, New Hants., 
knew Col. Joncnlf; unily, l>rLrticul. zrly tho^e of hin 
sons who had settled in Chcnhire County, Judl*c 
Daniel Jonon of Iiincdnlo, n. ni hic younrer brothor 
iimeon, Clcrk of the Chr_chire County Court. his 
"Journal" (1774-17ü1)includns his ,,, ervice at the 
Siege of Boston with Rebel mil. itic. 
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II Canadian Repositories 
A. Ottawa, Ontario 
B. Fialifax, Nova äcotia 
ldeymo ut h 
(äiraihoo) 
III British Repositories 
Public Archives of Canndrt 
Papers of Lphriarn Jonen, Col. L1i. iha 
Jones' non who r-, et-tled. after the War 
at 1lýliznbethtovin, rLnd represented 
Grenville in the firnt Lcrinlative 
Annombly of Upper Canada (1792-6) 
Papers of Edward Win-low 
Provincial Archives of Nova Scotia 
Lt. Gov. Alfred Gilpin Jones Papers 
Gov. John Wentworth Paper^ 
Capt. Gideon White Papers. Co1. Jonc^' 
^ons nerved with him in the Kjnj'n 
American Drar*, non^. 
Dishy County Re i^try of Deods 
''Icymouth Town Rocor(lc; 
. )t. 
Peter'^ An, i-lican Church Records 
A. London The British Library, Dep, Lrtnent of T, Ia u. icriptn 
Lt. .,, . . rick 
IIr. 1. Iirn nr3 Pr. r, ýrc 
ADD. H1.1. '1695 ;, '1696; 7l(87; "1,6, ßo 
IIutchin: ron Paper^,: iý'porton 
Ad. Gamuel Grrve^ PI,; G: "The Conduct of Vice Ac? . äamuc1 Graver; in Amoricrt" , `l )D. 11;;.; 11O 3£3,14039 . 
The Public Record Office 
AI?. 11.1.485 Corronponcience of Ac mirr4.1 Cr, -wor, 
ADI, 11"51.960 Captain's Lor, IJI,: loop ýw, an 
ADIi. 52.1823 Jir nter'. ^> Lor-, III; Gchooner Halifax 
AO 12-AO 13 Audit Office. Lir. t of ho, y, n. lint Claims 
Read those from claimants refu.; *cer from Col. 
Jones' County of I iýýrllýr. c:;, II unpý biro and 
Derkrhire Count1 r where hin fr"anil, y were 
rettlerl and he himself' hold hroporty. Papern 
of Col. Jon -'n' -on n are in: 
AO. 12: 10: 373-3CO; 41-1 60-7:; 389; 41?, 'M1 
AO. 13: 25,47,50,74,75. 
C. 0.5. Colonial Of, 'icc. 
91,92 (Gare);; 92,93 Ios 76?, 
763,764,765,766 
T. 1 Trear. u. ry I3crirc3, cc>rrc^iýonr; ence. 
513 to 522 
T. 27 Treamu. ry Letter ]3c,, };.: -. 31. 
B. Bristol University of Bristol Lihrnr, y 
Rev. Ilen. ry Canor, letteri k . 'trctnr of' Kin, 71r, 
:e . rr, te 
I rclt, C apn1,13oriton, for inor- tu all 30 
c'4 
C. Aylesbury ßuckingh^mchire Cov. n. ty Record Office 
Richard Reeve Paper . Ile was secretary to the 
Board of Customs Commir, ^ionor^ in Boston, 1767- 
1776. 
D. Whitwell IIcrtfoxrd. ^hirQ. Papers in tho poor, e: -, ^ion of 
the author o this paper: 
I+Iary im ma ßobert^on Jones Papers (1869-1958) 
Jo^iah Jones Paners. One of Col. Joncn:, ' ^ons 
who settled it $j ^^iboo (Woymoutli )ilovi Scotia; 
d. June lo, 1325, rtrol 80. Lucte. r Book, Kinr; '^ 
Americcin Draf^oon. n; Accou. ntc Boo]:. 
E. Hertford Hertfordshire County Record Office 
Sir William Baker Papcrr 
F. Oxford Mancher for Co11-' je 
Henry IIulton P. -, ners. Cornrni^^ioner of Cu^tomn 
at Borton, 1767-1776 
PRINTED SOURC133: A SEL'sCT LILT 
I News papero 
One of the most important fýourcer for t} e rtia. dy of I. r. ^^nchu-et-t 
Tories for the period 1773-1776 not only for what tl: cy wrote, 
but durinr; the "persecution" of the Civil 'ilar, in particular, 
the Ihir; precc in a map of Toryinm with its -ccun; tionr nmr} 
exactions of "confe^sionn" and reni; nations from civil n. nd 
military office. Col. Jones' family were often mefitioned,, nd 
an for other prominent Torion their activitic chronicled. 
Of particular"value"to the Jone^e^ were the more radical 
Massachusetts Whig Papers: irden' an(l Gill's Bonton Casette : tine} 
Thomas' Ma^^rLchu. ^ettf 3p ; of lens uce the mini ile-of-i: he-road 
Boston vcnin.,; Pont. Draper's Tory Li_ Lchunet- r Ga; -^tte a. nd 
Bonton idewn-Letter, particularly before h rr: trýt dr; ý, })er took. 
over the mana; -erlent after her hunhnnd ltic]i; -. rrl'n r! e, ', Ah, Jnne, 177i1., 
rave more aid to the supporters of Governor iiu. tcliin: on thrui 
the "Tory Reformers" of Co].. Jon^r -nie' i3ri, r-. The two 
: jn, lem papers, the Annex Gr, 7. ctte and nomin; ý. l]. y "neu. tr, a. l" ialem 
Ga^, ette, also printed material about Col. Jone: -. 
II JournL1n, Corre. -]22n nce, end PI_emoir^ 
It io fortu. n; d-, e that on^ of tlýe rrfat occ; it ar. tl. on ; of ;: el 7. -to-rln 
i)ry Colonirt^ 1u, 1^ the knonin ° of Journ:. lc (co: rre nn%encc cýu1c 
be 1i r rc+ou`ü in clnaarcrou^ timer'r. nd rnni.; oi. rn m orte ^. o)': lnc3 if . f: 'ione 
of Torino were äc^treynd or in 1:, .r , ý. C i et t. ^ r. f'tcr 
the "expu. rýý 1ti, 7" of llii j* Jou. rn: 'h r: 'c? i. l, ore of 'i, ory 
S-9 c 
"con. verts" r'onerý, lly wan f, "ir loss drar, tic. An rrith the full 
Di_, rJy_ of Bo., ton 1thiC merchant John Rotre, and the publi^hecl 
lctter. > and papers of John Ad amn, the , ^' . pc - taken wLtli 
1 oi"rn 
hý. p ýeninr_, ^ from other nou. rco -^. re often of ; rec t ^ir-ý, i. ficr. nce. 
Adair, Dou.; Tla. nn, in (I John A. ,; cliutn, eclr . F_cter 01iycr'^ 0ri,, "i_! i 
nd I'ro, ^: re^ of the American Rebel]-inn. A Tory Vicr-T. r, n Iir, r-ino, 
C: Llif orn ia, 1961. here o, ' r,. I, erno it and per:. onra. l view than a 
hintory, but far more factual than in unuar. lly allowed even 
by n ich modern writcrn an Clil'Tord 
"hharr, ýtivo of Jolley Allen" Liann. 1; ict. hoc. I'rocecýlin r Vo].. 16, 
1373. Account by a rpirii. ted Tory 
B ldrrin, Tlnbecca Cotton, "i)-i., '. ry. " .; ; ctrl i r. : a., Oui; Iý:. rr, ýl rn r"oc i. a] 
r: ýr. i; terc Printed by :; r, un--. i'% Ripiny in iJc ; t_on, a Puritan Town 
(1961). But n, he wan ra, rin. 11.1 htcr of' tl, o i, rnne'-r: rinc'ýr'. Itev. John 
Cotl; on of Ilcwton., nnd it in nerd tlir,. n nc: ýf"i11e did not ritare 
the vietiw n of hc: r huni'ancl, tlr. mucl 13;;, 1ci in, lIeri Lon Ii! ni, -celper, 
and one of the mo. ^'t radical members of ±I' ';! c r t; ýn Comr: lit, tc e 
of Corre: ipondencc. The meticu. lou.. ^ col l actor of hew 
nr, -rern, Harriette I-jerrifielr3 i'orben, in her inv,. lu. ahie 
New n, ^lnn. d Diaries 160-1800 A I)c^crintivc C, ýtrý. lorle of 
i]i ricn, Ordcr I3ook^ , i, nd. Pea Jýurn, ýlr >riv;,. tel"v prini, ed, 
1923)lnnecl u on er nin, ý. tion of Ihr m; 'nu. ncriptn 
rlie 
rie^cr. ihen, 
omits the name of the owner of the Bald in "Di -. ry", but cleen 
rt,,. te: "April 9,176? -Aur . 1Q, 1.785, twritll t'-n Foil owing yearn 
rninninr-,: 1766, 
(the year of the bitterly clinpu. ted election in 
4nnton between Col. Jonen and Abra,, h; m Pd 10', 1)177091-771,1773, 
1774,1775,1776"" 
13utterfield, L. Il. ed., Adamn h', l. r, ril Corrc: onclence, Vo].. I, Decenftcr, 
1761-Nay, 1776. IIUI'. Camb. riýý; ^e, l? 3 ýý 
-- Diar i. nd Autobiof; raphy of John Ad^mc. 4 Vnls. CambridUr., 
1961. 
Carter, Clarence E. The Corr e: ondence of Genera TIlom, -IS Gam, 
with the 3ecretarioc of : ]trn. te and rwri_ i'ý the -J; a, r Office 
_ 
rind 
the Trer nur , 1763-1775" 
IDI' 2 Voln. hew liaven, 1l)31 
Clarke, John. (Virnt Lieutenant of Iti, ra, rinen) An Impartial and 
Authentic Narrative of tiic Battle You, -, lit on the 17 tlh of June, 
1775, between Hin Britannic 1-m.; lt r; tyIr Tro'ipn nod the 77mcri7)Qi 
Provincial Armem. London, 1775. 
"Diary of the Nov. snmucl Co, oper, 1775-1776" One of the loaders of 
the Donton Itadicn. l^, brothor of the Perennial Bonton Town Clerk, 
merchant William Cooper. Factor of tho I3r . ttlc Str. ect Church, 
he slipped out of Bonton just before the Lexint^ton A1-,, rm, and 
spent the whole of the Giege of Bonton at Col. Jonen' don-ton, 
he and hic wife boarding with hic old friend 3amue! Phillips 
-, ava'e. Americnn 
IIi: torical Roview, Vol. VI, l)01. 
Letters and Papers of John. :; inGleton Co , ley and Henry Pelham 
1739-1776" BBonton, 1914. 
S66 
Cunnirrha.. m, Ann. e Rowe, ed., Letters and Di: -"ry of John Rowe 
Booton, 1903. One of the most detailed kept in Boo-ton 
durint- the Sicfe, lnzt names of prominent Torten omitted 
throut, hout, even the funerals of Tory le.,. 0ero at Trinity 
Church, where lie was a Vestryman from 1760, u. nloon they 
were the Governor or other official. ^ who could not be 
"n. voicled". 
Dana, Elizabeth $llexy. `I'ho Brit i211 in Bo^ton Bcii the Dia,. r r 
of Lt. John Barker of the Kinr! r Own Ite; invent from I1ovember 
15,1774 to Iý^ýr lýl 
_jG 
IUJP One of the 
best accounts by a military observer. 
Dcxter, I'. B. ed., The Litcr,, I Uin of Lo, rP. .: tile- Vo]. r.. 1 and 2. 
New York, 1901. Stilon wan a life-lon; - 1'rienci, and; one-time 
^u. itor, of Col. Jonec' niece Ahirail iilli, am^ Cer, ýcrnt 1)vri,, ht 
of Stockbrid(e. 
Bxtractc fron the Itincrarien and Other I. iir; cellanieü 
of Ezra -Now Haven, 1916 
"Diary of Amon Farnsworth of Groton" Mann . iIi^t . Hoc. YroIIeedin o 
Jan. 1898. 
Iý'rothin hnm, Itichnrd, ed. "Diary for 1773 to the end of 1774 of 
Er. Thomas Newell, Bonton. " Ma. l. ^,. Ili. rt.; Ioc. Procecdi. nl~7 
Vol . 15,1877 
"Letters of an American Loyalist (Martin G,?; y) rind hire Wife" 
Col. Soc. I"Ian, n. Public. "tionn, Vol. III, 1H))'/7 - 
Hardin, -, Walter and Carl- Bo(le, The Corre ndence of I);,. vid 
IlenKy Thoreau New YorI:., 19'ýü. Col. Jonc rT_. rc;. t Grnn0? ton 
Iiulton, Ami.. Letters of a Lo mist La. ly 'IJF Cambri0t-e, l9? 7. 
Ilunter, A. at al, ed. The Journal of Gen.: ]ir iartin Hunter 
Ldlnliur; *h, 1894. Account by in ol,: nervnnt junior officer. 
Hutchin^on, Petor O. ed., The Dior and Leitern of Ihn : ý; xcellcn 
Thomas Ilutcliin. son ^q. Vol, -,. Lnnc'on, 1H03. The editor curve 
the Governor's Great Grand. son. 
"George In. m. -n' ^ Narrative of ti; c American Revolution. " I'enn . 
of Hi^t. end Bioj . Vol. V1I, l33),; 3. A lively account by 
a Iio, rnachunett: n: Tory who later coiiminr. ioncu i in the 
British Ite a. lr.. r Army. 
Innis, Harold A. ed. "Di.,. ry of Simeon Perkin^, 1766-17B0"Chpj; plain 
Society Publications, Vol. 29. 'Poronl: o, lq/j3. Record of n, 
Nova scotis merchant and nhipow"mcar. 
"Diary of John Jeffries" I'ann. ltiot.: Goc. Froceedinrn Vol. I. 
ilarvo. rd, 1763;? " 
Tory refugee in Bonton -Iurin, r- the 
later practiced medicine in i, nhIlr ncl . 
Jones, Blecta I"idelin, "Ancestry of the Jones 
I, ia. nn-tchusetts. " Now chc 
of members of the f raamily and event n. -it firnt hand. 
----- -itockbridZe Pn^t and Present or, ifcc_ol cý^ of on Old 
Mi^nion ; t; ition onCnl. Joncn' 
family who founded :; toelc. hricl -c. 
S6 7 
Jones, I ary : mmn. Robertson, l be (Ion ea. lo, - of the Iý',:, rnil of 
Coreno Upham Jones (A11lcn, Le. ne L ,. cot T1n. c ep iia,, 
1906. Named for President Cereno Ihrirht of Yn. 1. e. Col. 
, licha Jones' grand eon, non of Eli^ha the You. nrrer of 
Pitt cfield, trho died at New York and trlrore f: ". rnil, y went 
to Sieniboo with Jocie. h, ýHimeon, rnrl . 1t: chhnn Jon(-. f-;. Their 
deecenclnnt^. are still in. Ilovn. I; cotia. 
Rich, irc'. ^, Cuean Coffin Jones. "Autobior', rr. nhy of atcnhen Joner,, " 
The letter: of Ju 11 e Litephen Jones o` i, aohirý. ^ i; o hie 
r1,1. urrhter in Bonton., Ilrn. John Rich r. ': .} ri. ntecl in. irarue'n 
Jou. rnal of I. aino Ilictor Vol. III, 1916. 
"Journn. le of Liciý. t. (aen., ýtephen Kernble" iiow York Ilint. Soc. 
Collectionn, 1883 Vol-I. 'Deputy 11cl ju. týtin. t Generýa.. l in. North 
America 
. 
Ilin> hinter l,,, Lr-n, ret l1an tiir, rice ol' H! o. n. Thomn, ^, (i. w'e. 
"Letters of Ziche. rri Lechmere" Earci Ili Vol. 
i: VI, 190?. A prominent Tory mnrc}rant of Jonton. 
"Ding of 10rederick II, n, c1len7ie... of ltoý r,. l '. +elch _-'u. ^ilier^ clu. rinL 
the Yer: r^ 1" 17 5-1"61 in. ilr. 
ý, 
ncliu. r, cti; _, ltlio ; ictir orl. 
Ii, i, i now :A the 11o; i. iinnt,,. l_ ,. i near;;, Canrn;,. lv'n 
Cartl(--. Detailed atnd accurr,. te. 
"Jou. rnad of Captain John llontreneor" ileý-r Y')rl:. IIint;.,; oc. Collnctionn 
'Jol.;: IV, 1' Gi. By one o' ihn center 
I. ioody, J: ý. mce, IT irr; itive of Itir :; ý: erti. nnr _nci aufPerin in the 
C, ý, u. re of Govcrnrnent 'i. nce thc_ 1 _". r_ 1'(L(. I, cnWon, I`163. 
linofl; %, ,t ie41 
J('rncly Lny, i one' c)", t) r' [. (, I. ", ''lrhtln 
"i'ori. ce" who left rlemoirn " lie cot bled o)n :, rant or l; jirl 
ne t to the (leecencl,. rntn elf Ho]... iir; lio Jonn at 
("icyr, iouth) by ät .l., . ry' :, 
Bar y in i: w; .c ýi: 
i. ".: i^"( '1 1, .r 
; igle" may still be neon -in 
Howell, Timothy "A Jou. rnril Kept (1u1"intf tiro Ti;, in -f; . 
'; :, ton wr_e 
Lfliu. t Uh in 1775-1776" I ann IIi: nt.,; oc. Collection. ^_, ier. 4, 
Vol. I. By a Deacon and WhiC moderato in Bonton. 
Oliver, An. clrew, ed . The 
Journal of C, %mucl Cu. ri. en Lam; limit lit; 1', 
C 
. mbrir re, 
ý Volr . lý'j; fly the ,. ý cliet;, pe Tory of , +lli. 
principloo who left the to n l, l, n. r. ^ n' : n. t: ou. t 
the i-, ar in 
Perry, , Lmos, ed. Pn, )k of Iünu. te^ QC CO1.. Jn; i, i Jý, ner or Dedham 
loý-ton lýj/'. 1' hir : ý<,. nýý:: on 
ýl_. 
"r_ oi' 
1eCo1 . 
John Jonc'C n1' Dn(H1". ra . >>ý' 
li i.:, r-n: 1 nr, ýr. t; ern 
in Amen en" 1, rn-7 ; 11(;. I, L; t ý(i("n. 
ýt 
., , 
1., I-i. ) , 
1P')r) 
"Di;,, ry of Frire, " 
l36i1,, One of the bent 1.111it'-rno'cr. 
minute recor, 'er of information, aBout Torion ., i ell 
particularly -if, lil;. c i: ai: ltr. Jnnen, t1icey vorn of 
i Inh dnncent. 
Reed, Ilill. inm B. Life _. nd Corrnn In cc of Jn: e; cl; 
3ccret, ry of ; lr'vhinr-ton 
;. t 
of t1 in 
c8 
Continental Ar; 1lenhor of llle CnnLro of the Unitod. 
^. ter ; Prnni0ont of the Executive Co"ancil of the . it,, _te 
of Pennoylv;. nia. 2 Vol--- Ilnen, a lr wyer, 
^nei trit. l r, n eye For rct, Al, recorr'cc] the uniforrl^ . '. nd other 
^ctivitien of Ru. tý lee' Corp: of h -ton . 
Robertconý Gen. . sir Archibald. :,. ncl ; 1cn_tche^ in 
Artierica_ New Yoncý:, 1930. II(, nerved f. iirou., -h ±. is i ne of 
13 0. -, ton. 
Car rent, ttinthr. op, ed., "I, etterc of John an rear:: ;; r, ,. of Lenten 
177_1776" irt. 0oc. Proceerlin; -^ Vol . VIII, i 
X65. One 
of the most useful nccounto of the by n. 
merchant. In. the form of lettero to l in bro"Liinr-in-i-iw Uilli: u. 
Barre7. l at Philadelphia. 
"The Revolutionary Journal- of Jn, mec .; tev(--nn of AzWover" annex. 
In: titv. te Ili-,, t . Collectionn, ;. I UllI, lýl" 
Tatu. m,.: hiward, ed. The American Journ. a. l of hhhroce : perle, 
äecr_e_t . ry to Lord llowe, j (-YLL,,, i 
19/0. I'I at l. u. ntinplon Librnxy. 
" 
Tuc'. or, i1i11i, am, ed. Deacon Tudor'r. liar. .... itecord of I'. ore 
or Lena Imoort, ýnt 1 went- in i)ontön from 
13orton, 1896. Decidedly UJlrir°, and hnrvil, y ahrirl -ed. 1'rom 
a copy made at the Library of Con,,; r ens. 
, lortley, the Hon. l, Irn. '. 
1. ý; tuart, A Primo I'ini: 'ter and hi_ 
on iew York, 1925. Letterru fromClhnrLon :I tu. --. rt:, nerving in. 
the ßefv. lrar Army in Bonton -to hin ! Father, bor. d Du. te. 
7obel, Ililler, and L. Kinvin Jroth, edc. The Lr^ý ; ýl Prýyýcrn of 
John Adams. 3 Vol -. Cambridrc, 196 . 
PRINTED COLLI CTIOIIS AND OTILIZ ,. OUdC. 
Baxter, James Phinnoy, ed. Docurnentaz Ilic-tor of Min .; t; i. te 
of Li, -Line, 1, I; tine 
ß crton, IIu(^h The Roy. il Comrni:. niron on the Lo^: -c^ ;,. I'd ßervicc^ 
of the Aincrican Lo. y,?. l_i: oi' 
Kr. Daniel Parker Coke, one of the nioncr^ 
Force, Petered. Americra, n Archive. ^... A )ocumcntc. ry ILLL12ry of 
the North Americrn Colonicr 4th Ccricr,, 0 Vol,,,. . 1"1nrcI1 7,177 
tn lall . 21,1776; >ht 
äerie", 3 Vol:. I:. ý. y 3,1776 to Dec. ; 1,1770 
Wnmhin ton D. C., 1337-18 j3. ContrLinc matorial on the T'oriott 
in Pin. o chunettc that can be found nowhere else. 
Pord., W. C. Broadsided, Ballad^ inc. Prin-tcd in I-, r j chu. ^ettc 
1639-1 300 I, i: tcn . Hirt . Soc Collect ion-, Vol . L?: XV, 13o:; ton, 1g22 
Goodell, A. C. at al. eds. Acts and Reno lve. r, Public and Private, 
of the Province of the Idaccachu^ettr ILIL "1 Vo]r. Bonton, 
15699-192 . Journale of the Honourable Ilour. e of Roprnfinntativcn Annual 
Volumen, Printer to the IIoure Bcnjrý. rriT 7TIm ; T" Sn. Volv. raer 
1773,1774, nn. d for earlier year- '!! hen Lli, ^ha Jena:, wan the 
I3eprereht, ative for the tcým of ', lc^ton. ((tceprint in pro, °re^^ 
by ILass.: Iict . äoc. ; volume for 1770 pu. bi irliod in 1977. 
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Lincoln , ifilliam, ed., The Journals of Etch Provincini Commer 
of Tiac^achu^ett^ in 17 4 tiny]. Eonton, 133 
Peirec, i1, a. ry Frances, The Town of Wer. ton Records of the i'irrit 
Toým, lýJýlfýý 1ýýr-ton, 1 Procinct, 1746-175 end of Vic 
The official records or Town floenr; a and Chur. ch i: eetin. f; n, 
from the ileoton Town Archive^. NIany entrie^ for the political 
activiticÜ of Col. ]Ilir.. ha Jone^ in. town r overnment and town 
office. 
Raymond), W. O. The Jinnlow Parcr^ 1'176-1026 . It. Joli. n, JIoow Bru. nr. rwick, 
New Brunswick Iii^t. ý; oc. 1901. 
ýlliitmore, +il]_i^. m, The 1lar. n, LC]iu. neth^ Civil hisst for the Colonial 
and Procincial Pcrior? r 16 Q-1774. /1ibany, l 
Si COINDARY ': 10R' :At; LiCT LIST 
The rree. tc^t work on the hintory of Colonial 
the 18th Century is that of Clif t'or(l Kenyon. . Thipton, in V, -)lum('. ^ 
IV 1690-1700 (193')) to XVI 1763-1771 (197')) of ý; i. b]. e Ii,,. rvnrd 
Graduates. The yarc3atick by which others mu, -, t be Judireri. _ýý- 
Alden, J.:: 1. "John. T: cin, Icourr; e of I atriot^, " Co]. oniaa. l : Ioc. I a^n. 
Publications /:. XIV 19'jß'. 
Allen, 1 rdner, Li;. ,c ^nchucýcti 
Privatcerr of the Revo at-i. on Dorton, 
1927 
All en, II. C., nnd. Rorer Thompnon, Contrr. ct _,. n(I Connection liicentennin. l 
in. lln,; lo-Americ a 
Lon. r; o n, 1 c) 7( 
Bailyn, Bernard, The Id. colof; iun, 1 2r. i. of the American 
Revolution IiUP Cambricdr'e, 1967 
----The Ordeal of Thomas 
liutchin: -, on. INP Crumbridr'e, 1974. 
Thin work makes no nerioun attempt to ^tu(ly the nature of 
Loyn. lirm in I. In, nsachunettr3; it raye notliin, of the Tory opporerc 
of Hutchinson such as Co1. lýlirh a Jonre:,, wwlho unlike Ilutchi. ncon 
believed in constitutional reforms and were prepared to 
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